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LAWS
OF THE

SOCIETY OF ANTIQUARIES OF SCOTLAND.

INSTITUTED NOVEMBER 1780 and INCORPORATED BY
ROYAL CHARTER 6th MAY 1783.

{Revised and adopted November 30, 1901.)

1. The purpose of the Society shall be the promotion of Archeology,
especially as connected with the investigation of the Antiquities and
History of Scotland.

2. The Society shall consist of Fellows, Honorary Fellows, Correspond-

ing Members, and Lady Associates.

3. Candidates for admission as Fellows must sign the Form of Applica-

tion prescribed by the Council, and must be proposed by a Fellow and
seconded by two members of the Council. Admission shall be by ballot.

4. The Secretaries shall cause the names of the Candidates and of their

Proposers to be inserted in the billet calling the Meeting at tvhich they

are to be balloted for. The Ballot may be taken for all the Candidates

named in the billet at once ; but if three or more black balls appear, the

Chairman of the Meeting shall cause the Candidates to be balloted for

singly. Any Candidate receiving less than two-thirds of the votes given

shall not be admitted.

5. Honorary Fellows .shall con.sist of per.sons eminent in Archaeology,

who must be recommended by the Council, and balloted for in the same
way as Fellows

;
and they shall not be liable for any fees of admission or

annual subscriptions. The number of Honorary Fellows shall not exceed
twenty-five.
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6. Corresponding Members must be recommended by the Council and

balloted for in the same way as Fellows, and they shall not be liable for

any fees of admission or annual subscriptions.

7. Ladies who have done valuable work in the field of Archaeology may
be admitted as Lady Associates. The number of Lady Associates shall

not exceed twenty-five. They shall be proposed by the Council and

balloted for in the same way as Fellows, and shall not be liable for any

fees of admission or annual siibscriptions.

8. Before the name of any person is added to the List of Fellows, such

person shall pay to the funds of the Society Two Guineas as an entrance

fee and One Guinea for the current year’s subscription, or may compound
for tbe entrance fee and all annual subscriptions by the payment of

Twenty Guineas at the time of admission. Fellows may compound for

future annual subscriptions by a single payment of Fifteen Guineas after

having paid five annual subscriptions ; or of Ten Guineas after having

paid ten annual subscriptions.

9. The subscription of One Guinea shall become due on the 30th Nov-

ember in each year for the year then commencing ; and if any Fellow who
has not compounded shall fail to pay the subscription for three successive

years, due application having been made for payment, the Treasurer shall

report the same to the Council, by whose authority the name of the

defaulter may be erased from the list of Fellows.

10. Every Fellow not being in arrears of the annual subscription shall

be entitled to receive the printed Proceedings of the Society from the

date of election.

11. None but Fellows shall vote or hold any office in the Society.

12. Subject to the Laws and to the control of the Society in General
Meetings, the affairs of the Society shall be managed by a Council elected

and appointed as hereinafter .set forth. Five Members of the Council
shall be a quorum.

13. The Office-Bearers of the Society shall consist of a President, three

Vice-Presidents, two Secretaries for general purposes, two Secretaries for

Foreign Corresj)ondence, a Treasurer, two Curators of the Museum, a
Curator of Coins, and a Librarian. The President shall be elected for a
period of five years, and the Vice-Pre.sidents for a period of three years.
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One of the Vice-Presidents shall retire annually by rotation and shall

not again be eligible for the same office until after the lapse of one year.

All the other Office-Bearers shall be elected for one year and shall be

eligible for re-election.

IL In accordance with the agreement subsisting between the Society

and the Government, the Board of Manufactures (now the Board of

Trustees) shall be rexiresented on the Council by two of its Members (being

Fellows of the Society) elected annually by the Society. The Treasury

shall be represented on the Council by the King's and Lord Treasurer’s

Remembrancer (being a Fellow of the Society).

15. The Council shall consist of the Office-Bearers, the three representa-

tive Members above specified, and nine Fellows, elected by the Society-

Id. Three of the nine elected Members of Council shall retire annually

by rotation, and sludl not again be eligible till after the la]>se of one

year. Vacancies among the elected Members of Council and Office-

Bearers occurring by completion of term of office, by retirement on rota-

tion, by resignation, by death or otherwise, shall be filled by election at

the Annual General Meeting. The election shall be by Ballot, upon a list

issued by the Council for that purpose to the Fellows at least fourteen

days before the Meeting.

17. The Council may appoint committees or individuals to take charge

of particular departments of the Society's business.

18. The Annual General Meeting of the Society shall take place on

St AndreAv’s Day. the dOth of A'ovember, or on the following day if

the 30th be a Sunday.

19. The Council shall liaA'e power to call Extraordinary General Meet-

ings when they see cause.

20. The Ordiuaiy Meetings of the Society shall be held on the second

Monday of each month, from December to May inclusive.

21. Every proposal for altering the Laws must be made through the
Council : and the Secretai'ies, on instructions from the Council, shall cause
intimation thereof to he made to all the Fellows at least one month
before the General ^Meeting at which it is to be determined on.

h



X\ 1 FORMS OF BEQUEST.

Form uf Special Bequest.

I. A. B.. do hereby leave and bequeath to the Society of Autiiiiiarie' of

Scotland incorporated by Royal Cliarter. my collection of and I

direct that the r-aine ^^liall be delivered to the ^-aid Society on the receipt of the

Secretary or Trea-urer thereof.

General Form of Bequest.

I. A. B.. do hereby leave and becpieath to the Society of Anti<iuarie.-^ of

Scotland incorporated by Royal Charter, the r-nni of £ sterling [to he used

for the qeneral purposes of the Soeietij[ [or. to he used for the syjecial jnirpose

or ohjeet. of ]. and I direct that the said sum may be paid the

said .Society on the i-eceipt of the Ti'ea.surer for the time being.
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1924. Ashnvorth. Mrs. Iliilbank. Grange Loan,

Ediitburiih. 10.

1031. A^kkw. Gilbert H.. Oa-'Ula O'orbruliie'"n-Tyite.

Xorthuiiiberiaiid.

191T.*Atholl, His Grace The Duke of, K.T., C.B.,

M.V.O.. LL.D.. Blair Castle. Blair

Atholl.

1032. Baillie James M'Ke.vzie. 17 Alpiii lb.»ad.

Dinidee.

1922. Bain*, Kev. John*, MiiUiter of St PauTa Church.

13 Drydeii Place, Xe\Gngton, Ktliiiburgh. 9.

1920. Baird, KeV. Andrew, B.D.. J.P., Minister of the

united parish of Broughton, Kilbucho, and

Cdenliolm. The Manse. Broughton. Peebles-

shire.

102o. Baird, J\Mes. SI Meadowi ark Street, Dennis-

touri, Glasgow. K. 1.

1922. Baird, MTlliam Macdon*aed, F.F.S., 7 St Colrne

Street, Edinburgh. 3.

1023. Balfotu Mi>s, W'hiltingeh.une. Haddington,
|

East Lothian.
1

1918. Balfocr, Lieut. -Coh Frederick RoiiEKT !

Stephen*. M.A., D.L.. Haajck. Stobo,

Tweeddale.
j

1926. BALForR-MELViLLE, Evan* IV. M., M.A., Lecturer
|

in HL-tory in the Cniversity of Edinburgh, 2 ,

•Si'iith Learmonth Garden^. Edinburgh. 4. ;

1915.*Bat.t.an'tin'e. Jame«. 24 Hil) Street. Edinburgh. 2.
j

1933. BAr.LTN’OALr-, •teoroe W.. Dalgyncdi. 20 Mnlmar !

G.irdcn^. Edinbiirgli. 10.
1

1021. Ban'F.rjea. Ba«ibihari, M.B.. F.L.V.Sc.. Po->t
j

Box. y<) liG/).". Calcutta, Indi.i.
i

1926. Ban'HERMAx, John*, St Margaret^ Elgin. 1

192>. Bannerman*. Caidain Kon'ald K. Brl'CE, M.C., I

1‘) D.-riitMii Ibtad. South (.'rwydMn.
j

1931. Barce Bov. William, M.A., Min!st»*r of i

St Magnu-) Cathedral. The Man*’#', Kirkwall,
;

Oikiiey.
j

L^OT.^Barnett, Kev. T. Katcliffe, Ph D., 7 Corrennie
|

Garden^. PAlinburgh, 10.
|

1922 Barrie, John* Alexander, 15 .Vhl>»*y Road.
|

Eskbank. 1

1910. Barron*, Rev. Douglas Gordon*, O.B.E.. V.D,,

D.D., Ard< luullc, Abcifcyle,

1923 Bxhron. Evan Ma(.Lku>. Proprietor and IMitcr

id Tli> li'f'rin;sy Coilwr. Oakhue-K. Iiivcriu*'"'.

1909. Bartholomew, John, O.B.E.. of Glenorchard, i

SherLtf-Suh^titutc nf Lanark. Nunhniin.
!>

j

Victoria Circu'?. Glasgow. W. 2.

1922. BAHroN. Dr S\Mi L[. -\xov. O.B.E.. F.H.F P.'^.

(Gla^.), L.K.D.P. (Edin.l. hi ParktieM Hoad.

Sefton Park, Liverpool.

1931. Bathgate, 1homa> D.. tTcr^a '*'< nociiiouse.

Watten, Caithne"-.

1927. BATrER>BY. James. F.K C.’^.Eng.. etc.. Dean of

the Faculty of Mungo’s Medical College, 1448

Galli'ugatc, Glasgou. E. 1

1933. Baxter. Gi.oriiE Blair. 15 W'arr*-iiib-r Park

Terrace, Edinbmgh. I".

1025- Baxter, Kev. Pr -le^-iMr .7 II.. B.D.. I'.D.. .':rt

Mar}*'. C'dh'ge. .''t Aniliev''.

1970. Baxter, William. ITiblic W^uk^ Ciiiitractur,

E-^kdale, 153 High Stieet, Tranent.

lS84.*BEAroN'. Major Angus J.. L'.M.ki.. ^ -Lb. Trou-

ville. Evesham Kcad, PittvilK. Cheltenham.

1931. Beattie, David J., "culpter. Kenilworth. Talbot

Road, Carlisle. ^
1930. HF\TTrF. Mi-^ Dodet. H. K. A K.I.B.A

-

Bivourae. Kuthuelh Dunifiie'^hiiv.

1924. Bell, William Edmun'd. sohcitiif, 13 White-

hall Terrace. .Vberdeen.

1029.*Blll, Kev. William Napier, M.A.. 37 Oaklield

Venue, (iladgeu, W. 2.

1925. Benn'et. Kev. Alexander Lyon, B.A., The

Maii'so. Chryston. Ula^gow.

1924, Bentinck, Kev, Charles D., D.D . The Manse,

Doinoch, Sutherland.

1026. Benton, Miss Sylvia, M.A. (Camb.), Lady

Margaret Hall, Oxford.

1929. Bertram. Donald. Manager, (.irkney Steam

Navig.ition Co.. Ltd.. 20 Ea-it Koad, Kirkwall.

1923. •Blst. John. Warri''fon House. Edinburgh, 4.

1925. Beveridge, James, M.A., Wellbank, Linlithgow.

1930. Beveridge, Kev. John, M B K., B.Ib. Hmuin-

houae Koad, Cors,tor])luue. Eilinhurgli, 12.

1927. Bickersteth, Mi^s Marul’erite Ei.izABi:rH,

Ph.D.. 32 Statford Street, Edinbiiigh. 3.

1919. Binnie, R, B. Jardine. Old Place. Hampton
Court.

l932.*BrRLEY. P^Hic, M.A., F.s.A., riie>,tprhoIiD,

Barduii Mill, Northuniherlanrl.

19(^. Bishop, .Andrew Henderson, Thornton Ha!!,

Lanarkshire.

1922. Bishop, Frederick, Kuthven House. Goliut'ui.

1924. Bisset, Alexander Macdonald, Bertha

Cottage, Bathgate.

1927.*Black, John Cameron. J.P., Nav.il Architect, 45

We-'t Nile Street, Ghi''gGw. 1.

1932. Bla( KWoor>, KoLERr, J.P., 9 Oxford >treet,

Dundee.

192d. Bl\ir. Gi-(;RGi'. c ( ri>wn K.uul Nurth, ‘jla^gow,

W. 2.

1929. I)L\IR, KoUERT K.. W.^. 20 (diester Street.

J.diriburgli, 3.

1900. Blundell. Kev. Odo, O.S.B., T Ilully Kuad,
Fairlield, Liverpe'd.
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1885. Bompas. Chaules S. M., 121 Westbourne Ter-

race, Hyde Park, London, W. 2

1917. Boxar. Johx James, Eldinbrae, Lasswade
1925. Boxxar, William. 51 Braid Avenue, Edin-

burgh. 10.

1928. BoREXirs. Taxceed. Ph.Ih. D.Lit., Professor of

the History of Art in the University of London,

28 Kensington Gate, Kensington, London, W.8.

1903.*Borthwick, Hexry, of BorthMick Castle, Mid-

lothian. 122 Gt. Western Road. Glasgow.

1932. Bosworth, William George. Librarian and

Curator, Public Library. Museum, and Public

Hall, Altrincham.

1920. Boyd, James Stirlixg, L.R.I.B.A., " Croin-

dale.' Day's Lane, .Suloup, Kent.

1027. Bradley. Rev. William. St Anne's. Windsor

Gardens, Musselburgh.

1927. Brewer, George L.. Jr.. L;ibMr-in.\'aiu Road.

Ips^uch, Massachusetts. U.S.A.

1927. Brewer. Mrs George E,, Jr.. Labor-in-Vain

Kndd, Ip.^wich, Massachusetts. U.> A.

1913. Brodie. Captain Robert HuaiE. AUair, Cr.^jgen-

doran, Helensburgh.

1928. Brook. George Berxard. F.I.C.. ^f.lnst.M.M.,

E.C.S.. The Research Laborateries. Kinlocli-

leven.

1908. Brook, William, 87 George .'^trect, Edin-

burgh. 2.

1928. Brol'GH. William. 42 Dundas street. 8troinness.

( ii'kiiey.

190tj.*BROWX, Adam, Xetherby, Galashiels.

1932. Browx. Cia.-iL Jermyx. M.A., Biiccleuch Hou^e,

Melri'st*.

1924. Browx, Charles Herbert, K.C., .8herid of the

Lothians and Peeble.s. 17 Xorthumberland

8!tD'et. Edinburgh, 3.

1921.

*Browx, Doxalu, SO Giosvjtiot .Street. West

Hartlepool.

1888. Browx. George, 2 imde Street, Edin-

burgh, 10.

l!i21. Browx, Tiioma''. A.R.f.B.A.. l.et tiirer ami Chiet

A»i-'tant. Deparliiieiit nt Architeefure and

Building, Tlie IbiNal Teidmical i 'illege, idLi'--

gi)A.4‘^ Ki!ig''huu.se Ai enue, Cjthcart. Glasgow,
i

1932. Browxlke, Dvmd Ax(fus. Bruwiiloe Cottage,
|

C(jlsti*n, Bi>hnpbriggs. '

1893. Bruce, Joiix, Inverallan, Helensburgh.
j

1922.

*BRr xw'ix, Gi.orgi. EusI^ce, H.i\eiing>, Kayne,
!

Br.iintree, l-Gsex.
j

1908. Bryce. Peter Ros^. 33 rraiginillar Park,
,

Edinburgh. 9.

1902. Bryce, Thomas II., M.A., M.I),. E.R.S.. Pro-

fessor of Anatomy, Xu. 2 The Cniversity,

Glasgo u

.

1922. Brydex, Robert Lockhart, B.L., Curator of

Glasgow Art Galleries and Museum. Archoeo-

logical and Historical Department. 12 Selborne

Road, Jordanhill, Glasgow.

1901. Bucclecch axd Queexsberry, His Grace

The Duke of, K.T,, Dalkeith House, Midlothian.

1933. Buchax, James, Editor, Dnadee Tehgraph, 05

Blackness Avenue, Dundee.

1931. Buchaxax, Alexaxder Grahame. M.B.. Ch.B..

8 Queensborough Garden^, Hyndland, Glasgow.

1927. Bulloch, Johx Malcolm, M.A., LL.D., 45

Doughty Street, London, W.C. 1.

j

1887.*Burgess, Peter, View Ville, Diumnadrochit,
I Invernes*'-

I 1925. Burxet, j. R. Wardlaw, Advocate, 60

Northumberland Street. Edinburgh. 3.

1
1892. Burxett, Rev. J. B., B.D.. D.D.. The Manse.

;

Fetteresso, Stonehaven.

I

1911. Burxett, Rev. William, B.D., Hestalng Manse,

31 Liainore Crescent. Edinburgh. 8.

j

1925. Burxs, Johx George. Sheriff-Substitute of

j

Koss, County Buildings Stornoway,

j

1887. Burxs, Rev. Thomas. C.B.E., D.D., F.R.S.E.,

Croston Lodge, 3\ Chalmers Crescent. Edin-

burgh, 9.

1925. Burxsidk. Rev. Johx W.. M..V. 505 Strath-

inurtine Road. Dundee.

1928. Burrell. Sir Wilii\m. Ilulton ('astle, Berwick-

upon-Tweed.

1927. Bushxell, George H.. University Librarian, St

Andrew*. 19 Queen'.* Terrace. St Andrews.

1901. •Bute, The Most Hon. The Marquess of, K.T.,

Mount Stuart, Rothesay.

1923. Cadell, 1'. C. B., A.R.8.A.. 30 Regent Terrace.

Edinburgh. 7.

1908. Capet.l, Hexry M., LL.D., B.Se., F.R.S.E.,

Grange, Linlithgow.

1929. Cairxs. Adam. 21 Mumvith Koad, New lands,

Glasgow, S. 3,

1931. Caldeu, Charlls C., The Chestnuts, Darnawav,
Forres.

1921.*Calder. Chvklf^ S. T., A.K.I.A.S., AsM.stant

Architect. R'lyal r< unniis'.ion r)n Amdent Monu-
ments (''cut.t, 2j \ork Plaee^ Edin}>urgh, 1.

193G. CviurR, WiLLTVM M., M.A . T.L.D.. I'.R.A..

Pr«»fes>or of Givck. UiuveiMty of Edmljurgh :

Editor of
. 58 St Alban's

lb-ad, Edinburgh. /.,/ F'.rtiq,'

1919.*C Ai L \ N i> I R, -Vlf X A

N

n KK f) Lollopit iva.
Ratnapuia, Cc\!nii.
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1S9S.*Calt \NDEi?, .1. Ghaham, LL.D., 11 0<;liorne

Terrace. EdinTur^h. 12.

—

Inrerv-r of Mnseu7/K

1029. Callandet^. “William A.. Writer Rodona,
'

Kelburn Avenue, I^umbreck, uJa-'^^uw. i

1931. Cameuon*. Archibald. M.A.. Reiiius PrniV'.s..r

of Greek, The Uuiver>ity. Kine:\ Cnllege.

Al'erdeen.

1910. Cameron', "ir D. Y., R.A., K.S.A.. \V.. LI..D.. .

Dun Eaglais, Kippen.

1922. Cameron’, Colonel Donald C’.. C.B.E.. M.A.,

R.A.-.C. r C-x N . .. Pall Mall
|

Lendl 'H, .'r.'W. 1.

1930. CA:Mr.R0N. R^-v .Tohn Kirktand. Tht' Man^^.

Ale ht*'rhi'U>»', near Dunde.*.
i

1931. Camfron, Aiil, Mayfn-ld. Tli'-riiiull Park,

Sunderland.

1905. Camero.n-.'twan', Captain Donald. F.Tl .V ^..

Strathnieie. K.ilk Bay. Cap** Piovtnee. '•'laitli
,

Aliica. i

1923. Campbell. Alexander. Cunmiercial Bank of
'

Scotland, Ltd., Abington.

1930. CAMPiiFLf. Chahi.E'. M.K.L . 4'- Kaun 'cli

Drive. BeaiNdeii. DuTiibartoiiNhiD*.

1920. CAMrBFLL. Hroii Rankin'. Anlfern, 1 \Vi.<Miburn

B'lad. XHuland" Gla^g'-u

l'’*33. Campufli., Iain <’ultn. CuraL-r Vcrulatniunt

Museum, .''t "alvatnr. Hill, '*‘t .Indreus.
'

I lie.
j

19.3(1. Campbj i.l .Ja.mj.s a. “ Glen}..ink." Dunblane. !

1925.*CAMPBELr., .John Dol'glas-Bo-jwell. 25 .Vinslie !

rij( e. Ldinburgli. 3.
'

1922. Camfbi LL. John MAeLLOD, The Captain uf

Saddell Castle, i.-il.'-n .'sa'ldell. l.y Carrad.ale,

Arg\ !1,

1022. ('AMPBi-rL. 'heritf .John Ma<*master. Bose-
'

riL'iint. ( 'anipbeltnwn, Argyll.

1031. Cant. Bev. Ar \n, B.D., I! '<f‘
. Manse of Creieh,

j

Cnpar-Eife.

1901 Carirm. GtcRi-l. 77 G.-i-ru,. .-Street. IMin- ;

buiub. 2

1931. 'sii J(!iiN T. B.iit.. D ],.. LL T)., lo

I.l |\\ I }|'-1 'Dm .h r <
I

1900 CAkmiphael, Lnf.lyn G. M
, G.B I... Barrister-

'

at-L.iM. Mi*retij\s n ILnise, Newport, Salop.

192. ^ CARNHf\-ARHrni\()i I, I.!* lit.

B

il'ianinoii.

1

1922. Carrlthi R'. Ariht-r ^tani.fy. A. (’.A.. Chart- i

lands. Pulley ( ).iks Buail, >anderstead,
.

Surrey. !

1931. ('ARswprr, Bdnmi). LB.T.BA. 17 •silisbuiv
'

Ib*ad. ]'diribuieh_ f)

1932. Car'iir. TI\Rni.\ ^iumv. M D.. IhP.II..
1

( T Ill'll' Ih’dlth Labi ii’a} ( 1

1

\ , d(J ( ii( hraiie i

^tlet-t. < rlasg'AV
j

ISOo. ( AW. "ir .1 vMFs L . LL.D.. 14 i luny Place. Kdin-

I'urgh lo

1929- Chat-Mfrs, Francis, IV. S.. 20 C nrreniin' Gardens.

Edinburgh JO.

I9l9. ( HATMFR'*. UeV fllNl^V Kllf. '.'I 'ti. B ad.

WVst TViiy. Diuuh-e Angus,

192S (. HAMNLY. U'iLLIA.M. J.P.. 15 Elgin Biiad.

Dublin.

1927. CuiLDE. Prufessur V. Cturdon. B Litt.. ^.::^.A.,

Prufesser ot Al'LhcoMugy. ILe University,

IMinburgh. c-,—Yo /'tG/’v i "/'"'//t C’e/'/jr-

i-.i/i/ Jr/^re

19.32. Christie. Bailie Dof<,l\s Morri-.! in. .I.P..

' N.iniur ‘ > Dalktith IbMd. Dundee-.

1901. Christie, Mi-ss, Cnw iea Castle. Di?iUi.

1910. Chbistison, James, J.P . F.T-.A.. Librarian,

Public Library, Montrose.

1902. CL.utK, Archibald Brown, M. \ . Pieftssor of

Political Economy, University nf Manitol'a.

Winnipeg, Canaia.

1021. Clark. William I'ordyce. ilillsgaith. 12

Woo'lhall Terrace. Juniper (‘.Treeii.

190S. Clay, Alexander Thomson, W
,

IS South
Learnionth Gardens, EdinburLdi -J.

1024. Clayton, Brian C., " Wyelands." Bu->. Here-

fordshire.

lt‘29. Cliiiord. Mrs Kisie MARraRET. ('handlers.

it' olllbe, (.ilos.

1910. Clol’ston. Eric Crosp.y Tow.nsend,
M.BC.> fEng), LBC.P.[Lond Liueiiliani,

SuLlolk.

1017. Clocston. j. Storer. Smuogro Heiise. orphir,

Orkney.

1922.

*Clot;ston Bonxld (iillan. L.B ( .1’. K'hn b

J. . U.i.'.S. I F.din.). 10 ('arringtnn "tief-t (tpis-

g"W, C. L

1921 .*(.'LorsTON Tiiomv-; Haroid. ('i.IUE.. I.ang-

.skaiil, 47 Cnp.e Hill IVimbheb m. Lnn.h.n.

S.W. 2o

I'.e'.i. Trow, Aviiki.w, >,iliatnr. Aim., X'lll.i AI-.-U.M},
IIIIIA. Cr-iiir, Tli.> Ki^ht [Inn. LI. [i., L-irl

.)u'tLi.>-(li-iirrul ,uid IvnA ii-nf id tl.,.

( nuU '>[ 27 Alur.n i’l.ti m r.iiin-

;i.

lyiL »Co\Ti.s, [{fNHi-. Kyilnl. WhiMtiid-,; I.ann.

'J'nrquuv.

IIIOI r'onHii\N-P\Tiii( K, Mrs, Wno.lM.l... Bcitb.

l?i9.‘i.»CocHRKN--l'\TriirK, Nnt. .T KKVNn.Y. <,f Wood-
si If A.ivo. ah'. I. iiL. I, Uhl

1923. CocKRiNn, Uich.m(jnd [.si.t.is 20 AberiTornby
['lai f. r.ilinburfli. 3.

1919.*!. iiCKiiL HN-. ('[i|.t,iin .\ucnii’. m,i. 1 rfulru'k,
K. E. (T.l'.). 2.2 .M Anilie\i L,!,,,.

I'Urgh. 2.
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1920. CocKBUEN. Rev. J. Hutchison. B.D., The

Cathedral Manse, DunMane.

1928.

*Coghill, .Jahes M,. Colzean, Viewlands Place,

Perth.

1920.

*Coleingwood, R. G.. M.A., P.S.A., Pembroke

Colleire, Oxford.

1924. Collins, Rev. Geoege A'. M., B.A., 7 Ardgowan

Square, Greenuck.

1929. CoLLuai. Miss V. C. C., AVell Duttom, Ea^t

Melbury, Shatte^bury, Dorset.

1924. Colt H. Dunscohbe. c o Farmer's Loan and

Trust Co.. 15 Cockspur .•street. London. S.W. 1.

1924. Colt, Ronald S. H., of Gartsherrie and North-

held, B.A. (Oxon.)(nu addre'>).

1921.

*Colville. Captain Norman R., Penheale

Manor, Fgloskerry. Cornwall.

1909. CoMRiE, John D., M.A,, B.Sc., M.D., F.R.C.P.E ,

Lecturer on the History of Medicine, Uni-

verhty of Edinburgh. 25 Manor Place, Edin-

burgh. 3.

1931. CoNACHE.R, Hugh Moeison, As'-i^tant Secretaiy,

Department of Agriculture for Scotland, 0

Tueed Green. Peebles.

1925. CoNACHER. Peter A.. T.D.. Nevtonbank. Forfar.

1932. Connell, William, 33t3 Main Street, Ruther-

glen.

191S. Cook, Davidson, HighOelil, Hudder.stielcl Road.

Barnsley, Yurk.shire.

1924. Cook. John. 01 Castle Street. Edin-

burgh. 2.

1'920. Cornllh'-. Rev. William J. J.. D.Litt., D.C L.,

D.D.. M.A. B.D.. D.Se., A.K.i', F.U.UiM.^

C.F., etc.. All Saints* Vicarage, 'Mimiier Road,

North Pei kham. Ltuidon. S.E. 15.

19X1. Coreie, John. Burnbank, Monialve, Dumfne.s-

shire.

1913.*Cohrie, John M., Archoeulogist to the Royal

Commission on Ancient and Historical Monu-

ments of .-reutland, 27 York Place, Edin-

burgh, 1,

1920.*Cors vR. Kenneth Charles, of Rosely, Rubis-

Ia%\, 75 Braiil Avenue, Edinburgh, 10.

1927. Cottar, Rev. Robert, B.D., D.D,, The Manse.

Linlithgov.

191S. CouBEK. Rev. W. J.. M.A.. D.D., 2k> Circus Drive,

Deuni'».t(iun. Glasgow

.

1891. COUTTS, Rev. Alfred, Ph.D., B.D., Temple

Manse, G'lrebridge, ^lullolliian.

1920.*Cowan, Robert Craig, Esklull, Inveresk, Mid-

lothian.

1931. CowE, William, Tvcedvdle, Thorburu Road,

Colinton.

1929. CowiE, Alexander M., M.B., C.M., Glenriniies,

Dufftown, BanffMiire.

1929. CowiE, Morton J. H., A.R.I.B.A., “ Durris-

deer,*^ St John's Road, Corstorphine, Edin-

burgh, 12.

1928. CowiE, Thomas Rennie, Ravensleigh, 2 Syden-

ham Road, Dowanhill, Glasgow, W. 2.

1929. Cowles, Frederick I., F.R.S.L., F.R.S.A.,

Librarian, SMintuu and Pendlehury Public

Librarit'S, Flmhur'.t Worsley Road. Swintun.

Lancs.

1893 *Cox, Alfred W., Glendoick, Glencarse, Perthshire.

1901 *Cox, Douglas H {no address).

1932. Craig-Brown, Clive, Cuiuely Bank, Selkirk.

1925. Craig-Brown. Brigadier-General E., D.S.O.,

Crus> Road'. Curffc. Midlothian.

1928. Craigie. John, Master Mariner, 4 Gill Pier,

We'tray. (Orkney.

1900. Cran, John, Backhill House, Musselburgh.

1927. Ceanstoun. Colonel C. J. Edmonpstounf,

D.'^ G.. CorehoU'e. Lanark.

1022. Crawford, Jami'.s. 129 Fotheringay Road,

Maxuell Park. Glasgow.

1909. CuAwroRD, Robert, Oehilton, 3i3 Hamilton

Diive, Maxwell Park, Glasgow.

1908. CuAwruRD. Rev. Thomas, B.D., The Elms,

Whitehouse Loan. Edinburgh, 10.

1901.

*Crawfobd. The Right Hon. The Earl of. K.T.,

LL.1>., Balearres, Colin'jburgh, Fife.

1920. Crawford. W. C., Earraid, Lothianburn. Mid-

lothian.

1931. Crichton. GroR<,E, o Duncan '•tD'ct, Phhn-

luirgh, 0.

1932. Crichton. Rev. Thomvs Smith, M.A, 182

Wliitehill StD*et, Denni^tl.)un. GLi'guw

192r>.*CRicHTON-STUART, The Lord Coi.um, M.P., 22

.Mansfiehl Street, London, W. 1.

I9l9. CRGCkJ'iT. Thomas, M.A., D.Litt.. 15 Lang^ide

Crescent, Southgate, London, N. 14.

1932. Crouk>, E. E.. F.b'.I.L, Dundurn. M Litecraigs,

RentreW'liire

1d32. Crookn Willivm M,. J.P., Ardmere, Monitieth,

AngU".

1932. Cro'Grove, Rev. J. Pringle. M.A.. Minister of

>r Colmae's and '^t Ninian's, The Manse,

32 Marine Place. Rdthc-ay. Bute.

1925.*Cl^^^^N, A. Robertson, M.C , R.A., LL.B., 11

Kirklee Terrace, Gla'guw, IV. 2.

ISMh Cro", Robert, Gegar Park, Cur^torpliine,

Ldmburgh, 12.

1924. Cruicksuank, James, Westwood, Bucksburn,

Aberdeenshire.

1924. Cullen. Alexander. F.R.I.B.A., F.S.I., 92
CudzoM Street, Hamilton.

1922. CuLLFN. IVilliam Johnston, 7 Hovard Street,

Ldinhurgh, 4.
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1932. CoiMixo, Alexander, B.A.. M.B., Ch.B.,

F.R.C..'?.Edin., 193 Dominion Road. 2,

Aucklandj New Zealand. '

1907. CuiiiiiNG, Alexander D., Headmaster, Public

School, Callander.
!

1919. CuMiiiNG, Alexander S.. M.D., IS Ainslie Place,

Edinburgh, 3.

1927. CAMMING, Victor James. 8 Grosvenor Terrace,

GlasguM. IV. 2.

1893. CuNNiNGTON, Captain B. Howard. 33 Long

Street. Devizes. Wiltshire.

1922. Ci'NYNOHAME, Edwin Blair. Bwomfield, Moni-
j

aive. Dumfrie'=;''hir«-
;

1893.*Cvrle, Alexander o.. C.V.D. rtrru—
|

acre, Barnton Park. Lhivid'-ouN Maiiiv F-din-
j

burgh, 4,

—

1889.*CrHLE, James, LL.D., F.S.A., Priurwood, Mel-
j

rose ,—Curator of Miiseunu

18T9.*Cur3ITER, Major Jaml-s Walls, od Braid Road.

Edinbiirgb. 10.

i

1

1931. Daigetty, Arthur Burness, M.D., Lo^siehall.

Lilt. Angus.

1924. Dalgleish, Rev. George W., M.A., The South

Maiise, CuDahuund, IuM*h, Aberd<-en»hiie.

1883. Dairymele, The Hun. Sir ITi.w IL. K.r.V.U.,

2i Ib'gent Terrace, Edinburgh, 7.

1913. Dalyii.l. Major ."^ir James, Bt., The Binns,

Linlithgow.
j

1925. T>ALziir. Mrs Frwk, Sydney Lodgo, IVhit''-
j

leoi'-- T.oan. Edinburgh. 10.
j

1920. Davidson. Ar.Fnr.D PvOBErt, Invernahaven,

Abernethv. Perth>iiire.

1924. Davidson, George. S ThiMie Street, Aberdeen,

1925. Davidson, George M., Architect and Surveyor,

l''> King ’T'l-nlmg.

1924. David>on, Hugh. Braedale, Lanark.

1920. DamU'-on. JamE". L’reasurer. The Carnegie

Tiust fur the I'liivei.'.itics of .Scotland, 59

Muriung>ide Park, Edinbnrgli, 10.

1930. DamD'ON Mainr J •> Milnj.. Lynwood, i

A'lit-' id. >iiri*'y.

1932. D\md>on. j. M. o.Il.E. F.C.T

2

I.'ieliview

T'UT.ne. Gart'‘n-,h. Gla'>gn\v.

1924. DwiiN Ih'v. Ef)\^ SHD J. F.. l.l}>.A.. 5n !

<TiMhtliara U'lad. ThTt-oi. Bradfonl

1925. D\W50N, a. Bashacl. Misbourne. Chalfont St

Gile'., Bucks.

1927.*DAW^nx. Warren U , F.U ^.E.. F R S.L.. IVllow

of the Itnyal S'n'ifty uf Medi'_uie linii. Librarian
,

Tij the (hirp'iratii'ii of I-levii''. 2>' irrange Road. '

Barue>. Lull' lull. s.'W. 13.
!

1929. De Blogue. The Ven. Oswald. Ex-Archdeacon.

Ex-R.N,S,C.F,, The Rectory. Bi^hopstoke,

Hants.

1915. De Latour, Countess Vincent Baillet, The
Beehive, L'lgiu'*,!!, Dunvegan, Skye.

1922. Deas George Brown. Architei-t and Civil

Engineer. Lnssiebank. M’hytehuuse Avenue,

Kirkcaldy.

1923.

*‘Dickson, Arthur Hope Drummond, 15 M'ood-

lands Terrace. Gla>gow, C. 3.

1923. Dickson. M'alter. " Lynedocli." Elcho Terrace.

Portobello.

1895. Dickson, MTlliam K., LL.D
,

Advocate, S

Olouce.sttM’ Place. Edinburgh. 3.

1919. Dinwoodii . John, Deira. rrieii. ,
1910. Dixo.n, Ronald Audley Martineau. of

Thearne, F.H..8.E.. F,G..S., F.R G.S., Thearne

Hall, near Beverley, Yorkshire

1923. Dobhie. Sir Joseph, In Leannonth Terrace,

Edinburgh. 4.

1925. Dobbie. Lady, 10 Learmonth Terrace. Edin-

burgh. 4.

1931. Dobie, Markyat R.. Keeper of Manuscripts,

National Library of Scotland. 23 Cargil Terrace.

F.dinburgh, 5.

1931. Doig, Major Willia.m Howie, C.E., Gordon

Street, Llgin.

1019.*Donald. .Vlvxander Graham. M.A., F.E.A.,

18 Farit' m TcuTace, Edinluirgh, 7.

1019. Donald, Jamt> S.. 10 Scott Street. Perth.

103tb Donald. John. 79 Dempster Street, Greenock.

1010. Donn, PvOBErt, Training College, Dunedin, New
Zealand.

iyil.*DouGLAS, John, 6 St Mary's Grove, Barnes

Common, London, S.W. 13.

1913. Docglas, Loudon M., F.R.S E., New park, Mid-

Falder, Midlothian

1927. Douglas. Mi>s Muriel M. 0., M.A.. Heruns
Gate, 40 Ea''tt'iJi'y Bnad, Watf'ud.

1927. I’on.LV", Pj REIN U. How AID', j)lp. Ai'.h.

Abdn.. A U.r.B.A.. (Tali*. In l.a'^tlairv

[b'ad. \VaHiird.

1924. Douglas, Majur Ruai.Rr E., 15 MercIii^tun

Avenue. Edinburgh. 10

ll»2T. T>o\v. J. OioRDON. Snlii itor and .Tnint TowiiFlerk,
Millbiirn Hnu-'e, Frail, Fife.

1928. Dfiw^ETr, J \a[i ^ H. If. M \< Grj (.or, Habaiil.

Territory of New Guinea.

1929. Dri-mmond, Mr> Andriw L.. Eadie Fhurefi
Malice, Alv.a, .^tirling>hire.

1900.*Drummond, James AV., We-,terlands. Stirling.

1895 ^Drummond-Moray, F^pt. W. H., of Aber-
cairriey, Crietf.

i93n. DriE-DuNiiAR. Min Kenneth J. Hetnpiigg.
lInU''e, \\ ick.
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1902. Buff-Dunb^r, ^^^s L.. of AckergOl, Ackergill

Tower, Wick, Caithness.

1930.*I)uiiFRiLs. The Right Hon. The Earl of. 17 Queen

Anne's Gate, London, S.W.

1920.

*Dl'xcan'. AlkxaxderMacLauciilax. A.H.I.B.A..

Chinese Maritime Customs, Shanghai, China.

1909. Bcncan, Rev, David. North Esk Manse,

Musselburgh.

1917. Duncan*. David, J.P., Parkview, Balgay Road,

Dundee.

1924. Duncan, George, Advocate, 60 Hamilton Place,

Aberdeen.

193n. Duncan. John J., llS Greenbank Road, Edin-

iuu’sh. lit.

1927. Duncan. Miss Kathleen Marguerete, 4 Charles

Street. Loudon. W. 1.

1928. Duncan, Percival C., 101/1 Clive Street,

Calcutta.

1932. Duncan, Robert, M.A,, 294 Strathmartine

Road, Dundee.

1932, Dt'ndas, D. J. W.. Woudhouselee. Milton Bridge,

Midlothian.

1921. Dundas, R, H.. Christ Church, Oxford.

1933. Dunlap. iNlAURiCE .4mern*an fV-nsul, c.'o

American Coii.sulate, Dundee.

1923. Dunlop. Mns. of .ShieKlhiU, Ihgg.ir.

1923. Dunlop. Kev. William, M.A.. St David's Manse,

Buekhaven, Fife.

1927. Durand. Captain Philippe, Curatur of the

People's Palace Museum, Glasgow Green, Glas-

gow. S.E., 88 Ilolmlea Road. Catiieart, Gla>g'»w.

1922. Dw'llly, Edward. F.S.G.. 1 'Willipwhruuk Road.

Ashford, ;Mi<ldlesex.

1924. Fades, George E., M.A., L.C.P, Bon Accord,

209 Peckham Rye, London, S.E. 15.

1927. Kastlrbrook, .Arthur Blake. Balnagowan,

Murrayri^^ld Drive. Edinhurgh, 12.

1913. Edgar. Kev. William. B.A., B.D.. Kinning Park

Manse. 10 Maxwell Drive, Pijllokshields.

Gla>gp’W. S. 1.

1909. Edingion, Colonel Georol Hl.xry. T.O., D.L.,

M.D., D.Sc,, F.F.P.S., 20 AVoo'Kide Place,

Gla.'^guw'. C. 3.

1921. EDWAiiDs. Artht'R j. IL, Assistant Keeper,

Natii'iial Museum of An(i«iuities, 8 Carfrae

Road, Blaekhall. Edinburgh, 4.

1892.*Edwards, John, LL.D., F.R.S.E.. 4 Great

Western Terrace, Glasgow.

RtOL F.rrr^, Fr\nct'> F \rolt'';. 1 .R.Hi'-t.S., 43

MiiH'aiik, T.oiidoii. S.W. 1,

1920. Eoerton, Major-General Ctr.\nville G. A..C-B.,

7 Inverleith Plare. Edinburgh, 4.

1021. Eggleton, James, Director of Kelvingrove Art

Gallery and Aluseum, Camphill House, Queen’s

Park, Glasgow, S.

1923.*Elphinstone, The Right Hon. Lord, K.T..

LL D., Carberry Tower, Musselburgh.

1932. Ewen, John Taylor, O.B.E., B.Sc,, F.K.S.E..

Pitscandly, Forfar.

1930. Ew'ing, W. Turner, D.S.O.. 18 Lennox Street,

Edinburgh, 4.

1929. Eyles, Victor Asibrose, c/o Geological Survey

and Mujseum. Jennyii Street. LondDU, S.W. 1.

1925. Eyre-Todd, George, J.P., Auchenlarich, by

Balloch.

1920. Fairbairn, Archibald, Wellwood, Muirkirk,

Ayrshire.

1923.

FAiRr.iE. Reginald F,. A.R.S.A., Architect, 7

Ainslie Place, Edinburgh. 3.

1912. Fairwfathep. ."^ir Wallace, D.L., J.P., Mearns

Cattle. Renfrewshire.

1921. Farmer, Henry George. M.A.. Ph,D.,M.K.A,S..

2 Woodlands Drive, Glasgow, C. 4.

1922. Favell. Bichard Vernon, M.R.C.S., L.Il.C.P.,

Penberth. St Buryan, S.O.. Cornwall.

1920. Ferguson, Frederic Sutherland, The Home-
stead, Avenue R<*ad. Southgate, London. X. 14.

1928. Ferguson. Frederick Anlrley. Duncraig,

Castle Street. Brechin.

1939. Fi.rguson, Harry Scott, W.S., 2 Briarwood

Terrace, West Ikuk R'lad, Dundee.

1932. Ferguson, Professor J. Dk Lvncey. M.A.,

Ph.D., Acting Professor of English, Western

Reserve University, 2310 South Overlook

Road, Cleveland, Ohio. U.S.A.

1809.*Findlav, James Leslie, Architect, 10 Eton

Terrace. Edinburgh. 4.

1921. Finlayson, Rev. William Henry, The Rectory,

Framingham Pig"t, Xorwich.

1925.*Fish, Thomas Wilson. J.P., M.Inst.X.A., Kirk-

lands, Dunbar.

1924. Fleming, Alexander Mackenzie, 87 Cowgate,
Dundee,

1922.

*Flemixg. John Arn-gt.d. Lock^ley. Tleleu'^hurgh.

1928 Flett. James. AI.A.A., Hillhead. Lankend
Road, Toimfries.

192t;. Flood. Rev. P. J.. D.D., The Presbytery,

Dalbeth, Tnileress, Glasgow.

1931. Fordycf. Wtltivm, M.D.. F.R.C.P.E.. 17

Walker Street, Edinburgh, 3.

1911.*Forsyth. William, F.R.C.S.E.. c/o Messr.s

I.iving'ifene ^ Dicksen, 39 Melville Street.

Edinburgh, 3.

190tj.*'FouLKES~RoBKRTs. ARTHUR West wood, Goring-

on-Tharnes.
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1923. Franklyx, Charles A. H., M.D. (Laus.), M.B.,

B.S. (Lond.). M.A. (111.), M.E.C 5. (Eng.),

L.E.C.P. (Lend.). F.E.S.MediciiiH. Meinbre de

la .^'juiete d'Heraldiqiie. K\\at'j.

23 Liskeard Gardens. Biacklieath, L<'iidun.

5.E. 3.

1932. Feasf-R. Kev. Ewex. Urray East Manse, Muir of

Ord, Koss-shire.

1921. Fraser. George Mackat, Solicitor and Banker,

'^iitnnierlea Housh. Portree, Skye.

192G. Fraser. Harry D.. M.A., The Schoolhuuae,

Ciiiru-iJe, PerwiLkshire.

192G. Fraser, Johx, M.C., M.D., F.E.C.S.E., Ptesius

Professor of Clinical Surgery, Cniveisity of

Edinhuri'h. 32 M^'^ray Place Eilinhurgh, 3.

1917. Fraser. Willi vm. 212 Cau?e\rayside. Edin-

i'UrL'h. 9.

1030, Frost. Johx M^ERten, Aldersyde, Brooinhill

Road. Abeideen.

1022. Fyfe, William. F.S.So.. 139 Guildford Kuad.

Portsmouth.

10?)ii, Gmr G Pobert. Xaiine L-.dge. l)udd.mg'>l"n.

1020. GALiui’LirH. Dr J. j. 4 Park Street, iunguall.
|

P.'Ji. Gu.loway. a. It O.B.E.. M.A.. M.II.. i .M., 200
j

T'nieti ''tivet. Aberdeen. i

l02o.*(.TALr.o\vAY. Thoma'. L.. Ailv'»eate. .\u' hendrane.

by Ayr.

1029. Gammie, Atexaxder, Journah-t and .Vuthor, ,

(no uddi'e'-^).

lOiS. Garuln. Willi

\

ii. Advocate in Aberdeen, 4

ItubisUuv Terrace, Aberdeen. •

l02o. Gari*xli:. i.rLoiioE. M.C,, The Kibble Hoii^e.
|

Go'eu H.k Uoad. Paidev.

1915. <1\rdxer, j \mes, .Solicitor, Clunie, Paisley.

1923. CTARDxrR, Johx C . B.L., Ph !> , Solieitov,

C.irdduan. .StKOehaven

1921. Gardxe!:. 'Willocghby, F S A., V Berlfa,

Deg.mu y. Xi;rth Wale*..

1023. Gm:riii. Maiihinv I.ai ril 1 Welter < oat*-'.

Gaiden'. EdmburLdi, 12.

1019. Ga'?'' Johx. M.A.. OlriLL G.irluke. i.anark'.bire.

1926, Gauld, H. Drl'mmoxd, Allandale, .•^aughton

ItM.td. l’.ir>tMrpluno. I'dinloiiiih 12.

1011. Gv^\TH^Rp, Watijr E. 11 Tufti-n .Street.

Wi >t niin^t'-r. L'Uid'Ui. S.W. 1.

l93o.*Gn!n. ^ii Ai i AAM>i.in <. Ihih, C IJ
,

tiuecn

Anne'> Lodii’', We-tinin^ou. Loiidiui. S.W. 1.

1‘'23 Gibe. John Taylor, lliuh .'•tic-t, Mauehhne,
.\yi-shii'e.

1923. Gib'-ox. Axi'RFw, J.P, M.B.. F.lt.r i Edin )

>t PnnnaTi'. Ibollie-trin, re-.ir Gjisgou

.

1912. Gibson, John, r o The British Lin^m Bank.

Glasgow.

1920. Gibsox, John, F.S.A., F.C.S.. Hallgarth IIou-eL

Hexham. Xorthuniberland.

1924. Gibsox, John, 19 Pilrig "treet. Leith Kdiri-

biirgh. 6.

l903.*Gin«ox, Willi v\r, M.A.. 2ii2 Via Xi'mentan.i.

Rome. 137.

1922. Gillespie. John, L.R.I.D.A.. F.R..S.A.. 56 Keii-

niurc -Street, PellokshiehG, Glasguu.

1916. Gillie.*', \Villiaii. LL.D.. 23 University G ir-

dens, Ghsgou.

1924. Gillies, Rev. William A.. B Fi
. Tb^ Manse,

Kenmore. Perthshire. ,

l!>32. Gill‘»x. Rev. Ar iaavder. Mini'.tei’"! Si Miinn’?.

The Marine, Kilinun. Ai'g}ll.

1024. Gillox, St.ur Agxew, Advocate. Solicitor of

Iiilaml Revenue. Pitllver, Dunfennliiie. Fife.

1926. itilmot-r. John. 2i King-'acre Kinid. King’**

Park. <.da**gotv 4.

1883. Gilmotr, Brigadier-General Sir Robert
G., lit.. C.B.jC.V.O., D.S.O.. of Craignnilar. The

Inch, Libertun. Edinburgh, 9.

—

Vi-e-rre'ifhi'f.

1022. Gilreth. James Davie. M.A . M.D. Hyde
Park House, Arbroath.

1022. Girvax. Ritchie. M.A. Univer5ity Lecturer,

Eka*lasha. Kglinfon Drive, GIa*>gi'Gv. M*. 2.

1912.

‘Gladstone, Hugh S
,
M.A., F.R S.E., Capenoch.

Thornhdl, Dumfriessiiire.

PGO. Glovfr, Rev. James AxdlR'«ox, Murrayileld

Maii''‘‘. Bariiiitckbuni.

1921. Goruox, Rt*v. James Bryce. The Manse,

Oldhaiiistocks, Cookburnspath.

19U9. Gordon, James Tennant, O.B.E.. Chief Con-

stable of Fife and Kinross sandilaniD, Cupar,

Fife

1027. Goerlav William Rop.i rt. C.S I.. C.I.E.,

Ketibank, Dalr\, Kirkeudtiiight'*bire.

1913.

*Gii VHAM. AN'.r-v, 51.A . L.i:. <-jn llie (Quebec

lore'*t Iudu**trie-, A'*5i<ciati')ii. Ltd.. 126 ^te

Anne .'^tref-t. iguebec. P.tj
.

i anad.t.

1933. Fthaham, Frvxi'i^ Ih, Suhiiti’r. <-l Reform
Street. Dundee.

1917. Graham. JxMLs Gj:r\rd. Faj/t.iiii, Ith ILdtalion

The Highland Light Infantry, Quinta do
Alver. 117 Rua A/.e\ed", Cuulinho. ‘ipoito,

P'Ttiigal.

1920. Graham. James Maxtoxe, U.A.. 14 Randolph
('re-sCMut, r.dird'urgh .-j.

1924. Grahamt.. Lieut. -Col George C'AMPnrr.L, of

Over Gleriny, Ingleholm, North Beiun-k.

G[;\xi, r. J., C VO., LL.D., \\ S.. l.j,d L'jjn

hinj of .Irrnc, II M. Gerieial Register IIoLl^e,

I dinbtugh, 2.

—

1' x-t-i’i
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192S. Grant. Miss I. F., Balnespick, Tomatin. Inver-

ness-shire.

1^20. Grant. John, '* Lochna^ar/' 35 Groathill

Avenue. Blackliall. Edinhuruli. 4.

1930. Grant. Walter G.. of Tniinlaml. HiUhead,

KirkwalL <.)rkiiey.

1931. Grant, William Jlneas. Alpha Cottage, Union

Street, Kirkintillocii.

1915. Gray, William Forres, F.R.S.E., 8 Mansiun-

huu>H liMad. Kdinhurgh. tk

1927. Greig, Francis, Lindean, Barony Terrace,

Corsturpliine, Edinburgh, 12.

1!'2S. Greio. William Mackie. " nrphir." A^hgruve

Road West, Aberdeen.

1922. Grieve, James. 54 Terregles Avenue, Pollok-

>hieids. Glasgov. S. 1.

1922. Grieve. William Grant. 10 Queensferry Street,

Edinburgh. 2.

1920. Guild, James Hvrrower, W.S., 5 Coates

Garden^. Edinburgh. 12,

1031. Gunn. John, M.A., D F.K.S.G.S.. U2 Blaeket i

Place, Edinburgh, 9. \

1011. Gunson, Rev, Ernest Sherwood, M.A.. Tlie I

Manse of Xew Monkland. by Airdrie.
I

IOOT.'^Guthrie, Charles, W.S., 3 Charlotte Square,

Edinburgh. 2.

1927. Guthrie. UuUgla^. M.D.. F.R.C.^. l R.jthtway

Place. Edinbiiriih. 3.

1924. Guthrie. Mi-^s Helen Lingard, Carnoustie

House, Carnoustie.
;

1005. Guthrie. Thomas Maulf Solicitor. Royal ’

Bank of Scotland, Brecliin.
j

li'30, Guy. John. M.A .
S5 Wa\n-rley Street. Givemn-k.

l't33.*HAGGARr, Provost Jamj.s Dewar, O.B.K., J.P.. i

Eiieaii Riabhach. Ahtuleldy. PeUli>liire.

1921. Hall. Mr.> J. MaCali-sTER, ot Killean. Killean

Hou^e, Tayiuloaii, Argyll.
,

1929. Holliday. Thom\s Mathif-^on. e/o Messrs :

Barton a: Sdii^. 11 Fiu'ro'’t Kdiid-urgh. 1.
|

1925. II\MiL'r()N. Mi'.'t Dorothea E.. 4S India Street,
|

Edinbui'eii.
|

1925. Hamilton. J v.uks-. J.P.. 2o Fiidav Drive.
|

DeuiU’stoun. Gia-'gi'U. E. 1. i

1926. H VMILTON, Major James Alexander Frederick

Henry, 'lenri:'' Mi'vtd. lAiinburgh. 2.

1922.

*n \Mirniv, John. Funta h'lyol.r. Patagonia,
j

SmIUIi Allieli.M. i

1901.*Hamilton of Dalzell, Tin* Right Hon Lord.

K.T., C.V.O. Motherwell. i

1919. H\nna. Mis-^ (Aivlmeks. Dalnasirailli. Killie- .

crankie, Perth-'hire,
j

1925. Hanna, William Gfm.mill Chalmers, O.B.i:.,
|

C.A., d I.ennox Stre.g, Edinhurgh, 4 i

1922. Hannah Hugh. Solicitor. 0 St Bernard's

Crescent. Edinhurgh. 4.

1926. Hannah, Ian C,, M.A., F.S.A., The Whim,
Lamancha, Peeblesshire.

1911. Hannan, Rev. Thoaias. M.A., The Rectory,

Links Place, Musselburgh.

1912. Hannay, Robert Kerr, LL.D.. //.R.S.A..

H.M, Historiographer in .'Scotland, Fraser

Protessor ot .Scottish Hi^tnry, University of

Edinburgh, 5 Royal Terrace. Edinburgh, 7-

1924. Harding, William, F.Z.S., F.R.G.S., Royal

Societies Club, St James's Street. London,

S.W. 1.

1920. IlAKDiNti, Williaai Gerald, F.R S.E.. M.R.S.L.,

F.K.Hist.S.. F.L.S., Peckwater Ilou^e. Charing,

Kent.

1903.'*Harri5. Walter B.. Marlhorouuli Cluh. Pall

Mail. London. .".W. 1.

1927.

*Harrison. Edward S., The Field. Elgin.

1905. Harvey, Williaai, J.P., Xetheror.u;. 71 Black-

ness Avenue. Dundee.

1922. Hay. Ale-Yandir M.M'Kknzie, Editor of The

Statist, 51 Cannon Street. London. E.C.

1927.

Hay, Major Malcolai V., Seaton. Old Aberdeen.
1922. Hayokaft, Frank W., ’• Pevnivlh" pj Cuhurg

Road. Du^che^te^.

1924. Hemp, Wilfrid J.. F.S.A.. Socrvtary. Ancient

MonumentN Conimi>''ion tor WalH,> and Mon-
inouthNlare, 2u tiroat Smith Street. West-
inmj.ter, London. S.A\‘. 1.

1927.*Hkncken. Hugh O'Xeill. 100 Beacon Street,

Boston, MaS'' , U.'^.A.

1902. Henderson. Adam. B.Litt.. UniveiNity Library,

Glasgow.

1925. Henderson, Allan Macearlvne. W.S., 23
GiV'-sven-u’ Street. Edinburgh. 12.

1930. Henderson, Mi^s Dorothy M.. Kikdioan,

Kilmeit''rd, Argyll.

192s. Hendlrxon. Rev. George D., B.Ik. L).Litt..

Pr<4e>M.r ot ChuTidi Ili'.tnry in the University

Ilf Aherdt*en. 41 Cullege Rounds, Aberdeen.

1SS9.*Hfnderson, Jaaies Stew\rt, 1 Pond Street,

Hampstead Loivlon. X.W. 3.

I92t. IIeniu R'«(»N. Mi'^s SYBir. IIr)RN. Xt^'tluT Parklev.

Linlitligou

.

1926. HkNi>LR-.oN, Thoai C.B.E.. J.P.. Actuarv nf

The S.aving> Bank of Ghi-vgow, 5 Belmont
Creseent, Glasgow. W. 2.

PEU. Hendir^on, Wiiit\m. 51. a., ou Baird Drive,

SauRliliuihall, Ediidiuruh. 12.

1920. Hepburn, W Watt, 23 Beeohgrove Terrace,

Aberdeen.

1891. Herbies, Lieiu.-Colonel William D.,of Spottes,
Spottes Hall, Dalbeattie.
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1887. Hewisox, Rev. J. Kixg, M.A., D.D., Kingsmede,

Thornhill, Dumfriesshire.

192[). Hewi>ox. Johx REin. Pierowall, Westrav,

Orkney.

1928. Hill. Oeorge Harold, F.R A. I.. 82 Xuns-

held Road. Buxton.

1928. Hoare. THoxr\s William, Tighiiloan. Nairn.

1926.

Hogarth, .James, Brunstane House, Portobello.

1923. IIoiLE. Henry John. M.A . M.B . Ch.B., 145

High .Street. Montrose.

1919. Holbourn, Professor Ian B. Stoughton, M.A.

Oxiiii.. F.R.G.S.. Peiikaet Castle. Peueuitland,

Edinlturgh.

1909.*Holm>. John A., Furjiiakin, Bi-shopton, Renfrew-

shire.

1925. Home. The Right Hun. The Earl of. K.T.,

LL.D.. The Hirsel, Cuklstream.

1911. Ho.mi, Gordon C.. Major. U.A.S.C., Parliament

Mansion’'. \'ietoriu Street, London. S.W. 1.

1926. Hood. Mrs Violet M., Midfield, Lasswade.

1928. Horl. Rev. Leslie P.. M.A., Ph.D., 9 Bute

Maii''i')iis, Hillhead Street, Glasgow. ^V. 2.

1927. Hopkirk, Rev. Dudley Stuart. M.A., B.D..

B Litt. (Oxon.), IS Regent Terrace, Edin-

burgh. 7.

1933. Horn. William. 27 Cunuston Drive. Edin-

huigh, In.

1922. H(jrvj:. Rf-*v John, ” Norlan I, la'ugbank Road,

Ayr.

1932. HotihkT'^. Mrs Penelope, Mid-Dykehar,

Pai-'ley.

1927. Hout.t. James. 12 Bo'ukland Road, Stoney-

1928. Hoi ^TON^ Keyworth E., F.R.G.^.. Bernard's,

The [Rdgeway, Rotlilrv. r.*-ice^t--r.

1932. How. Eieutenant-Cmnin,Older (rroRoi: Evelyn
pAoiT. Rij)al Navy (Retireil),

~
Charh'tt**

.S'juaie. Edinhuruh, 2.

1925.*Howard de Walden, The Right Hon. Lord,
Suafoid Ilou.-ie, I.ondon, S.W, 1.

1889.*IIowdln. Charles U. A. Advocate, Siierifi-

Mib'.titute of Invtrnes.'j, Klgm, and Nairn,

Sh'-rili Court, Elgm,

188'k ITowdi.n. John M.. C.A, 11 Et-m Terr.ice.

Ediiiliuigli, 4,

l'»2:'. IlowLiL. Rev. Ar EX \NDT R R.. M. A.. Mini'.ter of

P li'h y Ahh-'v. The Ahl/ey lIouM*. C.i'.tleliead,

P.t!~ie\ .

1930 *HrM], !j.-ui -i ol. Ei;''KiNL, Mi .

I'-. Aiiiiy P, A. M.A.. M.D.. D.Tntt .

1 >r. P. ti . 1 1 I'.M.. 1 ) , L iir Maifji. .Iia'. 1 iMiik-

f at. Keiitu- ky.

1910. Hunter. Andrew. 48 Garseuhe Terrace. Murray-
ii-dd. Ldmhurirh. 12.

1927. Hunter, John, Auchenreoch, by Brectun, Angus.

1932. Hunter, Robert Leslie, Reres, Falkirk.

1921.*Hunter Thomas Dunuan, J.P., 11 Gloucester

Place. Edinburgh, 3.

1926. Hunter, Thomas Maclellan. Solicitor. Union

Bank House, Stranraer.

1912. Hyslop, Robert, F.R.Hist.S., 5 Belle Vue

Crescent, Sunderland.

1923. Inches, Colonel Edward J., D.L., 88 Princes

Street, Edinburgh, 2.

1908. Inglis, Alan, Art Master, Arbroath High School.

4 Osborne Terrace, Millgate Loan, Arbroath.

1904. Inglis, Francis Gaird, Rock Hou'je, Gallon HiB.

Edinburgh, 7.

1011.*Inglls. Harry R. G.. 10 Dick Place. Edin-

burgh, 9.

1906.*Inglis, John A,, King's and Lord Treasurer's

Remembrancer, 13 Randolph Crescent, Edin-

burgh, 3.

1928. Inglis, John A., B.Sc., Portnalong Schoulhouse.

Carbust. by Sligachan. Portree. Hie of Skye.

1920. Innes, Thomas, of Learney and Kinnairdy,

C'li-rick Fur?>iii‘ant of Arrtfy, 35 Inverleith Row.

Edinburgh, 4.

1928.*Irvine, Andrew Bain, J.P., F.R.G.S., Waverley.

49 Palmerston Road. Bowes Park. London,

N. 22.

1933. Irvine. Magnus. 7 Spylaw Road. Edinburgh. 10.

1923. Irvine, Quentin H. I., Barra Castle, Oldmel-

drum, Aberdeenshire.

1932. Jack. James, F.L.S., 27 Punderlaw Stre**t.

Arlir<»ath.

1913. Jackson, George Erskine. O.B.E.. M.C., W.S.,

26 Rutland .S'luare. Edinburgh. 1.

1923. J VCK-ON, Ml WART l>OrGL\'^. 73 Wer>t Geur'U.*

SlD'et, Gl.i>gow.

1918. Jamij.son, Jami > IE, 14 Scit*nrie'> Gardens,

lalinburgh, 0,

1923. Jamii>()n, John Boyd, M.D., F.B C.S.E., 43

Ge'Tge S({uare. Edinburgh, 8.

1922, Jehu. Thojias John, M.A.. M.D., Professor of

<h*ol,,gy, Univf-iNity of Fdmburgh. 35 Gr*‘at

King .Stre»*t, Edinburgh, 3.

1916.*John-on. John Bolxm, C.A., 12 Granby Rua l

Edinburgh, 9,

—

T rer.

l902.*Ji>HN^roN, Ai.t i{Li> WiNiLK. Arehiteut, 30
G«4ilins Gref*n. Welwyn, Garden City, Ih-rts.

1907. Johnston, William ('ampbell, LL.D.. W.<.
Deputy-Keeper of His M.ije'.iy’s Signet. l!»

W alker >tret‘t. Edinburgh, 3.
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1892. Johnstone, Henry, M.A. (Oxon.), 69 North-

umberland Street, Edinburgh, 3.

1898. Jonas, Alfred Charles, Locksley, Tennyson

Road, Bognor, Sussex.

1931. Jones, Donald Herbert, 35 Hillside, Neath,

Glam,

1930. Jones, Mrs Enid Poole, Glyn, West Kilbride,

Ayrshire.

1928. Jones. H. R.. Retired Planter, 4G Charlotte

Square, Edinburgh, 2.

1922. JoEBERT, Felix, Architect, 2 Jubilee Place,

Chelsea, London, S.W. 3.

1917. Kater, Robert M‘CrLLOCH, Coniston, Glasgow

Road, Kilmarnock.

1910. Kay. Arthur, //.R.S.A., J.P., F.S.A.. 11 Regent

Terrace. Edinburgh, 7.

1929. Kay, James Cunningham, Highway Engineer,

Grove Cottage, Stow, Midlothian.

1922.*Kf.illf.r. Alexander, of Morven, Ballater,

Aberdeenshire,

1028. Keiller. Mr.s Veronica M., F.R.A.L, Morven,

Ballater, Aberdeenshire.

1011. Kennedy, Alexander, Kenmiil House. Hamil-

ton Drive. Bothwell.

1911. Kennedy, Alexander Burgess, 1 Randolph

Place. Edinburgh, 3.

1924. Kennedy, John, c/o Reid, 42 Cumi^ton Drive,

Edinburgh, 10.

1930. Kennedy, Pe-ter, M.A., 2o Northfield Terrace,

Edinburgh, 8.

1921. Kennedy, William, of Low Glengyre, Kirk-

colm, Stranraer.

1928. Kennedy. William Dow. M.A., Director of

Eduoati'iii (Banllsliire), Eurlsinuunt, Keith.

1007. Kent, Benjamin William John. Tatefield Hall,

Beckwithshaw. Harrogate.

1910. Ker, Charles, M.A., C.A., 8 Montgomerie Cres-

cent, Glasgow, W. 2.

1929. Kerr, Rev. Alexander Fleminc;. Ph D..

Minister of Kinkell and Madderty, High

Manse, Madderty, Crieff.

1889. Kerr, Andrew William, F.R.S.E., &1 Great

King Street. Edinburgh, 3.

1896. Kerr, Henry F., A.K I.B.A., 12 East Claremont

Street. Edinburgh, 7.

1927. Kerr, Murdo, J.P. (no ad tress).

1927. Kerr, Robert, M.A., Keeper of the Art and

Kthiiogiap!iii-al Inqiartment^. Royal .'Scottish

Mu-'fum 3 4 AVardic Road, Edinburgh. 5.

—

i-'-itor of Coi/i s.

192t). Kf-rr. Walter Hume, M.A., B.Sc., F.R.S.E.,

Glenfriar>, Jedburgh, Roxburghshire.

1911.

*Ketchen, W. T., W.S., 1 Jeffrey Avenue,

Bldckhali. Edinburgh, 4.

1932. Kilbride-Jones, Howard Edward, Barbizon

La&swade Knad, Libertuii, Edinburgh, 9.

1912.

*King, Charles, F.S.Sc. Lond., F.C.3., 21 Kewton
Place, Glasgow.

1926. King, Mrs Eliza Margaret, of Arntomy, Port

of Menteith, Perthshire.

1912.*King, Sir John Westall, Bt.. 3 Prince’s

Gardens, London. .S.W. 7.

1926. Kinnear, William Fraser Anderson, Cole-

brooke, Milngavie.

1930. Kirk, Robert. M.B., Ch.B., B.Sc.. Bridgend

Manse, Rothesay, Lsle of Bute.

1932. Kirk, Rev. Robert Lee, Bridgend Manse,

Rothesay.

1919. Kirkness, William, c'o Gunn. 2.50 Dairy Road,

Edinburgh, 11.

1890. Kirkpatrick, John G., W.S., 2 Belford Park,

Edinburgh, 4.

1927. Kirkwood. James. Beltree.s. Dunchurch Road,

Oldhall, near Paisley.

1922. Knef.n, Miss F. Beatrice. Balbunoar House,

Ballaugh, Isle of Man.

1928. Knight. Rev. G. A. Frank, M.A.. D.D., F.R.S.E.,

10 Hiilhead Street, Glasgow, W. 2.

1906. Knowles. Captain William Henry. F.S.A,,

Chesfield, Abbey Road Malvern.

1924.*Knox, William Barr, Kyefield, Dairy, Ayrshire.

1922. Lacaiixe, Armand D. ( Archceulogi>t, Wellcome
Hi'^torical Medical Museum), “Ardlui,'’ 11 Sud-
bury Heights Avenue. Greenfurd. Middlesex.

1910.*Laidler, Percy Ward, Medical Officer of

Health. City Hall. East London, C.P., South
Africa.

1028. Laing, George Smith. M.B.E.. J.P., Solicitor

and Town Clerk. Glentarff, Inverness.

1920. Lamb, Ernest H., M.A. (Hons.) Ediii., Rector

of Lanark Grammar School, The Rectory,

Lanark.

1923. Lamb. Rev. (.iforge. B.D., Beeohwood. Melrose.

1927. Lamond, Henry, Cleveland Bank, Luss, Dum-
bartonshire.

1929. Lajioxt, John- M., O.B.E., LL.D., J.P,, Clerk of

Lieutenancy and Vice-Cunvener of Buteshire,

etc., Ardentigh, Port Bannatyne, Bute
1901.*Lamont. Sir Korman, Bt., M.P., of Knockdow,

;

Toward, Argyllshire.

j

1932. Lang, Rev. ^Iarshall, B,, T.D., D.D., M hitting-

: hame Manse, Haddington.
: 1932. Larg, Robert James, J.P., “The Hollies,” 63
' Clepingtoii Road, Marytieid, Dundee.
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1031. Laurie, William Campbell, 3 Glenmarkie

Terracp. Duivlee.

1924. Law. Joh>' B.. A.C.P.. 1G5 Westbourne Terrac?,

Eldun Street, Greenuck. W.

1925. LAWRA^•cE, Kobert Murdoch, oS Fountainhall

Koad. Aberdeen,

193<J. L\\v-«ox. W. R., 20 Ro^Hhurn Street, Edin-

bUJ'ilh, 12.

1930. Lee<. David, Memu'. Victnria Airdrie.

1910.*Leigh. Captain James Hamilton, Bindon,

Wellington, Somerset.

192G. Li ITCH, James, C rawriim^. Kirkintilleeb Ruad.

Leii/i'-.

1925. Leslie, ^herid John Dean, 16 Victoria Place,

Stirling.

1902.*Leveson-Gowfr, P. S., Travellers’ Club* Pall

Mall, London.

1927. Liddell, Beckham W., W.S., Union Bank

Huuse, Pitlochry.

1927. Liddell. Mi^s Dorothy Mary. Drayton H"use.

nr. I’a'inL^'toke. Hants.

1028. Liohtbody. John. Soliatur, Oatlands. Lanark.

1919.

*Lind> lY*. Mrs Broun, of CoLtoun, 51 Cadogari
|

Place. London.

1927. Li.nD'AY. Ian Gordon. 21 Alva .Street. Ldin*

biiigli, 3.

1890. Lind.say, Leonard C. C.. 15 Morpeth Mansions,

Loudun. ^.W, 1.

1925. Ling, Arthur, 2^ Kinross Avenue, Cardonald.

Gila-gou . S W. 2.

1920. Linlithgow, Th''M''>t Hon.The Mar-iue^sof, K.T..

G.C.I.E.. Hi'petoun Hou'e, South Qiieensferry.

1921. Linton, Andrew, B.Se,. Gilinanscleuch, Selkirk.

1925 Little, John IC, 5 Dalryinple rre«.eent, Edin-

burgh. 9,

1881.*Littlf, PonrRT, IL'W,’^'.. Tie- C'-tfaii'', Ilack**!!-

dt-p, L,i>t Gi•nl|^tead.

1921. Loch, r.(.*b'l'in*‘l Pi.RCi Gordon. Indian Army.

Ibdir'dn. P'-r-ian Gulf.

1915. Lockhart, John Y., 12 Victoria Garden.^:.

Kirkcaldy

.

1901.*Luney. J(jHn W. M.. G ( arlton Street, Edin-

luiriih, 4.

1917. lu^Yi- WiLLiAii Hexderson. M.A.. A Miis.,

Ko’.sAnb.ink rraicfudcran } f*'b-n-=.bur£ih.

192ti. L(')W, Ari\\xiui:, MA. M D.. PnJe'.sor of

Anaf'Ciiv m th*' rriiv'M'>it} uf Abi'idem, 144

Bb-nlit IIP I’l.ti'M, Abi‘rdei*ii.

1923. LoulrI'.ox. Bellerby, ilnuuliion Iluntuuiilon.

P.'lM. I.! M'l>! N. ilu.'RV, M A l.f. I! .1.1’. hO
W, I -tp .M I ( 2

1892. Mac VRAM. JosLiui 11. , AlilMiini.^b Hail. Ald-

burougb Ilatcli. near Ilford. lA^e\.

1932. Macarthur. Uev. George M’.. M.A.. 5 Craii-

Murth street, Gla>M'--u. W. 2.

1927. Macaulay, James. F.'y.l.. F.F.S.. M.T.P.I., 37

St Vincent Crescent. Glasgow, C. 3,

1929.

*Macaulay. Johx Dkummoxi). Bank Acrenr.

Xorwood. Millikeii Park. Renfr^^wshire.

1928.

*Macaulay. Thomas Ba-jsltt LT. D.. President.

Sun Life Assurance Po. of Canada. Muntreal.

Panada.

1926.

M'Baix, J., Waterloo, Ayr.

1932. M'Cabe. James Osborne, B.A.. M.A.. Fainield.

Bathgate. West Lothian.

1926. M‘Caskill, John, J.P., Estate OlBce, Gairloch

Koss-shire.

1928. ML’lymont. Kev. J. Douglas. M.A.. B.D., The

Manse. Cuninpck. Ayrshire.

1930. MacColl. Hugh GEOFfRET. M.A., B.Sc., Craig-

rannoch. Ballachuhsh. .\rgylL

1930. MacColl, William Dugald, BM WDMP.
London, W.C. L

1915. M‘Eormick, .Andrew, 66 Victoria Street, New-

ton*Ste\vart

1924. M‘CoitMiCK, John, GT Queenshill Street, Spring-

burn, Gl.isgow.

1925. MacCorouodale. HuGH,Inverlochy, T\^eedsmuir

Road. Pi'M.kst'-n. i7l.i'‘LU'u,

1924.

*M'Cosh, James, Solicitor. Suinlees, Dairy, Ayr-

shire.

1925.

*MacCowan, Rev. Roderick. Free Church Manse.

Kiltarlity, Inverness-shire.

1929. M-pR\r. Thom\<. F.R.T.A.S. G X.E. Circus

Place. Edinhuru'h. 3.

1926. >E\cdonald, Donald Somerled, W.S., 1 Hill

Street. Edinbuiuii. 2.

]9oo,*M \rjiox vr.D. ^ir Dj.oi:gi . K.P.B.. M.A.. J.E !>..

D Eitt . E.B.A.. IIAl A.. 17 f.earia'intli

tfjidcn-,. Ldinburuh. 4.

—

1929. Ma« 1 >0XALD. ifLXRV LA( HL\X. '4 Ibuuicli.

Dunadi, nban. Ariiyll.

1929. MacDonald. Jaml^ IE. M.B.. Medii al Supei-

intendent, " Ho\G'»rd H<'U>e/' PDMjkstun.

Ola-^gow, S.W'. 2.

1923. Macdonald, Mis-' Jane C. C., Ballintuini House,

Blairgowrie,

1932. Macdonald. Lady, <4 the l'lpir|pc Hull.

Rml.-'toii. Ea-it VurL-'Lure.

1930. M \< DONALD, WiLIIAM. Illspectul’ of Pour.

(.Taigiiiuie. Pr>'yard Rtjad, Beaulv.

10.32. M Doiusall. \\ . Eaiijlaw. ''luiiburiih, ''het-

land.

l872.*M-DowALL. Thomv^ W.. M.D., JluruDod, Wad-
hurst, Su-'-'CX.

Mai E< hi rn. Bcv. P. Victor A., M A.. 8

bury leiiai c. Abcideen.
.''ali-'-
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1908. M'Elney, Rev. Robeht. M.A.. The Manse,

Downpatrick. County Down.
1926. M'Eelich, Eodeeick. Iona, DariJson’s Mains,

Edinliurgh, 4.

192.5 M.icEwF.N-, Dox.iLD Keith, 03 Argyle Street,

Inverne.ss.

1927. M.\cf.\el.ixe, Rev. Angus M., Manse of Bona.

Luehend, Inverness.

1917.

*M.\ceahl.4XE-Gbieve, K \V.. Fenehrise Peel,

Hanick.

1S9S.»M.icGillive-1y, Angus, C.M., M,D.. D.Sc., 23

South Tay Street, Dundee

1901.*M.4cGeegoe, .1l.43d.4ib B., of Macgregor Card-

ney. Dunkeld.

1918. M.aCGEFGOE. Rev. IVilii.vw Cunningh.xm,

Dunira House. Restalrig Road. South, Edin-

hul'uli. 7.

1924. M'Geoutheb, Tho.mas, Grange Lodge, Larbsrt,

Stirlingshire.

1930. M'Innes, John, 3272 33rJ Avenue West,

Vancouver. B.C.

1926. M'Intiee, W.4LTER T., B.A., St .Inthony’s.

Milnthorpe, Westmorland.

1932. M.icintosh. Hugh, F.R.I.B..'l., 94 Sand,v Lane,

Wallington, Surrey.

192.j. M.tclNTOsH, Mrs, 23.\ Dick Place. Edin-

burgli, 9.

1927.

*M.veKiNTosH, Goedon X.vsMiTit. .Irobitect

(no address).

1913. M.iuki.ntosH. II. B., M.B.E.. KeJhythe. Elgin.

1922.*M.tCFiNTosH. Her. K. Smith. lion. CM’..

The .Manse, Girvan, .iyrshire.

1&97.*M.4CINTYRE, P. M ,
Advocate, Auchengower,

Brackland Ko.ad, Callander

1933. M'jFUEnw, D-tvio, Solicitor and Town Clerk,

Higlitield, Lockerbie. Duintriesshire.

1919. M.vck, J.vtn.s Loo.tN. S S.C., F.S.-l . 10 Grange

Ti'iT.ice. Edinburgli, 9.

1931. M.icK.vv, .li.iSTi n M.vc'clth. Br.uiksholiii,

L})soni Road. Guikitord.

1931. -M-4CK.4Y. Mns ('. G.. c o National Provincial

B.uik. 1 Princes Stieet, London. E.C 2.

1925. M.aCK.iY, Don.4LD, Member of the Scottish

Land Court. 6 Learinonth Ttu-iMcic Ikhn-

huiiili. 4.

191)8 .Mn-KtY. itFOEGE, M.D., E.K C S.E
,
University

Club. 127 Princes Stieet. Edinbiiriih. 2.

1924. M-\CK-tY, Gfoege Dors, H Jopjia Road.

.Toppa.

1912. .Mvck.w. J. ]!.. A.R.I.A.S, Arrliilect. II, M.

Ollice ol W)uks. 122 Iieoige -Street, Edm-

tiui'^h, 2.

1933. Mack.41-. John, S.S.C.. 37 York PI,ice, Edm-

burgh, 1.

1912. Mackay, Xormax Douglas, M.D., B.Sc.,

D.P H., Deill-Avon. AberfeUy.

1920. Mackvy. Rev. P. Ilr-GH R.. M.A.. St John’s

Mdiiso, TurphioiuMi, by Buthgate.

1909 Mackeax, Major Norman' M.. Parkgate,

Paisley.

1024. Mackechxie, Rev. Johx, M.A. (Hons.), B.D., 3

Eldon Terrace, Partickhill, Glasgow'.

1923. Mackechxie, Robert G. S.. K.B.A.. 3 Douglas
Gardens. Edinburgh. 4.

1924. -MacKelckex, Laxgford H., L.K.I.B.A.. 57
King^niead Road, Tulse Hill. London.

1930. M'Kelvie, James Alfred. 17 Rutland Square,

Edinburgh, 1.

1923. MACKEN'zrE, Alexander G. R., F.R.I.B.A.,

Lower Woodem), Marlow, Bucks.

1911. Mackexzie, Alexander J., Solicitor, C'lydes-

dale Bank Buildings, 02 Academy Street,

Iuvellie>s.

1919. Mackenzie, Hector Hugh, J.P., 143 Warrender
Park Road, Edinburgh, 10.

1910. Mackenzie. Murdo Tolme, M.B., Scolpaig,

Lochmaddy.

1SS2. Mackenzie. R. \V. R,, Springland. Isla Road.
Pertii.

1931. Mackenzie. Thomas, J.P., F.E.I S.. School-

house. Conon-Bridge. Ross-shire.

1901. Mackenzie, William Cook, Deaigadl, St

Geoige’.’> Roud. St MargLUets-on-Tlianu"'.

IDOL Mackenzie, W, M., M.A., D.Litt., Secretary,

Royal Commission on .\ncient and Historical

Monuments of Scotland. 27 Vork Place. Edin-

burgli. 1.

—

‘'<t'cret(iry.

192>. M’Kekrow, Alexander Robert Campbell,
M.B.. Ch.B. Edin.. 52 South Street. St

.\n«lieMs.

1926. MAvekrcw, Mathew Henry, Solicitor, Dimard,

Dumfries.

1926. M.vCKir, Rorert L., M.-V., B.Litt., Lecturer in

English ativl History. Duinlee Training College,

Greenloaning. Worinit, Fife.

19-J<.>. M vcKtr.i.oi’, Rfv. Att.vn Mu Donald. B.A.,

B D., Lecturer. Faculty oL Theology. Emmanuel
College. Wickham Terrace. Brisbane, Queens-

land. Australia.

1930. MacKinnon. Benjamin Bl\ck. Organising

Secretary', nS Ardencaple Quadrant. Helens-

burgh. 1 Hiiuhartonshire.

1925. MacKinnon, Rev. Donald, Free Church Manse,

Portree, Skye,

19.31. M\cKinvon. Don u.d . Lenb, Elliot Place.

Colint'Ui, Midlothian.

1‘>1"). MvcKirdy. Captain Liiiot M. S..M.A. (O\on.),

Al'bey House. Malmesbury. Wiltshire.
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1919.*MaclagaS; Douglas Philip. W.S., 28 Heriot

Iiow, Edinburgh, 3,

—

Secretary.

1923.

*MACLAGAy, Miss Moeag, 28 Heriot Row,

Edinburgh, 3.

1922. M'Laeen, Thomas, Burgh Engineer. Redcliffe,

Barnhill. Perth.

1926. MacLeax, Rev. Andsew Colquhoux, The

Manse. Contin, Ross-shire.

1928. MacLeax, Aechibald, “ Helenslea.*' Bridge of

Allan.

1932. MacLeax, Roblet Gellatla', F. A. I. (Load.),

296 Ferry Road. Dundee.

18&5.*MacLehose. James. M.A.. LL.D.. F.B.A .

The Old Parsonage, Lamington, Lanark-

shire.

1931. McLellax, Robert A.. M.I.Leco.E., Invergarry,

Church Slrettcn, ^hrop-shire,

193(J. M’LeuI). Doxald. 45u2 Tth Avenue. Vancouver.

B.C., Canada.

1933. MacLlo-d. Rev. Dox\ld, The Man^e. Apple-

cr'"'", Ro''''->hire.

1010. Macli.oo. I’. T.. 00 Grange Road, Edin-

burgh. 9,

1926. Macleod, Rev. Johx, O.B.E., Hon. C.F., 8

Lansdowne Cre.scent, Glasgow, IV.

1924. MacLeod, Sir Johx Lorxe, G.B.E., LL.D., ~2

Oi’tMt King Street. Eihnhurgh. 3.

1022. Macllud, Rev. [Malcolm. .M.A.. 4o Balvicar

Street. Queen’s Park, Glasgow. .8. 2.

1931. MacLeod, Murdo, The School hou'«‘=‘. Back, by
Stornoway. Lsle of Lewis.

1800.*Macleod, Sir Regixald. of M^clf.od, K.C.B.,

Duiuegan Castle. TMe of Skye.

1927. MacLeod, KoDEEicKjGlenfe&hie House, Beaufort

Road, Inverness.

1925. MacLeod. Rev. William. B.D., Ph.D., St Brouc

Manse, Port-Bannatyne, Rothe'>ay.

IOOT.^Macleod, Rev. William IL. B.A. (Cantab ),

Fiuiiary, Shandoii. Dunibartonshire.

1919. Macleeoy, Rev. Campbell M . B D . Minister

of the Church of >{-<itiarKl. 13 We-^tlMiurne

(Tard*'ri>. < lUi'-gMW , W 2.

1926. M'Lixtock, jAMr>. Ivy House, Leimoxtown.

1933. MmMastjje Thoma''. Secretary. <

'aled'Uiian

In''Urancc Eniui'any. l!Mj Ciaiig** Loan,

LilinI'urgli. 9,

1995. Mai'millvx. The Right Ih'ii. Lf)Ri>, of Aherfeldy,

P.C.. LI.. I).. U Millhank Wr>t iidii>t.*r.

Lnud.ni, S.W. 1.

1916.*M‘Millax. Rfv. Williasi. D.D,. Pii.D., Chap-
lain to th^' I'urcf^s. ."st L»*i'nard s Manse,

Dunferiiiline

1928. M\rMrLr\x. Wir.Lr\M K. F.. P.^.A . 42
Squal’t', Lniuh III. W. 7.

1933. M’Mi'rdo. James, 8571 144th Street. Jamaica.

X.V., Lh- A.

1915. Macxeil, Robert Lister, of Barra, Xorth

Hemp«tead Turnpike, Great Xeck. Long

Island, E.S.A.

1929. APXeill. David, ala., SchuiJ Houst- Luanhead,

Midlothian.

1928. AI'Phersox, Rev. Alfxaxder. B.D.. Ph.D..

The Manse, Grangemouth,

1918. MacPhersox, Doxald. 3 St John's Road,

Polio ksliields. Glasgow. S. 1.

1921. M‘Phersox, James, Kilrymonth. Tuffley Cres-

cent. Gloucester.

1909.*MacRae, Major Colix, C.B.E., of Feoirliiin.

CoUntraive, Argyll.

1926. Macrae. Rev. Duxcax. 2G Douglas Crescent,

Edmliurgh, 12.

1914. MacRae-Gilstrap. Lieut -Colonel Johx, of

Eilean Don.w. Ballimore. Otter Ferry. Argyll

1929. MArKiTcnif. Ih^v. Kt xxeth A. Tin* Parish

Manse. Lairg, Sutherland.

1921. AFKobbie, Williaji Alexaxder F.S.E. 102

Desswoo‘1 Place. Aberdeen.

1923.*AIacRobert, Lady, B..Sc., F.G.S., Douneside.

Tarland, Aberdeenshire.

1928. M‘W\ltei?. James M.. Solicitor, 148 Xethergate,

Dundee.

1031. MacWilliam. Hugh Duff, 65 Lissendeu Man-

sions. London. N.W. 5.

193(1. AIabey. Arthur Jambs, " Beeehhank." 20

Avondale Roail, South Croydon. 8uiiey.

1931. Magiax. Anthony Johx (Tapper. M.D.. B.S .

F.R.I.P.H. F.K.(i.S., Ro-lyn, Willow Bank.

I'allowtieM. Manchester.

1926. Maitlaxd, Mrs, of Diindrennan. Curnstoun,

Twynholni, .'^tewartry of Kirkcudhiight.

1926. Mmtland. Mrs Mildrio E. Eed.ud, Aberfoyle,

Perthshire,

1928. MALCOL.\r. .Sir Iax. of Poltalioch. K.C.M.fi., D.L.,

J. ih, 57 On^'Inw Srjuare, London. '.W. 7.

1914. Malloch, James J., M.A., Norwood, Spylaw
Rank Road, Colinton.

1919. Malloch. William Strachan. 41 Ciiarlotte

Square. Edinburgh, 2.

1901. Manx, Ludovic M'Lellax, 183 West George
Street, Glasgow. C. 2.

1921, Mvrr, Himiltox Cllllaxd, C.B., M.D.. C.M,.

II. [M. Comniissioner of (.'untrol, Ln-ut.-f’iJ
,

K. A.M.C., lU Succoth Avenu‘% Murravtieph

Edinburgh. 12.

1906. Marshall, Hfnry B.. Radian, Broughton.

Peeblesshire.

1917. Marshall. John Nairn. M.D. 7 Battery Plate,

Ruthesav.
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1925. Marshall, M'illiam. Belmont Cattle, Meigle,

Perthshire.

1922. Martin', George Macgregor, 5 West Park

Gardens, Dundee.

1921. Marwick, Hugh, M.A.. D.Litt., Alton Hou&e,

Kirknall. Orkney.

1925. Marwick, Jahes George, J.P., 21 Graham
Place, Stromness, Orkney.

1933, Marwick, Thowas Waller, A.R.I.B.A.,

A.M.r.Struut.E., 48 Melville Street, Edin-

burgh, 3.

1922. Mason*. John* Bruce, G High Street. Selkirk.

1925.*Matheson*. A'eil, Forest Lodge, Selkirk.

1884. Maxwell, The Right Hon. Sir Herbert Eus-

tace, Bt., K.T.. D.C.L.^ LL.D., F.R.S., of Mon-

reith, Whauphill, Wigtownshire.

1892.*Maxwell, Sir John Stirling, Bt.. LL.D.,

H.K.S.A.. Pollok House, Poilokshaus.

iy24.*MEiKLE, Rev. James, B.D., 15 St Clair Terrace,

Edinburgh, d.

1920. Meldrum, Rev. Xeil, B.D., Ph.D., 2G Carden

Place, Aberdeen.

1929. Menzies, William. H.M. Inspector of Schools,

Mayheld. Melrose.

1900. Menzies, W. D. Graham, of Pitcur, Hally-

burton House, Coupar-.4ngus.

1927. Meredith. Rev. Thomas Downie. M.A.. St

Luke's Manse. 25 Comely Bank, Edin-

burgh, 4,

1927. -Millar, J. A. S., M.V.O., W.S., 41 Coates

Gardens, Edinburgh, 12.

1030. Miller, David M'KoBr.Rxs. 20 Dunbeth

-kveiiue, Coatbridge.

1925. Miller, Frank, Cumberland House, -\nnan,

Dumfriesshire.

1911. Miller, Stecart Tsapieb, M.A., Lecturer in

Roman History, The University, Glasgow,

1929. Miller, Rev. Thomas, St Helen's Manse, High

Bonny bridge, Stirlingshire.

1920. Milne, Rev. A. A.. Oaktield, Doune, Perthshire.

1929. Milne, Francis M., M.A., B.Sc., M.B., D.P.H.,

OG Seatield Road, Dundee.

1923. Milne, Geobge. Craig*‘llie House, Lonmay,

Aberdeenshire.

1922. Mitchell. Lieut. -Colonel J. M.. U B.E., M.C.,

M.A., Secretary, Carnegie United Kingdom
Trust, View field, Duiiferniline.

1929. Mitchell, Miss Margaret E. Crichton, M.A.,

Pli.D., 24G Ferry Road. Kdinburiili, 5.

1922. Mooney. John, J.P., Cromwell Cottage. Kirk-

wall. Orkney.

1921. Moore, William James, L.R.C.S E., L.K.C.P.E
,

l'.K.F.P.'^.(t., ,s (dainnont Garden-?, ida^giuv,

C. 3.

1931. MoRLLi', Henry T., F.R.Hist.S., B.Sc. (.Irchae-

ologr), J.P., Leicester House. King's Road,

Reading,

1922. Morris, Profe-^sor H. Carlton S., M.A (Oxon.).

F.R.Hi-'t.S.. Ilazcldean, Xew.-'tead. Melrose.

1882. Morris, James -Archibald, R.S.-U., Architect,

Wellington Chambers, Ayr.

1882. Morrison, Hew, I.L.D.. 12 Blackford Road,

Edinburgh, 9.

1928. Morrison. Robert Clark. 5 .ktholl Place.

Edinburgh, 3.

1930. Mortlock, Rev. William, M.Sc.. F.R. G.S., 42

Southwood Avenue. W. Southbourne. Bourne-

mouth.

1930. Morton, Alexander Smith, .Solicitor. Victoria

Street, A'ewton-Steuart.

1922. Mostyn'-Jones. Rev, John Edward. B.D.,

D.D., Emmanuel Vicarage, Xorthwood, Middle-

sex.

1925. Mowat, John, 24 Dunearn Street, Glasgow,

C. 4.

1931. Mozlen-IIudson, Cyril, 14 Aldersuii Road,

Harrogate.

1925. Muggoch. Rev. James Wilson. B.D., Martyrs

Parisii Man^e. PvUdey.

1931. Muir, Mrs Gray. 17 Grosveiiur Crescent, Edin-

burgli. 12.

1928. Mun'ro. Rev. Donald, D.D., Free Church

Manse. Feriiitosh, Conon Bridge. Ross-siure.

1932. Munro, W. a., D.Litt., Taynuilt, Xewtown St

BoswelN.

1933. Murray, Ch u<les Stewart. 8 Ilillview,

Blackhall, Edinburgh.

1920. Murray, Captain H. W.. late Technical

.4>>i*>ta!it, Lond'-n Museum, c o Steven-

^«»n a: Cauldwell. 5 Feiiohurch Street, London,

r.c. 3.

1920. Murray. James. J.P., Bank .Agent, Kenwood,
Bishopbriggs, Glasgow.

1931, M iKKAY, JosFPH Hes'hy, Glengyle Lodge,

tiS Briirit''fieM riaoe. lodinbiirgh, 10.

1920. McRR.iy, Miss Louis.v, The White House,

Aii.struther, File.

19u.3.*Mi.-rr.vv, F. Keith, W.S., 19 Charlotte Square,

Eilinburgh, 2.

19ftT.*N.\i^MiTH, WiLr.i.\M W., C.A., 57 Hamilton
Drive, Glasgoiv.

1911 .»N\pier. George G., M.A., 9 Woodside Place,

Glasgow.

1927.»N.\pier, j. G.. Retired Tea Planter, 13 Lynedoeh
Phice. Ldiiiburgh, 3.

19311 X-VPII R, Roiii RT West, F.K.'.A
. 43 Warrender

Park Terrace. Ldmbuigh, 10.
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1924. Napiek, Walter G., M.A., B.Sc., 5 Seiennes
;

Gardens. Edinburgh, ’J.
I

192fr. Xi-iL, >r. A. G., Arclnteet, 7 Gleiiurcliy Teiiace,
j

Edinburgh, 9. !

1923. Nelson, Mr>. Beech^\ood,Cal<ler^tones Liverpool.
;

1923. ^'EL^o^^ Philip. M.A., M.D., Ch.B., Ph.D.,
;

F.S.A., F.R..'^.E.. Beechwood, Calderstones

Liverpoul.
I

1927. Nicholson’, Cheooe Donaldson Percy, F.S.G., !

19 Cathedial Mansion^, Westiiiiiiaier, London,

i.W.l.
;

1932. Nicoll. jAiiE-5 Livingstone Cottage, 40 '

BreLiuu Road, Arbroath.
I

1929. Not31an, Robert Carfrae, W.S., 15 A’ork Place.

Edinburgh, 1.

1699. Novar, The Right Hon. Viscount, of Raith and

Novar. G.C.M.G.. K.T.,LL.I)., Raith, Kiikcaldy,

1922. OcHTERLONY, CHARLES Fhancis, Ovcrbum,
Lanark Road, Currie, ^Midlothian.

1930. O’Donnell, Henry, F.P.C.. M..^.P., 2 Park

IVrrai e, Glasgijv, .6.W. 1.

1924. Ogiltie, James D., Barloch, Milngavie.

1932. OoiLML. Major-General ."rir ^\Al.rLU. K.B.E.,

(.Mb, I. .M.G., 3 .^]|yla\\ Road. Ldinl'urgh, Kj.
j

1907.*Oke, Alfred William, B.A., F.L iJ., 32 '

Denmark Villas, Hove, Susses. I

1926. Uliphant, Rev. Johnston, B.D., The Manse,
|

Abercorn. South tlueensfeiTv.

1920. Oliver, Mrs F. S., Edgerston, near Jedburgh.

1927. O’Mallly, Mi'a (Jwln, Bridge End, Ockham,
?UlT*-\ .

1928. Orr, Rev. A, Clark, M.A . Maii^e of Burthniok,

Goiebiidge, Midlothian.
|

1910. Orr. Llwi.'? P.. F.F.A.. Manager of the Scottish

Life A-^surance Co,, 3 Belgrave Place, Edin- 1

burgh, 4.
j

1921. Orr. Stewart, R.S.W., C'lrrie House. Corrie, !

An an

1933. Grrolk, W . A., S,. Aliaii-shaugli. Fountain- '

hall. Midlothian.
;

I92r^. (NB(HiXK. Rev. Thoma-. 5Iim'>ter of rijekeriAie
|

Paii-h ( hurch, (’ockonzie M,in-.p, Pm-^tonpan-j.
1

1930. (JWLN, Charli:'? Haofn, .M.A., Mindvridne.
'

'Wen-'lfV Glove. ILinogate. I

i

1903. Park, Alexander, Ingle.side, Lerizie. •

1917. Park Franklin A.. 149 Broadu.iy. New V«uk.
1931. Par^un-j, John ^\HI1L1I1LL, Biouiners ilou'-e,

Pulh'.iruugh, Su-»e\..

1922. IMitR^ov, (.ihOKoL Dl'nc\n. 3 Baleay Avenue.
Inindei

.

1027. Paterson, Mi^s IIildv Mafd Elslii:, Birkwnod
Banchiji'V, Kincardiueshiie.

1915 P.\TERSON, John Wilson, M V.O..

A.R.I.B.A., Principal Architect. II. M, OlTice of

Work.->. 11 Abinger Gardens. Murrayfield.

Edinburgh, 12.

1930- Paterson, The Very Kev. William P.. D.D.,

LL.D., Professor of Divinity in the University

of Edinburgh, 39 George Square, Edinburgh, 8.

1925. Patience, Alexander, ’’Pilnior,” 2 Carrick

I>rive, N. Mt. Vernon, near Glasgow.

1924. Paton, James, 80 High Street, Lanark.

1919. Patrick. Joseph, M.A., C.A., Maedonaliie. Loch-

winnoch.

1933. Patrick, William Macf^rlane. Arcliitect,

F.TLLA..>., 35 Lintraiheii Gardens. Dundee.

1028. Patterson, Charles. F.R.S.E . Lecturer.

University of Edinburgh. 22 Dudley Terrace,

Tiiuity, Edinburgh, b.

1925. Patterson, Richard Fereas, M.A. (Cantab.),

D.Litt.(Glas.), (jiahain’s Dyke, Bear-«den,

Durubarton-«tiire.

19G9. Paul, Arthur F. Balfour, Architect, 16

Rutland Square. Edinburgh, 1.

1928.

Paul, Lieut -Colnnel J, W. Balfour, D.S.O..

Falkland Purs^nvaid. Cakemuir, Tyneliead,

Midlothian

1923. Paxton, Rev. William, F.R.G.S., Great

George Street Congiegatioiial Ciiurch, Liver-

1891. Peace, Thomas .Saiith, Architect, Junction Koad,

Kirkwall.

1913, Peacock, k. Websteh, Architect (c/o Trickett),

4 Liruntatield Terrace, Edinburgti, lU.

19i’3. Pearson, Kev. Professor .V. F. 'coir,

B. D., D.Th., LI. Lift., F.K.Hi»t..'<. (The

Pre.sbyterian Cnllege, McGill University,

Montreal, Canada), To Quei-n Margaret Drive,

(tla^gMM.

1927. Pearson, William P., A.L.A.A., 19 Clierryfield

Avenue, Kauelagii, Liublia.

1901. Peddie, Alexander L. Dick, W.S., 13 ciouth

I.eaniiuutli Garileiix Edinliuriih, 4.

1932.

Pi-.ocK, Mi'.') Mary, M..\., Meikleriiigs, MusyIcv
llill Kuail, .seutii, Gai'ten, Liverpijul.

1930. Peti;r>, Arthur liowni x, F. K.Met..-',, Lifirariau

and Curat'ir, Iiiverne'^ Pulilir Lilu-ary.

1919. PiiiLLii-j.. llAviu Rhys, F.L.A., Kadi Ghis, Lj

Ctiaddesl'.y Terr.iee. Fw ansea.

1920. PILKINGTON, Alan D., Dean Wood, Xewt.ury,
l!eik,s.

192.j. POLSON, Alexander, 2,' Mi.lnidl^ Koei, Inver-
ne'a.

11127. PoL'ON, M II I, I IM ,'INCT, \IU, 17 I taiumillar It.iad,

Lanu-’ide, Llla.eow.

1930. Pool, John (uu aiidre--.^}.
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1927. Pool, John Edward (no address). I

1921. Porter, Mrs Blackwood, West Lodge, North ,

Berwick.
|

1901.*Poetlaxd, His Grace The Duke of, K.G.,

Welbeck Abbey, Notts.

1921, PowRiL, Mrs. Earlie Bank. Craigie. Perth.

1927. Pben'tice, James, Atlielstane, Crielt, Perth-
;

shire.

1911.

*Prestox, Fras'k A. P>., M.U.S.I., M.;:S A.,
j

DruimJarroch. 27 Ferguson Avenue, Miln- i

gavie. I

190u. Prixgli:. Robert M., ^pottiswoode, Rarnton ‘

Park, Davidson's Mains Edinburgh. -1.
I

1024. PrLLAR. Peter MacDougall. 24 St Ronan's
I

Drive, .'^hav lands, Glasgow, S. 1. !

1920. Plrdie. Thomas, Aucheneck, Killearn. Stirling-

.siiire.

1924.

PuRVEs. John M., M.C., Redcroft, Traquair Park
|

East. Curatorphine, Edinburgh, 12.

|

1912. Quick, Richard, Secretary of the B'uirneinouth
|

Natural Science Society, “ Tregeiina." Cattle
|

Lane. Bournemouth, N. i

1928. Quig. Rev. Gordon. M.A.. B.D.. The Manse,
|

Monitieth, by I>undee.
I

1932. Quig, James Symington, Kavenscr.u'g. Falkirk.

1921. Rae. John N., S.S.C.. 2 Danube Street, Edin-

burgh, 4.

1900. Rait, Sir Robert Sangster, K.B.E., D.L..

LL.D.. Principal of Glasgow University, 13.

The University, Glasgow.

1932. Ramsay, David George, M.A.. B.So , Rector of

Kirkcudbright Academy, ^-kair Kilndale. Kirk-
|

cu'lbright.

1924.*Ramsay, Douglas M., Rowland, Galashiels,

Selkirkshire.

192^. Randall-MacIver. David, M.A.. D.So., 25

Corso d 'It alia. Romo.

19Ub.*KANKiN, William Black, i.f Cleddan^ 2
|

Rothesay Terrace, Edinburgh, 3.
'

1927. Ratcliffe, Joseph Riley, M. B., C.M. (Edin.), .

F.R.S.E.. 22 Wake Grenn Ruad. Mu^elry,

Cirmingham.

1900. Raven, Allxander Jamis. c '• Tin* Bank of

Adelaide, 11 Leadenh.ill Street. Lundoii,

E.C. 3.

l92^. Reekie. Alexander, J.P., 22 Gn-nnlaw Avenue,

Pai-'h'V, Eit>rarian. Public Library, P.ud*^y.

1909. Reid. Alphonso Stodart, B.ank of England.

.Manchester.

1897.*Reid, The Right Rev. Edward T. S,, .M.A., D.D..

Bishop ut St Andrews, t a'-thd'rat*, Auciiter-

arder.

1931. Klid. John, J.P., 27 Lintrathen Gardens.

Dundee-

1932. Reid, Coimcilior William. M.B.E.. D.L., J.P.,

8 Douglas Terrace, West Ferry, Angus.

1931. Renilson, John, Queen Mary's House, Jed-

burgh.

1921.

*Rennie. John, Wellcroft, Heleushurgh.

1920. Reoch. John. IlawthoiTiden. Erskiiie Road.

Whitecraigs. Renlrew>liire.

1917. Richardson, Kev. Andrew T., Birksgate,

Victoria Road, Kirkcaldy.

1928.*Richardson, Francis. Blairforkie, Bridge of

Allan.

19l2.*RrcHARDS0N, James S., Inspector of Ancient

Monuments, H.M. OtBce of Works, 122 George

Street. Edinburgh. 2 .—Cnnitor of Maseinn.

1923. Richardson, John, W.S., 28 Rutland Square.

Edinburgh, 1.

1928. Richvrdson, John, Solicitor, The Hollies.

.Musselburgh.

1925. Richardson, W. -IllisteuM. G., 25 Brunt^iield

Gardens, Edinburgh, 10.

1919. Richmond, O. L., M.A., Professor of Humanity,

University of Edinburgh. 5 Belford Place.

IMinburgh, 4.

1929 Bideuet. Eric Hakdwtcke. M.A.. B.'^c.. A.T.C..

Tlielwall Lea, near Warrington, LaIlc.l^hir^^

1925. Ritchie. Profe-s^ur James. M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S.E.,

Natural Ili-story Department, Maii-schal College.

Aberdeen.

1922. KifcHiK. William Muir. 11 ^Valkmshaw Street.

Jolin-stone. Renfrewshire.

1907. Robb, Jamfs, LL.B., LL.D., 26 Ormidale Ter-

ra<‘e, Edinburgh, 12.

1905. Kobf.rts, Sir John, K.C.M.G., Littlebourne

Hou^e, Dunedin, New Zealand.

1914- Roberts, J. Hubert, F.R.G.S., F.S.I., F.A.I.,

61 Wm*l Street. Swansea.

1920. Robertson, Alexander, 13 Westbourne Terrace,

London, W. 2,

1926. Kobfrt>on, Alexander D.. M.A., Stevenson

Park, Carluke, Lanark-^hire.

1927. Roblrtson. Rev. Arckibcld, E., M.A.. B.D., 17

Cluny Ga^den^, Edinburgh, 10.

1926.

RoBERT^oN, George S.. M.A.. \ iew4erlh Road.

Arbroath.

1930. Robertson, James Meiklejohn, Aieintect.

A.K.l.A.’^., "Hamelin," 52 Craiglockliart

Road, Fidinburgh, 11.

1910. KoBEursoN, John, J.P., 27 Victoria Road.
Dundee.

1886 'Robertson, Robert, Holmlea, Dollar.

1915. Roblutj-on, Robert Burn>. M.V.O.. Chapter
Surveyor, St George'^ Chapel, Windsor Castle.
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192S. Robeetson, TnoiiAS Athoel. Inveratliuil, Aider-

man's Hill, Palmer's Green, London, X. 13.

1905. Robertson’, W G. Aitchisox, M.B., D.Sc.,

F.R.C.P.E., St Margaret's, St Valerie Kuad,

Buurnenioiitli.

1925.

Robeetsox, Vaeter Muie, M.B., Ch.B., Row-
allaii, Grange Road, Alloa.

1927. Robeetsox. IVilliam Coemack, 8 Plewlands

Garden^, Edinburgh, 10.

1914. Robisox, Joseph, 14 Cattle Street, Kirkcud-

bright.

1925. Roger, George Guthrie, M.A., B.Se., 3 Myrtle

Terraee, Newport, Fife.

1928. Rogersox, Rev. Charles, M.A.. Villa Roma.
Sandown Road, Shanklin, Isle of Wight.

1923. Rollaxd, Mis', Helex M., g Murraytield Drive,

Edinburgh. 12.

1924. Rose, Sir H. Arthur, LI..I)., 23 Aindie Place,

Edinburgh. 3.

1924. Ross, Doxale, M.B., Tigh na Linne, Lochgilp-

head.

1929. Ross. Jaml>. lU Midniar Gardens Edinburgh, 10.

1922. Ross, Major Johx, Euroa, Langbank.

1928. Ros^. Johx D.. LL.D., g73g 97th Street, Wood-
haven. N.Y.. U.S A.

1926. Ross, Dr Wixifred M., Auchendean, Dulnain

Bridge, Inverness-shire.

1927. Rowatt, Thomas, Keeper of Technological De-

partment, Royal .Scottish Museum, Spottis-

\luode, Colintull,

1915. Rusk, J. M
,
S.S.C.. Clinton House, Whitehou-sc

Loan. Edinburgh, 10.

193U.*Rl>seel. David, LL.D., Rothes Markinoh.

Fife,

1914. Ru-jsell, Johx. 2 Biunton Place. Edinburgh, 7.

1923. St Vigeaxs, The Hon. Lord, Chairman, Scottish

Land Court, 33 Moray Place. Edinburah, 3,

—

ir€'Frt.'-vlenf.

1925.

*SALvr.^EX, Iver R. S., 6 Rothesay Terrace,

EilmburHli, 3.

1930 *S UA F^Lx. Theodore E., F.U.S E., 37 Invcrleith

Phe f. lidinburgli. 4.

1911. Samuil. .Mr John Smith, K.B.L., 13 Park
Circus. Glasgow. W,

1!»3U. .'^axdersox. Kenneth, W.S.. 5 Northuinherlainl

"treet, Edinburgh, 3.

193U.*^axd>. Har<ild H. L., l.S.A., lb Portland

Cipurt. Eii'eat Ppjrtlaml .•'tieet, London. IV, 1,

and Beacpui Hall, Benendf-ri. CraubDok,
Kent.

1905. Sands, Th^ ILm. Lord. LL.D., D D.. 4 Ileriot

,
Ediiiburiili, 3,

1930. SuARTH, Hexrv W., of Breckne.S'j, '^kaill House,

(Jikiiey.

1928. Schleicher. Charles, Attache au Ministere des

Attaires Etraiigeres, Tresurier de la ::^'JL•iL4e

Prehistorique Fran^aise, 9 rue de Verneuil,

Pari>—VID.

1910-*Scobie, Major Iain H Mackay. Ibt Seafurth

Highlanders. 1 Coates Place, Edinburgh, 3.

1920. .Scott. Douglas H, ^LB.. Ch.B.. Harcruft, 13

St Matthew'-' Avenue. Surbitun, 'surrey.

1922. Scott. George Waugh, M.D., :!;uugei Siput,

Perak. Federated Malay States.

1903. Scott. John, W.?,, 13 Hill Street. Edin-

burgh, 2.

192L*ScofT, R. L.. 11 Newark Street. Greenock.

1933. Scott, William, Curator, Barnbougle Caatle,

Dahueny House, Midlothian.

1931. .Scott. U. Lind.^ay, ft.'^.C., B.A., 7 Lauibuiie

Road, Hainji-'t^ad Lniidon, N.M . 3.

1931. Scott Moxcrieff, Miss M.\rtha C., Roeklands,

El:^, FifH.

1915. Scrymgeour, Norv.al, Fellow of the Institute

of Journalists, Summerlield. Loagforgan, by

Dundee.

1930. Serjeaxtsox, lE J., Truughend, Brora, Suther-

land.

1929. Setox-Axdersox, J.\mes, Teresa Villa, Lovers’

Walk, Dumfries.

1913.*Sh.\nd, j. Harvey, W.S., 38 Northumberland

Street. Edinburgh, 3.

1027.*Sharp, Andrew M., 8 South Inverleith Avenue,

Edinburgh. 4.

IDIT. Shaw, Julius Adolphus, Mus D Tnn. Coll

Dublin, L.Mu^,., T.C.L., 4 Grosvenor Road,
IVhalley Range, Manchester.

1918. Shaw. Mackenzie S., W.S.. 1 Thistle Court.

Edinl-urgh, 2.

1932, Shaw, Neil, General Secretary and Urgaiiiser,

-Ih CoiH>niii (Jaidheahich, Octavia Buildinga,

Kilrnuculm.

1930, ."‘HAW, R. U'rxLiFFF. M.Se
. F. K. < ..>.

,

L.l! E.P. (Londuii). 21 KiM-h-fiaE Plao-.

Pr»*'>tun. Lanra-'liin*.

1917. Shvw, Willi vm IE, F.R,lli'>t.S"e .. IIuiD irary

Curator iR the Coliection-i of the Presbyti-•nan

lii.stoncal Society of F.ngland, London
1, 5b

Satniy Lane. Stretfu rd, Manche-,t' *r.

19*). Sheppard. Thoma-?. M.Sc., I’.i.E: F.U. <3

Diiector, Tile Munii. ipal Mu>-;*'um Hull.
19.13. '^HippLRD. ('. r, . M A. (Kdiii.). 111 -c. Oyon.).

HeadmastiT, Kiimu' 1 huul, Abeigt-lf. Deii-

hiiih-ihire.

1917. Shiells, Courtenay Ji'HX, C.A., IT Me iviile

.''treet. lidinburgh, .j.
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1913. Sim, Rev. Gcstatus Aird, South Church Manse,

Ochiltree, Ayrshire.

1927. SiMPSOx, Alexander, J.P., The Derry, Pnm-
rosehill. Cults, Aberdeen.

1919.*Simp50x, Professor .Tames Young, D.Sc.,

F.R.S.E,. 25 Chester Street, Edinburgh, 3.

1930.

*SiMrs()X, ;Mi',s Margaret E. Barbour, M.A.,

A'".i-'tant In-'pector uf Ancient Monuments fj-ir

Sc'jtland, 43 Manor Place, Edinbuiglj. 3.

1926. Simpson, Richard J., Hermitage, Corstor-

phine, Edinburgh, 12.

1919. Simpson. William Douglas, M.A., D.Litt.,

Librarian. Aberdeen University, The Chaplains'

Court. Chanonry, Old Aberdeen.

1931. '^nresoN, W. X., 31 Biuonilev Drive, Giffnock,

Renfrev'hire.

190S. SiNCT \TR. Colin. !M.A., Ph.D.. E'.R.LB.A.,

Margaret''', RaUtoii Avenue, C^cM•k•^r'.)n, Ren-

frew "hire.

1019. Sinclair, John. Fallin Public Sehoul, Stir-

ling.

1920. Sinclair. John H.. 201 West Regent Street,

Glasgow.

1909. Skinner. Robert Taylor, M.A., F.R.S.E.,

House Governor, Donaldson's Hospital. Edin-

burgh, 12.

1928. Slater. John Murray. Provost of Kirkwall,

Vogablik. Kirkwall.

1920. Slimon. Alexander M., Moyhall. Kirkintil-

loch.

1928. Sm\llwood, Robert Henry Gough. Banker,

3 Carlton Villas, Wrexham, X. W.iles.

1928. Smart. Bertie R,, 9 Yarrow Ganlens, Glasgow,

X.W.

1922. SiiEALL, Thomas Young. Solicitor, C.iNtlewood.

Jedburgh.

1933. Smith, Alexander. M.A.. F.ILS.A., 21 Arch-

bold Terrace, Je>mond. Xeuca^tle-upon- I

Tyne.

1930. Smith, Miss Annette, 11 Midmar Gardens,

Edinburgh, 10.

1931. Smith. Rev, Colin, M. A., Eref' Church Man^e.

Canipb*-lt' iw n.

1910. Smith, David Baird, C.R.E., r.L.D., 5 Kirklee

.Terrace, Glasgow, W. 2.

1933. Smith, L>avid G., M.A,, 8 Bell,i\i-'ta Terrace.

Perth.

1925. Smith, John, 14 Viewforth Gardens, Edin-

burgh, lO.

1930. Smith. John, Eildoii. Xewtown St Buswelis.

1923. Smith, Sir Malcolm, K.B.E., Clifton Lodge.

Boswell Road, Leith. Ldinburgh, o.

1926. Smith, Robert Martin, A. I.Arch. (Scot.), Boars

Tye Road, Silver End, Witham, Es^ex.

1932. Snyder. Professor Franklyn B., A.M.. Ph.D.,

Professor of EnglLh. X’orthwesteni Uiiiver-jity.

lo27 Ashland Avenue. Evanston, lllinui".

U.S.A.

1921. SouTAR, Charles Geddes, F.R.I.B.A.. 15 South

Tay Street. Dundee.
1925. .SouTER, George Macaulay. M.A.. Schoolhou^e.

Alvah, Banff.

1928. Spaceman, Cyril Saunders. R.B.A..L R.I.B.A..

K.M.-s . F.R.S.A.. F.R.S.A I.. The Studhe
Edridge Road, Croydon. Surrey.

1910.*Spencer. Colonel Charles Louis, C.B.E.,D.S.O..

5 Great Western Terrace, Glasgow.

1910.*Spencer, John James, 5 Great Western Terrace.

Glasgow.

1922. Spens. Thomas Patrick, W.S.. 169 West
George .Street. Glasgow, C. 2.

1920. Stephen. Rev. M'illiam. B.D., D.D.. The Manse.

I

Inverkeithing.

! 1901. Ste.uari’, a. Franci". Vdvocate. University

Club, 127 Princes Street. Edinburgh. 2.

1902. Steuart, James, u.B.E.. W..S.. 25 Rutland Street.

Ldinburgh, 1.

1922. Steuart, Mrs Mackenzie, Down. Wlumple.
Devon.

1930. Stjivln". C. E.. M.A.. IVlbiw ut Magdalen t'ollego,

1 )\t"rd.

1929. 'TTEMiNvoN. Ali'Tair ('omrie (iio aiUlre-"'.

1933. Stevenson. Captain Edward Daymonde.
Secretary and TreuMirer. The Xational Trust

for Scotland, 28 Royal Terr.ee. Edin-
burgh. 7.

1927. Stevenson, Major Herbert H. M’D., The Lee.

Lanark.

1895. Stevenson, John H., M.B.E., K.C., .l/orc7'-

lleniUK 9 Oxford Terrace. Edin-
f>ui‘gh, 4.

1913. Stevenson, Xorman, Dechinoiit View, Sandy-
hills, Shettleston.

1913. Stevenson. Percy R., 7a A'oung Street, Edin-
burgh, 2.

1922. Stewart. Andrew. H.M. Inspector of Taxes
2 Caird Drive. Partick, Glasgow, W. 1.

1922. Stewart, Charles, C.A., 306 Broughty Ferry
Road, Duudeo,

1925.^Stewart, Ian R, H., 2 Stuart Road, Wimbledon
Park. T.oiidou, S.W, 19.

1917.*Stewart. John Alexander, 104 Cheapside
Street, Glasgow.

1930. Stew.art. XoRiiAN ino a ldres").

1925. Stewart, Miss Ranolina, 19 Blacket Place.
Eilinbiirgh, 9.

1920. Stewart, William Ritchie, Merrick, Dal-
mellington, Avrshire,
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1925. Stirlin'G. Lt.-Colonel Archibald, Garden,

Bucklyvie, Stirlingshire.

1908. Stirtox. Rev. John. M.V.O., B.X)., D.D.. The

Manse, Crathie. Ballater.

1925. Storie, WiLLiAiT Stevexsox, L.A., S.S.C., N.P.,

9 Merchiston Crescent. Edinburgh, 10.

1930.

*Strathcoxa and Morxx Royal. The Right Hon.

Lord, 14 South Audiev Street, London, W. 1.

1922. Stringer, E. W. Scobie, M.C.H., M.R.A.S., 54

Warren Road, Wanstead, London. E. 11.

1929. Struthers. Major .Tames G., D.S.C.. Bmiawe

Quarric". Ciuinel. Argyll.

1925. SrTHERLAXD, His Grace The Duke of, Dunrobin

Castle, Sutherland.

1928. SuTHERLAXD, J. R., Christian Institute. Hamil-

ton Street, Motherwell.

1923. Settel, Arnold. L.R.I.B.A.,^LInst M.txC.V.E.,

M.R.S.L, 2 Victoria Avenue. Harr-igate. A'ork-

shire.

1916. SwAX. T. Aikmax. A.R.LB.A . 7 St Coline Street,

Edinburgh. 3.

1900. SwixTOX. Captain George S. C., 45 Sussex

Gardens. London. W. 2.

191G.*Tait. Edwyx Seymoer Reid, Bydin, St Olaf

Street, Leruick, Shetland.

1910. Tait. George Hope, 26 High Street, Galashiels.

192 T.*Tayler. Alistair X.. B.A.Oxon.. ISl Queen's

Gate. London. .S.W. 7.

1929. Taylor. Alexander B., M. A . 34o King street.

Bn nighty Ferry, Angii''.

1927. Taylor, Charles, 13 Westland Drive. Scotstoun,

Glasgow, W. 4.

1931. Taylor. Charles Henry, Collegehill House,

Rusliri. Midlothian.

1917. Taylor, Frank J., 21 Tankerville Terrace,

Jesmond, Xewcastle-on-Tyne.

1927. Taylor. Glen A.. M.I.Mech L.. F.S A., 63 Lewis

Road, Xeath, CTlainoigaii.

1929. Taylor, James, 56U4 De Longpre Avenue, Ilolly-

wuod, California.

1930. Taylor, John, Collegehill Hou^e, Ros-lin, i

Midlothian.

1902, Thin. IbuniiT. M.A.. M.B., r.M., I.L.I>., 25

Abn-fTiiiiiby Biace Edinburgh. 3.

1926.

*Thompsox, Pi’ofe.ssor Harold William, A.M,,

Ph.D,, New York State College, Albany, New
A'ork State. U.S.A.

1906.*Thomsox. David Coeper, J.P., D.L
,
Iiiveravon.

Droughty Ferry.

1921.*Thomsox, Edward John, G Windvir Terrace

West. Kelvinside. Glasgow.

1920. Thomson. Glorge Clark. Barrister-at-Law,

Swift Current, .'^a^kat' hewari. Canada.

' 1913. Thomson. James. The Cedars. 21 Fortis Green.

I East Finchley. London, N. 2.

I 1930. Thomson, James Cornwallis. C.A.. 35 Saltoun

! Street. Glasgow, W. 2.

1913. Thomson, John Gordon, S.S.C.. 54 Castle Street.

I
Eilinburgh, 2.

i

1927. Thomson, J. F. Gordon, M.A.. Advocate, 26

I

Heriot Row. Edinburgh, 3.

I

1931. Thomson, .1. ^[ILLER. W.S.. 5 “'t C'dnie Street.

1 Eilinbuigh, 3.

i
1926. Thomson, Leslie Grahame. A.R.T.B.A.,

' Inglewoi'd, 18 Hermitage Drive. Edinburgh. 10.

I

1927- Tho3ISON, Mrs, Callands, West Linton, Peebles-

.*ihire.

1923. Thomson. T. R. F.. M.A.. M.B.. B.Ch. (Cantab.),

c'ii The Bank of Scotland. I,ondou.

1921. Thomso.n'. Tho3ias Sa3ieel. 18 Kothe.say Place.

Edinburgh, 3.

1910. Thomson, WiLLi\3r N, Architect, 87 Constitu-

tion Street. Leith. Edinburgh. 6.

1898. Thorbern, Sir Michael Grieve, Glenormiston,

Innerleithen.

1911. Thorbern. Lt.-Cul, Williaji, O.B.E.. Wood-
vilie, Annan, Dumfriesshire.

1930. Thorneycroit, Wallace, of Dalrulzeon, Strete

Ralegdi. Wluniple, Exeter.

1932. Thrilpland. Patrick Wyndhaji Mereay,
Dryburgh Abbey, St Boswells.

1933.

*Thyne, J\.mls Cowan, St Helens, Dnwntield.

Dundee.

1930. Tod. Thomas M., West Brackly, Kinross.

1924. Tod. Wiiltam A., 34 Merlin Kmid. Weihng
K»*nt.

1032. Tongk. Prufe«or Mildred, M.A.. Ph.T'.. New-
comb College, New 0rlean>. La., U.^.A.

1902.*Traill, H. Lionel Norton. F.R.G..’^ . Capt.

4th Highland Light Infantry. \'illa Buon
Ripo^a. Gardone Riviera. Lag'* di Garda,

Italy.

1917- Traill William. C.E., J.P., Holland, Papa
We-itray, Orkney.

1932. Trxntir. Xira.L O. Mavisnieade. 1*^ MT>nnaId
Piai e. lalinburgh, 7.

1922.

*Tuottfr, George Clark, M T»., Ch.B. (lidin.),

D.P.II. (Aberd.p I’.RS.K.. P.raemar. 17 Ifasle’

mere Uuad. Croui-h End. L'uidnn N 8.

I

1927. Troep, Rev. George Llm>eil. M.A.. 22 Ilermi-

,
tage Dri\e. LdinburLdi, 10.

1924. Tellis. James Kennedy, Baingle Brae, Tulli-
‘ body, by Stirling.

I
1925. Tullo. H, J.i5iF.s. 28 Wilton GardeIl^.

!
Uia-Ngow, N.W.

1922. Turnbell, John W., Kilbride, Milihoui.*.
Argyll.
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1925. Turxer, Fred. A.. F.F.Hiat.S., Lasswade

Ci'ttage, 15 Penwerris Avenue. Osterley,

Middlesex.

IDIT.^Urquhart, Alastair, D.S.O. {n'» addre-sS).

1921. Urquhart. Edward A.. 11 QueeiiMerry Street,

Edinburgh, 2.

1930. Vale, Thomas H., A.C.A., Pakinstnn Ilou-^e,

Rosemary Hill Road. Little Aston. Staffs.

1920.*VAEiiA, Prof. S. P., M.A., of Robertson College,

Jubbulpore, C.P., India.

1927. Verxox, Rev. 'William Frederic. M.A., Holy

Trinity Rectory. Alloway Place. Ayr.

1921. Waddell, J. Jeffrey, LA., ArchUect, Calder-

grovH. HalUide, Lanarkshire.

1928. Walker, Alexander, 424 Great Western Road,

Aberdeen.

1928. Walker, Rev. Gf.oroe A. Everett. Minister of

Parish of Renholnie, Manse uf Renholme,

JohnshaveiL Montrose.

192G. Walker, Robert J., M.A., Rorougbmuir

.Secondary Sl'Ik'oI. Vieufortlu IMinburgh. l(b

1924.*Walker, W. Glassford, C.A., 2 Denham Green

Avenue. Trinity. Edinburgh, 5.

1926. Walker-Love, Thomas, M.B.. Greenbank,

Clark Street, Airdrie,

1928. Wali vce. James, M.A.. Rector of Vale of Leven

Academy. ” Gleiileveii.*’ Alexandria. Dum-
bartonshire.

1927. 'Wm.lts, W. Cyril, Assistant Keeper, Art and

Ethnographical Department, Royal Scottish

5Iuseum, 53 Spot tiswoode Street, Edinburgh. 10.

1921. Ward, Edwix. Dm-ctor of the Royal Scottish

MiiNCinn. 3U Walker Street. Kdinhiirgh, 3.

1017. Wakxiir, Rev. Grah vm Xicoil, M A., The

Mau-ie. Clviiebank.

1919. AVarr, The Very Rev. Charles Laixu. M.A.,

D.T)., Minister in St Giles Catlicilral, Dean of

the Most Ancient and Most Xoble Order of the

Thistle, and D^an of the Chapel Royal m
Scotland, 63 Xorthumberland Street, Edin-

biiriih, 3.

1917.*W UiR \CK'. JoHX, T.L.D.. 13 Rothesay Terrace,

Edinburgh, 3.

1923. Warrxck. Malcolm, 7 Oxford Terrace. Falin-

burgh. 1.

1932. WASt)X, C. IL. Leeturer in Cla'.Mc.d Arclueol.igy

in the ITiiversity of Edinburgh. I?' Eglintou

Crescent. Edinburgh, 12.

1916. Watersok, David, R.E., Bridgend House,

Brechin.

1924 Waterstox, Charles B.. 25 Howard Place.

Edinburgh. 4.

1933. Waterstox, Proiessor David, M.A.. M.D.,

F.H.C.S.E., Bute Professor of Auatomy, 2

Howard Place. St And^e\^s. Fite.

1904. Watlixg, H. Steward, Architect. Manor
Close, Cornwall Road, Harrogate.

1907.

*Watsox, Charles B. Boog, F.R.S.E., 24

Garsciibe Terrace, Murraytield. Edinburgh,

12 .

1924. Watsox, Gforge Mackie. Architect. 50 Queen

Street. Edinburgh, 2.

1913. Watsox, G. P. II. . F.R.I.B.A.. Royal Com-
mission on .Vncient and Historical 5Ionu-

ments of Scotland, 27 York Place, Edin-

burgh. 1.

1922. Watsox. Henry Michael Dfnni-. C.A.. 12

Henderland Road. Murraytield. Edinburgh,

12 .

1927.*W.\tsox, John Hill, of Grangehill, Beith,

Ayrshire.

1908.

*Watsox, John Parker, W-S., Greystane,

Kinellan Road. Murraytield, Edinburgh, 12.

1930. W.vTsox. Thomas William. J.P.. The School-

h''UM‘, Gullane.

1927.

*Watsox, William Elder, O.B.E., J.P., Moray
Bank, Elgin.

1912. Watsox, William. J.. M.A.. LL.D., ri.Litt.Celt.,

F.R.'^.E.. Professi'T of Celtic Languages,

Literature and Antiquitio, University of

Edinburgh. 17 Merchiston Avenue, Edinburgh,

lo.

19u7.*Watt, James. LL.D., W.S.. F.F.A.. 7 Blackford

Road. Edinburgh, lo.

1908. W\TT, The Right Rev. LArciitAX MacLeax.
M.A. B.D., D.D. LL.D.. 1 Atli-Ie Garden-.

UiUlieKl. Gla-ixoiv, W. 2.

1923. Watt. William J. C., M.R., Ch.B., 71 High
StD'et. Paisley.

1920. Wacgh. Peroival, OS Pohiarth Terrace,

Edinburgh. 11.

1924. Webster. Martyx C.,5 Newton Terrace, Cha*-

mg Cioss, Glasgow. W.
1879. Wedderbhrx, J. R. M., M.A., W.3., 3 Glencairn

Crescent, Edinburgh. 12.

1928. Weir, Rev. Hvrold George Meilo. M.A..

The Maii-^e. Dairy, Kirkcuilhright-hir*-.

1925. Weir, James Mello. S S.C., 21 Maytield Ter-

race. Edinburgh. 9.

1929. Weir, J. S. (no addIt‘s-^).

1927. Weir, Walter, IS Cathkin Road, Langside-

Glasguu

.
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1926. Westell, William Percival, F.L.S., M.R.A.I.,

The Museum, Toun square, Letchworth,

Hertfordshire.

1932. Weston, Percy William, F.R P.'s
,
F.K.G.S.,

F.E.H..S., F.C.S.. F.Z.S.. Anfa Superieur,

Casablanca, Morocco.

18S4.*White. Cecil, 23 Drummond Place, Edin-

burgh, 3.

1925. White, William, Shore Road. Anstruther, Fife.

1903. Whitel\w, Alexander, Gartshore, Kirkintil-

loch.

1902.*Whitela\v. Charles Ehward. I'.R I.A.S.- 22

Midmar Gardens. Edinburgh, lu.
j

192S. Whitelaw. Rev. Herbert A.. Hi^li Church i

Manse. Craigm-'ire. Rothesay. P>iite. :

1909. Whittaker, Charles RrcHAun, F R.C.S.,

F.R.S.E.. Lynuood, 27 Hatton Place, Edin-

burgh. 9.

1923. Whyte. William. P.O. Box 1S31, Johannesburg,

3. Africa.

190S. Wilkie James, B.L.. S.S.C., 108 George
i

Street. Edinburgh. 2. i

1897. Williams. H. Mallam, J.P.. Tilehurst, Southern

Road. West ’itouthbourne. Bournemouth. Haut-.

192S. Williamson. Robert F., 4 Grange Terrace,

Edinburgh, 9.

1930. Wilson, Arthcr. J.?., 0 Saltoun Gardens,

Glasgow . W, 2.

1929. Wilson. George Victor, of H.M. Geological

Survey. 19 Grange Terrace. Edinburgh. 9.

1933, Wilson. J \Mrs Pf^rsox. PHvick Mill. Ayr.

1932. Wilson. P. Dor ola-'. M.Inst.C.E.. FAecutive

EngiiHMT. Pul'lic Work' De]»artnient. lloiig

Kong,

1927.

*WiLiON. Robert. 139 Princes .street, Edin-

burgh, 2.

1923.*Wilson. Rev. S. Gordon F., M.A., B.Litt.,

A.K.C.. F.R.IIist.S.. St Nicholas’ Rectory.

Canterbury.

1913. Wilson. Rev. Thomas. B.D.. The Manse of St

Mary nf Wedah*. Stow. Midlnthian.

191G. WiNDL'sr, Mrs Esther, c-idi-Bou-Said. near

Tunis, N. Africa.

1920. IViSHART, David, Pittarrow. Abernethy, Perth-

shire.

1929. 'WoLFENDEN. Ex-Provost William. J.P.. Duke
of Gordon Hotel. Kingus&ie. Inverness-

shire.

1022. ^VooD. J. R.. 51 Clouston Street. Kelviiiside

N . Glasgow.

1930. Wbtoht. Alfxvnder, L.R.I.B.A.. Highfield,

Baldorriock Road. Milngavie.

1927- Weight, Rev. William, M.A., B.D.. Minister of

the Parish of Wardlawhill. 21 Chiicarthdl,

Kutherglen.

1925. Wyness, j. Fenton. A.R.I.B.A., A.I.Archts Scot..

25 Belni'-nt Stre<>T. Aberdeen

1932. VoEDEN, Culonpl William Alfred. O.B.E..

3l> Cleveden Road. Glasgo-\v. W. 2,

1926. Young, Edward Drummond, 27 Castle Terrace,

Edinburgh, 1.

1933. Young, RoBi.Rr Siorlr. J.P.. Solicitor,

Kiiii’o'sS.

1913. Young, Thomas E., W.S., Auchterarder

1924.*YorNGER, Harry J., 21 Douglas Crescent.

Edinburgh, 12

1929. Younoeil Mr> J. P.. Arn^l>rae. Cainbus. Claok-

rnannaiuhire.

1912.^Yule, Thomas, W.S.. ih East Claremont Street.

Edinburgh. 7.
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*Stornoway Public Library, Island of Lewis.

;
University College, Dnlilin.

University Library. Leeds.

University of Michigan. Ann Arbor.

University of Minnesota. U.S.A.

: University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. Pa,.

U.kA.
Victoria Pmiversity of Manchester.

Yale University Librar.v. New Haven. Cumiectieut,

U .S A.
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1923. Bl\ck, Geosge F., Ph.D., New York Public

Library, New York City, U.S.A.

1927. Beemn'ek, Simok, Mi'l Town, Fresuick, Caitb-

ness.

1928. Fohtcxe. Joh^- Robert, .lirbouse, Oxton,

Berwickshire.

1913. Ikaslu .Joh.v. T Ea.t Ilerinitaoe Place, Leitli,

Fdiiiiiuri'h. Ll.

1913. Levy. Mrs N. Iiio ailiiri",^).

1915. Mathiesos', John, F.R.S.E.. 42 East Claremont

Street. Edinburgh. 7.

1915. Morrison Murdo, Lakelieid, Brag.ir. Lewis.

1924. Muir. William T., Brenda, Evie. Orkney.

1911. Nicolson, John, Nyhster, Auchengill. by Wick,

Caithness.

1931. Smith, Simuel, Mumrills, Laurieston, near

Falkirk.

1921. CrqL’hart. -Indrew. M.A.. J.P. (no addre.ss)
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Sir W. M. Flinders Petrie, D.C.L., LL.D., F.B.A., F.R.S., Edwards Professor of Egi’ptology

in University College, London, W.C. 1.

Dr SoPHUS JIuLLER, Secretary of the Royal Society of Northern Antiquaries, and Director

of the National Museum, Copenhagen.

1908.

Sir Arthur John Evans, M..\., D.C.L., A’oulbury, near Oxford.

Professor H. Dragendorff, Freiburg i. Baden, Johan von Weirthstrasse 4.

1919.

6 LtoN Coutil, Correspondant du ilini-stere de I’Instrnction Pnblique, etc., etc., Les Andehs,
Eure, Franco,

Rene Cagnat, Secretaire Perpetuel de I’Academie des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres, Professeur
au College de France, Palais de Plnstitut (3 rue Mazarine), Paris.

1923.

M. l’Abbe H. Breuii., D.L.C., Professeur au College de France et a I’Institut de Paleontoloaie
Humaiiie. Pari^, .'>2 .Avenue de la Alotte Pniuet, Paris, XA"’’.

Professor Franz Cumont. 19 Corso d'ltalia, Rome.
^

^AA^C^'i

^ F.S.A., Director of the British .Aluseiini, London,



10 Frank Gerald Simpson, M.A., 45 Fem Avenue, Jesmond, Xewcastle-upon-Tyne.

Mrs Arthur Strong, C.B.E., Litt.D., LL.D., P.S.A., Life-Fellow of Girton College, Cambridge, and

Assistant Director of the British School at Rome, 35 \'ia Balbu, Rome {‘22 ).

A. ^I. Talloren, Professeur Universitetet, Helsingfors, Finland.

1926.

M-ARCELLIN Boule, Professor in the iluseum National d'HLtoire Xaturelle. and Director of the

Institut de Paleontologie Humaine, 1 rue Rene Panhard, boulevard .Saint-Marcel, Pans 13®.

Professor Dr philos A. W. Brj^ggee, Be.styrer av L’niversitetets Oldsaksamling, Tullinlokken. Oslo,

Norway.

15 O. M. Dalton, M.A., F.B.A., 12 Sydney Place, Bath.

Profes.sor Dr Ernst Fabeicius, Geheimer Rat, Goethestras.se 44, Freiburg im Brei.sgau, Clermany.

Sir Arthur Keith, M.D., D..Sc,, LL.D., F.R.C.S. (Eng.), F.R.S., Conservator of the Museum and

Hunterian Professor, Royal College of Surgeons of England ; Past-President of the Royal

Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland, and of the Anatomical Society.

Dr R. Paribeni, Director of the Institute of Archaeology of Rome, Museo Nazionale Romano, Rome.

1927.

Don Hermilio Alcalde del Rio, Turrelavega, Santander, Spain.

1931.

20 Mrs M. E. Cunningion, 33 Long Street, Devizes, Wiltshire.

Professor Dr Robert Zahn, Director bei den Staatlichen Museen, Honorar-professor an der

Universitat, Am Lustgarten, Berlin, C.2.

1933.

Professor Dr phil. H.aakun .Shetelig, Bergen.s Museums Oldsamlimr, Bergen. Norway.
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Berivickshire Naturalists’ Club.

Bristol and Gloucestershire Archaeological Society.

British Archaeological Association.

Buchan Field Club.

Buteshire Natural History Society.

Cambrian Archaeological Association.

Cambridge Antiquarian Society.

Carmarthenshire Antiquarian Society.

Cumberland and Westmoiland Antiquarian and

Arohseological Society.

Derbyshire Archseologieal and Natural History

Association.

Dumfriesshire Natural History and Antiquarian

Society.

Edinburah Architectural Association.

Edinburgh Geological Society.

Elgin Literary and Scientilic Society.

Essex Archfeological Society.

Gaelic Society ot Inverne.ss.

Glasgow Archieulogical Society.

Hampshire Field Clul) and Archieological Society.

Hawick Archseologieal Society.

Historic Society of Lancashire and Cheshire.

Institute of Areliieology, Liverpool.

Kent Areliicological Soeiety.

Orkney Antiquarian Society, Kirkwall.

Perthshire Society ot Natural Science.

Royal Antliropologie.vl Institute.

Roj'al Arehieologieal Institute of Cireat Britain

and Ireland.

Royal C’onuiiission on Ancient and Historical

Monuments of Scotland.

Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical

Monuments and Constructions m Wales and

Monmouthshire

Royal Historical Society.

Royal Institute of British Architects, London.

Royal Irish Academy.

Royal Numismatic Society.

Royal Society of Antiquaries of Ireland.

Scottish Ecclesiological Society.

Shropshire Archaeological Society.

Society for the Promotion of Roman Studies.

Society of Antiquaries of London.

Society of Antiquaries of Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

Somer-setshire Arehieologieal and Natural History

Society.

Stirling Natural History and Archaeological Society.

Surrey Arehieologieal Society.

Sussex Arehieologieal Society.

Third Spalding Club.

Thoresby Society.

Viking Society for Northern Research.

Wiltshire Arehieologieal Society.

Yorkshire Arehieologieal Society.

Arehieologieal Survey of India.

British School at Rome.

Coloinlio Mu'eum. Ceylon.

Provincial Museum, Toronto, Canada.

Royal Canaiiian Institute, Toronto.

LTiiversity iluseum. Dunedin, New Zealand.

Fobeiox Societie.s, U.n’iversitiks,

Jlr.sEUMS, &c.

Acaileiiiie lies Iu.~criptioiis et Belles Leftres, I’aii-.

Academie des Sciences d'Ukraine, Kieff.

Administration des Monument.s, Riga, l.ettonie.

Alteithumsgesclischaft, Kunigsberg.

Anthro[joiogische Gesellschatt, Vienna.

Anti([uari»che Gesellschaft, Zurich.
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Archaeological Institute of the Imperial University

of Kyoto, Japan.

Archaologisches Institut des Deutschen Keiches

Romisch-Germanische Kommission, Frankfurt

am Mam.
Associacio Catalana d'Antropologia, Etnologia i

Prehistoria, Barcelona Universitat, Spain.

Bosnisch-Herzegovinisches Landes-lluseum, Sara-

jevo.

Bureau of Ethnology, Washington.

California University.

Commissione Archeologica Communale th Kouia.

Cornell University Library, Ithaca, New York.

Csl. statni archreologicky ustav (Institut archeolo-

gique de I'Etat tcheeoslovaque) Praha, Re-

publika oeskoslovenska.

Department of Antiquities in Palestine, Jerusalem.

Eoole d’Anthropologie de Paris.

Faculte des Sciences de Lyon.

Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago.

Foreningen til Norske Fortidsraindesmerkers

Bevaring.

Gesellschaft fiir Niitzliche Forschungen, Trier.

Goteborg och Bohuslans Fornminnesforeningen.

Gottingen University.

Historische und Antiquarische Ge.sellschaft, Basel.

Historischer Terein fur Niedersachsen.

Institut Archeologique Bulgare, Sofia.

Institut de Paleontologie Humaine, Paris.

Junta Para Ampliacion de Estudios—Comision de

Investigaciones Paleontologicasy Prehistoricas,

Madrid.

Junta Superior de Excavaciones y .-Intiguedades,

Madrid.

Kiel University.

Kouaelige Xorske Videnskabers Selskab, Trondhjem.

Lairdesmuseum N'assauischer .\ltertumer zu Wies-

badcrr.

Leipzig Uirivcrsity.

Mirsee Archeologique Erasie Majewski de la Societe

des Sciences de \'arsovie. Poland.

Musee Guimet, Paris.

Musee National Suisse a Zurich.

Museum, Bergen, Norway.

-Museura of Northern Antiquities, Oslo.

National Bohemian Museum. Prainie. Czecho-

slovakia.

National Museum. Zagreb, YiigoslaNia.

Xordiska Museet, Stockholm.

Norsk Folkemuseum, Oslo, Norway.

Notgemeinschaft der Deutschen Wissenschaft,BerUn.

Oslo Universit}', Norway.

Peabody Museum, Cambridge, Mass., U.S..\

Prahistorisehe Kommission der Akademie der

Wissenschaften in Wien.

Reale Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei, Rome.
Rijks-Museura van Oudheden, Leiden.

Romisch-Germanisches Central Museum, Mainz, Ger-

many.

Royal Academy of History and Antiquities,

Stockholm.

Ror'al Society of Northern Antiquaries, Copenhagen

Servieio de Investigaeion Prehistorica de la Excraa.

Diputacion Provincial de Valencia.

Smithsonian Institution, Washington, U.S.A.

Societa Romana di Antropologia, Rome.

Societe d’Anthropologie de Paris.

Societe des -Antiquaires de I’Ouest.

Societe Archeologique d'Alexandrie.

Societe Archeologique de Constantine, Algeria.

Societe Archeologique du Midi de la France.

Societe .\rchtologique de Montpellier.

Societe Archeologique de Moravie.

! Societe Archeologique de Namur.

Societe des Bollandistes, Bru.ssels.

Societe des Sciences de Semur (Pro Alesia).

Societe Finlandaisc d’Areheologie, Helsingfors.

Societe d’Histoire et d’Archeologie de Gaud.

Societe Nationale des Antiquaires de France

Societe Prehistorique Franjaise, Paris.

Societe Prehistorique Polonaise.

Societe Royale d’Archeologie, Bruxelles.

Stadtisches Museum fiir Volkerkunde, Leipzig.

Stavanger Museum, Stavanger, Norway.

University Librariq Tartu, Esthonia.

Upsala University.

Verein fiir Nassauische Alterthuniskunde, Wies-

baden.

Yerein vonAlterthumsfreundeii imRheinlanile,Bonn.

Wiener Praehistorische Gesellschaft.

Pebiodic.vls.

L'Anthropologic, Paris.

Bulletin archeologique pclonau, Warsau.

LiBR.iRiES. British.

-A.thenseum Club Library, London.

Baillie's Institution, Glasgow.

Bodleian Library, Oxford.
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British Museum Library.

Chetham’s Library, Manchester.

Church of Scotland College Library, The Mound,

Edinburgh.

Free Library, Edinburgh.

Free Library, Liverpool.

Mitchell Library, Glasgow.

National Library of Scotland, Edinburgh.

National Library of Wales, Aberj'stwyth.

Ordnance Survey Library, Southampton.

Public Record Office Library, Loudon.

Royal Library, Windsor.

Royal Scottish Museum Library, Edinburgh.

Scottish National Portrait Gallery Library

Scottish Record Office, Historical Department.

Signet Library, Edinburgh.

Trinity College Library, Dublin.

University Library, Aberdeen.

University Library, Cambridge.

University Library, Edinburgh.

University Library, Glasgow.

University Library, St Andrews.

Victoria and Albert Museum Library, London.

Libr.vries, Foreigx.

Bayerische Staats-bibliothek. Munich, Bavaria.

Bibliotheque d’Art et d’ArcheoIogge, Universite de

Paris.

National Library, Paris.

National Library, Vienna.

Newberry Library, Chicago, U.S.A.

Preiissische Staats-bibliothek, Berlin.

Public Library, Hamburg.

Royal Library, Copenhagen.

I

Royal Library, Stockholm,

j

Sachsische LanJes-bibliothek Dresden.



PROCEEDINGS
OF THE

SOCIETY OF ANTIQUARIES OF SCOTLAND

HUNDRED AND FIFTY-THIRD SESSION, 1932-1933

Anniversary Meeting, 3()f/i Xovember 1932 .

JAMES CURLE, LE. D., in the Chair.

Dr W. K. Dick.son and Mr Ludovic M'L. Mann were appointed
Scrutineers of the Ballot for Office-Bearers.

The Ballot having been concluded, the Scrutineers found and declared

the List of the Council for the ensuing year to be as follows :

—

Preside)if.

His Grace The Di ke op Athoi.e. K.T.. C.B., M.V.O., D.S.O., LL.D.

1 ''ivf-Pre.'tidfn fs.

Tho.mas Yvee. W.S.
Brig.-Iicn. Sir Robert Giemovr. Bart., C.B., C.T.O., D.S.O.
The Hon. Lord St Tioeans.
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Councillors.

The Hoii. Sir Hew H..\ Representing
Dalry.mple, K.C.V.O. U/ie Board of

JoHX Warrack, LL.D.
j
Truslees.

I
Representing

t the Treasury,
i

Francis J. Grant, C.V.O., LL.D.
Stair A. Gillon.

Colonel W. Anstrcther-Gray.

John A. Inglis.

Sheriff C. H. Brown. K.C.
John Richardson, W.S.
Charles E. Whitelaw, F.R.I.A.S.

Professor W. M. Calder. M.A., LL.D.,

F.B.A.
W. MackAY' Mackenzie, D.Litt.

Harry’ J. Younger.

Secreta ries.

Douglas P. Maclagan, W.S.
,

J. Hewat Craw.

For Foreign Correspondence.

The Rev. Professor A. H. Say’ce, M.A., I Professor V. Gordon Childe, B.Litt,

LL.D., D.D. I

Treasurer.

J. Bolam Johnson, C.A.

Curators of the Museum.

James Curle, LL.D., W.S.
j
James S. Richard.son.

Curator of Coins.

Sir George Macdonald. K.C.B., I.L.D., D.Litt.. F.B.A.

Librarian.

Alexander O. Curle. C.V.O.

A Ballot having been taken, the following were elected Fellow.s :
^

David Kankink Ad.vm. 71) Stewartoii Drive. Cainhnslang.
Vankay’AL.v Ai’PAR.vo. Agent. Juiiiter General ln:..nranee Co.. Ltd., Wzianagi ain

City. .South India.

William George Bosworth. Deputy Librarian. Public Libraries. Burton-
upon-Trent.

Hartley Sidney Carter. .tl.D.. D.P.H.. Ch.B.. Public Health Laboratory.
20 Cochrane Street. Glasgow.

Clive Craig-Brown. Comely Bank. Selkirk.

Kev. Thomas Smith Crichton. 3I.A.. 1.S2 'Whitehill Street. Dennistonn. Glasgow.
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Alexander Cujimixg, B.A., M.B., Ch.B.. P.R.C.S. Edin., 212 New North Road.
Auckland, New Zealand.

John Taalor Ewen, O.B.E., B.Sc., F.R.S.E.. Pitseandly, Forfar.

Rev. Alexander Gillon, Minister of St Munn's. The Manse. Kihnnn, Argyll.

Robert Leslie Hunter. Reres, Falkirk.

James Jack. F.L.S., 27 Ponderlaw Street. Arbroath.
Howard Edward Kilbride-Jones, Barbizon. Lasswade Road, Libertou.

Edinburgh, 9.

Rev. Robert Lee Kirk. Bridgend Manse. Rothesay.
Rev. George W. Macarthcr, M.A., .5 Craiiwortli Street, Glasgow. W. 2.

Lady Macdonald of the Isles, Thorpe Hall, Rudston, East Yorkshire.

W. Laidlaw M'Dol'GALL, Sumburgh, Shetland.

Hugh 3Iactntosh. F.R.I.B.A., 91 Sandy Lane, Wallington, Surrey.

J. B. Mackay, A.R.I.A.S., Architect, H.M. Office of Works, 122 George Street.

Edinburgh. 2.

Jamies S. Nicoll. Livingstone Cottage, 10 Brechin Road. Arbroath.
Major-General Sir Walter Ogilvie. K.B.E.. C’.B., C.M.G.. 3 Spylaw Road.

Edinburgh, 10.

James Symington Quig, Ravenscraig. Falkirk.

Seu.MAS. Chief of Clann-fheargliuis of Stra-chur. C.M., etc.. The Exiilorers Club.

Ne'W York. U.S.A.
C. R. Wason. Lecturer in Classical Archajology in the University of Edinburgh,

18 Eglinton Crescent, Edinburgh, 12.

Percy William We.ston. P.R.E.S., P.R.G.S.. F.K.H.S., F.C.S.. F.Z.S., Anfa
Superieur, Casablanca. Morocco.

P. Dougla-S Wilson. M.Inst.C.E., Executive Engineer. Public Works
Department, Hong-Kong.

Colonel William Alfred Youden. O.B.E.. 39 Clevedeu Road. Glasgow. W.2.

Tlie Secretary read the list of Members deceased since the last Annual
Meeting :

—

Honorary Fclloiv.

.Salomon Reinach, Director of the National Museum of Prance.

St Gerniain-en-Laye . .

Elected.

1908

FellOH'S.
Elected.

H. S. Alexander. Grant Lodge. 18 Lomoinl Road. Trinity. Edinburgh. 19t).)

J.A.MEs Pe.vrson Alison. F.R.I.B.A.. 1.5 Britlge Street. Hatvick . . 1909

Wii.LLAM KiNLOch Allan. Eriigatli. 2 Wester Coates Avenue. Edinburgh 1918

W.vi.TEH Leon.ard Bell. JI.D.. F.R.S.E.. Langarth. Brisco. Carli.sle . 1908

The Most Hoii. The Marchione.ss of Breadalbank. Ardinaddy. Oban 1930

G. B.vldwin Brown. M.A.. LL.D.. F.B.A.. Emeritus I’rofessor of Fine
Art, Uni\ ersity of Edinburgh. 18 Atholl Cre.scent. Edinburgh . . 1884

Canon All.an T. Cameron. iM.A.. Wale.sby Vicarage, Netvark . . 1908
.Airs Fi.or.v C-Ameron. .\rdsheal, Kentallen, Argyll ..... lyog
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Elected.

Archibald Camprkli,. J.P., Arg'yl] Lodge. 862 Albei't Drive. Pollokshields.

Glasgow.............. liSOil

Edward D. Eraser. ^Villowliank. AVaverley Road. Xairii . . . 1902

George Alexander Gardner. C.A., Calle Callao. 191. Bueuos Aires.

Argentine Republic ........... 1!)17

.loHX G.vrdxer. VVoodend, Houston 1923

Sa’.mixgtox Grieve. 11 Lauder Road. Etlinburgli ..... 18S0

Douglas Gordon Hunter, 1.3 Hillend Road. Arbroath .... 1909

P. M. C. Ker.mode. Advocate. The Maii-X Museum. Douglas. Isle of Man 1889

Robert B. L.lni+will, Glen Ranald. Bridge of Allan .... 1893

Sir J.v.MES M’Kechnie. K.B.E.. 1 AVhiteliall Court. London, S.VV. . . 1918

.J.\ME.s Malloch. M.A.. Earleville. Campenlown Street. Broughty Eerry 1896

Professor .John M.v.stin, M.A.. D.Se.. Ph.D., Litt.D., LL.D.. etc., Congl
Wyntog. Pen-y-Groes, North Wales. ....... 1908

John Mitchell ^Murdoch. Journalist. 69 .John Sti-eet, Ayr . . . 1925

Tho.MAS OgILVY, 32 Bell Street. Dundee 1921

Alexander Philip. LL.B., E.R.S.K.. The Mary Acre, Brechin . . 1916

Rev. T. Pri.mro.se R.lnki.xe, M.A.. Minister of Rosehall Church. 9 .Salis-

bury Road, Edinburgh 1926

J.t-JIE.S Arthur Rich.lrdson, Retired Planter. Beechwootl, 26 Portland
Avenue, Hove, Susse.x 1928

George M. Robertson. LL.D., M.D.. F.R.C.P.E., Professor of Psychiatry.

University of Edinburgh. Tipperlinn House, Morningside Place.

Edinburgh 1919

Canon He.nry Guy Scl.a.tek. St John's Rectory. Ballacliulish East.

Argyll 1912

Brevet-Colonel Sir Bruce Seton, Bart., C.B., of Abercorn, 12 Grosvenor
Crescent, Edinburgh 1920

.\l.\n K. .Smith. E.F.S., 29 Hermitage Gardens. Edinburgh . . . 1922

Herbert W. Eorre.ster Th.mple, Union Bank Homse. Tarland.
Aberdeenshire 1923

J.VMES Tho.Mso.n. M.A., LL.B.. 22.\ North Bailey, Durham . . . 1911

WiLLi.L.M Tho.Mso.n. Rosjdh, Margaret Drive, Govan. Glasgow . 1922

Rev. .JosEi’H Tr.vill. M.A.. B.D. ( Hons.). Trinity Manse. Rothesay . 1927

George Du.nc.\n IVhite. Castle Garden. Grail 1911

Andrew Robertso.n AYidson. M..V.. .M.D.. 23 Hose.side Road. Wallasey,
Cheshire 1<»08

WiLi,i.\M .Jame.s IVooD, J.P., .> Bogton Avenue, Cathcart. Glasgow . 1907

The Meeting resolved to record their sense of the loss the Societv
had sustained in the death of these members.

The Secretary read the following Report by the Council on the
affairs of the Society:—

The Council herewith submit to the Fellows of the Societv their
Report for the year ending 3()th November 1932.
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Fellotrship .—The total number of Fellows on the roll at 30th

November 1931 was ........... 1073

At 30th November 1932 the number was ...... 1061

being a decrease of ........... 1-1

During the year 50 new Fellows were added to the roll, while 34 died.

22 resigned, and 8 allowed their membership to lapse.

For the first time in thirteen years the numbers have failed to show
an increase. While, under the present fimincial conditions of the
country, this may not have been wholly unexpected, tlm Council hope
that Fellows will help by inducing any of their friends who are

interested in the arclneology or histoiw of Scotland to join the Society.

Among the names of Fellows who have died in the course of the

year the Council desire to make special reference to M. Salomon
Reinach, Professor Baldwin Brown, Sir Bruce Seton, Mr Symington
Grieve. Mr P. M. C. Kermode. and Mr William Thomson.

At the beginning of this month the Society lost its Honorary Fellow.

M. Salomon Reinach, who was elected in 1908. M. Reinach was largely

responsible for the creation of the magnificent Museum of National

Antiquities of France at vSt Germain-en-Laye, of which he had been
Director since 1902. A scholar of encyclopa:“dic erudition and exceptional

breadth of view, he contributed an astonishing number of brilliant

articles on subjects ranging from the Old Stone Age to mediaeval art to

learned journals in France and Britain. He was joint editor of /?ccnc

ArcJif^'oIoyique, and put all scholars in his debt by his comprehensive
catalogue of the Museum at St Germain, and by his great corpus of

palaeolithic art {IFpertnire dr I'Art (^Kafrnia/ rr). His name will be

remembered and esteemed for these solid contributions to knowledge.
Professor Gerard Baldwin Brown, who for fifty years occupied the

4Vatson-Gordon Chair of Fine Art in the Fniversity f)f Edinburgh,
was elected a Fellow of the Society in 1884. He first became a Member
of the Council in 1903, and since 1913 he acted as one of the Secretaries

for Foreign Correspondence. In 1927 he delivered the Muni-o Lectures

on “ Prehistoric Art." Although he only contributed two papers to our
Procrediiiqs, his writings on Art form a long and ijiipressive list, the

most important of Avhich. T/^c Arts in Earh/ En</l(ind. will be an
enduring monument to his learning and research. Professor Baldwin
Brown, though a man of wide knowledge and scholarship, was of a

modest and gentle nature, which endeared him to a very large circle

of friends within this Society and throughout the city. In all the

activities of the Society he took a warm interest.

Brevet-Colonel Sir Bruce Seton was elected a Fellow in 1920.
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Although he did not contribute to the pages of our Pfoceedinys, his

interest in Scottish history is shown by the three volumes on The
Prisoners of the '45, of which he was the author, and by The Pipes of
War, a book on Scottish bagpipe music.

Mr Symington Grieve was one of the oldest of the Fellows of the
Society. Elected in 1880. his name stood third in seniority on the list.

He had travelled extensively, and was deeply interested both in

archteology and in natural science. His monograph on T'he Great Ank
is well known. Fifty years ago he contributed to our Proceedings a
paper on discoveries of its remains. He was the author of The Hook
of Colonsay and Oronsay, a subject upon which he wrote also in the

Proceedings.

The name of Mr Philip Moore Callow Kermode, Curator of the

Manx Museum, is well known for his authoritative work Man.r
Crosses. He became a Fellow in 1889, and wrote four papers on Manx
Cross-slabs and Early Inscriptions for the Proceedings. Two years ago
he contributed a paper on Cross-slabs from the Faeroe Islands.

Mr William Thomson, Govan, became a Fellow of the Society in

1922. and contributed to the Proceedings three papers dealing with
antiquities in various parts of the Highlands.

[Proceedings .—An advance copy of the Proceedings lies upon the table.

Fourteen papers deal with prehistorical and eight with historical

subjects.

The Museum .—The number of objects acquii-ed by the National
Museum during the year amounts to 296 by donation and 25 by purchase.

Although these figures are less than those of the previous year, they
must be considered quite satisfactory, as the relics received include

many of interest and importance.

Of the Stone and Bronze Ages two Neolithic urns and a Bronze Age
beaker, found by Mr W. Lindsay Scott, were presented by Sir Reginald
Macleod of Macleod, and a food-vessel of unusual type from Heiton
Mill, Roxburghshire, was given by Sir George Douglas, Bart. Bronze
.-Vge implements in the form of a bronze dagger, found at Turnercleuch
Law, Yarrow, and a flat axe found at Bishop Kinkell, Ross-shire, were
purchased, and a flanged axe found at Goudierannet, Fife, was given
by Mr W. Niehol. Of the hoard of fourteen socketed axes found by
Mrs Cochran near Kalemouth, Roxburgh.shire, twelve were in-esented
by the Earl of Dalkeith. This hoard is one of the largest of its period
yet recorded from Scotland. A socketed axe and part of its wooden
liaft, found at Roskhill, Skye, wei-e purchased. This is the only example
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of such an axe with part of the haft surviving which has been noted

as found in Scotland.

The County Council of East Lothian have presented a large surface

of rock, discovered at the quarry on Traprain Law, covered with

elaborate rock sculpturings in the form of cup- and ring-markings and
other designs, casts of the same being given by H.M. Office of Works.
From the same place came a bronze brooch of unique form, a finely

modelled bronze capsule or shaft butt, and other objects, which were
presented by Viscount Traprain. A finely enamelled dragonesque fibula

of bronze, found at N^ewstead, Melrose, was purchased, as was a rare

object belonging to Viking times in the form of a bone chess-man,

found at Sandwick Bay, Shetland. The Hon. Walter Runciman has

very kindly presented casts of fragments of five crosses and cross-

slabs on the island of Eigg.

Coming to later times, a silver medal struck by Cromwell to com-
memorate the Battle of Dunbar was given by the Hon, Sir Hew H.

Dalrymple, and a pair of linen sheets from Newton House, Donne,
between which Prince Charles slept, was presented by Mrs Hughes
Hallett. A diamond ring given to Beatrice Jenkison by Prince Charles

was bequeathed by Canon J. McPherson Cunninghame.

Excavations .—The site of the broch of Aikerness, Orkney, where
e.vcavations were carried on for two seasons by the Society, with the

generoiis assistance of Mr T. B. Macaulay, LL.D., F.S.A.Scot.. has now
been taken over by H.M. Office of Works. This summer excavation

has been continued by the Department. The broch itself has now been

completely examined, but further work remains to be done among the

subsidiary buildings. The walls of the broch have been strengthened

where necessary.

The Council desires to put on record its appreciation of the generosity

of Dr Macaulay, which has made possible the examination of a con-

struction of great interest. The work has thrown much light on the

age of the brochs, and the building will remain permanently as one

of the most important examples of these prehistoric monuinents.

The Lihranj .—In addition to the usual large number of publications

of learned societies, etc., which have been received by way of exchange,

117 books were received by donation and were purchased. Four items

were added to the collection of manuscripts. Seven hundred and fifty

volumes hav e been bound under the grant from H.M. Treasury towards
the binding of books.
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Rhind Lectureship .—The Rliind Lectures for 1932 were delivered by
Dr C. A. Xordman, Helsingfors, his subject being "The Megalithic

Culture of Northern Europe.” The Lectureship for 1933 has been
accepted by Dr Eric G. Millar, the subject of lectures being “ English

Illumination from A.D. 700 to the end of the Fifteenth Century."

Gunninf) Felloicship .—The Gunning Fellowship for 1932 was conferred

on Dr Callander. Director of the National Museum of Antiquities,

and on Mr A, J. H. Edwards, Assistant Keeper, so that they might visit,

and report on the practicability of lending specimens to. provincial

museums.

Chahners-Jervise Prize .—The district selected for the Chalmers-Jervise

Prize Essay Competition for 19.32 was East Lothian. The competition

was again extremely disappointing, onlj’' one essay being sent in. The
judges did not see their way to award the prize this year.

ATHOLL,
Presidoit.

Xatiox.\i, ilV'EVM OF Antiqi'itie.; of .Scotl.vxii,

Qceex .Stkeei'. Edixbukoh.

The Report was adopted on the motion of Dr Callander, seconded

by Dr Dickson.

Mr J. Bolam Johnson, Treasurer, read the annual statement of the

Society's funds, which was ordered to be printed and circulated among
the members. On the motion of the Chairman, a hearty vote of thanks
was accorded to Mr .Johnson.
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Monl»ay, 12^/t December 1932.

THOMAS YULE, A'ice-Presideiit. in the Cliair.

A Ballot having been taken, the following were elected Fellows :

—

Ja.mks M'Kexzie Baillie. 17 Alpin Road. Dundee.
Bailie Douglas Morrisox Christie, J.P.. " Namur, " 8 Dalkeith Road, Dundee.

D. J. W. DU-VIjas. Woodlioiiselee. Miltou Bi-idite, Midlothian.

Professor.!. De La.n’cey Ferguson. M.A.. Ph.D., Aetinit Professor of English.

Western Reserve University'. 2310 .South Overlook Road. Cleveland. Ohio.

U.S.A.

Professor Franklvn B. .Snvder. A.M., Ph.D.. Profes.sor of English. North-

western University, 1027 Ashland Avenue. Evanston, Illinois. U..S.A.

Professor Mir.nREi) Tonge. M.A.. Ph.D.. Newcomb College. New Orleans. La.,

U.S.A.

Nigel O. Tr.vnter. 8 Eyre Crescent, Edinburgh. 3.

There were exhibited :—(l ) By Lady Usher. Wells. Hawick, a well-

made Stone Axe. tiattened on the top and bottom edges and measuring

Fi". 1. Earthenware Pitcher from Loch Leven. Kiiiross-'>hire.
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10^ inches by 3}^ inches by 2^ inches, found on the Dunian Hill,

Jedburgh, Roxburghshire.

(2) By Mrs Adam of Blairadam, Kinross-shire, a Pitcher of thin, light-

coloured earthenware, the greater part being covered with a greenish-

yellow glaze, measuring 16 inches in height and 12 inches in greatest

diameter (fig. 1). It has a pointed spout at one side of the lip. and three

stout handles extending from the shoulder to the rim. The body of

the vessel is encircled with small, narrow corrugations, and the base
is convex. The upper part of the vessel is covered in front with a tendril

pattern, and in each of the two spaces between the handles is a spray
design consisting of a vertical line, from each side of which are four

straight lines springing obliquely upwards and terminating in round,

flat discs; these patterns are applied and of dark-brown colour. Pro-
jecting from the wall at the Avidest part of the bulge is a stud j inch

in height. Found in Loch Leven, Kinross-shire, before 1831. Its period

is probably early fourteenth century.

(3) By Mrs James S. Richardson a fourteenth-century Brooch of silver

from the north of Inverness. It is open and octagonal, measuring 2

inches in length and 1^ inch in breadth. On the flat face is a much
blundered inscription in Lombardic characters—X 1 I H E S U S i R
XZA R for Jesus of Nazareth. On the back the flat panels are filled

Avith leaf and stem designs. The brooch has probably been inlaid AA'ith

niello. A new pin has been added in the seA'enteenth century.

The following Donations to the Museum Avere intimated, and thanks
voted to the Donors :

—

(1) By W. A. Mx-xro, D.Litt., F.S.A.Scot.

Tardenoisian Implement of green Chert, dressed all round, measuring

y ,5
inch by ,".5 inch, found on Dryburgh Mains, Berwickshire, by the donor.

(2) By Sir George Douglas, Bart., Springfield Park, Kelso.

Food-vessel Urn, found in a short cist Avith unburnt human remains
at Heiton Mill. Kelso. Roxburghshire. (See subsequent communication
by A. J. H. Edwards, F.S.A.Scot.)

(3) By The Right Hon. Viscount Trarrain, Whittingehanie.

Part of Armlet, of D section, of milky-Avhite Glass. Avith inlaid sci'olls

of blue colour, measuring 1| inch by inch; head and small part of the
stem of a Bronze Pin.Avith a projecting head formed of six pellets Avith a
Avoided centre

;
part of the boAV of a harp-shaped Fibula of Bronze : tAvo
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Bronze Rings, one of plano-conA’ex section, measuring If inch in diameter,
and the other of circular section, measuring If^ inch in diameter ; and
small piece of a flat Plate of Lead. All found at the quarry on Traprain
Law, East Lothian.

(I) By J. McConnell, 4 Church Street, Stockbridge, Edinburgh.

Copper Medal, struck by the town of Greenock to commemorate
the Coronation of King Edward and Queen Alexandra. Ohv. Busts of
their Majesties, with the inscription EDWARD AND ALEXANDRA
KING AND QUEEN OF GREAT BRITAIN CROWNED JUNE 26th

1902, round the edge. Rev. A sailing ship in centre, with two men
rolling barrels on a quay below, and the inscription, GOD SPEED
GREENOCK, above.

(5) By Alexander Geddie, Fochabers.

Two water-rolled fragments of Sandstone bearing cup- and ring-marks :

(1) Measuring inches by 81 inches by 3 inches, showing on one face

a very small cup-mark, | inch in diameter, surrounded by three con-

centric rings, narrowly cut. and what looks like part of a fourth, at one
edge; and (2) imperfect, measuring 6i inches by 4^ inches by 21 inches,

showing the segment of a small cup-mark surrounded by three con-
centric circles. Found, in 1931, two j-ards apart, by the donor, at low-
water mark on the beach at Cunningston, or the Colloch, between
Burghead and Hopeman. Morayshire.

(6) By David Todd, Inshegra Schoolhouse, Rhiconich, by Lairg.

Cjdindrical mass of Bog Butter, measuring 8 inches in diameter and
7 inches in height, found from 8 to 9 feet below the surface in a
peat-bog at Rhuvoult. Rhiconich, Sutherland, by William McIntosh,
crofter there. It seems to have been packed in an intestinal membrane,
now brown in colour. Fragments of wood, possibly part of the con-
tainer, were noticed but not picked up.

(7) By Miss Rollo. 15 Albany Street, Edinburgh.

Gold Bracelet set with Scotch Pebbles.

(8) By John Murray.
Four Stone Weights, each with an iron ring in the top : (1) Upright

oval, weight 35 lbs., measuring 8 inches in height and 9 inches in diameter

;

(2) flattened spheroid, marked 28 (lbs.), measuring 9.1 inches in diameter
and 6 inches in height

: (3) irregular flattened s
2)heroid, about 18 lbs.

in weight, measuring 8^’ inches in diameter and 4j inches in height ; and
(4) spheroidal, about 9 lbs. in weight, measuring 5^ inches by 4^ inches.
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(9) By George Beveridge of Yallay, North Uist.

Small, shallow. howl-shai)ed Vessel of Lead, measuring 23^’,. inches by
1 inch. It bears a series of vertical incised lines on the wall, below
which it is encircled with a groove. Found by Neil Mackay, near
Teampiiil na Trionad, Carinish, North Fist, October 1931.

(10) By W. A. Crirbes, Belhaven, Dunbar.

Segmented Bead of dark blue Glass (four segments), measuring i inch

in length and inch in diameter, found near the rampart at the east

end of the fort on Traprain Law, East Lothian, by the donor.

(11) By Major D. Sutherland,
Nest Bank, Wick.

C'arved Stone Ball with eight

large and three small projecting

discs and knobs, measuring 2f inches

in diameter, found in a held 200

yards west of the broch of Yar-
house, (Caithness.

Smoother or Polishing Stone,

shaped like a stone axe, measuring
inches by 1 ^ inch by inch,

found near Wick.

(12) By Walter G. Gr.\nt of

Trumland. F.S.A.Scot.

Two Communion Tokens of Dun-
rossness. Shetland.

Stone Hammer (tig. 2). of circular

section at one end and of oval sec-

tion at the other, the hole counter-

sunk from both sides; it measures!^
inches in length. 2 inches in breadth,

and H inch in height at the perfoi-a-

tion. At a distance of I inch and

j inch from the ends, the hammer
is encircled by an incised line, the
space between them being pitted,

while the extremities are polished.

Found on Bousay, Orkney.Fig. 2. .Slouf Axe-liaiiiiuer from Ri)ii-„iy. (J.)
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(13) By Ja.mks S. Richardsox, F.S.A.Scot.

Iriiplements of white Quartz. They consist of two discs, dressed round
the periphery, measuring 3| inches and 3 inches in greatest diameters,
and part of another disc ; nineteen Sci’apers, one of pink colour,

varying from l|j inch by I 5 inch to ^ inch by f inch
;
a hollow Scraper,

measuring 1 | inch inlength; two Hammer-stones, measuring 2} J inches and
inches in diameter; a Core, measuring inches in length; an ovate

Object, measuring 1§ inch by yj inch: and twelve Pointed Pieces; a
Knife-like Object of Slate, of pointed oval shape, measuring 31 inches
by I 5 inch; a Stone Object, measuring 7^ inches by 2j inches by 1 inch,

with a deep curved notch on one edge. All found on 'Ward Hill, Quendale,
Shetland, near Sumburgh, by the donor.

(14) By Mrs F. J. Scott, 6 Midmar Avenue, Edinburgh.

Iron Fire Bellows with geared fan.

(15) By M. K. Rkygasse, Director of the Bardo Museum. Algeria,

through A. D. Lacait.i.e, F.S.A.Scot.

Eight Tardenoisian Flint Implements: four triangles, measuring
1^ inch, yj inch. inch, and inch in length: three trajieziums.

measuring lyV inch.
J j inch, and ^ inch in length

;
and one oblique point,

measuring 1 inch in length. From the Oasis de Negrine (Sud Con-
stantinois), Algeria.

(16) By John Douglas, 30 AVyvil Road. South Lambeth, London.

M’^ooden Snuff-box made by C. Stiven, Laurencekirk. It is oblong
with concave sides aiid ends, and mejisures 31 inches by 2j inches by
l^V inch. On the lid are two game dogs painted in colours, and the
rest of the box is covered with a vine pattern in brown. This box
belonged to Miss Elizabeth P'leming, sister of “ Pet Marjorie." who
gave it to her maid. Elizabeth Douglas, sister of the donor. It was
always associated by the Fleming f.amily with the name of Sir Walter
Scott.

(17) By A. B. Scott. 2 Lennel Avenue, Edinburgh.

Axe of Felstone. sharp at the butt as well as at the cutting edge
and flattened on the top and bottom sides. It measures 7 inches bv

2J inches by IjVinch. Found in 18S5 below 2 feet 2 inches of stratifietl

yellow clay at Dairy raihvay station, Ayi>hiie.

Stone Axe, measuring 4} inches by 2| inches by Ij inch, found at
Howrat, Dairy, Ayrshire.

Half-Rider of .James VI.. gold, dated 1.5S)3.
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(18) By R. G. Drummond, 1 Learmontli Street, Falkirk.

Small Stone Bead, measui-ing | inch in diameter, from the Kirkjmrd
of Logie, Stirlingshire.

(19) By Major David T. Richabd.son, M.C., R.A.M.C., Xorth Bei-wick.

Crosraguel Pennj’, found on the beach outside Tantallon Castle by
the donor.

(20) By W. Finlayson, Longniddry.

Stone Bead of discoidal form, measuring | inch in diameter, found
in newly broken-up ground at Harelaw, Longniddry, East Lothian.

(21) By J. S. Dalgetty, 97 Comiston Drive, Edinburgh.

Movement of Vei’ge Watch made by James Howden, Edinburgh,
1764-1809.

(22) By Miss J. C. C. Macdonald, F.S.A.Scot.

Strike-a-light Pistol with candleholder attached.

(23) By Mrs Erskine Beveridge.

About half of a large bucket-shaped Pot of reddish Clay, the base

and rim amissing. The highest part of the wall measures 14J inches

in height, and the diameter of the mouth has been more than 15 inches.

Tlie wall does not average more than » inch in thickness. More than
3 inches below the rim it is decorated with an applied encircling band
of zigzag ornament. Found in Foshigarry earth-house, Xorth Fist.

(21) By Miss C.\therine Fi.shek, 57 Caledonian Blocks, Motherwell.

Lead Bullet, split into two parts, with which Private James Fisher,

79th (Cameron) Highlanders, was wounded in the shoulder at Waterloo.
(This donation had never been registered.)

A<;companying the donation was the following letter:-

—

"C.vtuehine Fishei!. .5 S 7S.

57 C.VLEDONIAN BLOCK.S.
Mothkii well.

“George Har-tie. Esij.

I send tins taillet ; this is the taillet tliat wounded my father. .James
Fi'her. in the slionlder on tiie Held of Waterloo. It was a year and
nine months in tin* shonlder. and then wrought out of its own accord.
He was for many years in tlie regiment of the 79th Highlanders and
was there on tin* Held with his regiment at Waterloo and received the
wound with this bullet. He live<l a number of years after coming home.
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He belonged to Maeliland (Mauchliiie) in Ayrshire. He enlisted in

Ayr Barracks. My mother kept this bullet as long as she lived : she
left it in keeping with a bi'other, and it came to me at his death. I am
the only surviving one now in the family. Please write if yon receive
it all right.

I remain.

Yours trulj',

“ P.S .—Address
John Mackie,

57 Caledonian Blocks,
Motherwell.”

CATHERINE FISHER."

In the Wateidoo Roll in the Regimental Records of the 79th Highlanders,

No. 3 Company, is the entry :

—

“ Private . . . James Fisher . . . Dangerously wounded.”

(25) By George A. Gibb, Drogan, Lnndin Links.

Copper part of a Cinerary Urn, found on Lnndin Links, Fife. (See

.subsequent communication by .J. Graham Callander, LL.D., F.S.A.Scot.)

(26) By T. Mainl.ynd, Schoolmaster, Bressay, Shetland.

Stone Lamp, measuring 6 i inches by inches, found over twenty
years ago by the donor in the side of one of the western ‘ bee-hive ’

.structures at Jarlshof. Shetland.

(27) By Sheriff-Substitute J. G. Burns, F.S.A.Scot.

Arrow-head, barbed and stemmed, of white Quartz, measuring f inch

in length and J inch in breadth, found several feet down in a peat-

moss at Carlow'ay, Lewis.

(28) By John Macgregor, W.S.. 3 Coates Crescent, Edinburgh.

Worm of Copper for attachment to a Smuggler’s Still, from Inch-

murriji. Loch Lomond.

(29) By Ch.vrues B. Boog W.vrsoN, F.S.A.Scot.

Communion Token of Millhill Relief Church, Musselburgh, 1796.

The following Purchases for the Museum were intimated :

—

Enamelled dragonesque Fibula of Bronze, measuring I 4 inch in

length. On the body are two large tliree-sided cloisons filled with blue
enamel, and in the head and opposite end are two small circular iiilavs
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of similar enamel, one near the centre and one near the ])oint of the

snout. Found in the Roman Fort at Newstead, Roxburgh.shire.

Model of Earth-houses at Skara Brae, Orkney.

Wooden Spoon with a fij^-shaped bowl, the handle slipped in the

stalk, found in demolishing an old house in Aberdeen.

Fig. 3. Socketeil Bronze Ase and part ot Wooden Handle.

Small rectangular Bell of Bronze with {)rojections at the four corners

of the mouth, from Perth.

Two Steel Dies for stamping round Communion Tokens of Inverness

North Church. Obr. NORTH CHCRCH INVERNESS 18.37; A'cr. TOKEN.
Two Flanges of a Brass Mould for casting oval Communion Tokens

of Kennoway Church. Obr. KENNOWAY 1833 ; AVr. THIS DO IN
REMEMBRANCE OF Mfl, round edge. The number of the table is in the

centre. There are seven interchangeable numbers (1-7) for the tables.
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Medal of white Metal, commemorating the opening of St Giles Church,
23rd May 1883. Obc. In centre. View of the Church ; ST GILES
CHURCH EDINBURGH, below, and TO COMMEMORATE THE OPEN-
ING BY THE EARL OF ABERDEEN BY COMMAND OF HER
MAJESTY THE QUEEN, round edge; Hec. View of the interior of the

church, INTERIOR AS RESTORED 23rd May 1883, below.

Socketed Bronze Axe and part of its handle of Hazel (Corylus Avellana)

(tig. 3). the axe being 3|^ inches long and 2{’g inches across the cutting edge,

socket oval and measuring If inch and Ig inch in diainetei-. It is encircled

by two narrow prominent mouldings, one at the top of the loop and the

other midway between it and the mouth of the socket. When found
in a peat bank, b feet below the surface, it still retained its handle,

but most of it crumbled away on being lifted : the part which fitted

into the socket, though shrunken, has survived ; this piece measures

4i-,l inches in length. Found in a peat moss at Roskhill, Dunvegan, Skye.

Stone Axe, measuring inches by 3 inches by IJ inch, found
on Holding No. 5, Cloddy Moss, Dyke, by Forres.

Flat Bronze Axe, measuring 5§ inches in length, inches across

the cutting edge, and J inch in thickness, with a green patina which
has been rubbed oft' in places, found on the farm of Bishop-Kinkell.

Conon Bridge, Ross-shire.

Discoid Stone Bead, measuring inch in diameter by ^ inch in

thickness, and a natural water-worn Stone of oval transverse section,

flat at one end and swelling out and rounded at the other, measuring

3| inches by dyV inches by dyV inche.s, partially perforated on one side,

found in the fields at Braewick, Tingwall. Shetland.

Axe of Greenstt)ne, ground flat on top and bottom edges, measuring

2/j inche-^ by IJy inch by inch, found in Eckford in 1896.

The following Donations to the Library were intimated, and thanks
voted to the Donors:—

(1) By Hls Ma-iesty'-s Goveknmext.

Letters and Papers, Foreign and Domestic. Henry VIII. Addenda.
Vol. i., part ii. London, 1932.

Journal of the Commissioners for Trade and Plantations. January
1749 17o0 to December 1753. London, 1932.

Calendar of State Papers, Domestic Series. 1st January to 31st

December 1682. London, 1932.

Calendar of State Papers and Manuscripts. Venetian. Vol. xxxiii.

1661-1664. London, 1932.

VOL. LXVII.
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(2) By Messrs Macmillan <& Co., Ltd., London, the Publishers.

The Circle and the Cross; a Study in Continuity. By A. Hadrian
Allcroft, M.A. Vol. ii. The Cross. London, 1930.

(3) By The Council of the Royal Scottish Academy.

One Hundred and Fourth Annual Report of the Council. Edinbui-gli.

1931.

(f) By Leon Coutil. Honorary Fellow, the Author.

Le Cimetiere Gaulois et Gallo-Romain par Incineration du Mesnil de
Poses, pres de Poses (Eure). Le Mans, 1932.

(.5) By Professor V. Gordon Childe, B.Litt., F.S.A.Scot., the Author.

The Forest Cultures of Northern Europe: a Study in Evolution and
Diffusion. {Journal of the Ho]jal Anthropological Institute. Tol. Ixi.

July-December, 1931.)

(0) By H. D. MacWilliam, F.S.A.Scot., the Author.

The Black Watch Tartan. InveiTiess, 1932.

(7) By W. Peuctval Westell, F.L.S., F.S.A.Scot., M.R.A.I., the

Author.

Historic Hertfordshire. Hertford, 1931.

Roman and Pre-Roman Discoveries at Newinn, Herts. {St Albans
and Hertfordshire Architectural and A rchccological Society Transactions,

19.31.)

A Romano-British Cemetery at Baldock. Herts. (Reprinted from
The Archceological Journal. Vol. Ixxxviii. London. 1932.)

(S) By The Director, Malta Museum, Valletta.

Annual Report of the working of the Museum Department during
19.30-1931. Malta, 1931.

(9) By Miss Murray, Moore Park, Cardross, Dumbartonshire.

Early Burgh Organization in Scotland, as illustrated in the History
of Glasgow and of some neighbouring Burghs. By David Murray.
Vol. ii. Rutherglen, Lanark, Prestwick. Newton-upon-Ayr, Avr.
Glasgow, 19.32.
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(10) By The Sechetary, Manx Museum.
The Manx Museum and Ancient Monuments Trustees. Twenty-

seventh Annual Report. Douglas, 1932.

The Journal of the Manx Museum. Vol. ii., Nos. 31, 32.

(11) By The Trustee.s of the Briti.sh Mfselai.

The Luttrell Psalter. With Introduction by Eric George Millar, M.A..

D.Litt., F.S.A. London, 1932.

(12) By R. Murhoch Lawraxce, F.S.A.Scot., the Author.

Bibliography of the writings of the late William Walker, Aberdeen.
Notes on Window and Candle Taxes. Aberdeen, 1932.

A Collection of Sermons.

(13) By Richard Quick, F.S.A.Scot.

Russell-Cotes Art Gallery and Museum, Bournemouth. Tenth Annual
Report.

Bulletin. Vol. xi.. A"os. 2 and 3.

(14) By Miss J. C. C. Macdon'ald of Ballintuiin, F.S.A.Scot.

National Art Collections Fund. Twenty-eighth Annual Report, 1931.

London, 1932.

(1.5) Bj" John Lixdsay, M.A., M.D.. the Editor.

Publications of the Clan Lindsay Society. Vol. iv., No. 13, 1932.

Edinburgh, 1932.

(16) By G. R. Gaik, F.S.A.Scot., F.R.A.I., F.G.S.E., the Author.

Geographical Environment and Rjtce Movements. (Read before the

Victoria Institute or Philosophical Society of Great Britain, 4th January
1932.)

(17) By Rev. W. Cumhing Skinner. F.S.A.Scot.

The House of The Isles. By Lady MacDonald of The Isles. Edin-
burgh, 1925.

(18) By Sir George Macdonald, K.C.B., LL.D., etc., the Author.

Agricola in Britain. (Presidential Address delivered to the Classical

Association in the Fniversity of Reading. 12th Aj)ril 1932.)

Proceedings of the Devon Arclneological Exploration Society, 1931,

part 3.
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(19) By Jame.s 8. Ric hakds<on, F.S.A.Scot.

Dryburgh Abbey, Berwickshire. Official Guide. Description by the
donor. Histoiy by Marguerite Wood. M.A., Pb.D. Edinburgh, 1932.

Melrose Abbej*, Roxburghshire. Official Guide. De.scription by the
donor. History by Marguerite Wood, M.A., Ph.D. Edinburgh, 1932.

(20) By Chari.es B. Boog Wat.sox, F.R.8.E., F.S.A.Scot.

The Maps of Edinburgh. 1544-1929. By William Cowan. Second
Edition. Revised with Census of Copies in Edinburgh. By the donor.
Edinburgh, 1932.

(21) By George Coupland. F.G.S., 23 Azalea Terrace, W., Sunder-
land, the Author.

A Microlithic Flint Industry on the Durham Coast, n.d.

(22) By The Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings.

Fifty-fifth Annual Report of the Committee, June 1932. London, 1932.

(23) By A. Crichton Mitchell, D.Sc., Edinburgh, the Author.

Chapters in the History of Terrestrial Magnetism. (From Terrestrial

Magnetism and Atmospheric Lh’cfricittj, June 1932.)

(24) By E. Montgomerie-Neil-SON, Evelaw. Chudleigh, Devon.

Exeter Report. By the donor and A. D. Montague. (Extract from
Proceedings of the, Devon Archfvological E.rploration Society.)

(25) By The Museu.m H.xliavyl, Hamngatan 4, Stockholm, through
Professor Dr Nii,.s Lithberg, the Author.

Schloss Hallwil. Yols. i., iv., and v. Stockholm.

(2H) By J. Graham Callander, LL.D., F.S.A.Scot., Director of the
National Museum of Antiquities of Scotland.

Primitive Craft— Evolution or Diffusion? By H. H. Brindlev.
Delivered at F'ishmongers' Hall. London, on the 24th February 1932.

(Reprinted from The Marijirr.s }[irror. Yol. xviii.. No. 3, July 19.32.)

(27) By L. M. Angus-Butterworth, F.R.G.S., F.L.S., F.S.A.Scot.

Old Cheshire Families and their Seats. Manchester, 19.32.

(28) By Myron C. Taylor of New York City and Long Island.

The Underhills of Warwickshire; an E.ssaj' in F''amily History. By
J. H. Morrison. B.A. C(ambridge, 1932.
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(39) By Thomas Sheppard, M.Sc., F.S.A.Scot,

Hull Museum Publications, Nos. 174-177.

(30) By The Most Hon. The Marque.s.s of Bute, K.T., F.S.A.Scot.

Rothesay Parish Records : The Session Book of Rothesay, 1658-1750.

Transcribed and edited by Henry Paton, M.A., for the donor. Pi-inted

for private circulation, 1931.

(31) By Cyril Fox. Ph.D., F.S.A., Director of the National Museum
of Wales, the Author.

The Personality of Britain ; its Influence on Inhabitant and Invader

in Prehistoric and Early Historic Times. C'ardilf, 1933.

(33) By A. D. Lacaille. F.S.A.Scot.

Official Guide to the Battlefield of Bannockburn. Stirling, n.d.

The Culbin Sands, or The Story of a Buried Estate. Illustrated Edition.

By George Bain. Nairn, n.d.

Tourists' Guide to Kippen. Buchlyvie, and Port of Menteith.

Stirling, n.d.

Tourists' Guide to Gartmore and District. Stirling, n.d.

Shinty ; a Short History of the Ancient Highland Game. By Rev.

J. Ninian Macdonald, O.S.B. Inverness, 1933.

The Shetland Islands: Notes by Andrew C. O'Dell, B.Sc., F.R.G.S.

London, 1933.

Orkney Islands. Official Guide. Dundee, n.d.

Illustrated Guide to Orkney. Stroniness, n.d.

(33) By The Fxiver.sity of .\berdeex.

A Catalogue of the Medieval Manuscripts in the University Library,

Aberdeen. By Montague Rhodes James. O.M.. Litt.D., F.B.A.. F.S.A.. etc.

Cambridge. 1933.

(34) By Robert W. Napier, F.R.S.A., F.S.A.Scot., the Author.

John Thomson of Duddingston. Landscape Painter : His Life and Work,
with some Remarks on the Practice. Purpose, and Philosophy of Art.

Edinburgh. 1919.

(35) By The Exhibition Committee.

Catalogue of the Sir Walter Scott Exhibition in the National Gallery
of Scotland, Pldinburgh, July 1st to September 30th, 1933.
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(36) Bj" JoHX Macgregor, ^V.S., 3 Coates Crescent, Edinburgh, the

Author.

A Tale of Lochaber in 1718. Highland Superstition regarding Murder.

(Reprinted from the Oban Times of 7tli May 1932.)

The M‘Grouthers of Meigor in Gleiiartney. {The Geneahyist, N^.S.

Vol. XXXV. January 1919.)

(37) By The British Antique Dealers’ Association.

Art Treasures Exhibition, 1932.

(38) By Mrs T. Bennet Clark, great-granddaughter of the Rev.

Dr Thomas Chalmers.

Letters and Journals of Anne Chalmers. Edited by her daughter.

London, 1922.

(39) By A. Hasivall Miller, M.C., Keeper of the Scottish National

Portrait Gallery.

A Letter to Sir Walter Scott, Baronet, P.R.S.E., etc., containing

Observations on the Vitrified Forts, and a Review of what has been
addressed to Sir M'alter on these singular Remains, by Dr MacCulloch,

in his Recent Publication on the Highlands and Western Isles. By Sir

G. S. Mackenzie. Bart., F.R.S., F.R.S.E. London, 1824.

(40) By Senor D. Lri.s Pericot Garcia, Subdirector, Diputacion
Provincial de Valencia.

La Labor del Servicio de Investigacibn Prehistbrica y su Museo en el

Pasado And 1931. Valencia, 1932.

The following Purchases for the Library were intimated:

—

The Site of the Battle of Bannockburn. By Rev. Thomas Miller of

the Scottish Historical Association. London, 1931.

Acta Arclueologica. Vol. iii.. fasc. 1 and 2. Copenhagen, 1932.

’Watches : their History, Decoration, and Mechanism. By G. II.

Baillie. London, 1929.

Ivulturstrbmungen in Europa zur Steinzeit. By G. Rosenberg. Copen-
hagen. 1931.

Dictionnaire d'Archeologie Chretienne et de Liturgie. Vol. x. 2.

Mans (Le)-Maximin (Saint-). Paris, 19.32.

A Dictionary of the Older Scottish Tongue. From the Twelfth
Century to the end of the Seventeenth. By Sir William A. Craigie,
LL.D., D.Litt. Part ii.
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Storia dell'Arte Italiaiia. Vol. ix., part vi.

Album Preliistorique du Maconnais (Aere de la Pierre). By G. Lafay.
Macon, 1932.

Proceedings of the Devon Arcbjeological Exploration Society, 1930.

Vol. i., part 2.

The Archseology of Cornwall and Scilly. By H. O’Neill Hencken, M.A.,

Pli.D., F.S.A.Scot. London, 1932.

The Mesolithic Age in Britain. By J. G. D. Clark, B.A. Cambridge,
1932.

Inventory of the Historical Monuments in Herefordshire. Vol. ii.

East. London, 1932.

Oxenfoord and its Owners. By Hamilton More Nisbett. Edinburgh,
1932.

Linlithgow in Pictures: with an Introduction by Angus Macdonald.
M.A. London, 1932.

The Scots L'ear Book, 1932-1933.

Everyday Life in Old Scotland. By I. F. Grant. Part One : to 1603.

London, 1931.

A History of Orkney. By J. Storer Clouston. Kirkwall. 1932.

The Axe Age : a Study in British Prehistory. By T. D. Kendrick,
M.A. London, 1925.

The Scots Kitchen : its Traditions and Lore, with Old-time Recipes.

By F. Marian McNeill. Glasgow, 1932.

Arclijeology in England and Wales, 1914-1931. By T. D. Kendrick.

M.A., F.S.A. London, 1932.

Christian Art in Ancient Ireland. Edited by Adolf Mahr, D.Ph.,

M.E.I.A.. Vol. i. Dublin. 1932.

The following Communications were read:

—
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1 .

EXCAVATION OF A DENUDED CAIRN. CONTAINING FRAGMENTS OF
STEATITE URNS AND CHEMATED Hl'MAN REMAINS. IN ROUSAY.
ORKNEY. By WALTER G. GRANT, F.S.A.Scot.

At the Geord of Xears. on the farm of Nears (Nearhouse), which lies

on the south side of the island of Ronsay close to the edge of one of the
out-cropping shelves or ledges of rock which are such a prominent
feature in the landscape of the island, is a slight mound about 25 feet
in diameter, evidently the remains of a cairn from which nearly all the

i'i^. 1. Ruineil Cairn at Geord of Xears. Orkney.

stones have been removed. The site lies at an elevation of about 75 feet
above sea-level, some 700 yards west-south-west of Trumhind House,
and some 270 yards from the higli-water mark of Wyre Sound.

In the centre of this ruined mound is a setting of slabs, some of
which rise to a height of 3 feet 0 inches and I feet above the present
surface of the ground, while others no more than pierce the grass (fig. U.
From 1 feet to 6 feet from this setting is what may be termed another
ring of stones set on end or on edge. These are most prominent on the
northern arc. where two of them stand 3 feet 4 inches and 2 feet 3 inches
in height, but on the east and west the stones rise only 2 or 3 inches
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above ground. Most of the stones of both settings show a distinct

inward tilt. The structure had the appearance of a denuded and much
disturbed long cist of the type seen in some of the chambered cairns

of North Uist, but this diagnosis was found later to be wrong.
On the 21st of June 1932 Dr J. Graham Callander, who was staying

with me, proposed an examination of the site, which was undertaken
forthwith. Unfortunately the cairn had been removed to within 18

inches of its base, but towards the north

end of the inner setting of stones the ^
remains of a small cist appeared, the \

ends being formed by erect slabs and the

sides by building, as on the north side were . ^
two slabs laid on the flat and opposite | V
it one placed similarly (fig. 2). The north i A % f"

side was 7 inches and the south side 4 ' ^
inches in height. This little chamber |
measured 1 foot 9 inches in length and * ^ /
1 foot 3 inches in breadth, while the slab

oil the we.st end was 14 inches in height. ^
About 4 inches from the bottom frag- . /
ineiits of steatite were encountered, and \

^

as some of the larger pieces were seen to i.q 123456-69
l O -tir

be curved, it soon became evident that „
, , 1 „ 1 i i Fip. 2. Plan of mint'd Cairn at Geord
they had formed parts ot one, it not two ot Nears, Orkney.

large stone urns of the type so frequently

found in graves in Orkney and Shetland. Two fragments of a base

which fitted were recovered, and these showed its diameter to have
been 11 inches. The base was 1 inch thick, and the small remaining
wall fragments springing from it about 1 inch. Only three small

fragments of a rim were found, but they were too small to give any
idea of the diameter of the mouth. Two of these x^eces showed that

the vessel had been encircled by two incised lines, one just under the

rim and the other li',., inch below it.

The bulk of the other wall fragments measured from 1 inch to If inch

in thickness, while a smaller number were no more than j' inch to ; inch.

Amongst the broken fragments of the urns were found a few small

liieces of cremated bones, two of which were fragments of a skulk

which showed that they were human.
No other relics were found in the grave, so although this excavation

Fip. 2. Plan of mint'd Cairn at Geord
ot Nears, Orkney.

adds another e.xample to the list of short cists in Orkney containing
steatite urns and incinerated human remains, it does not assist in dating
this class of burial. Judged by the size of these graves they might be
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assigned to the Bronze Age, and one authority has given his opinion

that this is their date.' But if one can depend on the record of a series

of short cists, one containing a large stone urn, found on the top of the

mound covering the ruined broch at Okstrow, the question arises whether
they are not of post-broch date.- There is no evidence that they belong

to the Viking period, because although large steatite vessels belonging

to that time are well known in Norway, their shape is quite different

from those found in the short cists of Orkney.

II.

A COLLECTION OP PREHISTORIC RELICS FROM THE STEYENSTON
SANDS. AYRSHIRE. AND OTHER OB.IECTS IN THE NATIONAL
MUSEUM. By J. GRAHAM CALLANDER. LL.D.. F.S.A.Scot.. Direc-

tor OF THE N.VTIOXAL MCSECM OF A-VTIQUITIES.

Relics from Steven.ston Sand.s, Ayrshire.

On the Ayrshire coast, between the lower reaches of the River
Garnock and the Firth of Clyde, is a strip of country covered with sand,
known as the Stevenston or Ardeer Sands. These stretch in a south-
easterly direction from near the town of Stevenston to the mouth of the
River Irvine, a distance of more than two miles, their width varying
from about one mile to a quarter of that distance. For many years
this area had been the happy hunting-ground of collectors of antiquities,

as relics became exposed by the blowing away of the sand, but now a
large part of the sands is occupied by factories.

Amongst the collections of prehistoric relics formed by the late

John Smith, Dykes, Dairy, and presented to the National Museum,^ is

a good selection of objects found on the Stevenston Sands. The greater
part of the collection consists of flint implements Avhich amount to
nearly three hundred specimens, and there are some fifty more objects.

The list of relics consists of :

—

Fifty-four arrow-heads chiefly of flint, forty-eight being barbed and
stemmed, five leaf-shaped, and one lop-sided.

Ninety small scrapers of flint, measuring from inch by j inch
to 4 inch by inch; and seventy-seven of larger size, measuring up to

1J,1 inch l)y Ij inch.

* BiV^irer, Den Xarske Rosetningen Po SheHund-Qrkn^yene, pp. 56 .and 274.
- Archaeolor/ica Scotini, vol. v. p. 76, H". 4.

’ Pror. Snr. Ant. Scot., vol. Ixv. p.
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Thirteen knives worked on both edges, one being slug-shaped, and
ten worked on one edge only: twelve borers or pointed tools; nine
hollow scrapers: one so-called fabricator; and three small tools with
battered backs—all of flint.

A bronze gouge, slightly imperfect at the cutting edge and the
socket, measuring inch in total length and i inch in diameter at the
mouth of the socket.

Part (rather more than a third) of a quoit-shaped bead of greenish
vitreous paste, the ring being of triangular section and flat on the
inside. It has measured about 1 inch in external diameter, is inch
in thickness, and i inch across the perforation.

A flat bead of dark blue glass, with five notches round the circum-
ference. measuring | inch in diameter and inch in thickness.

A large, roughly formed, flat ring of shale, measuring inches in

diameter and | inch thick, the hole being IjV inch in diameter.
Fragments of eleven armlets and of three finger-rings of shale.

Fragments of three large rings of shale in the course of manufacture.
Fragments of three objects of shale, in the form of a ring, wide at

the top and narrower below, the sides contracting in a concave curve.

A small plate of shale, measuring 2^ inches in greatest diameter,
with scooped-out indentations showing the beginning of the perforation
on both sides.

A thin stone whorl, measuring 1^ inch and 1| inch in cross diameters.
A perforated stone, measuring 1| inch in dia-

meter.

Part of a stone axe.

A stone polisher, measuring 3A inches by 2i

inches by 1 inch, and four imperfect polishei’s or

whet-stones. Fi". 1. F^naniellerl Broooli

Two small pieces of keel (ruddle), one much
rubbed down.

from .Stevenston Sands,

'i.l

A lozenge-shaped brooch of bronze inlaid with brown enamel in the
obtuse angles, and with light blue enamel in the acute angles (tig. 1): in

Fi^. 2. I'ntinished

Bronze Brooch

the centre is a circular cloison from which the enamel
has disappeared. The pin is wanting, as is the turned-up
part of the catch-plate, hut the hinge-plate still shows
the perforation. The brooch measures j,? inch by
) inch.

A crescent-shaped brooch of bronze, the horns ter-

minating in flattened knobs, evidently in the course of
from Stevenston
Samis. ([•>

manufacture (fig. 2). The large cre.scent in front is

divided into two smaller crescentic cloisons, ready to
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receive the enamel. The hinge- and catch-plate.s behind have not been
finished, as the former is not perforated and the latter has not been

turned up at the point to form the catch. The brooch
measures 1 inch across and | inch in depth.

A bronze pin with a faceted head, measuring 3i inches

in length, and another bent and wanting the head, measur-
ing 2^^ inches in length.

The head of a pin of bronze in the form of a bird

perched on the highest part of a crescent. On the front of

the crescent there have been seven circular indentations

and on the remaining part of the stem there are two.
(fig. 3). It measures inch in breadth and | inch in height.

A strap-tag of bronze, measuring li inch in length and A inch in

breadth
;

it has two rivet-holes on the broad end. and its convex .sides

attenuate to a zoomorphic point (fig. 5, No. 1). It is decorated on the
front with the incised figure of a beast.

A small ring brooch of bronze wire, measuring inch in diameter,
one half of the ring being of circular section and the other of square
section but twisted.

Three bronze buckles and parts of three bronze hinges.

Two small rings of lead, measuring inch and A inch in diameter
respectively.

An arrow-head of iron with long barbs and a socket, measuring
3^ inches in length.

In colour the Stevenston flints resemble those found on the Glenluce
Sands, in Wigtownshire, being generally light varieties of grey and
yellow. Evidently the source of the flint supply of these two south-
west of Scotland districts was the same, some of it probably coming
from Ireland. There are practically none of the fine reds, deep yellows,
and browns which are so characteristic of the flint implements from
Aberdeenshire or the Culbin Sands, and the dark greys and blacks as
seen in Berwickshire are comparatively rare.

Containing as it does over three hundred objects of flint, this

collection would in ordinary circum.stances be large enough to indicate
the relative proportions of the different classes of tools made of this
material which were in use by the inhabitants of this area. Presuniablv,
apart from arrow-heads, the collection does give a fair idea of this.

But it will be noted that out of fifty-four of these objects, forty-eight
are of the barbed and stemmed varietj', which is quite an abnormal
percentage. It would seem that there must have been more leaf-
shaped arrow-heads which have disappeared, especially when we realise

Fig. 3. Head of

Bronze Pin
from Steven-

.ston Sands. (}.)
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that in the collections from the Grlenluce Sands, in the National Museum,
the leaf-shaped arrow-heads outnumber the barbed variety by about
two to one. Strange to say, in the collections from the Culbin Sands
the proportion is about reversed. The relative proportion of arrow-
heads to scrapers is also much greater than usual.

It should be noted that amongst the barbed and stemmed arrow-
heads two are formed of grey chert, one of green chert, one of white
chalcedony, and one of felstone. In the National Museum there are
many arrow-heads of grey chert from the neighbourhood of Golspie,
Sutherland, and from Caithness, but these are nearly all leaf-shaped.
Arrow-heads of green chert, both barbed and leaf-sliaped, have been
found in several districts of southern Scotland. In the Museum we have
a barbed example of felstone from the Culbin Sands as well as a leaf-

shaped one from the Glenluce Sands, and a very fine barbed and stemmed
example from the latter district is in Mr Ludovic M'L. Mann’s collection.

Of typically Bronze Age relics there are the gouge and the fragment
of a quoit bead.

Bronze gouges are not common in Scotland. We have only other
seven in the Museum. One was contained in each of the late Bronze Age
hoards from Monmore, Perthshire; Torran, Argyll

;
Adabrock, Lewis;

and Wester Ord, Ross-shire, and there are single examples from the
River Tay, from Tynehead, Midlothian, and from Trapraiii Law,*

Only one other quoit bead of this greenish vitreous paste seems to
have been recorded from Scotland: it was found within a cinerary urn,
at Balneil, Wigtownshire.- This class of bead belongs to the same
period as the star-shaped and segmented beads formed of green or
blue vitreous paste, which have been found in different parts of
Scotland, sometimes with cinerary urns but more often as single finds

unassociated with other relics.^

The two small brooches belonging to Romano-British times are of
more than passing interest. The lozenge-shaped specimen is the first

of this form to have been noted from Scotland, as is the crescentic

brooch. The latter, however, is of special value as it is not a finished

article. The enamelling proce.ss had not been begun, and although the
hinge- and catch-plates are complete, the former has not been perforated
to receive the pin, and the latter has not had the point of the plate
turned up to form the catch. From this discovery we may reasonablv
claini that enamelled ornaments, including brooches, wei e being manu-
factured locally during the early centuries of the Christian era. That
the inhabitants of north Ayrshire at this period were perfectly familiar

^ Proc, ^oc. Ant. Scot., vol. Hv. p. 129; vol. Ivii. p. 144.

“ Ibid., vol. 1. p. ^ Ibid., vol. xl. p. 38; vol. lx. 257.
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with the working of glass and enamel was demonstrated by John
Smith's discoveries of opaqne yellow beads of vitreous paste in the
course of manufacture, in the fort on Castlehill, Dairy, which lies

within eight miles of Stevenston Sands.^ During the same period, on
the east side of the country, in the fort on Traprain Law, East Lothian,
the manufacture of trinkets of bronze and glass was being energetically

carried on.

Although this crescentic brooch is the first to be reported from
Scotland, the tj’pe and its variants are known elsewhere. One of .similar

shape to ours was found in St Clement’s Lane, London, and is preserved
in the London Museum, Lancaster House. Other varieties with a ring
for suspension, which seems to be superfluous as it has a pin, and with
a pendant piece between the horns in addition to the ring, also found
in London, are to be seen in the same Museum.-

Considering the .size of the collection, the number of shale armlets
and rings rejjresented by the surviving fragments seems unusually
lai'ge, but I have seen considerable numbers Avhich were found on the
Shewalton Sands about two miles to the south, and on the rough ground
to the east of that area. Many haA'e also been found on other Scottish
sandy areas from which the sand has been blown away, such as the
Glenluce Sands in the south and the Culbin Sands in the north. Many
of these rings and aianlets belong to the same period as the two brooches
just described.

We have seen that among the rings of shale there were fragments
of three which differed in form from tho.se just discussed. They were

of greater diameter at the top than at the lower part,

and the sides were concave, so that they resembled
the mouth of a glass decanter broken off at the neck
(Hg. 4). Fragments of fifteen such rings are in the
National Mu.seum, from the Glenluce Sands, but al-

though there are many fragments of shale rings and
armlets from the Culbin Sands, none is of this peculiar

Fij;’. 4. Rill‘d of Shale
from Yarrow Kirk.
1

form. There are si.x; others from different parts of
the country which are practically complete. The
largest and the smallest, measuring inches and

1^ inch in widest diameter, and the perforations 1 inch and f inch in
diameter, have no localities, but as they came from the Sim Collection
they were probably found in the south-west or central south of Scotland.
One ineasuriTig I'j inch in diameter across the top, H inch across the
underside,

j inch aciH)s.s the perforation, and inch in height, was found
‘ Proc. Sor. Anf. Scot., vol. liii. (>. 127. tit:. :i.

- Lonrlun in Roinun Times. |>. iWi. H<:. 2t), Xos. .3;i-:r>.
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in 1851 in one of a number of long, slab-lined graves lying east and west,
a little to the west of Yarrow Kirk, Selkirkshire.^ Preserved along Avith

it is a small fragment of coarse hand-made pottery, e\'idently part of a
cinerary urn, hut the record does not state whether this piece of pottery
AA'as found in the same gra\’e as the shale object. Another A\'as found at

Kilfedder, NeAV Luce, WigtoAA'iishire, and one more at West Calder,

Midlothian. The best record, hoAveA’er. is that of the one found AA’ith a
hoard of Anglo-Saxon objects at Talnotrie, Kirkcudbrightshire, Avhich

amongst other relics yielded coins of the late ninth and early tenth
centuries. Although shale and jet ornaments A\mre found in large numbers
at Traprain LaAA’ none of this form was found. The Yarrow Kirk specimen

Fij'. 0 . Bronze Strap-tays: Xo. 1 from Steveubton Saintb: Xob. 2 to 4 from Glenluce Sands. ({.)

has four small perforations in the sides, and so have some of the others,

hut a few ha\’e no holes. The purpose of these objects is not apparent.
As for the period, the YarroAV example, although noAv associated Avith

part of a cinerary urn, cannot with certaintA' be allotted to the Bronze
Age. The graAes AA^ere long and narroAA' and lay east and west, which
is suggestiA'e of Christian burial. Seeing that none Avas reported from
Traprain, it seems likely that this class of object belongs to a later

date than the first four centuries of our era during Avhich the fort

there Avas in full being. This Avould be quite in keeping with the date
of the Talnotrie hoard, about the beginning of the tenth century.

-

The bronze strap-tag Avith the engraA'ed beast on the face (fig. 5. No. 1)

belongs to the same period, as the Talnotrie hoard also contained a
strap-tag of similar form (fig. 6) as Avell as the other objects mentioned.
This tag, hoAA’ever, Avas of sih er ami nielloed, and bore on the face a beast

‘ Proc. Sor. Aiif. Scot., vol, ii. p. 4S4. - [bid., vol. xlvii. p. 12.
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with its head turned back over its shoulder; the blunt point was snout-

shaped. The beast on the Stevenston brooch is more debased in form.
In the Museum there are three others of bronze from the Glenluce
Sands (fig. 5, Nos. 2 to 4) ; one has an engraved beast on the face and
a rounded snout-like terminal, the second has incised herring-bone
patterns and a similar terminal, and the third, which bears an engraved
aborescent design, small curved lines springing from opposite sides of a
straight stem, terminates in a sharp point. The two last are imperfect

Fiff. t). Strap-tas; of Silver Fig. 7. Strap-tag of Bronze from Reay
from Talnotrie. (}.) Linkb. (i-l

at the broad end which clasped the extremity of the leather strap, the

part which contained the rivet holes being amissing. Another example
which is in private hands was found on Reay Links, Caithness ffig. 7).^

It is of bronze and bears an incised swastica with short radial lines

between the arms, within a circle, and a vesica adjoining the rivet holes,

the terminal being zoomorphic.
The small ring brooch, wanting the pin, probably belongs to the

fourteenth century, as one of the same type, but twice as large, was
found at Middlebie, Dumfriesshire, with two other brooches of that
period.-

ThREE Ex.VMEELED FiNffER-RIXGS.

While discussing the manufacture of enamels in Scotland about the
beginning of the Christian era, attention may be directed to three bronze

w
S. Kiijiiiielleii Bronze F^’inj^er-rin^s. (j.)

finger-rings in our Museum. Each has a large, almost circular bezel filled

with enamel, but all have lost part of the hoop (tig. 8). The mounts
* Proc. Soc. Attf. Srof., \ol. Ixii. p. 131^

- Ihid.. vol. Iviii. pp. IfxS, I7r», aiifl 17B.
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measure inch, J inch, and § inch in diameter res25ectively. N^o. 1 in

the illustration, found on the Culbin Sands. Morayshire, has a bezel of dark
brown material, but it is contorted as if having passed through a fire, and
its original character and colour may have altered. No. 2 from the second

level in the fort on Traprain Law, East Lothiaii, and probably dating

from the second century a.d., has a setting of bright blue enamel with
five spots of white enamel, one in the centre and the others sj)aced

round it at irregular intervals. ^ No. 8. like No. 1, was found, unassociated

with any other object, on a sandy ai’ea, having been laid bare by the

action of the Avind ; it was discovered on Tents Muir, Fife. In the centre

of the bezel is a lozenge-shaped cloison with concave sides, the angles

touching the edge of the mount. This is filled Avith yelloAV enamel. In

the four A’esica-shaped panels AA’hich surround the central one is greenish-

Avhite enamel.

Fig. Sword I’oiHinel of Bronze from
Culbiii S.inds. (g)

are of square section and are

inch and i inch in lenorth.

A Sword Poai.aied of Ven’oei. Tiaies.

This beautiful little object (fig. 9) was found many years ago on the

Culbin Sands. Made of bronze, it is curAed on the top and fiat beloAA',

widening from a fiat, narrow ridge to

a base of pointed oval form and edged
AA'ith a narrow flange. Near each end
of the underside is a pin for attaching

it to the hilt of the SAVord. It is coA’ered

Avith a fine dark green patina. The
I)ommel measures 2f^ inches in length.

} j inch in height, and j inch across the

base at its Avidest i)art. The pins, Avhich

placed inch from each end, measure |

Along the to^j ridge is a long narrOAV socket. ^ inch in Avidth, Avith

an oval perforation in the centre. | inch in length, and a iiointed oA*al

socket at each end. On the face are seAen sockets for settings. One
in the centre is of lozenge form, measuring i; inch in length and It

inch in height, and is surrounded by four others of jfointed oA al form,

one in each spandril, Avhile at each end is another one of the same
shape as the last four. The tAvo spaces betAveen the central and
end sockets are occupied by an interlaced pattern. The back is deA’oid

of ornamentation. AA'ith the exception of a roi)e moulding. Avhich is seen

also on the front on the inner side of the flange. There are no indi-

cations of Avhat the settings eon.sisted of, but the bottoms of the sockets

are all scoi’ed.

Montelius has described and figured a considerable number of SAA'ord

' Proc. .'<ur. .In/. Scof.. aoI. Ivii. p. fio-. 20. Xo. 2.

VOL. I.XVII. 8
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hilts with pommels resembling our example, chiefly from Scandanavian
countries, although he has mentioned odd specimens from England,
Belgium, Alsace, and even Italyd Some of them have been decorated
with designs of inlaid glass {verroterie cloisoiin4e).

Dr Peter Paulsen, of Kiel University, when in the Museum last year,

assigned this pommel to the seventh or eighth century a.d., and conse-

quently it could only belong to the so-called Yendel time and not to

the Viking Age. As for the settings with which it had been decorated,

he considered that they had probably been of glass or almandine (garnet),

as in some of the examples figured by Montelius.

III.

NOTICE OF A SHORT CIST AT FRAGA, SCATNESS, SHETLAND.
By Professor THOMAS H. BRYCE, M.D.. F.R.S.. F.S.A.Scot.

On the promontory of Scatness, at Fraga, just on the other side

of the voe from Jarlshof, a burial cist was discovered a number of

5'ears ago. From information received from the owner of the croft,

Mr Shewan, it appears that it was exposed during the removal of a

cairn from a small sandy hillock close to the Avestern shore of the

peninsula. After the stones of the cairn had been taken away, a large

slab was revealed, which proved to be the covering stone of a stone

cist which contained a complete skeleton. During a Aisit to Jai-lshof

my attention was directed to the site by Mr Strachan of the Office

of AVorks. and, with the permission of the proprietor, on 2nd -July I

exposed the cist once more by the removal of the covering turf. The
capstone AA'as no longer present, but the cist A\'as filled to the brim
Avith dry, clean sand. ^Vith the assistance of ilr P. Murray Threipland,

I cleared out the cist and carefully riddled the sand in the hope that

some relics might be discoA’ered Avhich AA'ere missed Avhen the cist

A\ms opened in the first instance. AVhen emptied, the cist proA'ed to

have the standard features of a cist of the Bronze Age, but its dimensions

were rather greater than usual. It AA'as carefully built, the four stones

of Avhich it ^Avas formed being strictly A ertical and enclosing a space

exactly rectangular. The side stones Avere specially heavy slabs,

measuring 5 feet and 5 feet 5 inches respectively, AA'hile the end stones

Avere lighter and placed well Avithin the ends of the latei’al slabs. Tlie

‘ Aiitil.'i iirisk Tiilskrilt for Sirrige. vol. xxii., No. .1, i)p. ]-fiO.
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internal measurements were 3 feet 3| inches by 2 feet 5 inches, while
the depth was about 2 feet. There were no flooring slabs and there was
no clay luting in the angles. The long axis lay east and west.

No article of bronze was discovered, but more than a dozen small
fragments of a clay vessel were caught in the riddle. A number of

these showed a simple ornament arranged izi zones, and one fragment
showed part of the thin everted lip characteristic of a beaker of the
Bronze Age. The fragments were sent to the Museum of Antiquities,

and Dr Callander reports as follows :

—

*• All that remains of the urn consists of three fragments, each

measuring about 1 square inch, and eleven smaller pieces. It is quite

impossible to determine the shape or size of the vessel, but from the

character of the ware, the thickness of the wall, and the ornamentation
there is no doubt that the vessel has been of the beaker variety of

the Bronze Age. The ware is very dark in colour, with many small

concretions of yellow ochre mixed throughout. The wall of the vessel

has been decorated by a broadish band of irregularly formed upright zig-

zags and by at least two narrow bands of crossed lines showing a lozenge

pattern. These bands are separated by plain spaces. All these designs

have been incised with a sharp pointed tool while the clay was still

moist.

‘This record of the discovery of a beaker burial in Shetland is of

considerable importance, as hitherto there seems to be only one other

record of this class of pottery being found in these northern isles.

In the National Museum is a rim fragment of a beaker urn of red ware,

ornamented with transverse rows of punctulations and incised lines,

from Unst. Unfortunately, no details of the discovery seem to have
survived.”

Most of the bones of the skeleton were recovered, but, owing to

previous disturbances, tliej’^ were not arranged in any kind of order.

The skull was unfortunately reduced to minute fragments, but portions

of the jaws and a number of teeth were recovered by the riddle. The
dentition had evidently been complete. There was some small amount
of wear on the crowns of the second molars, upper and lower, and the

tips of the canines. The cusps on the other teeth Avere intact. There
was no trace of caries of the teeth or of periodontitis. The bones, having
lain in dry .sand. Avere in excellent preserAation. All the epiphyses

Avere fully united, but the flrst and second saci-al vertebrm Avere still

ununited Avith one another in the region of the bodies. These facts,

combined Avith the slight wear in the teeth, indicate that the individual

had died at an early age, say betAveen tAventy-one and tAventy-flAe. The
long bones are robust and Avell marked, and are obviously male bones.
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The following are the measurements of the long bones :

—

Right Humerus....... 34‘7 cm.

,, Femur ITT cm.

., Tibia 37‘8 cm.

From these measurements the stature calculated by Pearson’s formulae

comes out at 5 feet 7 inches. This stature is higher than that yielded

by the majority of skeletons found with beaker urns in Scotland.

The femur and tibia show an exaggerated degree of torsion, the

angle in the case of the femur being 28 degrees and in that of the

tibia 39'5. The head of the tibia is further slightly retroverted; the

external condylar surface is markedly convex behind and is continued
downwards on the posterior aspect of the condyle. The anterior border
of the talar surface at the lower end shows an exceedingly well-marked
facet continuous with the main articular surface, but inai-ked off from
it by a distinct ridge. The bone is not platycnemic, the index being
as high as 66’6. These features of femur and tibia are exactly like those

demonstrated for the Ackergill and Rennibister bones,’ and indicate in

this instance also the adoption of an habitual postui-e which seems to

have been that of squatting.

* Proc. .'iof. Ant. Scof,, vol. Ixi. 1926-'27, pp. .3li3-.S07.
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IV.

TRIAL EXCAVATIONS AT THE OLD KEIG STONE CIRCLE. ABERDEEN-
SHIRE. By Professor V. GORDON CHILDE, B.Litt.. F.S.A.Scot.

Stone circles with a Recumbent Stone between the two highest
pillars represent a type peculiar to Aberdeenshire and the adjoining
counties of Banff and Kincardine. Despite the surveys of sixty-four

of these monuments and the excavation of one by Mr Coles/ the age
of the type is still a legitimate subject for discussion - that can only
be settled by more productive excavation. The Stone Circle on the
farm of Old Keig seemed a suitable site for a trial dig aiming primarily
at a solution of the chronological problem

;
the monument is so ruinous

as to be of small value in solving structural problems, so that investiga-

tions on the latter would not be prejudiced by a partial excavation if

unproductive. It has, moreover, been previously disturbed, as a letter

written in 1692 by Professor Garden of Aberdeen to John Aubi’ey

demonstrates.®

The initiation of the fruitful operations at the site to be described

here was due to Mr Mansfield D. Forbes, of Clare College. Cambridge.
Lord Forbes and Messrs Mortimer, his tenants at Old Keig, gave ready
permission and much assistance, for which the excavators wish here
to record their gratitude. Mr Forbes asked the Avriter to take command
of operations and prepare the report. Mr W. J. Varley of LiA'erpool

Univ'ersit}' kindly undertook the surveying, and assisted as Avell in

the Avork of excaA'ation. Mrs Doris DingAvall, Miss M. E. Crichton

Mitchell, Mr A. W. Franklin, Mr J. W. Layard, and Mrs Varley also

lent invaluable assistance. No hired labour Avas employed except for

filling in at the end. The excaAxation in the occupation levels Avas carried

out AA'ith troAvel and penknife. Avhich accounts for a relatiA'ely high
percentage of relics. Operations Avere begun on 1st September and
lasted fourteen days.

The circle^ stands on a slight crest on a ridge running up to the
Hill of Airlie, Avhich is croAvned by a fort termed the Barmekin (929 feet

' Prorredinf/s, vol. xxxiv. p. 140; vol. xxxt. p. 18S; vol. xxxvi. p. 4Sy ; vol. xxxvii. p. 91; vol.

xxxviii. p. i">T : vol. xxxix. p. 190.

- Iladri.iii Allcroft. The Cirrle (tnd the Cross, chap. viii. ^ ArchaoIoffiK

.

vol. i. p. .'120.

' Earlier refereuce.s are : .Tame.s Garden (11)92), Arc)utolo<jut. vol. i. p 020 ; J. Lo^an )1S27). ibiiL.

vol. xxii. p. 201 and pi. xxiii ; E. K. Coles (1901), Proceedings, vol. xxxv. p. 211 : and Bi.'.hop G. F.
Browne (1921), On .''ome Antiquities in the Xeighbuurhood of Dunecht House. Aberdeenshire,
p. TS. The existin'; wind-break is not .sliown on Lo>;atT.s Hpnre nor on an early estate plan ( undated,
but probably older than 1S27).
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O.D.). The circle now lies in a narrow windbelt planted with firs and
spruces. This plantation is probably subsequent to 1827, though it includes

older trees. A farm road, banked on either side, crosses the plantation
immediately to the south of the circle. Of the monument a Recumbent
Stone, two flanking Pillars, and a third undoubted orthostat to the
east survive. Five other earthfast stones in the vicinity look as if

they had been disturbed. The Recumbent and Pillars stand in a more
or less circular bank, which merges into the dykes hounding the
plantation on either side but crosses the belt again on the north.

Here two large blocks projected above the turf, but were found to

be loose. Three trees were still growing within the circle, and the stumps
of others are visible on its bank.

Our excavations were limited to digging a trench 7 feet 9 inches

wide across the circle at right angles to the Recumbent and equal

in width to half its length. The (south) eastern edge of our excavation,

hereafter called line A (the opposite edge being referred to as line B).

accordingly coincides with the diameter of any circle of which Recumbent
may form a chord, and so is likely to represent the true diameter of

our circle (fig. 1). The bearing of line A is 43 degrees W. of S., magnetic,
but for convenience in description it will be treated as if running
north and south. Distances are reckoned in feet along line A, the
inner face of Recumbent at turf-level (G91'62 O.D.) being taken as 0.

The section was extended southwest of Recumbent on the same line

for 24 feet (but only 2 feet wide for the last 12). Here distances are
given negative values with reference to the same zero point. From
3 to -9 the section was widened to 10 feet, to allow of the exposure of

the base of West Pillar. Between 35 and 39 it was extended 2 feet east

of line A, where a scraggy larch-tree was removed. The section was
cleared down to virgin soil over its whole width, save between 24 and
32 and beyond 60 : in these sections a strip 2 feet 6 inches wide from line

A was cleared to this depth. Between 32 and 54 the strip cleared was
wider, but varied in breadth owing to the presence of large stones.

Immediately under the turfs a loose buff loam was encountered.
Stones x)rojected through the loam south of Recumbent between
-6 and -9. between 0 and 9, between 24 and 54 (save for a strip 2 feet

G inches wide from line A between 32 and 53), and on the northern
segment of the bank from 65 to 77. Between 10 and 24, and again from
54 to G5, only a few stray loose stones occurred in the loam.

In these stoneless areas the loose buff loam passes over almost
insensibly, 6 to 9 inches below the turf, into a darker, more compact
soil sometimes resembling clay in consistency. This “clayey layer”
was normally about 5 inches thick and contained everywhere small
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fragments of charcoal. Most of the relics were recovered from it.

It rests between 54 and 66 upon a fine yellow sandy gravel. This is

virgin soil, and was found also outside the circle bank to the north and
south of Recumbent. In places, notably between - 22 and - 18, between
9 and 13. and near 45, the underlying bedrock outcrops in ridges

through it. Within the circle area (save under the stony patch near
the centre) and under the bank on the north, the surface of virgin soil

lies almost level at 689'40±T5. Somewhere about 0 it begins to slope

perceptibly to the south-west, so that between the outer face of

Fig. 2. Old Iveig Stone Circle : Segment of bank on north east.

Recumbent at - 6 and - 22 the fall is 1 foot. In this strip the fall was
observed to be (iuite continuous (apart from minor unevennesses due
to rock fissures), s(j that here at least there was no fosse round the
circle. North of 70 a similar but more gentle slope seems to begin.

The clayey layer in general follows the contour of the gravel. It

passes continuously under the bank on the north and under the
western end of Recumbent, but it disaj)pear.s completely outside the
bank at 77 and beyond Recumbent at -9.1. The interpretation of
this deposit must be postponed till the structural features of the
monument have been described.

The Bank to the north of the section is composed of bouldei-s with
loose loam between them (fig. 2). The innermost were noted at
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65 X 5 7 and 66 x 2 4, but these were quite loose and rested on the claj^ey

layer as if fallen forward. Beyond came a mass of boulders from
68 to 77. But between 68 and 71 more closely juxtaposed slabs, 14

to 18 inches high and 4 to 6 inches thick, stood on edge or on
end on the clayey layer.^ Some were embedded in it to a depth of

1 to 3 inches, but it was in every instance interposed between
their bases and the gravel. At 68| a sherd was found in this layer

under the stones of the bank and only 1 inch above the gravel.

The Recumbent is a block of sillimanite gneiss, 16 feet long on top,

6 feet thick (at 691‘50 on line A), and 6J feet high (at - 3 x 2|). The
top is nearly flat and lies approximately horizontal. The outer or

south-west face is slightly convex. A large slice has been split off along
a plane of cleavage from the inner face near the western end

;
a

portion of this was lying on the turf against the body of the stone.

The base is very uneven. In longitudinal profile it slopes up towards
the western end. Viewed transversely, it is seen to be keeled. The
lowest points reached lie at -2i on line A {689'20), at -3, 2f feet out

{688'84), and at -5|. 3A feet from A (6S9T0). The flatness and horizontal

alignment of the top and the tapering to the west are features that I

have observed in other Aberdeenshire circles of this type.

At its centre along our line A the turf came to within almost
4 feet of the top of the Recumbent on the inside and to within
4i feet on the outside. The turf in each case rested upon a stony bank
which sloped up towards the western end. The stump of a fir-tree that

had grown upon this bank right against the outer face of Recumbent
stood 3 feet out from line A. The banks were composed of small

stones and medium-sized boulders resting in loose loam. The fragment
split off’ Recumbent rested on the bank on the inner side, projecting

above the turf. On the inside the bank seems to slope up from
between 6 and 9 to 0, though disturbed by a fir growing close to the

edge of our section at 8. Further excavations may show this bank to

have been part of a platform such as occurs in other similar monu-
ments. The large boulders at 9 might mark the edge of such a platform.
On the outside the bank extends from -6 to -9 only. On both sides

the bank rests on the clayey hiyer. while on the inner side it covered
also the larger boulders immediately in front of and under Recumbent.

The cavities under Recumbent on either side of its keel were filled

with a very loose black mould. No relics were recovered from this

deposit, and its texture shows that it had been formed naturally in

spaces protected from downward pressure. Boulders and broken slabs

of rock lay in this mould, but only a few of these were tightly wedged

' Comp.ue Aikey Bme, Old Deer. Prnceerlhigs. vol. xxxviii. p. 2Cn.
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in between the underside of the stone and the native rock or virgin

soil. Under the upward tapering western end of Recumbent an
irregular row of large boulders lay in and under the loose mould (fig. 3).

The largest was a prism of local rock (garnet biotite hornfels) 2 feet

long by 1 foot by 1 foot. None of these boulders, when fully examined,
seemed to be giving effective support to the Recumbent itself. All

rested on or were quite superficially embedded in the claj'ey layer.

Recumbent was found to be resting on bedrock (biotite-cordierite

Fig. 3. Old Keiy Stoiip Circle : End of Recumbent Stone after excavation
from south-west.

hornfels) only along a line about 2^ feet out from line A between
-2| and At the.se points the lower face of the stone was in

contact with ridges of bedrock at 689'04 and 68883 respectively. From
here the keel of Recumbent slopes upwards in the direction of line A,
and fir-roots, presumably from the tree whose stum]) stands on the
bank outside, pass right under the stone as far in as - 3. On line A
itself a boulder Avas firmly wedged in between the base of Recumbent
and bedrock.

The gravel runs continuously under the hollow western end of
Recumbent, dipping from 68U'90 at - 1 to 6S9'5() at - 5. There Avas,

hoAvever. an irregular depression, perhaps the bed of a stone, about
4 inches deep at - 5 on line B. A bed had been scooped out in the
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gravel, at least for the lowest part of the Recumbent. Its lowest point
is fully 4 inches below the average level of the top of the gravel surface
at - 6, and, as remarked, that surface sloped up over the space now occu-
pied by the stone. In the face of the tunnel dug under Recumbent
along line A the edge of the excavation was actually visible and has
been faithfully reproduced on Mr Varley’s section.

The “clayey layer” too ran continuously under the hollow western
end of the Recumbent, underlying the boulder row and cov'ering the
sloping gravel, but filling up the shallow depression at - 5 B. It also

runs a couple of feet in under the Recumbent from its inner side,

but is definitely interrupted by the keel and is conspicuously absent
where the bed had been scooped out for the latter. It follows either

that the layer in question was cut through in hollowing out the bed
for Recumbent, or that its formation was hindered bj' the presence
of the stone. In the first case, which seems at the moment the more
probable, the layer must have been in existence before Recumbent was
placed in position.

Rim sherds were found at the base of the clayey layer against the
foot of West Pillar (No. 59) and in the pocket in the gravel (No. 36).

Another rim sherd (No. 60) was found 2 feet under Recumbent 1 foot in

from line A, but part of the same vessel was found in the clayey layer

under the stones of the bank at lA x 3.

lEcst Pillar is 8 feet 10 inches high (from its true base), 3 feet wide,

and 2| feet thick along the edge nearest the Recumbent. Its summit
rises feet above the turf at its base. It was not considered safe to

expose the base of this heavy stone except along the edge next Recum-
bent. Here the pillar was supported for the most part by packing-

stones resting on the clayey layer (fig. 4). From its south-west corner,

however, there projects downwards from the main mass of the stone

a sort of tongue about 1 foot 1 inch wide and only 2 to 3 inches

thick. This spur penetrates through the clayey layer into the under-

lying gravel to a depth of 4A inches. It cuts clean into the gravel,

which is undisturbed all round, and is surrounded with a thin envelope

of darker soil fitting it like a skin. Charcoal was found in this soil

right under the stone, and a potsherd (35) on the edge of the depression

in the gravel. It looks as if the tongue had been forced into the

gravel rather by the weight of the pillar than by deliberate preparation

of the ground.

Thr Slotuj A)ra between 24 and 54 presumably marks the site of

the central ring cairn characteristic of,these Aberdeenshire circles. It

has unfortunately been disturbed, presumably by the operations

mentioned by Garden in 1692. and by subsequent tree-planting: a
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3’oung larch was, in fact, growing at 37i close to the apparent centre
of the circle. The stones are boulders and rock-fragments of substantial
size, often over 1 foot in diameter and closely packed together. All

seemed to rest upon the claj'ey layei-, hut it must be remembered that
here excavations were carried down to virgin soil only along a strip

2 feet 6 inches wide from line A. The cairn material actually crossed
this strip only between 24 and 32. though projecting into it between
50 and 53. In the last-named region a layei- of charcoal was observed
immediately under the stones. Between 36 and 46 numerous but minute

Fig-. 4. Old Keig Stone Circle ; Boul<lers under Kecumlient Stone.

fragments of cremated luiniun hone and fragments of at least seven
pots, one nearly complete, turned up in the loam and disturbed soil

from 2 to 15 inches below the modern turf surface, immediately
above virgin soil. Between 38 and 39 there was a layer of particularly

black soil, and adjacent to it, but 2 to 3 feet out from line A, a patch
of soil IS inches square baked red by tire. Between 33 and 54 the
average level of virgin .soil is from 1^ to 2i inches lower than elsewhere
in the section, and the material is distinctly paler in colour. The
surface of the gravel too is interrupted by projecting ridges of bedrock.
Between these are fissures. One between 43i and 441, attained a de[)th

of 18 inches, hut was filled with rather dirty loose gravel quite devoid
of relics. Between 31 and 32 there was another hole 8 inches deep filled
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with loose gravel equally sterile. I believe both depressions to have
been natural and to have been sealed over before the deposition of the
bones and pottery and the kindling of the fire at 39.

We may now turn hack to the so-called clayey layer. In texture and
appearance this resembled the muddied soil that all too soon covered our
nicely cleaned sections of gravel if we trampled upon them after a shower,
and that can he seen upon farm paths in the vicinity. It is, in fact,

an occupational deposit due to the builders of the monument and or
subsequent visitors thereto. A connection between this deiiosit and the
monument is established by its resti-iction to the area of the circle and
a narrow strip in front of Recumbent. That it is also coeval with the
circle might be a plausible inference from the following facts. In the
first place, it is older than the bank at the north of our section, the
irregular houlder row under the hollow end of Recumbent, the banks on
both sides of the stone, and some at least of the boulders of the central

cairn, since all these rest upon the layer. It might, however, be argued that

the banks are secondary, while the central area was admittedly disturbed.

Secondly, as far as our excavation went, the West Pillar seemed to rest

on and be supported by a packing, itself bedded on the clayey layer,

though a tongue of the stone admittedly penetrates the layer. Thirdly,

it seemed likely that the bed for Recumbent had been scooped out in

and through the deposit. If this be right, the relics embedded in the

clayey layer must be accepted as dating the monument.
Of course, the formation of the deposit may have continued after

the erection of the stones. But as it exhibits no stratification, its

formation presumabl}’ went on without interruption during the period

in which the monument was in use. and there is no means of distinguishing

such a period from that of the actual erection.

The relics upon which we must rely in dating the monument consist

of potsherds. In these there are really only two classes, but the second

class can be subdivided into three varieties.

Class I., fine red ware, 6 to 7 mm. thick and faiidy homogeneous
though including visible grits, exceidionally attaining a length of

4 mm. While red on both surfaces, a dark core is visible in section.

The surface is now quite rough, but might once have been covered

with a slip of which no trace survives. This ware is very rare and
was represented exclusively by minute fragments. All without exception

were found in a small area close to line K between 5(5 and 60 and lay

either right on the gravel or not more than 2 inches abt>ve it. One sherd

bears a herring-bone pattern executed with a square-toothed comb. It

is thus marked out as belonging in all likelihood to a beaker.

Class II. (fig. 5) is of a cpiite different character. It comprises all
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the pottery found with the cremated human bones in the disturbed

central area and the sherds from under Recumbent and below the

banks. One sherd occurred between .56 and 60, but it lay nearly 3 inches

higher in the clayey layer than the beaker sherds. All sherds of Class II.

are comparatively hard-burned, but are gritty and unpolished. We
distinguish the following varieties, though the differences are probably

of no historical signiticance :

—

1. Coarse red ware, 6 to 14 mm. thick, includes a good deal of large

grit
;
exterior reddish to buff and slightly smoothed over ; core

and interior black; rather soft.

2. Coarse black ware, agreeing generally with 2 but black throughout.

3. Brown ware, 6 to 11 mm. thick
;
paste comparatively even

;
brown

on both surfaces but darker towards the core.

Most sherds seemed to belong to rough cooking-pots with either quite

straight walls or a slight bulge two-thirds of the way up. None of the

sherds suggested the presence of shoulders or necks. One or two sherds

belonged to shallow dishes with inverted rim. The rims all showed
careful treatment. The most distinctive, group A, are flattened, the

edges being left relatively' sharp. Such rims may overhang slightly, y,

inwards or, z, outwards. The potter has produced the overhang by
running the thumb along just under the rim while the first Anger pressed

down upon it ; the imprints of the digits can just be felt in some cases.

A rare, B, type of rim is simply rounded. Everted rims are absolutely

missing. The bases are all flat and tend to be slightly splayed out.

Sherds often clustered in groups. The more important specimens

are as follows :

—

Between 40 and 46x2^, fragments of at least four vessels:

29. portions of an urn of ware 3, with rim A
:
perhaps the urn which

had contained the cremated human bones found lying hereabouts.

27, ware 1. rim A y, discontinuous row of very shallow finger-tip

impressions just below rim on outside.

28. ware 1. rim B. with double groove immediately below rim
produced by a blunt-pointed implement.

From 34 to 39:

4.5, rim A y, ware 1.

46, rim A, ware 2; below rim a wide shallow groove.

43, rim A, ware 3.

Xo sherds were found under the stones of the cairn between 24 and
32, but under and near Recumbent we collected

:

60, rim A r, ware 1. but rather light buff and blackened externally
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just below rim. Part was found under the bank at lAx3, and
part right under Recumbent at -2x1.

36. rim B, ware 2, but rather fine and unusually hard-burnt. It

belongs to a bowl and is inturned slightly. Found in the pocket
in the gravel 4 inches deep at -5 on line B.

35, rim of ware 2, with shallow groove below it from top of gravel

right against base of West Pillar.

Beyond Recumbent several coarse sherds of ware 1, including pieces

of a base and perhaps all belonging to one vessel, turned up between
- 7 and - 8.

Besides potsherds, two small scrapers of flint turned up right on the

gravel, one at 58x4 and the other at 65x3.

The excavators and the Society have to thank Lord Forbes for most
courteously agreeing to present the relics to the National Museum.

Among the relics, the pottery assigned to Class II. needs special

mention, since it seems to date the monument. The following points

may help to fix its chronological position :

—

Flattened rims may be seen on many late cinerary urns from Scottish

urnfields. and typologically our urn 29 might be regarded as a final

degeneration of the overhanging-rini-cordoned urn series.^ At the same
time the relatively hard quality of the ware, the finger-and-thumb
treatment of the rims, and the association of flat with rounded and
inverted rims differentiates our ware from any recognised group of

Bronze Age pottery in Scotland.

On the other hand, it does to some extent approximate in technique
to much of the pottery of the Roman period, generally termed here
Early Iron Age. Even the rim-flattening distinctive of our group is

occasionally found on sites of that period, though the edges are seldom
so sharp.- Nevertheless, the complete absence of the eversion that was
the truly characteristic mode of treating the rim in Roman times would
preclude such a dating of the Old Keig wares. These ought rather to

occupy an intermediate [)Osition. Now, in the Sculptor’s Cave at Covesea ®

Miss Benton did find pottery absolutely identical with ours, attributable

to a Late Brcjiize Age (or Hallstatt) occupation. More recently Mr W.
^ A 'series of urns in the Museum of the I'liited Collef;e at St Anrirews illustrates this very

well. (’t\ El}2’ee. Earlij M(ia in N.E. Yorkshire', fi<^. ti.

- About ten per cent, of the riin.s from Trapraiii Law show somt* sort of llattenin^. Cf. Pro-
\ o\. xlix. tif^G 12. 12-13; more remote parallels in the Museum come from Iron Age sites

on Lew is (Bragar. HR. tiOl) : Port of Xess i HR. : Kudh* an Du in <GT. 07) : and Coll ( H.D. 324l.
^ Proceedings, vol. Ixv. p. UX). tig. 11. The metal timls and hone-work suffice to prove I.ate

Bronze Age and Roman period occupations. The pottery belonging to the latter is easily dis-

tinguishable from that here inentionefl. wliich might thus be connected -with the Late Br«)nze
Age types even had it not been stratigrapliically associated therewith.
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Thorneycroft has shown me rims, identical with those from Old Keig,

from two hut-circles in Glenshee, which he will describe at a subsequent

meeting. Other sherds from the same circles have an internal bevel,

apparently produced by the same linger-and-thumb treatment as used

at Old Keig
;
one belongs to a jar showing a distinct shoulder exactly

like one of the few sherds from Heathery Burn Cave in County Durham.
A small fragment of iron was found in one circle, but no Roman pottery,

and only a saddle quern. Still more recently Mr A. O. Curie has collected,

in the course of his fruitful excavations at Sumburgh Head, Shetland,

flattened rims from a deposit which was at least pre-broch. These sites

suggest a basis for the isolation of a ceramic group intermediate between
the native cordoned urns of the Late Bronze Age and the domestic

pottery of Roman times.’

Such a group has long been recognised in England
;
indeed, several

such groups are now' distinguished. Rims of our type A would in

Southern England be assigned to the Late Hallstatt phase and the

culture termed Iron Age A by Hawkes.^ But there such sherds are

often associated with vessels exhibiting the well-known “Hallstatt"

profile, and even polished Hallstatt ware. Farther north the settlement

on Castle Hill, at Scarborough, offers similar rims from urns with less

pronounced profiles and unmixed with burnished wares, but often

showing finger-print ornament either on applied strips or on the body
of the pot itself.’’ While this group is probably no later than Iron

Age A, the flattened rim in the north may outlast the Hallstatt phase
(to which it is confined in Southern England) and is, in fact, seen on a

very crude pot of La Tene II. Age from Danes’ Graves in Yorkshire,

East Riding.^

The English evidence seems to justify the connection of pottery like

ours wdth intrusive movements from the Continent in Late Bronze
Age-Hallstatt times. In draw'ing attention for the first time to such
mov'ements, O. G. S. Crawford

“
proposed treating them all as one and

identifying them w'ith that res{)onsible for the flood of foreign types
with which the Late Bronze Age in Great Britain opens. Such a simple
formula is no longer accepted. At least three phases of intrusion are

‘ A pot (KE. inOl. from .SordaU- Hill, Caithness, and a rim .slierd from Tents iluir. Fife iBX.
nil may lielonj^ to tlie same ftroiip.

- Anf. J.. vol. iv. p. ii.lS. ti"'. li; vol. vii. p. 4.s:j; "St Catherine's Hill,’ Proc. Hitnipshire Field
Club. xi.. fiff. li. P 1. A 131. Q4. X3 (for type A), and Mis. 14, Eti4 (for type Bl; Arclt.. vol. Ixxvi.

p. lo, tigs. 4-6: Proc. Bristol Ciprluo. Soc.. vol. iv. (1931). p. 27. fig. 3, 2-7.

^ Arch., vol. Ixxvii. j). ls'7. tigs. 1.7, 16. l.S, 23, 31; cf. Wheeler in Rowntree's Ilisfury of
.•<cnrborough, pp. 20 and 404.

* Arch., vol. lx. p. 2ii.'l. I have to thank Mr H.iivkes for drawing my attention on the original to
this feature, which is invisible in (Irecnwell's figure.

“ .4nf. J., vol. ii. pp. 27-3.5.

V'OL. LXVII. 4
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represented by the pottery C The first brings Deverel-Rimhury urns to

Southern England and originates ultimately on the Lower Rhine in

Hallstatt B-C,- say about 700 b.c. or a trifle earlier : the second from
the same quarter, hut pronouncedly influenced by the “Harpstedt"
type from beyond the Rhine.^ is best illustrated at Scarborough; the
third introduces to Southern England the pottery of Final Hallstatt

affinities so well known from All Cannings Cross. In addition. Hawkes
seems ready to postulate at least two intrusions to explain the diffusion

respectively of the group of foreign bronze types associated with leaf-

shaiJed swords with U hilt-plates and that associated with "carp's

tongue" swords.

No pottery has been hitherto directly associated with the foreign

bronze types, but it would be tempting to identify the movements
responsible for their introduction with some of those demonstrated by
intrusive pottery. That is, however, chronologically impossible as far as

the fli’st group (U swords) is concerned, if the bronzes dredged up from
Huelva Harbour^ be taken as an unitary hoard : for there a Sicilian fibula

of a type which had gone out of fashion before the foundation of Sj'racuse

(731 B.c.) was associated with a native British spear-head of the Late
Bronze Age (as at Denhead). Perhaps Mi’ Curie will produce the
relevant pottery from Shetland. Or perhaps the new bronzes merely
reflect the journeys of merchant-smiths and tinkers trading new goods
for our gold, tin, and scrap-metal, but not settling, at least as distinct

communities.
At the same time the foreign bronzes were being used by the

immigrants at Scarborough and the occupants of Heathery Burn Cave.

And the latter are connected by their pottery (through Glenshee) and
bone-work (through Sculptor’s Cave) with the folk cremated and buried

at Old Keig. Neither at Scarborough nor Heathery Burn are true

Hallstatt forms included in the metal-work, though the former site is

probably Hallstatt in time.' On tlie other hand, in the Braes of Gight
hoaial, armlets like those from the Sculptoi-'s Cave are associated with
a neck-ring apparently derived from the Late Hallstatt type belonging

to the Selz-Dangstetter culture," while the bracelets themselves are

known in the Rhine valley at the same period.'

Even the associated metal types would thus be compatible with a

^ For Jill these see Kendrick and Hawkes, Archtfology in EngUtnd 1914-11)31, chaps, ix and x.
- P.Z., vol. xxi. p. 169.

’ Mininns. vol. xvii. p.

^ Kbert’s RfdlJfj’tkon, s.v. Huelva.
' ('/. Hawkes and Kendrick, loc. rit». pp. 137 f1*.

^ Cf. P.Z.. vol. xi. p. 174 ;
SchaelVer, Tfrtrt's funt'rn i rf.'i . , . tp Haynena n

,

vol. ii. p. 217.
' Schaeller. op. cih, Hk- 17'l 1.7.
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Late HalLstatt date for the Old Keig pottery. But just as in Scotland
(as elsewhere in the Highland Zone) the Hallstatt tj'pes tend to be
accompanied by the products of native smiths, so too the new ceramic
features may be assimilated to native traditions. The absorption of

intrusive cultures on which Fox^ insists would explain the comparative
rarity of such innovating pottery and perhaps even the similarity

already noted to older native forms. And indeed the occurrence of such
a cei’amic group in connection with a megalithic monument is itself

an instance of the assimilation of exotic by autochthonous elements.

Nevertheless, one important result of the excavation at Old Keig is the

clearer definition of a ceramic class first recognised only two years ago.

No less important is the suggestion it affords that Recumbent Stone
Circles may have been erected in Late Hallstatt times. That conclusion

is not so revolutionary as might appear: for the evidence in favour of

a pure Bronze Age date is very slender. Against the bracer from Candle
Hill, Old Rayne, might be .set the stone ladle from inidei- the causeway
leading to a circle at Crookmore, near Alford. But. after all, the sherd

of V beaker-ware from Old Keig, though not absolutely certain, suggests
reserve in attributing an Iron Age date to the monument as a whole.

We hope by completing the excavation of the site next year to determine
the relation of the beaker, if such it be, to the rest of the monument.

The excavators wish to thank Professor Elliot Smith of University

College, London; Dr Robert Campbell. Reader in Petrology, University

of Edinburgh; Mr M. Y. Orr of the Royal Botanical Gaiden, Edinburgh;
and Dr Ogg of the Macaulay Institute, Aberdeen, for examining and
reporting on material collected during the excavation.

Report on the Bone Fraginentn. By Professor G. Em.iox Smith, F.R.S.

The bone fragments sent to me are too small to permit much
information to be revealed. It is possible to say. however, that

—

(u) The bones are human;
(b) They have been cremated—see the characteristic fissuring in the

enclosed X-ray photograph (not reproduced here)

:

(c) They belonged to a young adult (B is the fragment of a fully

grown but still separate cranial hone).

Petrological Report. By Dr R. Campbell, F.R.S. E.

Recumbent Stone : Sillimanite gneiss.

Prism : Garnet-biotite hornfels.

Bedrock under Recumbent : Biotite-cordierite hornfels.

^ The Personality of Britain, p. 31.

V

.> 8
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The Recumbent Stone i-^ not of local origin. Similar rocks occur in

the Don valley between Kemnaj" and Tillifourie, and there are also

areas of gneisses shown on the 1-inch map both to the west and to the

north. The prism is probably local.

Report on the Charcoal from the Clayey Layer. By Mr M. Y. Oek,
by courtesy of the Regius Keeper.

The charcoal is too much carbonised to admit of microscopic

examination, and the identifications given below are based on the
appearance of the broken surface only, and are therefore subject to

correction. It is not possible, for example, to distinguish Willow from
Poplar by macroscopic characters alone. Nor is it easy to separate

either from Birch. Material of other trees represented does not present

the same difficulties, for the distinctive features of Alder, Oak, and
Hazel are obvious, even Avithout microscopic examination.

Willow or Poplar : 35 pieces.

Hazel : 34 „

Alder : 25 „

Birch?: 13 „

Oak : 6 „

Report on Gravel and Clay. By Dr W. G. Ogg.

The amount of material was insufficient to make anything like a
complete Investigation. . . . All we can do at present is to give you some
idea of the possible nature of the two samples from their appearance.
Before doing much in the Avay of aiialysis I should require to take
much larger samples of each class of material (including the surface)

and from seA’eral different spots.

The sample marked “gravel” which you mentioned in your letter

as a glacial sand, and which you yourself questioned, apiJears to be
part of the soil profile and not the unaltered parent material of the
soil. It obviously contains an accumulation of oxides of iron, and is

probably from Avhat Ave term the “ B ” horizon of the soil (the layer of

accumulation). It appears to be slightly more graA’elly than your
sample marked “clay,” but if the parent material is a glacial sand
this Aairiation in texture is (piite usual.

Your “clay” sample has all the appearance of the surface or sub-
surface layer of a normal soil. It contains organic matter—remains of
roots, pieces of charcoal, etc.—and had it not occurred beloAV the leA el

of the surrounding surface soil, I .should have said it Avas the surface
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or “ A " horizon. After ignition it has an appearance very similar to

that of your sample marked “gravel," and I suspect that within the

circle the original surface soil may have been removed, and diiring

occupation the subsurface material (similar to your sample marked
“gravel") had organic matter incorporated with it. The organic matter
gives it the rather “ clayey " feel.

I think, therefore, that both samples maj' have been the same
originally, and that the difference is due to organic matter worked
into the “ gravel." Had the so-called “ clay " been originally the surface

layer, it would probably have given a greyer appearance after ignition.

A mineralogical examination of the coarser material from both
samples did not show any difference in origin.

Y.

NOTE ON THREE SEVENTRENTH-CENTUR Y SHETLAND TOMB-
STONPIS. By Sir GEORGE MACDONALD. K.C.B,. LL.D.. D.Litt.,

P'.B.A.. PVS.A.Scot.

The tombstones which form the subject of the following Note were
described to the Society in 1907 by the late Rev. W. Fotheringham.’

At that time they were still in the open, on or about the mound which
is all that is left to represent the old Crosskirk at Qnendale. the original

parochial church of Dunrossness. All three had suffered seriously from
exposure and were in grave danger of further deterioration. Accord-
ingly, Mr Bruce of Sumburgh had them removed to Jarlshof. where they
were placed in a ‘mausoleum’ specially built for their reception. Last
summer I had an opportunity of examining them there and of satisfying

myself that the transcripts made in 1907 could be improved upon in

respect both of accuracy and of completeness. It seems desirable that

the results of this fresh scrutiny should be put on record, particularly

as the imperfect version of the longest of the inscriptions has obtained
further currency through being reprinted by the late Mr Gilbert Goudie
in the Tirinsacfious of the Scottish Ecclesiological Society.

-

I have to thank Lyon King, whose Zrthind Coiutfij Fcunilies is well
known as a standard Avork, and Mr M'illiam Angus, Curator of the
Historical Department of the Register House, for information on one
or two genealogical points. The ‘mausoleum’ is so dark that it Avould
have been extremely difficult, if not impossible, to bring a camera to

' Prureerlhif/s. vol. xli. (19C6-7) iip. 173 tl'.

- \ ol. iii. part iii. (1911-12) pp. 2S1 If.
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bear upon the stones at all effectively. I therefore propose to utilise

the illustrations which appeared in the original paper. They will serve

the purpose well enough. It should, however, be understood that they
are in some respects misleading. Before the photographs for the blocks

were taken, what was believed to be the lettering was in each case

gone over with a chalky linger, in order to make it stand out more
clearly. In this way certain readings were given a seeming authenticity

to which they have no real claim.

The oldest of the three stones is the slab which once covered the

grave of Malcolm Sinclair of Quendale, lay vicar of Dunrossness. It has

obviousl}’^ been carved by a wholly illiterate

workman. The lowest of the three panels

into which it is divided is the only one that

has not been blundered, the skull and cross-

bones—all that it contains—being too familiar

a device to leave any room for mistakes. The
uppermost is occupied by two coats-of-arms,

impaled and flanked by the letters M and S,

which are repeated immediately below. The
letters are plainly the initials of Malcolm
Sinclair and his wife, Margaret Sutherland

of Forss, and the arms are presumably those

of their respective families. But reference to

the illustration (fig. 1) will show that arms
and initials are alike reversed. As was pointed

out to me by Mr J. S. Richardson, who first

directed my attention to these monuments,
this effect has been produced by the work-
man laying face downwards the sketch that

had been given him to copy, and transfer-

ring its outlines to the surface of the stone

by some mechanical means in order to supply

his chisel with a guide.

The treatment of the central panel is still

more suggestive of illiteracy. The inscrip-

tion of seven lines which fills it is intelligible

enough, but its arrangement is extraordinary.

M'hile the lines follow one another in their proper order, each of them
is turned upside down. The outcome is that, to understand what it is

all about, one has to take one's place at the head of the stone, look

Fiir. 1. < »nivt*-sLi)) (if Malcolm
Sinclair of Quendale.
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towards the foot, and read from the bottom upwards. Mr Fother-
ingham’s transcription is as follows

:

AETATIS SV.E 73

6 lAXVARII 1618

DALE QVI OBIIT
SIXCLAIR DE [QVENJ
VIRTV
PIVS.

The lowest or seventh—really the first—line is so distinct even in

fig. 1 that its omission here must surely be an accidental oversight.

However that may be, there is little or no doubt as to the true reading,

the only uncertain letters being those within square brackets

:

AETATIS • SV/E 73 •

6 lAMVARII • 1618 •

l^ALE • QVI OBIIT •

SIHCLAIR DE • QVE
VIR • MALCOLMVS •

PIVS • AC • rBOM]VS •

HIC DORMIT •

“ Here sleeps a devout and good man, Malcolm Sinclair of Quendale,

who died 6th January, 1618, in the 73rd year of his age.”

The next of the memorials in chronological order (fig. 2) is the grave-

slab of James Sinclair of Quendale. who was the son of Malcolm, and
who married Barbara Stewart of Graemsay. It has suffered damage
through fracture, and at the lower corner on the dexter side portions

of the edge have been broken away altogether. Nevertheless its

decipherment presents no very serious difficulties. The initials in the

uppermost of the three panels into which it is divided, and presumably
also the impaled arms which appear beside them there, are those of

husband and wife. The lowest panel contains a skull and cross-bones,

surmounted by the legend IVENTO MORI, a typical example of a blunder

due to what is technically known as haplography. The centre is de-

sci-ibed by Mr Fotheringham as displaying “the fragments of an in-

scription beginning with JUSTlTIAil UTUR. ' In point of fact, the sur-

viving letters are distinct enough, and the blanks are easily filled:

IVSTITIE • FA
VTOR • VERE

•

PIETATIjS • A]LV

MNVS • PACIC •

AMAS • INOP
VM • DVLCE
PATRO[CI]NI

VM
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If it be noted that (as always on this stone) E is used for /E. that
PACIC is an error for PAG IS. and that AMAS is an abbreviation of
AMASIVS, it will be seen that what we have here is an elegiac couplet
such as is common on seventeenth-century tombstones

:

Justitiae faidor, verae pietatiii alunnius,

Pads aittas', biopuni diilce patrodniiini.

“A friend of justice, a man who cherished true piety and ensued
peace, a much loved champion of the poor.”

The main inscription runs round the outer margin of the whole, its

beginning being marked by a hand, with the
index finger extended, near the top corner on
the sinister side. Here Mr Fotheringham's read-
ing, so far as it goes, leaves little room for

criticism ; HIC JACET VIR ILLUSTRIS JACOBUS
SIXCLARUS DE QUEXDALE DE XOBIL ....
CO-MITU-M FA.MILIA .... QUI OBIIT .... JAX. 29,

1(536, AXXo .A.ETATIS 56. But it may be well to

give what seems to me to have been the full

text: HIC - lACET • VIR ILLVS TRIS • lACOBVS •

SINCLARVS • DE • QVElvDALL • DE • NOBILl[SSIM
|

A • CjOMITVM • FAMILIA •
,

ORMVDVS • QVI •

OBIIT • IAN 29 1636 • ANNO • ETATIS • 56. “Here
lies a man of good repute. James Sinclair of

Quendale, a scion of the most noble family of

the Earls, who died Jan. 29th, 1636, in the 56th
year of his age.” The Earls referred to must
be the Earls of Orkney, from whom the Shet-

land families of Sinclairs were Avont to claim

descent. I accept Mr Fotheringham's sugges-

tion that ORMVDVS is a mistake for ORIVNDVS,
and I have so translated it. On the other hand,
I could see nothing to justify his conjecture

that the Avord COJIITUAI may haA’e been
ATCEC'OAIITUAI." Four letters AA'ould not be suffi-

cient to till the lacuna.

A greater puzzle than any for AA'hich the
stone-cutter can be blamed has been jU'OAdded

by the author of the inscri])tion. James Sinclair cannot luiA'e died
on 29th January 1636, for he AA'as aliAe on 3()th NoAember of that
year, Avhen he executed a charter of the lands of Quendale in faA’our

of his son Laurence, the sasine being recorded in the Register of Sasines

( rrave-slal) of .lames

Sinclair of Quendale.
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for Shetland on hth December 1636. Lyon King has kindly verified this

for me, -while from Mr Angus I learn that, although the Parochial
Registers of the parish of Dunrossness for the seventeenth century are
no longer extant, the Register of Testaments for Orkney and Shetland
proves that James Sinclair of Qnendale died on 25th December 1637,

or nearly two years later than is stated on his tombstone. It is for

genealogists to clear up the inconsistency. But, as a layman. I cannot
help wondering whether James Sinclair was predeceased by his wife.

If so, the date of her death may have inadvertently been substituted

for that of his own, possibly because the original intention was to

commemorate them both on the same monument.

The third tombstone is that of Barbara Sinclair, granddaughter of

James, who became the wife of Hector Bruce of Mouness. It is by far

the handsomest and most interesting of the group. Unlike the two
others, which were grave-slabs, it had stood erect, and was indeed so

standing when it was removed from the Crosskirk, albeit it had even
then lost both the cap and the plinth, which seem to be amissing.

The part which is left (fig. 3) is about 8 feet high by I feet broad, and
is very elaborately carved in a style reminiscent of the work one sees

in the Low Countries. I propose to restrict my observations to the
inscription in the centre, except for a warning that in the legend
beneath the coat-of-arms on the dexter side the penultimate letter of

the last word is A, not E as the illusti-ation would suggest.

On the two grave-slabs the lettering is incised. Here it is in relief,

so that sad havoc has been played with it by weathering. On most
people it leaves an impression of utter illegibility, and Mr Fotheringham
deserves great credit for the immense pains which he must have devoted
to its reconstruction. As we shall see, he has made mistakes, some of them
serious. In the circumstances, however, the surprising thing is not that
these should be so man}% but that they should be so few. Most of them,
by the way, are the direct result of a failure to realise how consistently

the artist has adhered to the somewhat peculiar forms of A and U, good
examples of which will be found in the concluding lines as they appear
in the illustration.

It is to the illustration that we must turn for Mr Fotheringham’s
own rendering, which is in some respects more correct than the tran-
script printed in his text. The latter represents the fruit of consultation
with others, notably ^Ir Gilbert Goudie and the late Dr Morland Simpson.
Apparently Dr Simpson was chiefly responsible, for in the Ecclesiological
Society's I'nnmacfion.s the transcript is spoken of as “the product of
his elaborate study, with such emendation and reconstruction as the
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difficulties of the case seemed to suggest." He was, of coui’se, a thoroughly

competent Latin scholar. The likelihood is that, if he had seen the stone

for himself, this paper need not have been written. But, so far as we
know, ail that he had to go upon was the photograph reproduced in

fig. 3, and he had perforce to make the best of it. In reprinting his

version it will be convenient to underline the words and letters which
have failed to stand the test of a close comparison with the original

:

OSSA CIXERES

QU*E SELECTISSIM.E DO.MIX.E

DX-E BARBAR-E SIXCLAR.E

CLARO STEMMATE .... FILI.E

QUIPPE XAT.E ilAXIMI DO.MIXI JOHAXXIS

SIXCLARI DE Ql'EXDALR EXIMIA VIRTUTE

PREDIT-E XECXOX HOXORAXDI DOMIXI

HECTORIS BRI'SSI DE MOUXES UXORIS

AMAXTISSIM-E .A.TQEE CHARISSIM.E . . . .

EXORUM OPTIMA SPES M.\TRIS BEATISSIM.E

QU.E XOX SIXE SUMMO OMXIUM IXDOLORE

22 MEX.SIS MAI AXXO 167.5 .ETATIS Sf-E

[04] HIC IX SPEM BE.A.T.E RESL'RRECTIOXIS

REQUIESt'IAT IX PACE

CASTA PIA ET PRUDEXS HUMILIS FORMOSA SEREXA

COX.IL'CiE XUXC CHRISTO POTITUR ILLA SUO

The translation, presumably also from Dr Simpson's hand, runs:

The bones and a.shes of that most excellent lady. Barbara .Sinclair,

sprung from an illustrious race, a daughter of the most potent lord. John
Sinclair of Quendale. endowed with every virtue, and the most loving and
most belovefl wife of the worthy Hector Bruce of 31oune.s. The be.st hoi)e of
a most hai)py mother, to the greatest grief of all [she died] on the 22nd of
the month of May. in the year 1075, in the (04th ?) year of her age. Here,
in the hope of a blessed re.surrection. let her rest in peace.

Chaste, jhous and i)rudent. humble, comely, placid, now she has obtained
Christ for her spouse.

Probably this was about as good sense as could be extracted from
a rather unsatisfactory text. And that the text was regarded as

unsatisfactory is obvious from the comment :
" It will be noted that
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the peculiar wording of the last two lines is due to an attempt at

verse in Latin, and also that the spelling of some words appears

inaccurate." As a inatter of fact, the last two lines, when correctly

read, form a quite passable elegiac couplet, while there are only two
real inaccuracies in spelling. In the second line QU^ has been cut

instead of QUE. and in the last line the vowel of NUNC, though inserted

in the transcript, has been omitted on the stone. For the rest, the

unsatisfactory features, whether of text or of translation, all alike have
their root in misreadings. To take but a single instance, Mr Govidie was
unhappy about “most potent lord." He thought that

here could only mean “ Reverend Mr.” But in the original there is no
such title. With a single exception, to be mentioned presently. I (!an

vouch for the correctness of the following copy, my alterations being

underlined

:

OSSA CINERES

QU>E SELECTISSIM/E DOMIN/E

DN/E BARBARyE SINCLAR/E

CLARO STEMMATE ORIGIhE FlLlyE

QUIPPE NATU MAXIM/E DOMINI lOHANNIS

SINCLARI A QUENDAL EXIMIA VIRTUTE

PR>EDITyE NECNON HONORANDI DOMINI

HECTORIS BRUSSI A MOUNES UXORIS

AMANTISSIMyE ATQUE CHARISSIM/E LIBE

RORUM OPTIM/E SPEI MATRIS BEATISSIM/E

QU/E NON SINE SUMMO OMNIUM LUCTU OBIIT

22 MENSIS MAII ANNO 1675 /ETATIS SU/E

38 NIC IN SPEM BEAT/E R ESURR ECT ION IS

REQUIESCUNT IN PACE

CASTA PIA ET PRUDENS HUMILIS FORMOSA SERENA

CONiUGE NNC CHRISTO FRUITUR ILLA SUO

It will be seen from the translation that the differences are not
unimportant

:

Hei’e. in hojic of a blessed resurrection, there rest in peace the bones and
ashes of one of the best of women. iMistress Barbara Sinclair, sprung from a
famous stock, as being the eldest daughter of Master .John Sinclair of Qiien-
dale : graced with exemplary vii’tiie : also the most devoted and dearly
loved wife of the worthy Master Hector Bruce of iMouness and the thrice-
happy mother of a family of the richest promise ; who died amid grief
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profound and universal on the 22nd of tlie month of May in the year 1675.

the 38th of her age.

Pure in heart, devout and prudent, meek, fair to look upon and tranquil-
minded, she has now entered into the joy of Christ, her true spouse.

The one doubtful point, referred to above, is the lady's age. The
figure on the stone is exceedingly obscure. But, on the whole, “yS"
seems to me to accord most closel}' with such traces as are left.

Certainly the figure tentatively suggested in the earlier transcript is

altogether impossible. If she were in her 64th year in 1675, she must
have been born not later than 1612, when her father, John Sinclair,

was a mere boy—he was not married till 1628—and her grandfather,

James, not very much more than thirty. Another awkward consequence
would be to postpone her marriage, which took place in 1662, until she

was fifty, and yet she became the mother of several children. It is

unfortunate that the precise date of her birth appears to be no longer

ascertainable.
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Monday, 9tJi January 1933.

Hls Grack the DUKE OF ATHOLL. K.T., C.B., M.V.O.,

D.S.O.. LL.E)., President, in the Chair.

Before proceeding with tlie ordinary business of the Meeting, the

Chairman tendered to Sir Herbert Maxwell, Bart., who was present,

the heartiest congratulations of the Society on his being created a
Knight of the Thistle.

A Ballot having been taken, the following were elected Fellows: —

Sydney Spencer G.a.skins. 10 Centre Street. Rye. N.Y., U.S.A.
David M'Jerrow. Solicitor and Town Clei'k. Higlifleld. Ijockei’bie. Dinnfries-

•sliire.

.Tame.s M'Murdo. HoTl 144th .Street. Jamaica, N.Y.. U.S.A.
Thoma.s 'W.^leer M.tRWicK. A.K.I.B.A.. A.M.I.Struet.E.. 48 Melville Street.

Edinburgh. 3.

David G. S.mith, .M.A.. S Bellavista Terrace. Perth.

Captain Edward Day.monde Steve.nson. Secretary and Treasurer. The
National Trust for Scotland. 28 Royal Terrace. Edinburgh. 7.

The following Donations to the Museum were intimated, and thanks
voted to the Donors :

—

(1) By \Yilli.\m Cor.r.tN.s, The Cottages. Blinkbonny, Branxton,
A'orthumberland, through J. LoG.VN M.\rK, F.S.A.Scot., F.S.A.

Ball of Lead, measuring 2|;* imdies in diameter, found on the battle-

field of Flodden. Whether this was a cannon-ball, or a ‘‘mell'’ or mace-
head. is doubtful. There is no perforation, but, if used in the latter

way, it might have heen attached to the haft by being enclosed in

a leather bag. In the sixteenth-century poem, “Flodden Field,” are to

be found the lines :

. . . twelve thousand Scottismen strong,
'Who manfully met their foes
AVith leaden mells and lances long.'

References to the manufacture of mells or plumbs of lead occur in

the Accotnifs of the Lord Ulyh Treasurer of Scotland. In vol. i. p.‘ (i.5

(a.d. 1473-4) is an entry relating to “the makin of certane speris and
' Gri-frory .Smith. The Ditys of James IV.. p. 174. /.ji.
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ledin mellis"; 07i p. 294 (a.B. 1496). fox- “castaiid (casting) plnmbis";

oil p. 295, “ to cary plumbis of lead" and ‘'foi’ niuldis (moulds) to cast

the plumbis in"; and on p. 296. “fox* a ladil of ix-ne, fox’ the plumbis

zetting (zet = to cast as a foundex')" and “fox- tallonne (tallow) to melt

the lede with."

(2) By William J. Mackay, 46 Dalmexxy Stxeet, Leith.

Stone Axe. measux'ing S inches by 3 inches by 1;; inch, found at

Skei'X’ay, Tongue, Suthex’land, by Geoi’ge Mackxxy, Skerray.

(3) By J. A. Mastertox, 42 Dx unxmond Place, Edinburgh.

Old Wooden M^ashing Machine, in the shape of a rectangular trough,

measuring 2 feet 9 inches by 1 foot 6 inches at

the mouth, and 2 feet 24 inches in depth. The
trough decreases to a length of 21 inches at

the bottom. Inside is a semicircular sparred
wooden frame, which is swung fx’oni side to

side by a vertical shaft rising fi’oin the centi’e.

The machine has iron droix handles at the ends
for lifting, and a brass tap at the bottom on
one side. Fi’oni Edinburgh.

(4) By Dr J. J. Galbraith, F.S.A.Scot.

Cast of a Cross-slab, standing near Kaasay
House. Skye (tig. 1). The cast nieasui’es 4 feet

44 inches in length and from 18 inches to 20

inches in breadth. At the tojx, within a sqnai’e

panel, is an equal-armed Maltese cross formed
by intersecting semicircles, with a small circle

in the centre, and a half-spii-al springing from
the right-hand side of the upper arm, which
is suggestive of the Chi Kho monogx’ain. The
head measures about 16 inches square. The
shaft, which is 15 inches long ami 21 inches

broad at the top and bottom, swells out sharply
to a breadth of 51 inches about one-thii’d of the

way down. Beneath the cross is the so-called

tuning-fork symbol and the crescent symbol
with V-shaped floriated rods. The stone seems
to have been trimmed down, as the head of
the first symbol and some of the florixxtions on the end of one of the
rods have been heuxi off.

1. Crobs-.sluh near Raasay
House. Skye.
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Cast of an almost similar cross carved on a rock on the shore at

the old landing-place in front of Raasay House (fig. 2). The small

the first cross is wanting, but in the second
there is an added central line in the shaft.

The total length of the cross is 3 feet 7 inches.

The head measures 1 foot 8 inches in height
and breadth, and the shaft 1 foot 11 inches

in length by 5 inches in breadth at its ex-

panded part.

The designs on both crosses are entirely

incised.

(5) By Admiral Greet, Rowhook Hill,

Horsham, Sussex, at the request of

his late wife, a daughter of Thomas
Knox, J.P., Edinburgh.

Three pairs of Silver Shoe Buckles.

Brass Highland Brooch with original pin,

measuring 2'iJ- inches in diameter. On the face

it is ornamented with a four-pointed star voided

in the centre, with cii'cular panels and foliaceous

designs between the points. In three of the

circular panels is a rosette, while in the fourth

is a simple interlaced pattern. ^Yithin the points

of the star are two interlaced and two foliaceous

patterns. On the back are the initials P. T. and
the date 1710. All the designs and the date are

engraved, but the initials are i^unctulated.

Silver Highland Brooch with original pin, measuring 2i',f inches in

diameter. On the face are four circular panels filled with rosettes,

the intervening s2)aces being decorated with foliage. On the back are

the initials 1. R. and the date 1727. All the designs are engraved.
Silver Highland Brooch with a late pin, measuring 2^ inches in

diameter. The face is decorated with four circular panels and anchor
liatterns between, all nielloed. Two of the panels are decorated with
rosettes and two with interlaced designs: foliaceous scrolls fill the
spaces between the nielloed parts. On the back are the initials M. C.

and the date 1740.

Silver Highland Brooch with original pin, measuring 2] inches in

diameter. On the face are four alternating circular and anchor patterns,
all nielbjed. Three of the circular panels show rosettes, and the fourth
interlaced designs. The spaces between these parts are filled with

circle in the centre of

2. Incised Cross near Raasay
House. Skye.
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foliaceous patterns. On the back are the initials J. McT). and C. McD.
and the date 1567.

Ryal of Mary Queen of Scots and Darnley, dated 1567. and a Twenty-
shilling Piece of James YI., dated 1582.

(6) By Ale;xaxi)ER M.\cLeax. Achosrigan.

Stout Bone Bodkin, measuring 3j inches in length and i; inch in

diameter at the top. The upper part, which is circular in section. shf)ws

seven flat facets filled with vertical incised lines; above and below is

a band of pellets bordered with a single moulding. The pointed lower
part, which is of an elongated pear shape and square in section at the

top, shows on each face a circle surrounded on the top and sides with
a concentric line, above all being radiating straight lines. Found near
the foundations of an old house at Achosrigan. Appin. Argyll.

(7) By The Bight Hon. Waeteh Renciman, P.C'., M.P., President

of the Board of Trade.

Casts of fragments of four Cross-slabs and of a Cross-shaft at St

Donnan's, Island of Eigg.

(1) A Cross-slab of red sandstone, broken across the middle and
rejoined, the central part awanting (fig. 3). On the face is the ringed
head of a cross, decorated with interlaced designs and a panel containing
a key-pattern. On the back is a hunting scene, the figures shown as

moving from the top to the bottom. A man on horseback Avith a dog
and bird below and another dog above folloAv two pigs, in front of Avhich

are two more animals, the lower one being a hoi-se. All these designs
are in relief, but incised at a later time on the top border of the face are
the letters Ihu and XPI, and in the centre of the back a cross Avith short
lines across the ends of the arms.

(2) A small fragment of a Cross-slab of red sandstone shoAving part
of a cross Avithin a ring, AAith a triqueti-a more or less carefully cut
betAA’een the arms (fig. 4).

(3) and (4) Fragments of two Cross-slabs, each sIioaa ing the loAver

portion of a cross of unusual form (tigs. 5 and 6).

(5) Cross-shaft of bluish schist, both faces decorated Avith leafy inter-

laced scrolls sjiringing from the tails of four beasts. tAvo on eacb face
(fig. 7). Such designs appear on many crosses and graAe-slabs in the
Avest of Scotland. This monument bears a very strong resemblance to
the disc-headed cross AAuth short arms at Campbeltown and the one in

the National Museum from Kilchoman. Play. Their date is probabh'
about the end of the fifteenth century.

A OL. LX VII. o
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The following purchases for the Museum were intimated :

—

Three polished Shetland Stone Knives (1) of irregular oval shape

and rather thick in the centre, measuring 8^ inches in length, 7x| inches

in breadth, and xx inch in thickness; (2) of kidnej* shape, measuring

8 j inches in length, inches in breadth, and 1 inch in thickness

;

(3) of sub-oval form, measuring 5}g inches in length, 3/,. inches in

breadth, and j; inch in thickness—the last two are flaked along one
edge; two Stone Adzes, measuring 5i indies by inches by i? inch

and fjV inches by IJJ inch by 1 inch; and a Perforated Stone Disc of

irregular shape, measuring fj inches in greatest diameter and -JJ inch

in tliickness, decorated on one side with two spirals connected b3
’ a
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straight line, and on the other by indeterminate designs, all incased.

From the neighhonrhood of Braewick, Shetland.

Wooden Snntt’-hox, measuring 3f inches by IJ,^ inch by fjf inch, with
invisible hinge, of satinwood. the lid decorated with an engraved view
of a town, and the rest of the box covered with a vine pattern in

brown. On the inside of the bottom is the maker's name
\

Froni Castle-Donglas.

The following Donations to the Librarj* were intimated, and thanks
voted to the Donors ;

—

(1) By Hi.s Ma.te.sty'.s Goverxment.

Sixty-second Annual Report of the Deputy Master and Comptroller of

the Royal Mint. 1931. London, 1932.

(2) By Ali.stair N. Tayeek, B.A. (Oxon.), F.S.A.Scot.. and Miss
Henrietta Tayeek, the Editors.

The Jacobite Cess Roll for the Countj' of Aberdeen in 1715. From the

MS. of John Forbes of Upper Boyndlie, now in po.ssession of J. C. M.
Ogilvie-Forbes of Boyndlie. Aberdeen. 1932.

(3) By The Sec retary, the Manx Museum.

The Journal of tlie Manx Museum. Vol. ii., N'o. 33. December 1932.

(4) By Gii.bert Askew. F.S.A.Scot., the Compiler.

A Bibliography of the Bag-Pipe. Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 1932.

Instruction Book for the Northumbrian Small-Pipes. By J. W.
PMnwick. Second edition. Revi^,ed by MTlliam A. Cocks and Gilbert
Askew, F.S.A.Scot.

(5) By Rev. John Roche Arhiee, LL.D., Calry Rectory, Sligo, the
Author.

The Date of St Patrick, a Reicly to the Rt*v. Newi)ort I. I). White.
D.D., Regius Professor of Divinity. Trinity Colh'ge. Dublin. Third issue.
Revised. Didclin. 19;52.
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(6) By J. Mai.colm Bulloch. LL.D.. F.S.A.Scot.. the Author.

The Gordons in Poland, ‘‘Marquises of Hnntly," with a Line in

Saxony. Peterhead. 1932.

Gordons in Germany. The Brandenburg Line. Arranged by the
Donor. Aberdeen, 1932.

A Grim Edinburgh Murder. The Genealogj* of a Legend about the

Gordons of Ellon. IiiYerness, 1932.

(7) By Thomas M‘GKorTHER, F.S.A.Scot.

The Transition from Roman Britain to Chri.stian England. A.D. 368-

664. B}' Gilbert Sheldon. London, 1932.

(8) By G. A. Dua’LOP, F.S.A.Scot., the Author.

Three Dug-out Canoes found at Warrington. (Reprinted from The
Traiisacfions of the Lancashire and Clu’shire Ayitiquarltni Sucietij. Yol.

xlvii. Manchester, 1932.)

(9) By Thom.cs M'Larex, F.S.A.Scot.. the Author.

Perth's Roads and Streets—Old and Xew. (Reprinted from The
Perthshire Constitutional and Journid. Christmas Number, 1932.)

(10)

By Archirald MacLean, F.S.A.Scot.. the Author.

General Graham, Deputy Governor of Stirling Castle, 1800-1831.

(Reprinted from The Transactions of the Stirli)ig Xatuird History and
Arclaeoloyical Society, 15th March 1932.)

(11) By R. MuRDOdi Lawr.VNce, F.S.A.Scot., the Author.

James A'orval, M.A., and his Times. Aberdeen. 1932.

The following Communications were read;

—
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I.

PRIMITIVE AGRICULTURE IN SCOTLAND : WITH PARTICULAR REFER-
ENCE TO UNRECORDED CELTIC LYNCHETS AT TORWOODLEE.
GALASHIELS, SELKIRKSHIRE. By H. E. KILBRIDE-JONES axd

M. E. CRICHTON MITCHELL.

It is not so very long since preliistorians turned tlieir attention

seriously to the study of primitive agriculture
;
and it is onlj’ in recent

years that the domestic habits of prehistoric man have compelled the

attention that they deserve. It is a great pity that some attention was
not given to the matter of agriculture at an earlier date ; for a great

deal seems to depend upon the relation of settlement to the finding of

suitable tilling ground. The distribution of ancient habitation sites,

and even of sepulchre.s, which may be usually considered as not having
been far removed from the village, may be due almost entirely to the
necessity of finding suitable ground for cidtivation and for cattle

breeding. Dr Xordman, of Helsingfors, proffered that explanation for

the distribution of Megalithic tombs in Sealand:’ for the people of the
Megalithic culture in Denmark were obviously great agriculturists,

cultivating three species of grain. Indeed, all three species of grain

were known in Denmark as early as the thin-butted axe period.

Turning now to the evidence ])rovided by our oAvn country-, we find

that the cultivation of cereals enjoys a high antiquity. Just as we
have evidence of cultivation from the Neolithic settlement at Windmill
Hill, near Avebury, so has Mr Ludovic Mann noted the presence of

grain, associated with characteristic pottery and saddle querns, in a

Neolithic habitation site at Rf>the.''ay, Bute.- A further discovery of

grains of wheat was made by Mr .lames E. Uree on the base of a

coarse domestic vessel, allietl to the U variety of Beaker, and of earlv
Bronze Age date, in the kitchen-midden at Tusculum, North Berwick.-'

Dr Graham Callander recovered about two pints of charred wheat beside
fragments of ;in urn. which seems to belong to the same class of ware
as the cinerary urn of the late Bronze Age. on the Culbin Sands, Moray-
shire.’ In the Ivelvingrove Museum, at Glasgow, is a type B Food Vessel,'

^ Rhiiit] Lei-turcs.
- OritiiiLtllv lut'UtiuiHMl ill hd .irtielu iirintetl in the Gbisnon' Iberaul of 1st An;ju-^t

H*"ferreil to liv I)p C.ill.iD'ler in Prar. boc. A nt. bcof.. vol. Ixiii. ]>.

' Ib'ni . Sof . A /A. ''Co/.. vol. xli). ]».

^ \ 111. xlv. p. 1.")'''.

= Ac< oidiii- t<i (.’i M littHi Mituheir's noinenelalure : Aherciumhy Type '1. ^ruovfd 'shuukl er.
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which was discovered in a cist at Greeiioakhill. Mount Vernon. Glasgow.
Adhering to the inside of the vessel were traces of oats and of rye.

In the third occupation level at Jarlshof. Shetland. VIr Alexander O.

Curie discovered traces of grain, which, upon examination, were found
to belong to one of the races of barley, possihlj- that known as “here.''^

This grain was associated with late Bronze Age sword moulds. Recently,

grain was discovered in an urn field at Leuchars, Fife.- When we turn
our attention to the Iron Age, evidence is much more plentiful. Of
the early Iron Age are discoveries of carboni.sed wheat in a cave at

Boriiess U while carbonised, unthreshed ears of barley and many other

seeds were recovered from the crannog at Erskine Ferry, Old Kilpatrick,

in 1906.'* Sir J. Y. Simpson also found the microscopic remains of

cereals in a cave at M’emyss, Fife, but no date has been assigned to

the discovery.-' Finally, charred grain was found associated with saddle

and rotary querns at the Road Broch. Keiss. Caithness.'’

Other evidences of the early cultivation of cereals is provided by the

finding of sickles and of querns. In the National Vluseum of Antiquities.

Edinburgh, are three bronze sickles, all doubtless belonging to the late

Bronze Age. One comes from Edengerach. .Aberdeenshire
; another from

Dores, Inverness : and the third was found in the river Tay near Errol,

Perth. Then there are the two iron sickles from Traprain La^v, belonging

to the early Iron Age.’ Querns, both of the saddle and rotary varieties,

are so numerous as to preclude any individual reference. They form
a tj'pical relic of the broch period. We have seen, from the discovery

at Rothesay, that saddle querns were known in Neolithic times in

Scotland.

It would be interesting to learn of the manner in which Neolithic and
Bronze Age man tilled the ground. It is ]>ossihle that the population,

especially in the early and middle Bronze Age. practised wdiat is Iviiown

as Garden Cultivation, which would necessitate a constant changing of

ground, if not of habitation: and it would not be until the idea of

rotation of crops and of manuring became the general practice that

the same field could be utilised year after year. In any case, whether
this hypothesis be correct or not, it is all too evident that traces of

cultivation, other than that provided by the actual grain and the finding

of sickles and cpierns. is completely lacking. It is not until the early

' Infonii.ition kindly '^njiplied Uv ^Ir A. O. Curie.
- InfniTiuitioii kiiiilly supplitMl hy Dr Callander.
^ F/'oe. >’gc’. vol. X. p. UK).

^ Ihid.. voi. xlv. p. Ifii,

’’ vol. -X. p. 177.

^ C'oiiifins.^toit's T/i>rfI R^itorf of Monuni€)\i!< in Caiflf nes-^. p. 1.77.

" Proc. i>u(\ A Ilf. >rot.. vol. Ivi. ji.
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Iron Age that we meet with any really definite evidence of primitive

field-systems ; and the first system with which we are concerned is that

known as the Celtic field-system, characterised by the Celtic lynchet.

Broadly speaking, there are three prehistoric field-systems, namely,
the Celtic lynchet, the strip lynchet, and the cultivation terrace.

Lynchets are formed of the custom of allowing a strip of grass to

remain round the edge of each plot
;

which strip, as cultivation

proceeded, served as a check for earth and stones which tended to

travel downhill due to the forces of gravity’. The action of wind and
of rain also ])layed no small part in this downward trend. Laige
stones, turned up by’ the cultivators in the course of preparing the

ground, would also be dumped along the base and sides of the plot;

the combined effect of all the foregoing being, in time, to produce a

bank at the base, and a slight ridge along the sides. This bank tended
to be both greater and steeper on sharply inclined ground, and it was
less evident on gently’ sloping ground. The top of this bank is known
as the positive lynchet, being due to accumulation : whereas the ground
at the base of the baidv is termed the negative lynchet, .since it has
been subjected to a certain denudation, owing to the aforementioned
downward trend of the soil.

There are at least two distinct types of Celtic lynchets. There are

those which are arranged in long strips one above the other, follow-

ing, as nearly’ as possible, the contours of the ground, and transversely
divided into square or rectangular areas ; and there are those which
are arranged in long strips, hut. instead of following the contours of

the ground, are now at right angles thereto, and again transversely’

divided into scjuare or rectangular areas.

There are obvious ditferences between Celtic and strip lynchets.

They' are bcjth formed more or less by natural forces, but whereas the
Celtic ly'iichet is decidedly’ irregular, strip lynchets ai-e co-termiiK)u.s,

i.e. their ends terminate in a row. Moreover, the strip lynchet was a
late introduction, since it does not occur until the arrival of the Saxons,
and then only in England. For that reason we can dismiss the strip

lynchet as not coming within the range of this pai)er, since Scotland
was never sidpected to a Saxon conquest. On the other hand, there
is very little comparison between a Celtic lynchet and a cultivation
terrace. The cultivation terrace is entirely artificial, and was puiposely
built up with loose stones, roughly placed one above the other, with
an admixture of mould. In otlier words, the culti\ation terrace existed
befor(‘ thei-e was ever a crop grown upon the site, whereas the Ivmdiet
was oidv formed during the process of tinn-.

Tlie lirst person to satisfy himself upon the artificifility’ of terraces
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was Robert Chambers, a native of Peebles, and amongst those which
he considered were the examples near Xewlands Church, at Romanno
Bridge.^ A good deal more j)ioneer work might have been attempted
had there not been a theory in existence that these terraces were the

remnants of ancient lake margins. That theory is, of course, quite

untenable. On the Continent, perhaps the greatest pioneer was Sophus
Muller. We are glad to take this opportunity of acknowledging his

foresight in regard to what is termed in these islands “the Celtic

lynchet " ;
for it was he who first noted and summed up their main

characteristics." 8ophus Muller chose as his example the balks (or

lynchets) on a large heather-grown area in Lerup, Hj^rring. It was
he who first recognised that lynchets are formed by the strips between
the fields serving as checks for the st)il and loose stones which tended
to travel downhill, by force of gravity, daring the cultivation of the

field—a phenomenon already explained in this present paper. This

enunciation of Sophus Muller has been adopted by archjeologists of

other countries, notably those in England.
Celtic lynchets abound in England; but only one example has been

noted so far in Scotland, and that is the group at Torwoodlee, to be
described presently. The remaining cultivation sites are all terraces.®

We have not been so fortunate in the matter of dating these terraces

as foreign and English archmologists have been in regard to the examples
of their own respective countries. In England, particularly, some of

these prehistoric field-systems have been overlaid by subsequent earth-

works. thus providing a clue to their antiquity. In Scotland, on the

* Proc. Hoc. Ant. f^cut.. \ol. i. p. 127.
- Sophus .Muller, Vemlsyssel-Stiidter, Aitrhfigt r for ni>rdisk (Jldl.yndiglud uy llisfolri'. 1‘Jll,

pp. 2.55-y. quoted h}- Crudniund Hatt iu Aclti Archfioloyin. vol. ii. pp. 12:i-4. Ur Hact also gives
an e.xcelleut resume of Soplui.s Muller'-s pioneer work. The reader i.s encouraged to read
Dr Hatt's excellent contrihution to the .study of Prehistoric Agriculttire. since Ids contribution
not only forms a complete .survey of the primitive tield-systems of .Jutland, hut also forms
a model upon which arclueologists might base all subsequent research elsewhere.

’ According to Mr Eckford {Proc. Soc. Ant. ttcot.. vol. Ixii. p. 1U7). Dr Cecil Curwen, the
English archicologist, has i)ther notioms, for he groni).s all the know n Scottish examples under
the designation "strip lynchets" (see Anfiqniti/. 1!1.'12, p. 4U2l. Yet. upon proceeding, he
gradually reverts to the designation by which they have been known ever since they have
become the object of serious consideration, and describes them as "terraces." He thus
becomes entangled in an ambiguity of terminology, which it seems ditlicult to justify iu

the circumstances: for. although he states that .some of the Scottish groups may "have
been built up (.it least partlyi of stone." he has billed to recognise them as terraces. But
there is a preconceived motile in describing all the Scottish examples as "strip lynchets."
tor ive discover on p. Ihl {Antiqnifij. 11B2I th.it " the.se terr.ices are extremely unlikely to
anted. ite the Anglican conquest." That, ot eonrse. implies that the Angles introduced the
strip lynchet into .Scoll.ind when the .Saxoms w ere doing likewise in England. Apjiarently
the term " Anglic. in conquest ' is meant to .iiijily to Scotland: in which case Dr t'urweu
is only following the ex.imple ot iin.iginative histori.ins. whose cl, dins are luisubstanti.ited
by arch.eology. In any c.i.se. he has oiiviously overlooked the fact lh.it four groups of terr.ices
occur in association w ith Iron Age torts.
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other hand, we have not been so fortunate as that, and the real age
of the Scottish terraces must I’emain a matter for conjecture.

In comparison with the numher of groups of all varieties of field-

systems in England, the number in Scotland is comparatively few.

This does not indicate, however, that agriculture was carried on to

any less extent in this country than in England. Whereas the English

hillsides were deserted for the valleys upon the arrival of the Saxons,

the Scottish hillsides have been extensiveh* cultivated down to modern
times : and in this respect anj* prehistoric field-system would be

gradually obliterated with the passing of years. In primitive times

in Scotland the average height for cultivation seems to have been
in the neighbourhood of 800 feet above Ordnance datum ; and it is

only within comparatively recent times that these high altitudes have
been abandoned in preference for the valleys. Apparently it was
the presence of a deal of water, and of numerous mosses, at lower

levels that discouraged the Scottish agriculturists from quitting their

hillsides—a custom which, according to Professor P. Hume Brown,'
seems to have excited the curiosity of the medifeval Englishman. In

Sussex, before the arrival of the Saxons, the lynchet areas would
a])pear to have all been about 400 feet above Ordnance datum.

-

Mr Eckford mentions twelve groups of terraces as occurring in

Scotland." They are not found farther to the west than the two groups at

Dunsyre Hill, and at Culter in Lanarkshire. Both these groups are near
old trackways connected with Tweeddale. The greatest number occurs

in Peeblesshire, there being gi-oups at Kilhucho. Purves Hill, Romanno,
Moat Wood, and at Yenlaw. Those at Kilhucho are situated below
the fort of Mitchelhill. The group below Dunsapie on Arthur's Seat
provides the sole example from Midlothian : while there are two
examples from Hoxhurgh—those situated near the hill fort at Calroust,

and those at Honnam Law—and two groups in Berwick, one being
situated on the left bank of the Whitadder at Hutton, and the other
at Primrose Hill, below Staneshiel Fort, near Duns.

To this list of terraces we have now to add the group of Celtic

lynchets at Torwoodlee.

Ckltic Lyxciii:ts at Torwoodukk.

One and ;i half miles north-west of Galashiels, and 300 yards south-
west of the Gala ater. is the i)rehistoric fort and hroch of Torwoodlee,

^ ScoHn ii<l in the Tinx^ of Q/n en Murt/, - K, Cucil (^'iirweii. rt^hisfonr
^ pi-m . .!/(/. Sci>f., Viyl. Ixii. It. 1 d7.
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croAvning the crest of an upland ridge rather more tlian 800 feet above
Ordnance datum. The site is well known, and is adjacent to an earth-

work which was at one time thought to form a continuation of the

Catrail. On the south-east side of this ui)land ridge, and situated

almost entirely between the 700 and 800 feet contours, are the remains

of several Celtic lynchets, and they form a most interesting study in

primitive agricultural niethoils.

The.se remains of Celtic lynchets at Torwoodlee represent hut a
portion of the area that was originally cultivated by the iiihahitants
of the upland ridge. T(j the east they end {iljruptly in a modern dyke,
the ground on the f;ir side of which is now a plougheel field: while to
the west they merge into a hay-field. However, distinct traces of their
having been originally carried the complete width of the field still

remain. In November 103:1 the author again visited the site in company
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with Dr Graham Callander, and it was discovered that the lynchets

had also continued across the adjoining cornfield to the west of this

last-mentioned hay-field (figs. 1 to 4), this fact now being discernible

owing to the corn having been cut. When the area of the ploughed

field to the east of the lynchets is taken into consideration, it will be

seen that the area under cultivation in primitive times was very large.

All this area is now under regular cultivation, and it is apparently

merely the steepness of the lynchets below the fort that has preserved

Fig.
'

1 . View showing Kfiiinants of Lyiiciiet.s at Tor«ooillee.

them for our inspection, the extra declivity of the hill at this point

being an added disadvantage from the jiloughman's point of view.

Unfortunately, it was not possible to undertake a sectional excavation :

but, from the evidence provided by a large number of rtibbit-burrows.

the lynchets are formed oi loose soil intermixed with a fairly large

number ctf loo^e stones, both big and small, many of whi(di still remain
ne;ir the surface. The banks are very wide, attaining n width in some
places of nearly 40 feet. This ‘'spi'ead" is, of course, accounted for

by the slo[)e of the hillside: moreover, it appears to be a natural

spread. " and owes nothing to human design. In })laces. the height

between negative and positive is us much as 7 feet (figs. 5 and 6). X(j
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transverse divisions are visible in tlie small area of land preserved for

examination, so that it is quite impossible to hazard a guess as to the

original size of the fields.

The twm small lynchets situated between the 775 and 800 feet contours

would appear to need additional consideration. It will be noticed that,

of the two, that to the west commences where a rampart of the fort

ends abruptly'. These two Ij’nchets are marked as a continuation of

the rampart in both the original plan prepared by Mr James Curie

Fig. 1. Celtic Lynchets at Torwoodlee.

in 1891,' and also upon the six-inch Ordnance map. However, upon
close examination it would appear that they in no part ever formed
a continuation of the defences of the fort

;
for not only are they

composed of soil intermixed with loose stones, as in the case of the
larger lynchets below, but there is no suggestion that they ever formed
a vallum. Moreover, the defences of the fort are composed almost
entirely of loose stones; and the fact that upwards of two thousand
cartloads of stones were removed from the site within the last hundred
year.s. precludes the structure from ever having been an earth-
work. The rough vallum of stones definitely terminates as soon as

‘ Proc. Si>c. Ant, Scot., vol. xxvi. p. OS.
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it comes into contact with the lynchet—a fact which suggests the

possibility of the ground having been cleared of stones by the cultivators.

Fiy. ti. Side View of tlie Two Lower Lynehets at Torwoodlee.

There is one other alternative, however : there is a bank running from
west to east above these two lynehets, and this same bank may j^ossiblv

have been the continuation of the vallum. This bank is also in line
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with the .somewhat mangled remains of a vallum on the far side of

the modern dyke. If either of the foregoing facts is not as>umed.
it is difficult to explain the sudden termination of an otherwise
strong line of defence. In addition, it will be noticed that the small
lynchet to the west is roughly 9 inches to 1 foot above the level of its

neighbour.

It now remains to discover a probable dating for the Celtic lynchets

at Torwoodlee. As hitherto explained, they are in close association

with the fort and broch situated at the crest of the upland ridge.

The fort, now sadly dilapidated, must have originally been very strong.

Along the west and north sides there are the remains of two massive
stone ramparts, but the exact measurements of the fort are now only
conjectural. Towards the south-east the ramparts have been almost
entirely erased. According to Dr Christison, the diameter must have been
490 feet from north to south, and 430 feet from east to west.^ No
excavation has been attempted, and, apart from testifying to its being

native, no date can be a.ssigned to it. The broch stands at the west
side and upper end of the slightly sloping site on which the fort was
built, and it is surrounded for about two-thirds of its diameter by a

fosse. This fosse, which surrounds the broch very closely, opens into

the inner ditch between the two valla of the fort. Moreover, the small

vallum, which partly surrounds the broch, is carried across the inner
vallum of the fort. It will thus be observed that the inner vallum
of the fort is rendered completely useless—a fact which would seem
to imply that the broch is a later structure, and was built after the
fort had gone out of use.

Rrochs, as an essentially northern iwoduct, were always exotic in

the south of Scotland. A study of their contents definitely establishes

the fact that their chief period of occupancy Avas during the Roman
invasion of Scotland.- The most significant relics are the fragments
of Roman pottery, including Samian ware.

The broch at Torwoodlee produced Roman relics of the first centui'y.®

There Avere fragments of two or three boAvls of terra sigillata, of fi

type found at Newstead : there AA^ere fragments of vessels of thick

light broAA’ii clay, unglazed; of A'essels of soft buff-coloured clay, and

^ I). Christison, ibi'l.. vol. xxix. p,
• A. O. Curie, 'ASeottish Broelis.’* Anftt/i/ifi/, vdI. i. p. 21)7.

^ It u'iis at one time thou^-ht ict. A. O. Curie, "Scottish Hrochs," A vol. i. p. 21)7) that
Homan ware from the southern hroclis snjr<restefl a secoiul century date for its manufacture.

Hnu f'Ver. recently Mr James Curie has reconsidered the date of manuf.icture of the pottery from
the hroch at Torwondlee in the ii‘_drt of modern knowledge, so tiiat it is now clear that a fii’st-

ceiitury date is the correct one. See Dr James Curie. "Ol)jectsof Homan and Hro\incial Homan
Orijjin on Sites in Scotlaml." Proc. Soc. A nf. vol. Ix\ i. p.
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of Koinano-Britisli ware, all similar to specimens from N’ewstead. In
addition, fragments of Roman glass were numerous. The general
character of the ware suggested a first-century date for its manufacture,
and it must almost certainly have been in use during the same century,

especially since the relic bed was shallow.

It is difficult to determine the extent of the period of occupancy
of the broch at Torwoodlee. Its bidlders were familiar with the broch
in its fully developed form ; and from the shallowness of the relic

bed, and from the evidence provided by the relics themselves, the

occupation of the broch .seems to have been late, and the period of

occupancy of short duration.

Upon a consideration of the foregoing data, it would appear that

the lynchets were cultivated by tbe inhabitants of both the fort and
the broch. We know that the broch builders were agriculturists

:

but the shallowness of the relic bed at the broch at Torwoodlee would
X^reclude its builders from being solely responsible for the Celtic lynchets

situated below, owing to the dimensions which the latter have attained

—a magnitude which can only be the result of continuous cultivation

by many generations of peoples. When it is remembered that the

forts at Kilbucho, Calroust, and Primrose Hill are all in close associa-

tion with cultivation terraces, it would be only natural to assume that

the lynchets at Torwoodlee were cultivated in the first place bj' the
inhabitants of the fort, and were again x>iit under cultivation upon
the arrival of the broch builders. In any case, cultivation is almost
certain to have been in progress until the beginning of the second
century a.d.. and may have continued into later times.

In conclusion, the authors desire to express their thanks to Professor
Y. Gordon Childe for having drawn their attention to this interestiim

site, and to Captain Janies Pi-ingle, the owner of Torwoodlee. for
IJerniission to survey the ground and publish this repoi t.
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II.

ACCOUNT OF FURTHER EXCAVATION IN 1932 OF THE PREHISTORIC
TOAVXSHIP AT JARLSHOF, SHETLAND. ON BEHALF OF H.M.

OFFICE OF WORKS. By ALEX. O. CURLE, C.V.O.. F.S.A.Scot.. F.S.A.

In the account which was read to the Societj^ la.st year of the primary
excavation on this site (to be found at p. 113 of vol. Ixvi. of the Procecdlngs)

Xiarticular.'. were given of the exploration, as far as it had gone, of a stone-

built dwelling. Thi.s will be henceforth referred to in relation to other

houses on the site as Dwelling No. i, and is shown on the i)lan (hg. 1). It

will be remembered that it lay with its main axis north-east and south-

west, and consisted of a large chambei*. A, measuring some 10 feet by 9 feet

0 inches, Ranked on the one side by two cells with rounded ends, E and F,

and on the other side by a small cell, B, and an irregularly shai^ed larger

cell or chamber, C, with a long oval chamber, D, measuring some 13 feet

6 inches in length, set across the north-east end. It will be recalled also

that the excavation was interrupted at a wall at the south-west end, in

which was a doorway blocked with three large stones laid one above the

other. The view illustrated by fig. 2 shows the extent of the excavation

completed in 1931. At the {mint where it had been left off the explora-

tion was resumed in the summer of last year (1932).

Behind the wall above mentioned, which was 3 feet thick, an entrance

passage, G, Avas found leading inAvards from the north-Avest, and at right

angles to the main axis of the building (fig. 3). The area of excaA-ation

toAA'ards the north-AA est Avas limited by the foundations of a Avail lying im-

niediatelA' below the turf on the present surface-leA’el, and eA'idently that

of an enclosure at the end of the “ Jarlsliof ” building. It AA’as found that

the {passage extended beneath tliis Avail, the floor being at a dejith of 7 feet,

and as it was undesirable to destroy the latter, a i)it AA'as sunk behind it

within the enclcjsure. Tliis i)it, Avhile reA'ealing the existence of A'arious

oc(ai]5ation leA'els, also disclosed the fact that the end of the passage
had l)een {jartially broken doAvn and closed by a wall built across it, behind
AA'hich structural remain--, presumably of other dwellings, AA'ere reA'ealed.

The passage led iiiAvards for a distance of 7 feet, being 1 foot 9 inches

Avide at its outer end, thereafter ex[)anding to a Avidth of 3 feet I inches,

and contracting at its inner extremity to 2 feet 9 inches. On the left it

Avas Ranked liy a Avail 3 feet thick, separating it from A, and on the right

by a Avail dividing it from clniinber L (to be afterAvards described). ))uilt

on both faces for a distance of 4 feet fi inches and thereafter continued on
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the side facing the passage hy three upright slabs, and on the side of

chanilier L by building and the last of the three uprights, the wall

thus being tapered to a point. Throughout its length the passage was
paved with large flagstones carefully laid, and at the outer end a single

Fifi. X'iew looking north-east .sho\vin>' the extent of the Kxeavation eoinpleted in 1931.

step dropping to the pavement indicated a descent from a higher level

outside. The paving was in two layers separated by a few inches of soil,

showing two perittds of occnpatioii, or of reconditioning of the dwelling.

On raising the upper layer it was found that the three upright slabs

wliich formed tlie end portion of tlie hieing of the wall on the right
were sunk only to the level of the top of the primary pavement, thus
clearly showing some alteration in the jiassage wall at the second period.
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wliicli possiblj’ merely consisted in a reduction of its thickness at

the inner end for some purpose not apparent.

Throughout the length of the passage there were no indications

of door checks or of bar-holes in the walls on either side. In clearing

Fig. ‘A. Original Entrance Passage leatling inwunls from the north-west,
showing the closed cell H at the eml of it.

out the ])assage the soil was found to be very pure. Four fragments
of perforated heart-shaped stones were found in the upper level, the butt
of a club, a fragment of a saw of slate 4 inches long (Hg. Id. No. 5). and a
few sherds of blackened pot. Thei’e was also found the oblong rubber
that from its size obviously belonged to the quern found subsecpiently
invei ted in the doorway.

At the inner end a doorway on the right. '1 feet S inches wide
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and provided with a sill, gave access to a chamber (L on plan)

approximately circular, and measuring (i feet 10 inches in diameter
(hg. 4). The soil that filled it above the fioor-level was markedly pure
without any mingling in it of debris or relics. On the left of the door-

r i)i'. t. ( liainbcr L. showing m Situ Saddle Quern w itli Rubber placed upon it.

.'dbo Luiiij) of Clay .iiid sliaped .Sl.ib oppo'.ite.

way the wall stood to a height of 3 feet 9 inches, and constructed within
it at this point, at a height of 9 inches above floor-level, w'as an ambry
measuring at the opiuiing 1 foot 1 inch by 1 foot 1 inches, and extending
inwards for 1 foot 3 inches. It was biult on the sides, covered with a
singlt* stone, and tui'nished with a kerl) on the front. Nothing was found
within it. '1 In- floor at this level of occtipation was not ])a\ ('d, and was
covered for a depth of a few inches, irregularly, with a hi\ er of peat-ash.
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which had evidently spread from a hearth formed by a bed of cobble-stones

laid in a scattered fashion adjacent to the ambry. Above this hearth the

peat-ash had accumulated against the wall to a height of a little over
a foot. It was of a yellowish colour, distinguishing it as meadow peat
from the grey-coloured ash produced bj-^ moorland peat. To the left of

the doorway, and partially in front of the ambry, lay oi m'tn a saddle

quern of sandstone measuring 2 feet 1 inch by 1 foot 7 inches, and
propped up against it, between it and the wall, was the rubbing-stone,

measuring H inches by 7f inches, which had been used upon it when last

in service. Opposite, on the right of the doorway, lay a heap of fine

Fi”:. Base of Pot found in Clianiber I.,

grey-coloured clay in a perfectly plastic condition, estimated to weigh
some 8 lb., and on the floor in front a large Hat-shaped slate. A short dis-

tiince away on the floor lay a lump of yellow clay. The presence of these
lumps of clay and the complete absence of any cereal grains from the
vicinity of the quern makes it probable that the quern was used for the
purpose of working up the natural clay to be used in potting and not
for bruising grain.

In the wall to the right of the doorway, some 2 feet distant and about
1 foot above the level of the shaped slate which lay in front, a rectangular
stone, placed vertically, had been used to close a small cavity behind.
From this there were extracted the jawbotie of a lamb and a piece of
coarse pot. The only other relics found on this Hoor-level were a number
of sherds comprising the larger portion of the base of a coarse pot
(tig. 5).
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At a depth vai-yiiig from 7 inches to 1 foot below the upper level an
earlier floor was found. It was paved, and the soil which overlay it,

especially towards the north-west, was black and greasy.

A number of relics were found in this stratum. They consisted of three

fragments of [)erf()rated heart-siiaped slates, one of which came from the

very bottom : two ox scapulas, one of which had been used as a shovel and
showed sigm of wear : a fragmeiit of a worked slate (fig. 17, No. 1. ]). 10.3)

;

a portion (jf a saw (fig. 10, No. 0, p. 102) ; a s[)atulate object of slate 111 inches

long (fig. 13. N<j. 1. ]). 97): and a hone chisel, in had condition, made from
the canin.)!! hone of a small ox with a socket fashioned in the ju'ocess-

end after the manner of the M.aglemosian chisels of the Eneolithic

period in Dtuiniark. There were numerous jinimal bones in the lower
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soil, mostly those of immature animals, and in a very bad state of

preservation. A few pieces of pot also came from the same source.

Opposite the inner end of the entrance passage was a small cell

(H on plan), some 5 feet long and 2 feet 3 inches wide at the entrance,

formed against the outer face of a Avail the loAver part of Avhich. at least,

belonged to a preA'ionsly existing structure (fig. 6). There Avas no
definite floor AA'ithin it, and it appeared to haA e been used as a refuse-pit.

The entrance had been blocked, evidently at the date when the upper
pavement in the passage Avas laid. Avith a large upright stone placed

on the top of an irregular filling of flat stones in such a manner that

it could liaA’e been only kept in position bj' the material filling the
chamber behind it.

There Avere a number of relies in the upper soil from the IcA'el of

the Avall-head to a leA cl 2 feet aboA'e the floor-lcA el of A (hereafter termed
A datuni-leA'el). Aniong them A\ ere a fragment of a slate saAA- (fig. 16.

No. 2. p. 102), numerous pounders, complete and broken, three pieces of

perforated heart-shaped stones and slates, one of them almost a complete

si^ecimen (fig. 13, No. 2, p. 97), while lower doAA'ii were found pieces of other

fourteen perforated heart-shaped stones. At about 9 inches aboA'e A
datum Avas a thin layer of clean sand cotitaining a fcAV limpet-shells and
occasional bones of oxen, and beloAv this again an irregular layer of large

flat stones from Avhich came scA’eral pieces of coarse blackened pot.

LoAver still at the depth of a feAv inches beloAv the A datum-leA'el Avas a

bed of limpet-shells some G inches deep, and in a hole in the Avest Avail at

this level Avas a further collection. The actual bottom Avas ill defined

and lay some 1 foot 4 inches beloAv the level of A. Just above it a feAA'

more sherds of coarse pot AVere found.

The homogeneous character of the filling and of the relics AA'ithin it

bore out the impression that this chamber had been deliberately filled

in at an early date in the history of the dAAelling. The AAalls that
surroundetl it presented some curious features. That forming the back
or south side AA'as aa'cII built in its loAA'er courses, slightly coiiA'ex towards
the interior, and extending deeper than either of the other Avails. It

AA’as obA'iously a Avail of earlier construction, and. as AA’as learned later,

Avas the outer AA’all of another building (DAvelling iii). Its base lay at

a depth of lliO foot beloAA’ A datum. The Avail on the east, AA’hich

divided this cell from B, merely abutted on the last-mentioned. Avas not
so Avell built, and Avas founded about 4 inches less deep. The Avail on
the AAmst aa’un still shalloAver. and AA’as in parts so loosely constructed that
it could only have remained stable Avith soil behind it. In this a small
caA’ity AA’as found filled Avith cockle-shells. At the end of the imssage G,
anil opposite to the entrance to the chamber L aboAe described, was
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the blocked doorway, K, which had given access to A and the main
part of the dwelling. The large stones blocking the entrance were so

arranged as to indicate that they had been placed in position from A.
and that the portion of the building beyond had been abandoned. The
lowest stone on being turned over was found to be a large saddle quern,

beneath which there lay a small deposit of fish-bones.

Fiy. 7. Vit-w of tlie secoiKlary Entrance Passajre leading into Chaniber D, from the outside.

At either end of this doorway a sill projected across the floor, but
there were no door checks or bar-holes in the adjacent walls. Tlie
paving over the floor was also in two layers, with a few inches of soil

between as in the passage G.

The ;il)andonment of this p;irt of the dwelling ptit out of use the
original entrance, and a further exphtration of the Imilding at the
south end of I) showed th;it a secondary entrance had been opened
there, and that the stone which lay across the end of that chamber,
shown in fig. 11 of the Interim Report, had probably been the front
of a step down to the floor-level from the passage leading from the
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outside (fig. 7). This passage, the walls of which were i^oorly constructed

and dilapidated, extended outwards for a distance of 9 feet with a breadth
of 2 feet 3 inches.

It will be remembered that in 1931 there were recovered from the

floor of A and the closed cell B, and to a less extent from the floor of

cell F, numerous fragments of clay moulds for casting bronze swords and
axes, which definitely fixed the period of the occupation of the dwelling
as in the later Bronze Age. Hitherto in this report no mention has been
made of any such finds. None were found on the lowest levels of the

entrance passage G, nor of the chamber L, nor at any depth within the

cell H. N or did the peat-ash which covered the secondary floor of L yield

any specimens, while the surface of the later paving in G and K produced
only a few, and none came from below the blocking stones. In the soil

which lay above the peat-ash in L, however, and in that overlying the

later paving in G and K for a depth of several inches, they were very
numerous. It was thus obvious that the use of these clay mould.s was
confined to an occupation, or occupations, subsequent to the restriction

in the extent of the dwelling, and also to the filling in of cell H. As the

distribution of the fragments was all around an arc of a circle centred

towards the south-east end of A, it was evident that in that vicinity

the moulds had been broken up to release the castings within them,
and that the fragments had been thrown into the '’refuse-pit" B, and
across the blocked doorway K into the disused passage and chamber
beyond.

An examination of the floor of A showed that while the greater

part of the paving was primary, some of the paving-stones adjacent
to the entrance to the chamber C overlay an earlier floor. It was
observed that one of these stones on the north-east side of the entrance
to G was much calcined, and on lifting it the soil beneath was found
to have been burned to a bright red colour over an area measuring
I foot 8 inches in diameter, and to a depth of 1 foot 3 inches below
the surface. Here evidently had been a fire of considerable intensity,

and possibly that used in connection with the casting. Home 3 feet
fi inches distant, in front of the wall .separating B from C, and at 1 foot
4 inches out from the wall, the raising of another paving-stone revealed
the surface of a cavity filled with sand formed of comminuted shells,

and measuring on the surface 10 inches in length by 9 inches in breadth.
This cavity turned out to be a small ])it (shown in section in fig. 8)

II inche-- in depth, with sides converging till they were 6 inches apart,
and thereafter diverging s<j as to form a pocket, rounded at either end,
and measuring 9J inches in length. On the .surface beneath the uplifted
flag, three particles of bi-onze were observed, a fact of some significance.
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A^ the centre of distribution of the fragments of moulds Avas near this

spot, it seems highly probable that this i)it full of sand had been employed

to hold the moulds thrust into it during the process of casting, and that

the adjacent hearth had been used for fusing the metal. It should be

stated. hoAvever, that no liieces of crucible Avere found in this dAvelling.

As the burnt flagstone Avhich oA'erlay the hearth aaus lying partially

beneath an upright stone at the end of the block of building that formed

the front of C. it Avas ohA’ious that the latter and the Avail of which it

. MMLJ/icr : saM&ukGff : Jf/crL/ixjD

^'ccT. ‘--.ft

~ ^ O'-

Fin. Section of Cast ill" Pit.

formed a part were secondtiry. An examination of some of the details

of construction around chamber C indicated that certain of these Avere

also probably secondary, au'z. a built pier on the right of the entrance,

and some of the upriglit stones in their present position.

There seems eA'idence here therefore of a fourth occupatioti restricted

to this one chamber, a fact also suggested by the formation of a doorway
with checks at the entrance to it. such as Avere not found elseAA'here in

the (hA’elling.

In the report of the exploration carried out in 1931. attention AA’as

directed to the occurrence of fresh bloAAii sand on the floor of the

main chamber A in the A'icinity of the blocked entrance, and it Avas

surmised that this sand had found its Avay in through the doorway,
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and that it would be enoountered in the passage when that was
opened out. But neither in the passage nor in the chamber off it wa.s

there any such sand, and it was obvious therefore that it must have
come from some other direction. That it entered through a hole in

Fig. 9. The Outer Wall of Dwelling No. i exposed hehind Chamber D.

the roof is the most likely explanation, and that it was accordingly in

consequence of this dilapidation that the final phase of the occupation
was confined to this one room. The presence of food refuse in the
shape of animal bones, noted in 1931, partially beneath the wall in

front of C at its inner end, and also in the fresh blown sand, bore
further evidence to the secondary nature of the wall, and to the fact
of the final oecupation.

As the result of the excavation of an area to the east of Dwellin"
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No. i, the outer face of the wall in the iieighhonrhood of chamber D
was laid bare (fig. 9), and a study of this showed that the floor-level

of the dwelling lay at a depth of 2 feet 6 inches below the actual surface

at the period of occupation. The occurrence of a stratum of drift >and.

H>. View into Chaniin'r M. sljowiii*;’ the Liter coubtruction at the south-west end.

visible in the illustration, deposited against the outer face of the wall,

and lying evenly over the area excavated to the east, pei'initted an exact

ascertainment to he made of the original surface-level as the obvious

foundation course of stones, i*ather rougher than those emi)loyed above,

lay below it. Moreover, the stratum of sand lay across the front of the

sec()ndai‘y entrance into I), suggesting that the trdal period of occupation

of this dwelling had not been a long one.

In the course of the exploration a contiguous chamber M (Hg. 10),
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beyond L, was excavated under the belief, eventually disproved, that

the two were connected. The chamber, which obvious!}' belonged to

another dwelling, measured some 10 feet in

length by 8 feet at its greatest breadth, and at

some later period had been diminished at the
south-west by a row of flagstones set on end
2 feet 4 inches above the datum-level of A. and
at a considerably higher level than the floor of

M, cutting off a portion of it. The walls of the

chamber appear to have been subjected to con-

siderable alteration. Within the arc of stones

at the south-west end it seemed to have been
entirely broken down. The wall on the south-

east had been destroyed and reconstructed, and
that on the opposite side was of a different

character and did not extend so deep, while
the division wall between M and L had. in its

later state, been erected subsequent to the
filling in of M. as it was too slight to have stood
without support.

As in the adjacent chamber the soil filling M
was very pure to a low level, and contained few
relics, bones, or debris. Close to the north-west
part of the Avail, at a level of 1 foot 9 inches

above the A datum in Dwelling i. there Avas

found a bronze knife (fig. ID. 5^ inches long.

Avith a raised central moulding, the sides of

Avhitdi are parallel to the outer lines of the
blade, and furnished with a short hilt AA'ith a
fish-tail termination, after the manner of the
swords of the period. The encrustation on the
tang, which extends on to the blade Avith a
convex outline from shoulder to shoulder, seems
to haA'e been due to the material enix>loyed in

the fixing of the handle. Flxcept for the loss

of the actual point the object is complete, and
in its form apparently unique. Against the
opposite Avail, at about the same leAel, lay ji

large lump of clay Avith fiat stones laid against
it, obviously to prevent it drying. Here also a

Fiy. 11. Hron/c Knife found in
t'tiainber At, (J.l

portion of a slate saw Avas found (fig. Ifi. No. 4, p. 102), and a Avorked slate,
probably a knife (fig. 21, No. 2, p. 106). One piece of a mould of a different
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r'^re^rt’-TSiaroW;:'-;., i>,na s.a™ B-ae.. TU.

KiK. l:'. stone Ol.iect with .errute.l edge found it. M- and Hatchet of Slate fnnn I.

• n 1 ul -n twelve nounclers or liaDiiner-stones, chipped or

stratum yielded also twelte pounu
datum-

abraded at one or both extiemitie
. specks

level of A the soil was much
^ tpin brown .stratum

of carbon. Over the greater paid of the flooja^

apparently of discoloure ®
heart-shaped slates or stones, and

comprised three pieces of perforated heart

bee,. e„e.ted „..* .i.., P..n.iee. i..d.i...

‘ Gordon Childe, S/.ftnt Broe. pi. xh. hg. -.
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from the number of pieces of that material found with evidence of use
as an abrasive, and the smoothed surfaces of the other saws and knives.
Several pieces of heavy black pot were also found.

Beneath the floor-level, and passing under the deepest founded wall

!-. . .? ! ? ? Inches

Fig. 13. Rude Stone Iiiipleinent from I. Portion of perfonUetl Heart-shaped
Stone from 11, and Saw from K.

of the chamber, there extended an earlier level of occupation, probably
represented by a kitchen-midden which was met with elsewhere.

Immediately to the west of the cell H there was excavated an area
which was at first presumed to be a chamber connected with Dwelling
-Vo. 1, but which subsequently [iroved to have been a vacant space
between the south wall of L and the wall of another dwelling, later on
identified as No. iii. This area is shown on the plan as I. As was to be

VOL. LXVII.
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expected from a cul-de-sac between two dwellings, as this area seems to

have been or become, it appeared to have been vised as a rubbish dump
and contained numerous relics. From the upper-level came an unusual
number of pieces of slate of varying sizes: three pounders or hammer-
stones. a small jasper pebble showing marks of abrasion at one end, seven
pieces of perforated heart-shaped slates or stones (some of them seemingly
parts of specimens of smaller size than those hitherto found, the indicated

breadth being only about (5 inches) and some fragments of coarse pot.

Down to the level, 2 feet above A datum, the sand or soil was much
discoloured and full of building debris, slates and stones, some of the

latter being a couple of feet in length. In the upper stratum were
found the pointed end of a stone club, five fragments of jverforated

heart-shaped slates, and three hammer-stones. Between 3 feet and 2 feet,

relics were equally numerous. In the south-east angle formed by the

west wall of H and the wall of Dwelling iii there la3
’^ together three

large stone clubs (imperfect) measuring 1 foot inches, 1 foot i inch,

and 11 inches respectively, two of which are illustrated in fig. 14. and
further west part of an exceptionally heavy specimen 9 inches long.

From the same stratum came six pieces of perforated heart-shaped
stones, a small oblong pebble 2| inches long, which might have been used
as a burnisher, abraded at one end, two dozen fragments of coarse red
pottery with much grit in the body and blackened with smoke, and six

pounders or hammer-stones. Two pieces of pumice were also found,
one of which, 3^ inches long, showed a groove along one face, evidently
produced by friction in the shaping of some artefact. In a bottle-neck

at the west end, caused by the convergence of the opposite walls, there
were found at the 2-foot level parts of four more clubs, and of nine
further i)erforated heart-shaped objects. Below the 2-foot level the
soil was very dark and greasy, and contained many disintegrated bones.

It also revealed, from the presence of burnt soil, evidence of occupation.

Many relics were likewise found at this level, viz. a circular object of
slate 5 inches in vliameter, and another of oval shape 4 inches by 3 inches
(slightly imperfect), six fragments of perforated heart-shaped slate and
stone, a hammer-stone of quartz, and an artefact of slate h inches long,
possibly a knife. From a level corresponding to that of the floor of A in

the south-east corner was found a remarkable implement fashioned from
slate (Hg. 12, No. 2, p. 96), a cleaver with a handle, measuring 18 inches in
length by 5] inches in breadth, and two other objects of slate which might
be the ends of similar objects. From the same level came the fractured
leg-bone of an ox showing signs of wear at the break, six hammer-stones,
two of which were broken, and three j>ieces of pumice.

It is important to note that when the occupation occurred, represented
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by the level at from 1 foot 6 inches to 2 feet above A datum~the wall
on the south, which extends much deeper, had been already erected, but
the wall on the east, which divides the area from H, was not in existence,
as that wall appears, as previously stated, to have been constructed after
the area was filled up. And as it was inferred from the closing of the

1 ? ? Inches

Fi^r. 14. Stone Clubs found in I.

entrance to H, and the absence of pieces of mould, that that cell Avas
filled in previous to the third occupation Avhen the casting took place,
it was obvious that all the finds from I belong to an early period in
the history of the settlement.

In endeavouring to fix a chronological sequence for relics and potterv
we may therefore ])lace specimens from I in an earlier category than
those from H, and consider those from H as earlier than the third
occupation of the dwelling, i.e. the period of the clay moulds.
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The Structure .—The complete length internally of the dwelling after

excavation was 29 feet 6 inches. The ground had been dug out to a

depth of 2 feet 6 inches, and the walls, to the extent to which they
were against the sand, and beneath the external surface, were built

with yellow clay. The stones used were flat stones selected from the

beach, and never shaped nor dressed to fit them for their purpose, in

this respect differing from the material employed in the construction

of the adjacent broch, and of the secondary buildings around it where
rudely dressed or hammered stones are not uncommon. Nor were pin-

nings, small stones used to fill the interstices, employed, as is customary
in broch-building. There is one feature observable, however, which is

common to all three structures, viz. the use of large flat stones set on
edge at the base of the walls, a fashion also to he observed in the walls

of chambered cairns on the mainland, and, as a remai’kable survival,

in stone dykes in Shetland at the present day. Such a stone appears in

the wall of chamber C, and a similar stone is built into the back of the

exposed chamber of the neighbouring broch. The walls which separate

F from E, and E from D, are faced at their terminations with rectangular

monoliths set upright in the ground. This practice may be observed

throughout the buildings surrounding the adjacent broch, where such

stones have been employed to form the piers from which sprang the

corbelled arches fashioning the roofs. Though no fragment of roof

remains on this dwelling we may infer that it was similarlj' roofed over
by a system of beehive vaults formed by projecting each stone a little

further inwards than the last in the fashion known as corbelling.

The floor of the dwelling, as has been stated. Avas partially paved,

and partially covered with sandy clay burned to a brick red. The
latter i)r<Acess was confined to chambers C and D, and it Avas not
obserA’able in the part of the dAA'elling to the AA’est of the doorAA’ay

which AA*as abandoned preA’ious to the third occupation.

In the case of cell E the paving Avas laid on yelloAA' clay.

The centre of the paAed floor in A was situated lo’53 feet aboAe
Grdnance datum at high-Avater mark, and the leA’el of the floor of the
adjacent broch is 2'3 feet higher still.

OnSEHA’ATlONS OX THE FlXOS.^

Heart-shaped States, etc.—The relics of most general distribution
within and around this dAvelling have been the fragments of perforated
heart-shaped slate or schistose stone, the number recorded from this site

alone amounting to over a 100, and they are of frequent occurrence
‘ A fOinplL’Ce list of the tind'f i‘?t>riiited at the end of this toiiiniuiiication.
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elsewhere. They appear to have varied slightly in size, but the complete
specimen found in 1931 and illustrated in last year’s Report and here
reproduced anew (fig. 15) may be considered typical. It measured
8| inches by 9j inches, and the perforation at the broad end measured
2fV inches by 1| inch. Xo further light has been obtained of the purpose
served by those objects. The form suggests a tool for working in sand
or soil, it being practically that of the labourer’s shovel at the present
day, though in no instance Avhere the point of one has been recovered
has it shown a surface that might have resulted from such employment.
The only part on which signs of Avear haA'e been observed has been the
edge of the perforation, obviously intended for the hand, or for a handle

Fi}'. 1.5. Heart-sliiiped Object of Sandstone and fraginents of a second.

of some sort, and across Avhich the objects have been invariablj' broken.
The excaA'ation of the sites of the dAvellings, and the frequent subsequent
clearance of bloAvn sand, might account for the presence of so large a
number on the spot. It is on record that the specimen in the Goudie
Collection at LerAvick, and referred to last year, Avas found in Papti
Stour, used as a cover upon an urn of coarse clay containing incinerated
bones, and associated Avith a polished celt.'

Objects irith a Serrated Edge.—Sixteen objects Avith serrated edges, a
selection of aaIucIi are shoAAm in figs. IG, 17, and IS, were found generallv
distributed over the occupied area, and were apparently in use among
the inhabitants subsequent to the advent of bronze as Avell as previouslv.
Most of them are fragments, but two appear to be complete (fig, IG,
Xo. 1, and fig. 17. Xo. 5). 'Ihe first-mentioned has already been
referred to (p. 96) as being untinished. It is furnished AA’ith a tang for

’ Spence's Shefhtnd Folk Lorr,
for this reference.

pp. 81-3 (1899). I am inrlel)ted to Mr .1. M. Corric. F.S.A.Scot..
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fastening to a handle at idght angles to the cutting edge, nTiich would
render its use as a saw somewhat difficult, and the second has a notch
out on either side obviously to retain a cord for fastening it to a

handle. The lower notch is undoubtedly original, and while the upper

K.

^

Inch€5

Fig. 16. Objects of Slate with serratert edges.

one is probably also genuine, owing to a recent chip it shows a fresh
surface.

It i.s doubtful if these objects were employed as saws in the ordinary
sense on wood or bone, for the complete absence of wood-charcoal from
the hearths indicates that timber was by no means plentiful in Shetland
in the last millennium R.C., and there is such a scarcity of articles fashioned
of bone that the need of so many saws to operate on that material is

not apparent. The position of the tang on the one perfect example,
and the form of the second, slightly curving in its length, suggest a
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use as sickles for cutting off the heads of grain, in fact the tanged

specimen presents a close analogy in form to certain socketed sickles

of bronze, of which one found near Errol. Perthshire, ^ in the National

Museum of Antiquities may be cited as an example. Also the curved

^ Inches

Fig. 17. Objects of Slatf with serrated edges.

specimen bears in its shape a strong resemblance to the curved blades

fashioned from flint found in England and elsewhere, and for which

also employment as sickles has been suggested.- The purjmse to which

the large triangular slab of sand^- flagstone (fig. 12, No. 1, p. 96) already

• Evans, A ncient Bronze Implements, p. fitr. 236.

-Sec Evans, Stone Imi/lemenfs, 2ud ed., p. :t'>S ; 01del)erg in .Icfa Arclueohigica.

vol. iii. fasc. 3, p. 269; Proc. Prehist. Soc. of E. Anglia, vol. vii, p, 67,
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referred to (p. 96) as having been found in M, could have been applied

is not apparent. The object (fig. 19, Xo. 3) has been regarded as the

handle of a saw.

Knives .—There are six examples, partial or complete, of slate

tr

t

L 1 ? Inches

Fig. IS. Objects witli serrated edge (Xos. 1 and 2), ami Knife (Xo. .3), all of slate.

knives. They appear to be of two kinds. Those with a finely fashioned
edge as shown in fig. 19, A"os. 1 and 2, and in fig. 20, X^o. 1, and those
presenting a closer analogy to the so-called knives of flint, with a
rudely chipped edge, such as shown in fig. 20, Xo. 2, and fig. 21, Xo. 2.

To the latter class belongs an example illustrated in fig. 18, Xo. 3,

which is peculiar in having a curved notch at one end to form a grip.

Knives of similar material belonging to what is known as the Arctic
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Culture are found in Norway, and knives and saws in Sweden, but a

study of the examples in the museums of Oslo, Bergen, and Stockholm
leaves the impression that there was no cultural connection between
those slate artefacts and these found in Shetland. They all probably

^ 1 ? Inches

Fijr. 1!). Knives of .Slate.

owe their origin to the absence in both regions of flint, the usual
material from which such tools would have been made, and the adapta-
tion of a native stone easily obtainable, and suitable, as a substitute.

Club-Uke Weapons or Implements.—Such objects, rudely fashioned for
the most part, and peculiar to Shetland, were represented by eighteen
broken specimens, found .sparsely in Dwelling No. i, but to a much larger
extent in the area I. which, as above narrated, lay outside the walls,
eleven of the eighteen coming from tlie latter site. It is noteworthy
also that those examples from I, which for reasons given are believed
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r

1

2

_i2 ] ? Inches

Fig. 20. Knives of Slate.

j Inches

Fig. 21. Stone Di.sc (1) and Slate Knife (2».
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to have been referable to an earlier date than those found Avithin the
house, are very much more massive and heavy. Fig. 14 (p. 99). and fig. 22,

Nos. 1 and 3, illustrate typical examples.
Axes .

—

Seven axes formed from flat pebbles by roughly chipping the
suiface. sometimes on one face onlv, were found, six in 1931 in cells

B, D. and F in association Avith fragments of moulds, and in one case
AAuth quartz scrapers, and one in 1932 in L. Examples are shoAvn by

l,.i9 ] ? ?lnr-hp.s

Fig. 2 '

2 . Stone Clults, Xos. 1 and Stone Axe, Xo. 2.

fig. 22, No. 2, AA'hich is roughly flaked on one surface, and fig. 13, No. 1, p. 97.

Such axes are also characteristic Shetland tools, and haAe been found
in considerable numbers in the island.

Ad-e.—The axe or adze of grit, measuring 6| inches by If inch,
fashioned from the segment of a large circular Aessel, referred to in
the prevnous Report, is here illustrated (fig. 23). It is of a different
character to the foregoing, being of smooth texture, probably OAvung
to the material from Avhich it Avas made and the previous use to Avhich
that material had been put.

Oral Slate.—An oA'al object of slate, measuring 8j inches in length
by 4;( inches in breadth, found just above the floor-leA el of A in 1931
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Fig. 23. A<lze formed from Fig. 24. Oval 01).ject of Slate,

segment of a stone vessel.

Fig. 2.5. Vessel of fine-grained Sandstone.
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is illustrated in fig. 24. Its use is uncertain. It might have been used
for working clay with, or as a palette.

Vessel of Sandstone.—Fig. 25 illustrates the small four-sided vessel of

fine-grained sandstone measuring over all some 4| inches 34 inches
by 2 inches in height found in the small cell B in 1931. The outer
surface is blackened with soot, while the interior has been rubbed

Fig. 26. Scrapers of Quartz.

smooth, and the bottom has been entirely worn away owing to a
secondary use as a rubber or polisher. In the National Museum there
are three other small vessels of similar form made of steatite from
Shetland, and others from the island of Unst are in the Briti.sh Museum.

Scrapers of Quartz .—There are also illustrated here (fig. 26) three of
the nine scrapers or parts thereof found in 1931 in the excavation of
A to F. As quartz does not give such a clean fracture as flint, the
flaking is much coarser. The scrapers were not all found on the floor-

level. It is worthy of note, though the

inference to be di-awn is not apparent,

that none were found in the other portions
of the dwelling excavated in 1932, or in

area I.

Bone Chisels .—The bone chisel and the
half of another found in 1931 in C and D
are illustrated in fig. 27. As previously
stated (p. 88) in their form, with a socket
for a handle fashioned in the process-end
of the bone, they resemble certain tools

found in Denmark at Magleinos and
preserved in the Danish National Museum
of Antiquities at Copenhagen. But the
.Maglemosian chisels are much larger and are referable to an Eneolithic
or late Megalithic Culture, while there can be no doubt that the
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Shetland tools, from the levels at which they were found, were in use
in the late Bronze Age. As previously stated, a third specimen, in a
much decayed condition, was found in chamber L.

Knob of Bone .—The knob of bone referred to in the Interim Report
and found in D is illustrated in fig. 28. It measures
1 inch by J inch by f inch, and is encircled at its

base by a ferrule or collar of bronze. Probably it

has been the end of a knife handle.

Vertebra, perforated.—The lumbar vertebra of a

sheep, illustrated in the previous Interim Report, is

again reproduced here (fig. 29). It has been per-

forated vertically, and a small pin of bone fashioned

to fit it was found inserted in one of the vascular

foramina. This object was found in the cell B. The
Fig. iS. Knob of Bone purpose for which it was used is unknown,
with Bronze Collar.

t r n a • i £ jOther Objects of Bone.—A piercer or awl formed
from the bone of a sheep, fractured and rubbed down to a point, found
in 1931 in F, is shown in fig. 30, No. 2. And on the same fig. is an
oblong piece of cetacean bone found in B, which has been fashioned

by rounding the edges, and used for some unknown purpose.

Fi^. 1^9. Fcrfonited Sliecp's Vertebra nitli

pill inserted in torainen.

Fig. 3U. Piercer and Object of unknown u^e,

i>oth of bone.

Poitenj .—There was not much pottery found in Dwelling No. i and it

was for the most part in small fragments. None of it bore any orna-

mentation. It seemed to be divisible into three classes: (1) Sherds with
comparatively little steatite in the body: (2) those with a great deal:

and (3) those with none at all. Sections 1 and 2 in fig. 31 represent

the first class. Both jiieces came from low levels in H and M respectivelj-

and are obv iously early. The pots of which they formed part have been
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vessels, cup-shaped, and slightly incurving to the rim. The body is backed
with hard grit and has been burnt to a dark red or purple tone. There
is black encrustation on the outside of both pieces. The composition
of section 10 is very similar and seems to have been the edge of a
shallow saucer-like dish. As it came from a comparatively low level

P’i};. ;U. Sections of Pottery.

in I. it too must he early. Tlie sherds represented by sections 3, 4, and 5

in fig. .31 are all heavily hacked with steatite, pieces as large as a grain of

barley being used in No. 5 and less obvious material in 3 and 4. The
former came from a high level in B. but a sherd of similar ware Avas

found near the floor-level in C. so it Avtis eA'idently in use throughout
the occupation. The rims indicated by 3 and 4 came from I at a leA el

1 foot above A datum, and must be early for reasons preA'iously stated.
No. .3 is slightly rounded on the rim. A\ hile 4 is definitely flat. Section 6
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represents a class of pot with no steatite in its composition. The ware
is very rough and coarse, the potting much inferior to that of the other

sherds, and although this particular fragment was found about 1 foot

7 inches above floor-level in G it is probably late, other sherds of

the same class were found at higher lev’^els.

Of the bases indicated by 7, 8, and 9. the first two are of similar charac-

ter to 5, much backed with steatite. No. 9, on the other hand, represents

a portion of a vessel of a hard fine ware, light red in colour, and polished

on both surfaces, of superior quality to any other piece of pottery among
the finds.

A few sherds of steatitic ware have a smooth polished black external

surface. These were found at low levels in K and L, and also in I.

Cereals .—As stated last year, grains of some species of barley,

probably here, were found on the hearth in chamber C. None have
been met with elsewhere, and as the find spot was in the latest level

of occupation this evidence of agriculture only relates to the latest

period of the Bronze Age.

Clay Moulds .—In the Interim Report read last session a reference

was made to fragments of clay moulds for casting bronze axes and
swords, which were found at the west end of the dwelling in areas

A, B, and F of plan. As already mentioned, many more fragments
were found this season, beyond the blocked doorway in the passage

G, and in the chamber L. In all there have been recovered some 200

pieces belonging to matrices of faced or bivalve moulds, forty-four

fragments of the gates or orifices of the moulds, twenty-two pieces

of the outer env'elope at the junction of the two valves, and a very
large number of fragments of other parts of the outer envelope or

casing of clay. A careful scrutiny of all these fragments has made
it possible to distinguish and separate the parts of individual moulds,
recognisable by various features, such as the form of the matrix, the
colour of the mould, the size or shape of the keys or the sockets, by
which the valves were fitted to one another, and to ascertain con-

sequently the purposes which they were intended to serve. The result

shows that there were pieces of such moulds for eight socketed axes,

seven swords, a discoid object with a cone in centre, a gouge, and
also several pieces of two “lost wax "or cire perdue inoiilds for casting

a rod. one circular, and the other angular. Many of the pieces of
individual moulds have been brought together, allowing of partial

reconstruction.

Moulds.—^1. A imicli-damaf?eil mould of which there are twenty-seven
fragments, a certain number of which have been fitted together. All the
fragments are of a brick-red colour, due to the mould having been burned
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by tbe use of metal at too high a temperature which has caused it to adhere
after casting, with the consequent breaking away of the clay foi’ming the
actual matrix. Parts of both sides of the mould remain. Pieces of this mould
were found in 1931 in Cell B. and in 1932 in the passage G. It has been used
for easting an axe with a single half-round moulding at the mouth of the socket,

measuring If inches in length.
B. The greater part of one valve, and several pieces of the other, including

in the latter the matrix for the cutting-edge awanting in the former. There
are ten pieces in all, found in 1931 in B, and in 1932 in G (flg. 32).

Fic;. 32. Pieces of a iMoulcl for casting a Socketed Axe. ('.)

The mould has been used to cast an axe Avith a roll-moulding at the mouth of
the socket, measuiing I] inches in length and 2,V inches jicross the cutting-edge.

C. Tweh'e pieces, consisting of })arts of the matrix ai)plicable to the cutting-
edge. the side, and the gate or orifice. The fragments A\ ere found in 1932 in K.
G, and L.

D. Elet'en small pieces found in G ami K.
E. A single fragment shoAA'ing part of the matrix for the looj). The colour

of the fragment does not correspond AA’ith that of any other mould.
F. One fragment of the side of a matrix, found in 1931. The socket for the

key is of a different shape from that on any of the other axe moulds.
G. Two small unidentified fragments.
VOL. Lxvir. 8
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H. Seventeen fragments wliicli, from tlie colour of the clay and of the matrix
appear to be parts of one mould. Pound in K, G. and L.

5-3 •'

I

Fra^Mieiits of various Sword Moulds.

Siruril Moulds.—There ai^pear to be fragments of seven different moulds for
swords, a selection of which is shown in fig. 33. This number has been arrived
at by careful cousideratiou of every [jiece. and by assembling the various pieces
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according to the similarity of various features, such as the colour of the flange
at the edge of the matrix, the tone of the black coating on the matrix itself, the
size and shai^e of the kej's. the character of the surface (striated as indicating
the use of a wooden pattern, or otherwise), and the nature of the surface of the
outer easing of clay. The differences are, however, sometimes very slight, and
it may be that the actual number stated exceeds the reality.

The swords to be cast, as far as ascertainable, have been of the usual pattern
of Bronze Age swords as fovind in Scotland, having a flat handle with a fish-tail

Fig. 34. Portion.s of Sword Jloiild "g". ().)

terminal to hold the pommel. In the case of one sword there has been a well-
formed notch, presumably for the finger, on the edge at the base of the blade
(fig. 34, Xo. 1).

The fragments have been assembled as follows :

—

«. Thirteen fragments of a mould, one juece showing the matrix for the
lower part of the handle with a notch at the base of the blade on the edge at
either side. The largest fragment measures o inches in length. All were
found in the entrance passage.

b. There are twenty pieces grouped under this head, of which two portions
relate to one side of the handle. Found in A. G. and L.
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c. One complete portion of a valve referable to one side of the handle of a
sword which cannot be identified as related to any other fragments (shown in
profile, fig. 38. No. 2. p. 119). It was found in cell B in 1931.

d. Eleven fi-agments of the portion connected with the blade, distinguished
by a striated siu-face. arising probably from the use of a wooden itattern, the
grain of which has been reproduced on the mould.

e. Two large heavy contiguous fragments from the blade portion of the
mould measuring 3| inches in length. Pound in chambers G and L.

/. Niue fragments of a grey-coloured
mould, found in the entrance passage G, K.

(j. Fifteen fragments of the upper part of
a mould, with a portion for half of the handle.
On the inner side of the mould beneath the
centre of the matrix is the impression of a
rectangular reinforcing rod (fig. 34). The
longest reconstructed portion measures 5J
inches. Found in the entrance passage G.

Goufje Mould.—The upper i^art of one-
half of a bivalve movild for a socketed
tool, 2 inches in length (fig. 35, Nos. 1

and lf(). In all probability the mould, of
which this is a part, has been used to cast
a gouge. Such tools are very rare, there
being only seven recorded finds of gouges
in Scotland.

Mould for a Curved Blade.—An indefinite
fragment of a gi’ey-coloured mould, showing
part of the matrix of a blade with a curved
edge (fig. 36. No. 5). The piece is too small
to determine with any certainty what the
complete mould was intended for.

MincelUnieous Fragynents.—Twenty frag-
ments of the matrices of moulds.

Cire Perdue Moulds.—Nine fragments of
two solid moulds for cire perdue casting (fig.

36, Nos. 1 and 2)—the largest reconstructed
fragment, measuring 31 inches long, showing
about two-thirds of the complete section of
a mould for an object with circular section.
Pieces were found in 1931 in B, and in 1932 in
the entrance passage G. These moulds were

probably intended for casting a piece of strip metal such as is produced at the
present day by a bronze worker requiring a reserve of metal from which he can
detach portions for patching, making rivets, etc. The moulds are slightly black-
ened inside, probably by the smoke of the burning wax as hereafter described.

Mould for a Fiyihead .—Dne piece of a mould for casting a disk with a conical
prominence in the centre. Diameter of disk Ij' inch, height of cone

| inch
(fig. 35, Nos. 2. 'la. and ‘Ih). Tliis appears to have been employed for the produc-
tion of the head of a large pin of a type found frequently in Ireland, but of
which only one specimen, found Avith bronze SAVords. is recorded from Scotland,
found at Tarves in Aberdeenshire and now in the British Museum.' No ))oi'tion
of a mould .suited to cast the actual pin of Avhich this might haA’e been for the
head has been found. A A'ery similar object frecpiently forms the pomitiel of

Fig. iii. Jloulds for ii Gouge ami for a
Disk. (3.)

* Evans, oyj. cif.. p. .172.
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swords of this period in Denmark, but the handles of the Shetland swords as
indicated by the moulds were unsuited to carry such a terminal. Moreover, no
example of a sword with such a ijommel has been found in Britain.

Gates of Moulds.—Porty-foiir fragments connected with the gates or orifices

of moulds. Among these occur three pieces which, when joined together.

Fig. 36. Nos. 1, 1«, 2, 2a. Pieces of Moulds for cire perdue casting
; No. .5. Part of a Mould with

curved edge ; No. 3, Portion of a Gate ; and Nos. 4 and 6, Examples of Outer Casings. G’.)

represent the greater part of the gate and valves (fig. 37, Xos. 1 and 1«) attached
to the upper end of the actual core as hereafter explained.

Pieces of the Envelope.~{a) Twenty-two pieces of tlie outer envelope of clay
which surrotmded the moulds, showing by a slight ridge on the inner surface
the line of junction of the two sides.
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(b) Five pieces of the outer envelope of a mould, faceted ou the outer
surface and appearing to fit the cire perdue moulds above mentioned (fig. 36.

No. 4).

(c) A large collection of fragments of the envelope or outer easing of moulds.

So many important pieces of clay moulds have been found in this

excavation that it is possible to deduce the method hy which such
moulds were constructed and
subsequently employed in the

process of casting.

Bivalve or Faced Moulds .—The
method followed in making a

bivalve or two-sided mould, known
also as a faced mould, whether
for the purpose of casting a solid

object such as a sword, or a hollow

object such as a socketed axe, was
practically the same.

In preparing the material the

clay appears to have been levi-

gated—that is, worked to a plastic

condition—on a saddle-quern with
the aid of a stone ruhher. A
number of querns and rubbers
were found, and as already stated,

without any grain in their A'icinity as might have heen expected had
the purpose for which they were chiefly used been grinding corn. It

is presumed that they were largely employed in the working of clay,

and as evidence of this there was discovered on the hollow surface of an
inverted quern, found in another dwelling not reported on at present,

a thin coating of inorganic matter which appeared to he clay.

Presuming that it was the intention of the craftsman in the first

instance to make a .sword mould, an actual sword, or a replica of

one fashioned probably in wood (for the grain of wood is clearly

visible on certain of the moulds), to be used as a pattern, was laid on
a flat surface such as a slate or stone, and a low wall of clay raised

around it to the height of exactly one-half the thickness of the pattern
where it presented a recognisably thick surface, as in the hilt, or to
the edge of the blade elsewhei’e. The top of this wall was thereupon
carefully smoothed and i)owdered with fine sand or dust, such as is

known at the present time as “ parting sand.” Fine clay was then laid on
the top of it and worked across the pattern till the whole was covered
to a uniform thickness of about {V inch. It was then allowed to dry

2

Fig. 47. Portions of Gates and Vulves. (i.)
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somewhat, and thereafter the pattern, with the clay adhering, was
turned over so as to present a fresh surface on which to repeat the

process for the other half of the mould.
The pattern was temporarily removed, and the matrix painted or

smeared over with a fluid mixture, which served the double purpose of

forming a fine surface and prevented the metal adhering to the mould.
This was probably composed of a fine clay slip mixed with soot, as the

surface of the matrices in all cases is grej’ or black. At the edge of

certain jiieces of a matrix of a sword mould (fig. 38, No. 1) may be seen

the spread of the painting beyond the edge of the matrix by the

feather or brush used to apply the mixture. This took the place of the

Fig. 38. Pieces of Swoixl MouUls. (2.)

“anointing” practised by modern founders, who apply black lead, or.

alternatively, smoke the interior of the mould. That accomplished, the

craftsman then proceeded to form the socket for the keys by impressing
a small pebble or some round-ended object, at intervals, into the edge or

flange that surrounded the actual matrix. The fact that in one of the
Jarlshof fragments there may be seen clay coated with the black slip

pressed down and forming the side of such a socket, shows the order in

which the steps proceeded. The surface of the flange or edge of the
mould was then dusted with parting sand to prevent adherence, the
pattern Avas replaced, and the upper A’alve or side of the mould was
formed, the clay used being in a sufficiently ductile condition to flow
easily into the sockets and form the keys wherewith the two sides were
to be locked together. By means of a knife a .shallow depression was
made in the centre of each side at the base of the hilt to form a
channel for the Aoaa' of the metal. When sufficiently dried the two
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sides were prised apart and the pattern removed. An envelope or

outer casing of clay, formed of rather coarser material with a certain

amount of coarse sand in it to cause it to adhere, was then wrapped
round the whole mould except the opening at the end, and carried

beyond in sufficient mass to allow of the formation of the gate into

which the metal would be poured. Such a pouring gate, found in

another part of the site not treated of this year, is illustrated by
fig. 39, and shows on its under side (No. 1) the impression of the top of the

mould against which it was fitted. The complete mould would then

Fig. 3!i. Gate of Sword Mould. 1. View from below. 1«/, Elevation, (i.)

be subjected to a high temperature, and after being baked to a brick-

like condition was ready for use. Fig. 38, No. 2, shows the actual hilt

portion of one side of a mould for a sword viewed in profile, which,

though not found with the “gate” above-mentioned, fits into the base

of it.

No air vents have been observed in any portions of these moulds,

and it is conjectured that through the joints of the mould, which
would not fit very tightly, the air would escape during the process of

casting,' and a similar action would result from the amount of sand
used with the clay in the mould producing a certain degree of porosity.

Sometimes it might happen that the two sides did not fit very closely

together, or that keys were broken in the act of parting the valves to

extract the pattern, so in that case the two sides were bound together
with some ligature, possibly gut or sinew, and the impression of such
a binding mav be seen on the piece of the outer casing (fig. 36, No. 6,

p. 117).

* See Evans, op. cil., p. 44ti.
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In a number of pieces of such moulds for casting swords, but by no
means in all, a hole, occasionally round, sometimes of rectangular shape,

runs longways through the mould below the matrix. As a rule this

hole is found entirely in the outer casing, but in the example from
Jarlshof in which it occurs it is at the back of the inner core of clay in

which is formed the matrix (fig. 31, Nos. 1, 2, and sections, p. 115). Generally
there is only a single hole, but in two of the pieces of mould from the
find at Haag, in the parish of Thorsager in Eastern Jutland, preserved
in the National Museum at Copenhagen, there are two parallel holes

placed at a little distance from each other.^ In the case of a portion

of a mould representing the hilt of a sword from Traprain Law in the
National Museum, there is a circular hole which does not extend to

the outer end, and in a similar part of a mould from Whitepark
Bay, County Antrim, in the Municipal Museum at Belfast, there is also

a circular hole in the outer envelope which only extends half-waj' along
the length of the hilt.

It is believed that such holes were used to contain pins or i-ods of

wood, for the purpose of strengthening the moulds, and preventing them
sagging during the process of drying,* and the charred remains of such
a pin were actually discovered in certain pieces of a clay mould for

casting a sword found in the Island of Sild, situated a short distance

to the south of the Danish frontier.* In the Jarlshof example, the
grain of the wood of which the pin has been formed has left its impres-
sion on the side—and as may be seen in the section (fig. 34, No. 26), the clay

has been pressed up from either direction against the sides of the pin.

That these holes were for such a purpose as indicated, and not for

an air vent to allow the gases to escape when the metal wms poured
into the mould, seems evident fi'om the position they occupy well below
the matrix, in some instances even close to the outer surface of the
mould

; from the absence of any air ducts leading into them from
the interior of the mould, and from the fact, as stated, that they do
not seem to have been prolonged to the actual extremity of the mould
at the end from which the introduction of the metal took place.

In no fragment of a clay mould for an axe has any hole been seen such
as occurs in some of the sword moulds, nor has any air vent been
observed. It is believed that the air found its way out betw'een the two
sides at the junction as in the sword moulds.

The preliminary steps in preparing a mould for a socketed axe follow ed
much the same lines as those for a sword mould, except that a plug,

‘ See Carl Xeergaard, La Trouvaille du Haag, Memoires de la Societe Royal des Antiouaires
du Xord (1908-13), p. 172.

• See Carl Xeergaard, op. cit. p. 169.
“ See Zeitschri/t fur Ethnologie ASSW, p. 187.
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possibly of clay, was placed in the socket of the pattern and extended
beyond it, having the diameter of the socket, plus the thickness of the
metal, so as to allow for an extension of the mould to act as a bearing for

the core, noticeable in the remains of the actual mould found at Jarlshof
(fig. 32, p. 113).

When the mould had been constructed, and the pattern removed as in

the case of the sword mould, it would be baked in a fire till the clay was
transformed to a brick-like consistency. It was then necessary to fashion
a core in order to produce, in easting, the socket of the axe. The two sides

of the mould were opened and the interior filled with clay, which was
allowed to project an inch or so in a cylindrical form, which projection at

the present day is called the “print.” The clay within the mould formed
an exact pattern of the external aspect of the axe which it was desired to

cast ; but as the core was intended to represent the interior, the clay was
pared away to the extent of the actual thickness of the metal desired for

the axe, but left untouched within the collar projecting above the socket,

thus providing a bearing to keep the core absolutely firm in its position.

As a step in the formation of the duct which was to convey the jet

of molten metal into the mould, a portion of the pi'int on either side,

at right angles to the junction of the two valves of the mould, was sliced

off with a tapering cut which ended immediately above, and led into the
matrix of the socket. The core with the top sliced off is shown in

the diagram (fig. 41, No. 1), and the flat inner surface of the large
tooth-like header or jet (fig. 40), from Traprain Law, indicates the
position assumed bj' the metal against it.

Thei’eafter followed the formation of the gate into which the metal
was to be poured, and of the side of the ducts
to correspond to the cuts made on the top of the
core, for conducting the metal into the matrix.
With the hand a small bottomless cup was
fashioned having a flange or rim projecting on
the under side. Around the outside of this cup a
strip of clay was wrapped so as to project below
it. while with the fingers inserted from the under
side the clay was pressed against the flange causing
it to adhere, and producing Avith the pressure of
the finger an oblong concavity on either side to

Fiji. in. Header or ,Tet of focni the outer side of the ducts. When completed
Broii/e from Traprain this part of the mould Avas attached to the top

of the print, the hollows being made to correspond
to the cuts and so form the ducts. The illustration (fig. 37, Nos. 1 and la,

p. US) shoAvs an actual gate Avith part of the ducts remaining attached to
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it, and the header from Traprain Law (fig. 10) shows exactly the form

of a similar gate and ducts taken by the metal remaining after the

casting had taken place.

When the core with the gate attached had been baked, it was

Fig. 41. Diagrammatic Sections of a Clay Mould for casting a Bronze Socketed Axe.

showing tlie casting within.

replaced in position in the mould ready for the casting. The diagrams

(fig. 11, Nos. 1 and 2). showing sections aci'oss the ducts and at right

angles to them, illustrate the completed process after the metal has

been poured into the mould.

In Dwelling No. i no part of a crucible has been found, but a number
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of such objects, boat-shaped, with a pouring lip at one end, and flat on
the bottom, are represented among the relics from Haag mentioned
above.

When the mould was to be used it was placed upright in the pit,

in which the sand had probably heen previously damped to make it

bind, and so maintain the moulds in position.

The metal brought in the crucible from the neighbouring hearth

was then poured into the mould, and after it had cooled the latter

was taken out and broken up to release the casting, and the fragments
thrown away. The axe then appeared with the superfluous metal,

now known as the header or jet, which had tilled the gate and the

ducts, still attached at two points on the edge of the socket. These
were detached, and as this bronze could be remelted, after removal, it

was no doubt carefully preserved for further use. The final act in the

production of a casting was the removal of all rough edges left by the

metal which had overflowed into the interstices at the junction of the

two sides of the mould, and in the case of a socketed object, left also

at the ends of the jet. Both swords and axes are occasionally found
with such casting marks remaining upon them.

Solid JSLoulds for cire perdue Casting .—In addition to the bivalve

or faced moulds, pieces of twm other moulds were found illustrating

a different method of casting known as the “lost wax” or cire perdue
process. In this case a pattern was made of wax and encased entirely in

clay. When the clay was baked the heat caused the Avax to be burned out
or to escape through the porous body of the mould, and to leave a cavity

in the interior, which was an exact replica of its form. This process was
usually employed for the production of objects in which there Avas under-

cutting, or detail too delicate to be giAen effect to by a faced mould.
A study of all these moulds makes it eA'ident that they were the

AA'ork of a practised haTid aa^Iio AA'as thoroughly acquainted Avith his

craft, and in no ways the tentative efforts of a beginner. The finished

moulds have not differed in technique as far as obseiuable from those,

pieces of Avhich are to be seen in our own National Museum from
Traprain LaAA', in the Municipal Museum of Belfast, or in the National
Museums of Dublin, Copenhagen, or Stockholm. A close examination
of the relics recoA^ered. assignable respectiA’ely to the four periods in

the occupation of the dAvelling, does not disclose any differentiation of

such a nature as AA’ould indicate a marked change in the character of

the occupants. The pottery is plain and unornaniented throughout,
nor does any of it show features Avhich Avould distinguish it as a
product of the Bronze Age as recognised generally on the mainland
of Scotland. The heart-shaped slates or stones are represented at all
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levels of the occupation, so are the saws, even the scrapers of quartz

are not confined to the lowest. The evidence therefore points to a
travelling smith, coming from the South, with his raw material and
his craftsmanship acquired in the more advanced regions of the main-
land, as the maker of the moulds and the producer of the swords, axes,

etc., for the inhabitants of the dwelling.

From the areas in use solely during the two earlier periods of

occupation there came no traces of bronze, nor, as has been stated

above, fragments of moulds. But it does not follow from this absence
of metal that the people were Neolithic, though still existing in a
Stone Culture. The discovery by Professor Bryce ^ of a portion of a
beaker urn in a stone cist at Scatness, a short distance from Sumburgh.
clearly proves the advent of the Bronze Age race or culture at a very much
earlier date, and probably for a long subsequent period Shetland would
be affected by infiltration from the mainland of the round-headed people

who had spread over Britain.

Vegetable Remains.

Some fragments of charcoal were found near the floor-level of the

passage G, and also at a low level in the cell H. They were submitted
to the Regius Professor of Botany, Sir W. Wright-Smith, who arranged
for their examination by Mr M. Y. Orr of the Royal Botanic Garden.
Mr Orr reported that of the two packets of specimens from G, one
“contains Oak (probably root),” and that the other “contains much
material which was too much carbonised to be recognisable, but that

among it fragments of the wood of the following were identified : Oak,
Willow or Poplar (?), Pine (probably), certainly coniferous wood.

None of the material was in a state suitable for microscopic examina-
tion, and the identifications were based entirely on the appearance of
the surface of the specimens when broken across. The packet from
H contained Oak, Willow or Poplar (which of the two last named it

was impossible to say in the material), and Alder (probably).

While the result of this report suggests a possible difference in the
climatic conditions of Shetland in Bronze Age times, it must be borne
in mind that peat appears to have been consumed entirely on the
hearths, indicating that timber was not plentiful.

Anim.\l Rem.vins.

.\ report on the animal remains by Miss Margery I. Platt, M.Sc., of
the Royal Scottish Museum, is printed as an Ai)pendix to this paper.

‘ See Proc. Soc. Ant. Scot., vol. Ixvii.
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APPENDIX I.

.STATEME.VT of Fi.XD.S AXD THKIK REr.ATIVE Di.stributiox.^

Bonr.

Chisels of Maglemosian form : 1 from C, 1 from D, 1 from L.

Comb, fi’agments of. from D.

KnoVj or finial, with ferrule of bronze, from D.
Object of cetacean bone, of unknown use, from D.

Piercer, from F.

Scapulas of o.xen, used as .shovels : 1 from B. 1 from L.

Vertebra of sheep, perforated and fitted Avith pin, from B.

For purpose of this record, objects represented by broken pieces are treated as if whole.
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Bronze.
Dagger or knife, from M.
Finger-ring, spiral, from wall-head above D.

Stone and Slate.

Adze, from D.

Axes : 4 from B, 1 from D, 1 from F, 1 from L.

Cleaver, 1 from I.

Clubs, parts of ; 1 from C, 1 from F, 1 from H, 11 from I. 2 from K.
I from L, 1 from M.

Discs : 1 (oval) from A, 2 from I, 2 from M, 2 from an exploratory pit.

Hammer-stones and Pounders, noted: 5 from G and K, 7 from H.
5 from I, 2 from L. (Many others with only slight evidence of use

were not recorded.)

Heart-shaped perforated objects (mostly fragments) : ca. o6 from A-F,
II from G and K, 22 from H, 25 from I, 4 from L, 11 from M. 2

from an exploratory pit.

Hones, imperfect : 1 from L, 1 from D.

Krnves

:

1 from A, 1 from B, 1 from D, 1 from K, 1 from L. 1 from M.
Perforated stone, 1 from M.
Pumice, numerous pieces, many of them abraded, found throughout.
Rubbers, for saddle querns ; 1 from C, 1 from G, 1 from L. 1 from M.
Saddle querns : 2 pieces from C, 1 from K, 1 from L.

Scrapers of quartz, 9 from A-F.
Serrated tools (saws or sickles), mostly fragmentary: 2 from A. 2 from

C, 1 from F, 1 from G, 2 from H, 1 from K, 4 from L, 3 from M.
Vessel offine grained sandstone, from B.

Vessel of steatite, part of, from D.

Worked slates, of indefinite use: 3 from H, 4 from I, 2 from K, 10 from
L, 6 from M.

APPENDIX II.

REPORT ON THE ANIMAL BONES FROM JARLSHOF. SUMBURGH.
SHETLAND. By Margery I. Pi.att. M.Sc., Royal Scottish Museum.
Edinburgh.

The animal remains found in the course of the excavation at Sum-
burgh form a valuable record not only of the fauna of the Bronze
Age in the remote island of Shetland, but also, as there are bones
occurring in upper levels of the fauna of subsequent periods. Animals
of food value were present at the lowest levels in the greatest
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abundance, and though others were also represented, these were only
in a very small minority. As may be expected, remains of the sheep
and ox were most numerous, those next in order of numerical importance
being pony, pig, bird, fish, shellfish, seal, walrus, and dog. Recent sub-

soils revealed fragments of whale, cat, and wolf. With few exceptions

the bones were all broken and incomplete.

Sheep.

The sheep bones from Sumburgh are the most numerous and the

best represented of all the animal remains. Unfortunately most are

of fragmentary nature. Those approaching complete preservation and
therefore of use in identification are eight lower jaws, not including the

jaws of immature specimens; several cervical, thoracic, and lumhar
vertebr8e ; a few scapulae, pelvic girdles, and ribs

;
many radii and tibiae

;

several fore and hind cannons, carpals, tarsals, and phalanx bones. The
few skulls are very incomplete. There are two humeri and one broken
femur only. These bones, and other representative fragments of many,
occur at all levels throughout the excavation : in the upper layers investi-

gated in the early part of 1931, down to the fioor-levels of all the various

chambers excavated in the latter part of 1931 and in 1932. The greater

proportion of sheep bones belonged to small and, as may be definitely

proved in the case of the lower jaws, to immature animals.

The bones of the typical slender Shetland sheep are liberallj^ repre-

sented at all levels. As previously stated, most of the jaws are immature.
The youngest possess the three milk molars with only one permanent
molar behind them. A transitional type between the latter and the

adult jaw shows the third milk molar being replaced by tbe third pre-

molar, the first molar well worn, the second molar fully grown but un-

worn, tbe last molar having not as yet made its appearance. The single

adult jaw of this type has both molars and premolars well worn. The
latter measures as follows:

—

Total leiiKth of jaw 14'75 cnis.

Total length of complete tooth row .... 6’!)

The corresponding jaw of the Shetland sheep skeleton in the Royal
Scfittish Museum measures:

—

Total length of jaw l.j’O cms.
Total length of complete tooth row .... ti l) .,

The bones of a sheep of larger build are found in deposits 3 feet to

o feet down, tlujugh apparently not common in the lowest layers of the
excavation. Parts of this represented are a lower jaw, tibia, radii, and
a humerus. Measurements of these are given below, and to the right
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those of the corresponding bones
Scottish Museum

:

of the Shetland sheep in the Royal

Large Sheep. R.S.M.. Shetland.
Lower Jaw

:

Length ..... 18',5 cm.s. 1.5-0 cms.
Complete tooth row 7T .. 6-0 ..

Radius

:

Length ..... 16T .. 13-3 ,.

'''Max. width of proximal end . 3-2 .. 2-8 ..

* Max. width of distal end 30 .. -2-7 ..

* Min. width of shaft . 1-8 .. 1-4 ..

Hu merus

:

Length ..... 1T5 .. 12-95 ..

Max. width of i)roximal end . 3‘ 1 5 .

.

3-45 ..

Max. width of distal end 3-2 .. 2-8 ..

Min. width of shaft . 1-65 .. 1-35 ..

Tihiu :

Length 19-9 .. 18-2 ..

iNIax. width of proximal end . 3-7 .. 3-.55 ..

Max. width of distal end 2-4.7 .. 2-4 ..

Min. width of shaft . 1-25 .. 1-25 „
* These data are taken from the antei ior aspect of the bone in every case.

Skulls .—The skulls show features of interest, in spite of their being
only of a fragmentary nature. Botli horned and hornless varieties

are represented.

Horned Skulls: A. Large Type .—This skull has fairly large horn-
cores spreading away from each other at a right angle. Their measure-
ments as compared with those of a typical Shetland sheep are as follows

Suiuburgh. Typical Slietlaiid.

Length of horii-core (outer curvature) lOT cuis. T’.j cins.
Circumference at base of core . . ll’U 7-0

It is seen that the horn-cores of some sitecimens (including odd
horn-cores) are of a larger and heavier type than those of a typical
Shetland sheep, though not nearly so large as those recorded by
Professor Watson from Scara Brae.' The large Sumburgh sheep skull
is found in the same deposit as the large-sized radius, and it is there-
fore possible that both belonged to this larger horned sheep.

B. Small Type.—The small horned skull is immature and is apparentlv
the only preserved Shetland sheep skull, though other ])one fragments
of this type are numerous throughout all levels. This skull occurs at
the same level as the larger skull, so it is apparent that this layer
presents a mixed assemblage of types.

' V. Gordon Cliiide. Scard Brae: A Bictish Village in Orkney (iy:n).

VOL. LXVII.
9
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Horiiless Skull .—This third variety—a hummel type—is from a very
recent layer at the surface. The cranium is a large size and corresponds

to that of the larger horned type. The depth of these skulls from
the posterior end of the suture between the frontals to the occipital

crest is the same in both ; as also is the width of the skull along the

suture separating the frontals and parietals.

Concluding from the evidence of all the bones, the slender Shetland

sheep is represented throughout all the layers of the excavation
;
a

larger sheep occurs, in addition, on the floors of various chambers, and
also in more recent layers, while a hornless variety is found in the

most recent deposit at the surface. Animals of all ages, between early

youth and adult, are present throughout.

O.r.

The ox bones from Sumburgh are verj' numerous and of extensive

range : in fact, like the bones of the sheep, they are present in every part

of the excavation. Almost every bone of the skeleton has been recognised

in whole or in part, though, as also in the case of the sheep, the remains
are much broken up. Apart from carpals and tarsals very few bones
remain whole. It is probable that larger bones such as humeri, femora,
radii, metatarsals, and metacarpals, of which there are man,y fragments,

were broken intentionally in order to extract the marrow. The complete
larger bones of use in identification are so few, comprising only a radius,

two metacarpals, and a humerus, that measurements were taken of some
of the larger fragments in addition. The four complete bones just

mentioned are all of a short type, corresponding in length to similar

bones of the Shetland ox preserved in the Royal Scottish Museum. The
metacarpals, however, are even sturdier in girth, as may be seen from
the following data :

—

SiuiiburKh. R.S.M.. Shetland.
Radius

:

Max. length .... 21'S enis. 2t>-0 cni:

-Max. width of pro.xinial end ti’S.i 7-4 ,.

IMax. width of distal end . 0-2.7 .. <i-4 ..

.Min. width of shaft •’>5
.. 3' 7.7 .

.

Mt'tfica i-jHils : A. B.

Ma.x. length .... ISO cins. 1.7' 7.7 17-.7 ..

Max. widtii of proximal end .. •7'.7.7 .7-2.7 ..

-Max. width of distal eiid h'7 7-!t,7 .. .7'5.7

.Min. width of shaft •3-7 .. .3 -2.7 .. 2-95 ,.

Hutia-rus

:

.Ma.x. length .... 2.3-7 .. -O’.l

Ma.x. width of i)ro.xinial end S-.3 ., 'S’l-l ..

Max. width of distal end 7-.3 .. ^>’7

.Min. width of sliaft 3-7 ..
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These short ox bones are all recorded from the deepest layers of the

excavation, i.e. from the floors of the various chambers of prehistoric date.

From their evidence, and judging also from the small size of the mature
lower jaws described below, it may be assumed that this early ox belong-

ing to these primitive people was similar to the typical small Shetland ox
of to-day. Since the evidence from complete bones is so scanty, as before

stated, measurements were taken of the larger fragments of the long
bones and of a few atlas vertebrje which appeared somewhat large.

Wherever possible, measurements of the articulating processes and the

shaft were taken and many were found to exceed the corresponding
measurements of the Shetland ox. Allowing for the fact that numerous
young animal bones are abundant, it seems evident that a larger ox
was also present. Measurements of the fragments are as follows, with
the corresponding Shetland ox datum on the right :

—

Hiiinerufi :

Max. width of distal end

Sumburgh.

ems.

R.S.M.. Shetland

6’7 cins.

Bad ins:

Max. width of proximal end . 8-9 .. 7-4 .,

Metaca rpal :

Max. width of distal end :•<) .. 5'.3.j ,.

Tibia :

Max. width of distal end .')-9.-)
.. 5'5,3 ..

vertebra : A.

Length of centruiu . . 4'7 cnis.

B.

4-8 .. 3-8 ..

The larger of the atlas vertebr;e is the same size as an atlas from
our domestic cattle of to-day. As it was found at a high level in recent

deposits, its appearance is not unexpected. The other large bones,
however, were found at floor-level in the various chambers and are
therefore of prehistoric date. Hence both the small and the large ox
bones are of contemporary age : in the very earliest parts of the dwelling.
i.e. chambers L and I, they occur together. Supporting evidence, in

the distinction of these two varieties, from the skull and lower jaws,
is not particularly helpful. A single skull only was found and that
from the upper deposits of historic date and therefore not so important.
It is of the Celtic shorthorn type so far as can be made out (for horn-
cores and the anterior part of the skull are wanting), having the usual
dished frontals, rising to a median prominence at the vertex. Horn-
cores found separately belong also to this variety and there are no
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differences distinguishing the sexes. There are four lower jaws approach-
ing completeness

;
they occurred in the lowest and middle layers,

and all of them indicate the small Shetland ox and none belong to

the large ox. Two out of the four jaws possessed a complete adult

dentition
;
the more complete specimen is short, being only 31‘5 cms.

long, while the complete tooth row measures 13’9 cms., comparing
favourably with that of the Shetland ox. The second adult jaw is of similar

dimensions, but is peculiar in that the last molar has only two cusps.

Of the immature lower jaws, the youngest complete one has a third

milk molar, followed by a single unworn permanent molar. This jaw
tneasures 18'5 cms. in length. Another jaw is transitional in age,

possessing two permanent molars, while many incomplete fragments
are younger, having only milk teeth.

Odd teeth, presumably of the small Shetland ox, were found at all

levels. Numerous small cannon bones, scapulte, and vertebrae indicate

the quantity of young animals.

From all these observations it is evident, therefore, that bones of

both young and old animals are distributed indiscriminately throughout
all levels of the excavation—though the majority are fragmentary only,

and that some represent an ox about the size of the Shetland ox, and
others a contemporary ox of larger build. In view of the scanty

number of complete lower jaws, it is impossible to draw conclusions

as to the actual proportions of young to adult animals, though it would
appear that young animals are more numerous.

Pontj.

The remains of the pony were sparsely scattered throughout all

parts of the excavation. In spite of such a small proportion being

present the complete bones are almost as numerous as those of the

ox, thougli in this case no skull or jaw was found. A tibia, two meta-
tarsals, a few atlas vertebrje. and a small radius were measured, though
not all were complete bones. The last, the small radius, was found
in chamber L at the lowest level, other bones and attendant fragments
were found in parts of Dwelling No. i of prehistoric date, whilst the
remainder were found in the more recent layers. Owing to the absence
of jaws, which always give detirnte evidence, it is difficult to say whether
the few perfect long bones found are actually adult. They do, however,
compare favourably with those of the Shetland pony, and it is therefore
possible that they belong to this type. Measurements are given below

;

those of the Shetland pony which correspond were taken from the
specimen in the Royal Scottish Museum:

—
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Sumburgh. R.S.M.,
Shetland Pony

Tibia :

Max. length •2S'8 cms. 30' 5 cms.
Max. width of proximal emt 7‘6 .. 8-9 ..

Max. width of distal end 6T .. 6’55 .,

Min. width of shaft 3T5 .. 3‘5 ..

Metatarsal

:

Max. length ..... 23-8 .. 24-8 .,

Max. width of proximal end 4-25 .. 4-6 ..

Max. width of distal end . 4-1 .. 4-45 ..

Max. width of shaft .
2-.-5 .. 2'75 ..

Atlas vertebra :

Max. width 1105 .. 13-4 ..

Length of centrum 2-9 ,. 3-45 ..

Radius

:

Max. width of distal end . 6*85 .. 71 ..

Numerous pony's teeth were found at various levels, and, on com-
parison with the Shetland pony jaw, are found to quite agree in size and
structure with these teeth. Therefore in the absence of larger bones,

jaws or skulls giving evidence to the contrary, it may be assumed that
the pony represented by these remains belongs to the typical small
Shetland breed, and that it was utilised by the inhabitants of every
occupation since it occurs at all levels. The bones were not broken
longitudinally for marrow, as apparently in the case of the ox

;
and few

bones of young animals were found.

Pig.

Numerically, the remains of the pig are of little importance,
being even more scanty than pony remains. The few records made
are characteristically from all levels of the excavation. They comprise
teeth, small pieces of jaw w^ith teeth in situ ; a few lower jaws; scapulm
and fragments of these ; and phalanx bones. With the exception of
two tusks (one only a part), both, however, indicating a boar of adult
age, the remainder of the bones are all from immature animals as
they are very small. The jaws are small, and where the last molar is

present this is unworn. This character may merely indicate degeneracv’
due to domesticity, but as the jaws are small, the absence of signs of
wear niaj^ be due to youth. In fact, in one case in which the jaw was
taken from an early level, a phalanx bone of a young pig was along with
it. Since both these might have belonged to the same animal, the jaw
is in this case definitely young. The comi)lete large tusk, evidently a
lower left canine, was found in an early part of Dwelling No. i, though not
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at the very lowest level, and is most certainly of prehistoric date. Along
its outer curvature it measures 17'5 cius., and at the distal extremity,

near the chisel point of wearing, it is cms. in girth. Its proximal
half indicates peculiar growth, probably due to disease, since the usual

smooth surface is annidated and covered at intervals with concretions.

The fragment, which is only the partial section of a tooth. 8 cms. long,

must be part of a huge tusk, as it is even in this fragmentary state

27 cms. in diameter. The latter is fi-oni surface layers. Such a large

tusk would be very exceptional in a domestic boar, but it would require

stronger evidence than the occurrence of one tusk to testify to the

existence of wild pig in Shetland.

Cat.

Only four bones of the cat were found, all from middle layers

of the excavation, and therefore probably of late prehistoric date. They
comprised a scapula, a lower jaw in part, a femur, and also part of a

tibia. The last three named are certainly of the wild variety.

Do(j.

The remains of this animal are equally scanty as those of the

cat. There is, however, an additional point of interest in that the small
atlas vertebra of a dog was taken from one of the earliest levels

explored—chamber M. Strangely enough, the remaining bones (with

the exception of a jaw which was fully adult), a tibia and a femur, were
all from the young animal, and are recorded from a prehistoric as well

as from a surface laj'er.

Wolf.

T’he occurrence of the lower jaw of a wolf is apparently unique
for Shetland. The jaw is not perfect, for the anterior part is missing.

Because of the well-worn appearance of the large carnassial tooth, the

wolf was certainly of adult age. The first three jjreniolars and the
first two molai-s are present, and all worn—the missing teeth have at

some time dropped out. Measurements are given below

:

Total length of fragnient ....... I~y2 cms.
Widtli of jaw . below carnassial tooth .... tlbi .,

AVidth of iireniolar 1 ....... .
(( l.'j ..

W'idth of preinolar 2 ....... . 0 !) ..

Width of preinoiar ;i ........11.,
Premolar 4 absent.
Width of molar 1 ......... 2‘4

Width of molar 2 ......... po ,,

.Molar ab-.eiit.
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The occurrence of the jaw of a wolf in close proximity to the ruins

of a dwelling of comparatively recent date may have some other

explanation than that the wolf was indigenous to the Island.

Seal.

A few bones of both the Common Seal (Phoca vituhna) and the

Grey Seal {Ilalicluerus yeypiis) were found at all levels The Common Seal

bones included a humerus found on the floor of chamber I. one of the

earliest levels of occupation. Although the bones of the Grey Seal were

found at various levels extending down to prehistoric times they did not

occur so deeply as those of the Common Seal. Among others, a good

scapula is recorded from deposits dating back probably to the early part

of the Christian era.

M’alrus.

Tlie axis and lumbar vertebrie of the walrus occurred in deposits at

floor-level of chamber I. No other remains of this animal are recoi’ded.

Mliale.

A few bones of the whale, in every case the fragmentary remains

of large vertebra?, were taken at surface-level, and in consequence are not

of very great import.

BiriLs.

Fragments of bird bones are quite numerous, occurring at all

levels. Apart from the age of the deposits in which they were found they

are not of further interest, since all are recorded from Shetland to-day.

The mandible of a Great Northern Diver and the fragment of a humerus
and complete coracoid of a Gannet were found in the lowest levels. In

deposits not quite so early as the last, but of early date, were remains of

the Cormorant. Razor-bill, Herring Gull, Gannet. 8tork. Swan, Goose. Shag,

and Heron. Higher up. in more recent surface layers, many of these

occurred again, such as the Cormorant, Diver, Shag, and Goose, while in

addition were Blue-eyed Shag. Great Black-backed Gull, Petrel, Storm
Petrel. Turnstone. Bittern, Curlew, and Raven. The bones of the birds

from the lowest levels dift’ered in no respect, and were exactly the same
size as those of the present day.

Fi.sh Peinahi.^i.

Many tish bones were found in the chambers of the dwelling first

excavated and also on the floors of first occupation of an even eaidier

date. In fact, apart from the majority which were associated with
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the relics of these early people, 011 I3
' a few occurred in the surface

soils. The bones identified are chiefly those of the Cod
; of these

vertebrje, clavicles, supraclaviculars, articiilars, quadrates, dentaries,

premaxillse and maxillje are present. Among the remainder some
bones of the Ling are included, also a large maxillary bone of the

Fishing Frog {Lophius piscatorius).

Shells.

The shells seem to have a very definite distribution, in that thej-^

occur only in the very earliest parts, i.e. in chambers H, K, L, and I, all

adjoining one another, and none is recorded from the later occupation.

In addition, however, quantities of shells Avere found in exploration

trenches and the surface laj'ers. These last include land shells as well as

edible A'arieties, whereas it is significant that the whole of the shells

found in the early dwelling itself comprise only the shells of Cockles

and Limpets, commonly used as food. From the upper laj'ers, in addition

to Cockles and Limpets, the shells of Lifforhia littorea, Buccinum undeitum,

and Helix yiemoralis also occur.

From the previous notes it is evident that in the case of some animals,

notably sheep and ox, more than one breed is indicated. This distinction

occurs in prehistoric times and persists, so far as can be made out, into

the upper layers, where another vaidetj’ in addition may be present.

The same types occurred during all the centuries represented, and pos-

siblj' this might be anticipated, since climatic conditions on these islands

will no doubt have been comparatively stable for all this time ; and
probably due to the remoteness of Shetland geographically, there has

been no progressive development in one direction or another. Absence
of forest no doubt accounts for the exclusion of deer. Conclusions

drawn as to actual breeds sire given tentative!}^ in every case, since

material from the excavation of determinable character is verj^ scanty'

and insufficient. Should further excaAation proA'ide bones of a more
complete nature, more A aluable and interesting knoAvledge of the animal
life associated with these primitiA'e Bronze Age people maj^ be
detefinined.
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III.

FURTHER NOTES ON HUNTLY CASTLE. By W. DOUGLAS SIMPSON.
M.A., D.Litt.. F.S.A.Scot.

The works of repair, begun in 1921 after Huntly Castle had been
handed over by the late Duke of Richmond and Gordon to the custody
of the Ancient Monuments Department of His Majesty’s Office of
Works, have now been completed, and the entire castle area has been

cleared of debris and the ground lowered to its original contours. The
result has been the discovery of a large amount of additional informa-
tion about the dev^elopment of the fabric and the successive alterations
that it has undergone between the thirteenth and the eighteenth centuries.
My former account ^ thus requires amplification and correction in some
important particulars : and I gratefully acknowledge the courteous
permission accorded to me by the authorities of H.M. Office of Works
to keep in touch with their operations during the past nine years, and
to discuss the results in the present paper.-

Procfeilings, vol. Ivi. pp. 131-6;i.

I ha\e to acknon leiifje iiiucli assistance from Mr .Tames Grep:or, who acted as foreman in
charge during tlie work, and from Mr Alexander McWdliam, custodian of tlie castle. The plans
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The Normax Earthavorks (see General Plan, fig. 1).

Trial cuts in the surface and sides of the matte showed its substance

to be a natural fluvio-glaeial gravel. Probably the mount was originally

higher, and has been cut down in connexion with the later stone

buildings and pleasaunce.

No excaA’ation has taken place in the semicircular eartliAvork at the
opposite end of the bailey, described as a barbican in my former
account. Between this eastern mount and the bailey there has clearly

been a ditch, corresponding to that which isolates the Avestern mount.
The sinking is still apparent, and the later

stone buildings have settled foi-Avard into

the ditch. The inner face of the mount is

much disturbed by an old graA'el pit.

The question of the relationship of

this eastern mount Avith the bailey is an
interesting one. A barbican exists at the
matte castle of Grimbosq, in Normandy.’
but it is much more crescentic in shape
(see plan, fig. 2). Quite possibly the eastern
mount at Huntly may be the remains of a
second matte. Norman castles with double
viottes are A’ery uncommon, but tAvo Avell-

known examples exist at Lincoln and
Lewes. The significance of the tAVO mattes

at LeAves (Plan. fig. 2) has been Avell

explained by Dr Hamilton Thompson .-

Fig. 2. Plans of Moftes at Grimbos<i “The natural tendency," he Avrites, “ aa'ouM
and Lfvves < not to uuiforiu .scale). throw up the mount at first on the

side nearer the A’alley. Avhere the slope Avas steeper and the labour

required in construction Avould be less. An attack, lioweA er, on the tOAvn

and castle Avould come most naturally from the higher ground to the

Avest, Avhich commanded the castle and its defences. A neAV mount Avould

in process of time be constructed on this side, anil the old mount aa ouIcI

become of secondary importance." If the eastern mount at Huntl}’ he
accepted as an additional matte, the situation here, miitatis miitcuulis.

is seen to have been Aery similar to that at LeAves. The first mount
AA'ould be constructed on the steep hank, commanding the passage of the

liave lieen drawn by Air .J. Fenton AA'yness. .A.K.I.B.A., A.I.Arcbt.s.Scot.. F..S. A.Scot.. from the
survey prepared by H.AI. Olliee of AA'orks. Those of the “ palace'’ show its condition before the
conservation work had starte<l.

* A. de Cauinont, Abrceilaire nu Eiuliment d'Archi'ologie, Archifechires Civile et Milihtire
drd ed., pp. .3!)<J-40d.

“ iliiitciri/ Architectnve in Enejlnnd (birinrj the Mirhlle Age.-!, p, 19.
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Deveroii. Later, when the ‘‘Raws of Strathbogie "
^ had sprung uj) under

the shadow of the Norman castle, an additional mount would be thrown
up on the opposite side, to dominate the village.

The "Greate Oede Tower."

By far the most interesting feature discovered in the excavations

has been the foundations of a large and very massive tower-house of

the L-plan. on the north-western side of the court3-ard (see Plan, fig. 3).

The unearthing of this tower restores a lost chajiter in the architec-

tural history of Strathbogie Castle, and clarifies certain statements

hitherto obscure in our literaiw evidence. Thus Robert Gordon of

Straloch, in his Latin tract on the “ Origin and Progress of the

Illustrious Famil}' of Gordon.” written about 1655. saj-s of George,

fourth Earl of Huntlj' (1524-62), that he had “ magnificenth’ extended

his castle of Strathbogie, adding new structures to the ancient fortalice,

and sparing no expense."- Clearly the “ancient fortalice" refers to the

tower-house, while the “new structures” would include the great

building on the south side. Straloch. however, was wrong in giving

the fourth Earl exclusive credit for this latter building. He merelj-

reconstructed it, for we know from other sources that the work was
begun bj' the first Earl, post 1455, and completed bj- the second Earl
(1470-1501):® moreover, its basement, as it survives to-day intact beneath
the later reconstruction, is evidently' a work of the fifteenth centuiy.

This new building was of the tj'pe known technicallj' in Scotland as

a “palace” (p(il(iftnni = hi\l\)— i.e. a house designed on the jilan of an
elongated hall, raised above a tier or tiers of cellarage, as distinct from
the tower-house plan.^ The word “palace” first emerges in connexit>n

with Huntly Castle, so far as I am aware, in 1544, when the fourth
Earl “ caused the palace of Strathbogie to be called Huntlie, bj- act of

Pai'lament." ' These two buildings, the ancient tower-house and the
later “palace," are distinguished as the “auld werk " and the “new
werk" in connexion with the events of October 1594.'' And the tower-
house is undoubtedlj- the structure referred to in Randolph's account

* Thf medieval tou-nsliip was nearer tiie castle than its inoderu .successor. It occupied more
or less tile ground of tlie present Gordon Schools, extending eastward to tlie little old lu idge that
cros-ses the burn in the golf course.

SfratJibogia ar.c. comitatiis C((i>uf.(imii)iosifu ltd con/Iiteidfs Boyii et Buiierni puiii inuin
posifa. qiiiini Hanfkeus, ad/ectis reteri arci novis sfrncturis. luilli suinpfui parcenti. maijnllice
extruxerat—“ Origo et Progressus Fitiniliie niiisfrissiime Gordonioriim in Scotia

"
(see .1. Robert-

son, Inventories of Mary Queen of Scots, p. xxv. note 1).

^ Proceedings, vol. Ivi. pp. lol-.").

^ See W. ilackay ^Mackenzie. The Medieval Castle in Scotland, chap. v.

Sir Robert Gordon, Genealogical History of the Earlrlom of Sutherland, p. 110.
® Register of the Pricy Council, vol. v. p. ISii.
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of the demolition by James YI. in that year: “nothing was left

imhocked savinge the greate olde tower which shall be blown up with
powder.” ' Blown up it clearly was, no doubt with some of the “ twenty
stone weight of powder” lent to the King by the Town Council of

Aberdeen.- When the castle was restored in 1601-7 there would of

course have been no point in rebuilding the tower-house : it repre-

sented an obsolete type of fortalice, and had long been superseded
by the stately “palace” which had only partially been involved in the

destruction. Xo douht the shattered ruins of the old tower would be
used for materials towards the reconstruction of the other buildings

—a circumstance which will account for the fact that so massive a

structure has perished right down to the foundations.

The tower-house measures 58 feet by 52 feet 6 inches over its two
long sides, with walls 9 feet 6 inches thick. Its north-eastern angle is

rounded. The main portion contains a single long cellar, of which the
north wall remains partly to the haunch of the vault. In the “jam" or

limb of the tower-house is a chamber measuring 11 feet 9 inches by 9

feet 10 inches
;

it does not communicate with the long cellar, and was
perhaps the “pit” or prison. The masonry of the tower-house is ex-

tremely massive, with an outer facing of boulders, and the interiors

grouted.

Xo moulded fragments were found within the area of the tower-
house, such as might have given a clue to its date. Having regard to
the thickness of the walls, the style of masonry, the simplicity of the
plan, the absence of party walls in the main cellar vault, and the
apparent lack of a ground-floor entrance,^ it seems possible that the tower-
house may have been built in the latter part of the fourteenth century

—

probably after 1376, in which year the claim of the old Earls of Atholl
to Strathbogie was extinguished by the failure of their line, and the
Gordons, with their interests now transferred conclusively from Ber-
wickshire to the north, could settle down in unchallenged occupation
of the lordship. It is similar in general dimensions to David's Tower at

Edinburgh Castle, erected between 1368 and 1379, and to the tower at

Craigmillar Castle, which is believed to date from about the same period.
The tower-house Avould doubtless be the first stone-and-lime building to
be erected within the palisades of the Xorman castle.

So massive a structure as the tower-house would suffer little, save
for its woodwork, in the burning of Strathbogie Castle at the hands of

^ Hfcords of Ahoi/ne, p. 521.
- Jif'fjistet’ of the Prtry CoiDicil. vol. v. pp. lS:?-4.

It is right, however, to say tb.at the walls of the ".iaiii’' are reduced to a mere foundation
that may he l)elow the threslmld level of a door which might have existed here ; in which ca.se
the "jam would doubtless have contained the main stair.
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the Douglas raiders in 1452. In Lesley’s Ilistorie^ this event is thus

described: “In the ineane tyme of the fyeld”

—

i.e. at the time of the

battle of Brechin, 18th May 1452—“Archebald Douglas than Erie of

Murraye, broder to the Erie of Douglas, brint the peill of Strathboggie,

pertening to the Erie of Huntley, and heriet the lands thairabout." I

conceive the word “peill” here to be used in its strict medieval sense

=palisade) as referring to the stockaded Norman earthwork by
which the newer stone tower continued to be shielded.

The Courtyard Buildings (see Plan, fig. 3).

These have now been completely excavated, and the results may be

descriljed, taking each range separately.

(1) TUc.sf Range.—The oblique north-west face of the revetment wall

that retains the terrace on the south front of the castle has been exposed

up to its junction with the great round toAver of the “palace," against

Avhich it abuts Avithout bond. From this revetment Avail another wall

runs concentrically round the toAver at a distance of 7 feet from it.

It is a secondary construction, haA’ing no bond with the revetment Avail,

and is built Avith clay instead of mortar. This Avail forms a chemiae

enclosing a fosse or ditch round the tower, and into the fosse A'ented

the garderohe shafts of the “palace,” as AA'ell as the surface-drainage

culvert from the courtyard.

The south end of the counterscarp of the matte ditch is retained by
another revetment Avail connected with a stair of access from the southern

terrace to the motte ditch, and so to the courtyard. In the upper part

of this revetment Avail occurs a bench, the only probable explanation

of Avhich is that it supplied abutment for a timber staging to a high

door slapped out from the first-floor room in the round toAA'er. This

door is evidentlA’ an afterthought, as it cuts through an oft'set, and
as one-half of a Avide-mouthed gun-loop has been re-used in the loAver

half of each jamb. Doubtless the door has been cut doAvn out of an
older AvindoAV AA’ith a gun-loop in its breast, like those Avhich may still

he seen elseAvhere in the "'palace."

The loAver part of the Avest Avail of the “palace,” beloAA" the quoin,

is carried nortlnvard continuously for a distance of some 9 feet beyond
the quoin, at AA’hich point it has been AA'orked into the foundation of

the outer aauiII of the latest AA’est range, Avhich is set obliquely to the

palace." This Avail is itself carried in across the older rectilinear Avail

heloAV, so as to abut ujion the " palace," into Avhich it is bonded,

truncating the upper string-course.

* Ivl. Baniiatyiie Club, p. 23,
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On the inner side of this later wall a door opens into the west
range from a mural recess in the north-west angle of the “ palace.”

When found this door was blocked, but it has now been opened up.

Evidently it was made to open, not into the present oblique vv'est range
but into its rectilinear predecessor, and wms blocked when the present

west range was built.

We are thus enabled to disentangle a rather complex architectural

history of these buildings on the west front. It is clear that when the

palace ” vvms first built, in the latter half of the fifteenth century, the

west range, or at all events the west barmkin wall of the courtyard,

vv^as set at right angles to the "palace." The later, oblique west range,

the whole vv'est gable of the "palace" above the xvpper string-course,

and the adjoining end of its north wall as far eastward as the toothings

of the west outer wall, are all of one date, and indicate a comprehensive
reconstruction of the whole west front of the castle. No doubt the

oblique alignment was chosen in order to enable the new west range to

be prolonged northvv'ard past the old tower-house. It is evident that,

as stated above, the west gable of the •‘palace" was involved in the

rebuilding of the west range, for the quoin from the bottom up to the
lower string-course at the north wall-liead (see infra, p. 151) is of one
uniform work : and the coat-of-arms on this string-course fixes the period
of the reconstruction, namely, during the time of the fourth Earl (1524-62)

:

this coat-of-arms is to be taken in connexion with the two southern spur
stones of the main gables, both of which are dated 1553.^ The older
masonry to the eastward in the north front of the “palace." into which
the rebuilt gable is worked, is doubtless of the fifteenth century.- This
older masonry forms a solid mass or enclave between the tw<x lateral

walls of the range, and extending as high as the eaves level : it is out of
alignment with the rest of the north " palace " wall, and under the roof-

lines of the west range it is worked hack in masonry of a different texture
into the general wall plane (see 6g. 4). Above this the masonry of the
"palace" is uniform in character right across the whole north front, and
is dated by the coat-of-arms already mentioned. A corresponding joint
occurs inside the building, both in the side walls and in the vault of
the mural passage to the dungeon, affording the clearest proof that
the whole gable has been rebuilt, even from this low level. All this

is confirmed by the character of the basal string-course along the north
front, which is at a higher level and is different in section from the
corresponding string-course on the other side of the west range; this

‘ Procfi’diiiqA, vol. Ivi. p. i:iy. It blioulil there have been stated that the .south-east spur stone
also is dated ANO I.").):!.

- Cf. Procet'dhigs, ut supra, pp. l.Wt).
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latter string is continued across the rebuilt west gable and round the

tower.

On the north front of the “ palace," at the first-floor level, a door, now
blocked (see first-floor plan of “ palace," fig. 5), was provided to give access

to the oblique west range, with which the door is aligned. The inner wall

of the later west range (like the outer one) is bonded into the “ palace."

Two successive roof raggles of the west range, the upper one later,

may be seen upon the "palace " wall (fig. 4). Midway in the range was a
door from the courtyard, the worn threshold of which remains. Beside
this door to the north Avas a half-round stair tower, the splayed freestone

base-course of which is still in .situ : it is .seen in the foreground of fig. 4.

At the north end of this range in a Avestward projection Avas a
bakehouse, of Avhich some remains still exist of a lai'ge circular salient

oven. The soil dug out here showed eA'ident marks of fire, ami consider-
al)le portions of charcoal Avere recoA'ered. These AA’ere submitted for
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examination to iVIr A. S. Watt, M.A., D.Sc., of the Forestry Department,
Aberdeen University, and found by him to consist of the following
woods: oak (Que)-ciis robur), Scots pine (Puius silvestris), alder (Ahius
(jlntinosa), willow (Sali.r sp.), and birch {Betidci sp.).

(2) North Range .—To the west of the block of two cellars still

standing, 1 the remains of another cellar have been exposed, abutting
against the east end of the “ greate olde tower.” Part of its barrel va ult

is still extant. A door connects this cellar with its neighbour to the
east. The vault abuts without bond against the back wall, which is

older—although its middle portion lias been rebuilt. The rebuilt part,
as also the partition wall and the vault, are of one texture with the
two cellars eastward, and exhibit the usual sixteenth- or seventeenth-
century masonry, with frequent pinnings. In the older work in the
back wall pinnings are sparingly used : this wall, however, is in its

turn less massive in texture than that of the “ greate olde tower," against
whose rounded north-east angle it abuts,

' Pruveeilings. vol. Ivi. p, 147.

VOL. LXVII. 10
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Two stages of major reconstruction may be identified on the north

front, as on the west front. First were built the two eastmost cellars,

their outer wall being on the line of an older barmkin wall, a small

portion of which was left, linking these cellars up with the ‘‘greate

olde tower." In this fragment of the barmkin wall was an arched
postern, probably the “backe gate over a lowe walle of stone" mentioned
in 1562.^ The inner face of the wall with the postern was, then or

subsequently, refaced, the jambs being withdrawn and all traces of

the door on the inside thus being obliterated. On the outside, however,
the jambs still remained, and in the recent conservation work the

postern has been reopened. It was low and well secured, having in

addition to the door an outer gate opening outwards.

The ground outside along this front has been cobbled. West of the

postern the cobbling slopes outward to a gutter running parallel with
the wall. Along the eastern cellars the cobbling slopes in, Avith two
gutters running in towards the building, and noAV stopped by it. This

clearly shows that the cobbling here is older than the cellars, dating

from a time Avhen the buildings on this fi’ont did not extend further

east than the tower-house.

ExcaA'ation of the interiors of the tAvo eastern cellars has shoAvii

that the AA’est one was a brewhouse, the seating of the vat being still

well preserved ; Avhile the eastern Avas a bakehouse, having tAvo circular,

ilomed ovens in its north-eastern corner. At the eastern end of this

range AA^as a projecting square building, apparently divided into two
compartments.

(3) East Range.—Below the present east range, of Avhich only the

outer wall remains, appear the foundations of an older range. The
present range is set at right angles to the south front of the castle,

but the (jlder range folloAVS an oblique alignment parallel to that of

the later range on the west side. Thus the architectural history of

the two lateral ranges of the courtyard is a reA’ersed one: on the Avest

side tlie rectangular alignment is original, and the oblique alignment
secondary : AA’liile on the east side an oblique range underlies a later

rectilinear one. Y’o doubt the older oblique range on the east front

is coeval Avith the secondary obli<|ue range on the AA'est front, both
dating from the general reorganisation of the castle carried out by
the fourth Earl in the middle years of the sixteenth century. Both
from the absence of A’aulting and from the thin AAalls and charactei-

of the masonry, it Avould seem that the reconstructed east i-ange must
be almost the latest building noAv identifiable in the castle—I'epresenting

* ( UdemUir ot the Stdte Papers relating to Sattland and Mary Queen of Scots. 1547-lOO‘i, vol. i...

No. IIU.
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probably, a.s I suggested in my former account, the work upon which
the second Marquis was so busily engaged in 1643.^ The date thus

suggested is confirmed by such architectural detail as is available--for

example, in the finely moulded bases that excavation has revealed at

the porch, and in the windows, which have a plain raised margin all

round, a common moulding in the seventeenth century : the quoins
are also treated with a similar raised band on each face, meeting so

as to encase the angle. The external walls of these buildings have
very small sharp stones thumbed into the pointing, probably to obtain a

rough surface for the harling.

Latest of all in date is a large walled area built against the inner

face of the outer wall of the east range. This range was clearly designed
to provide a series of living-rooms, as appears from the windows
in the walls

;
hut these rooms were never conq^leted. and the outer

wall remains a mere screen, against Avhich at a subsequent period
the enclosure referred to was built. It blocks the entrance, which
never seems to have come into use, if we may judge by the total

absence of any worn appearance on its threshold. No doubt the
troubles of the Civil War, and the disasters that therein befell alike

the noble family of Huntly and their stately castle, are the explanation
of the non-fulfilment of what was clearly an ambitious design— com-
parable, it ma}' be, with the contemporary Renaissance wing at Caer-
laverock. In the centre of the enclosure is a smaller walled space,
cobbled. It is difficult to suggest any probable explanation of this

curious double enclosure, the west or courtyard wall of which has
been continued to meet tbe south wing.

At the south end of the east wing a cambered and cobbled roadway
(see Plan, fig. 1), 10 feet 0 inches broad, and set at right angles to the
older, oblique alignment of this wing, approaches the castle and runs
under the later work. This road has been traced outward from the
castle, partly by uncovering sections of it and partly by probing, right
to the point where it joins the ancient main road to the Deveron Bridge,
the junction taking place just a little west of the old bridge on the
golf course, already mentioned.

(4) SuiifJi Raiu/e—(A) The Terrace .—The revetment wall, running out
in a south-westerly direction from the great round tower (see supra.
p. 142), is built upon an older and thicker wall which is continued out
bej'ond the north-west angle of the terrace and forms a retaining wall
to the base of the moffe. Pits sunk at the base of the round tower
and along the front of the ••pahn-e" revealed finished walling faces
to a depth of S or 9 feet. It is thus evident that the terrace is wholly

' Proceerlings. vol. Ivi. p. 161.
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made uii,” and that as originally built the cellars and dungeon in

the basement of the “palace" were not souterrains. at all events as

far as their south face is concerned. One of these pits was sunk just

in the south re-entrant between the round tower and the revetment
wall, and the lower wall upon which the latter is imposed was found
in the whole depth of the pit. It was therefore decided to cut the
ground down to a depth of about 5 feet, exposing the bases of the
cellarage loopholes, which have an oilette below. A lower string-course,

different in section from the upper, was thus exposed, continued along
the south front and round the tower.

The south front of the revetment was cleared for a length of 72 feet

eastward from the south-west angle. In its eastern portion it had
been somewhat bulged out by a slipping of the made-up earth of the

terrace, which caused the whole south revetment wall to move forward,
fracturing the west revetment near the angle. Beyond this length a

catastrophe had taken place. About 32 further feet of the wall had
toppled right forward, and when excavated was found lying on its

face about 8 feet in advance of the remainder. The whole wall has
been jacked up and replaced, and now shows a row of eleven weepers,

of which Nos. 1, 3, 5, and 8, reckoning from the west, are ancient.

The original bulge in the wall, as shown by the foundations, has every-

where faithfully been preserved. As now restored, the terrace gives

an exceedingly flne eft’ect. and adds greatly to the imposing appearance
of the castle as approached along the drive from the Gordon Schools

(fig. fi: contrast Proceedings, vol. Ivi. p. 139. fig. 4).

(B) The Arcade .^—The bases and sub-bases of this have been uncovered,

and Indicate six arches of about 10 feet span. The piers at either end
were engaged with the quoins upon which they abut : the bonding
at the east end is contemporary, but at the west end the pier has of

course been inset into the older masonry of the “palace.” Fragments
of one pier found indicate a square plan, measuring 1 foot 10 inches

either way, with chamfered angles and a sunk strip on each face. One
loose stone shows the springing of the arch.

A long socket for a beam exists in the wall on the outside of the

south front of the “ palace " at the east corner, just above the upper string-

course. Ph-om this socket two putlog holes i-un back into the body of the
wall. At the same level a door opens southward from the room east f)f

the kittdien. and has three grille holes on the outer face of each jamb,
indicatiTig that it has subse(|uently been converted into a window.
Originally this door must have given access to some kind of gangwav.
resting in the socket and putlog holes, and leading along to the lower

^ See Pr<>CTftl‘mgs. vol. Ivi. j). 14(5.
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storey of the arcade (evidenced by tlie lower set of joist holes in its

back wall—see Proceedings, vol. Ivi. p. 148, fig. 10).

(5) Courtyard A rca.—Apart from nondescript or unrelated foundations,

only one free-standing building has been discovered in the courtj ard

area. It is a narrow, oblong structure, measuring 36 feet 4 inches by

12 feet, within walls 2 feet 6 inches thick. The interior is closely

cobbled, the floor being divided by pitchings into ten stalls of equal

size with a corridor running along the south of them, clearly sho^Ning

that this building was a stable. There are two doors in the south

\_Photo. . 1 . B. Benttie. Iluntly,

Fig. ti. Huntly Castle : view ot '* Palace’’ from the soutli after cun.servatioii.

wall. North-east of the stable is a roughly constructed sump about

3 feet deep. The courtj’ard is all cobbled, the drainage system being

arranged in grids of gutters discharging into the culvert that .skirts

the ’• palace." The cobbling varies much in different sections, and seems

to be the work of different periods, some of the settings following the

rectangular and some the oblique alignment of the successive courtyard

enclosures. A cobbled and cambered roadway. 15 feet broad and set to

the oblitjue alignment, crosses the courtyard from south to north,

between the stair tower of the “palace" and the postern gate on the

opposite side.

(0) Outbuildings on the Xorfft F/-oat. -Externally to the north range
the foundations of a confused assemblage of outbuildings have been
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uncovered, extending as far as the scarp of the Norman bailey. These
foundations, which are shown on the plan (fig. 3). are evidently of

various dates, and do not admit of any intelligible description, with
the exception of a rectangular vaulted cell, measuring about 15 feet

3 inches by 12 feet 4 inches, lying to the north-west of the “ greate
olde tower." This cell is sunk about 4 feet 6 inches below the tevreplein,

and is reached by a flight of thirteen rough steps, with a lower door
strongly secured. It may have been a strong room, possibly a prison,

or perhaps a well-house, although no trace of a well-head or cistern has
been discovered. Some of the walls of these outbuildings were laid in

clay instead of lime; in all, the floors consisted of rammed clay above the
native gravel. All over this area extensive traces of fire were noted.

The “Palace" (see measured drawings, figs. 5. 7, and 8).

I have left to the last, consideration of the “palace," because hei-e

excavation has naturally played a minor part. But in the course of

FEET JC g jg zo so feet
cxm I i m I i— _ -I

Fig’. 7. Ilmitly Castk* : seutiuu of the 'PaUtce." looking,’

north, before eonsenhiticin.

the conservation work a great deal of additional knowledge has been
gained with regard to the architectural history of this noble building.
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rev'ealing very clearly the ceaseless process of minor alteration, no less

than destruction and repairs on a major scale, which it had undergone
during the two centuries of its stormy history.

Perhaps the most interesting discovery is the way in which the
roofing arrangements were altered when the "palace" was finally

reconstructed in 1602-7. The original roof was at a lower level, namely,
at the offset that crosses the north front above the coat-of-arms noted
in my former account.' It was there

stated that this coat-of-arms (which
is much weathered) was that of the

first Marquis and his wife

—

i.e. of the

building period 1602-7. But when the

scaffolding was in position I examined
the shield and had a photograph taken
(fig. 9), from which it will he seen that

the bearings are those of the fourth
Earl and his wife, Elizabeth Keith.

Thus the shield is of the same period

as their shield and monogram on the

two spur stones, with the date loo.’?.

The offset on which this shield is

placed represents the eaves-level of

the building as then conipleted.-

Subsequently an additional 3 feet of
walling was imposed, with dormer
windows whose sills remain. These
windows are shown entire in one of
Xattes' drawings (fig. 10). A new roof
was made to suit the higher level, as
indicated by the raggles cut in the

FfET O jO 10 fetr

lIuHtly Ciibtle : traiisver'^p .'beciioii of

the “ Piihice.’ looking- \Nest. liefore con-

two chimneys on the north front and
on the great south-west tower and its caphouse. The new raggle on
the tower cuts through the heavy string-course under the corbel cornice,
ihe tall chimney with the mock window on the south front is coeval
with the heightened north wall and later roof, as it shows only the
chase of the latter, which is original wrought work, and not a rough
secondary cutting. But as this chimney is contemporarv with the

^ Proceedings, vol. Ivi. p. 140 .

f’he custom of pkiciii^^ ,i shield at the wall-head of a tiuildiii^^ not uncimmuin in Sctttland.An example is the coat-of-arms of Bishop Tulloch on the j^reat towei- of Spvnie Castle isee mvIhe Palace of the Bishops of Moray at i<pynie, p. lUt. At the wall-head on ihe inside of Kim-ACollege Chapel, Abenleeu. over the ea,t win,low, Ls a shield bearinj; a very line repieseiitatio.rof
tlie oeottish Koyal Arms,
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present wall-head arrangements of the round tower, it is clear that the
heightening of the roof represents an afterthought while the restoration
of 1602-7 was in progress. On the north front the heightened walling
abuts without bond against the stalks of both chimneys, which rise

from the lower wall-head of 15.53, and in their original form are there-
fore of that date. When the roof was heightened, however, the eastern
chimney was taken down, and rebuilt at almost double the width, the
original quoin still remaining near its base. The western chimney was
also rebuilt, as shown by the detail of its cope, which is the same as
that of the other chinine3\ East of the latter the wall-head moulding
is very irregular and has clearlv been worked into the older gable of

Fi}'. 0. iriuitly Ciistle: Arms of the fi.)urtli Earl of Huntly ami
his wife, Elizabeth Keith, on north wall of ' Palace. ’

15.5.3, which has been heightened, the old corbie-steps and in.scribed skew-
putts having been re-used. The pitch of the original gable is still clearly-

visible. The same heightening, and re-using of the crow-steps, has
<loubtless taken place on the eastern gable, though here the evidence
is less distinct. W hen the roof was raised, and a new raggle cut for
it on the caphouse. a little crow-stepped gabling. with a roof-chase
properly wrcnight, was constructed in the north-west re-entrant of the
caphouse so as to close the new roof in, and to supply- abutment for
the stair from the wall-walk of the tower to the caphouse.

On an average it was found necessarj’ to clear down .3 feet, in both
tiers of vaults in the ‘-palace.” in order to reach the old floors, which
are of hard beaten claj-. In the long basement corridor the steps shown
in mv former j>!an were found to be modern : the original ste])s were
lower, and the bases of the jambs of a door, opening upon them from
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the passage, were exposed. These steps have been restored at the

ancient level. A second gunloop (as shown on jilan) was discovered

in the dungeon, and both have been opened. The pieces fired through
them must have been mounted on a timber framing, but evidently the
arrangement did not find permanent favour, as both gunloops were
latterly closed with grilles.

Passing up to the ground-floor level, a slop drain has been discovered

in the kitchen, opening beside the fireplace. A blocked void on the

t

opposite or courtyard side has been
opened ; it forms a double vent, the

upper one a water-conduit sloping

in, the lower a slof) drain discharging

out. On the first floor it was dis-

covered. in the room in the round
tower, that the present fireplace is

an insertion, the jambs of an older

and wider fireplace being found
below. In the state-room on the

second floor tamping operations dis-

closed a mural chamber east of the

great fireplace. It had been blocked

when the fireplace was inserted, and
is now evidenced only by an elliptic

relieving arch and by part of the
threshold stone. During treatment

the chamber was partly opened, and
was found to be lined with white
plaster. In the withdrawing-room
on this floor the door on the left of

‘ the nreplace with medallion por-

traits' (fig. 11) is a late slap-through to give access to the garret of the

west range of the cpiadrangle when the roof of this was raised (see

siijti-it. p. l.jl). The sla]j takes in the lower part of a former aumbi-y,

corres[)onding in prjsition to a similar aumbry at the other end of the

room. Over the fireplace lintel was a moulded sconce for a light,

which has been cloured away.
At the south-east corner of the lower corbelled room above the

main stair tower Oee fig. 10) there has been a fireplace, of which the flue

remains. Part of the lintel was found during treatment. This fireplace

was siibserpiently turned into a mural press.

On the parapet of the great r<.)und tower the crowned female bust.

' Fforeedinrjs. vol. Ivi. p. 14.").
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mentioned in my former account/ has the name lYSTECIA incised

beside it.

In cleaning the interior walls of the “ palace ” the last mouldering
traces were laid bare of the painted decorations for which Huntly
Castle was once renowned." As far as possible these have been con-

served. In the south window on the second floor of the great round
tower a fragment of stucco shows the lower part of the figures of tAvo

greyhounds rampant, acting as supporters to a shield, the scroll beloAA’

Avhich partly remains. The painting is in brown and black on a yellow
ground with a red border below. Similar painting exists in the three

Avindow recesses of the room beloAA’. In the south AAundoAA' the letters

G. M. are traceable, AAnth a geometrical pattern overhead.
More interesting than these poor remnants of a once far-famed

tinctured pomp " of heraldry, because more intimately reA'ealing the
homespun life of the old inhabitants of the castle, are the graffiti that
haA'e been discoA’ered in considerable numbers on the plastered AAalls.

The majority of these are in the long basement corridor. They include

such diA'erse subjects as a cruisie lamp, the dial of a clock, paA’ilion

tents, a bull, men and Avomen in sixteenth-century costume, and a
fragmentary motto incised in large, not ill-formed, ligatured letters

as folloAvs: SCO .... ME THAT NOT SCHAME
SWPPOIS. On the east Avail of the withdraAving-room is a spirited

sketch of a huntsman and hounds bringing down a deer.

Some interesting details about the arrangements of the “palace"
prior to its partial destruction in 1594 are preserved in the curious
tract entitled “The Maner of the Erie of Huntlies Death." describing
the apoplectic stroke that carried off the fifth Earl on 20th October
1570.“ In it the “palace." as in other references of the same period
(see supra, p. 129), is referred to as the “XeAV Warke." VTe read of
the “ A’ter yeat, that is narrist the greine.” Avhere the Earl Avas playing
“futball" AAdien the fatal seizure struck him down. In the neighbour-
hood of the green AA’as “ane peit-stake." against which he tried to
support himself in his distress. His attendants carried him into the
castle, and “buire him in to his owin chalmer, and laid him in his bed:
quhilk chalmer Avas ane round Avithin the grit chalmer of the NeAv
AA-arke of Strabogie." 4Ye are to understand by this that the EaiTs
bedroom Avas a chamber in the great round south-Avestern toAver. and
that it lay " Avithin /.c. beyond (being entered through)—the great
chamber. The great chamber is also referred to as the “chalmer of
daice," and had two doors, the "chalmer durre." leading into Lord

‘ Proceedings, vol. Ivi. p. 139. = Ibid., pp. 144-5.
^ Bichard Banyiafyne's Memoriales. pp. .".3.3-8.
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Huiitly's bedi-ooni. and the “vtter chaliner durre," entering the great
chamber, presumably from the hall. From this it would appear that

the division into hall and great chamber, otherwise dining- and with-

drawing-room, already existed in 1576, although the present partition

dates from subsequently to the final reconstruction of 1602-7, as its

impingement on an oriel window of that period clearly shows. ^ Else-

where in the narrative the hall is described as immediately abutting
on the “ chalmer," so that a person passed directly from the one to the
other. These ancient designations have been inserted in the plan at

fig. 0 ,
although the rooms themselves Avere of course reconstructed by

the first Marquis thirty years afterwards. We further read of “ane
chalmer, callid the laich chalmer, vnder the turne graice [spiral stair],

quhilk quarter is direct foranent the auld hall"; and we are told that

this “laich chalmer" could accommodate fourteen or sixteen men, and
had a fireplace. At this point the narratiAC is not A ery clear, but the

description now seems to be referring to the tower-house. The com-
mencement of the spiral stair, and the “laich chalmer” (or lower private

room) at its foot, were probably on the first floor of the “jam” or Aving

of the tower, and thus might correctly be described as “dii’ect foranent”
the hall, which would occupy its main portion at this level. We haA’e

also an allusion to the “gallerie of the Xbaa' Avarke.” to Avhich the
Earl’s servitor “ Avas gone A’p . . . to bring doun spicerie or some
other geir for the kitchine.” The gallery, Avhich had AvindoAvs, AA'as

evidently used as a store, and contained “ ane coffer.” Doubtless it

Ava« situated immediately under the roof, as at Earlshall and Crathes.

In the final restoration it Avas absorbed into bed-chambers. The
“chaipell" is also referred to, but Avithout any indication of its

whereabouts. It is mentioned frequently in other records, and was an
important apartment, richly painted.- There does not seem to be any
room for it in the “ palace,’’ at all eA'ents as last reconstructed : and the

conjecture might be hazarded that it may liaAe been the oblong room
on the first floor of the range adj<jiiiing the “palace" to the eastAA'ard.

Tliis room is more or less oriented, measures 32 feet by 17 feet, and is

separated from the “palace" by an ante-room. That it AA'as sin apart-

ment of some importance is shoAvn from the fact that a chase is

provided in its Avails for a Avooden floor to be laid on top of the A aults

underneath.®

' Ct. Prnreerlinffs. vdl. Ivi. p. 137. and (if;. 3.

- C. Cnnliiifi-. Antiquities nmJ Scenery of the Xorth of Scotland, pp, 9-10.

’ .Mr .Tames S, Richardson. K.S..A.Scot., H.AI. Inspector of Ancient Aroimincnts for .Scotland, to

v\Uoin lam indehted for much helpful criticism, ha.s safrttestcd that the hnildinj; in the centre
of the courtyard may at first h.ive been the chapel, and that it was afterward.s desecrated and
turned into a stable.
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It is no part of my purpose to describe the technical operations that

have been conducted, with so much skill and insight, by H.M. Office

of Works for the consolidation of the "New Warke of Strabogie”

—

assuredly one of the grandest and most interesting pieces of baronial

architecture that Scotland boasts. I may refer, however, to the recon-

struction, as far as the first-floor level, of the main newel stair, so

that the “palace” is now again entered, in all beseeming dignity,

through the stately "frontispiece’" which the first Marquis designed as

a portal befitting such a “full fayre house.”

^

The Architectural History as now Revealed.

With the knowledge now available it is possible to tabulate the

development of Huntly Castle with greater accuracy and in ampler detail

than when 1 wrote my former account nine years ago. Our amended
version may be set forth as follows:—

(1) The original fortress, in the thirteenth century, known as the

"peel of Strathbogie,” was a mount-and-bailey timbered earthwork,

apparently with a double motte.

(2) Perhaps about the end of the next century, after the final instal-

lation of the Grordons, there was built, in the bailey of this early castle,

a massive tower-house on the L-plan.

(2) In 1452 the castle was burned by the Douglases, and in the

reconstruction set afoot thereafter, and continued through the lifetime

of the first and second Earls— /.c. until the beginning of the sixteenth

century—the principal feature was an entirely new and imposing build-

ing erected on the south side of the old bailey. This fifteenth-century

edifice—known as the "new warke"—was designed on the "palatial”

plan then coming into vogue, and consisted of a great hall, raised upon
cellars, having a large round tower at its south-west corner. Of the

original work the basement alone substantively remains. Contempo-
raneously with the " palace "’ a courtyard enclosure or barmkin came into

being, of which the west front at all events was set at right angles to the

“palace,"" and doubtless was linked up with the tower-house, known
henceforth as the "greate olde tower.”

(4) Cirat 155:i the castle underwent an extensive reorganisation at

the hands of the fourth Earl. At the time of its destruction in 15!)4

it was stated that the castle had taken fourteen years to build,'- and
this probably refers to the fourth EiirTs operations. The whole of the

^ A Hue measured d^a^^lu‘2 of till's
** frontispiece." sho\% hiir many details scarcely now

identillable, made by Mr Frank \V. Troup. F.U.I.Ii.A., was pul»!ished in tlie ^dnibinyh
Architt cturul A.'^sociufion ^keti'h Hook. New Series, vol. i. plate 5t).

- Records of Ahityuf, p. 521.
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‘palace," above its fifteenth-century basement, dates in substance from
this period, although the upper floors and interiors generally were
remodelled in 1602-7. As thus reconstructed, if not before, the “palace”
had a wing or tower projecting to the north, in the position now occupied

by the stair-tower of 1602.^ At or about the same period, the old barmkin
wall was superseded by a courtyard enclosed by consolidated ranges of

building, the alignment of which was set obliquely to the ‘•palace."

Of this mid-sixteenth-centurj' courtyard there remain the foundation

of the west range, the bakehouse and brewhouse to the east of the

"greate olde tower,” the older foundations underlying the present east

range, and the vaulted cellars of the south front, east of the “palace."’

in so far as these have not been reconstructed.-

In 1562, after the defeat and death of Huntly at Corrichie, the

castle was pillaged by Queen Mar3', and it has been said that the

fabric underwent damage on that occasion : but I can find no con-

temporarj' account of anj' such mishandling, and no trace of it seems
to be discernible in the building to-daj'.

(5) In 1591 the castle was dismantled by James VI., gunpowder and
fire being called in to his aid, so that Carey could report to Cecil, on
18th November 1591, that “the castle and palace of Stratbbogie is

clean cast down and burnt."’® No doubt the extensive traces of burning
found over great parts of the castle area during the excavations are a

memorial of this catastrophe. The “greate olde tower ” was blown up ;

the ‘‘palace” was severely' handled, the whole of its north-east wing or

tower being removed ; the courtv'ard buildings were also ‘‘ hocked,” except

the brewhouse and bakehouse on the north side and part of the cellarage

prolonging the ‘‘palace” eastward.

(6) In 1602-7 the castle was restored. The work of this period in

the ‘‘palace” comprises (a) the staircase tower with its “frontispiece”

and the thin wall adjoining it westward;’ (6) the remodelling of its

upper floors, including the building of the great oriel windows; (c) the

raising of the roof, and other alterations connected thei-ewith, as

detailed above : (d) the conversion of the vaulted apartments on its

ground floor (except the kitchen) into living-rooms; and (c) the

decorating of its interiors.

(7) Subsequent work in the seventeenth centurj’ included the present

partition of the hall in the “palace"; the restoration of the west court-

3'ard range, with heightened roof; the l)uilding of the present east

range, on a i-ectangular alignment; and the erection of the piazza
^ See Procerfliiigs. vol. Ivi. p.

- Ihid., p. i()0.

^ Tytlei’. History of Scotland, e<l. 1S04. vol. iv. p. 225.
* See Froreedings, vol. Ivi, p. 159, and fi^^ 5.
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east of the “ palace.” These operations may be correlated with the
building work that we know was going on in 1633, 1639, and 1643.*

Relics found during the Excavations.

A large number of carved and moulded fragments were recovered,
of which the following are the most important :

—

Two grotesque gargoyles in the form of demons' heads.

Corbel mask in the form of a grotesque dog's head (not a gargoyle).

Body and lower limbs, in two parts, of a griffin, sitting on his hind
legs on a pedestal. His forelegs grasp a shield of florid Renaissance
design, with scrolled upper and lower borders. The left leg is extended
down the shield, the right is crossed over the body and grasps the
upper part of the shield with its talons. The neck and wings are
covered with feathers, and the tail curls over the back. The height of
this fine fragment is about 2 feet 7 inches.

Fi'agment of the lower part of the body of a similar griffin.

Bearded male head, in helmet with visor up.

Portion of a statue showing left shoulder, arm, and hand, all nude.
The hand grasps drapery caught up round the waist.

Part of side, arms, and neck of a statue.

Fragment of an armorial shield showing bearings identical with
those of the upper sinister quarter of the coat-of-arms of the first

Marquis over the great door.

Many architectural details, including stringcourses, flnials. mullions,
an octagonal shaft and capital, a Corinthian caiutal, and other pieces
of early seventeenth-century carved work.
A pavement block of white marble, 5'r inches square and 1 inch

thick.

Various pieces of thick glazed tiles of seventeenth-century date,
mostly red with a green glaze.

Fragments of a plaster cornice of the same pattern as that still

existing in the withdrawing-room.
Among the minor relics found may be mentioned the following

:

cannon balls in stone and iron; numerous shards of pottery, including
both native and foreign wares, and ranging from the fifteenth to the
eighteenth century: fragments of glass, including bases of bottles, part
of a wine glass, and pieces of plain window glazing: a silver coin of
Charles I. and a penny dated 1797.

No account of the work accomplished at Huntly Castle would be
complete without a reference to the generous gift, made in September

* Proceedings , vol. h i. p. 161 .
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1925 by Mr (now Sir) Leybourne F. W. Davidson of Hnntly Lodge, who
presented to the nation eight acres of land surrounding the castle,

including the fine avenue by which it is approached from the Gordon
Schools. Few of our ancient Scottish castles enjoy a more pleasant

natural setting, and the munificence of Sir Leybourne Davidson has

secured this for all time.

Monday, VSth February 1933.

THOMAS YULE, W.S., Vice-President, in the Chair.

Before proceeding with the ordinary business of the meeting, the

Chairman said that it was with deep regret that members of the Society

learnt last week that Professor Sayce had passed away, at Bath, in his

eighty-eighth year. For many years Professor Sayce had taken a close

interest in all the work of the Society, and since 1904 had served on the

Council as one of the Secretaries for Foreign Correspondence. Though for

many years his permanent residence was in Oxford, where at one time he

was a tutor of Queen’s College and Professor of Assyriology, owing to

a fortunate acquaintance with an Edinburgh citizen to whom he was
attracted and whom he had met in Egypt, he acquired, in 1901, a residence

in this city, where he lived during the summer months. He was a man
of great versatility and unresting intellectual activity. In Oxford, or

rather in Britain, he was one of the pioneers of the new learning, and.

as such, was long looked at rather askance by the champions of

conventional scholarship. His influence in breaking down the walls

of prejudice and in stimulating fruitful research in many directions was
one of his great achievements. Sayce was a pioneer rediscoverer of the

ancient civilisation of the Hittites. who had been supposed to be simply

one of the small Syrian tribes referred to in the Old Testament. In his

book. The Mouumeufs of the Hittites, he established that this people had
in ancient times controlled a great emi)ire. He likewise rediscovered the

Urartu civilisation of Armenia by deciphering the Lake Van inscri])tions.

He had travelled into many lands. He had dug with Schlieniann in

Greece. He had worked with Professor Masperr) on the Nile. He was
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familiar witli Asia Minor, and it was no small achievement that, not

many years ago. he visited Eagdad, where he very nearly succumbed to

an attack of typhoid fever.

Sayce was well up in years when he visited India. Burma, China, and
Japan. During the war time he braved submarine and mine to reach

the United States, where he studied pre-Columbian civilisation, and he
subsequently sailed through the Pacific to Japan. His vast learning

included a wonderful knowledge of the antiquities and art relics of the

Far East. His visit to China gave him an opportunity of laying

the foundations of a fine collection of early Chinese ceramics and other

works of art, which were housed in his Edinburgh home. His anti-

(luarian knowledge and interests were certainly world-vv ide.

His residence in Edinburgh being of short duration and confined to

the summer months, he was not, perhaps, familiarly known to many of

the citizens, but to those who had the privilege of his intimate friendship

he was a delightful companion and a charming host. His nature was
youthful and his mind undimmed by years. His memory, from which he
could awaken stores of knowledge, was a constant soui ce of admiration.

The work being carried on by members of the Society was of un-
failing interest to him, and his criticisms of results obtained showed an
unen'ing judgment.

Professor Dr phil. Haakon Siietelig. Bergens Museums Oldsamling,
Bergen. Norway, was elected an Honoifuy Fellow.

A Ballot having been taken, the following were elected Fellows;

—

Tain Coi.ix U.vMPBKr.r., Uuratoi'. Vei'ulainiuin 3Iuseimi. .St Salvator's Hall.

St Andrews. Fife.

l^rovost .Javie.s Devvab flAGOAirr. O.B.E.. Eilean Kiabliacli. Aberfeldj’.

Perthshire.

Magnus Irvine. 7 Spylaw Road. Edinburgli, 10.

.John 3I.ack.vy. iS.S.U.. 37 York Place. Edinburgh.
Rev. Donai.ij 3I.ac'Lkoi), The .Manse. .Afijilecross, Ross-shiie.

Profe.ssor David 3Vatkk.sto.n. .M.A.. .M.D.. F.R.U.8.E., Bute Professor of
Anatomy, 2 Howard Place. .St Andrews, Fife.

.James Pe.akso.n Wilson. Privick .Mill. Ayr.

The following Donations to the Museum were intimated and thanks
voted to the Donors :

—

(1) By Mrs Charlotte Cooks. 20a Mayflower Street. Dunfermline.
Pair of Barnacles or Spectacles with horn rims set in a steel frame,

the sides hinged near the ends, which terminate in a large ring.
VOL. LXVII. U
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(2) By George Murray, Xewlands. Oyne, Aberdeenshire.

Beaker of reddish-brown flay containing many particles of mica,

measuring 8 inches in height, 6| inches in diameter at the mouth,
5i inches at the neck, 6j inches at the bulge, and 3i inches aci'oss the

base, found with a human skeleton in a short cist at Xewlands, Oyne.
Aberdeenshire. (See subsequent Communication by J. Graham Callander,

LL.D., F.S.A.Scot.)

(3) By A. D. Lacaille, F.S.A.Scot.

Stone Axe. measuring 4^1; inches in length, 2} inches in breadth at

the cutting edge, and ly„ inch in thickness, flattened on the top and
bottom edges and having a fairly sharp-pointed butt, found at Crian-

larich, Perthshire.

Communion Token of Westray.

(4) By Thomas Scott, Viewbank, Melrose, tlu'ough James Cuble,
LL.D., F.S..\.Scot.

Boutoir or instrument for paring horses' hoofs, of Iron, once used in

the smithy at Melrose.

(5) By Miss Mary Hope, Joppa, Galashiels, through James Curee,
LL.D., F.S.A.Scot.

Stone Ad/,e-hammor, partiallj' perforated from both sides, measuring

7^ inches in length, inches in breadth, and lij inch in thickness.

The grinding of the edge, like the perforation, is \uifinished. Found while
excavating at the electric station, Joppa, Galashiels, near the house of

the donor.

The following Purchases for the Museum were intimated:

—

Arrow-heads, Scrapers and other Objects of Flint: two leaf-shaped

arrow-heads of yellow and red colour, measuring jij inch by inch

and 1 inch by
]

inch
;

three scrapers, measuring ^ inch by ^ inch,

inch by
J j inch, and inch by |J inch; live knives or side scrapers,

measuring l/v inch by inch, 1| inch by
j
v inch, 1,V inch by inch,

It inch by inch, and 1 inch by }ij inch; a notched implement (faco(7/c),

measuring Ij inch by t inch; a pointed implement, measuring inches

in length ; a triangular object with slight secondary working, measuring
3 inches by 2i inches, and a core, measuring li inch in length. All

found at Freswick, Caithness.

Cast of a much-weathered Stone Hammer, of altered gabbro,
contracting waist-like to the centre (fig. 1). The ends are rounded. It

measures 3j inclie-. in length, 1^ inch in diameter at the ends, and
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1^ inch at the centre. The perforation, which is slightly nearer one
end than the other, is | inch in diameter on the outside and | inch in the

interior. Found 7 feet below the surface.

under a large stone, in a bed of clay which
nearly covered the stone, at Limning,
Lunnasting, Shetland.

The following Donations to the Library
were intimated, and thanks voted to tbe

Donors :

—

(1) By H.M. GovEny.MENT.

Close Rolls of the Reign of Henr^' III.,

A. I). 12.oG-125!). London, 1932.

Register of the Privj' Council of Scot-

land. Third Series. Vol. XIII., A.D. 1686-

1689. Edinburgh, 1932.

Curia Regis Rolls of the Reigns of

Richard I. and John. Vol. VI., 1219-1212.

ll-lf—John. London, 1932.

( 2 ) By TH E D IKECTO K O F TH E Va EI ,ETA
Mr.SEfM.

Annual Report of the Working of the

Museum Department during 1931-1932.

Malta. 1932.

(3) By Rev. H. R. Chalmers.
F.S.A.Scot.

Fig. 1. Stone Hanuiier fioiii Laiming,
Shetland. ({.)

The Hand-Book to the Roman Wall. By the late J. Collingwood
Bruce. LL.D., D.C.L., F.S.A. Seventh Edition. Revised and corrected
by Robert Blair, F.S.A. London, 191L

The Coronation Stone. By William F. Skene. Edinburgh, 1869.

Account of the Excavation of the Roman Station at Ardoch. Perth-
shire, undertaken bj' the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland in 1896-1897.

On the Antiquity of the Gaelic Language, showing its affinity to
Hebrew, Greek, and Latin, superseding the Masoretic Points, and
furnishing a key to the Hebrew vowel sounds. An Essay. By Rev.
D. MTntyre. Minister of Kincardine. Edinburgh, 1865.

.4) By Rev. William MacLeod. B.D., Ph.D., F.S.A.Scot.

The Celtic Saint of the Sanctuary of Applecross. By D. and A. D.
MacLeod. The Manse of Applecross. Northampton, n.d.
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(5)

By H. D. MacWili.iam, F.S.A.Scot., the Author.

Letters of Patrick Grant, Lord Elchies, with Memoir, etc. Aberdeen.
1927.

(6) By Thomas M. Tod, F.S.A.Scot., the Author.

Distinguislied Men of the County, or Biographical Annals of Kinross-

shire. Kinross, 1932.

(7) By Thomas M'Larex, F.S.A.Scot.

Photograph of an Act of Doom condemning Alexander Steuart as

a perpetual servant of Sir J. Ariskin of Alva. The original is in the
Record Room, City Chambers, Perth. The brass collar -worn by Steuart

after his sentence is preserved in the National Museum.

The following Communications were read :

—

I.

SHORT CISTS IN ROXBURGH AM) SUTHERLA^’D, AND ROCK SCULP-
TURINGS IN A CAVE AT AVE.MVSS, FIFE. By ARTHUR J. H.

EDWARDS, F.S.A.S< ()T., A.ssi.sta.nt Kkkpkr of the Xatioxal Musel'm

OF AntU(Uitie.s of Scotland. “With .a. Report on the Human Remain.s

( ONTAINED IN THE CiSTS RY I’rofessor ALEX. LOM’, M.A.. M.D.,

F.S.A.Scot.

Cist at Heiton Mill.

While ploughing at Heiton Mill farm, near Kelso, in April of last year,

Mr Alexander Martin exposed the cover-stone of a cist through his

plough coming in contact with it.

Placed near the top of rising ground about a quarter of a mile from
the farmhc:)use and about 100 yards from the south bank of the Tweed,
the cist lay 70“ east of north magnetic or nearly north-east and south-

west, and was formed by four slabs set on edge, the two at the ends being
placed between the two which formed the sides. At three of the corners
small stones had been wedged in between the slabs so as to make up
for a little deficiency in the length and for irregularity of construction.

The internal dimensions were 3 feet 6 inches in length on the north
and south sides. 2 feet 2 inches in width at the east end, 1 foot
11 inches at the centre, 1 foot 9 inches sit the west end. and 1 foot 6 inches
in depth. The flags were of sandstone and measured from li inch to
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4 inches in thickness. The cover-stone, also of sandstone, was 5 inches in

thickness, but as it had been badly broken owing to the perishing of the
stone, the exact dimensions could not be ascertained.

The cist when opened was found to be partially filled with soil and
contained the remains of an unburnt burial. In the north-east corner
was a skull in a fragmentary condition and portions of a food-vessel urn
of clay. Near the west end of the cist were portions of the leg bones.

The food-vessel (6g. 1), which is of a brownish colour, was recon-
structed in the Museum, but about half of the upper portion of one side

I ? ! ^ ? inches.

Fig'. 1. Fooil-vessi'l from fleiton Mill. Koxlnirglishiro.

is missing. It is badly shaped, one side bulging more than the other.

The vessel measures from 6 inches to (ij inches in height, 7 inches in

external diameter across the mouth, inches at the widest part, and
3i inches across the base. There have been four perforated lugs on
opposite sides. Two of the>e are complete, and a small portion of a
third can just be defined, but the fourth is awanting. The lugs, which
appear to have been pinched up out of the clay, are roughly riuadrangular
in section, and are decorated with rows of transverse curved lines possiblv
made by the finger-nail, one of these rows being on the face of the lug
and one on either side. The top i)f the lip, which is bevelled downwards
and inwards, is ornamented, with three rows of impressions made by a
pointed tool of triangular section. The outer edge also is completely
encircled by a similar pattern. Under the brim is a slight concavitv
below which there is a double row of im|)re3sions. Between these and
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the top of the lugs are three incised lines and a row of lozenges. Between
the lugs are seven incised lines and at their base another row of lozenges.

Below the lugs are seven more incised lines and between those and the

base six rows of impressions. All the ornamentation seems to have
been made with the same tool, but the designs at the base are much
bolder than anywhere else on the vessel.

This urn departs from the usual type inasmuch as there is no shoulder

groove or grooves, and the lugs stand clear from the wall. They appear
to have been formed somewhat carelessly as they are not exactly

vertical. Their size also is unusually large, the length being 11 inch and
the perforations from ^ inch to I inch in diameter.

It is generally found that when stops or perforated lugs are present

they are placed in a shoulder groove. I know of only one other food-

vessel urn in Great Britain which has lugs without a groove. That urn,

however, is symmetrical in shape and differently decorated. It was found
in a mound with other burials at Acklam Wolds' in Yorkshire.

Thanks are due to Mr Robert Hogarth of Heiton Mill, who very kindly

conserved the cist and its contents, and to Sir George Douglas. Bart.,

who has kindly presented the urn to the Museum
Professor Alex. Low, M.D., F.S.A.Scot., who has examined the

remains, states that the bones are fragmentary, but are such as would
have belonged to a well-developed adult male. The skull is represented

by a piece of the left frontal bone with well-marked superciliary ridges ;

a small piece of base of skull ; imperfect upper and lower jaws with
teeth in very good condition. The only parts of the limb bones are a
piece of shaft and lower end of right thigh-bone and about the upper
two-thirds of the right tibia— these show well-developed muscular
markings.

Cist at Str.vthnaver.

During the month of August 1932 a short cist was exposed in a gravel

bank near the middle of the township of Strathnaver, Sutherland, and
close to the holding of Mr Roderick MacLeod (No. 9).

The cist consisted of four slabs of whinstone, those at the ends
being inserted between those forming the sides. The main axis lay
95° west of magnetic north, or nearly north-east and south-west, and the

internal dimensions were 3 feet 10 inches in length on the north-west
side. 3 feet inches on the south-east side, 1 foot llA inches at the north-

east end, 1 foot 9 inches across at the centre, 1 foot 8h inches at the south-

west end. and from 1 foot 7 inches to 1 foot 10 inches in depth. Closing

^ J. R. Mortimer, Forty Yfors Ft searches in British and Sa.royi Mounds oj East Yorl:sh\re.

pi. XXV., tij;. 201, Barrow No. 20o,
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the mouth was a cover-stone, which was cracked across the centre from
side to side. It measured I feet 8 inches in length by 2 feet 6 inches

in breadth and 6 inches in thickness. Laid so as to cover the crack on
the lower stone was a smaller one which measured 1 foot 10 inches

by 3 feet. Above all and extending from some little distance outside

and around the grave was a mass of rounded boulders, large and small,

3 feet 6 inches in depth, which was surmounted by 3 feet of red earth and
surface soil. In the grave was an unburnt burial of the Bronze Age.
The skeleton lay on its right side, the head being at the south-west end
of the cist, the knees were drawn up and the arms bent so that the hands
were near the chin. The cist was unpaved and no relics were found.

I have to thank Mr Roderick MacLeod and his neighbours for their

kind assistance in helping me to uncover the cist and also those who
reported the discovery to the Museum.

REPORT ON THE SKELETAL REMAINS.
By Professor Alex. Low.

The bones of the skeleton are in a fair state of pre.servation, and
are those of a robust man about thirty years of age. and approximately
5 feet 9 inches in stature.

Skull .—The skull has ciaimbled away at the right temporal region,

but otherwise is intact so as to permit of the measurements detailed

in Table I.

The cranial capacity is large, being approximately 1610 c.c., distinctly

greater than the mean capacity of modern Scottish male skulls. The
sutures of the vault are open, except that there is an indication of
commencing ossification in the sagittal and in the loAver ends of the
frontal suture.

In profile vieAV (fig. 2) the skull is seen to be relatively short and
high. Avith full frontal region and someAAdiat flattened occipital pole.

Seen from above the form of the skull is broad, Avith a length-breadth
index of 891, thus being hyperbrachycephalic. The face (fig. 3) is of
medium length, Avuth rather projecting cheek-bones and prominent
chin; the orbits are rectangular and of medium height; the nasal
aperture is somewhat broad. The palate is broad and very Avell formed,
and Avhile the loAver jaAV has rather a short body it is a poAv^erful-
looking bone. The tAvo central teeth of the upper jaAv have dropped
out after death and been lost ; apart from this, the teeth of both upper
and loAver jaAVS are in a very good state of preservation; the bite is

edge to edge and the croAvns are much worn, but there is no trace
of disease. In the loAver jaAv the last molar or “AAisdom ’ tooth on



'

2 . Profile view of Skull froiu Cist at Strathnavej’. Pi^. 3. Face view of Skull from Strathnaver.

Fii;. 1. X iMv {)hot«>;4iMph of left half of Lower Jaw from
Str.ilhiiawr. showing * iiiipacttal ' wimIuiu tooth.
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either side has not erupted ;
^ X-ray examination of the jaw shows this

to be due to “impaction” of the wisdom tooth (fig. 4)—a condition not
uncommon in modern times, but it is the first example I have observed
in a Bronze Age skull.

Bones of Trunk and Limbs .—In prehistoric interments it is rare to

find the spinal column well preserved, but in the present instance it is

represented by all the cervical, thoracic, and lumbar vertebra?
;

un-

fortunately the lower half of the sacrum is deficient. The measurements
of the lengths of the different vertebral regions give the usual averages,

but the spinal column is of interest in that there is present in the
lumbar region an extra vertebra—that is, there are six lumbar vertebrae

instead of the usual five—a condition rather unusual but which does
occur in modern man. Further, the lumbar spine is of interest in that

the vertical depth of the lumbar vertebra? taken together is greater
when measured behind than in front

;
this is an anatomical feature

generally considered to be primitive and to be found only in bones
which belong to prehistoric times, or among the more primitive races,

but does not exist in the European races of the present day. The
vertebne show evidences of osteo-arthritis. a condition extremely common
in skeletons of early times and is often well marked in short-cist

skeletons.

There are seven left ribs fairly complete and several fragmentary
right ribs. The two clavicles are comparatively straight and slender,

and while the right clavicle is two-fifths of an inch shorter than the
left it is distinctly the stouter bone. The left humerus and left ulna
and radius are intact, and again are relatively long and somewhat
slender bones (Table II.). The tw'o hip-bones are imperfect, but show
verj- distinct male characteristics. Unfortunately the louver ends of

both the femora have decayed, so that it is possible to obtain only an
approximate length for the left femur; these bones are stout and show^
torsion and well-marked muscular impressions. The two tibia? and a
left fibula are present, but the upper ends are much decayed. The
only bone of the foot intact is the right os calcis; a bone with all the
evidences of having belonged to a muscular young man.

While the skeleton of this young man presents features undoubtedly
characteristic of Beaker Man, he is perhaps less Alpine in his characters
than the Beaker Man found in the short cists in Aberdeenshire. He
exhibits the same brachycephaly, but his face is longer, cheek-bones
more marked, orbits more square, nose narrower, and he is taller—
perhaps suggesting some Xordic admixture.

‘ I am iiKk-lited to Dr C. Fowler, KadioloKist in the Anatomy Departnu-nt, for this X-ray
photo<rraph.
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Table I.

Measurements iu mm. of Skull from Short Cist at Strathnaver,

Sutlierlandshire.

Sex Male
Cubic capacity . . 1610 c.c. ap.
Cilabello-oecipital length 175
Ophryo-occipital length 172
Nasio-iiiional length . 170
Minimum frontal breadtli . 08
Maximum frontal breadth . 100
Parietal breadth . 156 ap.
Basibregmatic height . 184

Auricular height . 106

Biauricular breadth 124 ap.
Basinasal length . 104
Basialveolar length 06
Xasialveolar height 70
Nasimeutal height 118
Maxillary breadth 00
Bizygomatic breadth . 182 ap.
Nasal height.... 51

Nasal breadtli 24
Orbital height. R. 84

.. E. . .

Orbital breadth. R.
34
89

, . , ,
L.

Alveolar length .

38
52

Alveolar breadth . 64
Sagittal arc. 1 . . 120

.. 2 . . 122
8 . . no

352

Length foramen magnum 35
Transverse arc . 812 ap.
Circumference . 5.30 ajj.

Itidicen.

Length-breadth SOT ap.
Length-height . 76-6

Gnathic .... 92-3

Total facial 89-4 ap.
Upper facial 53-0

Nasal 47T
Orbital, R 87-2

Alveolar .... 128-0

Mandible.

Condylo-symph. length . 112

Height at symphysis 30
Height at .second molar . 38

Height ; coronoid 67
Height : condyle 65
Bieondylar -widtli no
Bigonial width . 02

Table 11.

Measurements in mm. of Bones of Extremities from Short Cist

at Strathnaver, Sutlierlandshire.

R. L. R. L.
Clavicle
Humerus :

. 161 170 Femur :

Maximum length .
— 485 aj).

Maximum length

.

— 861 r^jper third ofMiaft—
Radius ,

- - •263 Ant. post. diam. 28 80
LTna.... 2S6 286 Trans, diam. . 85

Plafijineriv inde.c . 80-0

Angle of neck . .
120°

Tibia :

85
85-7

120°

Maximum length . 805 ap.

—
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Rock Sculptures ox the Wall of a Cave at the
Michael Colliery, Wemyss, Fife.

The Society is again indebted to its Fellow, Mr O. B. Deas, for

bringing to its notice a new record of petroglyplis recently discovered
on the wall of a caA'e at Wemyss in Fife. The location and circum-
stances of the discovery are described by Mr Deas as follows :

“ Some
forty years ago, at a short distance to the east of the well-known
‘Glass cave,’ between the village of East Wemyss and Wemyss Castle,

there was a very small cavern situated about 2.5 feet above high-

water mark, inconvenient of access and seldom entered, the site

of which ultimately became about the centre of the extensive rami-
fications of the great Michael collierj’—one of the boilers being
actually set over the cave. In the summer of 1929 a set of new
boilers was being installed, and in the course of preparing a better

bed than that of the old boiler, the roof of the cave was exposed and
the debris within cleared away. The excavation showed that the cave
must originally have been a large one, but that it had gradually been
silted up until a small area remained, which only a few elderly people
can remember. When the cave walls were laid bare attention was
drawn to a number of curious markings on the east wall. Mr Kirby,
who was then manager of the colliery, very kindly informed me of

the discovery."

On the invitation of Mr Deas, Mr James S. Richardson, Inspector of
Ancient Monuments for Scotland, and I visited the site on 10th Sep-
tember 1929. One of the sculpturings (fig. 5) Mas easily identifiable

as a cup- and ring-marking of the Bronze Age, This consisted of two
cups, one circular, about 2^ inches in diameter; and the other oval,

2} inches by IJ inch in cross-diameters, and 1 inch in depth respectively,

and two concentric rings. The inner ring had a central diameter of

5J inches, the outer one of 6i inches. One of the cups is centrally
placed and the other lies on the periphery of the outer ring. Both
cups and rings had been pecked out and M'ere in an excellent state
of preservation.

The other sculpturing, which covered an area of about 2 feet
9 inches by 3 feet, Mas situated about 3 feet to the right of the cup-
and ring-marks, its loMer margin being a little higher than they and
the upper reaching very nearly to the roof. This carving M^as not so
easily deciphered, as, in addition to a number of definitely pecked lines,

there were numerous isolated pittings on the rock-surface difficult to
identify as being either natural or artificial. There was no time to
make any meticulous examination, and as the M orkmen were impatiently
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waiting to fill in the cave with concrete, we decided after taking^ a

rubbing to chalk in as many of what we thought might be ai'tificial

markings before photographing them. In ordinary circumstances the

chalking of rock-markings is to be deprecated, but in this case e

were perhaps justified, as the whole cave was to be obliterated in the

course of a few hours. More than a year elapsed, and as the photo-

? r r Inches.

Fi"-. 5. Cui)- .in<l RiiiK nnn l'S >" Weinyss, Fife.

graph was being filed in our album for future reference Mr William

Darroch, our Mu.seum Preparer, informed me that he thought he

could distinguish the head of a beast. Phis proved to be so, and in

the upper part of the photograph (fig- fi) one can see certain definitelj

pecked lines and hollows which represent the head, horns, and fore

part of the bodv of a large animal. Immediately below the head is

another carving, which although it at first appeai’ed to be pait of the

upper picture, it is now recognised as a separate entity, the exact sig-

nificance of which is not yet understood, although a suggestion as to

its identity has been made.

Fi‘>-3 . fi and 7 are from the same photograph, hut in the latter the



Fii . 7. Sculpturing (retouched) in Cave at 'Weniyss, Fife.
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lines and punctulation have been blacked in so as to show the design
more clearly.

Photographs of the carvings were submitted to both the Abbe
Breuil, Paris, and Professor James Ritchie of Aberdeen Universitj^ and
their assistance invoked as to the reading of the riddle.

The Abbe Breuil in his reply said he thought two animals might
be represented, the upper being a large-horned beast and the lower
uncertain. The double conjoined, curved sign near the bottom of the
picture and the single arched form beside it might represent either an
ox head or water. He was also of the opinion that the technique was
similar to that of many rock-carvings in Lough Crewe in Ireland.

Professor Ritchie wrote :
“ I make the very tentative suggestion that

the cave sculpture may represent a hunting scene, portraying an elk being
attacked by a man ; but its simple punctulated lines are very rude and
therefore difficult to interpret, and I am at a disadvantage in that

I did not see the actual specimen and have to depend upon the
])hotograph.

“The form of a large-horned animal is, I think, pretty definite, and I

interpret this as an elk (the European form of the American moose)
for two reasons. First, the antler, especially the left antler of the
beast, is indicated as broad and palmate with a few projections on the
outer margin: the antler on the beast’s right side is less easily traceable.

Secondljq the throat of the creature is marked by a strong prominence
which recalls the ‘bell’ of a male moose— these two characters are
absolutely characteristic of the elk, and if my interpretation of the
details of the engraving is accurate, the creature must be an elk.

“The other figure is more difficult, and I would be safer to leave
it without a hint of identification. But I suggest the following: Note,
first, that there is no connection between the muzzle of the deer and
a well-marked area lying off the muzzle—a natural ledge in the rock
catching the light in the photograph is misleading here. This well-

marked area becomes the ‘head’ of a man, unlike a head because it

bears a mask, either to avoid the need of portraying human features
or as a hunting device. There are many analogies of masked human
heads in the old cave pictures. Another definite part of the design is

a straight rod with a distinct tip, pointing at the deer—the suggestion
is that this may be an arrow, lying across a bow, and being manipulated
by the arm of the figure, which is in a crouching position. Of course
these are the merest suggestions. I shall be glad to give way to any
suggestion which fits better with the markings.”

Like Professor Ritchie, I am in doubt as to the interpretation of
the lower figure, but publication may bring ns in time other views or
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suggestions. With his suggestion of the elk I agree, for the reasons

he has put forward. It is true that the right antler is not so clearly

defined, but the early artist always did have difficulty in the reproduction

of antlers,^ and in the verj' few paintings or carvings of early date of

the elk which are known one horn only is depicted.

-

Some explanation must also be sought as to the meaning of the

pecked circle with a punctulation in the centre, just about the position

Avhere the animal's heart might lie. Does it represent the vital spot

at which the arrow should be aimed? Note also the four small circles

which cross the body in a nearly vertical line—perhaps conveying some
meaning in the language of signs.

Taken as a whole one is given the general imin’ession that the

drawing has some deeper meaning than mere decoration, but that

meaning only the early artist of the cave and his contemporaries fully

understood. If the suggestion of elk is correct, and the picture is

contemporary with the Bronze Age cup- and ring-markings, the technique
of which is similar, the record is a unique one for Britain. It is to be
regretted that time did not permit of either a cast or squeeze of this

unique carving being made. We are indebted, however, to Mr Deas
for a cast of the cup- and ring-marks which he kindly presented to the
Museum,

In the clearing out of the floor two distinct layers were noted, each
about 2 inches thick, with a depth of about 1 foot of other material
between them. The layers contained limpets, whelks, and a quantity
of bones, fragments of medifeval pottery, a stone whorl and three stone
pounders. The earliest floor-level was not reached during the clearing
operations, neither was it possible to examine the whole extent of the
cave walls.

REPORT ON THE ANIMAL BONES FROM THE CAVE
AT WEMYSS, FIFE. By Professor James Ritchie.

The bones submitted are fragmentary and are all those of domestic
animals which had been used as food. The majority are bones of cattle,
mainly the bones of the limbs, broken across or split lengthwise for
the extraction of marrow, a few fragments of ribs, and four fragments
of lower jaw, all broken across, and two containing milk dentition,
showing that young animals had been slaughtered. Of other domesti-
cated species represented, there were four sheep bones which showed
that both adult and young sheep had been used, three bones of pig,

‘ Baliluiu Brown. The Art of the Core-lMreller. p. KU.
- 11. C. Burkitt. Prehistory, p. 210.
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all broken, and a single molar tooth of a horse. Many of the bones
were blackened by fire and partly calcined.

The discovery of skeletal remains of the elk is, however, no uncommon
occurrence in Scotland. Professor Ritchie in Animal Life in Scotland

shows from the various records of finds of antlers, that the distribution

of this animal was wide, and that it existed here from very early times

until a comparatively late period. The last record from the Lowlands
was from the Roman fort at Xewstead, near Melrose.

II.

TWO SHORT CISTS AT UPPER BOYNULIE. TYRIE. ABERDEENSHIRE.
By Pkofessor ALEX. LOW. M.A., M.D.. F.S.A.Scot.

On the farm of Upper Boyndlie, in the Parish of Tyrie, Aberdeen-

shire, in the fields near the farmhouse, there are two prominent natural

mounds, marked on the Ordnance Survey Map as the Castle Hills.

These mound-like hills adjoining each other and rising up from the

level of the 3(X)-foot contour line are known as the East Castle Hill

and the West Castle Hill respectively. Almost in line with the Castle

Hills, but fully lOU yards to the south-west, is another elevation called

the Rebel Hill. Those hills would appeal to our prehistoric ancestors:

from the summits the prospect is extensive— t(j the north-west is seen

New Aberdour and Aberdour Bay. almost due north Rosehearty, and to

the north-east Fraserburgh and Kinnaird’s Head.
Evidence of the prehistoric occupation of the district is seen in the

number of cists that from time to time have been recorded. On the

Ordnance Survey Map ‘‘Stone Cist found” is marked on the West Castle

Hill and “Site of Cairn” on the Rebel Hill.

In the Proceedings of the Society for 11th January 1909, Mr J.

Graham Callander* recorded the finding of three cists on the south-

eastern face of the East Castle Hill. Each of these cists contained a

drinking-cup urn; in two of the cists unburnt human skeletal remains
were found, while in the other cist, which was very small— not more
than 15 inches square —there is no record of the presence of skeletal

remains. Further, I excavated and fully recorded" the discovery of two
short cists within two miles of the Castle Hill, one found at Auchlin,

.Vberdour, in November 1904, and the other at Blackhills. Tyrie, in

July 1905.

‘ Proc. Soc. Ant, ^^’cot.. 19(18-0, vol. xliii. p. 70.

* Proc. Anat. and Anfitrop. Sor. of the Cnii\ of Aficrdcen. pp. 126-1 17.
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1. Cist ox the West Castle Hill.

On the 24th December 1932, while a farm-worker was ploughing on
the West Castle Hill, the plough displaced the corner of a large flat

slah, which proved to be the cover of a stone cist. Recognising the

importance of the “find," Mr Alexander B. Cruickshank, the tenant of

the farm, took great care to have the cist and its contents kept

undisturbed. On the 27th December I went to Upper Boyndlie, and
with the assistance of Miss A. M. Clark of the Anatomy Department,

and the willing help of Constable James E. Reid, Xew Aberdour, and
Constable Thomas Cruickshank, New Pitsligo, excavated and made a

detailed record of the discovery.

The site of the cist is on the south-west aspect of the rounded top

of the West Castle Hill.

Over the cover-stone at its north-east end there is a depth of about

15 inches of soil, while the opposite end is quite near the surface, the

south-west corner having been broken across at some previous time.

The cover of the cist is a large slab of somewhat irregular shape,

5 feet 4 inches in its greatest length, 4 feet 1 inch at the greatest

breadth, and about 4 to 5 inches in thickness.

On the removal of the cover-stone the limb bones of a skeleton

were seen covered by a deposit of fine soil. From the disposition of

these bones it was evident that they must have been disturbed at some
previous time.

The bones were cleared of soil and their position noted. Although
the limb bones had been disturbed, the seven cervical vertehrm lay in

a natural position at the north-east end of the cist, and resting on the
front of two of these vertebra* was the right half of an ossified

thyroid cartilage. No trace of a skull could be found—not even a tooth
—a most unusual circumstance. All the evidences indicated that the
skull had been removed when the cist had been opened, probably a good
many years previously.

The contents of the cist were removed, all soil being carefully

examined, and from the floor of the cist was recovered two pieces of

what had probably been a highly polished perforated stone hammer.
The floor of the cist was formed of rather coarse gravel, and on this

lay a number of water-worn pebbles. 2 to 3 inches in diameter, and
among the pebbles were pieces of dried red clay, suggesting that the
floor of the cist may have been paved with pebbles embedded in clay.

The cist was nearly rectangular, and its main axis lay north-east
and south-west. The inside measurements were : Length along the
north-west side 3 feet 2 inches and along the south-east side 3 feet

vor.. Lxvii. 12
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5 inches
;
breadth at the north-east end 1 foot 10 inches and at the

south-west end 2 feet ; depth 1 foot 4 inches.

The sides and ends of the cist were formed of four slabs from
7 to 8 inches thick, set on edge, the two end slabs being inserted

within the ends of the sides. To level up the wall of the south-west

end two additional flat stones about 3 inches thick were used ; at

several places in the joints between the slabs were pieces of red clay.

All the stones used in the construction of the grave were of andalusite

schist (knotted schist).

As already stated, it was evident that the cist had been opened at

some previous time and the skull removed.
Mr J. Graham Callander,* in his record of the three cists on the

East Castle Hill, makes the following reference to the cist indicated on
the Ordnance ilap : ‘•Previous to 1876 a skull from this grave was
presente<l to the Anatomical Museum at Marischal College, Aberdeen,

by the late Mrs .John Charles Ogilvie Forbes. From his old gamekeeper,
Andrew Young. Mr Ogilvie Forbes heard that all the bones except the

skull were replaced in the cist, which was left tn sifn."

In 1902- I described a series of the contents of short cists preserved

in the Anatomy Museum of Aberdeen University. In that series was
a single skull with Museum label ••Skull from Boyndlie, Tyrie, presented

by Mrs Ogilvie Forbes of Boyndlie. The skull was found in a rude
cist formed of slabs. The body had been laid on its left side, with
knees bent and head to the north-east." Tliere is a further record of

this skull from \Yest Castle Hill. Boyndlie, having been presented in

1872. The skull is still preserved in the Museum and is that of a male
advanced in years. The limb bones of the skeleton contained in the

cist now unearthed are those of a man, and that he was well advanced
in years is borne out by the recovery of the right half of a male
thyroid cartilage completely ossilied.

There is no doubt that the skull presented to the Anatomy Museum
in 1872 and the bones recovered from the cist now reopened belong to

one and the .same skeleton.

Co.VTKNTS OF THK CiST.

77)c Skf'lt'foii .—The skeleton is, on the whole, in a good state of

preservation, though many of the bones are imperfect, due to portions

having decayed away.
The Skull .—The skull with lower jaw is well preserved, except that

there is a deflciency in the left temporo-parietal region and of both

^ Pror. Soc. AnK Scot., HXW-'J, vol, xliii. p. S.S,

- Proc. An<P. ttn<l Anthrop. Soc. of Hte ['mr. of Aherdrcn, pp. S-iC).
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zygomatic arches. The sutures of the skull are all obliterated except
the squamo-parietal and masto-occipital.

The skull is light in weight, rather thin-walled, and with an internal

capacity of 1580 c.c. of mustard seed; Turner' gives 1478 c.c. as the
mean capacity of seventy-three modern Scottish male skulls. The
muscular markings are well developed, the glabella and superciliary

Fig. 1. Profile view of Skull from Short Cist. West Custle Hill,

I'pper Boymilie. Tyrie.

ridges are prominent, the upper margins of orbits thick, and the
mastoid processes stout.

In profile view (fig. 1) the vault is relatively^ bigh. From the prominent
glabella the frontal bone passes backwards, ascending with a rather
steep curve but with ti certain amount of sinking-in at the ophryon.
The vertex is flattened, and the posterior curve passes sharply down
to the lambda so that there is practically no projection of the occipital
pole—there is marked parieto-occipital Hattening.

The skull, viewed from above, is broadly oval and is brachycephalic

' Turner, .Sir Win., •• Contrilnition to the Cr.iniology of the People of Scotland.’' 7'rans. Hon.
Soc. Edin.. 1908, vol. \\. p. 547.
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with a length-breadth index of 80-4. The view from behind shows a
distinct sagittal elevation from which the vault inclines on each side
to the parietal eminences, below which the sides of the cranium are
Rattened, giving an “ill-Rlled” appearance.

I'he face (fig. 2) is broad with a quadrate outline; and while the
angles of the mandible are everted,
the malar bones are not specially

prominent
; the nasal aperture is

rather broad and the orbits narrow.
The chin is protuberant, but there is

no prognathism—the gnathic index
is 90-4.

Teeth .—The jaws are particularly

well developed, with wide palate and
dental arches. In the upper jaw all

the teeth are present except the two
last molars, which have been present

but dropped out after death. In the
lower jaw all the molars and pre-

molars are present, and the right

canine and lateral incisor—the left

canine, left lateral, and two central

inci.sors are missing, having fallen out
after death owing to decay of this

part of the alveolar margin. The
condition of the teeth is very good,
and there are no signs of caries or

other disease. As is usual in short-cist

skulls, the crowns of the teeth are
very much worn, the enamel being worn off on the opposing surfaces

and the dentine exposed. The upper and lower incisors have met
“ edge to edge.”

TJnjroid Cartihic/e .—The complete right half of the thyroid cartilage

is preserved (fig. 3p The thyroid cartilage in a young individual is

cartilaginous, hut as age advances patches of it become ossified in a
somewhat irregular manner. In the present instance the preservation
of the right half of the thyroid cartilage is due to its having become
completely ossified—the first example I have seen of such a specimen
being recovered from a short cist. It is so well preserved that the
small ridges and impressions for the attachment of ligaments and
muscles are readily defined. An X-ray photograph shows the beautiful
tracery formed by the arrangement of the bony spicules.

FIk- -• Fnmtiil view (if Skull from .Short Fist.

West Cilstle Hill. Upper Boyudlie. Tyrie.
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Bones of the Trunk and Limbs .—The bones of the spine are represented

by all the seven cervical vertebrae, ten thoracic vertebrae more or less

complete, and a fifth lumbar vertebra fairly complete
;
parts of three

other lumbar vertebrae and the first segment of the sacrum.

As regards pelvis, the hip-bones are

rather fragmentary, but with the piece

of sacrum, which is intact, it is possible

to get an idea of the outline and size of

the pelvic brim. This aperture is oval

with a circumference greater than in the

modern male pelvis. It is a character-

istic male pelvis, with deep, narrow,
sciatic notches.

Part of the first piece and the whole
of the body of the sternum is preserved,

as also ten rather imperfect ribs, all

belonging to the right side.

The long bones of the limbs are such

as would have belonged to a very
muscular male of medium stature.

Detailed measurements and indices of the intact bones are given in

Table II.

Both clavicles are comparatively straight, stout bones.

The right humerus is complete, and so also the left except for its

head. The development of the bones and the diameters of the head
of the right humerus leave no doubt that they had belonged to a

powerful man. A feature of the humeri is the amount of torsion,

which is considerably greater than in modern bones.

Of the forearm bones the ulnae are practically complete, as also the

radii except for their lower ends. Of the hand-bones there are only

the third and fifth right metacarpals and a middle phalanx ;
they are

rather short and slender bones.

Both femora are complete except for erosion of the medial condyle

of the right and the lateral condyle of the left. The bones show the

following features: a very massive great trochanter; the attachments
of the lesser gluteal muscles are more developed than usual ; the crista

hypotrochanterica for the attachment of the gluteus maximus is very
prominent ; there is a high grade of platymeria—flattening of the upper
end of the shaft : the angle of torsion is greater than the average
angle in modern bones—the head and neck being directed forward to

a greater degree than usual.

The tibim are in a fair state of preservation except for some erosion

Fix- 3. Rijrlit luUf of Thyroid Cartilage

(ossified I from Sliort Cist. West Castle

Hill. Upper BoyndMe. Tyrie. (Xatural

size .

)
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of their extremities. Both bones show marked pkdyciietnia and torsion

of their shafts.

The right fibula is complete and is a stout bone with its borders

well developed and the transverse diameter almost as great as the
antero-posterior diameter.

Of the foot bones there onlj’ remain the two astragali and the medial
half of the right os calcis.

The skeletal remains are therefore those of a man of at least sixty-five

Fig. 4. X-ray negative of upper end of Right Tliigh-iione from Short Cist.

West Ca‘stle Hill. I'pper Boyndlie, Tyrie.

yeai's, of very good muscular development, and of a calculated stature of

5 feet 8 inches.

The head form is that recognised to be characteristic of the short-cist

builders of Aberdeenshire—skull broad and relatively high, outline of

face quadrate with cheek-bones not specially prominent, nasal aperture
rather broad, and orbits narrow. The stature is greater than usual

—

5 feet 8 inches as contrasted with a feet 4 inches, the average height
of Short-cist Man in Aberdeenshire.

A detailed examination of the bones of the skeleton can tell us
much of the individual to which they belonged and of his environment,
and gives us a clue to the kind of life our ancestors led. The thigh-
bone differs in many details from a modern thigh-bone; it is gracefully
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curved and moulded, almost breathing of agility and endurance. An
X-ray negative (fig. 4)^ of the upper end of the thigh-bone shows how
the bony lamellae are disposed along the lines of greatest pressure and
tension. Again, although the crowns of the teeth are much worn, from
the gritty nature of the food, X-ray photographs of the jaws sIioav the

teeth to be excejitionally well developed and with no trace of caries or

other disease.

Short-cist Man was an agriculturist who lived in the open and grew
patches of oats, and ground these in his primitive stone quern and thus

obtained the full benefit fi'orn the vitamins and inorganic substances

which the nutritional physiologists tell us are so necessary for health.

Two pieces of what had probably formed a polished stone hammer
were recovered from the floor of the cist. The stone is epidiorite,

which is less compact than granite and i-ather unstable—this specimen
tends to break up readil}'. The larger piece is 11 inches in length. 1 inch

in breadth, and i inch in thickness. The piece has been highly polished

and shows about one-third of the circumference of a perforation with
a diameter of inch. The other piece is smaller— only inch by ; inch

—

and is polished on two surfaces.

2 . Cist ox thk East Castle Hill.

While proceeding to the West Castle Hill we observed a small
sand-pit on the south-eastern aspect of the base of the East Castle Hill.

On the face of the bank of sand which was being excavated there was
apparent the edge of a flat stone, and we remarked that possibly it

indicated the site of a cist. After excavating the cist on the West
Castle Hill we returned to this sand-pit and found it an easy matter
to expose from the side what proved to be a small cist quite intact.

The covering-stones of the cist lay at a depth of 39 inches from the
surface of the ground. The cist w;is rather rudelj" made, roughly
rectangular, and wdth its main axis lying north-east and south-west

;

it was covered by two irregular flat stones each measuring about
24 inches in greatest length. 20 inches at the greatest breadth, and
varying from 3 to oi inches in thickness. These slabs lay across the
mouth of the cist, but as the contact between the slabs was irregular,
the interval was covered over by a third flat stone about 18 inches square
and 4 inches in thickness— in addition there were three smaller packing-
stones.

The cist was completely filled with sand, which had trickled through
‘ For this X-ray negative I am indebteil to Dr A. C. Fowler. D.M.H.E.. Radiologist hi the

Anatomy Department. .Aberdeen LTiiversity.
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the crevices between the stones. The sand was carefully removed, and
in the north corner of the cist a beaker was exposed standing on its

base but with a slight tilt inwards (fig. 5). No traces of bone, charcoal,

or other relics were found.

The inside measurements of the cist were: Length along the north-

Fi^. Sliort Cist, E:ist Castle Hill. Cpper Boyndlie. Tyrie.

west side 28 inches and along the south-east side 2b inches
; breadth

at the north-east end 13 inches and at the south-west end 15 inches:

depth 13 inches. The two ends and the south-east side of the cist were
each formed of a single Hat stone set on edge: the north-west side

was formed of two overlapping slabs also set on edge. Of the stones
used in the construction of the cist, the north-east end stone was of
granite similar to that quarried at New Pitsligo, a few miles distant

;

all the other stones were of granulitic gneiss, which is common in the
district.

The Hoor of the cist was })aved with water-worn pebbles, 2 to 3 inches
in diameter, many of them white quartz.
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The beaker (fig. 6) measures i'i inches in height, 4i inches in diameter
at the brim, 4^^ inches at the neck, 4| inches at the bulge, .Ti inches at

the base ; the thickness of the wall is fy inch and of the base f inch

:

the capacity is 24 fluid ounces.

The paste is of a light brown colour on the exterior of the urn, but
darker on the interior surface, which shows numerous rather noticeable

granular pieces of quartz ;
both surfaces are comparatively smooth.

The outer surface is decorated
with three main horizontal zones

of ornamentation separated by
plain bands. The ornamentation
has a '‘herring-bone” effect and
has been produced by impressions
stamped on the soft clay with a

narrow slip of notched wood or

bone. The beaker is of the low-

brimmed type and is an example
of a sub-type which seems to be
confined to the north-east of

Scotland.

Samples of sand from the floor

of the cist and from the interior

of the urn were examined micro-
scopically but no particles of bone
or charcoal were found. Chemical
analysis of the sand showed Fig. fi. Beaker from short Cist. East (.'ustle Hill,

distinct evidence of the presence X'pper Boyndiie. Tyrie.

of phosphate and calcium, presumably due to the presence of bone ash,
but both samples are contaminated with limonite—a common feature
in the area— and this might account for the phosphate.’

It has already been mentioned that in 1908 Mr J. Graham Callander
recorded the finding of three cists on the eastern face of the East
Castle Hill. These were arranged in a triangular fashion, each cist

being within 8 yards of the other, and from an examination of the site
it is evident that the cist now unearthed lies within that area.

The proprietor. J. C. M. Ogilvie Forbes, Esq., of Boyndlie, Aberdeen-
shire, has presented the contents of both cists to the Anatomy Museum.
University of Aberdeen.

‘ For interesting information in regard to tlie geology of the locality, I am indebted to
Mr Philip A. T. Bate. B.Sc.. of .Vherdeen I'niversity, who is at present engaged in a special study
of the geology of the Tyrie district.



TABI.E I.

Measuieiiieut!^ in inin. of Skull from Short Ci^t. West Castle Hill.

Cpijer Hovmilie. Tvrie. Aberdeenshire.

Sex ..... Male
Cubic capacity 1580 ap.
(dabello-occipital length 184

Oijhryo-occipital length 183

Nasio-inional length . 17'J

Minimum frontal breadth . !)»

Maximum frontal breadth 124

Pai'ietal breadth 148 ap.
Basibregmatic height 144

Auricular height 118

Biauricular breadth . 128

Basinasal length 104

Basialveolar length 04

Xasialveolar height 72

Xasimental height 118

.Maxillary breadth 104

Bizygomatic brea<lth . 137 ap.

Nasal height 53

Nasal breadth 20

Orbital height. K. 30

L. 31

Orbital breadth. K. . 30

b. . 30

.Alveolar length .
.50

Alveolar breadth 05

Sagittal arc. 1 . 120

.. 2 . . HO

.. 3 . . 120
380

Length foramen magnnni
Trati'-ver^e are . . . 310 ap.
Cireumferenee . . . -HO ap.

//idiee.s.

Length-breadth . .
80-4

Length-height .
78-2

Onathic . 00-4

L’pper facial . .52-5

Total facial . . 861
Nasal .... .

49-1

Orbital. IL .
70-0

L. . . 7y5
Alveolai' .

130-0

Mnndddc.

Condyl<t-symi)h. length . 108

Height at symphysis . 32

Height at seconil molar 32

Height : coronoid 00

Height : condyle . 08

Bicondylar width . 133

Bigonial width . 112

Taiu-K IL

-Measurements in mm. of Bones of Kxtremities liom Short Cist.

West Ca-tle Hill. Lpper Boyndlie, Tyrie. Aberdeenshire.

K. L.

Clavicle . . . b')2 1-V2 ap.

Humerus ;

Maximum length . 320 -
i

Angle of torsion 102^ —
1

Radius 240 ap. -
i

Ulna .... 205 272

Femur :

.Maximum length 408 aj). 472
Oblique length 403 ap. —
Upper third of shaft
Ant. post. diam. 25 27

Trans, diam. 40 40

Ptatjjnierie inde.r i2-.5 07-.5

Angle of neck 124" 122"

Angle of torsion .
10" 28"

Tibia :

.Maximum length 300 371

Ant. post. diam. 41 30

Trans, diam. 23 24

I

K. L.

!
l^ldlyrnititic inih'.i: . ."ih'l til'5

Angle of torsion . 3!C 38°

Fibula .... 357 —
Astragalus ... 02 03

I’elvie brim :

Ant. post. diam. 108

Trans, diam. . 128

Oblifiue diam. . 122

/^(•l l it: inili-.r .
84’3

Indices.

Kadio-humeral .... 72‘9

Hujnei’o-femoral.... 70'3

Tibio-fenioral .... 78'8

Intermembral .... 07'{>

Stature a-- calculated from long bones,
5 feet 8 inches.
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III.

OBSERVATIONS OX HUT-CIRCLES NEAR THE EASTERN BORDER
OF PERTHSHIRE, NORTH OF BLAIRGOWRIE. Bv WALLACE
THORNEYCROFT. F.S.A.Scot.

The area under review is shown on the map (hg. 1). Some excava-

tions were made on Balnal)roch on the we.stern side of the map bj' John
Stuart in 1865 (Pruc. Soc. Ant. Scof.. vol. vi. p. 402), where a brief

account of some of the Dalrulzion hut-circles is given.

Sixty-one hut-circles were visited by me during the summers of 1030.

1031, and 1932, but I do not suggest that there are not more, especially

nearer the land included in the map, which is now under cultivation.

Those visited may be divided into three distinct types :
—

Double concentric rings forming one hut.

Double tangential rings.

Single rings.

The list on tig. 1 gives the number of each type in each group.

Fig. 2 shows the result of preliminary survey s of each type. Generally
speaking, all visible stones bigger than about 2 cubic feet were measured.
The meridian (true north) and the s<*ale are common to all.

The notable features observed are as follows :

—

1. None are much above or much below the KlOO-feet contour line

(see tig. 1).

2. Each group is situated near what are believed to be verj' ancient
tracks, or easily accessible from such tracks shown on the map (tig. 1).

3. All are adjacent to a permanent water-su})ply from springs. At
Drumderg there is a “cup-marked " stone near the spring.

4. Most of them are on the southern or eastern slopes of the hills

and command an extensive view.

The two at the head of Glen Beanie convey the impx’ession that they
may have been observation posts commanding the track up Glenshee,
which may have been a route to Aberdeenshire from Perthshire since
very early times.

5. There are indications of ancient cultivation near many of the
groups. Stones api)ear to have been cleared off the adjacent areas
to make it available for cultivation, and piled up in small cairns. So
far I have only excavated one of these small cairns, and found nothing
but such stones and very small bits of charcoal or decayed wood.
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Fig. 1. Map .showing distribution of Uut-Circles on the borders of Perthshire and Angus.
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Up till quite recent times, stones have been cleared off moorland
areas in the district to bring it into cultivation.

The present-day vegetation near some groups is somewhat different

from that on the adjacent moors. Often thistles grow, and sometimes
foxgloves. Near some of the groups are remains of stone dykes much
obliterated and difficult to trace, but I have no evidence to prove whether
these were built at the same date as the hut-circles or later. The
cultivation may have been of later date

;
I have no evidence, but I have

records of crofts on Dalrulzion. a little low'er down the hill, in the

sixteenth century, and the land cultivated then is quite distinct and
different from the land referred to as adjacent to the hut-circles.

Land is cultivated to-day on the Corb Farm, and oats produced
at a higher altitude than any of these hut-circles, except Glen
Beanie, where I observed no sign of cultivation, but learned that

David Graham had made some excavations here about forty years

ago, and is said to have found some charcoal, but has left no record

of anything else.

In peat bogs adjacent to the groups, both above and below them,
drift-wood, mainly hazel, is found in the peat at depths from 18

inches to 6 feet, which proves that trees grew naturally at higher
altitudes than the sites of the hut-circles, but there is very little natural
growth of trees above 1000 feet to-day, although there are plantations
of conifers above that level.

6. The entrance, when traceable, is always towards the south-east, and,
so far as my observations have gone, does not vary more than 10’ either

way from true south-east.

Dalrulzion T (ffg. 2) is abnormal, and no entrance is traceable.

7. The structural details of each hut-circle, as disclosed by superficial

observation without excavation, vary. In most of them stones set on
edge are visible, forming an inner ring, but never complete. This may
be due to some of these stones on edge having fallen and been buried, as
in Circle F, Dalrulzion, or due to such stones having been removed in

recent times for other purposes.

A feature common to them all is a ring, formed of earth covered with
vegetation, rising above the level of the adjacent surface, with stones
sticking up out of this ring of earth. In the double concentric type there
are two such rings with an annular space between them.

8. The diameter of the inner ring is not easy to define without excava-
tion. but usually is between about 2.5 feet and 35 feet. Dalrulzion T
(plan 2) is about 50 feet, but it is abnormal.

9. It is not unusual to notice a half-moon-shaped area, often south
of the entrance, covered with stones, e.g. Drumderg and Corb (fig. 2), and
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Typical Hut Circles East Perthshire

Fi:<.
'

2 . Typical Hut-Circlos iu K.ist Perthshire,
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in the concentric type the annular space between the rings swells out

on one side or other of the entrance, e.g. Dalrulzion D and F.'

So far I have excavated more or less completely Circle F, Dalrulzion

(fig. d), leaving the inner ring of stone on edge and some part of the

occupation layer untouched, and have commenced to excavate Q and Q',

finding that the latter differs in many respects from the former, so far

as can be seen at present.

Fi^'. -t Dalrulzion llut-Circle F liefore excavation.

Circle F. Ditlridziott.— Fig. 4 is mainly designed to show the sections

of the concentric rings where they have been excavated, but it also

shows the untouched areti. Light stippling on the plan indicates the

area (tver which little more than the layer of turf, etc., has been removed.
Dark stip[)ling indicates the area over which the undisturbed ground
or below it is exposed. On the plan a series of round dots link up the

foundations of both walls between the places which have been excavated.
The plan also shows the position of the hearths and other prominent
stones, and also the inner ring of large stones that were set on edge;
the original positions of these are indicated by heavy dotted lines. It

' For de'^eriptions of liut-eircles in other parts of the country see Report, Ancient Monu-
ments ( otnniission {Scotland). SutlierUnid, 1911; Trttns. Decon Assoc., 1S94-91*, U)01-:F 1995-fi.

e-speci;illy vol. xxviii, of 190t). pp. 17.V199: Reports of Dartmoor Committee', Trans. Soc. Ant.
Scot., vol. vi. : Journ. Brit, Arch. ..-I 550C.. December 192S, Chysau'5ter, Coniwall.
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will be noted that all the stones required to complete this inner ring are

to be seen on the ground, except for two gaps, one at the main entrance
to south-east, and the other north of the centre.

North on this plan is the magnetic north. August 1930, which was
15° 15' west of true north. All bearings refer to the magnetic meridian.

The undisturbed ground is indicated on the sections by dots, and the

occupation layer by light shading.

The datum line is at the same level in all sections, 1070 feet above
O.D.

Beginning at the first section. No. 4 N. 18“ E.. the foundations of both
walls are clear. The inside wall is unusuallj’ thin, and the stone seen

resting on disturbed ground has fallen off it. The space between the

walls is 4 feet 3 iiiches at foundation level; the outside found is 3 feet

9 inches wide.

The next section. No. 3 N.E., only shows the founds of the inside

wall, because turf and soil were dumped too near. It will be observed
that the inner ring stones have fallen inwards in one case, and out-

wards in the other, and one rested on a packing-stone.

Section 5 East is carried up to the centre, as some thin, flat paving
stones were found in the trench. These are not shown on the plan,

because it would be confusing to do so on the small scale suitable for

printing.

The inner ring has a diameter of 36 feet east to west, which is the
largest diameter, the average being about 35 feet. The tAvo foundations
are quite distinct, and the space betAveen is 3 feet 3 inches.

The next section, No. 1 S.E., is through the entrance. It sIioaas the
paA'ing up to the centre, the hearth-stone •‘C” (fig. 5) and a boulder
“A," and a stone on edge “B” in eleAation. 1 suggest that betAAeen
the boulder “A” and the stone on edge ‘•B’’ Avas the cooking place
corresponding to the cooking holes obsei'A'ed in some hut-circles

elseAA here.

The plan shoAvs the stepped pavement leading to the entrance from
the outside, and the foundation of the outside Avail curA’ing round to
the south side of the entrance at stone “N." “K " is the last inside
facing stone on the south side leaning outAvards from its original
position. “ L " is the last corresponding stone on the north side
of the entrance standing nearly A’ertical in its original position,
but there Avere two more inner facing stones south of “L" found
displaced, aaTiIcIi completed the inner ring to north of the enti-ance.
‘J is a big stone Avhich has been moved from some part of the
entrance as it rests on ground but little beloAv the present surface
leA'el.
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The plan also shows the foundation of the outside wall “ M ” on the
north side of the entrance curving round to the entrance.

In order to prove that the outside wall did not extend farther, the
excavation south of “M ” was carried down to the undisturbed ground.
To do this, one of several flat stones had to be moved, and two flat

stones not visible before excavation were found close to the surface,

which, when turned over, completed the ring of inside facing stones

Fii'. .\ Datrulzion Hut-Circle F; Hearth.

beyond • L" to the entrance. The original position of these other flat

stones could not be located.

I am unable to suggest at present how the entrance was finished

otf, but it seems probable that it was destroyed by violence, and possibly

more of the structure as well, after which occupation ceased.

Section No. 3 South is across the widest part of the annular space
between the rings, and the inner wall is more massive and well built

(fig. 6). Note the "header” put in to bind the wall and the irregular
paving to the centre.

The stones shown between the walls are not paving stones, for they
do not rest on undisturbed ground, and charcoal was found below
them. They have fallen oft' the walls, and there were no similar stones
east or west of them.
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The space between the walls at the widest is 6 feet 6 inches.
An excavation was made outside the outer wmll, but nothing found

;

there w as no ditch. Pottery, including fragments of the bottom pots, type
“ A,’ were found in the annular space east of the line of this section.

The next section, S. 18' W., No. I, also has good walls; the outer
face of the inside wall appears to have been faced here—space between

Fitr. ti. Dalrulzion Hut-Circ le F after excavation.

the w alls 5 feet. The outer face of the outside w'all was laid bare between
this section and No. 2 South.

Section No. 3 S.W. is carried to the centre to show in elevation a
big stone we did not try to lift, and the disturbed ground near it, and
the position of the saddle quern, which was found at “ G,” 2 feet north-
east from the centre, resting with the smooth side downwards on the
top of the occupation layer. It was in the trench made for this section
that a bit of iron and a bronze pin were found near the top of the
occupation layer, and the quartzite stone, somewhat resembling a
very crude axe, in the disturbed ground below- the regular occupation
layer. North of this the ground begins to rise rapidly as seen in
section 5 West.

The facing stone of the inner ring here is massive and in place, but
there w-ere very few stones behind it. The outside wall is also massive,
and the big stone seen may be a natural boulder.
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No. 1 X.W. was the first trench cut, and the inner ring stone was
restored to its original place. The foundations here have 4 feet 9 inches
between them, and, as an excavation outside j^roved, no ditch.

Coming now to the north, where there is a gap in the inner ring,

but where the founds of the outer wall are normal, it will be noticed that
the stones of the inner ring each side are nearly flat, and that a large
stone has fallen on the top of the western one. It appears to me that the
gap formed the entrance to the annular space from the inside of the
hut-circle. It is only in the southern area of this hut-circle that any-
thing like a pavement has been found, and that is very irregular, but
the entrance from the south-east seems to have been fairly well paved.

The paving stones were mosth’ flattish pieces of schist and quartzite.

There is an outcrop of rock just above tbis hut from which most of

the stones used in the building could have been obtained. I am unable
to state the original height of the stone walls, but so far as my obser-

vations have gone, and judging by the volume of stones found. I am
inclined to suggest that the inside wall was built up to about the level

of the top of the inside ring of upright stones on edge, and that the

outside wall was not built with stone much above the existing founda-
tion. Both walls probably had a turf bank above the stone-work : the

slender evidence of this being the material between them and inside

the circle.

No post-holes were observed by me at this place, although I looked
for them.

It may be that the annular space was roofed over in some way,
but I have no evidence to prove this. I do not think it would be

possible for a roof to have covered the 35 feet diameter inner area of the

hut.

Mktai, Finds.

One piece of a bronze pin was found high up in the occupation

layer south-west of the hearth-stones, and 7 feet 6 inches from the

centre. One shaped piece of iron, with very little of the actual metal left,

turned up near the same place and level, and a feM’ similar fragments
were got in the southern section.

Pottery.

From the general appearance of the specimens found, the i)otterv

can be divided into two types which will be referred to as ty[)e 'A”
and type “ B.”

Type "A" is generally about 10 mm. thick, except '.onie pieces,

probably the bottoms of pots, which are nearly double that thickness.
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The colour varies, but is usually buff red on one side and blackish on
the other, and nearly all fragments are blackish in the centre. Some
few pieces found are red throughout. Sometimes fragments are blackish

on the convex surface (i.e. the outside of the pot), but more frequently

they are blackish on the concave surface {i.e. the inside of the pot). On
some pieces the black on the inside is scaly.

Type 'B" is generally 6 to 7 mm. thick. NTo actual bottom piece

turned up. The colour of the outside surfaces of type “ B " fragments

Fiu-. 7. .Sections of Pottery from Hut-Ciivle F.

is dirty red. but most of the interior body and inside surfaces is

black, often with a layer of scaly black material which flakes off'

readily. The scales are about 0'5 mm. thick. I had a few fragments
cut for microscopic sections, one of which shows the scale flaking

off, and the change of colour from black on the inside to red on the
outside.

Both type “A" and type “B" fragments became fairly bright red
when cooled, after heating to dull red in the laboratory, and, in the
case of those fragments with adhering black scaly material on the
inner surfaces, the scales glowed when heated.

The -'•ections of the rims are shown (tig. 7), with the planes of the
rims and approximate diameter as measured by curves of known
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diameter of both types “A ^ and “B." A few bottom pieces of type “ A"
were found and sections are also shown (fig. 7). One hundred and thirty-

seven separate fragments of potter}' turned up. Some time was spent
trying to fit some of these together, with no success. Xo ornamentation
was observed on any piece. There were no signs of any piece having
been made on a wheel.

The specific graA’ity of a number of pieces was ascertained and the
porosity measured by the absorption of water after drying to constant
weight. The results are as follows :

—

Typk “A.”

: Specific Gravity.
Porosity or

Water Absorlied.

1

1 Per cent. Percent.
Highest . 1

2-.)7
!

32-4

Lo\vest . 1
2-48 29-2

Average .
1

2Td 31-2

Typk “B."

.Specific Gravity. ;

Porosity or

1

Water Absorbed.

Per cent.

1

!

Per cent.
{

Highest 2-20 29-0
1

i
Lowest . i

2T2 1 23-4 :

Average
j

. !
2-17

!

26-6

The lower specific graA'ity and porosity of type “ B ” is probably due
to its higher carbon contents.

A7iali/sis of the Pottery made by H. D. Bennie.—The chemical analyses
tabulated beloAv were carried out upon sample Xo. D.F.I.P., which
consisted of several type “A " fragments finely ground together, and
sample Xo. D.F.2.P.. which consisted of several type “B " fragments
finely ground together. Both samples were dried beloAV 110° C. prior
to commencing the analysis.

The analyses shown in the right-hand columns are calculated from
the above determinations, and show what the analysis of type “ A '

and type “ B would be Avhen reheated to constant weight, and thus
freed from carbon, etc.
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Laboratory Index.

Pottery as founil.
Pottery as reheated

for comparison.

Type A '

D.F.l.P.
Tvpe B ‘

I).F.2.P. 1

Tj-pe“A." Type -- B.
"

Per cent- Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.

Silica (SiOj) .i:C22 48-22 50-36 56-88

Titanic oxide (TiO.,) 2-Ot) 1 -09 2-18 1-28

Alumina (AUOj) .... 1901 17-48 i 20-13 20-62

Ferric oxide (Fe.Oa) 8-37 10-13 8-86 11-97

Lime (CaO) 4-29 2-70 4-34 3-19

Magnesia (MgO) .... 3-27 1-01 3-46 1-20

Potash (K,0) .... 1-98 1-03
!

2-10 1-94

Soda (Na.>0) 2-40 2-28 2-.54 2-70

Carbon (C) ..... o*;>< 14-8()

Carbon dioxide (CO,) . Nil 0-38
i

Water (HoO) Nil Nil

10017 99-78 100-17 99-78

The only marked differences are their respective percentages of

iron oxide, lime, magnesia, and carbon.

The Mineralogical Constitution of the Pottery .—Thin sections of numer-
ous fragments of the pottery examined under the microscope showed
that both types consist of fragments of quartz, granite, and mica schist

bonded with clay.

The proportions in which these constituents are present in the pots
were estimated by measurement under the microscope, using a travel-

ling stage micrometer of the type devised by Shand, and was found to

be very uniform for each type of pot as follows

j

Type " A.-' Type B."

Per cent. Per cent.
Quartz fragments .... 28-4 2U‘2
Granite and schist fragments 19-1 14-8

Other material (by difference) 52-5 50-0
,

Search for the Clay .—The nearest clay deposit in the vicinity of
the Dalrulzion circles is a clay from the bed of a glacial-period lake,
mainly formed by the wash from the granite mass at the head of
Glenshee.

A sample of the clay from the side of a drain and below the peat
of the Middleton Moss was dug for experimental purposes.
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Anahjsis of Middleton Moss CIuij. By H. D. Beniiie.

An average sample of this clay vas ground and dried below 110’ C.

for analysis, and the result is shown below, together with the calculated

analysis after reheating to constant weight :

—

Laboratory Index. Clay as found.
i).F.:i.P.

Reheated to
Constant
Weight.

Silica f.SiO.) ..... Per cent.

63-9tt

Per cent.

66-06

Titanic oxide (TiO>) 1-Hd 1-71

Ahuiiiiia (AhOa) .... iS'hu 19-52

Ferric oxide (Fe>0,) 4-63 4-88

Lime (CaO) ..... :i-32 8-43

Magnesia (MgO) .... 2'44 2-52

Potash (K.,0) ..... 1-04 1-08

Soda (Na/J) o-so 0-83

Carbon (C) Nil Nil

Carbon dioxide (CO..) (1-44 Nil

Water (H.O) ..... 2-74 Nil

99-98

Examination of {mwder slides of this clay under the microscope
shows that its mineralogical constitution is closely similar to that of

the pottery, the percentage estimation being as follows:

—

i

1

Middleton Moss Clay.

1

Per cent.

Quartz fragments ..... 85-7

Craiiite aufl .schist fragments . 17-()

Other material (by difference) .
46-7

i

The only important differences in analysis between the clay as

sampled, and the pots, both reheated to constant weight, are the higher

silica content and lower iron-oxide and alkali contents of the clay: and
the similarity between the assemblage of minerals in this clay, and in

the pottery fragments from circle F, make it extremely probable that

this clay was used by the makers of the j)ots.

From the proi)ortions of the minerals present it is clear that the

inci’eased silica content in the clay is due to a higher proportion of

quartz fragments, and it is likely that prehistoric man found a better

bed of clay than we did, containing less sand.
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The lower iron-oxide content of the clay may be due to one of two
causes : (1) The iron in the clay sample, which was taken from a drain

just below peat, may have been leached out by peat acids during the
centuries that have elapsed since prehistoric man dug his clay, or

(2) Prehistoric man may have added ochre to the clay. Fragments
of ochre were found in the occupation layer of circle F, and could have
been obtained from cracks and backs in some outcrop of whin in the
vicinity, where it can be seen to-day.

The reduction in the alkalis, especially soda, is also to be expected,

as the alkalis are the most readily leached of anj" of the constituents :

the slower removal of the potash is probably due to the preferential

absorption of clay for potash.

I notice in manj" papers on prehistoric pottery that it is suggested

that .sand, etc., was added to the clay bj" prehistoric potters. In this

case I see no justification for the suggestion, nor in some other cases

that I have had the opportunity to examine. In fact, it is not easy
with all modern appliances, to make a uniform mixture of sand, etc.,

with’.clay. In most deposits of clay the mixture is natural.

It is noteworthy that no carbon was found in the clay.

FJ.rpefinientfi irith the Middleton Moss (Flay .—Some trial pieces were
moulded from the clay, mixed and burned in various ways in an attempt
to reproduce the results of the prehistoric makers, to ascertain the
temperature to which it has been raised, and the source of the carbon
found in the pottery.

The results obtained are tabulated below :

—

Trial Xo. Ruriiin” Treatiiieiit.
Valour iuui
Strength.

Water
Absorption.

.Specific

Gravity.

D.C.
,

In hot wood tire from

Drv clav i I’-'*'- *^‘*1 I’ "'-

piuldleil ashes till

in water. a.m.

Buff red
throughout.

P r o h a b 1 y
about as
strong as
pottery.

Per cent.

22’!)

Per cent.

2T4

D.^.M.."). Ill hot wood hre from
Drv clav

I

I’-"'- I'-’’'* l^"'-

puddled ;

a.shes till

in milk. '

a.ni.

Light buff
red.

.Softer.

I).t'..M.2.
; Buried iii ashes below

|

(Irey tinged

Drv clav wood tire from 2 ji.m. ' buff red to

pluldleiU tillSp.m.
j

dark grey
in milk.

|

bottom.

!
.Softer.

1

0.00
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Trial No. Burning Treatment. Colour and
i

Water
Streiifith. ! Absorption.

Specific
Gravity.

D.C.A.l.

80 per rent.
dry clay.

20 per cent,

charcoal.

Buried in ashes below
wood lire from 2 p.m.
till 8 p.m.

Grey tinged
buff to dark
grey at
bottojn.

.51-0 1-82

D.C.l.O. Hoffiuami kiln. Teiup.

I

over 700^ C. but under
Dry clay

I

900^ C. as per Seger
puddled i Cones,
in water.

;

Atmosphere oxidising.

Bright red.

Stronger than
the pottery
found.

25-0 2-47

D.C.X.O.

Finer clay
puddled
in water.
(.See Note.

)

Hoffmann kiln. Temp,
over 790’ C. but under
900° C.

Red.

22-5 2*89

D.C.XXX.O., Hoffmann kiln. Temp.
i

over OOIPC. but under
Finer clay 1000’ C. a^ per Seger
puddled ; Cones,
in water. Atmosphere oxidising.

iSeeNote. 1

Darker red
than D.C.l.O.

Very strong
and hard.

22-7 2-41

U.C.HonmlO. Hotfmami kiln. Temp,
over 000- C.

Finest flay.

iSee Note.)

Red.
i

! 3-3 2-53
1

;

1

1

1

i

D.C.B. Laboratory muffle.
! Temp. 72(0 C. by thermo-

Dry clay couple.
puddled Atmosijhere oxidising,
in water. Time 0 hours.

Buff r e tl
. 1

Similar to

p o t t e !• y
found but
no blackish

1

-

areas. !

•'

Strength
rather less

than pots.

2*48

Sote. Tilt* finer clay was prei>aie<! by inixiii^ the clay in a larye volume of water so that it

was all in suspension, then allowing it to settle for one minute, and pouring off the water with
clay in suspension. This was allowed to settle for a day, the water decanted off. and reinainint;^

water evaporated until fit to })ud<lle.

The finest clay was prepared in the same way hut atlowe<l to settle for Hh minutes.
Of these trials tlie only ones at all resemhlinfr the pottery found are D.O. and D.O.B.—the

first and last mentioned an<l it appears certain that none of the frap-inents of potterv found ha<l

been heated up to SOh' or over in an oxidising atmosphere, for under these conditions the iron
compounds in hotli clay and pottery produce the bright red colour. Naturally the finest clay
makes the least porous pottery.
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The Temperature reached by the Prehistoric Mahers in their Burning
of the Pottery. By H. D. Bennie.—An attempt made to establish the

maximum temperature to which tlie pottery had been fired, was based
upon the property that clays have of absorbing lime out of solution

after having been burned to temperatures over 500' C.

Clay substance loses its plasticity irrecoA erably when heated bej’ond
500' C., at which temperature an endothermic reaction commences in

which the combined water is removed from the clay, or hydrated
aluminium silicate, thus

:

ALO
3

. 2SiO,, . 2H„0—^ALOj . 2Si02 + 2H.,0.

All fragments of pottery found had completely lost their plasticity,

it being found impossible to restore the plastic state to any part of

the material from the fragments, and therefore it is evident that all

have been fired beyond 500° C.

The metakaolin Alo03 . 2Si02 has the property of absorbing lime from
solution, and the amount of lime absorbed increases with the temiierature
to which the metakaolin has been tired, until the temperature at which
it suffers another change is reached.

At temperatures between 800' C. and 1050° C. an exothermic reaction
takes place in two stages, resulting first in the foi'uiation of amorphous
sillimanite and free silica, and later in the formation of amorphous
mullite and more free silica, thus

:

1. AloOj . 2810.—>A1,A . SiOo + SiO,.

Sillimanite.

2. 3( AI
2
O 3 . SiO,.)—>3ALOs . 2Si02 + SiO,.

Mullite.

Sillimanite, mullite, and the free silica do not absorb lime from
st)lution, and thus, from 800' C. upwards, the amount of lime absorbed
by a piece of ceramic material decreases as the temperature to which
it has been fired rises.

This provides a means of determining approximately the tempera-
ture to which the pots were fired, and the following procedure was
adopted.

Samples of the Middleton Burn clay were moulded into small trial
pieces and fired in the laboratory muffle, being Avithdrawn successively
at intervals of 50 C. from 500 C. Lhe temperature Avas measured by a
thermo-couple, the hot junction of Avhich aa'us placed in the muffle beside
the trial pieces.

Ten grams of each piece Avas then immersed in a standard solution
of lime for 48 hours, and the amount of lime absorbed by each was
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determined. Similarly, the amount of lime ah'^orbed by fragment.s of

type “A” and type •’B” pottery was determined.

The results are tabulated below ;

—

j

I Temperature reached
' during the Burning.
1

Weight of Lime
absorbed by

ID gm. of Sample.

Per cent Dime
absorbed by the

Clay in the Sample.
Samples Tested.

i

i Degrees C. gm. Per cent.

500 traces ... 5Iiddleto)i Burn
clay trial.

ooO OOnlO O’kl

600 0-00I2 0’90

650 0 0051 1’15

700 0-OO62 1’32

7.50 O’0066 Til j

SOO 0’(M)82 T76
S50 O’ (WTO T50
900 0’0o68 T3I

' 950 0’(Xt5(5 T20
1000 0’(.IO27 0‘57

'J 0*00b4 1-22 Type ‘’A” Pots

i ?

1

0’0052 0’92 Tyjte " B ’ Pots

This test indicates that type “A” pottery reached a temperature
between 650’ C. and TOO’ C., and that type “B" pottery reached a

temperature just over 600 C.

(The higher range of temperature indicated, namely, 950’ C. to 1000’ C.,

can be ruled out on account of the colour, strength, and water absorption

of the pottery as com[)ared with those of the trial pieces fired to that

temperature in a Hoffmann kiln.)

This agrees fairly well with the fact that in the experiments with

the Middleton Burn clay the trial piece D.C.B., which was fired in the

laboratory muffle to 720 C., most closely resembled the pottery fragments.

S(jiirc>' of till’ Carlton.—Red- or buff-coloured bricks are often made
to-day with clay mixed with carbonaceous material, naturally or

artificially.

To test whether the carbon found in the |)ots was added in the

form of charcoal in order to assist the burning, some trial pieces were
moulded from a mixture of SO per cent, clay and 20 per cent, charcoal.

This mixture suggested itself as a suitable one from the fact that the

carbon content of type •' B" is over II per cent, by weight, and therefore

would have been rather more than that before burning took place.
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Together with this was considered the likelihood that the prehistoric

makers, if they did mix materials at all, would probably do so by
volume rather than bj* weight, and the pi'oportions 80 per cent, clay to

20 per cent, charcoal by weight, approximate 2 vols. of clay to I vol. of

charcoal.

The trial pieces moulded, however, were weak and friable when
fired in the laboratory muffle, and were of a grey colour not seen in

any of the pottery fragments.

An attempt to biirn the mixture D.C.A.l. in the ashes of a wood
fire was equally unsuccessful, and the resulting material would have
been useless for pots.

In a reducing atmosphere it might he possible to heat the clay to a
temperature above 800° C. without producing the bright red colour, and
incomplete combustion of charred wood among the red hot ashes of a
large wood fire may create a reducing atmosphere along with that

temperature. Experiment D.C.M.2. was designed to attempt this, with
very little success, and prehistoric man would have great difficulty in

producing the necessary conditions.

At a primitive pottery at Barvas, Isle of Lewis, which only ceased
working about thirty years ago. I was informed that milk had been
used in the process. I therefore tried puddling the clay with milk,

which would add small quantities of carbonaceous material to the clay,

but with very little effect, and I subsequently learned that at Barvas
the pottery was dipped while hot into milk. This was said to improve
its appeai’ance and reduce its porosity. The sample of this Barvas
pottery that I have, resembles prehistoric pottery in some respects. It

appears to have been moulded by hand, burnt in a peat fire and not
in a kiln. It is yellowish grey on the outside and buff red inside.

Specific gravity .... 2’27 per cent.

Water absorbed .... 20 G

If the carbon was not added during the manufacture, it must have
got into the pottery during its use. To test this a crucible and lid

was moulded from the clay and fired in the laboratory muffle in the
same way as trial piece D.C.B. This test crucible was filled with beef
dripping and heated by placing it upon a wire gauze heated by a
bunsen flame, with its lid in position. The heating was continued until
the crucible appeared to be empty. After cooling, the crucible was
examined and was found to be blackened on its bottom surface ; its

sides Avere iioav a dirty buff red and its inside surface was black.
On breaking the crucible to examine the interior, this Avas found to

exhibit a greyish-black centre, becoming blacker toAvards the bottom.
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and also a definite black incrustation on the inside bottom of the crucible.

The lid was only slightly discoloured, approximately 5 mm. from the
under side upwards being grey-brown.

This experiment shows that carbon will diffuse into the pots from
the outside during their use as cooking vessels. Also that carbon will

diffuse outwards from the carbonaceous material cooked in the pot, if

the material is allowed to reach its carbonising temperature, and
repeated occurrences of this kind were ])robably responsible for the
scaly black material adhering to the inner surfaces of some of the

pottery fragments found.

CoNcr.rsioxs.

I therefore suggest

:

(1) That pots of which fragments were found in Circle F. both

types “ A " and “ B," were made on the spot from clay dug from
some convenient part of what is now the Middleton Moss,

without any mixture of sand or anything else, except perhaps
a little ochre.

(2) Tliat they were moulded by hand.

(3) That they were burned in a fire of peat or wood without anything
in the nature of a kiln.

(4) That the temperature attained must have been over 500° C., and
none of the pots would appear to have been subjected to a

temperature as high as 800° C. in an oxidising atmosphere.

(5) That the carbon found in the pottery was not added during the

process of manufacture, but penetrated into the pores of the

pots when in use: (a) from the inside of the pot, the source

being the animal and vegetable matter cooked in the pot

;

(b) from the outside, the source being the smoke from peat

or wood fires.

Rkferkxce.s.

Lucas, “Nature of the Colour of Pottery," Journal Royal Anthro-
pological Inst., vol. lix., 1929.

Harrison, Pots and Pans, published by Gerald Howe, Ltd.

Stones.

A quartzite stone, somewhat resembling a very crude weapon, w'as

found below the regular occupation layer. It may be natural, but
there are signs of bits about the centre having been knocked off, and
some evidence of its having been worked at the heavy end. I think
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there is no doubt that it was brought to the site by the prehistoric

occupier.

Three very dubious hammer-stones are produced

:

(1) A water-worn quartzite pebble.

(2) A whinstone pestle-like stone.

(3) An irregular quartzite stone.

A large number of quartz chips. None of them appear to have been

worked, except perhaps the small knife-like piece. They have been

brought to the site, as they were all found in the occupation layer, and

I do not think are natural to the soil.

A considerable number of fire-marked cooking stones " and many
bits of schist reddened by fire.

A few fragments of ochre.

A very good specimen of what is called by geologists ” Rod structure.
"

It is garnet hornblende schist. Oval cross-section and parallel lineation

caused by stretching of the rock in one particular direction. This has

undoubtedly been brought to the site.

Bone.s.

A great number of fragments of crushed and probably cooked bones

turned up mostly near the hearth-stones. I am advised that the fragments

are too small to identify the animals from which they were derived,

Chak and Charcoai..

A few fragments of what I have called “char" were found. It is

quite different in appearance from the charcoal referred to below. A
fragment of this was sectioned for microscopic examination, and showed
cellular structure. Another fragment was washed as clean as possible

and dried in a steam oven for analysis. Result was

:

Per cent.

Volatile Matter . 3.5T0 (The smoke smelt like burning bone.)

Fixed Carbon . 55 28

Ash .... 9(52 (Containing 05 per cent, phosphorus.)

Most of the ash is probably mud, absorbed in the pores of material,
which could not be washed out, and some of the ash showed cellular

structure under the microscope. It is therefore probable that the
proportion of phosphorus in the natural ash freed from mud was
much higher.

I came to the conclusion that this material was charred flesh, and it
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can be matched by roasting meat in hot oven. Mr Maby. to whom I

submitted a sample, does not agree, and thinks it is decayed wood.
The ([uantity found is insufficient to settle the question.

Large quantities of charcoal were found. Dried in air, the total

weight was nearly 10 lbs. Near the hearth-stones as much as H oz.

per square foot excavated turned up, but some was found all over the
area excavated inside the inner ring of stones on edge, and a little in

the annular space between the rings. As a rule, where the undisturbed
ground was disclosed odd fragments were found resting on it.

Microscojjic sections were made for me by Lomax, Bolton, and
submitted along with other pieces to Mr M. Y. Orr. Royal Botanic
Garden, Edinburgh, and to Mr J. C. Mab^', B.Sc., Oxford, but they
found it very difficult to deal with, and were unable to state positively

from what wood it was derived. While it .seems likely that most of
the so-called “charcoal” found in the hut-circle was carbonised by heat,

some of it may have been carbonised by decay. It does not seem to
be an easy problem to differentiate between these two agencies.
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IV.

THE SCOTTISH EXPEDITION IN NORWAY IN 1012. By The Rev.

JOHN BEVERIDGE, M.B.E., B.D., F.S.A.Scot.

Margaret of Denmark was the w'ife of the Norse King Haakon YI.

(1313-1380). After his death, by the Calniar Act of Union in 1397,

Margaret became Queen of Sweden, Norway, and Denmark. History

shows that the Union was unfortunate for each of the three nations,

especially for Norway, which, although nominally an independent king-

dom, soon became really a vassal province of Denmark and remained
so for upwards of four centuries.

In 1589 King James A"I. of Scotland married the Princess Anne, sister

of King Christian IV. of Denmark, in romantic circumstances at Oslo,

the capital of Norway. James VI. and Christian IV., being brothers-in-

law, desired that their respective countries should be on friendly terms,

and engagements were entered into for the purpose of securing amicable
relations. At that time Denmark had been suzerain of Norway for over

two centuries, and the vassal kingdom was i)ractically impotent. Able
Norwegians were certainly welcomed in DeiJmark, and one of these,

Christopher Throndsen, had risen to be Lord High Admiral of the Danish
fleet. His daughter Anne was the Norse bride of the notorious Earl of

Bothwell. She is known in Norwegian history as Skottefruen, the
Scottish Lady C and it was her claim for redress from him. in Bergen
in 1567, when he was fleeing from Scotland after Queen Mary's capture,

that led to Bothwell’s conveyance to Copenhagen, his incarceration in

a Danish prison, and his tragic death.

But the old Viking spirit had apparently died out among the Norse
for want of exercise and outlet. There was no Norwegian army or
militia or armed force in the land ; and although some few Norsemen
might be found in the small Danish standing army, yet the King of
Denmark had to depend in great measure, as so many sovereigns of
that day, on mercenary soldiers enlisted from foreign lands when any
important fighting had to be done.

Denmark and Sweden then, as now, had many common interests
and also many causes for controversy ; and at the beginning of the
seventeenth century Norway happened to be the bone of contention.

' " Skottefruen," af .S. 11. .Tensen in For Kirke og Kidtur. p. Kristiania. 1903: "Lady Anne
Botlnvell, theScottisli L-nly, ' in Srottish Historical Ferieir. p. 379, Glasgow. 1904.

VOE. LXVII. U
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Norway having been neglected by her suzerain, and being defenceless,

had been encroached on by the Swedes and valuable territories were
filched away. The Swedes ravaged with fire and sword, maintaining
that onl}' the islands off the coast to the north of the Arctic Circle

belonged to Norway. In 1611 King Christian IV. resolved to resist the

Swedish claims and the Swedish inroads on Norse territory. War
was declared, and eventually Denmark was victorious.

^

But the victoi’y was not due so much to the Danes and the Norwegians
themselves as to the mercenary soldiers that had been engaged to tight

for them. From the very first Denmark and Norway were able to close

the Cattegat and so prevent assistance for Sweden reaching the Baltic

from the North Sea or English Channel. Allies and hired soldiers from
Western lands had therefore to find another route to SAveden, and the

most natural one Avas across NorAvay Avhere there Avere no troops to

oppose them.

The Origin of the Scottish Expedition.

Since the Viking period the Scandinavian lands had gradually lost

their love of fighting, and inNorAvay the peasants had no great fondness
for Datiish enterprises. They Avere prepared to defend their OAvn home-
steads. but they had no Avish to Avage AA'ar Avith other nations or tight

in other lands. When danger threatened at home, or an expedition

abroad seemed necessai'y. the Dani.sh and SAvedish kings hired pro-

fessional soldiers from any available quarter. As the Scots Avere then

famous fighters and never kneAV Avhen they AA'ere beaten, their aid AA'as

welcomed everyAvhere. In this particular quarrel the Danish king had
obtained mercenaries from Germany and France as AA’ell as from
England, Avhere his brother-in-law James VI. aatis faAourable to his

cause. King GustaA us Adolphus recruited his forces in the same lands,

and the raising of a regiment in Scotland Avas entrusted to Sir James
Spens of Wormiston,- in Fife, AA'ho AA^as a noted personality in those

days. He AA^as at one time in the Scottish, at another in the SAA'edish

serAuce; noAv a diplomatist, noAV a soldier. He Avas eventually natural-

ised in SAveden and ennobled.

Spens commissioned Colonel AndrcAV' Kamsaj', a brother of Sir John
Ramsay, Avho Avas a faA'ourite of King James VI., to raise the Scots

regiment; and on accfjunt of his friendship Avith the King it was
naturally supposed that His Majesty faA'oured the enterprise. This Avas

far from being the case. Indeed, King James, in London, seems never to

' af Dr Viiuv.ir Xielscn, voi. iv. pr. ii. pp. 10-i If., Kristiaiiia. 191 1.

“ Histoi’icai I)i)ciiinpiils fr<>iii State AicliiveN,' in Michell'a IHstonj of the Scofti-^h L'
>
prdifioiL

in Xoi-irnt/. LoihIdH. liSP.
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have heard of the enlisting of Scotsmen for Sweden until it was almost
too late. And he might never have heard of it in time if the recruiting

had been done more cautiously and without press-gang methods. Then
the King lost no time, and no fewer than nine proclamations were issued

by him to show his goodwill for " his dearest brother the King of

Denmark." Yet, in spite of them all. a force of about 900 men was
enlisted by Colonel Ramsay, chiefly from the Caithness district. The
King's xjrohibition, however, made it difficult for the leaders to get the

necessary vessels to convey the men out of Scotland.

Eventually, on the 2nd of August 1612. two vessels, one from Dundee
and the other from Caithness, sailed for Norway with a small staff of

officers who had with them only about one-third of the enlisted force.

As we have seen. Sir James Spens entrusted the raising of the force

to Andrew Ramsay, to whom he gave a colonel’s commission from the

Swedish king. Colonel Ramsay then gave the leadership of the over-

seas enterprise to his brother Alexander, with the rank of lieutenant-

colonel. He had as captains George Sinclair, George Hay. and Sir Henry
Bruce, and as lieutenants James Scott and James Moneypenny. who
acted as interpreter to the expedition.

Thk Sixclaik Raid.

In the Danish official documents the enterprise is referred to as
Skottetoget^ (the Scottish Expedition), but the Norse peasants connect
it with the name of Captain Sinclair. They speak of the Sinclair Raid
as being overwhelmed in the Sinklair Dokka (Dip) at Kringom ; the
memorial on the spot is called the Sinklair Stbtte : and the story of the
expedition is told in a succession of Sinclair ballads, legends, and tradi-

tions. The explanation of this is that Sinclair was killed in a fateful

ambuscade. The other officers thought that their treatment might be
more tolerable if the peasants believed that the dead officer had been the
leader of the force. The Norwegians always refer to him as Colonel
Sinklair.

George Sinclair was the son of David Sinclair of Stirkoke. and nephew
of the Earl of Caithness. One Norse story relates that George Sinclair
and his brother John were at the Edinburgh High School in 1595. when
there was a mutiny among the boys because a September holiday for
some reason was refused. The lads barricaded themselves in the school,
and when the city (officers stormed the building George Sinclair tired a
pistol and shot a bailie. He and his brother and some other lads were
imprisoned for several months. But history tells us that the guiltv boy

^ SJ.oftetogef, af Oltcr.'st IF. Autiel!. pp. KJ tl'.. Ivristiaiiiti. lUli!.
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was really William Sinclair,^ son of William Sinclair, Chancellor of

Caithness.

But Captain George Sinclair was guilty of a treacherous act. Lord
Maxwell had been banished for slaying the Laird of Johnstone in a

famous border feud. Maxwell secretly returned to Scotland and sought

protection from the Earl of Caithness whose wife was a cousin of Lord
Maxwell. But the Earl, for the sake of expected reward, made use of

George Sinclair to beguile the outlaw into the hands of enemies at Castle

Sinclair, near Thurso. Maxwell was hanged in Edinburgh in 1613. But
the Earl did not benefit by the dastardly deed : and within a few weeks
of the betrayal Sinclair met bis own fate at Kringom. When Maxwell
found that he was betrayed he cursed Sinclair, who is represented as

being a superstitious man. During the expedition to Norway Sinclair

was often moody when the omens were consulted and iiroved adverse,

and apparently his conscience was troubling him.

The number of men Avho were conveyed to Norway in the two vessels

was probably about 300. It was natural for the Norse peasants to

magnify their victory. The Sinclair Ballad gives the number of the
Scots as 1400 ;

the figure is given as 900 on a monument over Sinclair’s

grave dating from 1789, and is repeated in 1838 by the local minister. Dean
Krag, whose book about the traditions of the expedition is very interest-

ing, although sometimes poorly authenticated. The figure has been
gradually decreasing down to the latest and most careful authority.

Colonel H. Angell, who says, in the tercentenary memorial volume, that

the total number on the two ships was about 400 men, perhaps rather less.

Sir James Spens, after learning of the fate of the expedition, wrote on
26th October 1612 to King James YI. and states that the number of the

Scots was 300. If we accept that number as correct, then it mo.st satis-

factorily agrees with anj" reasonable explanation of the surprise and
defeat of the Scots. It is agreed that the Norse peasants numbered
about 500.

The R.\ii)Eh.s i.v the Romsdal.

Alexander Ramsay sailed from Dundee on 2nd August, and Sinclair

on the same day from Caithness. It is understood that they met some-
where in Orkney and remained for a fortnight either in the hope that

others might .]oin them, or to procure provisions since they had been
compelled to leave Scotland so hurriedly. In any case the jfjurney

across the North Sea took three d.ays, and they made for the Romsdals-
f j(n'(l from which convenient valleys led to Sweden. When they entered

‘ lioijiil High Sciiiiol. by .1. .J. Trotter, pp. 17. IS; Dr W. SteveiisoiiA IHMory of the High
School of Eilinbii rg/i. pp. i‘). 24.
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the fjord it is reported that they hailed a fisherman, who was in a boat

with his daughter, and wished him to pilot them to Yeblungsnaes where
they had to land for their journej'. The girl was frightened and they

set her ashore, giving her a pair of scissors with silver handles and a

silver thimble. These were for long preserved in the Helland family but

were eventually sold to relic hunters.

The Scots landed at Klungnres on 19th August just under the bluff

called Skotshammer (Scots Craig), where a monument now stands in

honour of the farmer Per Klungntes. The officers had decided that

it was necessary for them to have a guide across the country, and they

laid hold of the farmer without ceremonj' and compelled him to show
the way. He found means of sending a warning to the peasants up the

Romsdal, and he began by conducting the Scots by devious and difficult

paths in order to give the dalesmen time to get the news. The farmers

and peasants quickly responded to the call : but no one seemed able to

take the command and oppose the advance of the strangers. The Scots

were kept well in hand and did no damage at all. Indeed, as they

expected to receive all necessary equipment on their arrival in Sweden
only a comparatively small number of them were properly armed. More-
over, as a considerable proportion of the men had been pressed into

service and forced on board the vessels, these unwilling recruits were a

source of weakness. Consequently, the officers were anxious to avoid

any ti’ouble with the Xorse. Tales of plundering and maltreatment
were rumoured, some of the stories being terrible and precise. These
may be completely disregarded. In the Norwegian Viceroy’s second

report^ to the Danish Chancellor regarding the expedition he says, ‘‘We
have ascertained that those Scots who Avere defeated and captured on
their march through the country have absolutely neither burned,

murdered nor destroyed anything either in Romsdalen or Gudbrands-
dalen." Naturally, the peasants Avere afraid on the approach of the great

straggling Scots force, and in order to preA ent damage to their property
they fled to the hills, usually leaving tables loaded with food or perhaps
a coAv or sheep tethered for the men to eat.

But, hoAveA'er peacefully the Scotsmen adAanced, yet they Avere

enemies, and the dalesmen Avere resolAed to block the AAay. Once or
twice at likely points preparations AA'ere begun, but either because the
Scots came up too soon or because the natiAes Avere afraid, no attack
was made, and the route Avas not barred. The Romsdal is one of
the most imposing A'alleys in NorAvay, Avith the Romsdalshorn on the
one side rising to a height of 5900 feet, and Trolltinderne to 6000 on
the other. The A’alley is so narroAA^ that there is hardly room for more

‘ llichell, p. 185.
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than the river, the road, and the railway to-day. and there are mighty
screes here and there :

Crag.-, knolls, and monnd- confusedly Inirled.

The fragments of an earlier world."

One wonders how the Scottish force made any progress at all
;
yet the

Norse reports indicate that the rate of travel was from twenty to

twenty-five miles per day. At one very dangerous spot the Scots sus-

pected that the peasants were preparing to bar the way. They therefore

resolved to climb the mountain rather than risk delay at the Bears Cliff,

and after reaching a height of 2200 feet they passed from the Romsdal
into the Gudhrandsdal.

The local magistrate, Lars Hage, received the news of the advancing

Scots on Sunday morning, 23rd August. He seized his battle-axe and

hastened to the church of Dovre where he dramatically interrupted the

service. Advancing right up to the pulpit to the surprise of the whole

congregation, he turned at the chancel and struck the floor three times

with his axe, and exclaimed, “Give ear, the enemy is at hand!" The
minister at once dismissed the congregation.^ The men assembled in the

churchyard and made the necessary preparations without loss of time.

The fiery cross was immediately sent out, and from all the neighbouring

parishes and valleys men came trooping until, within twenty-four hours,

nearly 500 peasants had responded to the call.

The Ambusc ade at Kringom.

The peasants resolved to make an ambuscade and attack at a place

called High Kringom or Kringelen. At High Kringom the mountain

Yetaho sends down a cliff or bluff to the Laugen. There the river turns

sharply to the left, and after a straight course of 500 yards or so. at a

similar bluff, the Laugen again turns sharply to the left. On rounding the

northern bluff the road was at a level of 150 feet above the river on a

steepish slope, and it descended somewhat with a deeper dip (Dokka.

now Sinklair Dokka), rising again till it turned the corner at the

southern bluff.

The tradition - is that immediately above Dokka trees were cut down,

made into log-, and arranged into a mighty pile intermingled with rocks

and stones, all held together with ropes and props. This tDituiifrri'Up, as

it is called, with a fall of about forty yards to the road, was to he let loose

on a given signal, when the road at Dokka was filled with the Scots.

But as the path was very narrow the number killed in the Dokka by

such a fihntnerreltc could not have been more than twenty-five or so. If,

* Aiifxt'll. pp. 49 rt'. • Micliell. pp. oG tt.
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however, there were two such timber piles, one above tlie road at each
bluff, then, after the advance yuard had passed out, and when the main
body was on the Ava}^ through Kringom, if the two piles were let loose

the Scots Avould be completely trapped. For the adA’ance guard could

not come back to help their comrades, and the peasants. Avell concealed,

being at least tAA’o to one Avhen the A'anguard was hoi's de comhut, might
very readily account for all the confounded and disordered Scots.

It is,hoAvever. A'ery remarkable that the official reports and the ballads

and early local traditions make no mention AvhateA'er of a tihnmerrelte,

and only in later legends and tales is there any mention of such. When
the pojtular idea in course of time had magnified the numher of Scots to

900 or eA’en 1400, and brought down the number of the peasants to .300.

it occurred to someone that the dalesmen could not in any ordinary
way haA’e annihilated their foes Avithout much loss on their OAvn side.

The tdnunervdte Avas then naively invented to explain it all. But the

Norse were as five to three. In reality they wei'e skilfully led ; their

plan of attack at the remarkably suitable Kringom was Avell conceiA-ed

;

foresight AA’as shoAvn in all the preparations and signals, and the
knowledge that the natives greatly outnumbered their foes made
success certain, provided that the Scots remained in ignorance of their

danger.

It Avas on Sunday, iird August, that Lars Hage iii DoA’re church so

dramatically announced the approach of the enemy, Avho Avere that day
probably at Lesje, only sixteen miles distant. Kringom. the proposed place
of attack, A\*as twenty miles farther on ; and by Monday night the fiery cross

had brought the peasants in large numbers to the farms in Sel. and there
they spent the night. On Tuesday the dalesmen reached the arena of

combat, and were allotted their particular tasks, and carefully instructed
in their duties. Peasants as they Avere, they had but little Avar equip-
ment. Their AV'eapons were long-handled axes and sAA'ords. straight or
ciu'A'ed

;
some had boAA s. and a number had arquebuses and matchlock

guns.

On Monday, the 24th. the Scots reached DoA re parish and spent the
night at the farm of Landheim, Avhere there Avas a Iclkarcoll or play-
ground. There they had a feast, and the pipers played and the men
danced. Tradition tells that the natives heard the pipers and Avatched
the reels from the hill slopes. Avhither they had fled. There Per Klungntes,
their guide, might tell them of the Rosti gorge ten miles distant. Avhere
possibly the dalesmen might oppose them or block their progress by
destroying the bridge. And sure enough the Rosti bridge Avas thrown
doAvn during the night, and such a poor track as the Scots had been
traversing until then had to be exchanged for the trackless mountainside
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until they reached Romundgaard and the other Sel farms, where
the peasants had spent the previous night. Their toilsome march or

journey had been something like twenty-five miles that day.

In Romundgaard, which is still standing, Sinclair and his men spent

the night, the last night for most of them. At the houses wdiich the

Scots found unoccupied the farmers had left cattle tied to the fences

as a propitiation that the foreign force might not burn the buildings

or do damage to property. In this parish there is a loch called Skot-

vandet, and a farm called Skotte, memorials of the brief stay of the

Soots there. And there are many unlikely legends ^ about Sinclair's

wife and sundry happenings. The seed of a poisonous turnip which is

widespread in the parish, the Selsnaepe,- is said to have been sown by the

Scots. And tradition tells us that on the fateful morning of 26th August,

which was clear and promised heat, the Scots officers reviewed their men
at Sel

;
and that Sinclair had burned some powder in the palm of his hand

as an omen, and when the smoke was blown against his breast he said,

*• To-day I'll lose some of my men ; I don't know whether many or few.”

The Scots, of course, sent scouts in advance
;
at first with tracking

hounds, which, however, had already all been killed but one. Early that

morning the dog had been out hunting, and its barking had attracted

the attention of an old man, who ran and fetched a steel bow with which
he managed to shoot the hound. Its loss was fateful, for had it lived

it might have given warning of the i^easants who were lurking in

waiting to surprise the Scots at the appointed place.

The peasants had sent one of their number, by name Audun Skjenna.

to bring news of the approaching Scots, and he returned with the

information that there was a troop of about sixty men a considerable

distance in advance of the main body, Avhich Avas long draAvn out, as the

track Avas rough and narroAV. There Avere drums and bagpipes, to the

music of Avhich the Scots kept time as aa'oII as they could. Noaa" and then

they sang as they advanced, and it is said that Avhen they heard some
children screaming on the hills they called out, "Listen to the Avitch cats

there I” They seemed to enjoy the fine day and the Amlley opening

before them; and evidently they had no suspicion of danger.

The Scots scouts made their AAmy forward Avith Per Klungnoes to

guide them, but they suaa' nothing to alarm them. Thus the vanguard
Avas alloAved to pass into High Kringom^ and through Dokka and round
the south bluff Avithout hindrance; and then the moment for decisiAe

action came.

‘ -Siign. Samlede om dlagef red Kringelen, af U. P. S. Kra>;. Kristiania. is;is.

' Cow-bane or water heuiloek.
^ / gdHile dw/u (In Days of Oldl, af Ivar Kleinen, pp. o8-<5L». (Written in liialect.)
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In the broad Laugen, where the road passes between the two bluffs,

there are half a dozen islets, two of them being a few hundred yards in

length. On one of these was a peasant whose duty was to ride along

parallel with the enemy and to turn sharply round when the Dokka was
filled with Scots. Another peasant who was a good shot, Berdon

Sejelstad. had agreed to hide behind a pile of stones on the river-hank

and to fire a signal shot in order that those who could not see the horse

might know when to begin the attack. Then on the opposite side of the

river, from the summit of the steep hill Sels.jordkamp there is a

1. Lett, Skotieveieii—the Scots Hoad iiilo Kiiii'^'Oiu.

magnificent prospect, especially towards Sel, from which the Scots

marched to their doom. A peasant gild called Gudrid was a specially

clever priUer, or performer on the cattle horn and ram’s horn, and she

has come down to us in history as Prillar Guri. She made her way
to the summit of Selsjordkamp, now known as Prillar Guri Peak, and
it was her task to attract the attention of the oncoming Scots by her

playing, and so prevent them from being too observant as they passed

along.

As the main body of the Scots advanced they plac ed a tune which is

preserved in the valley and called the Sinklair Marsj. When it was
ended they heard strange music from the summit of the peak right

ahead on the other side of the river, and the melody is called Prillar

Guri Slaat. The dalesmen play both the March and the Slaat at their
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local gathei’ings still. Prillar Guri's object was completely attained.

The Scots entered High Kringom still looking up at Guri and listening

to her playing and quite unsuspicious of any danger. Captain Sinclair

rode among his men in front, and when he reached the lowest point of

Dokka the man on the white horse gave the signal for attack by turning
quickly round : and immediately from behind the pile of stones on the
river-brink Berdon Sejelstad. who had been lying in wait, fired, his

bullet being a silver button, for he had heard that the Scots' officers wore

Prillar-Guri Slaat.

acce! .

charms and neither lead nor steel could injure them. The bullet reached

its billet in the lieart of Sinclair, who sprang from his saddle and fell

lifeless. Immediately the bluffs were blocke<l either by the tommervelte
or by the men ajjpointed for the duty, and the peasants in concealment
above the path fired on the astonished and dis(jrdered Scots. The officers

never had the chance of getting their men into any sort of order on that

steep hillside. The unequal fight lasted for about an hour and a half.

At the end of that time of the 500 Norsemen only 6 had been killed and
a dozen wounded; hut more than half of the Scots were ,-,lain, and IT

were captured, some of them after a brief escai)e by swimming across the

river. The advance troo}) of 00 also was capturt;d. The 131 (“aptives were
conveyed that evening t(} Klomstad in Kvam, a few miles distant, and
there they were shut up for the night in the barn close by the present
main road and called Skottelaaven (The Scots Barn).
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The Tragedy of the Scot.s Barn.

The peasants were naturally overjoyed with their success and spent

the night in feasting and drinking. In the morning came the necessity

of determining what was to he done with the prisoners. If they had
been fewer in number the problem would not have been so troublesome.

But Oslo was 200 miles away, and August was the busy month when men
could not be spared to guard so large a band of prisoners : and provisions

for so many would be difficult to procure. The peasants were still

excited
;
and recently the rumour had reached them of the marauding of

l'i>r. ;i. Skottftuivoii the Scots Burn.

a similar troop of mercenaries that had been enlisted in the Netherlands
by Jan van Monkhoven,' a Flemish colonel in the Swedish service. He
had sailed with 1200 men from Amsterdam, and at Stjtirdal. to the north
of Trondheim, he had begun his march to Sweden. The peasants there
gathered to the number of 1.500. but they offered little resistance and did
not follow the foreign force. These Dutch mercenaries were guilty of
rapine and excesses that naturally bred resentment and horror wherever
the story, probably much exaggerated, spread. This had happened only
a month previously: and although the Scots, as we have seen, had been
guilty of no excesses, and were willing to pay for anything they required,
the dalesmen determined to kill the prisoners.

The Scots Barn at Klomstad is a two-storey timber building, made of
heavy logs laid on each other. 30 by 1.5 feet. In that small prison 131 men

‘ Ilistor/sk 7 idskri/t. vol. xiv. Article Dr Yn^vur XieKen. Krisiiaiiia, 1^77.
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were cooped up for the night, many of them being wounded. In the

morning they were brought out two by two, placed against the end of

the building and shot. It is said that the marks of some bullets can be

seen still, but we saw none. A few of the prisoners were claimed as serfs

by men who wanted them or were sorry for them
;
and fourteen were

sent to Oslo along with the four surviving officers, Ramsay, Bruce,

Moneypenny, and Scott. Xo mention is made of Captain Hay, and
probably he fell, as well as Sinclair, in the attack at Kringom.

The peasants seem to have held Sinclair in special detestation, so

they refused to give him Christian sepulture ; and he was buried outside

the churchyard of Kvam. The rest of the dead were buried in a common
grave, a sort of tumulus, Skottehaugen (the Scots barrow). At a later

period the Laugen encroached so much on its bank there as to threaten

the church, which was thereupon taken down and removed about two
miles to the north, where it stands surrounded by a crowded churchyard.

But the only trace now of the churchj^ard of three hundred years ago
is Skotshaugen close by the stone over the grave of Sinclair. It must
be acknowledged that modern wi-iters about the Scots Expedition do not

seek to justify the shooting of the prisoners in cold blood, and would have
greatly preferred if the men had been dealt with in some other less cruel

fashion.

The eighteen prisoners, some of them wounded men, sent to Oslo were
confined in Akershus Castle. The Viceroy,^ in .sending on the officers

to Copenhagen, reported that of the other prisoners some had agreed to

enter the service of private folk and several had enlisted as soldiers,

therefore to fight against the Swedes for whom they had originally been
hired in Scotland.

Sir Robert Anstruther, the British Envoy to Denmark, exerted

himself to the utmost on behalf of the four officers. On 26th October-

he sent to King James YI. a report of the ill-fated expedition, and said

that Alexander Ramsay. Sir Henry Bruce, James Moneypenny, and James
Scott had reached Ccipenhagen from Oslo. “After their coming hither

a Council of War was called to have examined them and afterwards to

have given judgment upon them.” Eventually Ramsay and his fellow-

officers were " sent home to their country ” to be dealt with for their

actions; and in course of time the main blame for the expedition was
attributed to Colonel Andrew Ramsay. Finally, King James instructed

Sir Robert Anstruther to inform the Danish King :
“ We have by our

Avarrant under our hand banished him out of all our dominions Avhich,

next unto death, is the highest punishment we could inflict ” (21st December
1612).

Angell, pp. sr-(). “ Michell, pp. 142 ff.
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Memorials of the Expedition.

The distance from the Romsdalsfjord, where the Scots began their

journey, to Kvani, where Sinclair is buried, by the route they traversed,

is about 150 miles ; and along that route there are memorials of the

expedition and also Scots place-names here and there. Skotshammer
(Scots Craig) is the name of the hill above the farm from which Per
Klungnoes was taken to guide the Scots. On the summit there a tall

pillar on a rude pedestal commemorates him and his part in misleading

and guiding the expedition.

At Lesje, where the Scots were on the day Lars Hage at Dovre
summoned the peasants to fight for their homes, there is a farm called

Skotte where possibly one of the Scots who is known to have been left

behind, suffering from some injury, and who was kindly treated by the
people who discovered him, may have found a home and founded a
family.

Then in Kringom the name Sinklair Dokka indicates where the

Scots officer fell. On that spot there was originally one, and then
another memorial of Sinclair ; but in 1820 a fine soapstone monument
was erected below Dokka, with ‘the simple inscription, “ In memory of

the Peasants’ bravery, 1012.” About the beginning of this century
it had become much defaced by the carving of initials, and it had to

be enclosed. Then, finally, at the tercentenary commemoration of the
event, King Haakon, in the presence of a great multitude from all the
parishes that sent contingents to Kringom, unveiled a new monument
by the local sculptor, Kristen Holbb. It bears the inscription, “In
memory of the fight at Kringom. 20th August 1012." On that monument
there is a panel representing Prillar Guri blowing the horn. And
immediately opposite on the summit of Selsjordkamp, now called Prillar

Guri Peak, from which Guri played the Slaat as the Scots advanced,
a monument in her honour has been set up, and can be seen from a
great distance.

At Kvam there is Skottelaaven (the Scots Barn), where the iirisoners

spent their last night, and Skottehaugen, where over a hundred executed
Scots were buried in one grave. Near by is Sinklairstbtten (the Sinclair
monument), a rough flagstone about 8 feet long and 7 feet high, with
the inscription, “ The leader of the Scots, George Sinclair, was buried
here after he had fallen at Kringom on 26th August 1612.

”

Then in the neighbouring parish of Vaage there is a farm, called
Skotlien (Scots brae), which thus got its name. One of the peasants
engaged at Kringom was named Ingebret Talle. On tbe morning when
the prisoners were being shot he claimed three of them, and brought
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them home with him. One of them served Valle for a time, then got
his liberty, and cleared a piece of ground near the church. The clearing

was then called Skotlien. as it still is. His descendants possessed the
farm until about 1830, when they emigrated to America. Another of

Valle's proteges was a glassmaker. He remained at the farm for some
time, and was then allowed to go home to vScotland. In gratitude to

Ingebret. he sent a large pictorial window of coloured glass to Valle,

where it was set up to the delight of the farmer and his friends. In

1885 the house was taken down, and the window was secured by Mr
Thomas Michell. the Briti^^h Consul-General in Oslo, who gifted it to

the Emhass}' Church. St Edmund’s, where it can now be seen. The third

of the Scots prisoners at Valle after a time left Vaage and went to Sel.

The farm Skotte there, not far from Skotvandet (Scots Loch), was
probably where he made his home.

Others of the prisoners who were saved and settled in the country

have descendants who still claim connection with Scotland, although

the names they bear maj' not be distinctively Scottish. e.(j. Jacobsen,

Matthiesen. Erlandsen.

Naturally many weapons and articles of various kinds were taken
from the prisoners, or obtained on the scene of the fight, or recovered

from the river. In the museums of Oslo. Bergen, Copenhagen, and
especially in the wonderful Sandvik museum at Lillehammer and the

armoury at Akerslms Castle in 0>lo, weapons from the Kringom fight

are numerous. At one time most of the local farms had relics in the

shape of powder-horns, daggers, broken weapons, and other articles,

round which legends had gathered, but they have gradually been sold,

or given away, or lost. Few of the weapons in the museums have
distinctively Scots marks. A pistol and gun are associated with the

name of Sinclair, and these are beautifully chased, whilst a money
holster said to be his and a portion of a drum have an interest of

their own. But that is nearly all.

The Danish goveiaiment in due time rewarded the leaders of the

peasants with gifts of lands, or freedom from assessments, or other

marks of appreciation for their good work. It may be worth noting

that although Prillar Giiri got no recognition from the authorities, the

peasants themselves bought the farm of Rindal, in Vaage, for her,

changing the name to Prillarvik which it still retains.

That Scottish expedition has never been forgotten in Norway. It

was (juickly made the theme of ballad, song, and story, in which, of

course, the peasants' exploits were lauded to the skies. The fight at

Kringom wms in reality a great event for the Gudbrand Valley and
for Norway. With justice. King Christian IV. praised the peasants,
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and rewarded the leaders. And when, in the following year, it was
proposed that a territorial force should be organised, consisting of the

Udal peasants and the tenants of the royal farms and properties, there

was no opposition to reckon with at all. That was the beginning of the

organisation that gives Norway to-day a force of men, well disciplined

and trained to arms, drawn from eveiy home in the land, and ready for

any emergency.

ADDENDUM.
It has only been deemed needful to authenticate the important

statements by references to authorities. On most minor matters one

or other of the authorities indicated has been the source of our informa-

tion. In the volume Skotfetof/et by Colonel Angell, and especially in Mr
Michell's Scottish E.i'piHlition, the original commi.ssions, letters, and reports

are provided in English, Danish, or Latin, as the case may be.

Thk SiNxr,.\iR Bai.l.xds.

In the old Gudbrandsdal dialect is found the first tradition of the

episode. Dale risen (the Dalesmen's Lay). It dates from the middle of

the seventeenth century. It is in rhyme, of coui se : much exaggerated,

and very legendary and lengthy. A century later Edvard Storm
Itublished Sink/arrisen {the Sinclair Lay), which first made the Scottish

expedition familiar to old and young in all Norway in the common
tongue. It is a stirring ballad of many verses. Some of the verses are

set to a livelj' tune, and this Sinclair song is frequently sung by the

peasants at their merry-makings and on ceremonial occasions.
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Monday, 13th March 1933.

The Hon. Lord ST VIGEAXS in the Chair.

A Ballot having been taken, the following were elected Fellows:—

GpjorCtE IV. Ballingall, Dalgyncli, 20 Midmar Gardens. Edinburgh. 10.

George Be.\ir Baxter. 1.1 IVarrender Park Terrace, Edinburgh. 10.

WiLiJAM Hor.v, 27 Comiston Drive, Edinburgh, 10.

William Macfarlaxe Patrick, Architect, F.R.I.A.S., :ll Lintrathen Gardens,

Dundee.
James Cowan Thyne. St Helens, Downfield, Dundee.
Robert Storer Young, J.P., Solicitor, Kinross.

The following Donations to the Museum were intimated and thanks

voted to the Donors :

—

(1) By Rev. D. G. Barron, O.B.E., V.D., D.D., F.S.A.Scot.

Bronze Gilt Medal of George III. commemorating the fiftieth year of

his reign.

Large Diamond Jubilee Medal in Copper, of Queen Victoria.

(2) By J. A. Barrie, F.S.A.Scot.

Pair of old Spectacles with tortoise-shell rims and hinged sides, which
belonged to a brother of Dr Thomas Guthrie.

(3) By Miss Clementina Hutche-son, Finnard, Duntroon Terrace,

We.st Ferry, Dundee.

Mort-box of the Buckhaven Mort-cloth Society, sometimes called the

Corporation of the Mort-cloth of Buckhaven, M'ith two iron keys.

The box is of oak, except one end and the bottom which are of Scots fir.

It is bound by two iron straps which extend from the bottom of the front

round the back of the bo.x, being hinged at the back and front of the lid,

and ending in two hasps. The lock-plate in front is pierced with two
keyholes, an inverted anchor, and the date 1001. The box measures

121 inches by 0; inches by 0,; inches, and the lid projects 1^ inch at

each end. On the toj) is a hinged iron handle.

Small Croggan, 4 inches in height, from the Hebrides.
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(4) By Miss M.\ria Steuart. 2 Lytiedoch Place, Edinburgh.

Bride's Coggie. formed of wooden staves and girded by two iron hoops.

On opposite sides a stave with a turned top projects upwards 4^ inches

Fig. 1. Bride's Coggie from Stromness. Orkney.

so to form baluster-shaped handles; between these, on the side, is a
third handle of loop shape. The vessel measures 9 inches in diameter
across the mouth externally, 8 inches across the base, and 52 inches
in height. From Stromness, Orkney.

Jug of brown glazed Dunmore pottery, measuring incBes in height,
and a Pirlie-pig of brown glazed pottery, in the shape of “Soutar
Johnny," measuring 42 inches in height. The latter belonged to the
grandaunt of the donor, who was born about 1805.

(5) By J. Ten'xaxt Gordon, O.B.E., F.S.A.Scot.

Stone Axe, measuring Ih inches l)y J inches by 2 inches, found 3 feet
under the surface at Tarvit Mill Farm. Cupar, Fife.

(0) By John MacLeod Ca.mprei.l. The Captain of Saddell Castle.
F.S.A.Scot.

Three Pins of white metal, made by tinkers in Argyll, and used to pin
the shawls in which the women carried children on their backs. One,

VOL. LXVn. 1 =
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measuring 51 inches in length, has a flat shield-shaped head with a pair

of horns springing from it ; the other two, measuring 51 inches and

4} inches in length, have broad stems and flat discoid heads with a single

perforation in them.

(7) By Mcrdo Morrisox, J.P., Corresponding Member.

Stone Axe. measuring inches by 2^^ inches by 1 inch, and Stone
Whorl, measuring 1^ inch in diameter and 1 inch in thickness, found
near the kitchen-midden at Bragar, Lewis.

(8) By Lieutenant-Commander G. E. P. How. F.S.A.Scot.

Silver Tea-spoon with rat-tail on the back of the bowl, bearing

the maker’s mark J. W. for J. Walker, Aberdeen, about 1718.

(9) By John" Graham, Schoolhouse, Newbridge.

Stone Axe, measuring 31 inches by 1^ inch by f inch, ground flat on
the top and bottom edges, found on Leavenseat Moor, West Calder,

Midlothian.

The following Donations to the Library were intimated and thanks
voted to the Donors

(1) By Sir George Macdoxai.d, K.C.B., F.B.A., LL.D., D.Litt.,

the Author.

The Koman Wall in Scotland (Royal Institution of Great Britain,

Weekly Evening Meeting, Friday, 16th December 1932).

(2) By Professor J. De Lancey Fergusox, M.A., Ph.D., F.S.A.Scot.,

the Author.

Some Aspects of the Burns Legend. (Reprinted from Philological

Qiiartcrhj. Vol. xi., No. 3. July 1932.)

The Suppre.ssed Poems of Burns. (Reprinted from Modern Philologn.

Vol. XXX., No. 1. August 1932.)

New Light on the Burns-Dunlop Estrangement. (Reprinted from
P.M.L.A (Publications of the Modern Language Association of America).

Vol. xliv.. No. 4. Decemher 1929.)

Canceled Passages in the Letters of Robert Burns to George Thomson.
(Reprinted from P.M.L.A. Vol. xliii.. No. 4. December 1928.)

Robert Burns and Maria Riddell. (Reprinted from Modern Philologij.

Vol. xxviii.. No. 2. November 1930.)

In Defense of R. H. Cromek. (Reprinted from Philological Quctrferhj.

Vol. ix.. No. 3. July 1930.)
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(3; By Mr-s CrxxiN'(THAii. 2 RaveKton Place, Ediiil)urgh.

Alexander Cunningliam. Friend of Burns. By .1. C. Ewing and
Andrew M'Calluni. Glasgow, 1933. (Privately printed from
Chrouk-Ie, 1933.)

(4) By Richard Quick, F.S.A.Scot.

Proceedings of the Bournemouth Natural Science Society, vol. xxiv..

1931-2.

(5) By Robert Dixwiddie, Publisher. 117 High Street, Dumfries.

The Gallovidian Annual, 1929 and 1932.

(6) By Professor Dr Nils Lithbero, The Museum Hallwyl, Hamn-
gatan 4, Stockholm, the Author.

Schloss Hallwil. Vols. ii. and iii. Stockholm. 1932.

The following Communications were read :

—
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I.

A SHORT CIST CONTAINING A BEAKER AT NEM^LANDS. OYNE,
ABERDEENSHIRE. AND SUNDRY ARCHAEOLOGICAL NOTES.
By .1 . GR-AHaAM CaCLLaANDER, LL.D., F.S.A.Scot.. Dire( tor of
THE NaTIOXAI. OF .ANTIQUITIES.

In the beginning of August last (1932) the cover-stone of a 'ihort cist

was discovered while excavating for sand to repair the road leading

up to the farm of Newlands, Oyne. Aberdeenshire. On raising this stone

a short cist was uncovered, on the floor of which lay the remains of a

human skeleton and an urn. Mr George Alurray, the farmer, removed
the urn to his house, left the bones undisturbed, and replaced the cover

so that the burial might be examined by one familiar with such deposits.

Having been informed of the discovery, I visited the site accompanied by
Miss Clark of the Anatomy Department of the University of Aberdeen,
and. assisted by Mr Murray and his son, was able to obtain the following

I'ecord :

—

The site of the interment was on the top of a sand}' knowe, lying

about 230 yards east-north-east of the farmhouse and about 20 yards
south of the road leading to the steading, at an elevation of about 400

feet above Ordnance Datum. Although it lies near the bottom of the

valley of the Gaudie Burn, the site commands a clear prospect of the

Garioch as far as the Hill of Foudland on its northern boundary; behind
to the south rises the mass of Benacliie.

This grave was a typical short cist of the early Bronze Age, and was
formed by four slabs set on edge, one at each side and one at each end,

the mouth being covered by another, which projecting beyond both sides

and ends had prevented any soil from percolating into the grave. All

the stones were of the local, rough-grained, red Benachie granite which
weathers in such a way that there is no difficulty in splitting it off in

slabs. The stone on the south side overlapped both ends, while that on
the north overlapped the east slab and just met that on the opposite

end. A small prismatic stone was inserted at the south-west corner to

till a vacancy, and at the north-west and north-east corners the walls

had been heightened by small stones laid on the flat. The side slabs

converged slightly at the top. On the floor there were no signs of paving
or causeying. Internally at this level the cist measured 4 feet 2 inches

along both sides, and 2 feet 6 inches and 2 feet 9 inches across the east

and west ends. The depth of the cist at the east end was 1 foot 6 inches.
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and at the west end 1 foot 8 inches. The side and end slabs measured
about 5 inches in thickness, but the cover, which was of irregular poly-

gonal shape, measuring 6 feet 1 inch in greatest length and 3 feet 9 inches

in greatest breadth, was 6 inches in thickness. The longer axis of the

grave lay north-east and south-west.

The skeleton was much decayed, as only the right half of the skull

survived and none of the long bones were complete, the process of decaj",

no doubt, having been facilitated

by the open nature of the sandy
deposit in which the grave was
placed. The body, which was that

of a robust young man about
twenty-five years of age, had been
placed in a crouching position on
its left side facing the south-east,

with the head in the north-east

corner, the back along the north

side, and tlie leg hones drawn up
obliquely near the west end. In

the north-east corner, opposite the

face, lay the urn.

Fortunately the vessel, which
belongs to the beaker class (fig. 1 ),

was found intact but for two
cracks on opposite sides of the

lip. It is formed of good hard,

reddish-brown, micaceous clay,

and in parts the surface is quite

glossy. It measures from 8 inches

to 84 inches in height, the up-

right rim, 2
^
inches in height, contracting in a slightly convex curve

to the neck before swelling out again to form the body. Externally
it measures inches in diameter at the mouth, 51 inches at the neck,
inches at the widest part, and 31 inches across the base. At the lip

the wall is inch thick.

On the top of the rim, which is flat, is a series of crossed lines forming
a lattice pattern, and on the wall are three zones of ornamentation,
one round the rim, 2^ inches broad, another round the shoulder. If inch
broad, and the third round the lower part, 2^ inches broad. The plain
bands between the ornamental ones are J inch wide, and under the
lower band is a plain space, | inch wide. The highest band of orna-
mentation consists of twelve horizontal parallel lines formed with a

L 1 1 1

1

M 1
1 , 1 InchiSS.

Fi^’. 1. Beaker from New lands. Oyiie,

Alierdeenshire.
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less, until, possibly, the wheel of a cart or some agricultural implement
had crushed in the cist.

Mr George A. Gibb secured the remaining fragments of the urn.

and very kindly presented them to our National Museum, where it

was possible to restore the upper part of the vessel. Formed of dark
brown clay, the urn, which is of the cordoned type, is encircled by a

raised moulding 4f inches below the brim. The upper part curves in

slightly from the moulding to the rounded lip, and is decorated by
two horizontal rows of reversed and hatched triangles, formed by the
impressions of a twisted cord. The urn measures from 8J inches to

Fig. ;i. Fragment of Ciiieruiy Urn from I.nmlin Links.

91 inches in externtil diiimeter at the mouth, and 19 inches at the cordon,

the widest part. Its height and width ;it the base are unascertainable.

as at its best preserved part fuily a height of ()| inches survives.

Bkonzk Agk Ckns kouni) nk.\k Invfhnkss.

During last summer Mr A. E. Peter.s, Curator of the Inverness

Public Library and Museum, sent to the A'ational Museum, for inspection,

a numVter of shards of Bronz.e Age pottery, which had been displayed

for years in the Museum at Inverness. Lnfortunately the record

attached to them was unsatisfactory. The fragments represented five

different vessels: three beakers, a food-vessel, and a cinerary urn, the

pieces of the last two being very sniall. Attached to the shards from
the largest urn was a label stating that it was found in 1877 in a cist

at Auchindoune, Cawdor, Nairnshire.
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On communicating further with Mr Peters he was able to discover

in the Transactions of the Znrerness Scientific Society and Field Club,

vol. i. pp. 187 and 188, a paper read on 10th December 1878 which recorded

the discovery of urns at Auchindoune. “The graves were situated on
the eastern and lower slope of the hill well known as the Donne,
and almost on the ridge . . . close to the farm steading of Auchindoune."
Four graves, probably short cists, were discovered. Owing to the

thinness of their covering of soil three of these had been disturbed

during the working of the land and “ were filled with sand and gravel,

mixed with human bones, some pieces of pottery, and some black
charred substance. There were no implements or ornaments of any
kind. The fourth grave was at a greater depth, and had never been
disturbed. The covering was formed of two large flat stones, and
inside was a skeleton almost entire, lying on its left side, facing the

south-west, with the knees bent up to the chest. Beside it was a pottery

urn quite entire, but containing no ashes or remains of food. This
vessel is about 0 inches in height, 5 inches in diameter at the top,

and 3 inches at the bottom. It bulges out at the centre, and has a
projecting (recurving?) lip. The outside is ornamented by markings
made in the clay by a sharp instrument.” No other relics were found
except a white pebble "which could hardly have fallen in, and seemed
to have been placed there. The bones were re-interred and the covering
replaced."

There can be little doubt that some of the pottery, if not all the
beakei- ware, in the Inverness Museum came from some of these graves,

especially as the above description of the vessel is strongly suggestive
of that of a beaker. Whether we can say that any of the shards
belong to the complete urn is difticult to determine, because it is stated

that the ornamentation was made by a pointed implement. Still, it

is evident that the author of the paper describing the graves did not
know much about Bronze Age pottery, and he might have failed to
detect the difference between designs made with a toothed stamp,
like those on all the shards, and those made by a pointed instrument.

Of the three beakers, the best preserved one only showed a section
from the bottom of the neck to the base and part of the latter, the
neck and everted brim being wanting (fig. 4). The base measured
dj",; inches in diameter, and the i-emaining part of the wall 4| inches
in height. The ornamentation on the urn, so far as it survived,
consisted of three horizontal lines with a row of vertical chevrons
immediately below. After a plain band were a transverse row of short
oblique lines slanting from right to left, three rows of straight lines
and a row of vertical chevrons similar to those above. Midway between
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the last and the base was another band of ornament of a very unusual
kind, consisting of vertical herring-bone patterns, alternately inverted,

and short oblique lines springing from a vertical stem. These were
bordered above and below with a varying number of transverse lines,

and above all were vertical chevrons. All these designs were carelessly

impressed with a toothed stamp, a similar kind of instrument being

used in decorating the other two vessels.

Of the second beaker, which was made of light brown cla3', part of

the wall from the rim to the bulge and another small piece remained
(fig. 0 , No. 1). This vessel had evidentlj" measured inches in diameter
at the mouth. A broad band of ornamentation encircled the whole of

the space from the lip to the upper part of the bulge. This consisted of

a row of oblique lines slanting from right to left, a narrow band of lattice

pattern, and a similar band of upright chevrons, all being bordered above
and below, and separated from each other bj" three horizontal lines.

Below the bulge two horizontal lines, forming the upper border of a

lower zone of decoration, survived.

A small part of the rim and of the base, along with two pieces of

the wall, were all that remained of the third beaker (fig. 5, No. 2).

It wa.s made of light brown claj'. and from the surviving part of the
lip must have measured about 6i inches in diameter at the mouth exter-

nallj'. On the top of the lip it was decorated by a row of chevrons,
and for a space of 2 inches downwards from the brim it was ornamented
with two narrow bands of a lattice design and two tilled with vertical

lines alternatel}', bordered and separated from each other bj* three
horizontal lines. A small fragment from the widest part showed a series

of upright chevrons and a lattice pattern, with two horizontal lines

aV)ove. below, and between. The basal part of the wall bore a band of
eight closelj’ set horizontal zigzag lines, with three similar straight lines

above and two below.

Only two small rim fragments of the food-vessel and a few' small
wall pieces of the cinerary' urn remained.

Neolithic Pottery from Glexlcce Sands, Wigtownshire.
Amongst the miscellaneous objects in the John Smith collection of

antiquities in the National iluseum are a number of fragments of
neolithic potteiw, found bj- him on the Glenluce Sands. Certain of the
shards have rims resembling some of those described four years ago in
m}’ paper on “Scottish Neolithic Potterj'” {Proc. N'.A. Scot., vol. Ixiii. pp.
29-9<S). hut there are others exhibiting different forms. At least tw'entj'-
one vessels are i-epresented. but it is to be regretted that most of the
fragments are very small.
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The pottery consists of :

—

1. Several rim and wall fragments of a large, tliick-walled vessel

of dull red pottery, with a heavy projecting rim, flat on the top and
rounded on the edge (fig. 6, No. 1, and fig. 7. No. 1). The largest piece

shows a depth (jf 4; indies of the wall, which is entirely covered with
three rows of impressed maggot designs slanting from left to right.

There is a row of similar markings on the top of the rim and on its edge,

but these slant in the opposite direction. Another piece which seems
to belong to the same pot bears a row of similar impressions with a plain

space below. The remaining part of the wall is almost vertical, and
if we may judge from the surviving part of the next specimen, it curved
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in to a rounded base. The wall measures | inch in thickness, and the rim,

which is IJ inch broad, projects from i inch to § inch from the wall.

The external and internal diameters of the mouth have been about

121 and 9| inches respectively.
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coloured red and buff on the outside and inside and black at the core

(ffg. 8, Nos. 5 and 7). One piece curves in such a way as to suggest that

the base was round. They are covered with maggot inix^ressions slant-

ing from right to left on one piece and at varying angles on the others.

They vary from A inch to § inch in thickness.

5. Small rim fragment of reddish ware, the projecting rim being flat

on the top and having an angular edge (fig. 6, No. 2). The wall slants

in slightly on both the inside and outside. The top of the rim, which
measures || inch in width, bears impressed maggot designs sloping from
right to left. The wall is inch thick.

6 and 7. Rim fragments of two dull red pottery vessels, the rims flat

on the top with a rounded edge projecting slightly inwardly as well as

outwardly (fig. 6, Nos. 3 and 4). There is no decoration on either of the

pieces. The rims measure 1,^ inch and ^ inch in breadth, and the walls

inch and inch in thickness. Rim fragments .showing much the same
form have been recorded from Kenny's Cairn, Caithness {op. cit., fig. 39,

No. 2), and, formerly, from Glenluce Sands {op. cit., fig. 44, No. 4).

8. Small rim fragment of a vessel of red ware with a slightly pro-

jecting rim (fig. 6, No. o). The top is decorated with maggot designs set

radially, and the wall with similar imi^ressions placed horizontally
;
a

row of small punctulations made with an irregularly pointed instrument
appear on the edge of the lip. It measures j inch in breadth. Two
shards of this shape, but rather more angular at the edge, were found
at Hedderwick, East Lothian {op. cit., fig. 46, Nos. 7 and 8), and another

at Eilean an Tighe, North Cist {op. cit., fig. 48, No. 3).

9. Small rim fragment of a clay pot with slightly i)rojecting flat-

topped rim, the ware being black in the centre and reddish brown on

the outside and inside (fig. 6, No. 6). The rim measures I inch in breadth,

and its top is decorated with incised straight lines slanting from right

to left. A piece of pottery from Hedderwick is of the same form (op. cit..

fig. 46, No. 16).

10. Small rim fragment of dark coloured ware, the wall thickening

outwards towards a flat lip (fig. 6, No. 7). The rim is ^
inch in thickness

and bears straight cord iini>ressions sloping from right to left. This

rim might be likened to one from Hedderwick {op. cit., fig. 47, A’o. 2).

11. Small rim fragment of red pottery with a rounded brim and a

raised moulding immediately below (fig. 6, No. 8). On the outer curve
of the rim are impressions, possibly matle with a hollow reed (fig. 7, No. 3).

At the moulding the wall is inch thick. This piece bears a striking

resemblance in form to one from Rothesay {op. cit.. fig. .39. No. 11).

12. .Small rim fragment of yellow-coloured ware, with the top of the

rim curving d(jwn externally and having a hollow below (fig. 6, No. 9).
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The top of the rim, measuring /g inch in thickness, is decorated with
cord impressions sloping from right to left, and in the hollow under
the brim are impressions made by an indeterminate kind of implement.
The wall is h inch thick.

13. Rim and wall fragment of a pot of dark ware (fig. 6, No. 10, and
fig. 7, No. 2j. The remaining upper part of the pot is vertical, and as there

is a narrow hollow moulding just under the lip it makes the rim take
an everted form. On the top of the lip, which is rounded, are two
rows of small punctulations, and on the neck and wall nearly vertical

impressions made by some fibrous substance. The wall is yg inch thick.

14. Small wall fragment of dark ware with a skin of red on the

outside and inside (fig. 7, No. 4). A broad shallow groove encircles the

vessel, in the hollow being incised lines slanting from right to left

;

below these are crossed rows of very small punctulations. The wall

is jg inch thick.

15. Rim and wall fragment of a vessel of dark brown ware, with a

rounded lip and a ledge handle or lug 1 inch below the brim (fig. (3,

No. 11). The vessel is unornamented, and the surface of the wall, which
is only inch thick, is very irregular. Fragments of vessels with such
lugs have been noted from Glenluce, Arran, Kintyre, and Aberdeenshire
(op. cit., p. 79 and fig. 50).

16. Small fragment of the top of a projecting rim of dark coloured

wai’e decorated with two pairs of cord impressions, with finger-nail

markings on the outside and oblique lines between the cord impressions

(fig. 8, No. 4). On the e.vterior of the rim are short, incised oblique lines.

17. Small projecting rim fragment of reddish pottery, decorated on
the flat top with three parallel lines, between which and the outer

edge are four concentric semicircles, the ends of which are continued

over the edge, all being formed by the impressions of a cord (fig. 8,

No. 2). The rim is lig inch in breadth. It resembles in form another

from Glenluce (op. cit., fig. 44, No. 2).

18 to 21. Four wall fragments of coarse ware of dark brown, red,

and buff colours, and measuring from
C,;

inch to 1 inch in thickness.

One piece is decorated with a transverse incised line with a few maggot
impressions below (fig. 8, No. 3), and the other three with impressions

of instruments of indeterminate character (fig. 8, Nos. 6, 8, and 9j.

The pottery generally is thick and heavy. With the exception of

No. 12. which is rather soft, the ware is well baked and fairly hard.

Broken stones, varying from the size of rough sand to the size of

split peas, are mixed with the clay in all the vessels except No. 3. In

Nos. 1 and 2 and 17 to 21 the broken stones are of larger size than
in the others.
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A Flat Axe and a Socketed Spear-head oe' Bronze
FROM Caithness.

Pew bronze implements or weapons have been recorded from Caith-

ness, and it is pleasing to be able to add two more
examples to the number reported from that county. I

am indebted to our Fellow, Mrs Duff-Dunbar of Ackergill,

for bringing them to my notice, and for so kindly sending

photographs of them.
The flat axe is of the form most commonly found in

Scotland. It measures ffV inches in length, 2j;V inches

across the cutting end, and 1^ inch across the butt. The
cutting edge shows no recurved horns, and it broadens
from the butt in a flat curve turning outwards a little

more sharply to the broad end. It Mms found at Stemster,

Bower, Caithness.

The spear-head is a fine example, with the wings of

the blade widest near the base and narrowing very
gradually till near the point, ivhere the convergence is

more pronounced (fig. 9). Half-way along the socket are
two small protected loops. The ivings of the blade spring
from a stout tapering mid-rib formed by the continuation
of the socket, with a distinct moulding running along its

medial line from near the base of the wings almost to

the point. The total length of the spear-head is inches :

the blade measures inches in length, 1^ inch across
the widest part, and the socket is I inch in diameter at

the mouth. This weaiion was found at a depth of 2 feet

6 inches in a peat moss at Canisbay, Caithness.

Fig'. 9. Bronze
S p e a r - h e n d
from Canisbay,
Caithness, (i.)

Cros.s-.shaft from Morham, East Lothian.

This cross-shaft of red sandstone until a feiv years ago was built
into the outside of the south wall of the parish kirk of Morham, one
side being visible, but after being taken out of the \vall it was placed
in the National Museum for safety. The shaft is broken at the top
and the bottom, and now measures 2 feet 4 inches in length, 11| inches
in breadth, and 71 inches in thickness at the top. and 11| inches and
8 inches at the bottom. What remains is in a fine state of preservation
(fig. 10).

At the corners is a cable moulding, with a rounded moulding inside
it, forming the borders of the long panels which occupy the four sides.
On the front is a running scroll vine pattern, with tendrils and fruit,

VOL. LXVH. 20
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amongst which a bird and a beast can be distinguished ; on the back
are two very beautiful interlaced patterns of knot-work, the bands
consisting of two strands, and on the sides a simple scroll vine j)attern,

with leaves, tendrils, and small clusters of fruit, only three grapes
in each.

These vine patterns, both with birds and beast.s incorporated, and

Fiji’. 10. Cios'>->haft from Morhani, Ea'bC Lothian.

in their simpler form with leaves, tendrils, and fruit, occur on many
crosses in the north of England,^ but they appear much more rarely

on Scottish monuments. Eight Scottish examples of scroll foliage

associated with beasts, birds, and other zoomorphic forms on crosses

or cross-slabs have been recorded.- Two occur in Ross-shire, one in

Fife, one in Roxburghshire, and four in Dumfriesshire.

Twelve records of simple scroll foliage on crosses are noted in the

Early Christian but of these only four have a single central

stem like the Morham stone.- Two of these also belong to the Lothians.

* W. G. Collinmvood, XurfliuntbrUiyi Crosses of fhr I'l'e-Xorman Age.
- Early Christian ilonuim nfs of Scotlnnd. part ii. p. 104.

^ Ibid., part Hi. p. 4ts, rtf'. 4:t>D.
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That at Abercorn, West Lothian,^ has on one side a simple scroll with
very small bunches of fruit such as those on the Morham cross, but
the one originally at Aberlady, East Lothian,- and now at Carlowrie
Castle, West Lothian, has larger bunches resembling those on so many
of the north of England monuments.

II.

NOTES ON THE ROMAN FORTS AT ROUGH CASTLE AND M'ESTER-
WOOD, MTTH A POSTSCRIPT. By Sir GEORGE MACDONALD,
K.C.B., LL.D., D.Litt.. F.B.A.. F.S.A.Scot.

The following communication may most fitly be regarded as a
continuation of that made to the Society a year ago regarding the
forts at Old Kilpatrick and Croy Hill. The motive underlying the

investigation was similar, and the methods employed were identical.

That is to say, in each case a study of previous accounts had revealed
a point or points of special difficulty which a little spade-work might
reasonably be expected to elucidate, and in both the principle of aiming
at a limited objective was rigidly adhered to. Here and there clues which
unexpectedly presented themselves were followed up. But in the
pi’ocess, and indeed throughout, great care was taken to avoid the
unnecessary disturbance of anything that might prove valuable as
evidence in the event of a really searching exploration being carried
out in the more or less distant future.

Permission to cut a few trenches at Rough Castle Avas most
courteously granted me by Mr T. Douglas Wallace, factor on the
Callendar estate, acting on behalf of Mr Forbes, the proprietor, while
Mr and Miss Drysdale Avere equally kind and considerate at WesterAvood.
For the actual digging I was fortunately able to secure the services
of Mr Alexander Mann, Avho had already helped me so effectively

elsewhere. Circumstances unfortunately compelled me to draAV largely
on the kindness of friends for assistance in the AAork of superA'ision.

Mr A. O. Curie, C.Y.O., paid repeated A'isits to both sites, and Mr John
Mathieson spent three days at WesterAAOod, where some excellent
photographs Avere taken for me by Mr Curie and Mr J. S. Richardson.
In this Avay I Avas able to folloAV Avhat Avas going on at a time Avhen
I Avas laid aside by illness. Once again, hoAvever, my chief obligation
is to Mr Samuel Smith, Avho grudged neither time nor trouble to obtain

‘ Early Christian Monuineyifs of Scufknid. part iii. p. 418. fig. 43o.
- Ibid., part iii. p. 428. fig. 448.
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the information of which I was in search. He was in virtual charge
of the operations during some critical stages at Rough Castle and
during their whole course at Westerwood. Mr Calder’s plan of the

latter fort, which appears as fig. 13, is a reproduction of one drawn by
Mr Smith from his own measurements, verified at the more difficult

points by Mr Mathieson. Figs. G, 7, and 8 are also based on Mr Smith's

measurements and sketches. The cost of the enquiries was covered by
a grant of £24 from the Society’s Excavation Fund.

I. KoroH C.\stle.‘

To those whose memory carries them back to 1903 a visit to the

Rough Castle of to-day is a somewhat depressing experience. The
excavations of that year aroused much public interest while they were
in progress, and an appeal that they should be ‘ left open ’ was acceded

to with a literality that has had unforeseen and disconcerting results.

No steps whatever were taken to replace earth that had been moved
or to protect the not inconsiderable remains of masonry that were
expo.sed. The upcast, allowed to lie where it had been thrown, is now
covered with a growth that renders it indistinguishable from the work
of the Romans, while the fragments of buildings, when not disintegrated

by the weather, have been maliciously demolished by human hands,

and the stones utilized for the building of hearths by vagrants who
have sheltered within the ramparts. So far, therefore, as the interior

is concerned, the task of verifying or amplifying earlier results has

been rendered extraordinarily difficult.

The Bath-house (No. 4 in figs. 4 and 11), which was in very fair

condition when first uncovered, presents a specially melancholy spectacle.

There is nothing to recall the photographs of 1903.- and even the plan

is virtually useless as a guide upon the spot. Yet the plan is an excellent

one. The excavators seem to have had no idea of the true character

of the ruined building on which they had lighted, and it says much
for the conscientious accuracy of Mr Mungo Buchanan's work that,

despite this heavy handicap, he should have produced a drawing which,

taken as a whole, fits quite admirably into the setting of present-day

knowledge. As no attempt to decipher its meaning is made in the

original Report, a digression on its interpretation may not be irrelevant

here. As a matter of fact, the lessons learned at Mumrills make it

extremely easy to read. It is reproduced in fig. 1, the only change of

^ The original Report on Hough Castle, which is quoted ^yassim in what follows, Mill be found
in Proceedings, vol. xxxix. ilU04-5>, jip. 442 ff. Detailed references are given in only a very few
exceptional cases.

^ Procefdiyigs. vol. xxxix. »1904-o). pp. 484 and d,. an<l ntfra. figs. 2 and 2.
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Fifr. I. Plan of the Bath-house.
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substance being the omissiozi of a dotted line which is expresslj' stated

to be '‘conjectural." The descriptive term ‘Retaining Wall,' which
refers to this line, has also been left out. On the other hand, a few
letters have heen added to facilitate reference.

As in the case of so many other castella at home and abroad, the

entrance to the haths was from the Military Way, which ran past them
on the north. A gravelled courtyard gave access on the east to a

paved apartment (A), which served as a combined Apodyterium and
Frigidarium. Mr Buchanan's ‘‘clay bed” doubtless represents the

partition wall. Although no trace of a cold bath or of a basin for

douching has survived, the former presence of one or, possibly, of both
is adequately vouched for hy the ‘gutter,’ which is to be seen outside

the wall a b, and which can only have been intended to carry off the

waste-water from the Frigidarium. B and C, both hypocausted rooms,
were respectively the Tepidarium and the Caldarium. D, from which
the furnace juts out into C, was the Prjefurnium; and E, which projects

on the west and is likewise hypocausted, was the Sudatorium. The
drain issuing from beneath the furnace calls for special notice. Indeed,

it was a desire to examine this that in the first instance led me to

return to Rough Castle. That it is analogous to the puzzling conduits

which were observed at Mumrills is proved by the course it follows,

coupled with the account given of it in the Report, where it is said to

have been “ .'j inches wide and 9 inches deep, covered with flagstones.”

The circumstance that “ when opened it was found to be entirely choked
with hard soot” may be thought to lend some countenance to the idea

of a discarded ventilating-apparatus, for choking with soot is not quite

the fate that one would anticipate for a channel that conveyed water.

On the other hand, it is certain—I was able to verify the point at X
last October—that it was linked up with the ‘gutter’ which drained

the Frigidarium. This is new and important evidence, which will have
to be reckoned with in any future endeavour to determine the purpose
of such conduits.

Nor is it only in regard to the allocation of the rooms that the plan is

instructive. It also throws light on the character of the hypocausts,

confirming in a striking fashion the inferences drawn at Mumrills.

B and C were heated by pillared hypocausts. In the immediate neigh-
bourhood of the furnace, where the fire would be fiercest, the pillars

were of brick, although, as the photographic record (fig. 2) shows, one
of them had at some time or other been replaced by a single stone.

Elsewhere, at all events during the final phase, the floors overhead had
been supported by blocks of roughly built masonry. Nevertheless it

would be a mistake to call these hypocausts channelled. According to
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the Report, “the pillars placed next to the walls stand clear of them by
2 or 3 inches, the space between being completely clogged with soot,

among which were many broken pieces of tile.” This means that the hot
air was carried up the inside of the walls above through a ‘jacketing’

of box-tiles, warming the rooms by radiation. It is said by the excava-

tors that the Sudatorium (E) was “similar in arrangement.” But fig. 1

shows that there was a difference, and that the hypocaust there was

Fig. 2. Soutli fill! of CuliUiriuiii, sliou ing mouth of furnaoe.

a channelled hyiiocaust in the strict sense of the term. The supporting
blocks of masonry are larger, and where they approach the walls they
actually abut upon them. Thus the hot air could rise only at the ends of
the narrow channels, and therefore in streams which would be quite
ineffective for radiating purjmses. It must have been introduced
directly into the room. The furnace of the Sudatorium was evidently
small, since all signs of it had disappeared. This points to charcoal
fuelling.!

It is well known that Bath-houses were peculiarly liable to deteriora-

* For a fulk-r discuisiuii of tlii.-, ami other general points referred to here, see Proceedings,
vol. Ixiii. pp. 447 tt. (.Mumrillsi, and Arch. Ael., 4th S., vol. viii, pp. 219 tf. (Chesters).
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tion. We are thus prepared to learn from the Report that “evidence of

alterations and additions appear throughout the entire building.” But
we can go a good deal further, if we hear in mind that in fig. 1 “the

portions shaded black indicate wdiat exists of the earlier walling,” and
that these had been reduced to the basement course or even to the

foundations. Three main periods seem to reveal themselves clearly.

The fragmentary wall a b. taken together with the foundation that

projects eastwards into B, in all probability defines the original area

of the central portion of the establishment, which was then at its largest.

Fijr. :i. Reeonst ruction in the Caldariuiu.

It is impossible to say what change, if any, was made in E, when rebuild-

ing took place at the opening of the second period. B, C, and D, how-
ever, were reduced in width from 23 feet to 15, but in the case of B
compensation was provided on the north by the addition of 7 feet to

its length at the expense of the Apodyterium. During the third period

the dimensions seem to have remained unaltered. The plan, therefore,

gives no help there, and we have to turn to one of the photographs
of 1903 for proof of complete reconstruction in a singularly slipshod

style (fig. 3).

To make tlie other points to be dealt wuth intelligible, the plan
of the fort (fig. 4) is here reproduced in the exact form in which it

appeared in the original Report. One of the puzzling features which
a study of it brings out is the occurrence of “mounds” in curiously

unexpected places. In walking over the ground it is impossible to
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avoid the suspicion that the excavators have too often been misled
by appearances. The word, as they use it, inevitably conveys the

impression of a mass of earth that has been deliberately heaped up
to serve some defensive purpose. But it is only to two of the “ mounds ”

marked on the plan (or mentioned in the text) that this definition

seems in any way applicable.' Thus, the “large mound or platform,

100 feet long hy 50 feet broad,” which is shown “ projecting outward
on the east of the south gateway ” and which is described as “ a special

defence," is in all probability nothing but the upcast from the ditches,

spread over a wide area with the express intention of preventing the

accumulation from reaching a height that might have interfered with
the outlook of the defenders upon the ramparts. Its top is on a

level with the margin of the outer ditch, and it is only in relation

to the sloping ground beyond it that it can fairly be spoken of as

a mound at all. This conclusion, arrived at from a consideration of

what is to be seen upon the surface, was confirmed by the observations

made at the one or two points at which we opened it up last autumn.
The earth looked as if it had been thrown down quite loosely. There
was no indication of the packing or ‘ ramming ’ which one would naturally

associate with the theory of a “ special defence.” Moreover, that theory
is hardly consistent with what is said in another passage of the Report
as to a road which conies from the east, rises over “the traverse”

and “is carried across the platform.”

^

It was in quest of this road that we opened up the mound. The
result of the search was not quite conclusive, perhaps because the

ground had previously been disturbed. But there was sufficient pre-

sumptive evidence to satisfy both Mr Curie and myself: over a width
of 18 feet the soil was markedly different from that on either side,

and IS feet is exactly the width usual for the Military Way, of which
this road was a branch. The branch had first attracted my attention

more than twenty years ago. I pointed out then that it was later

than the Military Waj^ itself, from which it parted company at the

eastern entrance to the annexe, the clearest proof being furnished

by the fact (ascertained by the original excavators) that the southern

' The^c are the one in front of tlie sliort <litcli at the foot of the slope on the north-west, and
the tra\ else ' outside of the north pate. Xor do I feel at all sure that the latter of these is not
laryely natural.

- The more easterlj' iiart of it is the "stone paved way" whiidi is shown on fip. 4, skirtinp
the outside of the annexe diteh. It must liave heen very visible two liundred years ago.
for comparison with Uordon'.s plan shows tliat it is to this road that he is referring when he says :

“One Cireuinstauee is very remarkable at thi.s Fort: namely, that the same Free-.stone Wall
already mentioned, .seems liy its Foundation here, to have surrounded the whole Cnsftilum"
{Itin. Si’i/f.. p. .5!b. He obviously mistook the bottoming of the road for the stone base of the
Vallum, which he believed to be the lowest course of a freestone wall.
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entrance must be an afterthought as the ditch in front of it had been
filled in to provide a passage for the new approach.’ The object was.

of course, to get rid of what had turned out to be the inconveniently

steep gradient between the west gate of the fort and the Rowan Tree
Burn, which was crossed by a ford, as well as of the hardly less trying

climb on the farther side of the sti-eam. On the alternative route, which
was in every way much easier, a bridge took the place of the ford.

All this remains broadly true. But an important modification is

called for. Since I wrote in 1911, I have collected evidence from other

forts—it would hardly be appropriate to set it out here—which makes
it virtually certain that the old idea of the Military Way as a single

line, passing through each of the ’stations’ (except Bar Hill), must
be abandoned, and that there was a series of ‘loops,’ so arranged that

it was possible to travel from the Forth to the Clyde without any
break in the journej'. That it should have been so is just what might
have been expected from Roman common sense. Many, if not most,
of the forts are on conspicuous heights. It would have been a serious

inconvenience, if traffic intended for some particular one of them
could only have reached its destination after a succession of toilsome
and unnecessary ascents. In at least a certain number of instances

—and Rough Castle is a case in point—the detour was not merely
easier but shorter. Nevertheless it seems better to speak of ‘loops'

and to reserve the term ‘Military Way’ for the road that would be
used by detachments patrolling the frontier.

The extent to which the interpretation of 1911 requires to be amended
will be apparent from a glance at fig. 5. The road which is there
seen approaching the south gate of the fort from the south-east, and
which (as we learn from the Report) the excavators traced backwards
in that direction for some 200 feet,- was the end of a 'loop' which had
left the main Way some distance farther east and had skirted the
southern edge of the swamp that lay behind the 'Wall. In all likelihood
it was to carry the ‘looji’ that the bridge was originally thrown over
the Burn. Accordingly, when it was decided to seek relief from the
trj^ing conditions that the use of the ria priticipaliti had been found
to involve (A), there was no need to continue the new branch (B)
beyond its natural point of junction with the already existing Toop.'
The two merged into one another immediately outside of the south
gate of the fort (fig. o). It will be remembered that the excavators

' The Bodui/i WhU in Scotlnnd (eil. lUllt. p.
- Ill the lleport (p. Ifi.i) they say "two hundred yards." That, however, is itiipossihle. Two

hundred yards would have carried them on to the railway line and into tlie brickworks on the
farther side.
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noted an extensive cobbled area just here. This is precisely what might
have been looked for at a spot where streams of traffic met. It may
be added that, as fig. 5 indicates, the area in front of the south gate
of the annexe had been similarly treated.*

Our attention was next turned to the annexe itself. I was anxious
to test the validity of the hypothesis which I had put forward in

1911 to account for the appearance of three ditches on its eastern side

(fig. 1). The excavators had supposed that all three had been dug
simultaneously, and that the two enclosed spaces beyond the inner-

most were “raised platforms," to be manned and held by detachments

of the garrison, who would thus be posted outside of the ramparts
altogether. Finding it impossible to reconcile this scheme with any
intelligible system of defence, I suggested that the three ditches, instead

of being contemporaneous, really represented three consecutive stages

in the history of the enclosure, the second and third stages being each
marked by an appreciable reduction in its size. That the construction

of the branch road had coincided wdth the opening of the second stage

—that is, with the first reduction—was indicated by the ruthless manner
in which the diggers of the second ditch had dealt with the Military

Way. They had ciit right tlu-ough it, as if it were henceforward to

be of no value as a thoi’oughfare.^

One difficulty confronting the view that has just been summarized
was that, on Mr Buchanan's plan, the outermost ditch is shown stopping

' The limits of these two cobbled areas, as indic.ated in .o. are naturally very tentative. To
map them accurately would have involved the strippin<r of much turf.

^ TJie Homny} Wall hi Srothoid llMlt. pp. 221* tt‘.
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abruptly on the south side of the Military Way without re-appearing

beyond it. It had always seemed to me possible that this might be due
to a misapprehension on the part of the excavators. The work of last

autumn proved that the suspicion was well founded. Several cross-

sections were cut between the north side of the Militarj" Way and the

Antonine Vallum. In the first of these, which was only a few yards

from the edge of the road, the ditch duly showed itself in its normal
dimensions. A little farther on, however, it began to grow narrower
and shallower, its proportions diminishing rapidly until, after a sudden
rise of 10 inches in the level of the bottom, it became little more than a

mere dent upon the surface. ^ By the time the kerb of the Antonine
Vallum was reached, it had disappeared entirely.

After the continuance of the ditch had thus been established, it

seemed worth white making some search for traces of the rampart which
had presumably run behind it. These turned out to be somewhat
indefinite. Nevertheless they seemed to me vmmistakable. In each of

three sections, cut across the probable line, there was found a bottoming
of stones, loosely laid and about 6 feet broad. It can hardly have been
designed to support anj' structure more elaborate than an earthen
mound. It may be taken for granted that the upcast from the ditch

furnished the necessary material. The rampart behind the central ditch

seemed to be similar in structure. Certainly the two had met the same
fate. As they lost their value with the successive contractions of the
area of the annexe, they were roughly levelled and the material spread
over the ground that had been abandoned. That is why, in the words of

the excavators, both of “the platforms on the east defence . . . show a

decided increase in height where facing the south-east.” There is little

to be added regarding the third or innermost rampart, the only one
marked as such on fig. I. The stone bottoming was perhaps more
substantial—it can be seen in fig. I at the end adjoining the Antonine
Vallum. On the south side a very small trench, bedded with stones, was
noted running east and west, under the rampart, about 10 feet back from
the lip of the ditch. Its direction rather negatived the idea that it had
been for drainage, and at the same time it was too shallow for a palisade-

trench. Possibly it Avas dug to receive the loAver ends of struts AA'hich

had passed at an angle through the body of the rampart and had
supported a facing of Avooden planks. An arrangement of the kind Avas
noted at Urspring on the German Limes.

-

‘ III the first cross-.seetioii we iiiade. the ditch was aliout l.“> feet liroad and i* feet deep; in the
next, fi feet liroad and 3 feet deep; in the third, which w.is .S feet distant from the kerb of the
Vallum. feet broad and •>[ feet deep. I did not myself see the last two of these sections.
Mr Smith tells me that to him they sugfjesteil half finished work.

= See Fabricius in O.R.L., Bd. vi,, B, Kastell I'rsprini; (Nr. tiliai, p. 7.
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As long as we were exploring the outer fringes of the annexe, we
were in comparatively smooth water. The next stage of our enquiry
was far more troviblesome. The questions we had to face were extremely
complicated, and the obstacles in the way were numerous and formidable.

Some of the problems that presented themselves proved impossible of

solution without the removal of trees and a much more extensive

disturbance of the soil than we had either the means or the authority to

undertake. This applies more particularly to what may well have been
traces of Agricola. As regards the Antonine fort, on the other hand, we
not only secured the information we had set out to obtain, but also

stumbled upon facts which were as new as they were i;nexpected, and
which illuminate its history in the most interesting manner. The
features of the plan which have hitherto seemed unintelligible will be
found to fall quite readily into place.

On entering the annexe, we began operations in that part of it

which lies just outside the north-east corner of the fort, between the

Military Way and the Antonine Vallum. Even a casual inspection of

the original plan (fig. 4) makes it e%'ident that the ‘lay-out’ here was
peculiar. The absence of any ditches in front of the rampart of the

fort and the appearance of a rectangular ditch some distance to the

east of it are very remarkable features, on which it seemed eminently
desirable that fresh light should, if possible, be got. We thought it

well to make sure, in the first place, that the fort ditches Avere really

absent. There were no visible signs of them on the surface, but it

was just conceivable that they might nevertheless be lurking beneath
the cobbling that hatl been discovered in 190.3. This cobbling, Avhich

extended OA’er practically the whole of the enclosure on Avhich our

attention Avas noAA' concentrated, was coA’ered Avith a spread of graA'el,

and consisted of freestone rubble, closely and carefully laid upon the

natural surface, to a depth (as it seemed) of 14 inches. Lifting it for

the breadth of a cutting, made transA'ersely across the line which the

ditches Avould haA'e folloAved, Ave found that the till Avas noAvhere

disturbed. Mr Buchanan and his colleagues were, therefore, right in

belieA’ing that there had neA'er been any ditches there at all. The
enclosure had been an integral part of the original design of the

Antonine fort.

Speaking of the rectangular ditch, the Report of 1905 says: “To the

interior ... a rampart is still traceable, AA’hich takes the form of a
prominent mound at the south-east corner. In the centre is a core of

stones, among AA^hich was obserAmd eA’idence of the effects of fire.

The soil forming the rampart is not laminated.’’ If the enclosure
belonged to the Antonine period, so too did the rampart that defended
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it, and we thought it well to see whether we could make the description

of it more definite, particularly as our curiosity had been whetted by
the reference to “the effects of fire.” Fig. 4 shows that the section on
which the earlier account is based was cut a little to the west of the
corner— that is, in a north to south direction. We decided to keep
clear of the mound, which is still conspicuous, in order that we might
get to the bottom of things without having to move a mass of soil.

Accordingly, we cut our trench at a point 26 feet north of the corner

—

that is, in an east to west direction. The result of our observations
(fig. 6) may be summarised as follows :

—

The freestone cobbling stopped short, with a well-marked edge,

about 12^ feet west of the lip of the ditch. The surface beyond it

offered such an obstinate resistance to the spade that we were at first

doubtful whether it might not be the till. Perseverance proved that

CCSBL'NG

= CCBBLNi eUkM
MA'fR AL

I 0

(>. Section at East End of Col»i>led Enclosure.

it was the upcast from the ditch, with its upper inch or two caked to
a consistency of singular firmness. There wa> no sign of a “ core of
stones." But. on clearing away the ‘ forced ' soil below the crust, we
found that the layer of upcast had a maximum thickness of about
2 feet and that towards the east there was intermingled with it a
mass of earth, reddened through and through by fire. Beneath the
upcast and beginning at a distance of 10 feet Avest from the centre of
the ditch and 7 or S feet east of the edge of the layer of cobbles, there
was a second layer Avhich extended Avestwards under the first. It was
no less carefully laid. but. instead of being composed entirely of lumps
of broken freestone, it contained a large proportion of stones AAdiich

had evidently been gathered from the surface. At a distance of 31 feet
in front of this loAver cobbling, but still buried beneath the crust, was
a quite unmistakable post-hole. AVith the A’ieAA' of ascertaining Avhether
it had been one of a series, we enlai-ged our cutting for a short
distance, first to the north of it and then to the south. In doing so,

Ave encountered in both directions, at a distance of about 34 feet from
its centre, a shallow circular depression among stones, AA'ith a little

black matter (which might haA'e been decayed wood) in the bottom.
These depressions were certainly not post-holes in the full sense of the
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word. But it is not improbable that they had held the lower ends of
wooden struts which ensured the stability of the post that rose
between them.

As it turned out, this first cutting, taken along with the remains of
the rampart shown in fig. 4. gave us all the elements which were
essential for a reconstruction of the history of the cobbled area. But
the information it yielded had to be verified and supplemented by

cuttings made elsewhere, before the interpretation embodied in fig. 7

began to assume intelligible shape. Although here and there part of

an outline may remain doubtful, ‘ the illustration may be accepted as

a reasonably accurate record of the essential facts. As a record,

however, it does not profess to be complete, for to have made it so

would have (.ailed for much more time and work than we could afford

to devote to it. Thus, we refrained from attempting to locate the

whole of the post-holes in the series that must have run along the

east front. When another cutting, close to the corner, had disclosed a

second post-hole in exact alinement with the first, we were content to

take the existence (jf the rest for granted. A third was discovered at

the same time, not (as will be seen from fig. 7) in the same alinement
as the others, but 9i feet south-west-by-west of the second. Its size

‘ Thi-, is p.irticiilarly ti’ue of the south east corner, which had been much disturbed in 1903.
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and depth indicated that it had held an exceptionally stout and heavy
post, in all likelihood the first of the series. The limits of the two
layers of cobbling, as far as they were definitely ascertainable, are so

plainly marked in the illustration that it is unnecessary to describe

them in detail. Attention should, howe%’er, be drawn to the paving
which began about 11^ feet west of the large post-hole and covered a
space measuring, roughly, 13 feet by 9. There were two layers of

it, just as there were of the cobbling, and these were separated from
one another by a foot or so of upcast, part of which was reddened by
intense heat. The signs of fire seemed to stop here after being
detected at intervals, in front of the lower stratum of cobbles, all the

way from the Antonine Vallum. The quantity of the burnt material
varied in the different seetiojis. and occasionally some of it lay on the

top of the cobble-stones.

Before any attempt is made to interpret these various appearances,
it is necessary to return to the west end of the area and pick vip a clue

which we were fortunate enough to light upon there. As a first step,

however, it should be pointed out that the representation of the rectang-
ular ditch in fig. 4 is incomplete and inaccurate, althougli it corresponds
fairly closely to what can be seen upon the surface. The actual dimen-
sions are as set out in fig. 7. Here it is necessary to anticipate a little,

and to explain that the fort rampart as it appears to-day is not the fort
rampart as it existed when the ditch was first dug. We shall learn
presently that an addition of no less than 9 feet was made to its width
on the outer or east side, when the cantelluni was reconstructed for the
second time. The Report, which is here more explicit than fig. 4, fixes

the starting-point of the ditch “about 20 feet in front of the rampart"—
that is, really, in front of the addition. This is fully 20 feet too far east.

It actually started about 3 feet out from the kerb of the original rampart,
so that some 6 feet of it must be buried beneath the extension. At first

it is comparatively small, not more than 5 feet broad and 34 or 4 feet deep.
As it advances eastwards, however, its dimensions increase. Before it

reaches the turn, it is quite 14 feet broad, with a proportionate depth.
After rounding the cornei-, it has a uniform breadth of about 17 feet,
until it stops in front of the Antonine Vallum.

The first proof that anj- amendment of the i^lan of 1905 was called for
was obtained in the course of testing a hypothesis which had been very
tentatively advanced in 1911.' With nothing but the material available
in the Report to go upon, I had suggested that the ditch, which had an
odd appearance of being intrusive, might really be an adaptation of some

‘ Romdn Wall in iicoflciiul (ed. 1911), p. 2.35, where “ nortli east " is a misprint for “north-
west.”

VOL. LXVII. 17
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part of an older—that is, an Agricolan—system. If this were so, the

original ditch must have continued farther westward. A transverse

cut was accordingly made across the apparent gap and at no great

distance from the edge of the rampart. When the covering soil was
stripped off, the cobbling was seen to have subsided all along the edge of

the Military Wa}'; there had certainly been a ditch there at one time.

On removing the cobbles we found that it had been V-shaped and
that it had been deliberately filled in. So far the omens had been
favourable, but disillusionment came speedily. There was only an inch

or two of silt at the bottom, and then came 2 feet of earth, mingled with
large stones and broken pottery. Higher up, the filling was almost

entirely of lumps of broken freestone, of which there were two layers

with a thin spread of gravel between. The lumps in the upper layer

were of greater size, some of them looking as if they had previously done

duty as building-stones. On the top of the whole was a second spread of

gravel. We were plainly in the presence of two roads, one superimposed

upon the other. It was evident that the entrance to the enclosure had
been here, and that the traffic had been heavy.

The negligible quantity of silt in the ditch tended to discredit the

Agricolan hypothesis. The testimony of the pottery fragments was still

more discouraging. The majority were portions of amphorce, too much
mutilated to convey any meaning. But there were also some pieces

of Samian ware, including the bottom of a platter of Form Dr. 18 31 and
the greater part of a small howl of Form Dr. 37. The decoration of

the latter is characterized by poor workmanship : the stamps are worn
and carelessly impressed, and the ovolo is singularly crude. Its sux-face,

too. is xxiucli rubhexl, hut Mr James Curie, who was the first to examine it,

recognized the following types immediately—Dech. Nos. 187, 265, 155, 613,

and lull. Two others have since been identified—Nos. 171 and 555.

There remain only a small leaf-like object, which does not seem to find

a place in Dx^chelette's list at all, and three figures, of each of Avhich

no more than a ixart, in two cases a very snxall part, has survived.

Now it cannot be a mere coincidence that every one of the seven

Stamps enumerated is known to have been usexi by Libertus of Lezoux.
Dr Oswald suggests Vespasian-Ti’ajan for the floruit of this potter.

Others believe that he was still active under Hadrian, if not later.

Whatever may be the truth as to that, the Rough Castle bowl, with its

degenerate craftsmanship, cannot possibly have reached Scxxtland earlier

thxin the Antonine period, and it can hardly have been thrown upon
the scrap-heap there as soon as it arrived. Antonine troops had therefore
been in occupation of the site for some time before the filling took place.

Agricola finally faded out of the picture when it was discovei-ed
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that the ditch ended 3 feet short of the kerb of the original rampart,
for we were able to satisfy ourselves that the end was a true end and
not a break for a gateway. The rectangular ditch, then, had belonged

to the initial lay-out of the Antonine fort. When the first reconstruc-

tion took place, it had been filled up with debris of the earliest Antonine
occupation, and a road carried across it into the enclosui’e. When the

time for a second reconstruction came, the road had collapsed so far

that it was necessary to replace it, and this was done by simply laying

a second road upon the top of it. Other roads in and about the fort

had undergone similar repair, notably that part of the original Military

Way which extended from the east gate of the castellum to the east

gate of the innermost and latest annexe. The double stratum was
unmistakable there, and it occurred to me that it oflr’ered a convenient
touchstone of the soundness of the theory I had advanced as to the

chronological sequence of the various annexes. The road was, there-

fore, examined at a point a little way inside the central annexe-ditch
(fig. 4). It showed no such signs of repair as had been noted farther

west, a very satisfactory confirmation of the view that the area beyond
the innermost ditch had been excluded from the annexe at the opening
of the third of the three Antonine periods. The fact that a gate still

led into it suggests that it was not entirely abandoned. Perhaps the
remains of its eastern rampart were considerable enough to admit of
its serving as a pen for cattle.

The discovery that one road had been superimposed upon another
prompted us to scrutinize the cobbling of the interior more carefully.

It turned out that here also there were two layers, separated from
one another by a thin spread of gravel and each about 7 inches thick.

A cutting carried westwards from the apparent edge of the enclosure
supplied convincing proof of this. The section, as reproduced in fig. 8,

is self-explanatory, but attention must be drawn to certain features
of it which liave a wider bearing. The cutting was continued for some
distance into the body of the rampart of the fort, and it will be seen
that the lower cobbling marched with the original kerb as closely as
it would be possible to do. The upper cobbling, on the other hand,
besides being higher than the kerb, was sundered from it by an interval
of 9 feet. In the side of the cutting the lamination was verv distinct
above the stone foundation, the black lines tending to droop a little as
they came directlj' over the kerb. But it was no whit less distinct
above the 9 feet of lower cobbling, and here the black lines Avere in-

clined to rise as they left the kerb behind them. Even he who runs
may read. When the cobbling was first laid doAvn, the outer face of
the rampart remained unchanged. When it Avas reneAved, the outer
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face of the rampart was given an ‘ eke ’ of 9 feet. In other words,
the final reconstruction of the fort had involved a reinforcement of its

defences. We shall return to this shortly. In the meantime it will

be best to complete the account of the annexe.
In one vitally important respect the evidence was still defective.

We did not know what relation, if any, the double layer of cobbling
on the west had borne to the double layer we had previously en-

countered on the east. At first sight there seemed to be a serious

obstacle in the way of supposing that the two had been in any way
connected. In the former case the two layers had only a sprinkling

of gravel between them. In the latter they were separated from one
another by nearly 2 feet of soil. Investigation, however, proved that

Fig. 8. Section at West End of Cobbled Enclosure.

the intervening soil had all the characteristics peculiar to the upcast
which had already given us trouble, notably the tendency to cake, and,

further, that it decreased steadily in thickness as it was followed west-

wards. The levels were then taken, with the result that the height

of the lower cobbling above the datum line was found to be virtually

the same at the east end of the enclosure as at the west. There could

no longer be any doubt as to the double layer being continuous

throughout. The upcast that had made us hesitate meant no
more than that the ditch had been deepened immediately before the

process of re-cobbling began. When the final reconstruction took
place, the defences of the enclosure too had been strengthened.

The whole of the evidence has now been set out. The conclusions

to which it seems to lead can be stated most clearly in narrative form.

The enclosure, which measured roughly about 130 feet by 60, was an
integral part of the Antonine fort as originally designed. It was then
uncobbled, and had on the south and on the east a ditch which seems
to have been about 5 feet wide, and which was apparently a line of

demarcation rather than a barrier. The position of the entrance is

quite uncertain. Eciually uncertain is the use to which the reserved
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area was to be i)ut. All that can be confidently affirmed is that it was
intended to supplement the very limited accommodation available

within the ramparts bj^ providing room for something that Avas nor-

mally placed inside—perhaps a barrack-yard for drill. The first of the
two reconstructions which the casteUum is knoAvn to have undergone
Avas accompanied by three notable changes in the enclosure. Cobb-
ling Avas laid down OA’er the AA'hole surface, a roadAAaj* for wheeled
traffic was carried across the ditch, and a timber barricade was erected
all along the eastern front from the Antonine Vallum to the corner.

The barricade AA’as apparently composed of horizontal planking, nailed

firmly to stout posts or valli AA'hich AA'ere set up at interA als of perhaps
9 or 10 feet, and each of AA’hich AA’as probably supported on either side

by a wooden strut. The manner in which the cobbling spreads out
towards the ditch at the south-east corner may indicate that there
was an entrance for foot-passengers here, while the paving may repre-

sent the floor of a small building, possibly a AA’ooden hut.

Modifications so sweeping amount to more than repair. They indi-

cate the adaptation of the enclosure to some quite neAA’ puri^ose. We
shall find in due course that, at the A'ery time \A'hen the alterations
AA’ere made, the space within the ramparts aa us cut doAvn, and cut down,
as it happens, by approximately the same number of square feet as
the enclosure contains. It is reasonable to infer that there AA'as a
transference. Stores—barrels of Avine, for instance, and amphorte—may
noAv have been kept outside, although sufficiently near the gate of the
fort to allow of their being moA'ed inside quickly, if there were a prospect
of the garrison being hard bestead. A serious defence of the relatiA’ely

flimsy barricade can scarcely liaA'e been contemplated, particularly
in the absence of any corresponding protection along the south front
Why, then, haA’e a barricade at all? Probably as a precaution against
the entry of unauthorized intruders from the annexe

;
it is hardly to

be supposed that ‘ broaching the admiral ' had no counterpart among
the Romans. Nothing of the sort AAas needed on the south, since the
line of the road, from AA’hich alone access could be had, would he under
the immediate eye of the sentries at the gate. Such would seem to he
the easiest and most natural explanation of an adjunct AA’hich is. so far
as I remember, unique among Roman castella at home and abroad. Its
occurrence here must be a result of the abnormally small size of
the fort—less than an acre after the reduction to Avhich I have
referred.

M hen the Romans AA’ithdreAA’ for the second time, the barricade was
given over to the flames, Avhether by the retreating troops or by the
exultant Caledonians no one can tell. The stumps of the valli and of
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their supports were left unscathed below the surface, to perish later

by natural decay. Everything above blazed furiously, and, crashing to

the ground, burned itself out there, reddening the soil on which it lay.

Before very long the invaders were back at Rough Castle once more.
When they set themselves to raise up the former desolation they
adhered to the old lines, but with certain not unimportant differ-

ences (fig. 7). To begin with, the ditch bounding the enclosure was
widened and deepened, the increase on the south side being gradual
and progressive, that on the east uniform and at the maximum. In
the process much, if not all, of the upcast, including the reddened earth,

was thrown inwards on to and above the original cobbling and post-

holes. Fresh cobbling was then laid down on the new surface, as well

as on that part of the old surface which had not been reached by the

upcast, and on the roadway over the ditch. At the same time the

buried patch of paving was replaced by another of virtually identical

dimensions. As recobbled, however, the area at both ends was shorter

by 8 or 9 feet than it had been before. Fig. 8 makes clear why this

was so on the west. The reason for the curtailment on the east was
not dissimilar. An earthen rampart, the remains of which are still

visible, was substituted for the wooden barricade, and the necessary

room for its base could only be found by taking something away from
the cobbling.

The history of the enclosure, then, falls wholly within the Antonine
period. But, in collecting the evidence which has made its re-discovery

possible, we came upon traces of something which seems to be cer-

tainly older. Thus, in cutting a trench east and west along the Berm
of the Antonine Vallum, we struck a very small ditch, 4 feet wide and
about li feet deep, running north and south, on a line parallel to the

ditch of the cobbled enclosure but a little farther to the east (fig. 7).

Towards the north it was soon lost in the Ditch of the great Wall, on
the farther side of which it failed to re-appear. Towards the south,

on the other hand, it passed under the stone base of the Vallum, where
it was transformed in a manner which proved it to be unmistakably
pre-Antonine. Beneath the north kerb it had been filled with stones

to carry the later structure; as it approached the centre it grew
shallower and shallower until it was hardly visible at all

; thereafter

the process was reversed, so that by the time the south kerb was
reached it had returned to its original depth and was once more filled

with stones. It was obviously older than Lollius Frbicus. When the
Wall-builders arrived upon the scene, they must have found it crossing
a slight rising ground, directly in the path marked out for them, and
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must have removed part of it in the course of providing a level bed for

the foundation they had to lay.

That the little ditch had continued beyond the south kerb was
apparent, but the intervention of trees made any attempt to follow

the trail hopeless. Fragments of similar ditches—for they can hardlj"

have been the same—were found farther south, in positions which are

marked on fig. 7, the most noteworthy being a rounded corner. There
was also a hearth—which may quite well have been Antonine, although
it was a foot or two below the modern surface—and what seemed to

have been a pit. The rounded corner woiild have been more thoroughly
examined, had not progress been once again completely blocked by
trees. That it had had no place in any Antonine system of fortification

was clear from its having been deliberately choked with heavy bouklers.

None of these had been used for building. They had been gathered for

the express purpose of blocking the ditch. Even in combination the

indications just described are far too slight and vague to justify any
conclusion except one of the most general character : should it ever

become practicable to initiate an exhaustive search for first-century

remains, the explorers will at least know where they ought to begin.

Up to this point we had been working entirely in the annexe. Inci-

dentally, however, we had discovered that, when the fort was recon-

structed for the second and last time, the rampart on the north-east

had been extended outwards by 9 feet, and there was a prospect that
with this key in our hands we might be able, without much trouble,

to add substantial!}' to what the Report of 1905 had said of the de-

fences as a whole. So far as the rampart-base is concerned, the con-

clusion there reached is summed up as follows: “It may be aftirmed

that underneath all the ramparts of the fort there are stone founda-
tions of an average width of not less than 20 feet, supplemented by
varying margins, adapted to suit special requirements, and increasing

the width so that it is nowhere less than 30 feet
; and amounts in the

east rampart to 35 feet." As to the superstructure of turf, we are told
that “while it is noted that the layers terminate at the edge of the
stone foundation, similar laminated soil appears beyond its kerbs, both
externally and internally, lying on the original surface,’ extending out-
wardly (5 feet and inwardly fully 8 feet, sometimes in continuation of
the core, but more often quite separate, and always showing the same
systematic layering, evidently intentionally laid, to add to the width
of the rampart.”

' The phrase “lying on the original surface ’ is hardly borne out by the sections in Pro-
ceedings, vol. xxxix. (1904-5), pi. i. Some, if not the majority, show a bottoming of stone.
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The accompanying sections prove that the estimate of 20 feet as an
average for the breadth of the original foundation may quite safely

he accepted. The idea of ‘‘varying margins,” however, is a priori un-
satisfactory. A uniform breadth for the whole is a far more likely

arrangement. The 9 feet of hg. 8 gave us a standard for the outer
‘ margin ’ on the east, and on examining the Report it turned out
that, in the sections cut in 1903, the outer ‘margin’ was exactly 9 feet

wide on the west and onlj' a A ery little more on the south. A section

cut on the east, but to the south of the Military Way, had giA'en a

rather different result, the ‘margin’ there becoming “a strong stone

reA^etment, about 7 feet 6 inches AA’ide, built higher where facing the

interior, and set back 5 feet from the edge of the inner trench.” It

looked as if we should liaA'e to reckon with Aariety after all. Before

acquiescing, hoAA eA’er, Ave put the matter to the test by making a cutting

of our OAvn not far from the one described in the Report. The ‘margin’
Avhich it disclosed was certainly not less than the 9 feet which AA‘e had
assumed to be the standard, and it is thus scarcely doubtful that the

deficiency of 1^ feet, Avhich \Ams noted by our predecessors, must be

due to the accidental remoA'al of one or two stones. It is, therefore,

fairly safe to say that on all three sides the breadth of the extension had
originally been about 9 feet.

The Antonine Vallum along the front of the fort would appear to

haA'e been similarly reinforced, presumably at the same time. There,

hoAA'eA^er, the sods seem to have been laid on the natural surface Avithout

any bottoming of stones, and the precise breadth of the extension is

consequently difficult to determine. Here are the facts, so far as they
haA'e been obserA ed. Speaking of the Antonine Ditch, the Report says :

‘‘The berm next the fort is about 27 feet AV'ide. measuring up to the stone

foundation
;
but as the rampart extends beyond the foundation, the

width is reduced to about 20 feet.” This implies a breadth of about 7 feet

for the actual extension. The GlasgoAv Committee, again, in the single

section Avhich they cut here ten years earlier, noted that lamination Avas

w'ell marked for a distance of 6 feet out from the edge of the stone base.

But they also mention that 6 feet farther out still there Avas “a stone

Avhich may be a kerb.” ‘ If the “quasi-kerb,” as they call it, is to be taken
as the limit, it Avould mean an extension of 12 feet. The figure may not
seem excessiA e, if it be remembered that in the same section the stone
foundation proper AA as only 10 feet Avide, as against 20 in the case of the
ramparts of the fort. Finally, at this particular i)oint, which A\'as just

east of the north-west corner of the fort, the foundation is said to have
lacked the neatly formed kerbs Avhich occurred eA eryAA'here else. Instead,

* Antonine Heporty pp. 116 f.
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there was ‘‘at each side a built-up core of stone about 2 feet high"

—

3 feet wide on the north, and on the soutli 2 feet 6 inches. The suggestion

of repair is unmistakable, and the repair is in all likelihood to be associated

with the first reconstruction, since the extension lay beyond it.

I come now to the inner ‘margin,’ where the difficulties of interpre-

tation are more serious. Speaking of the east side, the Report states that

towards the interior, beyond the kerb of the foundation, “ there is a

channel, stone-bottomed, 6 inches deep by 6 feet wide. This, again, is

bounded inwards by a raised core of stones of about 3 feet in width,

which ends upon the edge of a cobble-i)aved street rising about 9 inches

above it. This street is 12 feet wide.” The description is based upon two
sections, cut respectively to the north and to the south of the Military

Way. The drawing of the latter breaks off abruptly just where its

testimony would have been specially valuable, but that of the former

shows both the channel" and the raised core,” with the layers of turf

covering the whole as far as the edge of the “street.” Except for the

difference in the character of the stone bottoming, what we seem to

have here is an extension of the inside of the rampart, very similar to

that upon the outside. The street would then be exactlj^ in its right

place in the intevvalluni. Our own evidence from the east was less

definite. When we were working there, we were chiefly concerned

with the outer face. The inner one was less thoroughly explored, but all

the appearances pointed to there having been two distinct layers of stone

‘bottoming,’ stretching as far as the original rampart and having
laminated soil between them.

On the west, according to the Report, the inner ‘margin’ had ‘‘flat

stones like paving " on the top. The layers of turf can be seen spreading

inw ards over these both in the di^awing of the section cut in 1903 and in the

contemporary photograph (tig. 9). What the Glasgow Committee have to

tell us is even more conclusive. Their section through the west rampart

•begins near the eastern kerbstone of what appears to have been a
roadway If feet in width, paved with flagstones, three of wliicli measure
about ‘2 feet by l\ feet. 22 inches by 34 inches, and 19! inches by 19!

inches. It passes through a heap of confused stone, mostly sfpiared,
and indiscriminately thrown together, intermixed with loose earth. This
covers about S feet of the line of section. Then begins the familiar
UtyeritKj. as seen in all the Bonnymuir sections. Through this the section
proceeds, and just after fairly passing through it. ends on the edge of the
inmost of the western ditches of the camp—at a point .j2 feet from the
eastern kerb of the supposed roadway.” ‘

They add that, while the confused heap of stone and earth appeared far
too loose to be the remains of buildings iti situ, the stones are dressed

‘ Antonine WaU Report, p. US.
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yellow freestone, and further that at a point 18 feet from the beginning
of the section, the fragments of a large vessel of earthenware were found
nearly 3 feet below the level of the pavement. The suggestion of a
roadway is hardly probable. Streets within forts were not usually paved,
and in a castellmn so small as Rough Castle there would scarcely be
room for a 14-feet street in that particular position. A courtyard or the
floor of some building is more likely. But. for our present purpose, the

important thing is that the Committee’s statement, as it stands, gives us

a continuous belt of 44 feet of laminated soil. If we deduct 20 for the
breadth of the original rampart, we have still 24 to divide between the

extensions, Avhich is 4 or 5 feet more than we require. Had the Com-
mittee given complete details of the stone bottoming, we might have
been able to dispose of the surplus. As it is. they deliberately confine

their observations to the hase of the rampart proper, so that we must
leave things where they are, remarking only that the spot where the

amphora fragments were found must have been just a foot or two east

of the original kerb, which means that they had been used for making
up the ground when the extension was added.

Our own experience on the west had one or two features of special

interest. The stone bottoming bore some resemblance to that which
the Report describes as characteristic of the east. A bed of stone
pitching extended inwards from the kerb for 74 feet, w’hen it abutted
against a somewhat higher band of stones. 2 feet 9 inches w'ide. Beneath
the latter Avas gravel, and above it was earth, reddened by fire. The
soil over the stone pitching was richly laminated, the lamination being
interrupted at a fairly low level by a layer of large stones. We pushed
our section far enough west to uncover the junction betAveen the super-
structure of the extension and that of the original rampart. They Avere

standing side by side to a height of 3 feet 19 inches above the kerb.
The line of demarcation, Avhich Avas extraordinarily distinct (fig. 10),^

indicated that the loAAer part of the original ranix^art-face had begun
to rise at an angle of about 72 degrees and had then deA'elofied an
inclination iiiAA’ards. With a base of 20 feet, the batter suggested AA'Ould

easily admit of a height of 10 or even 12 feet. Anything more than
that would probably have reduced the Aalue of the top as a i)latform
for defence; the object of the extensions AAOuld be to increase the
breadth. The gravel underlying the band of stones may represent the
remains of the earliest intervallum street, AA'hich must liaA'e run close

^ The photograph ,\vas taken for me hy Air Smith. Althoug"!! tile layerings in the extension
are barely discernible in the illustration, they were in fact very pronounced. The difference in
the degree of response which the two sets of sods have made to the camera indicates a difference
in the character of the soil from which they have been cut—in itself a proof of dilterence of
period.
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to the original kerb. The significance of the burnt earth is more
obscure. Had it occurred nowhere else, I should have been inclined to

associate it with a hearth, for in the Yallum forts hearths are not
infrequently found in the lee of the western rampart, which afforded
ready shelter from the prevailing wind. But we met it again both on
the north and on the south, and I cannot help wondering whether we
ought not rather to think that a flight of wooden steps, giving access

to the top of the rampart, has been destroyed by fire when the fort

Fig. 10. Section tlirough the West Rampart, looking south, showing the sods of the
extension abuttinir against the original inner face.

was abandoned. Unless the precepts of Hyginus’ were entirely ignored,

a whole series of such flights must have risen from the interralliim street.

The Glasgow Committee say nothing as to what they may have
found on the inside of the Antonine Rampart, and the excavators of

1903 are equally silent. We carried a trench from its southern face

backwards into the fort for 10 or liJ feet. At the lowest level and close

to the kerb Avere stones and gravel, doubtless representing all that
was left of the original intervallum street. AboAe that, the soil im-

mediately adjoining the Yallum was laminated to a height of 15 inches,

but the lamination rapidly tailed off. On the top of it was earth
reddened by fire. Then came a little more lamination, less Avell defined,

and finally soil and stones. At a distance of 91 feet out from the kerb
were the remains of two roadways, one above the other, presumably

‘ Memiiiisse o/jortef in hostico (isce)isii3 valli dnplicis et frequentes fncereiDe Mun. Castr., oSk
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the intervallimi streets of the second and third periods respectively.

The lower one had heen practically on the same level as the street

that lay between it and the kerb. As might have been expected, the

surface in the interior of the fort had been higher during the period of

the last occupation than during that which had preceded it.

The south rampart had not been touched by the Glasgow Committee.
In 1903, however, a section was cut right through it. No description

of the result appears in the text of the Report, but the drawing shows
layers of turf on the inside, apparently resting on the natural surface

and extending backwards for 6i feet, after which come stones with no
layers of turf above them. The conditions which we met with in a
trench cut on the same side but farther east were quite different.

Close to the rampart-kerb, and on the same level, we found a layer of

stones. In the absence of gravel it was not possible to say positively

that this had been the earliest intei LaUum street, but that is. of course,

where one would have looked for it. Resting on the stones was a
laminated stratum, 6 inches deep, which could be followed for 8 feet

northwards. Over that, again, there seemed to be a second layer of

stones, intermingled with gravel, II feet thick but gradually diminish-
ing to about 1 foot at a distance of 9 feet from the kerb. One or two
of the topmost stones were laid fiat like paving-stones, recalling the
description of the west side given in the Report. Above the layer

was more lamination, as well as earth reddened by fire. This upper
stratum was about 1 foot thick at the maximum, and it could be traced
for only some 3 feet inwards from the kerb.

As the evidence regarding the inside was less unambiguous than
could have been wished, I have set it out at length. Every’one may
not agree with the conclusion I have reached. But to me it seems
certain that inside the fort, just as outside of it, the rampart was 9
or 10 feet wider at the end of the occupation than it had been at the
beginning. Two questions immediately arise. ^Yhat was the object
of the addition ? And when was it made ? As to the first, careful
consideration has led me to set aside the idea that the extension had
been meant to support a raised walk, such as is often found, both at
home and abroad, immediately behind the walls of stone forts erected
in the second century or later. The superstructure has, I believe, been
of the same height as the rampart against which it was reared ; it

served as a reinforcement pure and simple, exactly as did the addition
that was made to the outer face. But the idea of a raised walk sug-
gests some points of so much importance for the Vallum forts as a
whole that I propose to discuss it separately in a Postscript. Mean-
while the second question has to be answered.
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Before we began our examination of the extension on the inside, I

was quite prepared to accept the A'ievv' that, if it were an extension, it

had been made at the same time as the one on the outside. What we
actually found, however, led me to change my mind. Despite the
differences in detail, we seemed everywhere to be confronted by at

least two layers of stones, ^ each with a laminated stratum above it,

and I could see no plausible explanation except to suppose that we
were dealing with the debris of two extensions, one of which had been
heaped up on the ruins of the other. Both were foreign to the original

scheme. The lower must, therefore, have belonged to the first of the

two reconstructions of the fort. The upper can only have belonged to

the second, and we already know that it is with the second that the

extension on the outside was connected. Nor is it at all surprising that

the lower one should have become so dilapidated as to require rebuilding,

and that to-day only miserable remnants of the iqiper one should survive.

It was the inner face of the rampart, with its numerous ascensus vallL

that would be most likely to attract the attention of victors bent

upon destruction. Short of levelling the defences, that was the surest

way of rendering them useless."

A review of the evidence from the cobbled enclosure lent additional

support to the chronological sequence that has just been proposed. If

the first of the two additions on the inside were assigned to the opening
of the second period, it would supply a convincing explanation of the

change which then took place in the use to which the cobbled enclosure

was to be devoted. On the face of it. there was no very obvious

reason whj^ wliat had previously been a barrack-yard, if we may call it so,

should have been all at once commandeered for storage accommodation.
But, when the rampart foundation was increased on its inner side by.

say, 9 feet all round, this would mean that the free space, which was
already barely adequate for the needs of even a tiny garrison, would
be reduced by close upon 8000 .'quare feet. And an additional area

of 8000 sfjuare feet is, as neaidy a-' may be, the amount that would be

gained by ai)propiiating’ the barrack-sqiuire and transforming it into the

cobbled enclosure. That step, otherwise unpi-ecedented and therefore

difficult to account for, becomes immediately intelligible if it is looked

upon as ‘compensation for disturbance.' Moreover, while the pron

‘ The abuuclance of stoiii-s may indicatt* eithfi- ha',ty oonstriictioii or a scarcity of .suital)lc

sods. As regards the second alternative, it is perhaps not always .sutliciently realized how heavy
was the demand whicli ca-spiticions construction involved. ilr .Smith lia.s calculated that as

many as 8 acre.s must have been strii)pe<l in order to provide sods tor the ori;,^inal rampart of

l{ou"h Castle on east, west, and .south.

‘ That the original rampart had been similarly treated, when the fort was first abandoned,
is suft^a-sted by wliat the Report .say.s as to the layering of the e.xtension heinjt " sometimes in

continuation of the core ” (.snprn, p. t!63>.
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and C071S were still being weighed, what I cannot but regard as conclusive

confirmation was forthcoming in the shape of a most interesting and
quite unexpected discovery.

The information given by fig. 1 as to the position of the north gate

was obviously unsatisfactory, inasmuch as it indicated an entrance fully

50 feet wide. To clear matters up, we made search for the south kerb of

the Yalluni at the i)oint where the gap is shown as beginning on the east.

IVe struck it without difficulty and. following it along, found that, so

far from ending where the plan of 190-5 suggests, it continued for no less

than 26 feet farther west. The bi-eak for the gate was thus 95A feet

distant from the inner kerb of the eastern rampart, while, as will be
seen from fig. 11, the actual opening was 20A feet wide. The figure is

nearly twice as large as is usual for the corresponding gateway at the
other Yallum forts, ‘ so that the gate must certainly have been a double
one." We noticed that the road passing through it had heen repaired by
relaying, exactly after the fashion with which the Military Way beside

the cobbled enclosure had made us familiar. The double layer, however,
measured only about 10 feet across. The width of the entrance had,
therefore, heen reduced by a half when the fort was reconstructed
for the second time. Incidentally, we were able to account for the
erroneous impression conveyed by fig. 4, and to realize how fortunate
we were in having chosen to work along the south side of the Yallum.
On the north, which was preferred in 1903, the kerb, along with a good
deal of the foundation behind it, had been deliberately torn out in post-

Roman times for 26 feet.

As a result of this experience, it seemed desirable to make quite
sure of the position and width of the south gate, and it was here that
surprise awaited us. The gateway, as it is marked upon fig. 4 and as it

appears to-daJ^ had indeed been the gateway at the end of the occupation.
But it had not been the original entrance. It had been formed by
breaking through the rampart, as first erected, and removing b.t feet

of the stone foundation underneath. Its predecessor, the south gate
of the earliest lay-out, had been 14 feet wide and bad lain farther west,
more nearly opposite the north gate. Between the new entrance and
the old the rampart had been left intact for 3 feet 3 inches. Measured
from I’entre to centre, the interval separating them was 15 feet.

Owing, however, to the reduction in width from 14 to 9A feet, the
edge of the later street within the fort was 17 feet 3 inches farther
away from the western rampart than was the edge of the earlier one.

' At Bar Hill and Bahmiildy it was I’J feet, at iluiiirills 11, at Castleeary 10, and at Old
Kilpatrick even less. Gadder with 1.1 feet approaches it most closely.

• It would have heen iinpossil)le to ascertain details without interfering too seriously with the
heavy cobbling which extends all the way across.
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As we shall see presently, it was in order to gain this additional space

that the change in the position of the gateway was made.
As the two roadways, old and new, entered the fort, the contrast

between them was striking. That upon the west had been admirably
constructed and showed hardly any signs of usage. The gravelled and
well-cambered surface can have borne but little traffic before it was
utilized as a foundation for the mixture of earth and sods that was to

make it part and parcel of the rampart. As to that upon the east, I

wrote in 1911 :
“ The hard stones of the street that entered the Porta

Decumana were worn into ruts. Many of those who saw them, as they
lay exposed during the excavations, must have been reminded of

Pompeii.” ^ In penning those sentences, I was drawing on my own per-

sonal recollection of what I had seen some half-dozen years before.

Last January I was disconcerted to find that there were no stones

within the gateway at all, nothing indeed except a few shivers Ij'ing

on the natural surface. I can hardly think that my memory was— or,

rather, is—so seriously at fault as this condition of things seemed to

imply. It is easier to suppo.se that the roadway was ‘left open' in

accordance with the disastrous 2>olicy I referred to at the outset, and
that its stones have shared the fate that has certainly overtaken the
interior buildings. With it all. however, the traces of the waggons
have not been wholly obliterated. Even the natural surface shows
two well-marked dejiressions, emi)hasizing the lines over which the
wheels must have passed and repassed.

The absence of wear and tear in the earlier gateway led us to
examine the ground in front of the whole entrance more closely

than we might otherwise have done. We had had no reason to distrust

fig. 4 when it represents the roadway as solid. We were therefore
hardly prepared to find that the two ditches had originally run past this

side of the fort without interruption of any kind. Later on, obviously
when the position of the gateway was altered, both alike had been
filled in for a width of 26 feet. The filling was all of a piece, as the
large boulders at either end of it showed. But the 9 feet of it on the
west was virtually untrodden ; the stones lay loose among the soil.

The 17 feet towards the east, on the other hand—that is, the part in
front of the later gate—had a very ditt'erent story to tell : its surface
was beaten to a firmness Avhich spoke i)lainly of much coming and
going. One could not help wondering why the western portion should
have been filled in at all. Possibly it may have been because the old
entrance was left open until the alterations inside the fort were com-
pleted.

ISVOL. LXVII.

‘ liomitn Wall in Scolland (et\. 1911). ji. 231.
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Whether that ^vas so or not, the new evidence has clearly an im-

portant chronological bearing. Before the gate was moved to the east,

the southern entrance plaj'ed a comparatively minor role as a channel
of communication with the world outside. It is true that of the four

gates it was the nearest to the loop-line of the Military Way. But no
one who was making for the fort would use the loop-line at all, so long
as the ordinary route was available. The ditches could be bridged with
planks, if a sortie was contemplated; in all other circumstances it was
as well—or better—to leave them open. The situation was, however,
profoundly modified by the transference of the Military Way proper
to an easier route (fig. .7). A new era was thereby inaugurated in the

life of the south gate, which had henceforward to be used by supply-

waggons, not only on entering the castelluin but also on leaving it. The
makeshift of plank bridges no longer sufficed. Something more per-

manent and more substantial had to be provided, and accordingly a

regular roadway was constructed. As this step coincided with the

change in the course of the Military YVay, it must have been taken on
the occasion of the first of the two reconstructions which have been
so often mentioned, and it will be remembered that it was then that

the ditch in front of the .south gate of the annexe was filled in.

Glancing back at the A’arious alterations that have been described,

we can now see that they were intimately connected. When the fort

was re-occupied after it.s first abandonment, a desire to avoid a couple

of very awkward gradients was met by bringing the Military Way
along a line skirting the southern side of the enceinte. This involved

the filling in of the two ditches immediately opposite the south gate-

way. Simultaneously the gate itself was moved some distance towards
the east. Here a different but even more compelling motive was re-

sponsible. The new commandant, perhaps because the force at his dis-

posal was too small for him to trust to the old-fashioned Roman
method of challenging assailants in the open, determined to make the
rampart top more effective as a defensive platform by increasing its

width so as to allow greater freedom of movement. He therefore

added an extension of !) or 10 feet all the way round its inner side.

One result of this, as we already know, was the appropriation of the
barrack-yard for storage accommodation. The change in the position

of the south gate was anothei’. Our information as to the arrange-
ment of the interior is too scanty to permit of any very positive con-

clusions beyond this general statement. But the statement itself calls

for some justification, even if it be of a hypothetical character.

When one studies the plan (fig. 11) and considers the large proportion
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of the area within the ramparts which was occupied by the central

group of buildings, one cannot but wonder where the men were
housed. In ordinary castella the long narrow blocks which served as

barracks measured between 130 and 170 feet. But, when regard is had to

the demands of the streets, it will be immediately apparent that noth-

ing approaching that size could have been fitted in at Rough Castle

at all, except by setting it at an angle which would have been hope-
lessly out of alinenient with everything else, and would besides have
effectually prevented an economical use being made of even the limited

space that was available. At the little fort of Cappuck, however,
Messrs Miller and Stevenson uncovered two barrack-buildings, each of

which represented a type that may conceivably have been adopted for

Rough Castle.^ The larger, which it will be convenient to distinguish

as Type a, measured about 96 feet by 17 over walls. The corresponding
figures for the smaller, which I propose to designate Type b, were 50

and 22. The following calculations as to how these tyjjes might have
been employed at Rough Castle are, of course, subject to the condition

that a minimum of 9 or 10 feet must be added to the end of each, to

allow for the passage of the intervallutn street. It is important, too,

to remember that the barrack-blocks of a castellum were, as a rule,

placed parallel to the via prhicipalis.-

If fig. 11 be consulted, it will be seen that the western edge of the
via pra’turia, as it passed through the north gate, was about 108 feet

distant from the original kerb of the west rampart. During the ear-

liest of the three periods, therefore, there may have been two east-and-
west blocks of Type a in this part of the pvcetentnra, separated from
one another by a street occupying the same position as that which was
partly exposed in 1903. In the other portion of the pneteafura the
space was less ample, the interval between the via jivo’toi-ia and the
original kerb of the east rampart being only 95| feet. Whether the
first lay-out made any provision for barrack-blocks here is doubtful

;

the area may have held workshops or it may have accommodated the
stores whi(!h were subsequently ti’ansferred to the cobbled enclosure.
What is certain is that, if it did contain barrack-blocks, these cannot
have been as long as Type a. There would, of course, have been no
difficulty about the east-and-west dimensions of blocks of Type b. On
the other hand, their breadth would have been such that there could
not have been more than one of them on each side of the transverse
street. That would have been wasteful in the first period. It would

‘ Proceedings, rol. xlvi. (iyil-12>, p. 450.
- At Housesteads. where thej- are set at right angles to it, the shape of the enclosure made

the usual arrangement impracticable.
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have been less so in the second and third, since the amount of ground
left unused would then be reduced by the 9 or 10 feet that had been
annexed for the rampart extension. One or even two blocks of Type b

may, therefore, have been inserted when the extension was made.
Unless the garrison were cut down to an extent that seems unlikely

in the case of so small a fort, something of the sort would undoubtedly
be necessary to offset the reductions elsewhere. The two blocks of

Type a to the west of the via pvcetoria, for instance, must have been
shortened by 9 or 10 feet.

This is admittedly all very speculative. We can see just a little more
clearly when we turn to the relenturu. Here the distance of the

original gateway from the original rampart-kerb was practically the

same on the east as on the west—104 feet, minus the loss due to the

rounding of the corners. The same type of barrack-block, something

a little shorter than Type a, would tlierefore be as suitable for the one

side as for the other. On the west, however, only a single block can

have found a place between the intervallum street and the back of the

group of stone buildings which appear in fig. 11. There was no elbow-

room in which to seek compensation when the rampart was extended.

Rather than curtail the block still further, it was decided to move the

gate eastwards, and at the same time to reduce the width of the entrance

from 14 feet to 9 feet 6 inches, changes which meant a sorely needed
gain of nearly 4i feet. The new situation thus created on the east

could be dealt with very simply. Barrack-blocks approximating to

Type a were now out of the question there. We do not know how
many of them there may have been while the gate was still in the old

position. After the reconstruction, however, it would be possible to

find comfortable accommodation for four blocks of Type h between
the infervalluni street and the via principalis. To do this it would
obviously be necessary to invade the latera prevtorii— that is, the space

immediately alongside of the Headquarters Building. And it will be

observed from fig. 4 that the exc.avators of 1903 failed to discover any
stone foundations there. It probably did not occur to them to look

for post-holes.

This Note has already run to much greater length than I antici-

pated. Had it been briefer, I should have tried to bring the various

threads together by giving a detailed estimate of the extent to which
our knowledge of Rough Castle has been advanced by the work whose
results 1 have chronicled. As it is, I must content myself with saying
that most of the riddles presented by the original Report have been
satisfactorily answered. I doubt whether we shall ever learn very
much more about the Antonine fort. Of the first-century occupation.
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on the other hand, and of the signifieance of the lilia we are still

almost entirely ignorant. A word must be added as to the ‘finds.’

The lines on Avhich we proceeded made it inevitable that these should

be few in number. The most interesting was the Samian bowl which
has already been described. ^ There
were a good many amphora frag-

ments, including a handle—found near
the south rampart of the annexe

—

bearing the letters A L F O, a stamp
which occurred at Newstead and
which is also known abroad." A
small vase or jar (fig. 12), which came
from a drain under the Antonine
Vallum, in front of the fort, should
also be mentioned. About half of it

could be put together from the pieces

that survived. It is made of dull

reddish clay, but it has been covered
with a black slip, small patches of

which still remain. The shape is

suggestive of the early second century, a date that would be consistent
with the ‘ find spot,’ for there is no reason why the jar should not
be a ‘survival.’ Round the shoulder are two girth-grooves, from the
lower of which there depend, by way of decoration, lines of dots in

engobe. It is 6| inches high and has at the mouth an outside diameter
of inches. Its most peculiar feature, however, is that in the bottom,
which has a diameter of 2j inches, there is a carefully made hole,

approximately circular and | of an inch in diameter, like the hole in the
bottom of a flower-pot.

II. Westerwood.

The immediate issue at Westerwood was comparatively simple.
Although the remains are far less considerable than at Rough Castle,
the position of the fort has been known from time immemorial. The
track of the ditches on the south and west is still visible on the siu-face,

while the line of the east ditches is betrayed by a well-marked sub-
sidence in the end wall of the long range of farm builditigs. This being
so, I should hardly have felt justified in pushing enquiry further, had
it not been for the conflicting accounts that have come down to us
from eighteenth-century sources. The various writers are at one in

' Supra, p. 258.

’ C.I.L., xiii., Pt. iii., Fasc. 1, No. 1(XX)2, 301 (Lezoux, Worms, and in tlie Museum at ilainz).

r
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holding that the great Ditch had, as usual, formed part of the northern
defence. But there is a curious difference of opinion regarding the gi-eat

Rampart. On Roy's plan the east and west ramparts of the ‘ station
’

are made to abut against it in the normal fashion. Gordon and Horsley,

on the other hand, show a gap at each of the two points of junction,

thus leaving the northern front without any rampart at all. The
descriptions of the course of the Military Way are also at variance.

Gordon says :
“ What is very peculiar here, is the Causeway which

goes round this Fort, on the Top of the Ramparts.” ^ It is not easy to

attach any very intelligible meaning to his statement, nor is there

much enlightenment to be got from the accompanying plan, but the

story, confused as it is, receives both supi^ort and illumination from
Maitland, who writes that the station at Westerwood “is fortified

with a rampart and ditch, and the military way runs round the latter

in a different position from what it does at most of the other forts.” -

Horsley, again, while explicitly rejecting Gordon’s view, affirms that the

road “passes close by the wall, on the north side of the fort,”® but any
traces he saw would seem to have been slight, for he does not mark
them on his plan. Finally, Roy represents it as running right through
the fcistellum between the east gate and the west, as it so often does

elsewhere.

In a talk I had had with him more than a year ago, Mr Drysdale, the

proprietor, had emphatically endorsed Roy's version of the matter. He
has farmed the land for more than thirty years and he annually makes
acquaintance with the cobbling of the Military Way in the ploughing

season. He had no doubt at all as to its entering the east gate and
issuing from the west. But for the fact that it is always dangerous to

ignore Horsley, I should have been disposed to accept this as conclusive.

As it was, I felt that some investigation with the spade was desirable.

Last autumn the field in which most of the fort lies was in potatoes, and
Mr Drysdale readily agreed to a little digging being done as soon as the

crop was lifted. In September Mr Smith and I, along with Mr Mann,
paid a preliminary visit to the site to discuss the plan of campaign. It

was clear that it would not take long to discov'er the truth about the

Military M ay, and it occurred to us that with a little additional trouble

vv'e might be able to ascertain the exact dimensions of the fort. M^ork
was begun in November and proceeded continually for four weeks,

despite the inclemency of the weather. High winds hampered the

task of measurement, and violent rainstorms reduced the already

heavy soil to a sodden condition. In the circumstances the plan (fig. 13)

reflects great credit on all who assisted in its production. It forms the

* If 171. Sept., p. .T(j. - Hist, of Scotlu7id, vol. i. p. 175. ^ Bz-it. Roizi., p. 170.
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basis of practically everything I have to say. The few scraps of pottery

that were unearthed are too inconsiderable to furnish any information.

And there was nothing else.

Fig. 13. The Fort of Westerwood.

The north-east quarter of the castellum is occupied by the farmhouse
with its garden and steading. Otherwise the site is unencumbered.
Apart from some small but significant irregularities, which will he
touched on later, the fort had been of the normal shape. It had had
the great Rampart for its northern defence ; and the Military Way
had served as the via principalis. In these two respects, therefore,
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the plans of Gordon and Horsley are misleading. Internally, the

enclosure measured some 275 feet from east to west by 290 from north
to south, giving an area of nearly 2 acres. As usual, there had been
four gates. Those on the north and on the south, although not exactly

opposite to one another, had been approximately in the middle of the

sides to which they respectively belonged. But that on the west was
fully 90 feet farther from the south rampart than from the Yallum on
the north. The eastern entrance was inaccessible. To judge, however,
from the line taken by the Military Way, so far as it could be followed,

the difference there may have been slightly greater. It is obvious that

the Headquarters Building has faced north, as is generally (but not

invariably) the case in the forts on the Wall. The retentura, or space

behind it, must therefore have been more than twice as large as the

proetentiira which lay in fi‘ont. We may take it for granted that it

had held the majority, if not all, of the long barrack-blocks, in which
the rank and file of the garrison were quartered.

The I’ampart of the fort was constructed in precisely the same way as

the great Rampart itself; that is, it was of turf, resting on a substratum
of laid stones. An examination of the junction of the two at the north-

west corner brought out the fact that the foundation of the fort rampart
rose 18 inches higher than the foundation on which it abutted, and
overlapped it by about a foot (fig. 14). The overlapping has an interest-

ing implication. It almost certainly means that we have to do with
the work of two different sets of hands, and that the legionaries who
were the builders of the Vallum had carried its foundation past the

contemplated site of the fort before their comrades—presumably the

future garrison—had made much, if any, headway with the particular

task that had been allotted to them. We know that elsewhere—at

Balrnuildy and Old Kilpatrick, for example '— it was otherwise. But
confirmatory testimony as to what happened at Westerwood is furnished

by the Ditch, which runs straight on without a break, completely dis-

regarding the road that was to issue from the north gate of the castel/um.

Moreover, there is no reduction in its width where it passes in front of

the fort, no approximation of its dimensions to those of the ditches

surrounding the enclosure. The latter, as will be seen from the plan,

were two in number for the greater part of the circuit. On the west
side, however, a third was added between the Military Way and the
Vallum. M^hether a similar precaution was taken on the east side,

it is no longer possible to say, since (as I have already indicated) that
portion of the ground is beyond i-each of the spade. It should be added
that on the south and west, particularly on the west, the Romans have

‘ See Proceedings, vol. Ixvi. (1931-32), pp. 227 f.
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taken advantage of natural depressions in digging their ditches. And
it will be noted that the double ditch was continuous in front of the

south gate. Before seeking to account for this unusual feature.it will be
well to give some description of the rest of the defences.

The foundation of the great A^allum measured 14 feet from kerb
to kerb and was thus of normal width. It runs along a gentle slope,

which becomes more sharply accentuated a little way in front. Con-
sequentlj', to provide it with a bed which shonld be at once secure

Fig'. 14. .Junction of West Riunpait of the Fort with the Antonine Vallum, showing:
mouth of drain from the Bath-house.

and level, the subsoil beneath it had been excavated to a maximum
depth of 2 feet. As an additional precaution, a single row of boulders
had been laid along the unexcavated, and therefore higher, ground on
the north at a distance of about a yard. The remains of the super-

structure were represented by 18 inches or so of laminated soil. Some
16 feet west of the north gate a kiln had been constructed in its

northern face. This was, of course. post-Roman, but it had been
entirely built from remnants of Roman masonry (fig. 15). There was
nothing about it to mark its date or its purpose very definitely. But,
if one can trust the analogy of the similarly situated kiln at Mumrills,
it must have been medifeval. The motives prompting the choice of
position had been the same in both cases, and they are self-evident:
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the mound of turf, lying ready to hand, offered a convenient backing,

and the existence of the hollow of the Ditch would go far to ensure a

steady draught.
The foundation of the fort rampart had been laid upon the natural

surface, and had thus been much more extensively damaged by the

plough. So far as could be judged, however, the method of construc-

tion had been otherwise identical. Both kerbs had usually survived,

P’ig. 15. Post-Ronian Kiln, built into the body of the Antonine Vallum.

but sometimes the stones that had presumably lain between them had
been torn out. From the north-west coiner to the south gate, and
again all the way down so much of the east side as could be opened

uj), the stone base had been approximately 16 feet wide. Between the

south gate and the south-west corner it had been only 14. And there

was another peculiarity here. Simultaneously with the reduction in

the width of the rampart there began a narrowing of the berm, which
ultimately shrank from 9 feet to about 4i. The south-west corner was
also curious, as a look at the plan will show. Although the outside

appeared to have been rounded, the inside had been almost square.

Of that there could be no manner of doubt, the inner kerb being singu-

larly well defined (6g. 16). The effect of this arrangement was to
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push the outer edge of the rampart so far forward that the space
separating it from the lip of the ditch outside can hardly have been
more than a couple of feet.

Except at Rough Castle, where the extension of the rampart made
the conditions exceptional, I cannot recollect anywhere else on the
Antonine Wall an example of a berm so exiguous as feet, to say

Fig. 16. Inner Kerb of the Rampart at the nortli-west corner of the Fort.

nothing of 2. And that this lack of conformity can hardly be due to

mere caprice seems more than ever certain, if it be remembered that
the feet berm is associated with a sector of the rampart whose
breadth is 2 feet less than the average for the rest. A moment’s study
of the plan (fig. 13) will, I think, enable us to see what the actual
motive was. The fort, as outlined by the rampart, obviously sits rather
uneasily within the framework of the inner ditch, particularly at the
southern end. The absence of proper co-ordination is so unmistakable
that I have no hesitation in accepting the suggestion made to me by
Mr A. O. Curie when he brought me Mr Smith’s drawing. It was not
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a clear field that awaited the soldiers who erected the Aiitoiiine fort,

when they took up their task. \Yhat they made the inner of their

two ditches was already there, and they had to adapt the line of their

rampart to the limitations which its presence imposed. A very instruc-

tive parallel can be found at Cappuck.'

Are we, then, justified in adding Westerwood to the lengthening

list of Yalluni sites on which traces of an Agricolan prcesidimn have

come to light? To give an emphatic answer in the affirmative would
perhaps be unwise. But the prima facie probability is undoubtedly

strong. And it may well be that the suggestion furnishes a clue to the

anomalous behaviour of the two ditches over against the south gate.

If the inner one has belonged to an Agricolan fort, it is easy to under-

stand why it should ignore an Antonine entrance
;
and, if it were

already continuous, no good purpose would be served by making a

break in the one that was added outside. The argument is not, of

course, conclusive, as the behaviour of the ditches at the south gate

of Rough Castle shows. ^ But a wonderfully close analogy can be cited

from Bar Hill. There the two ditches on the west side run past the

gate, as if there were no gate in the question at all, and excavation

has proved that at this point the inner of the two had originally

formed part of the Agricolan lines. At Westerwood it is, of course,

impossible even to guess at the shape of the earlier enclosure, if earlier

enclosure there was. We must be content with having obtained pre-

sumptive proof of its former existence.

As to the interior of the Antonine fort there is little to be said. We
have seen that most, if not all, of the barrack-blocks must have lain

to the south of the Military Way, and we know that part of the

Headquarters Building must be buried beneath the south-west corner

of the farm-steading. It may be taken for granted that there was at

least one granary or storehouse alongside of the Principia. It is not

unlikely that it was on the east, for twenty-five years ago I was told

that a quantity of blackened wheat had been discovered there when
the foundations of the farm-buildings were being dug. Lastly, the

recent excavations showed that there had been substantial buildings

of stone within the north-west corner of the castellum. There was no
time to follow up a fragment of walling (fig. 17), which ran north and
south within a foot or two of the west rampart. But at the same
distance behind the Antonine Vallum the spade brought to light 90

feet of one side of a long narrow building. This had extended west-

wards from the north gate, close to which a part of the return was

* Proceedings, vol. xlvi. (1911-12), p. 450.

’ Supra, p. 273.
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also uncovered. The wall was well constructed, and varied in thick-

ness from 2 feet 6 inches to 2 feet 9. That it represents the remains

of the Baths is certain. From that point of view the shape of the

building is significant, and not less so is the drain which passed under

the rampart into the innermost ditch directly opposite its western

end (fig. 14). A comparison of the two plans will show that the Baths

occupied exactly the same position at Bar Hill. At the latter fort a

Fig. 17. Willi o£ Building within the western part of the Pritfenfrira of

tlie Fort.

space of 20 feet had been left between the west wall of the Baths and
the west rampart, doubtless to give room for a corner-tower. If there

was a somewhat similar arrangement at Westerwood.’ the btith-building

there would be about 120 feet long as against 150 at Bar Hill and only
80 at Croy. These differences in size are roughly proportionate to the
differences in the area of the three forts, and therefore presumably to

the strength of their garrisons.

The emergence of such a long stretch of walling in this particular

position, and only a short distance beneath the surface, brings us back
to what was the starting-point of our whole investigation. Is it not

' The iiuestioii could not be delinitely deteriniiied owing to the presence of a mass of

tumbled stones which it seemed best not to disturb.
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at least possible that Horsley’s view as to the course of the Military

Way may rest upon a mistaken interpretation of the line of stones,

which may well have been visible, cropping up through the turf, when
he visited the fort two centuries ago? He was not in the habit of

committing himself rashly, and we may be sure that he had some
grounds for assigning so very unusual a route to the Roman road.

Nor is it at all unlikely that Gordon and Maitland had still stronger

justification for the entirely different account which they give of the

matter. What attracted their attention was probably one of the loops

or by-passes of which I have spoken in connection with Rough Castle.

At Westerwood there was no unnecessary climb to be saved from.

The only thing to be avoided was the actual passage through the

castellum. In the circumstances the loop would be short, beginning

just before the fort was reached, and hugging the outer ditch until

the main Way was rejoined a little beyond the west gate. This is not

mere guess-work. Mr Smith tells me that in carrjdng a trench out

from the south-east corner, in order to satisfy himself that there had
only been two ditches, he found, not a third ditch, but a bed of stones,

closely resembling the bottoming of a Roman road.

III. A P0.ST.SCRIPT.

Some time ago Mr John Clarke, in the course of a conversation about
the work on which he was then engaged at Cadder, suggested to me
that the evidence from Rough Castle, as set out in the Report, pointed

to there having been a raised walk on the inner side of the rampart
there. The object of the arrangement would be to enable the defenders

to exercise a certain degree of command over the ground in front,

without exposing themselves unduly to the missiles of assailants. The
suggestion was naturally present in my mind when I came to examine
the inner ‘margin’ of the stone foundation, and its consideration

ultimately led me to a review of the known facts relating to the

ramparts of the whole of the nine forts that have been more or less

thoroughly excavated along the line of the Antonine Wall. In doing

so I inevitably wandered still farther afield, so that some of the

conclusions I have reached are perhaps capable of a more general

application. It may, therefoi-e. be useful to summarize them.

Nothing is more striking about the defences of the forts on the

Wall than their variety. In six of the lune cases the rampart was of

turf, in two it was of stone, and in one it was of clay. Although all

were built at one and the same time and were integral parts of one
and the same scheme, there was evidently no fixed type to which their

designers were expected to conform. Castlecary, for instance, was
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given a wall of stone, clearly because there happened to be a convenient

outcrop of suitable rock in the immediate neighbourhood. Clay, on the

other hand, was preferred at Mumrills, where sufficient supplies of stone

or turf were not easy to come by. And, even when the material

employed has been identical, there are differences of detail—some of

them by no means unimportant—which prove that individual com-
manders were allowed a surprisingly free hand. The point needs
emphasizing at the present juncture. Despite Mr James Curie’s wise
words of caution, written more than twenty years ago,^ there has
recently been a tendency to classify the remains of Roman forts on a
more or less rigid chronological basis. When I came to close quarters

with Mr Clarke’s suggestion, it seemed to me that this would not be
a very hopeful method of approach, and I deliberately selected another.

The castellum or permanent fort was. of course, the direct descendant
of the temporary camp. To begin with, it was girt, like its prototype,

with a rampart of earth. The primary purpose of this particular

element of the defence was to har the way against assailants. But it

was not designed for passive resistance merely. It had to provide the
defenders with a vantage-ground from which they could retaliate upon
the attackers, and it was therefore vital that the top should be roomy
enough to admit of its being effectively manned in the event of an
assault. Gellygaer, which was probably erected towaids the end of
the first century, offers a most instructive example. The rampart there
was almost 20 feet wide at the bottom and, as there was a retaining
wall on both sides, it is hardly likely to have been much narrower at
the top. Such a double revetment is of rare occurrence.- More usually
the inner side is marked by a kerb, which has supported the foot of a
sloping bank and Avhich indicates a width of between 30 and 40 feet

at the base. If the bank were, say, 10 or 12 feet high and 12 or 15 feet
broad at the top, the slope would rise at an angle which would make
it unsuitable for a ramp. Mscenstta valU. such as Hyginus postulates
for the temporary camp, would therefore be as indispensable as they
would be when the inner face Avas vertical. The revetment in front,
it should be explained, Avould rise a little way above the rampart
behind, thus acting as a breastwork or parapet. Originally it Avas of
Avood, but before the end of the first century AAOod Avas being replaced
by stone. I can remember no more interesting or more conA’incing
illustration of the transition than the characteristically lucid description

^ A Homan Frontier Post, pp, 28 f. Cf, also Havertield's note in Ward's Iio}nan Fort of
(iellygaer, p, 38.

" Kitterlin;^, liONvever, believes that it has been much more common than mi^ht appear. See
O.H.L., vol. ii. 3, Kastell \\ iesbaden iNr. 31). pp. 18 f. At Caerleon the original rampart, which
was of clay and dates from cn'ca a.d. 75, had a double revetment of timber.
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which Fabricius gives of the evolution of " Mauer’ and ‘ Wall' at

Urspring.*

Scotland can shoAV at least one example of an earthen fort which
has demonstrably been reveted with wood, and it is significant that it

should be a fort which was in all probability erected for the first time
in the reign of Antoninus Pius, half a century after Gellygaer. When
Birrens was excavated in 1895, interest was in the main (and very
rightly) directed to the interior, the recovery of the i^lan of which was
destined to be a landmark in the progress of Romano-British studies.

The rampart was completely overshadowed. Nine cuts were indeed

made through it—not all of them, unfortunately, carried down to the

original ground-level—and profiles of these were drawn by Mr Barbour.

They are described in the text of the Report, where also the drawings
are reproduced. But they were never critically studied, nor was any
serious attempt ever made to grasp their implications. Nev'ertheless,

even as they stand, they tell us quite enough to make it fairly certain

that an ad hoc investigation—which could still be carried out, and
which would not be a costly undertaking—woiild yield much valuable

information. Thus, there would be little or no difficulty in finding out

whether there were stone towers at intervals, as one of the sections

would seem to suggest, and whether these were connected by a terraced

walk, represented by the fragments of "polygonal pavements,” which
appeared at two separate points.

-

For the present we are concerned only with the general shape of

the rampart and with its wooden revetment. The section on Avhieh

the evidence for the latter rests—evidence which has hitherto passed

unnoticed—was the most complete of the nine (fig. 18). In the centre

was a stone bottoming, 18 feet wide, above which the spoil of the ditch

had been heaped. At a distance of 11 feet behind was a well-laid stone

kerb. In the Report the kerb is assumed to be the outer edge of a

flat terrace, which had run along the inner side of the rampart. Obvi-

ously, however, it is the ‘heel’ of the sloping bank, which we should

naturally expect to have terminated here. Its face was cleared for

45 feet (fig. IS) as far as E. ‘“a little square recess, the sides, back, and
bottom of which were of single flat slabs, each abcjut 2 feet square. . . .

The arms or sides were notched as if for the suspension of vessels

;

charcoal was found in the bottom and near it."^ Mr Barbour’s enlarged

sketch (fig. 19) enables us to visualize the recess distinctly, and we
need hardly hesitate as to its meaning. The notches were not “for

‘ O.R.L., vol, vi., Ka.stell Drspriii}; (Nr. 06a), pp. .) f.

^ See Proceerli-iigs. vol. xxx. ( lS9.')-96), pi. ii.. Sections O.P. and Q.R.
“ IhiA.. pp. ys f.
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the suspension of vessels” but for the support of the lowest of the

wooden steps—perhaps a movable ladder—which had given access to

the rampart-top. The recess was, in fact, the beginning of one of the

E.LE.VATION OF KERB
lO 5 O 10 20 30 40FEE.T

Fig. 18. Tl>e Rampart of Birrens.

ascensiis valli, required by the steepness of the sloping bank. The
“charcoal” we may suppose to have been merely decayed wood.

Thus much for the inner face. The clue to the character of the

outer face is furnished by the ‘slot' that is visible in fig. 18, about 61

feet in front of the bottoming of stones. It

is 2 feet deep and rather more than 11 wide
at the top. That it has been a post-hole and
not part of a palisade trench is proved, not

merely bj' its shape and size, but also by
the fact that it is not continuous: only in

one other of the nine sections Avas anything
of the kind observed.^ We may safely infer

that, exactly" as at Urspriiig, the revetment
had consisted of horizontal planking, nailed

to a series of ujirights or valli. We cannot
say positively how high it Avas. Rut, in order to proA'ide a serAuceable

breast-AA"ork, it must haA'e risen 3 or 4 feet aboA'e the leA el of the rampart
toji. This, again, can hardly have been more than 10 or 12 feet aboAe
the berm. Any excess OAer that AAOuld haAe lessened its A’alue for
offensiA’e purposes tw increasing the extent of the • dead ’ ground,
Avithin the limits of AA'hich the assailants could shelter themsehes from
missiles.- Of the Avidth of the fighting platform Ave can say nothing.

* The section is that lettered Q.K. on the plate already referied to.
- See von Groller in Horn. Limes in Oesferreich. Ueft ii. 2.'>, where S'OO-.l'iO metres is suggested

as a maximum heiglit for the wall of the fortress at Carnuntum, exclusive of the battlements.
At the Brecon Gaer the revetting wall still stands 11 feet high.
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except that 15 or 20 feet is probably the utmost that need be allowed
for. On the other hand, the width of the rampart at the base can be
calculated far more accurately than was done in 1895. Measured from
the outside of the post-hole to the outside of the kerb, it was 38 feet,

or precisely the same as that of the base of the clay mound behind the
wall at Xewstead.

So far as I am aware, there is no fort in Scotland of which we can
say with confidence that it has been an earthen fort with a stone revet-
ment. The Scottish forts that are sometimes so described really fall

into quite a different category. But there are numerous examples
south of the Border and abroad. The characteristics of a true revet-

ting wall are that it is relatively narrow—seldom more than 1 feet

thick—and that it is left rough and unfinished on the inner face.

At the Brecon Gaer, for instance, the average thickness was 3 feet 5

inches, and the side next the rampart was ‘tusked,’ as if to ensure a
firmer grip of the mass of earth that was to be supported. It is far

from unlikely that the uppermost part of the revetting wall—that is,

the portion of it which served as a parapet—was narrower than the
lower part against which the weight of the rampart rested, for a
parapet of 4 feet broad would have been ill-adapted for the use of
missiles. All this may have helped to hasten the advent of the next
stage in the evolution of fort-defences. By the time that Lollius

Urbicus entered Scotland the tendency to break up the ‘composite’
rampart into its two constituent parts was fully developed. We may
trace the fortunes of each of them separately.

As regards the rampart proper we need not travel beyond the
Antonine Wall for illustrations. By employing a different material
it was transformed into an independent structure. At Mumrills, for

instance, it was a mound largely of clay, resting upon a carefully laid

stone foundation, 12h feet broad. More often it was of turf. The co-

herent quality of sods was sometimes turned to account as a means of

holding masses of loose earth in place ; cases in point are its use as

kerbing in the ‘Vallum’ on Hadrian's Wall and as a cradling for the

original earth rampart at Urspring. It was but a small step from that

to building it up as a regular wall. Occasionally, as in the ))iiirus

c(vspificii(s at Appletree, the sods were simply laid uxion the natural

surface. As a rule, however, there was a stone foundation, as in the
Antonine Wall. In the forts with which we are immediately con-

cerned, the breadth of the foundation varied, ranging from 12 feet at

Bar Hill to 20 feet (and ultimately' 38) at Rough Castle. The sux)er-

structure, whether of clay or turf, must have been at least 9 or 10 feet

high if it was to serve its i>riniary' jiuiq^ose of keeping assailants at
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bay. This would allow a minimum width of 6 feet for the flat top

which served as a flghting platform. It is tolerably certain that there

would be a parapet, either of timber or of wattles.

The conversion of the retaining wall into an independent barrier Avas

an even simpler and more natural process. All that AA’as needed Avms to

double its Avidth and impart a finish to its inner face. Allowing a

minimum of 6 feet on the top for the rampart-Avalk. the builders aa ould

ha\"e room and to spare for a battlemented parapet. That is the full-

grown stone fort of the second century as Ave find it at Castlecary and
Balmuildy and at NeAvstead. But, eA en Avhen the stone fort had attained

its majority, there Avas A^ery often a mound of clay or earth behind it.

It is customary to speak of this as if it were still the rampart, AA'ith the

unfortunate result that the independent stone AAall is apt to be treated

as if it AA’ere a mere reA etment. It is equall3^ misleading to reA'erse the

position and to look upon the mound as designed to support the stone

wall. A well-built Avail of stone, 8 feet broad and 12 feet high, needed
no backing of earth to ensure its stability. Hoaa% then, is the presence

of the mound to be explained? If that question can be ansAvered

satisfactorily, Ave shall be a good deal nearer a right understanding
of one or two hitherto puzzling features of our own Vallum forts.

Where a pre-existing earthen fort AAas rebuilt in masonrj'—bj' which
I mean something more than the substitution of a stone reA^etment

for one of timber—it Avould be a perfectly intelligible proceeding to

leaA’e the old rampart standing and erect the new Avail in front. It is

less easy to see Avhj" an earthen mound should haA e been piled behind
the Avail of a stone fort that Avas built on a A'irgin site. Yet there is one
A^eiy obA-ious reason. It offered a coiiA'enient means of disposing of the

upcast from the ditch or ditches, a problem that must haA e been more
serious than is alAva3^s realized. Ritterling calculates that at Wiesbaden,
AAdiere there AA^ere tAA"o ditches, each linear metre of the enceinte meant
about 16 cubic metres of upcast.^ And the Romans would not haAe
been the practical people that thej- Avere, if theA’ had been content to

let it be a mere ‘ dump.’ There are good grounds for belieA’ing that
thej- turned it to excellent purpose. On that head the description Avhich

A"on Groller giA'es of the walls of the fortresses at Carnuntum and
Lauriacum is most illuminating. With the aid of fig. 20, Avhich is based
upon one of his diagrams, I Avill endeaAour to summarize the salient

points of his argument.
Fundamental to it is a clear-cut distinction betAveen the ’Wallganij'

or rampart-AA'alk and AA hat he calls the 'Welirgang,' - a Avord Avhich I

^ 0,U.L,, ii. 3, Kastell AVle.sIbiden (Nr. p. 18.
“ Rom, Limes in Oesterreich, Heft ii. f.
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propose to translate as ‘sentry-path,’ although the connotation of the
English expression is too narrow to permit of its being accepted as a
wholly satisfactory rendering. The former was that part of the top
of the stone wall which lay immediately behind the battlemented
parapet, and which now served as the fighting platform from which
the active part of the defence was conducted. The latter was the top
of the earthen mound, which was some 3 feet lower than the wall.

Soldiers standing upon it, or moving along it, would be much more
effectually sheltered from snipers than if they were on the rampart-walk,
on to which they could be ready to mount if a direct attack were
launched. Meanwhile they would have a good view of all that was
going on beyond the inner ditch and might even have an opportunity

Fig. 20.

of hurling a missile home. The earthen mound, then, fulfilled a definite

and a very useful function. Nor is this mere theory. It is borne out by
positive evidence. Except in so far as the dotted lines are concerned, the

diagram reproduced in fig. ^0 is a representation of Avhat von Groller

actually discovered at Lauriacum.^

The earthen mound is beloAV the level of the present surface and Avas

not visible until it was exposed by the spade. IvnoAving by his experience

at Carnuntum Avhat to expect, and basing his calculations on the ascer-

tained position of the berm, the excavator made up his mind befoi'ehand

as to the amount of soil that Avould liaA'e to be remoA’ed before he
reached the ‘sentry-path.’ That his estimate should haA‘e turned out

to be correct is the surest proof of the soundness of his hypothesis.

Incidentally, he remarks that the angle at which the mound leaA cs the

edge of the nitervalbiin street produces a slope AAdiich is gentle enough
for an easily ascended ramp. A reference Avdiich he makes to the

* op. fit.. Heft -xi. •). Air S. X. Aliller made a ver\- similar discovery at York. There, how-
ever, tlie wall may iiave risen from 4 to 6 feet above the level of the ' sentry-path.' See Journ.
of Roiaiin .'<fodie.s. vol. xv. pp. 177 f.
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sculptures on the Column of Trajan is very relevant. Several of the
scenes depicted there might be cited in conhrmation of his view. In
particular there is one in which Roman auxiliaries are seen defending
a castellum against an assault by a horde of Dacians (fig. 21).^ The
front wall is hattlemented, and there the soldiers who man it are
evidently on the rampart-walk, for thej" are visible from a little aboA^e

Fig. 21. Roman Auxiliaries (iefemlinga fort against a Dacian attack.

the knee. Those who are guarding the side Avail—only this and the
front Avail are Avithin the range of Aision—must be at a considerably
loAver leA'el. Despite the absence of any parapet, no more than their
heads and shoulders can be seen.

My knoAvledge of the stone forts south of the TAveed is not nearly
detailed enough to justify me in generalizing about them. But I may
be alloAved to refer to Housesteads. That Avas a stone fort in the full

sense of the term. Its AAalls Avere as carefully finished inside as outside.

‘ C. Ciehoriirs. Die Reliefs der Trajanssinile. Tat. xxiv. (Bilil xxxii.i. In a sculptured relief of
this kind it would he idle to look for precision of architectural detail. The essential point is the
difference in the height to which the bodies of the two groups of defenders are visible.
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When the fort was opened up a century ago, a bank of earth, or of earth

and clay, was cleared away from behind such parts of them as were
excavated. It seems to have been 12 or 15 feet wide and to have been
supported by a retaining wall. Mr Bosanquet, in his admirable account

of his own diggings at Housesteads, writes : Hodgson obseiwed ‘ a
terrace, made of earth and clay, which ran from tower to turret along

the inside of the wall to the height of about five feet above its founda-

tion,’ and noted that the insides of the towers of the gates and of the

turrets between them and the cornex’s of the walls were filled up with
clay to the same level.” ^ Does not this seem to be a singulaidy close

pai'allel to the ‘ sentry-paths’ at Carnuntum and Lauriacum ?

Thus armed, we may return to the castella on the Antonine Wall.

They fall into two groups, and I w'ill deal first with that which consists

of the two stone forts—Castlecary and Balmuildy. Those who ai’e

familiar with what was found at Castlecary wdll remember the kerb
w'hich ran along the inside of the north front at a distance of 6 feet

behind the wall. The excavators were avowedly baffled by it, and I

some time ago abandoned a suggestion I had put forward in 1911 as to

its possible significance.- I am now inclined to think that it really

indicates a ‘ sentry-path.’ The fact that there was appai’ently nothing
of the kind on the other three sides is hardly a serious objection,

since it was from the north that danger chiefly threatened. Nor does

its seeming narrowness, as compared with what wms found at House-
steads, present any real difficulty. If the ‘ path ’ were of sods with a
‘ duck-board,’ as may veiy well have been the case, the side next the

interior would be practically vertical, so that a space of 6 feet would

be ample.

At Balmuildy the case for a ‘sentry-path’ is even stronger. Such

evidence as survived went to show that, as at Castlecai’y, the wall had

been carefully finished on the inner side. This, combined with its thick-

ness, places the eastellum in the categoiy of stone forts properly so

called. But Mr Miller noted certain features which might easily have

escaped the eye of a less acute observer and which seemed to him to point

to there havdng been a bank, averaging 20 feet in bi’eadth, behind.

Accepting the current view,® he took it for gi’anted that it had been

a backing of earth, intended to support the masoniy. By the kind

permission of the Glasgow Arclneological Society and of Mr Miller

himself the diagram embodying his interpretation is reproduced here

as fig. 22. Such an ari’angement as it indicates would perhaps be

possible in a stone fort whose wall has been built immediately outside

* Arch. Ael., X.S., vol. xxv. p. 246. “ Eoninn in Scotland (ed. 1911), p. 209.

‘ E.g. .Tacobi. Das Romerkasfell Saalburg. Taf. ix. and x., fl;,'. iii.
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of an already existing earthen rampart. For a stone fort buflt on a

virgin site it seems to me hardly conceivable. That it was not con-

tinuous is a strong argument against its being a backing. It is no
argument at all against its being a ‘sentry-path.’ The bank of earth

and clay at Housesteads Avas interrupted by the latrines. At Balmuildy
a bath-house blocked the way on the west side, to say nothing of an
oven on the south. ^ That the base of the ‘ path ’ should haA’e been 20

feet broad shows that it must haA’e been a mound of earth or of earth

and clay.

The other seven forts may be treated as a single group. So far as

the presence or absence of a ‘ sentry-path ’ is concerned, the difference

between a turf superstructure and one of clay is immaterial. What
matters is the breadth of the stone foundation. Mr Miller’s account of

the excavations at Old Kilpatrick gives no hint of anything abnormal
being observed there, and I can Avouch for there haA’ing been nothing

of the sort at Mumrills, Westerwood, Croy Hill, or Bar Hill. At Croy
Hill and at Bar Hill there AAere numerous hearths close to the kerb

of the rampart on the Avest, Avhile at Westerwood and Bar Hill the

long Bath-buildings Avere Avithin 2 or 3 feet of it on the north. If

definitely negati\^e evidence AA’as lacking at Mumrills, the search there

' Mr Miller suggests {Balmuildy, p. 11, footnote 2) that the bath house may have had a flat

timber roof. But there is evidence to show that the roofs of bath-houses were generally arched,
and, where the risk of fire was so great, it is ditticult to believe that they were ever made of

timber.
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was thorough enough to make it certain that there was no blank space

which a ‘sentry-path’ could have occupied. There remain Rough Castle

and Gadder. I have already dealt with the former. In inferring that

what Ave had to do Avith there AA'as a reinforcement of the rampart
itself, I AA’as guided not merely by the appearances described in the

Note but also by a more general consideration. With a rampart that

was 20 feet Avide at the base a ‘ sentry-path ’ AA'ould haA'e been useless.

To obtain any A'iew of AA’hat lay on the other side, it AA’ould be necessary

to clamber on to the rampart itself. A ‘sentry-path’ from which it was
impossible to see ev’en the outer ditch AA’ould haA'e been something like

a contradiction in terms. For that reason I belieA’e that a similar

explanation holds good at Cadder, where Mr Clarke has discoA’ered that

on at least three sides there AA’as a clear and seemingly unoccupied space

of 10 feet behind the kerb of the rampart. It is true that there are

no signs of a stone foundation for the sods of an extension to haA’e

rested upon. But the surface is hard and they may haA’e been laid on
it directlj’, just as they Avere at Appletree and in front of the Antonine
Vallum at Rough Castle

;
or sods and stones may have been inter-

mingled as they appai’ently Avere in some of the Rough Castle sections.
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III.

NOTES ON THE NETHER BOW PORT, EDINBURGH.
By henry F. KERR, A.R.I.B.A., F.S.A.Scot.

When Edinburgh was first enclosed in a stone wall of defence there

were only two gates to the city, the West Bow Port and the Nether
Bow Port. We hear of the Castle Barrier at the head of Castlehill,

to separate the military from burghal interests
;
there is, however, no

record of its appearance, either in the earlj' map of 1544 nor in Gordon's

of 1647. In a view of the siege of the Castle in 1753 there is shown a

high erection about that place, but it looks more like a protection for

the assault than a permanent barrier.

Of the acknowledged city gates the West Bow Port was no great

distance from the Lawnmarket and Castlehill, as it was at the foot

of the uppermost stretch of the Bow in descending, and is shown as

a small archway in a cross-wall.

Of the Nether Bow Port there is more known, although the actual

position of the first gateway there is conjectural. Possibly it was like that
in the West Bow, a simide archway, probably protected by shot-holes.

During the construction of the Flodden Wall, after 1518, the number
of gatewaj’s was increased to six. The West Port superseded the West
Bow Port, and the others were Greyfriars (or Bristo Port). Kirk of Field

(or Potterrow Port), Cowgate Port, Nether Bow Port, and St Andrew’s
Port at the foot of Leith Wynd. The Flodden Wall enclosed a large

area of ground, which had partly been built upon, beyond the limits

of the earlier city wall, usually called that of 1450. So far as old j>rint8

inform us. these gates or ports were merely large gateways in the

Flodden Wall, with the exception of the Nether Bow Port which was
a fortified gateway, a military asset for the protection of the town.

In the locality of the Nether Bow there was, in connection with the
“ 1450” wall, and in the immediate neighbourhood of Fountain Close,

a port or gateway, where the old wall turned northwards to meet the
High Street. Some persons think that there was a second port just

slightly east of that, but there does not appear to be any evidence in

support of that. There is some confusion in tradition about these ports,

and it is more likely that there were only the two ports in succession,

one at Fountain Close and one at the junction of Nether Bow and St
Mary’s and Leith Wynds.

Sir Daniel Wilson in his Memorials of Edinburgh (vol. i. p. 114),
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referring to the latter port, says, “ It Avas by far the most conspicuous
and important of the six gates which gaA’e access to the ancient capital,

and Avas regarded as an object in the maintenance and protection of
Avhich the honour of the city AA^as so deeply inA'ohed that ... its

demolition was one of the penalties which the GoA^ernment sought
to reA'enge the slight put upon the royal prerogatiA e by the Porteous
mob. . . . When the destruction of this, the main port of the city, was
averted by the strenuous patriotic exertions of the Scottish peers and
members of Parliament, it was regarded as a national triumph

;
but,

unhappily, towards the middle of the last century, a perfect mania
seized the ciA'ic rulers throughout the kingdom for sweeping away
the old rubbish, as the ancient fabrics that adorned the principal towns
were contemptuously styled. The Common Council of London set the
example by obtaining an Act of Parliament in 1760 to remove their
city gates

;
and only four years later the Toaa’u Council of Edinburgh

demolished the Nether Bow, one of the chief ornaments of the city, which,
had it been preserA'ed, Avould haA'e been noAV regarded as a peculiarly
interesting relic of the olden time.” And aa'c may add to these words
of Wilson, that architecturally its value as a specimen of Scottish
military architecture is supremely A'aluable.

In Maitland’s History of Edinburgh (p. 140) AA^e get our earliest printed
information about this structure: ‘’A short AA^ay to the northAA’ard
of the Cowgate is situated the Nether Bow, so called from its position
at the eastern and lower end of the city. The first gate of this name
stood about fifty yards higher in the street . . . and, standing so far in

an area Avithin the AA'all, was not so fit for defence; Avherefore a new
gate AA^as erected in 1.571 by the Loyalists, adherents to Queen Mary,
AA'hich being since inilled down, the present beautiful gate was built

anno 1606, a little be-east the former.”
Since Maitland’s day Wilson and others accepted that record

; but
we shall see there is very graA'e doubt as to 1606 being the date of its

erection.

Let us first look at some CA'idence as to the appearance of this old

port, and endeaAmur to elicit the truth.

1. The earliest draAving extant seems to be the map or vieAV Avhich

is in the British Museum, of date May 1.544, a good copy of which is in

the library of the Royal Scottish Geographical Society (fig. 1). May 1544

is the month and year of Hertford’s invasion of the toAAm. This 1544
AueAV shoAvs a high Avail (the Flodden Wall), with a large archway and
tAVo circular flanking toAvers—an arrangement frequently met Avith in

Scottish design. There is, hoAA'eA^er, no sign of a central toAver, as is

shoAvn on all later draAvings. As we shall see, there is reason to know
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that the central tower was a later addition. But the most interesting

detail of this view is that the gateway and its flanking towers are on the

line of the west face or front of St Mary’s and Leith Wynds, that is

practically conforming to the line of the Flodden Wall. Further, the

site of this gateway, according to this drawing, is the site from which
the Nether Bow Port was removed in 176f. There is no need to douht

Fijj. 1. View of Ediiibuifjli. l.)44.

the testimony of this old sketch, and therefore we may he assured that
this gateway with its flanking towers was built before 1544.

2. The next drawing in point of date is an engraving in Maitland’s
History (p. 140). It is an elevation, but without a scale. It bears the
name P. Fourdrinier. It is of the east front as in the 1544 map, but
besides the two flanking towers it has a central tower with an octagonal
stone spire above the gateway, and also lesser spiral-stair turrets
leading to an upper floor. As Maitland’s History bears the date 17.53,

it may be assumed to be the latest phase of this building.

3. There is in the City Museum an engraving of the east front dated
xkugust 1761, evidently before the demolishing of the structure. No
name of artist nor engraver appears.
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4. Another drawing is by J. Runciman, showing the port with men
actually removing the stones of the stone spire (fig. 2). This is the
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5. There is in the British Museum a view very similar to this of

Eunciman, but no men are shown removing the spire.

6 and 7. There are in the Scots Magazine for 1764 two engravings, one

of the east front and one of the west front (p. 432).

These drawings and prints fairly represent what we can know of the

appearance of this ancient fortified gateway. It may be said that in the

main these drawings fairly agi'ee, although there are now and again

differences in details. Take, for example, in Maitland’s elevation of the

west front (1753) the city arms do not appear in the storey under the

clock. These are shown in the Scots Magazine view (1764).

Again, in this Scots Magazine sketch of the west front the renaissance

feature in front of the tower at the level of the battlements appears as

a classical segmental pediment with straight ornamental supports at the

base, whereas in Runciman’s sketch the treatment of this feature is in

more free classic, the pediment being broken, and the supporting wings

are in the form of scrolls. The latter seems more like what we would

expect at that date.

After the removal of this interesting building many artists delighted

to represent it, although they had never seen it. Their drawings must
have been founded upon such prints as we have been examining, and
perhaps others of which now there is no record. James Skene of

Rubislaw sketched the eastern front
;
Sir Daniel Wilson gave us another

of this front; William Hole has drawings of both frontages in the Book

of Old Edinburgh by Bailie J. C. and Miss Alison Dunlop (1886). There
is also in Sir Daniel Wilson's Memorials of Auld Reekie—a two-volume
scrap-book in the Society of Antiquaries’ Library—the photograph of a

wash drawing, to a small scale ; but whether the drawing was previous

or subsequent to the removal of the building there is no record. In this

photograph there are no angle pinnacles on the tower at the base of the

spire, whereas all the other drawings show these pinnacles.

With these various representations of this fine building before us, we
can perceive that the architectural forms and details appear to he of the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in date (fig. 3). The circular towers
might well have been of early sixteenth century, the central tower and
spire being of later date. So that, so far as appearances go, there is no
evidence against the date of 1544, or earlier, for the circular towers,

while there is no likelihood of the work being so late as 160().

So much for the building; now what can we deduce from its history’:'

Maitland declares (p. 140) that it was erected in 1606, and this date was
generally believed until the Rev. R. S. Mylne read a paper before the

Society of Antiquaries which appeared in their Proceedings, 1911-12

(p. 385). Mr Mylne demonstrates from extracts from the Town Council
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minutes that in 1606 only repairs on the old port were made. These will
be referred to later. Mr Mylne further was of opinion that in 1571 a
substantial jjart of the port was built.

Fif^. 3. E;ist view.

If we turn to James Grant’s Old and Xetr Edltibnrgh (vol. i. p. 217) we
find him saying :

“ The last gate was built in the time of James VI.

;

what was the character of its predecessor we have no means of
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ascertaining
;
but to repair it in 1538, as the city cash had run low, the

Magistrates were compelled to mortgage its northern vault for 100 nierks

Scots; and this was the gate which the English, under Lord Hertford,

blew open with cannon-shot in 1544, ere advancing against the castle.
”

Notwithstanding some confusion in that statement we shall be able to

trace the fact that this was the gate portrayed in Hertford’s map of

1544.

Grant quotes from the Diurnal of Occurrents an item of date 27th

August 1571. ‘’The Lords and Captains of the Castle cause big a new
port at the Netherbow port within the auld part of the same." This

extract is a great help to us in the elucidation of the problem.

When we come to the years 1606 to 1616 we find numerous entries in

the accounts of repairs to the structure, but no items to suggest a new
gateway being erected at that time.

In order to sum up the whole history of the building let us consider

the probabilities chronologically.

1514. It is understood that the city fathers, immediately after the disaster of
Flodden. started in anxious haste to build a wall to pi’otect the various
IDi'operties outwith the old city wall. This new wall was called the
Flodden Wall, and Avas, it is said, partly neAA' and partly composed
of such strong boundary Avails that existed. AA'hich Avere heightened,
strengthened, and prepared for defence. NeAV gateAvays or ports Avere
formed in due course, and this is the question before us : Was the
Nether Boav Port at. or about, that time erected on the site it stood
upon in 1764 Avhen it was remoA’ed?

1540. We liaA’e evidence that the Flodden Wall AA'as needing repair in its

Aveakest part, Avhere the Avails of houses and their boundaries had been
utilised. In Wilson's Mcinoriuh (vol. i. ]). 44) it is Avi-itteii : "It Avas
ordained that the provost, bailies and council . . . warn all manner of
persons that has ony landes, biggins and AA'astes Aq)on the AA cst side of
Leith Wynd, that they AA'ithin zier and day big and reijare honestlie
their said Avastes and ruinous houses . . . from the Port of the Nether-
boAV to the Trinity College.”

It is certain that unless these Avails, forming part of the Flodden Wall.
Avere kei)t in repair the effectiveness of the fortified port AAonld be
endangered.

1544. In the draAving or luai) shoAving Hertford's adA’ance upon the city in
1544 Ave IniA^e the Nether Boaa’ Port shoAvn on the line of St iMary Wynd.
That Avas the site it stootl ui)on in 17t)4 Avheu it Avas demolished. The
flanking circular tOAA crs are plainly shoAA ii.

1509. We noAv come to an entry Avhich seems to OA’ertnrn this. In prejAaring
these notes I have been greatly heli>e<l by the kindness of Mr Charles
Boog Watson and ;>Iiss Marguerite Wood, for extracts from minute^
and accounts of the Burgh.
The earliest note from the minutes records the granting of a fen to

Adam Fullerton of "land beyond the NetherboAv Port." If this de-
scription ai)plies t(A the year 1.569. then the port could not haA-e been at
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St Mary's M^yud, because the feu would have been beyond the city.

Moreover, we know that Fullarton’s house was built at Fountain Close.

Does this indicate that at that date the port was also at Fountain
Close ?

There is. however, an answer to that seeming discrepancy. Those
who deal with feu charters and dispositions of property often come
across descriptions of boundaries whieli have been copied from earlier

deeds, and -which were accurate at their date of execution. But, if a
landmark is subsequently removed, as for example if the ••port" in
(piestion. which existed at the date of the charter. Avere removed,
although the description was good before the port Avas remoA'ed, it did
not. at a later date, tit in Avith the description originally in the title.

The identification is accurate if the former position is remembered, but
does not conform to the neA\' conditions. There may have been some
clause in the disposition to make the alteration clear, but such is not
in evidence. If, then, this feu charter is considered as affected by such
someAvhat frequent accidents, the difficulty A-anishes. More than that,

the other known evidences are uphehl.

1.571. The first intimation of great Avorks on the Xether Boav is in 1571. On
27th August it i.s noted ••The Lords and captains of the Castle caused big
a neAv port at the Xether Boav Port Avithiu the auld part of the .same of
ashlar Avork in the mo.st streugthie Avay, taking the stones gathered . . .

fi'om Restulrig Church."
Doubtless after the i)ort aa’us bloAvn in by Hertford in 1544 the gateAvay

Avas repaired : but this note tells us that the military aiithorites Avere not
satisfied Avith the strength of this defensiA'e gateAvay. and caused extensive
improveinent.s '* within the auld j)art of the same." In 1571, then, there
was existing the ••aulder part" of a gateway there. M’e cannot fail to
rec(jgni.se that the ••auld part" AAas the port as shoAvn in the f.544 map
or vieAv. and that the Lords and Captains rebuilt the cential portion,
containing the einbattleil toAver anti spire. If the toAver and spire Avere

addetl to the port of 1544 Ave ha\'e the later appearance of this gatcAvay
as poitrayetl in the later A'ieAv.s. such as that of (iordon in 1647.

1606. Maitland giA'es the date 16U6 for the erection of the structure, but the
IlcA-. It. S. Mylne. in a communication to the Society of Anti<iuaries

(1011-12. p. 8S5). giA'es extracts from the Toavii Council Minutes AA'hich

Ijoint only to repair.s in that year : On 24th .January an order for

inspection of the port Avas made. On 2<Sth March payment for repair.s

is noted. On 4th Ai)ril an oAerseer of Avorks was appointed. On
7th XoA^ejnber the rebuihling of the north turnpike stair is reported, and

1616. other Ic-sser repairs are referred to until the j ear 1616.

With these proofs before hi?n .Mr 3Iylne inclines to the A-ieAV. as

mentioned aboA e. that it AAas in 1571 that a substantial part of the port
Avas executed, but. to(|Uote him. •• part must liaA e been earlier than that
date, anil probably belongs to the in-osperous and peaceful reign of

.JaTiies aa Iicii so much building Avent on in .Scotlanil and there Avas

a distinct French influence at the royal court." This agrees AA'ith the
argument Ave used under date 1571. Avhen the military autlujrities ordered
a iieAA ])oi't t(A be built.

1647. In (;f)rdon of Kothemay’s map of 1617 the poi t is shoAvn on theeiistern site

at St .Mary's 'Wynd. Avith the flanking toAA eis and the central toAver ami
spire, thus uniting the AA ork as shoAVii in the 1544 a'Icaa' and the later AA ork
of 1571.
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This practically completes our argument, but some further extracts

from the Minutes of Council are of value

:

1063. The statue of James VI. was broken and the Nether Bow defaced.

1073. The horologe of the Nether Bow was ordered to be repainted and gilded,

the houi'.s being unreadable.

1702. The magistrates approved of the doors of the port being chained back in

the daytime.
1724. The steeple was ordered to be repaired.

172.'). Further repairs are noted, and the •'north lodge" was turned into a
po.stern. Here is possibly an error, or a change made, as in all subsequent
drawings it is the south lodge that is formed into a postern, not
the “north."

1731-33. The west side of the steeple is reported to be in disrepair.

1734. A new copper weathercock Asas supplied, and the “globe"’ mended.

1736. A wicker gate Avas ordered in the north leaf of the door.

1742. There apiJears an item for repair of doors.

1760. In this year the steeple Avas noted to be in great disrepair.
From the frequent records to repairs urgently Avanted. the city of

Edinburgh seems to have had an unfortunate knack of keeping its

buildings in poorest repair. The city fathers did not seem to belieA’e
in the old motto “A stitch in time saA'es nine." Probably the fact Avas
that they Avere ahvays short of cash, ami the result AA as that their
buildings failed early, and amongst others this wonderful old city gate.

1762. The Nether Bow Port fell into a .semi-ruinous comlition. and pei'haps its

state of disrepair suggested that it was a cumberer of the ground.
Anyhow, the magistrates and the Court of Session has under considera-
tion its presence as a stumbling-block to traffic.

1764. The eA'il day has come. The hour has struck. The old port Ava« A'oted to
demolition. The steeple A\as reported upon by Messrs Adam. Mylne.
and BroAA'n. and declared to be too shattered for I’epair. and hazardous
to be left standing.
Thus, mainly due to the neglect A\ ith Avhich it AA'as treated, this building

Avas doomed : articles of roiq) Avere prepaied ; the tenants AA ere Avarned
out.
The bell which hung in the steeple was given to Trinity College Church.

Such is the end of an Old Song.

From these scanty records Ave are enabled to fill up the history of this

interesting building from its inception at the time of the erection of the
Flodden Wall, through the years Avhen, being damaged, it was eventually
partly rebuilt, and the central toAver and spire erected Avith an extra
storey in 1.571, until in 1764 it Avas remoA'ed from its site.

The draAvings Ave have been considering give an indication of its

exterior, but Ave haA e no real record of its plan, as Ave had in the case
of the Old Tolbooth in the High Street. We can only strive to construct

VOL. LXVII. 20
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its plan from the elevations, but as these are not always reliable the

result is to a certain extent conjectural (fig. 4).

In Maitland we have one elevation to a good scale, and in Wilson’s

scrap-book we have a small elevation. Maitland’s, which appears to be

excellent, rather fails us, because we find the small stair-turrets too small
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P'ig. 4. Plan of Xetlier Bow Port.

for practical purposes. But, notwithstanding our limitations with tiie

drawings before us, and trying from their difi’erences to attain some

measure of the probabilities, we can fairly well plot the probable plan.

The 1544 drawing would suggest the flanking towers farther from

each other than later drawings show. But as this early view was merely

drawn to indicate the positions and form of the defences of the city a

small detail of that kind is negligible.

As to the union of the gateway to the Flodden Wall, there seems to be

no difficulty. In all the drawings the flanking towers are seen just in
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advance of the line of St Mary’s Wynd—that is. the front walls of the

houses. But these house walls with their openings were vulnerable,

and probably the back walls were scarcely better, and the whole would
not form a good defence. But if it were the continuous walls forming
the garden boundaries—they, if strong enough, would be a better de-

fence—the question arises. Why was the port built so far east? The
answer may be that the garden walls and the return gables to the front

wall would form a better defence, and hence the ultimate position of the

Nether Bow Port.

It may be noted that in the sketch of the siege of the Castle, in 1.573,

the Nether Bow Port is shown without its central tower and spire, as

ordered in 1571. Of course, this drawing cannot be considered as

absolutely reliable, but may be merely a sketch showing generally the
defences of the city. On the other hand, it may be that the new works
ordered in 1571 were delayed by the siege of 1573, and maybe were a
few years later in being executed ; but executed they were. It is also

possible that the 1573 sketch might be made from an earlier sketch, and
the arrangements for the siege shown on it in 1573.

The arguments submitted as based upon contemporary drawings and
historical records lead to the declaration that the later Nether Bow Port
was erected on the eastern site at the time of, or shortly after, the
building of the Floddeii Wall, and the new port “ witliin the auld part
of the same” in or shortly after 1571.
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IV.

ON TWO BRONZE AGE CISTS AT SPROUSTON. ROXBURGHSHIRE.
By J. HEWat CRAW, Secretary.

On 11th May 1932, during cultivation on the farm of Whitmuirhaugh,
Sprouston, two short cists containing bones were found.

Being informed of the fact by the Rev. D. Denholm Fraser, I went
to Sprouston next day, and with his help riddled the soil contained

in the cists, and took the necessary measurements. Only a fragment

of chert and some charcoal, however, were found.

The site was on a plateau 90 yards north of the lev'el-crossing close

to the east of Sprouston railway station. It was about 150 feet above

sea-level, and 700 yards south-east from the river Tweed.

Cist No. 1 had been carefully and symmetrically made, with the axis

pointing 13° east of magnetic north. It had no cover, and was formed of

four sandstone slabs, the tops of which were G inches beneath the surface

of the ground: the end slabs were placed between the ends of the side

slabs. The cist measured 3 feet 7 inches by 2 feet 5 inches and was 2 feet

deep: the bottom was paved with thin slabs. Within the cist was a

fairly complete skeleton, the bones had been removed when the cist was
opened, but the position in which the skull and thigh bones were found

showed that the body had been placed on its right side, facing east, with

the head near the south-east corner.

Cist No. 2 lay 11 feet to the north-west, and measured 3 feet 9 inches

by 2 feet 2 inches
;

it was 1 foot 11 inches deep. The axis pointed 10°

east of magnetic north. The cover measured 4 feet 7 inches by 3 feet

and was 6 inches thick; it lay 6 inches beneath the surface. The slabs

were placed as in the first cist, save that, the north slab being too short,

a narrow upright slab had been placed across the north-west corner.

The floor of this cist also had been paved. The skeleton here was not

so comiflete, and had probably been previously disturbed, as the skull

lay in the centre of the cist.

On the discovery being reported to Mr J. Cospatrick Scott, Chamber-
lain to His Grace the Duke of Roxburghe. permission was kindly given

to send the bones to Professor Low, Aberdeen, whose report is as

follows :

—
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REPORT ON THE SKELETAL REMAINS. By Professor Alex. Low,
M.D., F.S.A.Scot.

Cist No. 1.

The skeleton from this cist is fairly complete and is that of an adult

male of good muscular development, thirty-five to forty years of age,

and 5 feet of inches in stature.

The Skull .—The skull (fig. 1) is well preserved except that only one-

half of the lower jaw is intact. The cranium is large with walls of

medium thickness and a cubic capacity of 1575 c.c. The sutural lines of

the vault are open, except for commencing ossification at the lower

parts of the coronal suture ; the crowns of the teeth are much worn.

The skull has distinctly male characters, the superciliary ridges are

prominent, the upper orbital margins thickened, and the mastoid

processes stout. The outline of the vault as viewed from above (fig. 2)

is a broad ovoid and relatively short, the skull being hrachycei^haUi'

with a length-breadth index of 80'9.

The profile view shows a skull moderately high, with root of nose
depressed, superciliary ridges projecting, forehead receding, vault

flattened, occipital pole slightly projecting. The face is short and
relatively broad

;
orbits large, low, and rectangular : the nasal aperture

somewhat narrow
;

on the whole, features characteristic of a skull

belonging to the Bronze Age.

Bunes of Trunk and Limbs .—Measurements and indices of the intact

limb bones are given in Table II. Left shoulder-blade is practically

complete and is well developed with a convex vertebral border. The
left humerus is of average length, but is stout with a fair degree of

torsion
;

the forearm bones are relatively long and slender. The
incomplete left pelvic bone shows male characteristics.

The long bones of the lower limbs are muscular, and differ from
modern bones in that they are more curved and show greater torsion

—increasing their strength and allowing of walking with knees some-
what bent.

Cist No. 2.

The bones from Short Cist No. 2 are for the most part fi'agnieiitaiw,

but are such as could belong to a woman of about forty years of age and
of medium height. The skull-cap is thin-walled, with sharp supra-orbital
margins and slight superciliary ridges; it is relativel}' broad and shows
the characteristic flattening of the parieto-occipital region seen in

skulls of the Bronze Age. The limb bones are imperfect
;
the incomplete

shafts of the thigh bones are rather slender; the right tibia gives an
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Fig. 1. Face view of Skull from Cist Xo. 1

at Sprouston.

Fig. 2. View from above of Skull from Cist Xo. 1

at Sprouston.
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approximate length of 360 mm. which give.s a calculated stature of 5 feet

f inches.

The cist also contained the right humerus and right radius of a

young pig.

Table I.

Measurements in mm. of Skull from Short Cist Xo. 1 at Sprouston,

Roxburghshire.

Sex ..... . Male
Cubic capacity . . 157.5 c.c.

Glabello-occipital length . 188

Ophryo-oceiijital length . 183
Nasio-inional length . 180

Minimum frontal breadth . 105
Maximum frontal breadth 118 ap.
Parietal breadth. 152

Basibregmatic height H4
Auricular height 120
Biauricular breadth . 127

Basinasal length. 105

Basialveolar length . 07

Xasialveolar height . 69
Nasimental height —
Maxillary breadth 88
Bizygomatic breadth. —
Nasal height 52
Nasal breadth 24

Orbital height, R. 32

.. L. . . 33
Orbital breadth, R. .

L. .

41

Tabl

Alveolar length . 54

Alveolar breadth 61 ap
Sagittal are. 1 . 126

. 141
”

;; 3 : . 117
384

Length foranien magnum . 37

Transverse arc . 332
Circumference . 545

JiidiveN.

Length-breadth .
80-9

Length-height 76-6

Gnathic .... 92-4

Nasal 46-0

Orbital, R 78-0

Alveolar .... 113-0

K II.

Measurements in mm. of Bones of Extremities fiom Sliort Cist No. 1 at

Sprmiston. Roxburghsliire,

Clavicle .... R.
147

L.

Humerus :

Maximum length 323
Radius .... — 250
Ulna .... 273 —
Femur

;

Maxijnum length 450 450
Oblique length . 446 449
rpper third of sJicift

Ant. post. diam. 26
Trans, diam. .

-- 33
PUdytueriv index .

— 78-8

Angle of neck — 120^

Angle of torsion .
— 23'

Tibia :

R. L.

Maximum length . 365 366
Ant. iK)st. diam. . 36 34
Trans, diam. 24 23

Plafycnemic index 66-6 67-6

Angle of torsion ,38' 40°

Fibula .... — 354

Stature as calculated from femur
•j feet 5i5 inches
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Monday, lOth April 1933.

Sir GEORGE MACDONALD, K.C.B., LL.D., D.Litt.,

F. H.A., F.S.A.Scot., in the Chair.

A Ballot having been taken, the following were elected Fellows:

—

J.\MEs Bechan, Editor. Dundee Telegraph. 65 Blackness Avenue. Dundee.
^Maurice P. Dunlap, American Consul, co American Consulate. Dundee.
Francis B. Gr.\hajl Solicitor, 235 Strathmartine Road. Fairmuir. Dundee.
Thomas M.\cMa.ster, Secretarj'. Caledonian Insurance Company, 190 Grange

Loan. Edinburgh. 9.

C. B. Shepperd. M.A.(Edin.). B.Sc.(Oxon.). Headmaster, Kinmel School.

Abergele. Denbighshire.

Alexander Smith, M.A., F.R.S.A., 24 Archbold Terrace, Jesmond. Xewcastle-

upon-Tyue.

The following Donations to the Museum were announced and thanks
voted to the Donors :

—

(1) By Thomas Yule, W.S., Vice-President.

Collection of forty-eight Solutreen, Flint Implements fi'om the type
station at Solutre (Saone-et-Loire), France, consisting of six Shouldered
Points (pointes d cran), measuring inches. 2A inches, 2 inches,

1| inch, IJ inch, and C,.; inch in length; six Points (pointes), measuring
1{;’ inch, 2| inches. 2/,.; inches, IJ inch, 1^ inch, and 1'4 inch in length;

twenty-tM’o Leaf-shaped Implements, including some good small feuilles-

de-lanrier. measuring 3| inches, 2;; inches, inches. 24 inches, 24 inches.

24 inches, 2i'.5
inches, 2/^ inches, inch, G inch, inch, 1? inch.

1,'V inch, I4 inch, li",; inch, IG inch. If,, inch, 14 inch, G inch, 1^ inch,

I4 inch, and Iff inch in length; ten Blades (lame.s), measuring 3^ inches.

3|,i inches, 3| inches, 3f,; inches, 2[f inches, 24 inches, 2f,, inches, 2;4 inches,

2| inches, and 2j inches in length ; and four narrow Blades, measuring G
inch, I4 inch, If,., inch, and lA inch. All bear a heavy white patination.

(2) By Nicol M.vktin, of Glendale, Isle of Skye.

Two socketed Bronze Axes, both with recurved horns at the end
of the cutting edge. The first, which measures 3];.; inches in length

and 2A inches across the cutting edge, has an oblong socket with
rounded corners, measuring externally 1^ inch by If',, inch, with a
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slight moulding under the mouth and a large stout loop. The second
has a prominently recurved cutting edge with one end Avorn off, and
measures 4^ inches in length and lyi inch across the cutting edge.

The mouth of the socket is OA'al, and measures externally Ij'y inch by
inch

;
it is surrounded by two thin mouldings, 4 inch and ^ inch below

the mouth. The body of the axe is of decagonal section. Both axes
haA'e a good green patina, and AA'ere found 500 yards south-south-west of

Husabost House, Skye, when a ferret A\as being dug out of a rabbit

burrow.
Tavo Stone Axes, measuring inches by 2^ inches by 1 inch and

3;i inches by 2jV inches bj' inch, and a AAater-worn Pebble, measuring

2| inches by 2y5^ inches by lyg inch, found in Glendale, Skye.

(3) By ReA^ D. G. Barron, O.B.E., V.D., D.D.. F.S.A.Scot.

Silver Medal commemorating the Ausit of the Prince of Wales to

India in 1875.

(4; By W. Percia'al Westell, F.L.S., M.R.A.I., F.S.A.Scot.

Plaster Cast of a Late Celtic Belt Link, found Avith a Belgic cordoned
urn at LetcliAA'orth and uoav preserved in the Museum there.

(5) By H. E. Kilbride-Jones, F.S.A.Scot.

Half of a much-AA’eathered round, flat. OA'al Stone, indented on the top
and bottom sides, broken across the centre of the holloAvs, measuring

3^ inches in width and Ij^ inch in thickness. Found by the donor on
the raised beach at Gullane, East Lothian. A number of similar objects,

all broken in the same Avay as this specimen, AA'ere found by the late

Mr James E. Cree on the sands between Gullane and North Berwick.

The folloAAung Purchases for the Museum Avere intimated :

—

Two old Measures, one a forpit and the other a half-forpit, formed
of AA'ooden staA'es secured by an iron hoop at the bottom and another
at the mouth. They taper from the base to the lip Avhere they measure
7^ inches and 5J inches in external diameter, their height being 4 j'V inches
and 4^ inches respectiA ely. They are branded on the side IMP' FORPIT
1861, and IMP' HALF FORPIT 1861. and on the base AAuth the Inspector
of Weights and Measures' stamp— V.R. surmounted by a crown, with the
triple toAver for Edinburgh beloAV. Four forpits equal a peck or one-
quarter bushel.

Ring of Shale or Jet, of D section, measuring IfV inch in external
diameter and inch in thickness, found in 1895 in a moss in the parish
of Parton, Kirkcudbrightshire.
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Bead of translucent blue Glass, with an inlaid wavy line of yellow
enamel, measuring ^ inch in diameter and -/g inch in thickness, and
a Roman Melon-shaped Bead of green vitreous Paste, measuring

i inch in diameter and inch in thickness, from a grave mound in

the parish of Crossmichael, Kirkcudbrightshire.

Bead of greenish-blue Glass, measuring inch in diameter and

\ inch in thickness, from Buston Crannog, Ayrshire.

Part of a Cup of Steatite, roughly blocked out. Stone Cup or Lamp of

Steatite, the front part broken off, with a perforation in the handle.

Small oblong hollowed Block of Steatite, with a hollow at one end, as

for a spout, possibly a Lamp, measuring 2 inches by IJ inch by 1 inch.

Polishing Stone, fire fractui’ed, with small hollows picked out on the

top and on one side, measuring li inches in height and inches by

2; inches across the lower rubbed end. Whorl of Steatite, of conical

shape, the sides being concave, measuring inch in height and l/g inch

in diameter. All found in a drain-like structure lined with clay, near

Underhool, Uyeasound, Unst, Shetland.

Large turned Wooden Bowl with a silver plate, 5| inches in diameter,

on the inside of the bottom. Round the lip is a silver hoop, lyV inch

broad. Engraved on the inside plate is a band following and adjoining

the sinuosities of the edge and filled with a zigzag line
;
in the centre

is the name Macnab and an earl's coronet above. The hoop round the

rim also bears engraved designs in the form of a narrow band on the top

and bottom edges filled with a zigzag line, and on one side the name
Acharn, and on the opposite one the date 1671. The bowl measures

16^ inches in external diameter at the mouth and 5j| inches in height.

Mr John Macgregor, W.S., has very kindly supplied the following

notes as to the MacNabs of Acharn:

—

Acharn i.s situated about a mile to the west of the village of Killiu

<jii the south side of the river Dochart. According to a plan prepared in 1S24

the farm of Acliarn extended to about 1000 acres of which over TOO acres
consisted of hill pasture. At that time Acharn farm was bounded on the
east by the farm of Croftandewir, the property of the Earl of Breadal-
bane. and one-fifth of the Acharn hill pasture belonged to Croftandewir.
To the west of Acharn were the lands of Leeks. On the north was the
river Dochart. and the land.s of Glenbeich and Glenogle bounded Achai'ii

on the south.
Acharn was a two-merk land, and the rental in 1799 was TKi.t. The

tenants were named Colin Campbell. D. Clark, and D. Robertson.
The earliest mention of the MacNabs of Acharn that I have fouml is

on 2Sth July 1.558. when Archibald MacNab granted an assignation, in favour
of his s(in Donald, of an undated bond of warrandice of the two-merk land
of Auchcarne and twenty-.'-hilling land of the Sleyoch.

On ISth April lodS Finlay MacNab of Bovain granted a tack of these lands
to John Bane McGillespic MacNab and Issobell !MacFarlane, and on 15th
April 1905 Gilbert MacNab. .«on of iiimjuhile Patrick MacNab, and others,
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for said Issobell, wlio was the mother of Patriek, renounced the said tack.
This Gilbert MaeXab Avas dead prior to 4th October 1655, Avhen Finlay
MacNab of Bovain granted a chai-ter of alienation of the two-merk land of
Aeliarn to John MacNab, eldest laAvful son to Archibald MacNab, now of
Acharue, and grandson or oy to the deceased Gilbert MacNab tdias Gibbon,
sometime of Acharn.

Archibald MacNab. who is stated above to be now of Acharn. acted as
attorney for his son John in taking infeftment two days later. On 28rd
April 1672 Archibald Avas infeft in liferent in these tAvo-merk lands, and
John, Avlio is stated to be the eldest son of Archibald’s first marriage. Avas
infeft in fee, and failing him and the heirs male of his body the fee was
proAuded to Duncan MacNab. eldest lawful son of said Archibald by his

second marriage.
Who the tAA’O AA’iA'es of Archibald MacNab AA ere I do not knoAV. but it

Avas doubtless for him that the boAA’l AA'as made. A commission Avas
granted by the laird of Glenurchy on 6th September 1678 to arrest and
imprison him and Finlay MacNab in IncheAA-an. and James MacNab in

Auchessen, until they produced ,Iohn. Galium, and Duncan McGibbon. Avho
from their name may haA'e been sons or grandsons of Gilbert alias Gibbon
MacNab. the father of Archibald.

The first name in the list of heads and branches of A arious clans aaJio

Avere directed by {n'oclamation of 17th March 1681 to ai)pear before the
PriA’y Council or the Sheriffs annually and giA’e bond not to commit
murder or other crimes is "Archibald MacNab of Aucharn" (R(y. Privy
Council, Third Series. a'oI. A'ii. p. 82).

Archibald seems to have siuwiA’ed until about the year 1684. About
that year he was fined in the Barony Court of Breadalbane two hundred
nierks Scots for being the contriA'er and ringleader in an unlaAvful and
unwarrantable coiiA’ocation, at the bridge end of Dochart. of a number of
MacNabs armed Avith guns, swords, pistols, and dirks, to the great terror
of the country and to the breach of the king's peace. His eldest son John
was fined £40 Scots for participating in said convocation.

John Avas dead before 1.5th July 1731. Avhen his son Patrick Ava?- infeft
as heir to his father in the two-merk lands of Acharn. At a court held at
Killin on 1st January 1730 the Procurator-Fiscal sued him for "marrying
in a clandestine and inderly Avay. especially by outted Ministers not
authorised by laAv." The complaint states that on 20th December last he
Avas married to Mary Campbell, sister to Duncan Campbell of Edramucky,
by Mr Alexander Comrie. Episcopal Minister at Kenmoi'e. and craA-es that
he may be fined one thousand nierks Scots. Patrick appeared in court
and confessed his marriage and gave up the names of the AA'itnesses present
at the soleinni-sation. He Avas fined £5 sterling, and one AA itness aa’Iio con-
fessed being present at the marriage Avas fined £40 Scots, both being
imprisoned until payment. In respect of the poA’ei-ty of another Avitness
he AA’as ordained to be imprisoned until set at liberty by the Baron Bailie’s
orders. Duncan Campbell of Edramucky Avas the man Avho shot James
Campbell of LaAvers in his sleeji at Greenock on 22nd April 1724.

Patrick may haA c married more than once, for Mary Campbell his Avife
is stated to haA'e died AA'ithout issue.

On 28th September 1731 Patrick was interdicted to .John ilacNab of
that ilk. Duncan MacNab in Acharn. Robert MacNab of IncheA\ an. and
others to preA'ent his disposing of his lands.
When the MacNabs parted Avith Acharn I have not ascertained

;
but

pr obably they Avere acipiired by the Earl of Breadalbane in 1828 Avhen he
accpiired the other MacNab lands.
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The following Donations to the Library were intimated and thanks
voted to the Donors

(1) By Mr M‘BuEyiE, Sheriff Clerk, Dumfries, through Mr Robert
Dinwiddie, Publisher.

The Gallovidian Annual, 1930 and 1931.

(2) By Sir George Macdoxald, K.C.B., F.B.A., LL.D., D.Litt.,

F.S.A.Scot.

The Sir Walter Scott Quarterly. Edited by W. Forbes Gray. Yol. i

,

No. 1, April 1927; No. 2, July 1927; No. 3, October 1927; and No. 4,

January 1928.

Coin Finds and How to Interpret Them. Glasgow, 1903. By the

Donor.
Cultes, Mythes et Religions. Salomon Reinach. Tome Premier,

Paris, 190.5; Tome Deuxieme, Paris, 1906; Tome Troisieme, Paris, 1908.

(3) By Alexander O. Curle, C.V.O., F.S.A.Scot., F.S.A.

The Scottish Historical Review. Index to vols. xiii.-xxv., 1916-1928.

Glasgow, 1933.

(4) By Dr Robert Zahn, Hon. Fellow, Joint Author.

Romisch-Germanische Komniission des Deutschen Archaologischen

Instituts zu Frankfurt-a-M. Romisch-Germanische Forschungen. Band
7. Das Furstengrab von Hassleben. Walter Schulz und Robert Zahn.

Berlin und Leipzig. 1933.

(5) By George G. Coulton, F.B.A., Litt.D., LL.D., the Author.

Scottish Abbeys and Social Life. Cambridge, 1933.

(6) By The Secretahy, Manx Museum.

The Journal of the Manx Museum. Yol. ii., No. 34, March 1933.

(7) By The Cerator.

Bulletin of the Russell-Cotes Art Gallery and Museum, Bournemouth.
Yol. xii., No. 1, March 1933.

(8) By The Coencil of the Edinbergh Arehitecteral Association.

Edinburgh Chapter of the Royal Incorporation of Architects in

Scotland, 75th Session, 1932-1933. Inaugural Address. By James A.

Arnott, F.R.I.B.A., F.R.I.A.S., F.S.A.Scot.
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(9) By The Most Hon. The Marques.s of Bute, K.T., F.S.A.Scot.

Kingarth Parish Records. The Session Book of Kingarth, 1641-1703.

Transcribed and edited by Henry Paton, M.A., for the Donor. Edin-

burgh and London, 19.32.

(10) By H.M. Government.

Calendar of the Close Rolls. Henry V. Vol. ii. A.D. 1419-1422. London,
1932.

Register of Edward the Black Prince. Part IV. (England), a.d. 13.51-

1365. London, 1933.

(11) By Dr A. Crichton Mitcheel, 246 Ferry Road, Edinburgh.

The Climate during the Pleistocene Period. By G. C. Simpson, C.B.,

F.R.S. (Address.) Edinburgh, 1930. Reprint from 77ic P/ ocecf/i'agf.^ o/ t/ic

Royal Society of Edinburgh, vol. 1., part iii.. No. 21.

(12) By The Keeper of Irish Antiquities, National Museum,
Dublin.

Report on the National Museum of Ireland, 1930-1931.

It was announced that the following Purchases had been made for

the Library :

—

Cultes, Mythes et Religions. Salomon Reinach. Tome Quatrieme.
Paris, 1912.

Caer Llugwy, Excavation of, the Roman Fort between Capel Curig

and Bettws-y-Coed. By .J. P. Hall, F.S.A. First Report. Edited by
F. A. Brunton. M.A., Litt.D. Manchester. 1923.

Old Pewter, its Makers and Marks in England. Scotland, and Ireland

:

an Account of the old Pewterer and his Craft. By Howard Herschel
Cotterell. London, 1929.

The following Communications were read ;

—
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I.

THE CHI-RHO CROSSES ON RAASAY : THEIR IMPORTANCE AND
CHRONOLOGICAL RELATIONSHIPS.* By J. J. GALBRAITH,
M.D., F.S.A.Scot.

I had the pleasure of presenting to the National Museum casts of

two Chi-Rho crosses on the Island of Raasay. Drawings of them
already figure in the Proceedings of the Society, vol. xli. p. 435, and in

the Anc. Mon. Com. Report, Skye, etc.. Nos. 581 and 582, but photographs
of the easts which bring out certain of their features more clearly are

illustrated on pp. 63 and 64 of this volume.

The Pictish symbols on Stone No. 582 prove the Raasay stones to

be Celtic, but the special feature of both stones is the geometric cross

representing the Greek X (Chi), with the remains of the Rho attached to

the right of the upper limb of the cross, the whole being a combination
of the cross with the Chi-Rho symbol. This places the stones into a

series of which other Scottish members are found in Galloway. Their

common characteristic is the presence of the Chi-Rho symbol along

with the cross, and the presence of this symbol renders them unique,

and enables them to be dated, and placed in their correct relationship

historically within the Celtic Church Period.

The Chi-Rho symbol grew out of a desire of the early Christians to

combine the Greek initials of the name “Christ" with the symbol of

the Cross. On the Reodatius Stone in Easter Ross the Lord’s initials

are XPI. The Chi-Rho came into use as a Christian symbol in the

early decades of the third century. In a.d. .382 it became known as the

sign of Constantine, and besides being Gi'eek, it was adopted by the

Greek Emperor and was accompanied by a Greek inscription “ tr tovtoj i iKa.”

This does not do away with the fact that there were Cross symbols
before Christ, and probably a Chi-Rho symbol before Constantine.

The symbol is found in several forms, as :

—

aXR dX.e-R, fX >K, H0, l©,
The later forms H, K, and L are enclosed in a circle. In M, the Raasay
form, the circle is replaced by a square. F may be a compound of
Chi with Iota. G resembles C without the Rho.

' .J. Roiiiilly Allen, Earli/ Cliristki n.'Symbolisin: .7 . Roiuilly Allen, Early Christian Monuments
of Scotland : Stuart. Sculptured Stones of Scotland : Scott, Eictish Church and Xation

; Scott,
Bise and Bela t ions of the Church of Scotland : Galbraith, “Celtic Art ’

; and “ Some Problems of
The Sculptured Monuments. ' Trans. Caelic Soc., Inverness.
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The Chi-Rho, being Greek, takes its origin in the East and can be
traced across Europe from Asia Minor to Raasay. The Scottish

specimens are naturally the latest, being K, Kirkmadrine
;
L, Whithorn

;

and M. Raasay. The form B is found on the Dedication Stone at

Jarrow. A.D. 685, but, as a dedication cross, is later replaced by a simple
ecpial-armed cross inside a circle. The same B form is found in the
paving of Roman villas in England previous to a.d. 400. The forms
B and E are found in Cornwall on stones, some of which are inscribed.

The most primitive of the Scottish series is the pillar near Whithorn,
No. 441, A.H.M., “Wigton,” L of the pi’esent series. This has the Rho
attached to the right-hand edge of the vertical limb of the cross, which
is curvilinear and enclosed in a circle. This most closely resembles the
Raasay stones, these differing only' in being enclosed in a square instead
of a circle, the cross being curvilinear, incised, and in No. 582 decorated
with an incised line parallel with the cross-margin. The Whithorn
stone dates from the end of the fourth century, and has an inscription

in debased Lombardic characters of a much later date than the cross.

The Kirkmadrine stones date from the early fifth century'.

The Raasay' stone. No. 582, has on it the Pictish symbols of the
“ Tongs," “ Crescent and Sceptre,” both on the cross side of the stone,

which is a rather unusual arrangement, but is found at Migvie, Fordoun,
and Shandwick with definite Pictish sy'inbols, as well as elsewhere in

the North, though in some instances the figures are obviously' symbolic
though less obviously' Pictish.

The historic interest of the stones lies in their association with the
Brito-Celtic Church of Ninian and its point of origin at Whithorn
(Candida Casa). The church of Raasay' is a foundation of St Moluog.
He is described by St Bernard, as of Bangor, in Ulster, and the founder
of a hundred churches. His mission to Pictland dates from a.d. 569,

and his foundations are found in Argyle, Lismore. Rosemarkie, Lewis.
Pabbay' in the West, as well as in the shires of Banff and Aberdeen.

The rock-cut cross. No. 581, is mentioned in Boswell’s Tour as the
place Avhere the Macleods of Raasay' practised their devotions. No. 582
is a sanctuary cross, one of a group mentioned by Dr Samuel Johnson
as encircling the church of Raasay. One cross base still exists at the
end of the nineteenth-century battery (not an old fort), a few yards
from the rock-cut cross. Another is situated half-way' up the steep hill

behind the ruins of the church, while a third is probably' situated
among trees to the N.W. of the first. This would require excavation
to make certain. The others were not identified. The rock-cut cross
is situated at the point at which Dr Johnson landed, Avhich has alway s
been the natural landing-place for this part of the island, and 1 would
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siTggest that it commemorates the landing of St Moluog, as it is the
more primitive, the other being an elaborated copy identical in general
outline. This would fix the date some time between A.D. 560 and 590,

when St Moluog died. This more or less exactly corresponds with its

place in the series of the Scottish Chi-Rho crosses.

The survival of a type of sculptured slab in Pictland through several

centuries indicates the permanence of a religious influence in this area,

quite distinct from the later art of the free-standing crosses of the
lonan area, which are of later date and associated with the cult of the
lonan Church of Columba. Similarly, the series of Chi-Rho crosses

immediately link up the church of St Moluog in Raasay with the
church of St Ninian at Candida Casa. Much of the difficulty in

classifying and dating Celtic stones has its origin in the mistaken idea

that Irish Christianity and Irish art are always older than Scottish.

II.

THE PREHISTORIC ANTIQUITIES OF BENDERLOCH AND APPIN.

Bv MARGARET E. CRICHTON MITCHELL, F.S.A.Scot.

The following notes on prehistoric antiquities in the vicinity of Appin,
Argyll, were recorded during the month of June 1932.

Standing Stones.

From Connell Ferry on Loch Etive to Ballachulish at the northern
end of Loch Linnhe is a distance of approximately 30 miles. Six stand-

ing stones occur at irregular intervals along this line (fig. 1). Two are

situated on low-lying marshy ground at the west side of the main road
near Benderloch station. The most southerly of the two (fig. 2, No. 2)

is 6 feet 6 inches in height and its main axis runs N.N.W.-S.S.E. (magnetic).

Around the base of the stone for a distance of 19 feet by 29 feet there

is coarse luxuriant vegetation which contrasts vividly Avith the drab
surrounding meadoAV. There is a local tradition that this stone once
formed part of a circle.' The ground in the immediate Aucinity is un-
eA en, and many AA^ater-Avorn [)ebbles are lying on the surface. The stone
at New Selma just north of Benderloch village is 5 feet in height AAuth

its main axis in a line N.N.E.-S.S.W. (fig. 2. No. 1). From this stone the
Benderloch example must originally haA'e been A'isible though the auoav

is noAA' interrupted by a modern railAA'ay embankment. The third stone

* Dr Angus Sniith. Loch Etice and the >uns of I’lSnnch, Loiuion. 1S79, p. 17.5.
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is a thin erect slab 7 feet in height (fig. 3) situated on an elevated ridge

near Dalintober farm and overlooking the southern shore of Loch

Creran. The main axis of the stone lies E.N.E.-W.S.W. The fourth

stone (fig. 4) lies in a meadow 50 yards from Barcaldine schoolhouse.

Actually there are two slabs here, 5 feet 3 inches and 5 feet 0 inches in

height I’espectively. with their broad faces set ijarallel to one another
in a line N. 10° W.-S. 10° E. (magnetic). For a diameter of 8 feet around
the base of the stones there is a thick growth of rushes, while the

VOL. LXVII. 21
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stones themselves are embedded in a packing of small boulders. The
fifth stone is on the northern shore of Loch Creran, at Inverfolla, almost
exactly opposite to Barcaldine. It is a thin slab which has now fallen,

though when the ground was surveyed in 1860 it was recorded as erect.

In length it measures 12 feet 3 inches. The most northerly example
(fig. 2, No. 3) stands in a meadow to the west of Acharra House, near
Duror. It is a magnificent specimen measuring approximately 14 feet

in height, with its main axis in a line N.E.-S.W. There is a possibility

that these stones bear some relation to each other, that they were in

fact the signposts of an ancient trackway.*

Cairns.

On the north-eastern margin of Ledaig Moss stands the well-known
chambered cairn of Achnacree. This was excavated by the late Dr
Angus Smith.- The purpose of my visit was to examine the evidence

for his statement of an association of a ditch and bank enclosing the

cairn. Such a combination would constitute a type of monument whose
number and distribution are strictly limited. An examination of the

surface features suggested that the ditch and bank were part of a natural

formation. The builders of the cairn had selected a depression in the

ground on which to erect it. Whether Ledaig Mo.ss was then the peat

swamp it is now, or whether it was covered by a dense primeval forest,

must depend upon pollen statistics which are not as yet available.

Since the site of an Iron Age crannog only half a mile to the west is

recognisable as a patch of brilliant green grass amid the surrounding
black peat, the forest was probably already decayed in Neolithic times.

There was then all the more reason for selecting a green hollow outwith
the limits of the tree-covered area. Within the hollow the cairn

builders first erected a platform of (dosely laid boulders which was to

act as a foundation for the superincumbent mass. But the platform

does not extend to the edge of the depression, and the gap thus created

between the edge of the platform and the wall of the hollow, more
especially towards the south, gives the appearance of an artificial ditch

and bank. Actually there is no such feature.

At Achnacreebeag, on the south-eastern slopes of Ben Lora, there is

a ruined circular cairn which has once covered two dolmenic chambers.'*

The latter lie 3.5 feet apart in a line approximately N.W.-S.E. Both
chambers are oval in form and have no vestiges of an entrance. The
western example has five rounded boulders, which serve as uprights

‘ Proc. Soc. Ant. Scot. (1928-20), vol, Ixiii. p. loo.

- Proc. Soc. Ant. Scot. (1870-72). voi. ix. p. lt)0,

^ Proc. Soc. Ant. .'<cnt. (l!»2*i-27). vol. Ixi. j). 228.
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to support a single capstone. The other chamber is larger, being formed
of ten uprights with two capstones.^ It is of interest that the uprights
in this example have been embedded in a packing of small rounded
stones, which may originally have been carried up to fill the interstices

of the wall. Both these chambers approximate closely to a certain type
of dolmen, and so far they are the only examples of this class found in

Scotland. On the Continent analogous structures occur in Portugal, and
in view of the fact that the protot^^pe of the Arran segmented chambered
tomb is to be found at Puig Rodo, in Catalonia,'^ this Portuguese parallel

becomes significant.

Along the northern shore of Loch Etive there are three circular cairns

Fiff. 5. Ruined ilegiilithic Cist neur Dalintol)er.

all very much dilapidated. The most westerly has been entirely de-

molished in order to build the steading of Lochanabeich farmhouse.
The basal platform, however, can still be traced, and its diameter of 81

feet by 78 feet proves that the original structure must have been of

considerable size. The second, which lies on the south side of the

road 50 yards to the east, has a maximum diameter of 76 feet, but this

probably represents a spread of the cairn material. A third, 50 feet

farther east, is less ruined, and its margin is marked by a distinct bank
of earth and stones.

Near Dalintober farmhouse, on the south side of the road westward
to Balure and Eriska, there is a group of three cairns situated in a

low-lying meadow. They are 50 yards apart. The centre one is

reduced almost to ground level, but a peripheral ring of rounded
boulders can still be traced. The most westerly example measures
36 feet in diameter, and has been erected on a specially prepared plat-

' Dr Smith mentions ten uprights. Mr Thomson mentions only seven ot situ ami a possihle

eighth.
^ .\ccortling to Professor V. Gordon Childe.
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form of earth, the longer axis of which is 77 feet. Beyond the southern

margin of the cairn by 12 feet, yet still w'ithin the boundary of the

platform, is a ruined megalithic cist (fig. 5). Two slabs lie parallel to

one another 3 feet apart. They are 3 feet 3 inches and 2 feet 6 inches

in height, and lie in a line E.-W. The other cairn of this group is much
reduced in height, but still retains an almost complete marginal setting

of boulders.

In a line E.N.E. from the farmhouse of Achanamoine, and situated

on an elevated ridge to the south of the i-oad, is a large cairn 69 feet

in diameter and completely overgrown with whin and scrub. West-
wards from this point there stretches a great expanse of bleak peat

moss devoid of habitation, while in the distance rises the rugged outline

of Eilean Dubh and the long horizon of Lismore. The Ordnance map
marks the sites of three cairns on this area. The middle one of the

group has been so far reduced in height as to expose the cover-stone and
lintel of a megalithic chamber. This cairn, which has a diameter of

35 feet by 38 feet, must have been built on the original land surface beneath

the peat, since the cover-stone is now on a level with the surrounding
moss. The most westerly cairn is outwith the limits of the peat bog,

having been erected on the verge of the 25-feet beach platform. It is

78 feet in maximum diameter, and approximately 12 feet in height.

Numbers of white quartz pebbles were noted on the surface of the cairn

material. The easternmost cairn is 38 feet in diameter and now I’educed

to ground level. There is no peat encroachment as the monument has
been erected on a natural elevation in the moss.

Duns.

On the eastern shore of Ardmucknish Bay, close by Benderloch station,

stands a rocky promontory which has been fortified in prehistoric times.

This is the vitrified Dun Mhic Uisneachan. Excavations were made
within the occupied area by the late Dr Angus Smith, but he found little

of signiticance. To-day there are few surface indications, but it is

interesting that the vitrifaction has been most intense along the western
side.

At the southern end of the eastern shore of Lismore the Ordnance
map marks the sites of three “ broughs.” Examination proved these

to be circular duns. The most northerly of the group, known as Sean
Dun, is situated on the cliffs a short distance south of Achnacroish Pier.

The defences consist of a single wall 4 feet to 6 feet in thickness, and the
internal diameter of the fortified area is 53 feet by 58 feet. The entrance
has been approached up an artificial ramp, which at its lower end
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debouches on to a circular green plateau occupied by what appears to

have been a huge communal hut-circle 44 feet in diameter. Numerous
partition walls within this area are probably secondary. Immediately
below the dun is a suitable landing-place, a feature none too common
on this precipitous and rocky section of the coast.

Half a mile south along the cliffs from Sean Dun is another circular

enclosure only 27 feet in diameter and with no apparent entrance. The
smallness of this structure, combined with the magnificent view which
it commands both south to Kerrera and north to Appin, strengthens
the supposition that it was never more than an outpost.

A short distance inland from Sean Dun stands Dun Mor. Its situation

has strong natural defences, being on a rocky hillock precipitous on all

sides except to the west. In form the fort is oval, measuring 64 feet by
115 feet and lying N.-S. The single wall is from 6 feet to 8 feet thick,

and where the entrance gateway cuts it there are two flanking guard-

chambers, circular structures, which impinge upon the inner face of

the wall.

Half a mile north of Achnacroish, Tirefour Castle is marked on the

Ordnance map. There was unfortunately no opportunity for visiting

this site, which is that of a typical broch.

Miss Campbell of Ledaig, whose father was a personal friend of Dr
Angus Smith and assisted him in the excavation of several prehistoric

sites in the neighbourhood, has in her keeping an almost perfect Early
Bronze Age food-vessel. ‘ It Avas found with no associations at the

base of Dun Bhaile an Righ, a cliff which overhangs the main road
immediately south of Benderloch village. The urn, Avhich belongs to

type B,- is 4 inches high and ornamented on the upper portion by roAvs

of oblique strokes executed by a finger-nail. The rim is steeply beA^elled

and the base is fiat. Miss Campbell has also in her possession A arious

other relics, mostly from the crannog on Ledaig Moss, and these include

a beautiful specimen of a polished stone axe.

I should like to place on record my appreciation of the kindly

hospitality sIioaaui to me by Miss Campbell and her sister.

‘ Figured l)y Dr -Angus Smitli.
- According to u new nomenclature of Scottish Early Bronze .Age pottery worked out by

the author and shortly to be publislied. Abercroinby Type d (concave neck*.
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III.

SMALL IMPLEMENTS OF QUARTZ FROM AVARD HILL, DUNROSSNESS.
SHETLAND. By A. D. LACAILLE. F.S.A.Scot.

From time to time the Society's Proceedings record accessions of quartz

implements to the National Museum. Not infrequently do such refer-

ences relate to an isolated or fortuitous find, but in the last few years
several communications by Fellows mention quartz artifacts included in

series representing some local industry with which their papers deal.

The accumulated evidence of years shows that Scottish prehistoric

hoards comprise but a small number of quartz specimens of conven-
tional small tools and weapons. Closer study of the question reveals

that the range of distribution of these implements is nevertheless ex-

tensive, and that, in general, no one area on the Scottish mainland has
produced more worked quartz examples than anothei-.

Quartz, naturally extremely abundant and widely distributed in

Scotland, was not employed to any extent by prehistoric man on the
mainland. The reason is not far to seek, for of all siliceous stones it is

the most intractable, varjdng but little in quality, whether milky or
clear. It occurs in crystalline form and is devoid of cleavage, and when
struck with sufficient force breaks irregularly. It would appear, there-

fore, that man had learned that only rude implements could be produced
from it

;
consequently he fashioned quartz into tools only when nothing

better was available. The probability also is that qiiartz implements,
rapidly deteriorating through service by the very nature of the stone,

would soon be discarded. On the other hand, quartz by its ubiquity
seems to have been worthy of being more generally used because tools

made of it could be quickly replaced when worn or defective. That so
few implements of quartz are found as relics of any of the prehistoric
cultures points to man’s dislike for the material on account of its erratic
fracture.

For the manufacture of large tools such as axes an unlimited variety
of stone was employed, as amply testified to by the diversity of materials
to be seen in practically any representative series of asciform imple-
ments. Stone-craftsmen in Scotland had no difficulty in providing them-
selves with raw material which lent itself to the successive processes of
primary flaking, smoothing or polishing, and grinding down to a fine
cutting-edge. In the matter of small tools, however, the Scottish artisan
laboured under a distinct disadvantage by reason of the prevailing
lack of flint, a material responsive to intentional fracture, and, by its
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characteristic cleavage, adapted to the making of implements calling for

delicate flaking and, in most cases, pressure trimming as well. Pre-

historic man in Scotland, inhabiting a locality other than that now
known as Buchan (the only Scottish district natively producing flint of

good quality), when he wanted the best material for small implements,
had perforce to provide himself from that part of the country where if

occurred naturally. Were he unable to obtain supplies there, he had to

get them from such sources as the boulder clay of the eastern district,

or from the littoral raised bea<9ies known to contain nodules of flint

;

or, failing these, he was obliged to import. The general scarcity of flint

necessarily caused manufacturers of stone implements to use other raw
material whose properties most nearly approached those of flint. Still,

anyone examining collections of Scottish arrow-heads, scrapers, worked
flakes, and the like, must notice the very large proportion of flint imple-

ments these collections contain, despite the rarity of native flint. The
inference must be that intense trading activity in this prized raw
material persisted in Scotland throughout prehistoric times.

Large series from some districts indicate that stones other than flint

were not despised. This feature is marked in Tweeddale and Border
collections, in which one may see large numbers of well-made implements
of chert. Collections from the counties of the extreme north of Scot-

land comprise very many pieces made of chert, which, next to flint,

appears to be the stone most generally used for the production of imple-

ments, although chert, except in the south, is not of widespread occur-

rence. In this regard it has to be observed that the quality of chert is

far from uniform ev^erywhere, but generallj' its fracture is conchoidal

like that of flint.

The natural supplies of flint and chert in Scotland being so localised,

it should be a matter of interest to examine the question of the other

stones used by prehistoric man in those more remote regions beyond the

zone of easy communication. When characteristic fracture and effects

of natural agencies upon worked surfaces are better known and recog-

nised, no doubt more light will be thrown on prehistoric industries in

places where small implements have not been found in numbers.
It is not within the intended scope of this paper to treat of the many

stones which might have served man in prehistoric times in the pre-

paration of tools, nor is it my purpose meantime to attempt to deal

with the technicalities of the characteristic fractures of such materials.

Suggestion is put forward, however, that places such as the islands,

where remains of man's occupation in prehistoric times have been found
and where flint or chert are not present, should afford scope for this

line of research. The straths and glens of the west country, uneasy of
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access even at the present day and incomparably more so in the past,

ought to provide ground for studj”^ in this particular direction.

A recent tour in the Shetland Islands gave me the much-desired
opportunity of furthering my inquiries into quartz industries, the wish
to pursue this line of research having been stimulated by an inspection

of a variety of quartz implements collected by Mr James S. Richardson
in the neighbourhood of Sumburgh Head, in the parish of Dunrossness.
Thanks to Mr Win. Laidlaw M‘Dougall, factor of the Sumburgh Estates,

who conducted me over the south-western slopes of the Ward Hill, 2

miles north of Sumburgh House, I was able to go over part of the ground
where numbers of specimens were picked up.

The Ward Hill, rising to the altitude of 267 feet, dominates the Sum-
burgh peninsula at the bifurcated south end of the Shetland mainland.
On the east, north and south its slopes are gentle, but on the west, after

a gradual decline, the declivity is steep from the 200-feet contour toward
Quendale Bay. The high ground on the opposite side of the bay,

culminating nearly 2 miles beyond in the massive height of Fitful Head,
protects the western face of the Ward Hill from the cold winds which
are a marked and unpleasant feature of the northern islands at certain

times of the year. It is not altogether surprising, therefore, to find

traces of continuous human habitation on this sheltered aspect.

From the appearance of structural remains it seems that some are
of no very remote period, but old land-surfaces have been laid bare by
numerous small streams in floods. Dwelling-sites, apparently of different

dates, have been exposed. One feature exists there in common with
other places similarly subject to natural devastating agencies, namely,
the resulting confusion of relics of man’s occupation.

On the occasion of my visit, time and weather permitted only of the
scrutiny of a restricted area, but limited as was the extent of ground
covered, I was able to observe a number of stone-strewn sites which had
the appearance of great antiquity. Cairn-like heaps also attracted my at-

tention, but the contours and general appearance of the majority at sight

preclude attributing them to man’s work. Moreover, their great number
is such that one cannot reasonably say that they are burials ; albeit

some of the heaps, large or small, might repay the labour of excava-
tion. On very many of the mounds was scattered a profusion of irregu-
larly sized sandstone fragments seemingly broken and injured by heat.

Near an eminence to the south-west, its top actually 17 feet higher
than the summit of the Ward Hill, is a circular setting of stones.' This

' Described and figured in plan by the Kev. A. C. Acland in Proc. Soc. Ant. Scot., vol. xxi.
pp. 2S:'-4. In his short notice the author mentions other circular settings of .stones in the
vicinity.
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stone ring is mentioned here as a possible association in point of

antiquity with some of the relics found at sites in the neighbourhood.
Many stone artifacts were picked up during the course of overground

examination, but the greater number consisted of the well-known
Shetland types of rude and roughly worked narrow but thick club-like

implements of schist, discs of various sizes, sundry pounders and
hammers derived from cobbles and much worn down.

Here, too, was collected a series of quartz implements, their facies

and workmanship suggesting that they belong to an age anterior

to the pieces referred to in the foregoing paragraph. Rough quartz

pebbles in natural state as well as lumps and chips struck from large

pieces of this stone, were also taken. These, occurring in large groups,

indicate that they are the debris of working floors. Several fair speci-

mens of tools were identified, and a selection forms the subject of these

notes.

To the student of stone implements and their manufacture the types

figured may offer little in the way of peculiarity. Nevertheless, certain

features stand out to distinguish these Shetland quartz tools from the

familiar implements of the Neolithic and Bronze Ages. A resemblance
exists between the implements from the Ward Hill of Dunrossness and
the common scrapers of flint found elsewhere, because of the purposes

for which the tools were intended. The thickness of the quartz scrapers

is marked
;

this characteristic is no doubt mainly due to the intract-

ability of the stone of which they are made. That this may not be
wholly so, however, is suggested by the many examples of quite thin

implements of quartz which have already been found. For example,
some of the quartz arrow-heads picked up in Scotland are not thick ;

^

but it is surmised that this feature is due to the stone-knapper obtaining

a thin piece by chance. When it happened that suitable flakes were
struck from a lump of quartz, their sharp and often slightly’ serrated

edges, sequent of the naturally irregular fracture of the material, would
serve for some time as knives, or even .saws, without any trimming.

Through long exposure to sand and wind action, the pressure-trimming,

originally applied to the edges and surfaces, has in many instances

acquired an appearance differing but little from the small furrows of

secondary dressing of flint implements long exposed to similar natural

agencies. So far has the natural rounding process acted upon some
of the (juartz tools that the surfaces have a sort of marbled or veined

appearance, and worked specimens might well at first sight be dismissed
' E.g. an arrow-liead from Stie«alton Moor. Ayrsbire : A. n. Laraillr in Proc. S(jc Atit Scot.,

vol Ixiv p 41: arro'v-head.s from Gullane, East Lotliiaii
;
Frrsu ick, Caithness ; Fyvie, Aberdeen-

shire : Corrie-shadder, Lewis: the Culhin .Santis, Moray; .J. Graliain Callander \n Bulletin de la
Sririt'lc Pn historii/ue Franrnise. vol .vxvii. p 21.V
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as of no moment. Close inspection, if necessary under the magnifying

lens in doubtful instances, will not infrequently show trace of the

deliberate work expended upon the surface of the stone.

For illustration, a selection has been made of a number of quartz

specimens. The first figure shows well-known forms differing in no

way or but slightly from similar implements of flint, although the

1. Scrapei:, of White Quartz from Want Hill. Dunrossnes';. Shetlaiui. ({.i

treatment of the stone in the production of the tools themselves may
not have been the same.

The series in fig. 1 consists of eight scrapers approaching conventional

types, No. 1, however, being high (’6 inch) in comparison with its length

and width
;
these respective dimensions are 1 inch and "8 inch. The

tool is fashioned from the greater part of a quartz nodule of the size

of a walnut. In the making of this artifact, at least five primary flakes

have been struck after splitting the nucleus. The irregular edge, in
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shape like a horseshoe, is worn by use, but in places some secondary
working is still apparent. All the facets and arrises of the trimming
and large flakes are softened by long exposure to natural agencies.

Scrapers 2, 3, and I are very similar to flint artifacts : they are all thick

and comparatively flat-surfaced on top. No. 2 has been roughly shaped
to produce a steep and sharp working edge. In addition to elementary
treatment, the maker of the tool found it necessary further to dress

the piece all round, but this trimming is no longer distinct. No. 3 differs

little from its neighbour, but its working, although weathered, is better

preserved. It would appear that the tool had not seen long service.

Of all these scraping tools from the Ward Hill, No. 4 is the finest, because
the C][uartz, from which this specimen has been manufactured, responded
well to the workmanship of the craftsman. The straight blows directed

upon the upper flat surface have successfully imparted a symmetry of

form to the tool, and the slight pressure-trimming directed upward from
the edge has resulted in the production of a neat scraper. No. 5 is

irregular and injured, and provides an example of the erratic fracture

of quartz, despite the distinct traces of flaking. The top of this scraper

is high, rising in a sort of pyramid.
Nos. 6, 7, and 8, all of white quartz, are larger scrapers than those

mentioned in the foregoing paragraph. Of these, the first in order

has suffered most from wear and action of weather. What was once
a sharp edge is now quite blunted, a condition due mostly, no doubt,

to sand and wind. At the corners of the wider end the flake scars are

still discernible. Next is a particularly interesting specimen, not only

on account of its symmetrical shape, but because of the working expended
upon it. Although all attrite the facets are nevertheless very distinct,

both primary and secondary work being easily detected. The under
surface is flat except close to the butt end, where the distinct pro-

tuberance of partially conchoidal fracture is visible, although trimmed
down slightly on one side. This feature does not appear in No. 8, but

one can discern the point of percussion below which radiate one or two
marks showing that when freshly struck the fracture of the quartz

produced scars now almost obliterated. The upper surface of this tool

is smoothed by nature, but much of the sharp edge of its basal working
end remains. The portion of quartz, removed to form this unusual
obliquity, has left a concave scar of some depth.

Some flakes are shown in fig. 2, and these specimens possess certain

features deserving notice. No. 9 is a thin piece of greyish, translucent

quartz with all the characteristics of fracture occurring in better

qualities of siliceous materials employed by man in the making of

small tools. Despite the weathered condition of the surface, each
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peculiarity resulting from the intentional delivery of a blow is dis-

cernible. The swelling under the narrow striking platform, with point

of impact evident, affords an example of bulb of percussion, which is

extraordinarily conspicuous for such unresponsive stone as quartz. The
scar, a little to one side of the lower part of the swelling, is not very
pronounced. One or two radiating fissures below the bulb of percussion

11
Fig. 2. Flakes of White Quartz from Ward Hill, Dunrossness, Shetland,

are visible, and these do not differ from the fissures occurring often on
flint flakes. An outstanding peculiarity, however, makes this specimen
of quartz fracture quite unlike the intentional splitting of flint : this

is the number of veinules extending from the bulb to the edges of the
flake. The piece of quartz under examination terminates in a sort of
hinge, thereby emphasising the similarity between this instance and
a typical flake of flint.

On No. 10, a long and comparatively narrow flake, a vestige of bulb
of percussion appears, although the striking platform has been sliced
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by an oblique stroke. This piece of quartz seems to have served as a

knife, for not only does it adai^t itself well to the hand, but the steep

back is particularly well suited as a rest for the finger, which can be
heavily pressed in the small hollow near the tip. The edge, although
injured for some distance, still retains much of its original sharpness.

In common with many of the other quartz implements, the under surface

of this specimen is much pitted.

Spalls, some bearing vestiges of working upon them, were found on
Ward Hill, but only one seems worth figuring. The example No. 11 is

a typical instance of a tool made from a chip of convenient shape and
size, only rudimentary working being applied to this fragment detached
from a quartz pebble. One side of the curved surface near the butt and
a small portion at the other end retain their smooth but weathered crust

;

these corticed areas are separated by a flake scar. The largest flake,

which has been removed from the top of this rough implement, has been
lifted from near the back, and, appearing like a continuation of its large

scar, is the depres.sion caused by the detaching of a smaller piece of quartz

opposite on the sloping and partly curved natural surface. From the

rounded end a similar small flake has been struck leaving a shallow bulbar

cavity close to the edge, which seems to have been worn down. Whether
the stone here has been pressure-trimmed or not, it is now impossible to

say. The nether surface has nothing remarkable save for a slight con-

cavity under the rounded extremity : this hollow appears to be less ancient

than those scars resulting from undoubtedly deliberate workmanship.
During the last few years several series of Cjuartz implements,

closely resembling the pieces described, have come to my notice. It is

not necessary to stress Continental prehistoric instances nor those

studied in ethnographical collections with a view to comparison.
Nevertheless, it may be said that elsewhere, as in Scotland, and con-

sidering localities of origin, quartz, despite its widespread occurrence,

was employed by those prehistoric and primitive people (whose craftman-
ship was represented) only in default of more tractable stone.

Of what may [)ossibIy be termed domestic implements, Scottish

mainland ([uartz examples have been met with in early contexts, for

some Mesolithic instances are on record from Tweeddale.’

In the Kelvingrove Museum, Glasgow, is shown a particularly well-

trimmed scraper of quartz found about ten years ago at Ardgoil,

Argyll. Excepting for its larger size this specimen from the western
county compares well with the Shetland artifacts in point of workman-
sliip. In my possession is a split quartz nodule L^und on the shore of

Loch Lomond, near Rowardennan. Bearing more signs of use than
* J. (h-ah.iiii C.ill.iU'ler, in Proc. Sor. Ant. Scot., vol. Ixi. p.
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evidence of intentional trimming, it provides an example of the utilisation

of a conveniently sized and shaped stone.

It is understood that excavations conducted in the summer of 1930,

within what was believed to be a cashel at Strathlachlan, Loch Fyne,
yielded a number of implements of flint and quartz.* As these

implements have not been the object of personal examination the

writer cannot say how they compare with the northern types.

Among different sets of quartz implements I have studied, those

most nearly resembling the Shetland artifacts consist of a series of five

found by Mr J. G. Marsden in the parish of Camborne. Cornwall. The
main characteristics of the pieces from Dnnrossness are also present

in the English examples.

IV.

NOTES ON “THREE BASSOONS" IN THE NATIONAL MUSEUM OF
ANTIQUITIES OF SCOTLAND. By LYNDESAY G. LANGWILL. C.A.

On inspection, these old instruments are found to be two Bassoons
and a *• Bass Recorder " or “ Bass Flute Douce." The following description,

considered in conjunction with the illustrations showing both the back
and the front of the instruments, will enable us to form a fairly accurate

estimate of the age of these exhibits.

The Bassoon (Fr. Bassnn, Span. Bajon. German Fagoft, Ital. Fagotto)

is the modern survival of the German Bass-Pommer of the sixteenth cen-

tury, having evolved through the intermediary form known as the Dulzian.

The distinguishing features of the modern bassoon are (1) the conical tube

of 8 feet, doubled back in U-fashion for convenience of handling, (2) the

sound-producing medium—a large double-reed, and (3) the bent S-shaped
metal “crook" to which the reed is aftixed. It was first introduced into

the orchestra circa 1674 by Lully. By way of comparison, a modern
orchestral 20-keyed ‘"Buffet" bassoon (French) is shown alongside the
Museum exhibits (fig. 1 (a) and fig. 2 (a)).

While it is unfortunate that we know nothing of the history of these
two bassoons, it is possible they were in local use in the City of Edin-
burgh. Sir John Daly ell in his scholarly Musical Mctaoirs of Scotland
(1849), p. 16.3, refers to the use of the “double curtle" in “the good
tonne's music" in Edinburgh in 1696. when John Munroe and Malcolm
McGibbon were found "compleat masters of playing upon the French
hautboyes and double curtle." {Fdinburg/i Ton n Council Hcgister,xo\. xl.

^ Scofsi/iati, Kt AiiiTust
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fol. 223; vol. xxxiii. fol. 97 : vol. xxx. fol. 249.) Now the double curtle or
curtle—for the word “ double ” refers merely to lower pitch—was no other
than the bassoon of the seventeenth and eighteenth century. An English
account and illustration of the “double curtail’’ appears in Randle
Holmes' MS. “Academy of Armoury,’’ circa 1688 (British Museum), and
shows the instrument to be a bassoon of primitive design. References to

the curtail—the spelling varies considerably—are frequent in the second
half of the seventeenth century

—

e.g. Lord Chamberlain's Records in

1662, 1663, and 1669. Is it not possible therefore that these two old

bassoons were in use by the Waits of Edinburgh during the eighteenth
century ‘r*

LT. 8.—Bassoon of sj'camore (?) wood, brass bound and six brass keys.

The “crook " is awanting. The “ wing ” or tenor “joint ” is interesting in

having two sections htted together. The uppermost section, into which
the crook would be fitted, used to be made in different lengths, inter-

changeable to suit requirements of pitch.

The front of this bassoon (fig. 1 (h)) shows: in the wing, three finger-

holes for the left hand, in the “butt" (lowest section of the instrument),

three finger-holes for the right hand, and, in addition, there have been
two keys operated by the little finger of the right hand for the notes

F and GJ. (Unfortunately the key for the latter is now awanting.)
The back view (fig. 2 {h)) shows that there have been on the “long

joint" (lying adjacent to the “wing") kej's for low B^j (now awanting)
and low D, both operated by the left thumb for which the thumb-hole
for low C lies between the keys mentioned. A third key operated by
the left thumb is that for Eo. On the butt is the right thumb-hole for

low E and the key lying closely adjacent for F5. On the brass “ mount ”

at the top of the butt is the usual ring to which a swivel from a neck-

sling can be attached. The brass “shoe” at the foot of the butt contains

the usual cork plug forming the intercommunicating channel between
the twin bores in the “ U ’’ section of the instrument.

Height of the instrument, 4 feet 2i inches.

This bassoon would appear to belong to the second half of the eight-

eenth century.

LT. 9.—Bassoon of sycamore (?) wood, brass bound, with four brass

keys and brass crook. The wing here is of one piece.

The front view (fig. 1 (c)) shows: in the wing, three finger-holes for

the left hand ;
in the butt, three finger-holes for the right hand, and, in

addition, two keys operated by the little finger of the same hand for

the notes F and GS, the former of which in its normal position is an
“open " key, while the latter is a “closed” one.

The back view (fig. 2 (c)) shows it to be of earlier date than LT. 8. On
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the long joint we see the keys for low B'»j and D (the head of the key in

both cases being broken off), and the left thumb-hole for low C lying

between the keys mentioned. There is no key for E’’. nor on the butt

is there the usual key for FJ. but merely the right thumb-hole. The
same remarks as in LT. 8. concerning the brass mount on the butt, the
swivel ring, and cork base-plug, apply here. Height of the instrument,
4 feet inch. The top section, termed the “bell” joint, shows outwardly

VOL. Lxvn. 2’^
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a pronounced bulbous contour which is typical of bassoons by the cele-

brated London maker Stanesby Junior (died 1754), at least two of whose
bassoons known to the writer are engraved with years 1739 and 1747

respectively, and have tlie same four keys as the present exhibit. The
stage of development in key equipment also suggests that this bassoon
dates from about 1740. A bassoon with the four keys liere present is

depicted in the Enci/dopihlie of Diderot and D’Alembert (Paris, 1751-(>5),
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and in the Museum of the Brussels Conservatoire there is a bassoon
stamped “ G. de Bruijn, 1730,” on which the same four keys are found.
(Catalogue descviptif et analytiqiie du Musee instrinnentale du Con-
servatoire Royal de Musique de Bru.relles, vol. ii. (1909) No. 997.)

The keys for low E? and F5 on exhibit LT. 8 appear first towards the
end of the eighteenth century, and earlj" in the nineteenth century we
invariably find “octave keys" present on the wing joint—these keys, as

their name denotes, being designed to facilitate the production of the
higher register of the bassoon.

No monograph as yet exists upon the bassoon, with the exception
of De)' Fagott by ^V. Heckel (Leipzig. 1931), 44 pp.. illustrated. The
present writer has prepared an English translation, which Herr Heckel
hopes to publish shortlj’.

LT. 10.— Bass Recorder of wood with brass crook and single brass

key (fig. 1 (d) and fig. 2 (d)). This is rather a rare specimen of the
recorder family—now obsolete, although admirable work has been
accomplished in its resuscitation by the celebrated and talented Dol-
metsch family. Bass recorders were not made after about 1730, but are
now being made in quantities on the Continent where recorder quartets
have become the vogue. The recorder of Shakespearean times, beloved
of Samuel Pepys. was characterized by its weak but sweet and soft tone,

and acoustically it belongs to the whistle variety of sounding tubes,

with inverted conical bore—in the present case the diameter of the
bore diminishes as follows :

—

At the plug immediately above the notch or fipple . ly^^ inch.

At the top of the middle joint 1^ „

At the foot of the middle joint 1 „

and the bore is slightly widened at the bell.

The word “Recorder" arises from the use of the verb “to record”
in Elizabethan times in the sense “ to sing ” or “ to warble," specially

for the singing of birds and thence to human music-making. Chaucer
uses the term “doucet" and distinguishes it from “rede” (“House of
Fame," II. 1220 1). The distinguishing feature of the recorders is thus
the whistle notch or “ fipple " against which the breath is deflected and
divided, thereby setting the air-column in vibration. In the bass
recorder, the total length, 39j'V inches, would render manipulation of
the finger-holes difficult were the player to blow directly into the upper
end. Accordingly, a short S-shaped crook—not unlike that of the
bassoon—was fitted, the present specimen having a brass crook of

I inch internal diameter, bent, however, into a more pronounced
S-shape than usual. The crook, it must be noted, does not compose
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part of the vibrating air-column which, of course, commences hehnr the

notch or tipple. The bore of the recorder constitutes a truncated

inverted cone with six finger-holes in front and a thumb-hole, for the

left thumb, behind. The hass recorder has also a single ‘•open" brass

key, which, when closed by the little finger of the right hand, gives an

additional low note, termed the “bell" note, since the sound so pro-

duced emanates from the ‘•bell" or lower orifice of the instrument—in

this specimen unfortunately worm-eaten. In the recorder, the bell is

so shaped merely for ornament, for the bore penetrating it remains

uniform to the end. It is remarkable to observe the stretch of fingers

required for such an instrument. The interval between the middle of

the first and second, and the middle of the second and third holes of

each group of three is If inch—quite a considerable stretch. The
thumb-hole is h inch in diameter. This instrument dates probably from

about 1700. The recorder, and indeed the whole family of flutes-a-bcc,

was displaced by the German flutes (/t/ifc.s- trctversieres) about the time

of Handel, and the only surviving representative is the humble ‘•penny-

whistle" and the rarer ••English flageolet."'

' Welth. C.. "Thf Literature of the Recorder." Procov?//)£/5, Musical Association. 1S97-8 ;

London, isys. Welcli, C., •' Hiiinlet and tlie Recorder. ' Pruceitlings. Musical Association. 1901-2;

Lonilon, 19(l2. Weh.ii, C.. >i Lrcfnces o/i the ReconUr: London. 1911, Bridge. .1. C.. •‘The

Cliester Recorders." Proceedings. Mn-tical Association. 19(X)-1 ; London. 1901. Galpiin Rev. Canon
F. W.. Uhl English Instrunients of Music. Ord ed., 1932, for the e.irlier liistory of the Recorder.
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Monday, Hfit Maij 1933.

THOMAS YULE, W.S., Vice-President, in the Chair.

A Ballot having been taken, the following were elected Fellows:

—

Charles Stewart MuRyecY, 8 Hillview, Hlackhall. Hdinburgb.

AV. A. Orrock, S.S.C'.. Allaushaugh, Foinitaiiihall. Midlothian.

'WiLLiA.M Scott. Curator. Barubougle Ca:^tle. Daluien\' House. Midlothian.

The following Donations to the Museuni were intimated, and thanks
Yoted to the Donors :

—

( 1) By Charles W, Forbe.s of Callendar. D.L.

Belies found in the Roman fort at Rough Castle, Stirlingshire.

(2) By Carron Co.mi'any.

Relics found in the Roman fort on Croy Hill, Dumbartonshire.

(3) By John A. Fairley. Lauriston Castle. Davidson's Mains.

Combined Gold Brooch and Pendant, of vesica shape surmounted by
a knot, inlaid with seed pearls: within it is plaited human hair, and the

initials A. M. N., also in seed pearls, in the centre : its original green leather

case bears initials A. M. N. on a silver plate on the lid. Late eighteenth

century.

(I) By Mrs T. D. Mili.ehj, Inveraven. Perth.

Malacca Cane, 3 feet 9 inches long, with a gold top, bearing chased

mythological subjects, and having a long brass ferrule. It was given by
.lames VII., after the Battle of the Boyne, to Lord de Courcy. saying,
" Adieu, this is all I have to give my faithful adherent." It was later given

to Sir Thomas Tobin by one of the de Courcy family, and was bought at

Sir Thomas's sale by Sir George Penrose, who gave it to the donor.

Snutf Mull of rani's horn, with a chased silver lid mounted with

a crystal and bearing the inscription on a plate in front : “To A. GRANT.
Esq. (father of the donor;, from .Sir John Arnott." Attached to the mull,

by chains, are an ivory mallet, a snuff-spoon, a rake, a pricker, and part

of a brush.
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(5) By Charles W. Shepherd, 20 Selwood Terrace, Onslow Gardens,

London, S.\V. 7.

Flint-lock Highland Pistol with scroll butt and pierced disc behind
the dog-head, total length inches, length of barrel 9| inches, nicely

engraved. The original ramrod remains. The trigger has a silver ball

terminal, but the one on the pricker is broken off. The maker's name,
ALEX’' CAMPBELL, is engraved on lock-plate. Within the butt a

piece of paper was found by the donor bearing the following note :
“ This

pistol was taken from a Scots gentleman named Hamilton at the Battle

of Culloden August ye 16th 1746 given me by Sir J. Ligonier.’ This

pistol was given to Mr Shepherd many years ago, and the above note
was found by him on dismantling the weapon for cleaning. Ligonier.

afterwards Earl Ligonier, was much associated with the Duke of

Cumberland, but was in command of troops in Lancashire when the

Battle of Culloden was fought.

The following Donations to the Library were intimated, and thanks
voted to the Donors :

—

(1) By His Ma.jesty’s Government.

Calendar of State Papers, Domestic Series, of the Reign of William III.

1st January to 81st December 1698. London, 1933.

Calendar of State Papers, Domestic Series. 1st January to 30th June
1683. London, 1933.

(2) By The First Commi.ssioner of H.M. Office of Works.

Ancient Monuments of Great Britain. List of Monuments prepared
by the Commissioners of Works (to 31st December 1932). London, 1933.

(3) By Maurice Dunlai>, F.S.A.Scot., the Author.

Stories of the Vikings. Indianapolis, 1923.

(4) By L’Abbe Breuil, Honorary Fellow, the Author.

Les Peintures Kupestres Schematitpie de la Peninsule Iberique. I. Au
Nord du Tage. Lagny, 1933.

The following Purchase for the Library was intimated :

—

Report of the Annual Meeting of the British Association, 1932, York.
31st August-7th September. London, 1932.

The following Communications were read :

—
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I.

FURTHER BURIALS AT BLOWS. DEERNESS. ORKNEY. By W. G.

GRANT, F.S.A.Scot. With Notes ox the Pottery fouxd there axd

ox the Bronze Age Pottery op Orkxey axd Sheteaxd by J. GRAHAM
CALLANDER, LL.D., F.S.A.Scot., Director of the Natioxae Museu.m

OF Axtiquities.

On the 13th of January this j ear. Dr Marwick, the Director of Educa-
tion, having rung up to inform me that he had received information of

the discovery of an urn-burial in Deerness, we both went out at once
to investigate. The discovery had been made on the farm of Blows,

by the farmer Mr Aim, only a very few feet distant from the spot where,
in the spring of 1929, he had come upon the cist-burial wdiich was
described by Dr Marwdck in these Proceedutf/s, vol. Ixiii., 1928-9, pp. 377-9.

In that cist it vrill be remembered was found a steatite urn which is now
preserved in the Kirkwall Antiquarian Museum. The importance and
significance of the present discovery is thus, it need hardly be said, very
greatly enhanced by its immediate proximity to the former.

Mr Aim was fortunately able to accompany us to the site, w hich is

about 100 }'ards south of the former Free Church of Deerness, and
near the highest part of a very extensive natural mound, knowm locally

as Howan Bio. The soil at the place is only a few inches in depth, and
Mr Aim had come upon the interment while how'king up some of the

underlying soft clayey rock for farm purposes a few days previous to

our visit. On removing a fiat stone he found that it was the cover-stone

of an urn (fig. 1) wdiich w as about two-thirds full of incinerated bones.

He had removed the bones and placed them carefully in a heap outside,

but seeing that the urn was badly cracked he very wisely decided to

leave it as it was and report the discovery to Dr Marw ick.

We found that a sufficient cavity had been excavated in the soft

clayey rock and the urn simply placed therein without any enclosing

stone cist. The vessel was exceedingly friable, and as it chanced to

be hard frost on the day of our visit, we decided it w ould be better to

leave it until the ground should thaw. In the heap of charred bones,
however, w'e noticed some small shards of pottery, and as conditions

were unsuitable there, we put the lot in a box and brought them back
with us for closer examination.
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As Dr Marwick had to go away on official work, he was imahle to

accompany me when I went hack a few da3's later to extract the urn.

In spite of somewhat elaborate plans, it proved impossible to get it out
whole : in fact it had retained its shape onlj' bj’ the support of the
encircling earth. With great care, however, it was possible to disinter

it with so little damage, that after it had been sent to the National
Museum for treatment. Mr Edwards’ skilful hands were able (as maj- he

seen from the accompanying illus-

^
^

D’ation) to^ effect a ^complete and

. * Jjjjj been spread out on m\' garage
'

floor. I picked out eveiw scrap of

potteiy that was to he seen, and
' sent them likewise to the Museum

for examination. greater part.

' unfortunatelj", had decomposed and

‘
' reconstruction proved impossible.

From the surviving fragments,

however, a rough idea of the original
• T size and shape of the vessel could

he deduced, and it was clear that it

had not been one of the so-calh>d

"incense-cup" tj'pe. It seems probable

also that it had not been entire when
first put into the larger urn, because.

^ ^

5
^ ^ ^ Inches curiousl}' enough. Mr Aim had never

noticed an^' of the small shards until

, ,, . ,,, ,
our first visit. Had it been i)laced

in the urn on top of the charred

hones, it is hardlj’ credible that Mr Aim. on first looking into the

larger urn. would not have observed it even in its state of collapse;

and from its size it could not possihh' have been a container for more
than a relatively' small [)roportion of the accompanying mass of bones.

The function and purpose of this smaller vessel must then, unfortun-

ately’, be left undetermined.
In the course of our extraction of the larger urn, an extraordinary’

surprise awaited us. As we were carefully' digging away the soil and
rock surrounding it, we were amazed to come uiion still another inter-

ment at a distance of 5 feet. Fnderneath a covered stone we found an

' inches

Fiji. 1. <,’inffr<irv Frn from Hlows, ( )rkney.
ii

hones, it is hardly’ credible that M

urn-shaped cavity’ about 15 inches deep, about 12 inches wide at the top.

and about 5 inches wide at the bottom—approximately’ full of dark
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greasy matter which was certainly human remains. Though the cavity

was urn-shaped, not the slightest trace of pottery was to be seen, and I

am satisfied that the remains had been interred therein without any

sort of containing urn whatsoever.

Taken together, these three burials in such close proximity on the

mound of Howan Bio seem to me to constitute an archieological

problem of very great significance. In the first case we have a cist

containing a mass of incinerated bones and a unique type of steatite

urn
;
in the second, a much larger urn of baked claj" containing inciner-

ated bones and fragments of a smaller urn, but with no enclosing cist

:

in the third decomiiosed human remains placed simply in an urn-shaped

cavity. Are these three l)urials utterly unrelated in time or do they

not, by their close juxtaposition, imply common date or at least Age?

If so, what AgeV Professoi' Br0gger regards the first as dating from the

Bronze Age and concludes that steatite export from Shetland to Orkney
was taking place even at that distant period.' Into these questions,

however. I do not propose to enter—leaving them to be dealt with by

my friend Dr Callander who has kindly agreed to add a description of

the urn and its contents.

In conclusion, I wish to record my sincere thanks to Mr Aim for re-

porting this interesting find, and for his exceeding kindness not only in

affording me every assistance himself, but also for handing over the urn

to he preserved in the Museum in Kirkwall along with the associated

steatite urn already there.

Professor Alex. Low, M.D., of Aberdeen University, who examined the

bones, reports : The bones are very fragmentary, but some pieces of skull

bones can he identified as human, they have been very thoroughly

cremated and little organic matter is left." Parts of the bones were

coated with a slag-like material.

THE POTTERY FOUND AT BLOM'S AND THE BRONZE AGE POTTERY
OF ORKNEY AND .SHETLAND. By J. (;RAHA.\r Gai.i.axder, r,L.I).

The two vessels of pottery found in the burial at Blows, Deernes>,

Orkney, are hand-made. While the greater part of the larger vessel

was recovered, little more than half of the base and the adjoining

portions of the wall of the smaller survived.

The first pot is a cinerary urn of dark-coloured ware reddened on

the outside and on the top of the rim (fig. 1). It is considerably larger

^ Den Xorske Bo-ietningen Fa Sfatla nd-Orkn^yene

,

p. 56. Oslo, IIKIO.
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than the average urn of its class. The ware is hard, and the few small
pieces of stone that it contains may have occurred naturally in the clay
from which it was fashioned. Between the mouth and the shoulder
is a slight concavity, 2h inches broad, after which the wall contracts
gradually to within 3 inches of the base where there is a gentle inward
curve. It is devoid of ornamentation. The vessel measures 15 inches
in height. 12^ inches in diameter externally across the mouth, 12^ inches
at the shoulder, and 5 inches across the base. The rim, measuring 1 inch
in breadth, is flat, being bevelled, and projecting a little towards the
inside (fig. 9, No. 1). The wall shows a general thickness of ^ inch. Unlike
the usual Scottish cinerary urn the rim is not homogeneous with the rest

of the wall, but has been made separately and applied to it. This is

clearly evident, as several sections were detached when it arrived at the
Museum, and the parts of the wall from which they had been separated
were rounded on the top. At the first glance it seemed that two vessels

were represented by the shards.

The fragments of the second urn are of reddish ware blackened on the
exterior. It is fairly hard, but the whole inner surface has weathered
off. As in the larger vessel, the clay seems to contain a very small
natural mixture of little bits of stone. It has measured about inches
across the bottom, and at the most a height of only 2| inches remains
attached to the basal fragments. The angle formed by the outside of
the wall and the base is not nearly so obtuse as that in most of our
Bronze Age pottery, as it is only about 97A°, and the curve at the base
is very short (fig. 9, No. 2). Had these fragments of pottery been found
unassociated with other relics they might have been identified as parts of
domestic pots dating from times later than the Bronze Age. But as they
were found within a cinerary urn containing cremated human remains
they must be classed as parts of an urn of cinerary type also. Though
its occurrence in an urn of this class may suggest a use similar to that
of an incense-cup urn it can in no way be considered as belonging to
that type of vessel, as its size and form betray no resemblance to that.

This discovery is of considerable importance, a.s so far as I can learn,

it is the first clay urn found in the Orkneys that has been clearly

described. Certainly there are a few accounts of pottery having been
found in prehistoric graves in these islands, but while the circumstances
of their discovery have at times been quite well recorded, the descriptions
of the vessels are lacking in detail. Their shape and ornamentation or
want of it has not been stated.

A clay urn, three-quarters full of bones and ashes, measuring 13 inches
in height and 12 inches in diameter at the mouth, found in the centre
of a short cist in a mound in the parish of Deerness, Orkney, seems
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to have been a cinei’ary urn.i One of the rude stone implements which
have been found in profusion in Orkney and Shetland was found in

the north-west end of the grave. The mound measured about 15i feet

in diameter and 4i feet in height, and the cist 2 feet 3 inches long, 1 foot

3 inches broad, and 1 foot 4 inches deep.

In a mound lying to the north of the famous stone circle, the Ring
of Brodgar, there was found an urn of baked clay mixed with small

gravel, standing in the north-west corner of a cist.- The urn was 5 inches

in height and the same in diameter, with an average circumference of

17 inches, but it fell to pieces on being exposed to the air. There is

no mention of human remains having been discovered with it. In

another cist nearer the edge of the mound a large steatite urn containing
calcined bones was also discovered. The mound was 62 feet in diameter
and 9 feet in height, and the central cist containing the clay urn 2 feet

9i inches long, and 1 foot 7 inches wide. The claj' vessel in all probability

was a cinei’ary urn, possibly resembling the smaller one from Blows.
In the National Museum are preserved the greater jjart of a large

urn and a typical incense-cup urn from Orkney. The first exhibits

11| inches of the lower portion of the vessel, the whole of the upper part

being awanting, and where broken measures lOi inches in diameter.

It was found on the North Hill of Shapinsay. Although the circum-
stances of its discovery are unknown, from the character of the ware
and as the shape of the lower part is singularly like that of the larger

urn from Blows, there need be no hesitation in identifying it as a

cinerary urn, and not a domestic pot. The incense-cup EC 1 in the
Museum Catalogue is entered there as having no locality and its

dimensions are incorrectly stated. It has been figured and recorded by
Sir Daniel Wilson as having been “recovered from the foundations
of an ancient ruin in the island of Ronaldshay, Orkney." “ Dr Joseph
Anderson has referred to it as coming from South Ronaldsay.^

While in Orkney in the summer of 1932 I called on the farmer at

Breck, St Andrews. Amongst other antiquities which he had found
on his farm, were fragments of the lower part of a very coarse pottery
vessel, the wall being about 1 inch thick. He said he thought that the
deposit was sepulchral, although no human remains were noticed. This
had all the ap])earance of being a cinerary urn.

Records of discoveries of Bronze Age burial pottery in Shetland
are more numerous, and as much of it is preserved in the Museum we
know exactly what we have to deal with.

* Proc. Soc. Anf. frcot.. vol. vii. p. 13.5.

- Ibid., vol. ii. pp. .59 and 60. aiid vol. x. p. .540.

“ Preliisfoi'ir Annals uf Scotland, 2iid ed., vol. i. p. 424. pi. vi. 78.
* Scotland iyi Pagan Tinies—The Bronze and Stone Ages. p. 48, fi<:. 47.
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A small cemetery of cinerary urns containing cremated human remains

was discovered in a small hillock near the head of Culla ^ oe, Papa Stour.

Shetland.’ Three large urns of dark-coloured ware simply buried in the

mound, standing on their bases, and covei'ed by a flat stone were first

unearthed. Two were destroyed, but the third (fig. 2) was acquired by the

Museum. The presence of the last urn was suggested by a small circle

. ? Inches . . ? Inches

Fill', i. Fiiu r.u-y Fni from Culla Voe, Slielland. FIk. :i. Cint-rary I'rii from Gulla ^'oe. Shetl.uiil.

of stones set on edge. 2 feet in diameter, peeping through the surface.

The fourth urn (fig. 3; found in the same hill contained a solid mass of

burnt bones and hardened clay. This vessel was ])resented to the Museum
by the Rev. D. G. Karroii, l>. D., who also described the discoveries to the

Society. Dr Barron had reason to believe that other urns had been

found in the same knoll. The two urns which have been preserved

are almost identical in form and in the character of the Avare. The

lower part of the body is of light-brown colour, but the upper part is

black. In each case the body of the vessel is of inverted conical shape,

with a pronounced shoulder aboA'e which is a short concave everted

brim. There is no ornamentation on the A'essels. In both of them
‘ Proc. ‘<oc. Ant. Scot., vol. xxix. p. fti.
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a considerable part of the rim is missing-, but there is a complete vertical

section of each surviving. The first urn (fig. 2 and fig. 9, No. .2) measures
18 inches in height and 4| inches across the base, and the diameter

at the mouth and shoulder has been about lo inches and 15 inches

respectively. This vessel has an incrustation of soot under the shoulder.

The other urn (fig. 3) measures 174 inches in height and 5 inches across

the base, its mouth and shoulder having been respectiveh' about 131 inches

and 154 inches in diameter.

Two cinei’ary urns from Shet-

land were presented to the

Museum in 1866.^ One formed
of yellow clay with a pink tinge

has been restored, and is com-
plete bvit for the top of the

rim (fig. 4 and fig. 9, No. (i). It

is of truncafed oval form and
measures 14 inches in height,

llj inches across the mouth,
12| inches at the widest part,

and 5 inches across the bottom.
The whole exterior is decorated

with twenty-three or twenty-
four horizontal rows of ^ertical

finger-nail impressions encirc-

ling the vessel. It was found
in a “fairy knowe” at House-
gord, Weisdale. The second was
found in a field at Flemington
in the same parish, in a hole in

the ground under two slate

stones. It was full of bones, presumably burnt. The urn. which is

of a dirty brown colour, wants the base (fig. 5 and fig. 9, No. 7),

but what remains measures 8f inches in height. It is shaped like two
truncated cones placed mouth to mouth, the upper part above the
shoulder being much shorter than the under part. It measures 9 inches
in diameter at the mouth and IO4 inches at the shoulder. The space
between the rim and the widest part bears an incised horizontal
zigzag line.

In a mound at Quarff, Shetland, at least six cists were discovered
from which fragments of three urns of steatite and one of clay (fig. (>

and fig. 9, No. 4) were recovered and purchased by the Museum.- The

1 0
I I 1 1 t u Inches.

Fif^. 4 . Cinerary Cm troin Housegord. Shetland.

^ Proc, Soc. Anf. Scof., vol. vi, p. o2.>. - Proc. ''oc. Vol. xxxiv. p. 34u.
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largest cist measured 4 feet by 24 feet by 2 feet, and yielded a human skull

and the base of an urn of steatite. This seems to have been a typical

Bronze Age short cist containing an unburnt skeleton placed in a crouch-

ing position. The largest of the remaining cists measured 24 feet by 14

foot by 2 feet. One of these contained the clay urn which was full of

ashes. It is of truncated oval shape and bears no ornamentation. The
upper part is darkened with soot but the lower is of reddish colour. It

measures 9 inches in height. 94 inches in diameter at the mouth, 9| inches

i I Inches

Fig. 5. Cinerary Urn from Flemington, Shetland. Fig. 0. Cinerary Urn from QuarfF, Shetland.

at the bulge, and 4| inches across the base. The lip is flat and bevelled

inwards.

The greater part of a nice urn, very similar in shape to the last,

from Nisetter, Shetland, is also in the Museum (fig. 7 and fig. 9, No. 5).

There is no information about its discovery, but it may be taken as a
cinerary urn. Formed of dark-coloured steatitic clay it measures

8| inches in height and inches across the base. The diameters
of the lip and shoulder are unobtainable as most of the lip is gone.

The mouth would be about 84 inches in diameter. It is a specially

interesting vessel because the fractured parts reveal how, at least,

the upper part was fashioned. After the lower portion of the
wall had been formed the top edge was thinned and rounded, and
two separate strips of clay, had been superimposed to complete
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the upper portion. I have alreadj" drawn attention to this waj* of

making certain vessels.' In fig. 8 are shown three methods of building

up the walls of Scottish prehistoric

vessels by adding strips of clay;

No. 1 is seen in a food-vessel from
Kilspindie, East Lothian

;
No. 2 in a

cinerary urn from Longniddry in the

same county; and No. 3 in a vessel

from Skara Brae, Orkney. The
method adopted in the Nisetter urn
resembles that shown in No. 2.

The last example in the Museum
was found in Fair Isle, in the centre

of a small mound only 8 feet in

diameter and 2i feet in height, buried

in the soil and covered closely with
a flat stone.- It contained a quantitj"

of greyish powder resembling bone
ash. A small steatite xtrn which is

also in the Museum was found a

little to one side of it. The pottery

vessel which is unornamented and
formed of dark steatitic clay has been badly restored, as it now appears

as a vessel 11 inches in height with an oval mouth measuring 17^ inches

and 13^ inches in cross diameters. Probably it

had more resembled the urn from Quarff before

it was broken. On a flat space to the west

immediately adjoining the mound ten or twelve

cavities were discovered excavated in the ground,

each being covered with a flat stone and con-

taining “a small quantity of white substance

resembling bone ash.”

Two discoveries of beaker pottery have also

been recorded from Shetland. One small piece

was found in Unst, and last summer Professor

Bryce discovered three small fragments in a

short cist at Fraga, Scatness.^

In the space of a few square yards at Blows,

in Orkney, we have seen that burnt human bones were found in a

steatite urn and in two of clay, and osseous remains in a cavity

* Proc. Soc. Ant. Scot., vol, Ixiv. p. 191. fi.ir. -
’ Aitfeo, p. HI.

111.9 1 i ? Inches

Fig. 7. Cinerary Urn from Nisetter, Shetland.

- Ihlri., vol. xi. p. 530.
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covered with a flat stone. It is signiflcant to note that in Fair Isle an
almost identical set of phenomena was observed, the only dilferences

being that one clay urn and not two were found at the latter place

and there were ten or twelve cavities instead of one containing

human bones.

When these records are brought together and compared, they throw
a new light on the prehistoric burial customs of Orkney and Shetland.

So far as they go it would seem that in these islands the Bronze Age
inhabitants did not closely follow their contemporaries in other parts

of Scotland in the shapes of their sepulchral pottery.

Sections of Bronze Pottery from Orkney and Shetland. (.F>

In Orkney many short cists containing incinerated human bones

alone have been unearthed, and in others there were steatite urns
with burnt and unburnt remains. From their size these cists might have
been assigned to the Bronze Age. but the discovery of a large number
of those structures containing burnt bones and ashes and one also a

large stone urn. in the mound covering the ruins of the broch of

Okstrow, Birsay,' indicated a later date. Again we have to deplore

a vague account. The stone urn is stated to have been bowl-shaped,
and if we are to understand from this description that it was of flattened

semi-globular form, we might assign these graves to the time of the
Vikings, who made steatite vessels of that form.

The objects found in this building consisted generally of typical broch

‘ A rvhmthKjirn Scofirtf. vol. V. p. 76, 4.
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relics dating to the early centuries of the Christian era or even earlier,

hut among them was a free ring-headed pin of bronze of a type occa-

sionally found in Viking graves in Scotland, and more commonly in

Norway,' so that the probability of these graves being those of Vikings
is strengthened. The position in which they were found shows that

the burials had been made long after the broch had been deserted,

when it had become a ruin. But we have seen that cinerary urns of

clay have been found in the same burial mounds as urns of steatite,

not of Viking type, near the Ring of Brodgar. in Orkney, at Quarff, in

Shetland, and in Fair Isle, and there is the new record from Blows. On
this evidence we may be justified in assigning the large steatite burial

urns and the short cists containing cremated remains, to the Bronze
Age of these Islands.

Regarding the forms of the clay urns, the large example from Blows
may be classed with the two from Culla Voe, Shetland. The urn from
the former place has the same concave lip though perhaps less pro-

nounced. This is a form that does not seem to have been met with on
the Scottish mainland. In the large collection of cinerary urns in the

National Museum the vessel which in form most closely resembles the

decorated example from Housegord, and the plain ones from Quarff,

and Nisetter in Shetland, is one from Slackend, Aberdeenshire, though
if the mouldings were removed from many of our cordoned type we
would get much the same shape. Another feature to be noted is that

only two of the Orkney and Shetland urns bear ornamentation, the

one from Housegord and the one from Flemington on the same estate.

The latter it may be mentioned resembles in form some of the south
country vessels.

It should be recalled that Professor Brpgger assigned the steatite

urns to the Bronze Age.-

' Rygh, yorske Oldsager, p. Rt, fig. No. 682.

' Den XorsJii' Bosetnhigen Pa Shellanrl-Orhnpyene, p. 56.

VOL. LXVII. 23
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II.

A THIRD SHORT CIST AT RUMGALLY, FIFE. By J. TENNANT
GORDON. O.B.E., J.P., F.S.A.Scot. AYith Notes on the Skeletae

Remain.s hy Profe.ssor DAVID M'ATERSTON. M.D., F.S.A..Scot.

Close by the site recorded in the Proceed vol. Ixvi. p. 67, where

two short cists were uncovered in April 1931, another has been brought

to light. Through the agency of Mr Charles A. Roger, the proprietor

of the farm of Kunigally, parish of Kemback, and some three miles east

from Cupai’-Fife, the find was reported on 17th December 1932.

A ploughman felt his plough come into contact with an obstruction

and informed Mr Roger. With his knowledge of the former two cists

he had the soil cleared away, when the large cover-stone of a cist was
found. The site was about midway between the two burials referred to,

some three yards from the one and four yards from tlie other.

Intimation of the discovery was conveyed to me very timeously, and
I notified Professor David Waterston. M.D., F.S.A.Scot., of the Bute
Medical School, St Andrews Cniversity, who with a party of assistants

attended the disinterment on 19th December 1932. Mr Roger with much
forethought had caused the earth to be cleared from the sides of the

grave, which enabled the investigators to at once proceed with their

work.
The cover-stone of irregular shape was roughly 5 feet in length by

2i feet in width (it was triangularly split, no doubt by the plough),

and 3 to 4 inches in thickness, which is very much less than the usual

thickness of such stones. The side stones were about 5 feet long and
massive, averaging 9 inches in thickness. One unusual feature was
observed, namely, that the end stones did not fully cover the spaces

between the side stones and that smaller stones had been inserted iii

the four angles. The inside measurement was 4(S imdies long, 24 inches

broad at one end and 23 inches at the other, and 18 iiiches deep. The
compass bearing of the grave showed the longer axis to lie south-west
by west, by north-ea>t by e.ast, and the skeleton was lying with the
skull at the south-west end.

On the cover-stone being removed it was found that the cist was
full to the very top of rough sand and small gravel, whiidi proved to

be the sole constituent. The sand aiid gravel were carefully sifted, but
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nothing of anj^ moment was found until the bones were exposed. The
body had been placed on the right side with the legs flexed upon the

body and the arms towards the face. The skull, vertebrae, and larger

bones were in a wonderful state of preservation, and Professor Waterston
is to report upon these.

A very fine flint knife some 3 inches long was found close to the bones.

It is interesting to note that in this small cemetery, in the former two
cists there was found in one, along with a food-vessel, an end scraper of

grey flint, and in the other a knife of yellow flint. The flint scraper

found in the latest uncovered cist is of blackish hue.

REPORT OX THE SKELETON. By Professor David Waterstox.
31. D., F.S.A.Seot.

The loose earth and fine grav'el which filled the cist were carefully

removed and put through a riddle.

Fifi. 1. Cist .it Ruintralh', Fife.

As the excavation approached the bottom of the cist a flint implement
was found, and the surface of some bones was exposed. The soil was
adherent to the bones, which were slightly moist and soft and required
careful handling.

Eventually a complete skeleton was exposed, and the photograph
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shows the posture in which it lay (fig. 1). The head was to the south-

west end of the cist, the skeleton on its right side, and the lower limbs
drawn up and bent acutely at the hip- and knee-joints.

Some portions of the skeleton had undergone disintegration
;
many

of the bones were partially disintegrated, and they were all very fragile.

After exposure, however, they dried, and as the moisture left them
they became firmer and could be removed without further damage.

Skeleton.

The skeleton proved to be that of a man of about fifty years of

age, and between .5 feet 5 inches and 5 feet 6 inches in height. There
were no indications of ante-mortem injury nor of disease, beyond slight

roughening and nodular growths around some of the articular surfaces.

The principal cranial sutures were obliterated on the inner surface

of the skull, but not to any extent on the external surface
;
the teeth

with one exception were present, and healthy except in one instance.

The skull was characteristically of the round-headed type—index 85,

with all the other features of form and proportions which charactei’ise

the short cist people of Fife and Aberdeenshire. The lower jaw was
underhung—the face short and rather small—the orbits low and wide.
The capacity of the skull as estimated from measurements was 1470 c.c.

Detailed Examination of the Skeleton.

Skull (uul Mandible .—The left side of the skull, which had lain upper-
most, was almost complete, but the right side, which lay below, was
partly disintegrated. A considerable part of the right side of the vault,

and the bones forming the walls of the right orbit and of the temporal
and infra-temporal fossae, had crumbled away.

The hard palate wais complete, the nasal bones and the nasal processes
of the maxillae were present, and sufficient of the skull remained to
allow the principal features of anthropological interest to be made out.

The accompanying photograph of the left side of the skull in profile

shows the general form of the skull (fig. U).

Male characters were shown in the jirominent supraciliary eminences
and the general muscular relief.

Sutures .—The sagittal suture was open on the external surface except
for short patches near the bregma, and about 30 mm. above the lambda,
where the suture was obliterated for a few millimetres.

The lambdoidal and coronal sutures were apparent on the external
surface and unobliterated except for small portions of the left lambdoidal
suture, 3.5 mm. lateral to the lambda itself, and of the left coronal suture
near the bregma. The portion of the coronal suture between the pterion
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and stephanion had become closed on the left side. Its condition on the

right side could not be ascertained from bony deficiency.

On the internal surface of the cranium there was complete closure

of the sagittal and coronal sutures in their whole extent, and of almost
the whole length of the lambdoidal suture except for a short distance

at the lateral extremity of the

right lambdoidal suture. Closure

of the sutures on the internal

surface does not usually begin

until about forty years of age.

Thickness of the Skull .—The
wall of the skull was thin, the

vertical portion of the frontal bone
measuring only 6 mm. in thickness,

while the parietal bones were even

thinner, measuring some 4 mm. in

thickness, and the occipital bone
in the regions of both the upper
and lower fossse was only 3 mm.
thick.

This unusual thinness may be

ascribed partly to surface disinte-

gration of the bone of the cranial

vault post-mortem, but the smooth
surface of the interior showed that

there had been no attrition of this

surface, and the appearance of the bones suggested that the skull wall

had been thin during life.

In its form and proportions the skull was to the eye typical of the

Bronze Age type in Aberdeenshire described by Reid and by Low.
The specimen was of special interest to myself, for its general form
reproduced very closely that of the specimen from Reekie Farm, near
St Andrews, which I have described and figured in the Proceedings

of this Society (vol. i.. fith series, 192()-7). The close re.semblance is

brought out bj' measurements and by the indices.

The general form of the skull in its different aspects pi-esents the
following features :

—

Xorma verficcilis .—Viewed from above, the cranium is short and
wide, its maximum width below the parietal eminences and behind
the mid-point, between front and back, the outline uniformly rounded,
and not assignable to any of Sergi’s groups.

Xorma occipitcdis (fig. 3).—This aspect of the skull is distinctive.

Fig. 2. Kunigiilly Cranium with Mandible.
Xorma laterali.s.
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The occipital surface is flattened, and not drawn out into a raised

conical form
;

its outline is quadrilateral, the upper margin, slightly

domed, rises only gently to the middle line from its lateral margins.

The lateral margins are almost vertical and straight, inclining slightly

outwards above. The lower margin shows the full rounded curve of

the occipital bone.

Xorma lateralis .—From this viewpoint the shortness and height of

the cranium is obvious (fig. 3). The forehead is slightly sloping, there is

slight post-coronal depression,

and the posterior wall of the

cranium is almost vertical in

direction, from a point 45 mm.
above the lambda, the whole

occiput being flattened. The
mastoid process is rather slender,

and the face orthognathous.

Norma fron tails.—The incom-

pleteness of this portion of the

skull renders its full description

impossible, but the portion

which remains gives the im-

pression of a large and rather

wide cranium with a short and
rather narrow upper face. The
mandible, however, is strong

and wide, and gives additional

width to the lower part of the

face.

Measurements of the Skull .

—

The maximum length of the skull (glabello-occipital) was 176 mm. and
the maximum width 149 mm., and the cephalic index from these figures

is 85. The basi-bregmatic height was 13(> mm., giving a height index of 77.

In these diameters and in their relative proportions the skull repro-

duces closely the average measurements of the male short cist skulls in

Reid’s Aberdeen University Collection, which I have given in a former
communication to this Society and which need not be repeated here.

Other measurements which were available were as follows :

—

The longitudinal arc from nasion to opisthion measured 362 mm.,
of which the frontal segment measured 127 mm., the parietal 123 mm.,
and the occipital 112 mm. The large relative size of the parietal segment
is unusual, and the large size of the parietal portion of the vault is

evident to the eye.

1

f

Fi^. ‘i. Ruingally Cist Skull, norma occipitalis,

showing characteristic form.
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The foranieu magnum mea.sured 37 mm. in antero-posterior diameter,

the basi-nasal length was 103 mm. and the basi-alveolar 98 mm. The
face is therefore orthognathous.

The total face length from nasion to alveolar point was 70 mm. The
width of the face could not be determined.

j^ose, Orbits, mid Palate.—The nasal bones and the nasal processes

of the maxillae remained intact. The nasal bones are small and short,

set at an acute angle at the internasal suture, causing a finely rounded
prominence of the root of the nose.

The length of the right nasal bone Avas 13‘9 mm. and its Avidth

7'7 nun., and the measurements of the left closely corresponded. The
nasal aperture (apertura piriformis) Avas long and rather narroAV, but
the margins Avere slightly eroded and accurate measurements AA ere not
obtainable.

The orbits Avere Ioav and rather Avide, measuring 39 mm. in Avidth

and 33 mm. in height, Avith an oi’bital index of 85 (mesoseme).

The palate was very broad, the palatomaxillary length being 51 mm.
and the width 65 mm., giving a palatal index of 127 mm. (brachyuranic).

The basi-nasal length of 103 mm. and basi-alveolar of 93 mm. give

a gnathic index of 90, so that the face is very markedly orthognathous.
The 2'eeth of the Upper Jaws .—The right canine and the left central

incisor were not found. The left first molar had disappeared during
life, and its alv'eolar socket had filled in, but a gap remained between
the last preniolar and the second molar.

No definite eA’idence of caries was present in these teeth.

The croAAuis Avere Avorn in characteristic Bronze Age fashion. The
croAvns of the incisors and canines AV'ere Avorn flat by edge to edge bite,

and the pulp caA’ity AA as exposed and filled Avith secondary dentine.

The premolars AA^ere slightly Avorn, and also the Iaao last molars,

Avhile the croAvn of the first molar (right) shoAved a much greater degree
of Avear; the tubercles were entirely flattened, and a large surface of

the pulp caAuty filled AAuth secondary dentine AAas exposed, the dark
broAAui tissue AAdiich had formed being surrounded by a narroAA' rim of
original dentine.

The surface was concaA^e, and sloped upAvards from the labial and
lingual side.

Mrasnrenients of Molar Ma.rillarij Teeth ; Right side.—1st molar,
breadth 10'9 mm. (side to side). length 8‘4 mm. (antero-posterior); 2nd
molar, breadth 11 mm., length 92 mm.; 3rd molar, breadth 10’4 mm.,
length 7'2 mm.

Left side.—1st absent; 2nd molar, breadth 99 nun., length 99 mm.;
3rd molar, breadth 110 mm., length 9 0 mm.
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Mandibular Teeth.—All the teeth were present. There was a deep
carious cavity on the surface of the crown of the first left molar—other-

wise they were healthy (fig. 4). They corresponded in wear to the teeth

of the upper jaw, the incisors and canines flattened and worn on the

cutting surface. The central incisors were very small. The masticating

surface of both right and left first molars showed much greater wear
than did the others. Of the left tooth this surface was partly excavated
by an irregular carious cavity, while wear had obliterated the tubercles

and the primary dentine of this surface of the right one, and the surface

was uniformly concave but smooth and
formed of secondary dentine.

On the other molars the wear had
gone through the tubercles only.

Mea.’iurement.'f of Mandibular Molar
Teeth : Left side.—1st molar, breadth

10 mm., length lOT mm.
;
2nd molar,

breadth 96 mm., length lOT mm.; 3rd

molar, breadth 9'8 mm., length 8'9 mm.
Rir/ht side.— 1st molar, breadth 97

mm., length 10'7 mm.
;
2nd molar, breadth

9-5 mm., length lO'O mm.
;

.3rd molar,

breadth 9’0 mm., length 9’3 mm.
Vertebral Column : A tlas.—Transverse

processes were absent. Lateral masses
and arches were massive, and the space

which they enclosed narrowed trans-

versely. The articular pillars were deep,

and the superior articular surfaces

markedly concave from before backwards and faced more medially than

usual. Vertical thickness of lateral masses 24 mm.
A.r/s.—Depressions associated with the attachment of rectus cap.

post, maj., sup. oblique, and long, colli muscles were well marked. These

indicate strong neck muscles.

Cervical Vertebrte 3-7.—Grooves for post, primary division of spinal

nerves particularly well marked in C. 3 and 4. The remaining portions

of the spine were fragmentary.
Bones of the Upper Limbs.—Of many of these only fragments remained,

and they showed no features of special interest.

The left clavicle was complete exce[>t for a short distance at the
acromial end. The bone was comparatively slender and straight for

a male.

The left ulna was complete, its greatest length 274 mm., the physio-

Fig. i. Mandible from Ruingally Cist,

with carious cnvitj' on first left molar,

and worn crown of the first right

molar tooth.
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logical length 239 mm., and the circumference of the shaft at the

narrowest part 44 mm. The ridge for the origin of supinator brevis

and that bounding the attachment of pronator teres medially were well

mai’ked.

Lower Linih Bones .—Of these only the left femur remained in a

condition permitting adequate examination, and the head and antero-

medial part of medial condyle were absent.

XecTc .—Crescentic exostosis was present on posterior aspect of neck

adjacent to intertrochanteric crest near its medial extremity.

Superior cervical tubercle on intertrochanteric line was markedly
developed.

Shaft .—Platymeria present; glutieal ridge very prominent, and a well-

marked ridge continued the insertion of glutaeus minimus on to the

shaft for a distance of 35 mm.
The ridge supporting lateral half of patellar articular surface was

continued upwards on to the shaft for a distance of 45 mm. The
measurements were; greatest length 447 mm. (approx, head recon-

structed), greatest length in natural position 443 mm. (approx.), sagittal

diameter of middle of shaft 24 mm., transverse diameter of middle of

shaft 27 mm., circumference at middle of shaft 85 mm., upper transverse

diameter of shaft 36 mm., upper sagittal diameter of shaft 26 mm.
The Platymeric index was 72 (hyper-platymeria), and the Pilastric

index 89 (no pilastering, but linea aspera eroded).

T^eff Tibia .—Part of its upper extremity and proximal half of shaft

were present.

The transverse diameter of shaft at level of the nutrient foramen
measured 26 mm., the sagittal diameter at the same level 33 mm., and
hence the “ Cneniic index " was 79, indicating that there was no
“ platycnemia.”

Stature .—Estimation of the stature from the length of long bones
could be made from the left femur and left ulna. The latter bone was
complete, but the head of the femur had perished and it was necessary

to reconstruct it in plasticene.

Accuracy was ensured by comparison with other femora of similar

build, and I think the results may be accepted as reliable.

Using the formula introduced by Karl Pearson and Dr Alice Lee,

the stature from the femur proved to be 165 cm. Manouvrier’s formula,
which is perhaps less reliable, gave 167 cm. from the femur and 172 cm.
from the ulna. This merely means that the ulna was rather longer than
usual, and the stature can safely be stated as from 165 to 167 cm.
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III.

EXCAVATIONS AT CASTLELAW FORT. MIDLOTHIAN.
By Profe.s.sor V. GORDON CHILDE. B.Litt., F.S.A.Scot.

Castlelaw Fort is one of a chain of forts along the south-ea.st slopes

of the Pentlands and, together with that above Turiihouse about one
mile to the south, commands the pass across the range along the valley

of Glencorse Burn. It occupies a knoll, connected with the main mass
of Castlelaw (1595 feet above sea-level) by a wide saddle on the north-

east and, like so many other Scottish fort-sites, directly overlooked by
the higher mountain. The knoll’s summit, only slightly convex, just

fails to reach the 1000-foot contour, but commands an extensive view
to Traprain Law and prehistoric sites on the slopes of the Moorfoots
and Peeblesshire mountains.

The knoll, like the main mass of the law, is composed of a reddish

trachyte, hard but very brittle, and weathering away rapidly to a scree

on exposure. The mass has been well ground by the ice, and its sloi^es

are clothed with a reddish till, 6 to 18 inches thick. This is very
tough and almost impervious to grass roots or rabbits. Disturbance
by human agency can therefore usually be easily recognised. In a

cleaned section post-holes or ditches normally show up to the eye
provided they had been left open long enough to become filled

with mould or decayed wood. Excavations silted up with loose till

were indicated superficially by grass roots, but were usually located in

practice by scraping the suspected area with a trowel. Banks composed
of till could generally be distingui.shed from virgin soil, though an old

turf line was observed in one instance only. On the north, perhaps a
sheltered area protected by the mass of the knoll as in crag-and-tail

formation, a very deep deposit of more yellowish boulder-clay overlaid

the rock. I wms here unable to distinguish disturbed from undisturbed
soil with any confidence.

From superficial indications the knoll seems to have been girt Avith

three concentric banks (fig. 1). The innermost, enclosing the almost
level summit 93 by 40 yards in area, is eAerywhere very low, while
Outer Bank is inA'isible on the south and east. There are superficial

indications of entrances on the east, the south, and north-east, and of
a sort of hut-circle near the Avestern entrance just inside Middle Bank.
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To test the nature of the defences two sections, i feet wide, N.I

and N II were dug across the ramparts on the north during May an

June 1931 by members of the Edinburgh League of Prehistorians

working on Saturdays and odd week-days. In April and May 193- a

section, E.I. was cut through the assumed “hut-circle across the

100 0 !20 200 300 FEBT

Fig. 1. Castlelau- Fort : Flan (based on H.M.O.’W. Survey) showing lines of sections.

eastern ramparts with hired labour, working continuously save when

interrupted by snow or fog. At the same time an Earth-house,

unexpectedly discovered in the section, was cleared out and the eastern

entrance was fully explored by sections E.II, III, H , ^ ^
I, and "V II.

These operations revealed, in addition to the superficially visible

ramparts, two fosses cut in the rock on either side of Middle Bank as

well as the unsuspected Earth-house.

The Ramparts and Fosses.

Sections X. I and E.I (fig. 2) give the best idea of the nature of the

defences : in E. II the thick deposit of yellow boulder-clay obscured

distinctions between artificial banks or excavations and virgin soil.
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The relations of the several defensive works to one another is not
obvious, and needs separate discussion after the actual works have
been described. Similarlj' the Earth-house, built in a section of Inner
Fosse, cannot belong to the original plan and must be treated apart.

Inner Bank .—In neither section has Inner Bank to-day sufficient

elevation to appear as a marked excrescence in the section (fig. 2); it

merely accentuates the natural turf slope. It was composed mainly of

earth and has consequently been washed away to a large extent. In

sections N. I and E.I only about 10 inches of the soil, interposed

between turf and till, can be assigne<l to the rampart, but on the north

side of East Gate the bank, composed of very sandy soil, still rises

more than 2 feet above the intact till. In E. I a very irregular layer

of boulders with black soil between them extended for about 8 feet

under the api3arent crest of the rampart, and 2 feet beyond their outer
edge a line of boulders, roughly fitted together like a rude retaining

wall, crossed the line of section. Under the boulder-layer a deposit of

ash marked where a fire had been kindled previous to its formation.

As will be shown below, at least the ends of Inner Bank at East Gate
had been faced with a timber construction. A palisade may be suspected
along the whole line of the bank, but no positive proof was furnished
by section N. I or E. I.
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Inner Fosse .—The slope of the hill is next interrupted hy Inner Fosse.

To make it the till had been cut through and the living rock beneath

quarried away. South of the causeway, 28 feet wide, representing East

Gate, Inner Fosse is, as remarked, occupied by the gallery of an Earth-

house with the attached beehive chamber cut into its scarp. These

structures are presumably secondary to the fosse which continues

beyond the end of the gallery ; its southern section was not therefore

examined in its original form. North of the entrance causewaj^ in sections

N. I and E.II an inrush of water prevented us reaching the bottom of

the fosse. The standing water had also disintegrated the rock-face of

the excavation so that in section N. I the counterscarp could not be

clearly distinguished. The width of the excavation in section N. I

from the face of the scarp to the presumed outer brim, which owing
to the steep slope of the hill here stands nearly 3 feet below the inner

edge, Avas feet or 13 feet OAer all. Watei’-leAel was reached 6 feet

below the inner rim. The ditch was filled Avith broken rock-fragments

and a little soil OA'erlaid by a more clayey silting still containing many
broken rock-fragments mixed Avith a little charcoal, 2 to 3 feet deep.

This silting, Avhich sloped up and OA’er the broken rock against the

counterscarp, Avas in turn coA^ered by a deposit of looser black soil that

also rested directly against the naked rock of the scarp Avhere it Avas

OA'er 2 feet deep, but sloped up oA’er the broken rock against the

counterscarp. In the black soil Avere many loose bovdders, but also two
lines of boulders crossing our trench and roughly parallel some 4 feet

apart. These lines were at first taken for Avail foundations in situ,

but more probably represent the debris of some construction that had
slipped doAvn perhaps from Middle Bank, though the inner line of

boulders lay against the rock of the scarp (fig. 2). A fragment of a

shale armlet Avas found in the black soil betAAeen these tAA'o slipped

“walls.” In section E.II where the native rock aaus oAerlaid by a foot

of till, the fosse had an OA’er-all width of 7 feet or 5 feet 8 inches from
the rock-face of the scarp to the outer edge of the excaAation in the

till. Water-leA'el was encountered 4 feet below the turf; at this depth
the rock-faces of scarp and counterscarp were still 3 feet 9 inches apart.

The ditch was filled at the centre to 8 inches aboA'e AAater-leAel Avith

broken rock and clay Avhich sloped up oAer scarp and counterscarp
alike. Upon this clayey silt lay the usual deposit of black soil, here
3 feet 3 inches deep at the centre of the fosse, which yielded no relics.

The exposure of AAcll-cut scarp and counterscarp here and the slope of
the clayey silt OA er them disposes of a suggestion made by my colleague
Dr Campbell that the supposed silt N. I w’as really intact boulder-clay
upon which the black soil and “AAmlls” rested. The nature of this clayey
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silt is none the less rendered doubtful by observation made at the south

end of this section of ditch in section E. V, which raised fresh problems
as to the relation of the fosse to Middle Bank. These ai'e discussed

more fully on p. 376.

Middle Bank, the most conspicuous rampart of the fort, seems com-
posed mainly of material derived from Inner Fosse. In sections N. I,

E. I, E. lY, E. Y, and E. II at least the uppermost but densest layer

consisted of broken rock-fragments or scree, presumably the debris of

quarrying out the fosse. In N. II, where, as remarked on p. 363, the living

rock was buried by a very deep deposit of boulder-clay, the bank was
formed entirely of clay. Similarly the bank seemed to run on south

of E. Y, where Inner Fosse is interrupted by the wide entrance causeway,

but precisely at this point its character changes, the scree which dis-

tinguishes it disappearing to give place to earth which has been largely

washed away (cf. p. 375).

Apart from the presence of material derived from the adjacent Inner

Fosse (if any), the constituents of the rampart varied in the several

sections cut through it. In I and II the body of the bank was
strengthened by a setting of boulders one course thick, and from 1 foot

2 inches to 1 foot 8 inches high. In X. I this setting did not rest on
virgin soil, but was separated therefrom by 18 inches of the broken
rock that constituted the bank. In both cases the stone setting stands

slightly within the apparent cre.st of the bank. In E.II this stone setting

was missing. Here a layer of disturbed till 9 inches thick formed the

core on which the broken rock scree rested. Finally, in E.Y a line of

large boulders rested directly on virgin soil immediately below the

apparent crest, the scree just covering and lying inside this. In each
case the artificially accumulated material has raised the turf at the

crest a little over 3 feet above virgin soil. The rampart has an apparent
width of approximately 7 feet, but much of the component scree has

evidently slipped down the steep slope outside the rampart and into

the adjacent Inner Fosse.

The southern portion of Middle Bank, explored in sections E. I and
E. lY, is rather more elaborate. In each case a trench 10 to 20 inches

wide and 12 to 18 inches deep was exposed, dug in the till and under-
lying rock parallel to the line of the rampart and a couple of feet outtiide

its apparent crest. ^ The outer edge of the trench was lined with large

boulders, some of which lay within it as if the}’ had fallen. The position

of these is compatible with the view that the trench had supported
a revetment of timbers sloped against the bank outside which the

* Dr Curwen found a preci-iely similar ‘'groove'' under the outer face of the rampart at

Ci-isbury. Ant. Jonm., vol. xi. p. 22.
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boulders had been laid ;
actually in E. IV the trench was undercut

precisely as would be required for such a revetment (fig. 6).* Four
(E. I) to five (E. IV) feet outside this ditch was a shallower one, parallel

to the first and 18 inches wide, but only I inches deep at its centre. A
similar system of two parallel ditches of unequal depth came to light

under the strip of the northern section of the same bank between the

end of Inner Fosse and the interruption of the bank by East Gate. Here,

too, large boulders lay along the outer margin of the deep inner trench

or just within it. But here the work was strengthened by a series of

stout posts at intervals of 4i feet, the holes for which, 15 inches in

diameter, ciit the inner edge of the deeper ditch.

The southern part of the rampart behind the ditch now forms an
accumulation 3 feet deep above virgin soil. In E. I there is a core

of disturbed till, 3 feet wide and 1 foot 1 inch deep, resting on an old

turf line and terminating at the ditch. Above it and spreading across

the ditch to its outer margin comes a layer of black earth, small

boulders, and broken rock, 10 inches thick. In E. IV, where the clay

core was missing, this stony layer was 1 foot 3 inches deep. In each
case it was far less convex than the topmost layer, consisting of broken
rock-scree that has obviously spread badly.

Outer Fosse .—The foot of the slope was everywhere defended by a

fosse of imposing proportions that is now scarcely discernible under
the turf. In N. I the fosse was 11 feet wide over all and 6 feet deep,

the lowest 2^ to 3 feet being cut in living rock to an asymmetrical V-shaped
bottom. It was filled with broken rock and black soil to a depth of

31 feet. Upon this primary silting, as in Inner Fosse, rested in black

soil two irregular lines of boulders resembling wall foundations, but,

as in the former instance, to he regarded as slips. In E. V the fosse

was 91 feet wide and nearly 5 feet deep, the last 6 inches being below
water-level.

South of the entrance causeway in section E. I Outer Fosse was only
just over 6 feet wide but quarried in solid rock to a depth of 6 feet.

It was filled with broken rock and loose clay.

Outer Bank was identified only on the northern side of the fort.

In N. II it was found to rise 21 feet above virgin soil and to be composed,
like Middle Bank, in the same section of boulder-clay. In N. I the
bank was composed of scree, most of which had slipped down outwards,
leaving only about 1 foot of accumulation. In each case a line of
stones set on edge in the till .seems to have helped to support the
bank.

^ Recently (October Dr Curweii lia.s obtained evidence for a similar inward batter on tlie

timber revetment of a Sussex fort.
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The Eastehn Entrance.

In addition to testing the defences, the East Gate of the Fort, evidently

the principal entrance, was explored in 1932. To this end the following

sections were cut (fig. 3): E. II, a trench 5 feet wide subsequently en-

larged to 15 feet in places, across the causeway from the end of the

Earth-house in the southern part of Inner Fosse to the northern segment
of the same Fosse and of Middle Bank (this struck Inner Fosse N
obliquely 25 feet from its actual end) ; E. Ill from the end of the Earth-

house to the centre of Inner Gate, 5 feet wide but subsequently enlarged

to expose the whole of the gate ; E. IV across the apparent end of

the southern part of Middle Bank to the corresponding end of Outer

Fosse ; E. V across the end of Inner Fosse along the axis of Inner Gate

to Outer Fosse
;

E. VI, a series of trenches between E. IV and E. V
to find the south end of the north part of Outer Fosse; E. VII along

the line of Middle Bank from E. V to E. IV (fig. 3).

Access to the fortified area was obtained along a causeway 25 feet

wide across Outer Fosse just east of the crest of the saddle joining

the knoll to the main hill (the causeway itself seems to have been

protected by an outwork, much disturbed by a footpath, and not ex-

plored). A left-hand turn round the end of Inner Fosse is necessary

to bring the visitor into line with the gap in Inner Bank that may
be called Inner Gate. The latter being well defined is the best starting-

point for a description of the rather puzzling entrance.

Inner Gate .—East Gate was represented superficially by a gap 22 feet

wide from crest to crest in Inner Bank. At the gap’s centre the turf

was 1 foot 3 inches and 2 feet lower than on the crests of the

bank’s southern and northern ends respectively. On deturfing the

central area and clearing away superficial soil not more than 8 inches

deep at the gap’s centre, various post-holes and other excavations came

to light. Some were filled with very black soil or dark soil and mould,

others with loose red clay di.stinguishable from the surrounding virgin

till only by the feel and the deeper penetration of grass-roots. These

latter holes had presumably been filled in or allowed to silt up while

the subsoil in the gateway was still exposed ; any posts they may have

contained had been removed before the gateway fell into desuetude

and became grass-grown. Such are marked by open circles on the plan

(fig. 3). In the remaining holes, filled with black soil, we may infer

that the wood rotted aAvay in situ; they are shaded in fig. 3. Round
the mouths of such post-holes two or three large stones, evidently

packing-stones designed to wedge-up the post, were normally found.

When the black post-holes alone are considered, the essential features
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of the gateway are easily reeognised on the plan. Two pairs of stout

post-holes, syniinetrically disposed on either side of the passage as

deduced from surface indications, appear respectively 7 feet 8 inches

and 7 feet 4 inches apart.^ The holes of the outer pair are each close

Fit?, a. Castlelaw Fort : Plan of Ka.st Gate and eonti<?uous structme.s (based on a survey by

fohn iMathieson, Corr. .Mein. S..A..Scot.).

on 2 feet in diameter, and penetrate 144 and 8 inches respectively

into the undisturbed till. The shallower northern hole is just cut by

two others of similar depth and about 15 inches diameter that must

have contained props or buttress-posts.^ The two inner gate-posts had

a diameter of just under 2 feet, and were both set 18 inches into the

' Cf. the Trundle gateway. Sussr.r .Irch. Cols., vol. lx.xii. (lySOi. pi. v. and p. 128.

2 Similar holes for buttress-posts are noted by Curweu at the Trundle, ibid.

VOL. LXVII. •24
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vii’gin till. Presumably the two gate-posts on either side were inter-

connected by some sort of wooden structure facing the rampart ends,

6 feet wide on each side, so that the gate was of the barbican type.

Two small stake-holes, about 6 inches wide and to 64 inches deep,

may have contained supplementary" supports for such a facing on the

south, as may a hole 10 inches wide and inches deep on the north.

In the thoroughfare between the gate-posts are several puzzling hollows.

Some may be dismissed as I’abbit-scrapes, though it may" be assumed
that no rabbit would try" burrowing in the till unless the latter had
been already disturbed. The oval depression, 3 feet long, 1;^ foot wide,

and 7 inches deep, just in front of the outer gate-post on the north,

cannot be thus explained away". It was filled with black earth, with

four small boulders projecting from its rim. The small, regular hole

near by, 11 by" 8 inches across and 15 inches deep, though certainly"

designed to hold a post, belongs to the older series filled with red clay",

so that it does not disfigure the plan. The little curved trench in the

centre of the fairway- is only' about 2 to 3 inches deep, except for two
sharp-pointed depressions. It may- be due to rabbits.

The outer margin of Inner Bank is marked on the south by- a trench

6 to 8 inches wide and 5 to 6 inches deep, filled with black earth or

loose stones that may have served as the basis for a wooden revetment.

Nothing corresponding could be detected in the y-ellower till on the

north. Under both hanks large excavations, perhaps foundations for

a palisade, were uncovered. That under South Bank was oval, -1 feet

long by 24 feet broad by 1 foot 5 inches deep, and filled with black

earth; it was edged with substantial packing stones, while two more
lay- within it as shown in ^Inh xiii., pi. ii. 2. Its counterpart on
the north Avas only- 1 foot deep, 2^ feet long, and 1 foot wide. Just east

of the OA’al pit under the southern section of the rampart Avas a nearly

circular pit, about 2J feet in diameter, filled AA'ith red clay. SeA-eral

boulders lay" in it. Two post-holes, about 11 inches deep and 18 inches

in diameter behind the holes for the inner gate-posts on the inner

margin of the southern and northern sections of the rampart, may
haA'e helped to support some revetment along its inner side.

Rt'DKiins on or near the Causenaij across hiner Fosse.—Only- the
southern edge of the presumed thoroughfare from Inner Gate to the

gap in Middle Bank AAas exposed in section III, and accordingly it

is impossible to interpret the stray post-holes here encountered. The
remains exposed in section E. II that traA erses the causeAvay-, howeA er,

seem to make a certain pattern (fig. 3).

Here tAA"o groups of ditches and foundations were exposed on either
side of a gap, just under 8 feet Avide, w-hich may- be supposed to mark
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the continuation of the fairway. (The oval excavation, shown on the

plan, 3 feet long by 11 inches Avide by 8 inches deep, blocking this

gap was filled wfith red clay, and must therefore be assigned to a

period anterior to that of the other structures described here and in

the last paragraph.)

On the south of the gap we exposed two irregular ditches, of varying

depth, filled with dark earth and packed with stones at irregular intervals.

These ditches, about 8 feet apart, ran roughly parallel at right angles

4. Ciistlelaw F’ort ; House founriiitions looking west along ditch N. 4 and N. 1.

to the supposed fairway, and were joined or cut by others parallel to

it. The western ditch seems to run on sovithw ard into the soil disturbed

in the erection of the Earth-house. The eastern ditch debouches into

that structure. These excavations can hardly have been simple drains

(and even if they were, they could not belong to the period of the

Earth-house, since it would be absurd tt) drain water into the dwelling).

It seems more likely that they mark the site of a small hut or guard-
chamber, the southern corner of which had been cut into when Inner
Fosse was enlarged to take the Earth-house.

North of the fairway comparable remains survive in a less disturbed

condition. A marginal ditch, N. 1, 10 to 12 inches wide by 7 to 9 inches

deep, begins on the western edge of our trench, runs parallel to the

axis of Inner Gate for about 5 feet (fig. 4), and then, crossing an
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apparent post-hole, turns away at right angles, or rather debouches

into a new ditch flowing towards Inner Fosse. This extension, now
11 inches wide and 10 inches deep, and termed ditch N. 2. is joined

about 2 feet from the corner by another (3), also running in from the

west. After a gap of 7 feet the line of ditch 1 is taken up by a new
ditch (4), 10 to 12 inches wide and attaining a depth of well over

18 inches, which after about 5 feet bends southward. On the narrow

ridge of till between ditches 1 and 3 was an irregular line of stones,

Fig. 0. Cii&tleUtw Fort : Ilou.st- foundaliuns looking south.

some laid flat, some on edge on the brim of the ditches. It crosses

ditch 2 and continues thence for 101 feet, following the inner edge of

ditch 4. This line of stones might well be the foundation for a wall,

termed hereafter a. Wall a is joined at the junction of ditches 1 and 2

by a second similar line of stones, wall h. that crosses ditch 3 and runs

along the western margin of ditch 2 for a total distance of 8 feet. It

then turns sharply and. crossing ditch 2. runs as wall o parallel to

a for nearly ;j feet. At this point just outside (north of) its line stands

on edge a flat stone 2 feet long and 1 foot high (fig. .5, centre). If

we suppose these three walls to mark the remnants of a rectangular

chamber, this stone would do well for a jamb for the door. This

“chamber ” may have been completed bj the very broken wall id) that

takes off from wall a about its middle. The extension of a beyond
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this point may have belonged to a second room, the north-eastern

corner of which has been waslied away into Inner Fosse. The irregular

line of stones traversing the first chamber obliquely seems the support

for a bank rather than a wall, as west of it a layer of disturbed till

raised the floor some three inches, as shown in section E. T (fig. 6).

While such a hut would form a suitable counterpart to that assumed
near the end of the Earth-house, no hearth was found to confirm the

interpretation. Moreover, the several post-holes exposed in or near its

area do not seem to bear any intelligible relation to the walls and
trenches that should delimit it. In this area we recovered a sherd of

hand-made native pottery in ditch 1, a whetstone (No. If) on the till just

outside the junction of ditches 1 and 2, and some small iron objects

sec'^.’ON' ? Sccrj:. W

Fijx. Ca-^tlelaw Fort : Sections K. IV» V. an<l II (c/. fiu‘. 8).

and minute scraps of native pottery from the black soil between wall (J

and Inner Fosse.

The section of Inner Fosse now occupied by the Earth-house terminates
2f to 26 feet south of the imaginary eastward extension of the axis of

Inner Gate. This axial line, if extended a further 10 feet, would actually

cut the northern section of Inner Fosse, which continues for 9 feet south
of the axial line. The causeway across Inner Fosse is thus about 28 feet

wide and markedly askew to Inner Gate.

Middle Gate .—The right-hand turn imposed on anyone leaving the
fort by the arrangement of Inner Fosse is accentuated by the disposition

of the gap through Inner Bank. The end of the turf-crest of this bank
on the south lies 48 feet back from the axis of Inner Gate. Under the
rampart here the deep ditch (m) found under the same bank in

section E. I reappears duplicated (fig. 6). Both the trenches (?n and n).

here cut 18 and 15 inches respectively right into the living rock, were
edged with boulders and ran on under the turf slope of the rampart's
end. The inner and shallower (a) contained at its bottom a deposit
of ash and burnt cattle bones. Both trenches end to the north in

sharp-cut rock-faces. They presumably served to support a facing for
the end of the rampart as well as an external revetment. A shallow
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ditch ip) cut in till or rock seems to mark the edge of the fairway
between the end of Inner Fosse and the face of the gate denoted by
the ends of m and a. It was noted that on the fairway north-east of

this ditch, as well as under the rampart, the till had been stripped off,

exposing the naked rock.

The apparent crest of the northern section of Middle Bank terminates
right on the axis of Inner Gate (line of section V), some 48 feet from the
corresponding point on the rampart's southern section. And certainly

Fie. 7. Castlelaw Fort : Core of Middle Bank and scree

resting on silt of Inner Fosse.

the broken rock-scree normally constituting the bank does not extend
south of this point. The scree-bank here lies entirely over the line of

Inner Fosse, the material now actually resting on the clayej" silt which
fills the latter to within a few inches of its brim (as may be seen in

fig. 7, left). On the same silt immediately within the outer margin of
the ditch, and right below the apparent crest of the bank, seemed to

stand a line of substantial boulders, evidently the core-Avall of the
rampart. Other large stones lay embedded in the silt further in the
ditch (fig. 7). Eighteen inches outside the line of the core-wall we
found a shallow trench, 10 inches wide and 0 inches deep, cut in the till

;

it seemed to run into Inner Fosse (fig. 7). As already remarked, the
phenomena here noticed suggest at first sight that Middle Bank had
been thrown u[) after Inner Fosse was already silted up. They are
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really perfectly compatible with the view that the scree of the bank
and the core-wall supporting it had simply slipped inwards into the

fosse.

While the scree-bank comes to an end. as just explained, on the

axial line of Inner Gate, the rampart in its final form did not stop

short there. Even superficially a low ridge in the turf could be

distinguished continuing the line of the rampart, and has been marked
on the Royal Commission's plan. On excavation the line of stones

Ciistlelaw Fort : Coiitinu.Uioii of MiiMle Bank l»eyuiul end ot Inner Fosse,

lookinji’ south-east.

interpreted as the core of the rampart was found to continue in

precisely the required direction for 15 feet (fig. 8). Here the line of

stones abuts on ditch 4, which, as remarked on p. 372, turns southward
after rounding the end of Inner Fosse. This ditch, now 1 foot 3 inches

to 2 feet wide, and attaining a depth of 1 foot 9 inches, continues the

line of the rampart for 23 feet till it peters out in the naked rock of

the fairway. After a gap of 10 feet it is again lined or bordered with
large boulders to within 6 feet of its end. This boulder-rimmed ditch

looks like a counterpart to ditch ni under the southern section of the

rampart. Moreover, roughly parallel to it and from 1 foot 8 inches to

2 feet 8 inches outside it runs a shallow trench, only 5 to 10 inches deep,

corresponding presumably to ditch / under the southern section of the

rampart. Finally, cutting the inner (western) edge of the deeper ditch
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(fig. 3), 111 and 1(5 feet from its end. were three regular post-holes. 15 inches

in diameter. In a word, the northern part of Middle Bank is continued

south of the end of Inner Fosse by a work assimilated in character to

the southern section of the same rampart rather than the rest of the

northern portion, but composed presumably largely of earth which has

been washed away and strengthened by a palisade standing in the

post-holes.

The northern section of Middle Bank therefore continues to within

at least 11^ feet of the end of the southern portion. Middle Gate is

presumably denoted by the gap between the southernmost post-hole

and the corresponding big stone in the deep ditch (X. 4) on the one

hand, and the ends of ditches )it and n on the other. No traces of supports

for a facing of the northern end were discoverable in the area excavated

by us inside of the line of the deeper ditch on the north.

Outer Cnufieu-aij.—To the gap just described corresponds an inter-

ruption 25 feet wide in Outer P’osse (figs. 3 and fi). But just as Middle

Gate is formed by a ccjntinuation of the northern part of Middle Bank dis-

tinguishable from the rest, so the causeway seems to be delimited by an
addition to the northern portion of Outer Fosse. Twelve feet from the line

of section V (axis of Inner Gate), where the fosse is 9i feet wide and

4| feet deep, Outer Fosse narrows to 3| feet and its depth is reduced

by a ridge of rock to le>s than 2 feet. Hereafter the excavation widens

out again to (ii feet and increases correspondingly in depth. This section,

23 feet long, looks obviously like an addition to the original plan.

Our plan, fig. .3, shows how, without this addition to Outer Fosse

and had Middle Bank terminated where the scree-bank actually ends,

there would have been an almost straight-through entrance to the

Fort right up to Inner Gate. The left-hand tui-n imposed upon an
invader is conditioned above all by the extensif)n of the northern

section of Middle Bank. The discrepancy between Inner and Middle

Gate, and the obvious addition to Outei- Fosse that helps to bring it

about, surely denote a change of plan, but one which might well have
been made during the execution of the works. On the other hand,

doubts are certainly possible as to the unity of the plan. In particular,

was Middle Bank thrown up while Inner Fosse was still open? In

the southern section it will be noted that Middle Bank diverges from
Inner Fosse, here represented by the Earth-house, the crest being

13 feet distant from the edge of the gallery in E. I and 15 feet distant

in E. lY. On the other hand, in its northern section the rampart's

crest crosses the outer edge of Inner Fosse in section E. but stands

8 feet outsi<le it on the line of section E. II, 24 feet away. These facts,

together with the position of the s<-ree material and core-wall of the
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bank upon the silt of Inner Fosse (as noted on p. 371), might be held

to indicate that Middle Bank was only cast up after Inner Fosse had
become silted up through disuse. In the same period presumably the

southern section of the disused fosse would have been converted into

the Earth-house.

Against this we may recall the use of material presumably derived
from Inner Fosse in the construction of Middle Bank, insisting par-

ticularly on the instructive negative evidence provided by sections N. II

and E.YII (p, 366), Xor does the position of the entry to the Earth-
house right opposite the gap in Middle Bank suggest that this work
was thrown up to defend the former. Finally, the bank of scree tbat

still lines the sides of the Earth-house trench seems quite distinct from
Middle Bank. When it is remembered that this scree originally formed
a continuous mound right across the gallery, it will be seen that Middle
Bank would be made more or less superfluous by it. On the whole,
being unable to recognise any more intelligible scheme when one bank
or fosse is omitted. I incline to the view that the existing fortifications

are api>roximately contemporary. The present position of the scree

and boulders from Middle Bank over Inner Fosse would be attributable

to slip.

The Earth-hoese.

As previously noted, section E. I led us into a quite unexpected
Earth-house built within a section of Inner Fosse. For a distance of

72 feet the rock-walls of the fosse, which must have been widened and
deepened for the puriiose, are faced with fairly good masonry composed
entirely of boulders and quarried stones that had been brought to the
spot from elsewhere. It thus forms a gallery now 4 to 5^ feet deep
and from 3 to 6^ feet wide. About 32 feet from the gallery's mouth
the bottom six courses of the west wall turn westw ard and are carried

round a roughly circular annex about 11 feet in diameter. After
completing the circuit of this chamber, hereafter called the beehive,
the wall continues more or less on the old line for a further 33 feet,

until it eventually joins on to the east wall. The southern end of the
gallery is, however, wader, in places by as much as 31 feet, than the
section north of the beehive’s doorway.

The gallery is entered by four irregular steps cut in the living l ock.

Immediately at the foot of the staircase two holes, respectively 2 feet
long by 14 foot wade by 1 foot deep, and 14 foot long by 7 inches wade by
5 inches deep, have been cut into the rock against the two walls, leav-
ing a causeway only Ij foot wide between them (fig. 10). These holes
presumably represent sockets for jambs of wood or stone. The gallery
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floor of rather frayed rock is almost flat, but slopes down in sympathy
with the general inclination of the original fosse from 985 feet above
O.D. between the jamb-sockets to 978‘3 at the far end. The rock was
actually found coated with an inch or two of bluish clay. This clay

floor may have been renewed at least once since, while the clay resting

immediately on the rock was in many places full of fragments of char-

coal. These patches were everywhere covered by a layer of clean clay.

Eventually the clay of the secondary flooring had completely buried

the rock-heAvn stejjs of the entrance and the jamb-sockets, so that

Fif;. !•. Castlelaw Fort : PI. in and Srctions of E.irt h-house. By J. Afatheson, Esq.

d'uir. AFein. S.A.Scot.).

access to the gallery Avas obtained doAvn a rather steep slope (stippled

in section E. II in fig. 6).

No roofing Avas found in situ. Though a great number of sizable

boulders similar to those used in the Avails cumbered the gallery floor,

only four freestone slabs (5 feet 9 inches. 3 feet 11 inches. 3 feet 9 inches,

and 3 feet 7 inches long respectiAely) that might haAe spanned it as

lintels Avere identified. Making all due alloAvance for the possible

reduction of others to unidentifiable sizes, it may still be asserted that

the structure was never lintelled over throughout its entire length. A
corbelled barrel A'ault is less unlikely, though the observed oversailing

of the surAUA'ing courses hardly suffices to demonstrate it. The end at

least is definitely a corbelled apse.
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The beehive is built rather more carefully than the gallery of well-

chosen stones, some of which even show traces of dressing; others have
been obviously selected because natural cleavages harmonised with the

contour of the walls or the slope of the corbelling. The interstices

between the boulders have been carefully filled with wedges of small

Fiij. 11. Castlelaw Fort ; Entrance to Beehive from within.

stones or broken rock. The walls, standing in {tlaces over (5 feet high,

corbel noticeably inwards, the maximum overhang observed at 6 feet

being 1 foot 10 inches. Immediately ojtposite the doorway there must
have been an ainbrj’, about 1| foot wide, 5.1 feet above the floor (fig. 12).

The beehive floor, like that of the gallery, was of irregular rock.

A hollow near the centre, cut in the rock and filled with charcoal,

presumably denoted the central hearth (fig. 12). Against the south wall

was a similar depression. As in the gallery, the rock-floor had been
coated with bluish clay that overrode the charcoal of the primary
hearth and itself carried a secondary hearth, marked by a thin layer
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of ash, delimited by four small boulders set symmetrically round the

central area.

The beehive and the gallery alike were tilled with fragments of broken
rock mixed with large boulders from the walls. The same scree forms
banks on either side of the gallery and presumably round the beehive.

Fig. 12. Castlelaw Fort : Interior of Beehive chamber showing rock-cut hearth.

On either side of the gallery these scree-banks raise the turf feet

above virgin soil, while midway between them a hollow in the turf,

12 to 21 inches below the hanks' crests, superficially marked the line of
the gallery. The scree filling the structure must have fallen in from
above; in other words, before the collapse of the gallery's roof the
scree-banks must have joined across it. Thus the whole Earth-house
must have been covered by a continuous flat or slightly convex hank
or mound, superficially visible. Like the precisely similar scree in
Middle Bank, the components of this mound presumably represent the
debris from quarrying in the rock when the fosse was enlarged to take
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the masonry. This material must have been piled up on either side of
the excavation and then spread over it when the gallery was roofed
in. Evidence for the presumed enlargement of the fosse is provided
by a section of the gallery where the wall fell in before it had been
shored up. The collapse exposed a rock-face more perpendicular and
more skilfully cut (utilising the natural planes of cleavage) than those
exposed in either of the fosses cut by sections X. I, E. I, E. II, and E. V.

Finally, it may be remarked here that in section E. I a relatively deep
layer of black earth filled the secondaiy hollow between the two Earth-
house banks. From this soil was recovered a fragment of a shale
armlet. It obviously must have reached this position after the collapse
of the Earth-house roof, but as its edges are distinctly rolled, it may
have been washed in from the surface and need not date the collapse.

The floor of the gallery and the beehive being practically Avater-

tight, the clay covering it Avas in a putty-like state. In this condition

it Avas virtually impossible to distinguish any relics contained in it

and troAvel Avork Avas impracticable. The floor deposit Avas accordingly
stripped off with a spade and spread out on the grass to dry. The
majority of the relics were recoA’ered by breaking up this material in

the hands. A few objects were none the less found m situ in the
buildings. A fragment from the base of a bowl of Samian AA'are Avas

thus found on the A'ery rock in the wide southern portion of the gallery,

while a bronze bar rested on the rock against the south Avail of the
beehiA’e. A good deal of iron slag AA’as lying in the clay and ashes round
the hearth, and a flat piece of glass, presumably Roman, lay embedded
in the clay floor of the beehiA'e. An unfinished AA'horl of shale lay on
the floor of the entrance passage, and opposite its mouth in the clay
of the gallery floor a bloom of iron. The bronze mount (of fig. 13 (2)) Avas

found in the floor close to the mouth of the gallery, AAdiile pieces of
glass, a bit of sheet bronze, and a bronze ring lay on the floor here.

Among the stones against the west wall at the entry lay the long
“shoe-last celt" of shale (fig. II). At several points in the gallery,
particularly just in front of the beehiA'e entry, broken animal bones
Avere discoA'ered amongst the broken rock of the filling against the
AA'alls, but as much as a foot aboA e the actual floor. Other bones and a
piece of deer’s antler Avere discovered in interstices of the stones forming
the end AA’all of the gallery.
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The Relics and the Age of the Fort.

The following relics were collected during the exeavation.s :

—

From the Rock-floor

:

No.
7. Bar of bronze. 8 '80 inches long, square at one eud by inch),

and hammered flat (f bj' ;f^7 inch) at the other—in beehive.
9. Fragment from base of “Samian” bowl—from gallery.

On or in the Clay covering Rock-floor

:

No.
2. Flat piece of gla.ss—in beehive.

11. Minute fragment of bronze, shapeless—in beehive.
10. Lignite whorl (unfinished)—passage leading to beehive.
12. Piece of baked clay stiffened with hair and moulded as if belonging

to a rectangular vessel, the interior stained green with verilegris
—gallery, south eud.

15. Piece of sheet bronze, quite shapeless—gallery, middle.
16. Bloom of iron, opposite door of beehive—gallery, middle.
20. Buckle with Late Celtic ornament (fig. 18)—gallery, near door.
21. Piece of fiat glass—gallery, near door.
6. Bronze ring, plain—among stones near door.
8. “Shoe-last celt ” of stone (fig. 14)—against wall at east side of door.

From the Floor Deposits after Drying:

Beehive :

4. Rim sherd of hand-made pottery (fig. 18).

19. ^liiiute fragment of curved glass.
IS. Bronze nail.

23. Bronze tube.
24. Piece of sheet bronze.
25. Fragment of ii'oii knife.
26. Minute sherd of hand-made pottery bearing incised ornament.

Gallery

:

17. Curved piece of glass.

22. Fragment of base of thick “.Samian" bowl.
27-80. Pieces of iron too rusted for restoration.
45. 46. 51. Pieces of iron too rusted for restoration.
81. Scrap of bronze sheet showing thin (?) engraved line and traces of (?)

solder.
88. Piece of "Samian” ware, plain.
47. Minute sherds of plain hand-maile pottery.
48. Bronze brooch (fig. 13).

34. Two iron nails.

From the Occnpation Area in Section II (vf. p. 378) came:
14. Trapezoid whetstone.
32. Sherds of native pottery—ditch N. I.

33. Pebble chipped flat on two opposed faces.
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36. Fragment of thin lignite disk, probably oi-iginally 3'60 inches in diameter
with a central perforation 1 inch across.

39. Segment of lignite armlet, just under turf south of wall <1.

41. Long curved piece of iron (?) hook—black soil overlying primary silt in
Inner Fosse, near its end.

42. Stone worked to a pyramidal shape, broken.
43. Tiny sherds of hand-made ])ottery.

35, 49. .50. Round stone balls. 1? to 1 J inch in diameter.

MiscellancoKH Relics :

1. Rolled fragment of lignite armlet, in black earth and scree level with
wall tops in section E. I—across gallery.

A similar armlet was found among boulders in black earth overlying
primary silting of Inner Fosse in section X. I.

54. Fragment of “Samian" ware, just under tui‘f (here overlying naked
rock)—in fairway of Middle Gate.

55. Lignite finger-ring (; inch external diameter), circular in section—loose
earth, extension of section E. I. near Inner Bank.

56. Upper stone from flat rotary quern, just under turf near Middle Bank
in section X. II.

Large section of a modern iron paling immediately under turf between
Earth-house and Middle Banks, near Middle Gate.

Modern iron heel-plate, in loose earth on inner edge of Outer Fosse in
section VI.

The bloom of iron, No. 16. pronounced by Professor Desch to be sur-

prisingly pure, merely confirms the inference that metallurgical operations

were carried on in the Earth-house, as suggested by the quantity of ore

found in the beehive. No. 7 is a product or raw material of the same
industry. No. 12 is more puzzling. The clay, greyish in colour and only

^ inch thick, seems to contain a stiffening of hair or vegetable fibre; it

is rough externally. The smooth interior bears markings suggestive
of the grain of wood, as if it had, in fact, been plastered on to a square
beam. This would explain also the shape of the fragment, but not the
green stains on the interior that seem due to contact with corroded
bronze. The presence of hair seems to rule out explanation as a mould,
which would account for the remaining features.

Nos. 2, 9, 17, 19, 20, 21, 22, 38, and 48 attest contact between the inhabi-
tants of the Earth-house and the Romans or Romanised Britons. The
Samian fragments are unfortunately all small and undecorated, so that
they give no exact indication of date. But the openwork buckle (fig. 13),

though Celtic in style, is probably a production of provincial Germanv.
as Dr James Curie' has remarked in connection with a similar mount
from Traprain Law. In the Rhineland and Dacia such openwork
ornaments are common on Roman sites of the second century a.d."

* Proceedings, vol. lx\i. p. ;W(l.

^ Of. AiMi-., i. X. (i; Per ObergertiKiniscli-Jtiiedsche Limts. L. ;S:^. Zugmantel. T. x. ; Eiegl
Spatromische Kunst. T. xiii-xiv. I owe these references to Mr E. T. Leeds.

VOL. LXVll. 25
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The brooch (fig. 13) ' is decorated with black and red enamel. It was
equipped with a spring pin working on a pivot and a simple bent

projection to serve as a catch. Black enamel is regarded as relatively

late, but a second-century date is possible.

The only significant sherd of native pottery from the Earth-house
(Xo. 4, fig. 13) shows the eversion of the rim typical of the Romano-
Caledonian period.

Xo. 8, of soft sedimentary rock (fig. 14), is exceptional. It looks like

a shoe-last celt. Mr Edwards has, however, remarked that it shows
no signs of use as an adze or hoe-blade

;
the striations, faithfully

reproduced in Mr Kilbride Jones’ drawing, suggest rather use in the

textile industry.

The remaining objects are familiar Iron Age types not more accurately

dateable. The lignite armlets are markedly convex externally and only

slightly so on the inside. The occuri-ence of a rolled fragment (Xo. 1)

in a deposit formed after the collapse of the Earth-house roof has no
chronological significance. The whetstone (Xo. 14) is '25 inch thick,

2‘50 inches long along the longest side and 1’40 inch on the opposite one,

and 1-60 inch broad. Parallels can be cited from Traprain Law. The
small stone balls, too, were common on that site, chiefly in the bottom
level, and recur on Bonchester Hill.

The Roman imports prove an occupation of the Earth-house during

the second century, as in the case of five similar refuges in Angus.-
Architecturally, too, our specimen is allied, by the possession of a

beehive annex, to that at West Grange of Conan in Angus but the

same feature may be seen in the fogou of Chapel Euny^ in Cornwall,
which was probably built in pre-Roman times. A later date is generally

assigned to two earth-houses south of the Forth—Crichton in Midlothian

and Xewstead near Melrose ; for in both dressed stones plundered
from some abandoned Roman camp have been incorporated in the

rough boulder walls. The abandonment of the camps in question is

generally connected with the final withdrawal of the legions after

A.D. 180. The age of the refuges might, however, be assimilated to that

of ours by postulating their erection after the first Roman retreat

—

between 115 and 140.

It is clear that at Castlelaw the Earth-house is not an integral part
of the fort as at Uunsinnan and in Irish raths. It is later than the
fort and represents a different idea—retreat instead of resistance. As
such structures are exceptional south t)f the Forth but common in

‘ vol. 1. p.

' Pntref'ilhuj'i, vol. xxxiv. p. Uiii. p. .‘MO.

’ Auilerson, Iron Agr,
* llenckeii, Arcfutology of Cornivall. p. 14i.
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Aberdeen and Angus, the new idea and its embodiment on the Pentlands
were probably due to an infiltration of people from the north-eastern

counties, similar to but later than that which planted three brochs in

the Lowlands.
In any case, the occupation of the Earth-house in the second century

only gives a termhuis ante quern for the erection of the fort. The latter

is a typical example of what I have elsewhere* called "small forts” in

contradistinction to hill-top towns like Traprain Law or Kaiines Hill-

I find it hard to believe that such small forts would have been tolerated

during the Roman occupation of North Britain seeing that they frequently
seem to threaten the Roman roads. On the other hand, the type is so

nearly confined to that part of North Britain that lies between the
two Walls that a connection with Roman aggression seems an almost
inevitable inference. If the apparent grouping of forts to command
the routes of invaders from the south really indicate a common
strategic plan, they might be regarded as an attempt by the Caledonians,
enlightened and united by their experience under Agricola, to consolidate

the results of their victory' about a.d. 115. But while so few forts are
dateable and the strategic significance of apparent groupings question-
able. speculations of this sort are premature.

Be that as it may', the structure of Inner Gate and of Middle Bank
shows a continuity with British military' architecture as illustrated in

southern England in La Tene times. Indeed the demonstration of the
part play'ed by timber construction in our earth or rubble forts, a part
long recognised in England and Germany', is perhaps the most important
result of the 1932 excavations for Scottish archmology'. Clearly' the
extant banks represent but a paltry fraction of the original defences.
We must imagine Middle Bank as a formidable defence towering steeply
above invaders with its wood-revetted face. Even Inner Bank must have
had some substantial existence then. The stout posts of the barbican
gate give a hint of a rampart walk continuing across the gateway', which
would thus take the form of a narrow tunnel. Stone forts like Castle
Haven, Ardifuar, or the Castles Camp in Durham give positive evidence
for such rampart walks. I believe they' are only' stone versions of what
in less stony' and better wooded country crowned many' a Scottish hill.

Mediajval tapestries and paintings reveal the substantial wooden battle-
ments that once crowned our mote-hills. We must use the imagination
to reach a similar picture of our prehistoric forts.

In conclusion, the excavators have to express very' sincere thanks

' Ant. Journ., vol. xiii. pp. 1 ff. I li.ave here discuvsed at ^treater leiiRth the relation of small
forts to one another and to Roman roads. In the same paper photo^'raphs of post-holes and
trenehes not repeated here have been published.
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to Mr Duiidas of AVoodhouselee, not only for permission to excavate,

blit also for much positive help in the loan of tools, shelter, and kindly

advice. Much of the credit for organising the dig belongs to Mr R. Gair,

then Secretary of the League of Prehistorians. During the operations

Misses Arbuckle, Crichton-Mitchell, and Henderson, Lieutenant-Colonel

Davies, and Messrs R. Gair, H. Kilbride Jones, P. Kennedy, J. Lyford
Pyke, represented the League. For the last month we had welcome
assistance from Mr S. O'Riordan of the Irish National Museum. Mr
J. Mathieson very kindly surveyed the fort and the Earth-house for us,

while Mr H. Kilbride Jones has drawn the relics.
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noisian Implement from, , . . 10

Dumbartonshire : see Croy Hill : Inchmurrin.

Dun Bhaile an High, Benderloch, Food-

vessel Urn from 326

Dundas, D, J. W,, elected 9

Dunian Hill, Roxburghshire, .Stone Axe
found on 9/.

Dunlap, Maurice P,. elected 312

Dun Mhic Uisneachan, Benderloch, Argyll, 325

Dun SIbr, Lismore, Argyll 326

Dunmore, Stirlingshire, Pottery. . . . 225

Dunsapie, Arthurs Seat, Edinburgh, Cul-

tivation Terraces at 74

Dun Sean. Achnacroish Pier. Lismore,

Argyll, 325

Dunsyre Hill, Lanarkshire, Cultivation

Terraces at, 74

Earth-house in Castlelaw Fort, Midlothian,

3a3-5. .377, 386

East Lothian: see Aberlady : Gullaiie:

Harelaw. Longniddry ; Morham

;

Tantallon Castle ; Traprain Law

;

Tusculum. North Berwick.

Eckford, Roxburgh.shire. Axe of Green-

stone from, 17

Edengerach, Aberdeenshire, Bronze Sickle

from 71

Edinburgh;
Cultivation Terraces at Dunsapie.

Arthur s Seat 74

Xotes on the N'etherbow Port, . . . 297

Old Wooden Washing Machine from. , 63

.St Giles Church, .Medal to commemor.ate
the opening, after restoration in ISsS. 17

PAGE

Edward VII., King, and Queen Alexandra,

Greenock Coronation Medal of, . . 11

Edwards, Arthur J. H., on Short Cists in

Roxburgh and Sutherland, and Rock
Scuipturings in a Cave at Wemyss,
Fife 161

Eigg, Island of : see St Donnan’s.

Elk (?), Representation of, in Cave at

M'emyss 174

Enamel, Working of, in Scotland. . . 30, 32

Errol, Perthshire, Bronze Sickle from, . 103

Erskine (Ariskin), Sir J., of Alva, , . 164

Erskine Ferrj-, Renfrewshire, Barley,

unthreshed, from the crannog at, . 71

Ewen, John T., elected, 3

Excavations

at Castlelaw Fort, Midlothian, , . . 362

Denuded Cairn at Geord of Xears,

Rousay, Orkney, 24

.larlshof, Shetland, in 1932. of the Pre-

hi.storic Township at, on behalf of

H.M. Office of Works 82

Trial, at the Old Keig Stone Circle,

Aberdeenshire 37

Expedition in Norway in 1612, The Scottish, 209

Fabricator, Flint, fi-oin the Stevenston

Sands, 27

Fair Isle, Shetland, Cinerarj- Urn and small

Steatite L'rn from 351, 353

Fairley, John A., presented a Gold
Brooch, 341

Felstone, Arrow head of, from .Stevenston

Sand.s, 29

Ferguson, Professor J. De Lancey, elected, 9
Fibula: see Brooch.

Field Systems, Prehistoric 72

Fife : see Buckhaven ; Kennoway : Leuchars;
Lundin Links ; Rumgally

; Tarvit

Mill I’arm, Cupar
;

Tents Muir
;

AVemyss.

Finger-rings : see Rings, Finger.

Finlay.son, AV., presented a Stone Bead, . 14

Fish-bone.s at Jarlshof 90, 135

Fisher, Miss Catherine, presented a Bullet
used at AA'aterloo 14

Private James 14. 15

Flakes. Quartz, from AA'ard Hill, Dunro.ss-

ness. Shetland ;133

Fiemington, AA’eisdale. .Shetland, Cinerary
Urn from 349, ;i53
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PAGE

Flint

Implements of :

—

Collection of Solutreen, from the type
station at Solutre. France, (dona-

tion) 312

found at Strathlachlan, Argyll, . . 33.5

Notched {ejicoche), from Fresrviek,

Caithness, (purchase) . . . 162

Tardenoisian, from Algeria, (donation) 13

Objects of:

—

Collection from Fresvvick, Caithness,
(purchase) 162

Tools, small, with battered hacks.

from the Stevenston Sands, . . 27

See also Arrow-heads : Borers ; Fab-

ricator
;
Knives

;
Scrapers.

Flodden, Ball of Lead from the BattleHeldof, 62

Fort, The Roman, at Rough Castle and
"VVesterwood, with a Postscript, . . 243

Variety in defences of, . . . 286

Ramparts 287

Rampart-walk and Sentry-path,' . 292

Forts, Native
Castlelaw, Midlothian, Excavations at, . 362

Dun Mor, Lismore 326

Mitchelhill, Kill>ucho, Peeblesshire, . 74, 81

Staneshiel, near Duns, Berwickshire, . 74

Torwoodlee, Selkirkshire, , . , .78,80

Vitrified, Dun Mhie Uisneathan, Ben-
derloch, Argyll 325

Foshigarry, North Uist. Inverness-shire.

Pot from Earth-house at. ... 14

Fraga, Shetland, Notice of a Short Cist at. 34

Beaker Urn from, .... 35,351

Fraser, Edward D., Death of, ... 4

Freswick, Caithness, Collection of Flint

Object.s from, (purchase) . . . 162

Galbraith. Dr J. J.. on the Chi-Rho Cros.ses

on Raasay : their Importance and
Chronological Relationships. . . 318

presented Cast.s of Cross-slab and
Cross near Raasay House. ... 63

Gardner, George A.. Death of, . . . 4

.lohn. Death of 4

Gaskins, Sydney Spencer, elected. . . 62

Geddie, Alexander, presentedCup-and Ring-

marked Stones 11

Geord of Nears. Rousay, Orkney. Excavation

of a Denuded Cairn at 24

George III., Jubilee Medal of, . . 224
|

Gibb, George A., presented an Urn. . . 15
|

PAGE

Gillon, Rev. Alexander, elected, ... 3

Glasgow, Greenoakhill, Mount Vernon,
Traces of Oats and Rye in Cist at, . 71

Glass

Fragments of. from Castlelaw Fort. . 38:1/.

from Huntly Castle, .... 1.59

Objects of: see Arndet ; Beads.

Working of, in Scotland, .... 30

Glen Beanie, Angus, Hut-circles at. . 187, 189

Glenluce Sands, Wigtownshire. Neolithic

Pottery from, 235

Strap-tags from 32

Glenshee, Peithshire, Pottery from Hut-
circles at 49

Gold, Objects of : see Bracelet : Brooch.

Gordon, J. Tennant, pre.sented a Stone Axe, 225

on A Third Short Cist at Rumgally,
Fife 354

Gouges, Bronze, found in Scotland, . . 29

from the Stevenston Sands, , . 27. 29

Graffiti at Huntly Castle 155

Graham, Francis B., elected 312

John, presented a Stone Axe, . . 226

Grant, A 341

Walter G., on the Excavation of a De-

nuded Cairn, containing Fragments of

Steatite Urns and Cremated Human
Remains, in Rousay, Orkney. . .

‘24

on Further Burials at Blows, Deer-

ness. Orkney 343

presented Communion Tokens
and Slone Hammer 12

Gravel and Clay at Old Keig Stone Circle.

Report on, 52

Greenoakhill. Mount Vernon. Glasgow,
Oats and Rye in Cist at, ... 71

Greenock, Renfrewshire, Coronation Medal
of KingEdward and Queen Alexandra.

struck by 11

Greet, Admiral, presented Buckles. High-

land Brooches, and two Coin.s, . . 64

Grieve, Sj iuington. Death of 4

Obituary Notice of 6

Gullane, East Lothian. Indented Stone
from, 313

Gunning Fellowship for 1932, ... 8

Haggart. Provost James D., elected. . . 161

Hallstatt Period, Pottery of 48,/.

Hammer. Stone, from Lunning, Shetland,

(purchase) 162

from Rousay. Orkney. ... 12
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PAGE

Hammer-stones
from Dalrulzion Hut-circle, . . . 207

„ Jarlshof, 96, 98, 127

,, Cist at Upper Boyndlie, Tyrie,

Aberdeenshire, .... 177, 183

Quartz, from Ward Hill, Quendale, Shet-

land, (donation) 18

Handle, Stone, of Saw, from Jarlshof, . 104

Harelaw, Longniddry, East Lothian, Stone
Bead from, 14

Hatchet, Slate, from Jarlshof, ... 96

Hay, Captain George, .... 211, 219

Header or Jet of Bronze, from Traprain
Law, 122/.

Hebrides. The, Croggan from, . . . 224

Heiton Mill, Kelso. Roxburghshire, Cist at, 164

Urn from, (donation) . . 10

Hinges, Bronze, from Steveuston Sands, . 28

Hones, Stone, from Jarlshof 127

Hope, Miss Mary, presented a Stone Adze-
hammer, 162

Horn, William, elected, 224

Horn, Objects of : see SnutF Mull.

Hounam Law, Roxburghshire, Cultivation
Terraces at 74

Housegord, Weis'lale, Shetland, Cinerary
Urn from, 34!), 3,53

How, Lieut. -Commander G. E. P., presented
a Silver Tea-spoon 226

Howden. James, Edinburgh, Movement of

Verge Watch made by. ... 14

Howrat, Dairy, Ayrshire, Stone Axe from, 13

Human Remains ; ---

from Blows, Orkney 34.5

,, Cist at Fraga, Shetland, . . . 35/.
in Cairn, Geonl of Xears. Rousay,

Orkney, 25

at Heiton Mill 1(56

from the Old Keig -Stone Circle, Report
on 51

at Upper Boyndlie, Tyrie, Aberdeen-
shire 177, 178

Unburnt, with Beaker in Short Cist at

Xewlands, Oyne, Aberdeenshire, . 229
from a third Cist at Rumgally, Fife,

Report on 355

,, Bronze Age Cists at Sprouston, . 399

„ Cist at Strathnaver, .... l)i7

Hunter, Douglas G., Death of. . . . 4

Robert L., elected, 3
Huntly, Elizabeth Keith, Countess of,

Arms of, at Huntly Castle, .

George, Fourth Earl of, .

Arms of, ... .

151

139

PAGE

Huntly Castle, Further Xotes on, . . 137

The Xorman Earthworks, .... 138

The “ Create Olde Tower,” . . . 139

The Courtyard Building, .... 142

The “Palace," 150

The Architectural History as now
Revealed, 157

Relics found during the Excavations, . 158

Coat of Arms at, 151

Bust of Justitia at, 154

Painted Decorations at, ... . 154

Graffiti at 155

Hutcheson, Miss Clementina, presented

Buckhaven Mort-box and a Croggan, 224

Hut-circles near the Eastern Border of

Perthshire, north of Blairgowrie,

Observations on 187

Husabost House, Glendale, Skye, two
Bronze Axes and a water-worn Pebble

found near 313

Hutton, Berwickshire, Cultivation Terraces

at, 74

Inchmurrin, Loch Lomond, Dumbarton-
shire, Worm for a Smuggler's Still

from, 15

Inscript ion on SilverBrooch from Inverness, 10

Inverfolla, Argyll, Standing Stone at, . 323
Inverness, Dies for stamping Communion

Tokens of Xorth Church, ... 16— Silver Brooch with Inscription from, . 10
Inverness-sliire : see Dores ; Foshigarry,

Xorth Uist
; Husabost, Skye

; Raasay,
Skye : Roskhill, Dunvegan, Skye

;

RudlT an Duin, Vallay, Xorth Uist

;

St Donnan s, Eigg
; Teampuil na

Trionad, Carinish, Xorth Uist.
Iron, Bloom of, from Castlelaw Fort, . . 383_f7.

Piece of, from Dalrulzion Hut-circle, 19.5, 196
Objects of. Small, from Castlelaw

373
Vceofso Arrow-head; Bellows; Bouttoir,

Cannon-balls; Knives; Sickles.
Irvine, Magnus, elected,

.Tack, James, elected,
. , ^

James VL, Gold coin (Half-Rider) of, . . 13
'^"'enty-shilling Piece of, (donation) . 65

James \ II., Malacca Cane given to Lord de
Courcy by
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Jar, Vase or, Roman, from Rough Castle, .

Jarlshof, Shetland. Account of Further

Excavation in 1932 of the Prehistoric

Township at, on behalf of H.ll

Office of Works,
Observation.s on the Finds.

Vegetable Remains. .

Animal Remains.
Appendix I.—Statement of Finds and

their Relative Distribution

Appendix II.—Report on the Animal
Bones, ....

Bere found at, .

Stone Lamp from a “beehive'
structure at, .

Jet, or Shale, Ring, from Parton, Stewart ry
of Kirkcudbright, .

Johnstone, Laird of,

Joppa, Galashiels. Selkirkshire, Stone
Adze-hammer from,

Jug, Dunraore Pottery, (donation)

Junior, Stanesby, Bassoon maker,

Justitia. Bust of, at Huntly Castle,

PAGE

82

TOO

12.0

125

126 I

127 !

1

71
I

15

313

212

162

225

337

1.54

PAGE

Kiln. Post-Roman, at Westerwood Fort, . 281

Kincardineshire ; ste Laurencekirk.

Kinro.ss-shire : ste Leven. Loch.

Kirk. Rev. Robert L.. elected. ... 3

Kirkcudbright. Stewartry of : .sre Castle-

Douglas: Crossmichael ; Parton:
Talnotrie.

Knife-like Object, Slate, from Ward Hill.

Quendale, Shetland 13

Knives:
Bronze, from Jarlshof, .... 95

Dagger or. Bronze, from Jarlshof. . . 126

Flint, from a third Cist at Rumgally. Fife. 355

from the Stevenston Sands, . . 27

or Side Scrapers, from Freswick,

Caithness, (purchase* .... 162

Iron, from Castlelaw Fort. . . . 384

Polished Shetland Stone, from Brae wick, 67

Slate, from Jarlshof. . . . 95, 104, 127

Stone, from Jarlshof, 127

Knob, Bone, with Bronze Collar, from
Jarlsliof 110, 126

Keel (Ruddle), Pieces of, from Stevenston

Sands, 27

Keig.Old, Aberdeenshire, Trial Excavations

at Stone Circle .37

Pottery from 45JL

do., suggested date, .... 48_fr.

Report on the Bone Fragments. . . 51

Petrological Report, 51

Report on the Charcoal from the Clayey

Layer, 52

Report on Gravel and Clay, ... 52

Keith, Elizabeth : see Huntly, Countess of.

Kennoway, Fife, Would tor Communion
Tokens of Church at, (purchase) . 16

Kermode, P. W. C., Death of, ... 4

Obituary Xotice of, .... 6

Kerr, Henry F'., on the Nether Bow Port.

Edinburgh, 297

Kilbride-.Iones, Howard E.. elected, . . 3

pre.sented an Indented Stone, . 313

and Hiss JI. E. Crichton Mitchell,

on Primitive Agriculture in Scotland :

with particular Reference to L’^n-

recorded Celtic Lynchets at Torwood-

lee, Galashiels, Selkirkshire, . . 70

Kilbucho, Peeblesshire, Cultivation Ter-

races at 74

Kilfedder, New Luce, Wigtownshire, Shale

Ring from, 31

Lacaille, A. D.. on Small Implements of

Quartz from Ward Hill. Dunrossness,

Shetland 327

presented a Stone Axe and a

Communion Token. .... 162

Lamps, Stone, from Jarlshof, Shetland,

(donation) 15

fromUnderhool, Uyeasound, Unst,

Shetland, (purchase) .... 314

Lanarkshire; see Culter; Dunsyre Hill.

Langwill, Lyndesay G., on "Three Bas-

soons" in the National Museum of

Antiquities of Scotland. . . . 335

Robert B., Death of, 4

Laurencekirk, Kincardineshire. Snuff-box

associated with Sir AValter Scott, . 13

Lead :

—

Objects of: seeBiill; Bullet: Rings.

Plate of, from Traprain Quarry.

ulonation) 11

Ve.ssel of, found near Teampuil na
Trionad, Carinish. North L^ist, (dona-

tion) 12

Leavenseat Moor. West Cahler. Stone Axe
from, 226

LedaigMoss. Argyll, Stone Axe from cran-

nog on 326

Letchworth, Cast of a Late Celtic Belt Link
from, (donation) 313
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PAGE

Ijeuohars, Fife, Grain found in an urn field at, 71

Leven, Loch, Kinross-shire, Clay Pitcher-

found in 10

Lewis, Ross-shire : sepBrau-ar; Carlowa3'.

Libertus of Lezoux. Potter, Stamps of, at

Rough Castle, 2.78

Lignite, Objects of; see Disc: Ring, Finger.

Ligonier. Earl 312

Limpet-shells at Jarlshof 89

Lisniore. Argyll, Duns on 325/.

Lochanabeich. Loch Etive. Argi'll, Cairns

at 321

Logie, Stirlingshire. Stone Bead from Kirk-

jard 11

London, Bronze Crescentic Brooches found

in, 30

Low. Professor Alexander, on the Skeletal

Remains from Cist at Strathnaver, . 167

on Two Short Cists at Upper
Boj-ndlie, Tj'rie, .-Vberdeenshire, . . 176

on Human Remains from Cist at

Kewlands, Oj'ne. .-kberdeenshire, . 230

on the Skeletal Remains from
Bronze Age Cists at Sprouston, . . 309

Lundin Links, Fife, Cinerary Urn from, 15, 231

Lunning, Shetland, Stone Hammer from, . 162

Lj’nchets, Celtic and Strip, . ... 72

Unrecorded Celtic, at Torwoodlee,

Galashiels, Selkirkshire, ... 71

ilacarthur. Rev. George W., elected, . . 3

Jl'Connell. J., presented a iledal, . . 11

Macdonald, .Sir George, on Three Seven-
teenth-centur.y .Shetland Tomb-
stones .53

on the Roman Forts at Rough
Castle and "We.sterwood, with a

Postscript, 213

Miss J. C. C., presented a .Strike-a light

Pistol 11

of the Isles, Ladj', elected, ... 3

M'Dougall, W. Laidlaw, elected, ... 3

MacFarlane, Issohell, and John Bane
5IcGille.si)ic MaeXah of -Vuchcarne

and Sleyoch 31 1/.

McGibbon. Callum, 31.")

Duncan. 31-5

.lohii 315

Maegregor, .Tuhn. Xntes on the MacX;ibs of

.Vcharn by 3U
presented Worm, copper, for a

Siiiuggler's .Still 15

Macintosh. Hiigli, elected, .... 3

PAGE

M'Jerrow, David, elected, .... 62

Mackaj', J. B., elected 3

.John, elected 161

William J., presents a Stone Axe, . 63

M'Kechnie, Sir James, Death of, . . . 1

Mackenzie, Dr W. Mackaj', elected to

Council, 62

ilacLean, Alexander, presented a Bone
Bodkin 65

MacLeod, Rev. Donald, elected, . . . 161

MacMaster, Thomas, elected, . . . 312

M'Murdo, James, elected, .... 62

MacXah of Acharn. Famil}- of, . . . 311

.\rchibald, of Acharne 315

Assignation of lands of Auohcarne
and Sleyoch bj- 311

Donald, Assignation of lands of Auch-
carne and Sleyoch in favour of, . . 311

Duncan, 315

in Acharn, 315

Finlaj', of Bovain, 311/.

in Inchewan 315

Gilbert, a/ias Gibbon, sometime of

Acliarn 315

Grant of tack of lands of Auohcarne
and Slej'och to, .... 311, 315

Is.sobell MacFarlane or . . . . 314 /.

James, 315

in Auchessen, 315

John, 315

of that ilk 315

John Bane McGillespic, and Issohell

MacB’arlane, Grant of tack of lands of

Auchcarue and Slej'och to, . . . 311

Marj' Campbell or, 315

Patrick 311 /.

of Acliarn 315

Robert, of Inchewan 315

Mainland, T., presented a Stone Lamp, . 15

Malloch. James, Death of, ... . 4

Martin, X^icol, presented Two Socketed
Bronze Axes, 312

Marwick, Tliomas Waller, elected, . . 62

Marj- and Darnlej', Rj’al of, (donation) . 65

Masterton, .J. .V., presents a Wa.sliing

Macliine 63

I

Mastin, Professor .Tolm, Death of, . . 4

i

Maxwell, Lord 212

Measures, Forpit and a 1 lalf-forpit, (pur-

chase I 212

Medals :

—

To commemorate the opening of St (;ile.s

Chureii, Ediubiugl], after restoration

in 188.'!, I purchase I 17
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PAGE

Medals icontd .)-.

—

Bronze Gilt, of Jubilee of George III.,

(donation) 224

Copper, of Diamond Jul)ilee of Queen
Victoria 224

Greenock, to commemorate Coro-

nation of King Edward and Queen
Alexandra, (donation) , , . , 11

Silver, commemorating the Prince of

Wales's visit to India in IdT.r, , , 313

Melrose, Roxbiirghshire, Bontoir from, . 102

Midlothian; see Castlelaw Fort: I.eaven-

seat Moor, West Calder ; West Calder.

ililler, iirs T, U., presented a Malacca Cane
given l)y James VII, toLorddeCourcy, 341

Mitchell, Miss M. E. Crichton, on tlie Pre-

historic Antiquities of Benderloeh

and Appin 320

and H, E, Kill)ride-Jones, on Primi-

tive Agriculture in Scotland ; with
particular Reference to Unrecorded
Celtic Lynchets at Torwoodlee, Gala-

shiels, Selkirkshire 70

Mitchelhill Fort, Peeblesshire, . . .74, SI

Moat Wood, Peeblesshire, Cultivation Ter-

races at 74

Model of Earth - houses at SUara Brae,

(purcha.se) 16

Moluag, Saint, 319

Moneypenny, Lieutenant James, . . 211,219/.

Morayshire : see Cloddy Moss, Dyke, by
Forres; Covesea ; Culhin Sands;
Cunningston or the Col loch.

Morhaiu, East Lothian, Cross-.shaft from. . 241

Morrison, Murdo, presented a Stone Axe
and Whorl, 226

Mort-box of the Buckhaven Mort-cloth

Society, (donation) 224

Moulds ;

—

Bivalve or Faced, Method of making, . 118

Brass, for casting Communion Tokens of

Kennoway Church, (purchase) . . 16

Clay, for Bronze Swords and Axes, from
Jarlshof, 91, 112, 114

Fragments of, from Jarlshof, . . . 116

for socketed Axe, Method of making, . 121

,. Tool -Gouge -from Jarlshof, , 116

,, cire perdue ca.sting. from Jarlshof,

116//', 124

,. Disc, for he.id of large Pin, . . .116
Mount or Buckle, Bronze, from Castlelaw

Fort :mff.
Munro, Dr W. A., presented a Tardenoisian

Chert Implement

PAGE

Murdoch, John Mitchell, Death of, . . 4

Murray, Charles Stewart, elected. . . 341

George, presented a Beaker from Xew-
iands 162

John, pre.sented Stone Weights. . . 11

Musical Instruments : Bassoons and
Recorder in the Xational Museum of

-\ntiquities. Xotes on 33.5

Xail, Bronze, from Castlelaw Fort, . . ;ki4

Xairnsliire : see Auchindoune, Cawdor.
Xess, Port of, Lewis, Ross-shire, Pottery

from 48

Xetherbow Port, Edinburgh, Xotes on the. 297

X'ewlands. Oyne, Aberdeenshire, Short Cist

at, 228

Beaker from, (presented) . 162

Xewstead, Roxburghshire. Bronze Enamel-
led Fibula from, 1,5/.

Xicoll, .James S.. elected, .... 3

Xisetter, Shetland, Cinerary Urn from. 350, 353
Xorway. The Scottish Expedition in. in 1612, 209

Oats, in cist at Greenoakhill. Mount Ver-
non, Glasgow, 71

Ochre from Dalrulziou Hut-circle, . . 207

Ogg, Dr W. G., reports on the Gravel and
Clay at Old Keig Stone Circle, . . .52

Ogilvie. Maj.-Gen. Sir AVnlter. elected, . 3
Ogilvy, Thomas, Death of 4

Okstrow, Broch of, Birsay, Orkney, Stone
Urn and Bronze Pin of Viking type
from mound at 3,52

Orkney and Shetland. The Pottery found
at Blows, and the Bronze Age Pot-
tery of a4.5

Sec also Blows. Deepness ; Breck. St
Andrews ; Brodgar ; Deerness ; Geord
of Xears. Rousay ; Okstrow, Broch
of; Ronaldsay; Rousay: Shapinsay :

Skara Brae ; Stromness.
Orr, M. \ ., reports on the Charcoal from the

Clayey Layer, Old Keig Stone Circle. 52
Orrock. W. A., elected :341

Ox, Remains of, from Jarlshof, . 88, 89, 98, 130

Papa Stour. Shetland. Perforated heart-
shaped slate from 101

Parton, Kirkcudbright. Ring of Shale or
Jet from 313

j

Patrick, William M.. elected, . . . 224

j
Pebble, Used as a Burnisher, from Jarlshof, 9810
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PAGE

Pebble, Jasper, Abraded, from Jarlshof, . 98

Peeblesshire : see Kilbucho ; Jlitchelhill.

Kilbucho ; Jloat Wood : Purves Hill

:

Romanno : Venlaxv.

Penrose, Sir George, 341

Perth, Bronze Bell, rectangular, from. . IG

Perthshire : see Acharn: Blairgowrie; Corb

;

Crianlarich
;
Dalrulzion : Drumderg :

Errol ; Glenshee
;
Sleyoch : Tay, River,

Philip, Alexander, Death of 4

Piercer or Awl, Bone, from Jarlshof, . 110. 126 !

Pins
Bone, from Jarlshof 110, 126

Bronze :
—

from Dalrulzion Hut-circle. . . 195, 196

,, Stevenston Sands. ... 28

., Tarves. Aberdeenshire, . . 116

,, TraprainLavvQuarry.(donation) 10

Viking type from broch of Okstrow. , 353

White Metal, made by tinkers in Argyll, 225

Pirlie-pig, "Soutar Johnny," Olonation) . 225

Pistol, Highland, taken at Culloden. (dona-

tion) 342

Strike-a-light. with Candleholder. I

(donation) 14
'

Pitcher, Earthenware, fourteenth-century.
|

found in Ijoch Leven, . . . . ]0
j

Platt, Mi.ss Margery I., reports on the

.A.nimal Bones from Jarlshof, Sum- i

burgh, Shetland 127
!

Polishers, Stone, from Stevenston Sands, . 27

Fire fractured, from Underhool, t,^yea-

sound, Unst. Shetland, (purchase) . 314

Smoother or, found near Wick, (domi-

tion) 12

Pommel, Sword, of Vendel Time.s. . . 53

Pony, Shetland. Remains of, at Jarlshof. . 132

Pot.s, Clay, from Foshigarry Earth-liouse, . 14

from Jarlshof 87, 89

,, .Sordale. Caithness .... 49

Potter, Liherlus of I.ezoux, Stamps of, at

Rough Castle 2.58

Stanip, A.L.F.O., on amphora from 1

Rough Castle 277 !

Pottery ; :

found at Blows, Deernes.s. Orkne.v. and i

the Bronze Age Pottery of Orkney
'

and Shetland 345 :

Manufacture of Prehistoric : -
I

Experiments with Clay from Middle- i

ton Moss 201

Temperature reached by the Pre-
j

historic Makers in their Burning. . 203

Conclusions, 206
\

PAGE

Pottery (co?itd.)

MeduPval.frouiFloorof Caveat Wemyss,
Fife .175

Methods of building up the walls of

vessels of 351

Native

from Castlelaw Fort, . . 373, 384, -386

,. Dalrulzion Hut-circle, . . . 196

Analysis of 198

„ Jarlshof, . . .85, 87, 89, 97, 98, 110

., Old Keig Stone Circle, . . -iUff.

Suggested date, . . . 48Jf.

the Sculptor’s Cave, Covesea,

Date of, 48

Neolithic, from Glenluce Sands. . . 235

Objects of : see Bowl: Croggan ; Jar;

Jug: Pirlie-pig ; Pitcher ; Pots ; Urns :

Vase or Jar : Vessel.

Primitive, at Barva.s, Isle of Lewis, . 205

Roman, from Rough Ca.stle. . . 258, 277

in Torwoodlee Broch,.... 80

Pounders, Stone, from Jarlshof, . 89, 96. 98. 127

from Cave at Wemyss, . . . 175

Primrose Hill, Berwickshire. Cultivation

Terraces at 74

Fort near 74, 81

Puniice used for abrading, from Jarlshof,

96, 98, 127

Purves Hill, Peeblesshire, Cultivation Ter-

race.s iit, 74

QuartI', Shetland. L’rns, Steatite and Clay,

from 349, 3.53

Quartz, Implements of, found at Strath-
lachliin. Argyll, 335

from Ward Hill. Dunrossness,
Shetland 327

Quendale, .Shetland, Tombstones from the
Old Crosskirk at, 53

Querns :—

from Castlelaw Fort 385

., Dalrulzion Hut-circle, . . . 195

,, Jarlshof, . . . 85,87,90,118,127
Saddle, known in Neolithic times, . . 71

Quig, James S., elected 3

Raasay-, linerness-shire. The Chi-Rho
Cro.s.se.s on : their Importance and
Chronological Relation.ships, . . 318

House, Skye, Inverness-shire, Cross-
slab near, gjt

Cro.ss carved on Rock near, ... 64
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PAGE

Ramsay, Lieut.-Colonel Alexander, 211/.,21!l/.

Colonel Andrew 210f.
Sir John, 210

Rankine, Rev. T. Primrose, Death of, . . 4

Reay Links, Caithness, Bronze Strap-tag-

from, 32

Recorder, Bass, in the National Museum
of Antiquities, 339

Reinach, Salomon, Death of, ... . 3

Obituary Notice of a

Renfrewshire : see Erskine Ferry
;

Greenock.
Reygasse, M. R., presented Tardenoisian

Flint Implements from Algeria, . . 13

Rhincl Lectureship for 1932 and 1933, . . 8

Rhuvoult, Rhiconich, Sutherland, Bog
Butter from, 11

Richardson, Major David T., pre.sented a

Crosraguel Penny 14

.James .Arthur, Death of, ... 4

James S.,presentedQuartz Imi)lemeiits

from Shetland, 13

Mr.s James S,, exhibited a Silver Broocli

with Inscription in Lomliardic Char-

acters, 10

Rings :

—

Bronze, from Castlelaw Fort. . . . ,'183/.

from Traprain Quarry, (donation) . 11

Lead, from Stevenston Sands, . . . 28
j

Shale, found in Scotland 30/.

from Partou. Stewartiy of Iviikcud-

brig'ht 313

from Stevenston Sands, . . . 27, 30

Finger

Bronze Enamelled, from tlie Cull)in

Satids 32/.

from Tents Muir, Fife. . . 33

,. Traprain Law, . . .33

Spiral, from Jarlshof, . . . 120

Lignite, from Castlelaw Fort, . .

Shale, from Stevenston Sand.s, . . 27

Ritchie, Professor James, on the Animal
Bones from the Cave at Wemyss. Fife. 17.7

Road Broch, Keiss, Caithness, Grain found
at 71

Robertson, D., in Acharn 314

Professor George M., Death of, . . 4

Rocks, Sculptured, near Raasay House.
Skye 04

on the AVall of a Cave at the

Wemyss Colliery, Fife 171

“Rod structure” from Dalrulzion Hut-
circle, 207

Rollo, Jliss, presented a Bracelet, . . 11

VOL. LXVII.

PAGE

Roman Forts at Rough Castle and Wester-

wood, with a Postscript, . . . 243

Potter}' in Torwoodlee Broch, . . 80

Romanuo, Peeblesshire, Cultivation Ter-

races at, 74

Ronaldsay, Orkney, Incense-cup LLu from, 347

Roskhili, Duuvegan, Skye. Socketed Bronze
Axe and part of wooden handle from,

(purchase) 17

Ross-shire: see Barvas, Lewis; Bishop-

Kinkell, Conon Bridge ; Bragar,

Lewis; Carloway, Lewis; Ness, Port

of.

Rothesay, Bute, Grain in Neolithic settle-

ment at, 70

Rongh Castle. Stirlingshire, The Roman
Fort at, . 244

The Bath-house 244

Drain from Furnace 246

.Stone paved way. 2.70

-Vnnexe, 2.72

Post holes 255-6

Pottery 25S, 277

South Gatew.ay 271

Rou.say, Oikney. Excav.ition of a Denuded
Cairn at Geord of Near.s. ... 24

Stone Ilannner froni, ... 12

Ro.xbni-ghshire ; srr Calroust ; Dunian Hill ;

Eckloi'd ; lleiton Mill. Kelso; Hounam
Law ; Melrose ; Newstead ; .Spronstnn.

Rubbers, Stone, fi-om Jarlshof, . 8.7, 87. 118. 127

Ruddle, Pieces of, froni Stevenston Sands. 27

RudlT an Duin, \'.illay. N. I’ist. Pottery
from 48

Rumgally. Fife. A Third Short Cist at , . 3.74

Runciman, The Rt. Hon. Walter, presented
Casts of Cross-slabs and Cross shaft

i

on the Island of Eigg 65

; Ryal of Mary and Darnley, (ilonation) . 65

I

Rye in cist at Greenoakhill, ilount 7'ernon,

!
Glasgow, ....... 71

.St Donnan's, Eigg. Inverness-shire. Casts of

Cros.s-slabs and Cross-shaft from,
tdonation) 65

St (4iles Church, Edinburgh. Medal to com-
memorate the opening of. after

restoration in 18,83 17

St Vigeans. I.ord. elected a Vice-President, 1

.Samian Ware, from Castlelaw Fort. . 383/.
from Rough Castle, .... 2.78

Sans. Slate, from Jarlshof. 8.7, 88, 89, 9.7, 96. 1-27

Sayco, Professor, Obituary Notice of, . . 160

26
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PAGE P-4GE

Scapula used as Shovel, from Jarlshof, 88 Shovel, Bone, from Jarlshof. . . . 12H

Sclater, Canon Henry Guj’, Death of. 4 Sickles :

—

Scott, A. B., presented Stone Axes and Bronze :

—

Gold Coin, .... 13 from Dores. Inverness-shire. 71

Mrs F. J., presented Bellows with ,, Edengerach, Aherdeensldre. 71

geared fan, . . . , 13 ,, Errol, Perthshire. 103

Lieutenant James, . 211 219 ,, River Tay. near Errol, 71

Thoma.s, presented a Boutoir. 162 Iron, from Traprain Law. .... 71

William, elected, . . . . :«l Stone, from Jarlshof 127

.Scrapers :

—

Silver. Ohjects of; see Brooi lies : Buckles:
Flint, from Freswick, Caithness, pur- Medals

; Tea-.spoou.

chase) 162 Simpson, Dr W. Douglas, on Huntly Castle, 137

from Old Keig Stone Circle, 48 .Sinelair, Barbara : see Bruce.
,, the Stevenston .S.inds, 26 Barhara Stewart or. .75

Quartz, from Ardgoil, Argyll. . 334 David, of Stirkoke 211

from Jarlshof, 109, 127 Captain George, . 211 /'.. 216, 218/. 221

,, Ward Hill, Shetland, (dona
tion)

from do., do

Selkirkshire: set" Joppa, Galashiels: Tor-

\voodlee, Galasliiels; Yarrow Kirk.

Selma, Xew, Argyll. .Stand iiig Stone at.

Seton, Brevet-Colonel Sir Bruce. Death of.

Obituaiy Xotice of, .

Shale. Objects of :
-

Armlets. Ring’s, and plate of, from
Stevenstou Sands, ....

Ring from Barton. Stewartry of Kirk
cudbright,

.s'cr ril.ar) Armlet : Whorls.

Sliapimsay, North Hill of. Orkney. Cinerary

Urn and Incense-cujj Urn from. . . ;547

Sheep. Remains of, at .Tarlshof, ... 87

Perforated Vertelira of, from do., IK). 128

.Shells from Cave at Wemyss, Fife, . . 175

at Jarlshof 89. 186

Shepherd, Charles W.. presented a High
land Pistol, taken at Culloden. . . :112

13

mf.

:120

4

•27, 30

313

James, of yuendale. Grave-slab of.

John, of Qucndale
Laurence,

Malcolm, of Quendale. Grave-slab of. .

Margaret .Sutherkind or

AVilliam,

Chancellor of Caithness.

.

Skara Brae, Orkney. Model of Earth-houses
at, (purchase)

.Skerray, Tongue, Sutherland. Stone A.te

from
Skye, Isle of: •iee llusaliost House: Raasay

House: Hoskhill. Dunvegan.
Slackend. .-Oierdeensldre. Cinerary Urn

from,

Slag, Iron, from Castlelaw Fort, .

Slate :—
Olijects of, I.arge Hat-shaped, at Jarls-

hof,

Oval, from Jarlshof, ....
Perforated heart-shaped, from Jarlshof,

8.S, 89, 96. 98. KHJ, 127

fid

56

.74

.74

•212

212

16

63

3.73

.383

8 (

1U7

C. B.. elected

.Shetelig, Professor Dr phil. Haakon, elected

an Honorary Fellow, . . . .

Slietland Tomb-.tones, Note on Three .Seven-

teenth-century

Orkney and. The Pottery found at

Blows and tlie Bronze Age Pottery of.

See (tiso Braewick, Tingwall : Culla Voe,

Papa .Stour: Fair Isle; Fleniington,

Weisdale ; Fraga ; llousegord, Weis-

dale
;
Jarlshof; Lunning; Nisetter;

Papa .Stour : tjuartl': (Jueiidale Bay ;

Sumlmrgli ;
Underhool. Uyeasounii,

Unst : Unst ; Ward Hill.

Siiort Cist at Newlands, Oyne, Aberdeen-

shire. . .

312

161

.73

345

228

- from Papa Stour, .Shetland, . li)l

Workeil. from Jarlshof, . . . ,S8. 9.7 )27
.s'ernfso Cleaver: Hatchet: Knife : Haw s.

Hleyoch. Perthsliire. Lands of, . , . mi
Smith. Alan K., Death of 4

Alexander, elected 312
David G., electeil 62
Professor G. Elliot, reports on the Bone
FragmentsfromOldKeigSt one Circle, .71

John. (Jollection of Prehistoric Relics
from the Htevenston .Sands made l>y, 26

Smoother or Polisldng Stone found near
Wick, (donation) 12

Snulf-liox, Wooden, from Laurencekirk,
as.sociated with Sir Walter Scott,
(donation) 13
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PAGE

Snuff-box. Wooden, Cumnock, from Castle-

Doui^las, (purchase) . , . . 68

SnufF Mull, Ram's horn, with mallet, etc.,

attached, (donation) .... 341

Snyder, Professor Franklyn B.. elected, . 9

Solutreen Flint Implements, Collection of,

(donation) 312

Sordale, Caithness, Pot from, ... 19

Spear-head, Bronze, from Canisbay, Caith-

ness, 211

Spectacles, Old pair of. (donation) . . 221

See also Barnacles.

Spens, Sir James, of Worniiston. . . . 210/'.

Spoon, 'Wooden, from Aberdeen, (purchase) 16

Sprouston, Roxburghshire. Two Bronze
Age Cists at 308

Standing Stones :

—

near .\chara House, Duror, Argyll, . 323

at Barcaldine. Argyll, .... 321

near Beuderloch Station, .... 320

., Dalintober, Argyll 321

at Inverfolla, .irgyll 323

,, Xew Selma, Argyll, .... .320

Staneshiel Fort, Duns. Berwickshire, . 71, 81

Steatite Lamp)?) from Underhool, Fyea-
sound, Uiist, Shetland, (purchase) . 311

Objects of : see Urn.s.

'\’essel from Jarlshof, .... 127

Stemster, Bower, Caithness, Flat Bronze
Axe from, 211

Steuart, Alexander, 161—- IMiss Maria, pre.sented a Bride's Coggic,

a Jug, and a Pirlie-pig,.... 22.7

.Stevenson, Captain Edward D.. elected, . 62

Stevenston Sands, Ayrshire, Prehi.storic

Relics from, 26

Stewart, Barbara, of Graemsay ; see Sinclair.

Stirliiig.shire ; see Dunmore ; Logie: Rough
Castle ; 'Westerwood.

StoneCircle, Old Keig, -Vherdeenshire, Trial

Excavations at 37

Pottery from l-5,ff.

do., Suggested date, .... 1.8 ff.

Report on the Bone Fragment.s. . . .71

Petrological Report .71

Report on the Charcoal from the Clayey
Layer, ,72

Report on Gravel and Clay, ... 52

Circles, Different objects found in

Scottish, 51

Stone :

—

Implement, from Castlelaw Fort, . 3.83/., .3.86

Indented, from Gullane, East Lothian,

(donation) 313

PAGE

Stone icontcl.'i :

—

Ohject.s of

Axe-like, from Dalrulzion Hut circle.

195, 206

Notched, from Ward Hill, Duendale,
Shetland. 13

Ovate and pointed, of quartz, from
Ward Hill, Quendale. Shetland. . 13

Perforated, from Eckford, (purchase) . 17

from Stevenston Sand.s, ... 27

Heart-shaped, from Jarlshof,

85. 89. 96. 98. KX), 127

Serrated Tools from Jarhshof. . 96, 101, 127

Setting, Quendale Bay, Dunrossness,
Shetland 329

See also Adze : Adze-hammer ;
Arrow-

heads, Quartz ; Axe.s
;
Ball : Beads :

Burnisher ; Cannon-balls : Chalce-

dony ; Chert ; Clubs ; Cooking-stones :

Core; Felstone ; Flint; Hammers;
Hammer-stones: Ilone.s ; Jet; Knife-
like ; Knives ; Lamps ; Poli.shers

;

Querns ; Rings, Finger, and Lignite
(under Shale); Rubbers; .Scnipers ;

Shale ; .Sickles; Smootheror Polishing
Stone; Steatite; Ve.ssels ; Weight.s;
Whetstones; 'Whorls.

Stones ;—

Cup- and Ring-mivrked ; see Cup- anil

Ring-marks.
Sculptured or Incised, at Huutly Castle, 158

See ctlso Crosses; Cross-shafts; Rock,
Sculptured.

Strathlachlan. Argyll, Flint and Quartz
Implements found at, .... 33.5

Strathnaver. Sutherland, Cist at. . . . 166

Report on the Skeletal Remains, . . 167

Strike-alight Pistol with Candleholdcr.
(donation) If

Stromness. Orkney, Bride's Coggie from, . 22.7

Sumburgh, Shetland, Pottery from, . . 49

Sutherland. Major D.. presented a Carved
Stone Ball and a Poli.shing Stone. . 12

of Forss, Margaret : see Sinclair.

Sutherland ; see Rhnvoult. Rhiconich ;

Skerray, Tongue
;
Strathnarer.

Swords, Bronze. (Moulds for, at Jarlshof, . 91

Symbols on Cross-slab near Raasay House,
Skye a3

Tags, Strap, found in Scotland, . . . :il/.

Bronze, from Stevenston Sands, . 28. 31/.
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Talnotrie, .Stewartry of Kirkcuilbright,

Shale King and Strap-tag of Silver

from, 31

Tantallon Castle. East Lothian, Crosragnel

Penny found near 11

Tardenoisiaii Implement. Clreen Chert, from
Dryburgh Mains 10

Flint, from Algeria 13

Tarves, Aberdeenshire, Pin from, . . 110

Tarvit ilill Farm. Cupar, Fife. Slone Axe
from 2i5

Tay River, near Errol, Perthshire. Bronze
j

.Sickle from, 71 I

Teampuil na Trionad. Carinish. North Fist,

Inverness-shire. Leaden vessel found I

near, 12

Tea-spoon, .Silver, made in Aberdeen, (dona-

tion) 220

Temple, Herbert W. F., Heath of, . . 4

Tents Muir. Fife, Bronze enamelled Finger-

ring from, 33

Pottery from 40

Terraces. Cultivation 72/1'.

List of. in .Scotland 74

Thomson. .lames. Death of 4

M’illiain. Death of, 1

Ohituary Notice of, .... 0

Thorn3‘croft, Wallace, on Hut-circles near

the Eastern Border of Perthshire,

north of Blairgowrie, .... l.'<7

Thj'iie, James C., elected, .... 224

Tiles, Seventeenth-centuiy, .it Huntl.v

Castle 159

Tinkei'-s. Pins made by, in .Vruyll, . . 22.7

Tirefour Broch, Lismore, Argyll. . . 320

Tobin. .Sir Thomas 341

Todd. David, presented Bog Butter. 11

Tokens, Communion. Donations of, . 12. 1.5, 102

Dies for. of [nierness North
Church, (i)urchase) . . . . 1(>

Mould for, ot Kennowaj' Church,

(purchase) 10

Tombstones. Note on Three .SeA enteeiith-

centuiy. .Shetland 5;i

Tonge, Profe-.sor Mildred, elected, . . 9

Torwoodlee. Selkirkshire, Broeh at, . . .si)/.

Celtic Lyncliets at 74

Fort at, . . . . . 73, so

Tniill. Rev. .loseph, Death of. ... t

Tranter, Nigel (1.. elected, .... 9

Traprain, The Right Hon. Viscount, pre-

soited Objects found on Traprain Law, 10

Traprain Law, East Lothian. Bronze
enamelled Finger-ring' from, . . 33

Tr.iprain Law. East Lothi.in, Glass Armlet
and bronze objects found on,

Glass Bead from.

Header or Jet of bronze from
Iron Sickles from,

Potteiy from. .

Tusculum. North Berwick. East Lothian
'Wheat of Bronze Age found at. .

PAGE

10

12

122 /.

71

IS

70

L'ist, North : see F’oshigarry ; Rudh' an
Duin, Vallaj' : Teampuil na Trionad,

Carinish.

Fnilerhool, Uj'casonnd. Unst, Shetlaml,

Stone Cups, etc., from, .... 314

L'nst, Slietland. I'ragment of Beaker L'rn

from 35, 351

Urns :
-

Beaker :
-

from Cist on East C.istle Hill. Upper
Boyndlie.Tj'i’ie. Aherdeenshire. 1S4/.

,, Fraga. .Scatness. Shetland. . 35, 351

„ Cist ut Newland.s, Oync,
(donation) .... 162. 22S

,, Unst, Shetland. ... 35. 3.71

Bronze Age.fro)n .-iuchindoune, Cawdor,
Nairnshire 232

Cinerary: -

from Blows. Deerness. Urkne.v, . 343-0. 351

., Breck, St Andrews, Urknej-, , 317

., Cnlla Vue, Papa Stour. .Shethind,

31s;, 3.53

,, Fair Isle, Shetland. . . . 351,/.

,, Fleniington, Weisdale, Shetland,

349, 353

,, Honsegord. Weisdale, .Slietland, 3 19. .3.73

Luudin Links, (donation) . 15, 231

,, Ni.setter, Shetland, . . 3.30, 3,73

., Slackend. Aberdeenshire. . . 3.73

found in Cist in mound at Deerness,
Orkney 340/.

found in mound near Ring of Brodgar,
Orkney :117, 3.72 /.

Food-vessel, from Dun Bhaile an Righ,
Benilerloch, Argyll 326

from Heiton Mill, Kelso, . . . 10.7

do., (donation) 10

Incensc-eup from Ronaldshay, Orkney. . 347

Steatite :
-

assigned to Bronze -Age, . . . 3.73

from Fair Isle, Shetland, . . 3.71, 3.53

,, QuarlT, Shetland, . . . 319,353

,, Cairn. Geord of Nears, Rousa.v,

Orkney, 25
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PAGE

Urns {coyitd.)

Steatite, from mound near Ring of Brod-

gar, Orkney 347, 3.53

Stone, from Brocli of Okstrow, Birsay,

Orkney, 3.52

Usher. Lady, exhibited a Stone Axe. . . 9

Vase or Jar. Roman, from Rough Castle, . 277

Vendel Times, 34

Venlaw', Peeblesshire, Cultivation Terraces

at 74

Vertebra of Sheep, Perforated, from Jarls-

hof, Shetland 110, 126

Vessels

Lead, found near Teampuil na Trionad,

Carinish, Xorth L’ist, .... 12

Pottery, from Breck, St Andrews,
Orkney, 347

Sandstone and Steatite, from .larlshof, 109, 127

Victoria, Queen. Copper Medal of Diamond
Jubilee of —I

Vitreou.s Ihiste, Objects of: see Beads.

Vitrified Fort, Duu Mhic Uisneaclian,

Benderloch 325

Wales, Prince of, 5Iedal commemorating
visit to Inilia in 1675 of, . . . . 313

Walker, J.. Silversmith. Aberdeen, . . 226

Walking-.stick, Malacca Cane, given by

James VII. to Lord de Couroy, . . 341

Ward Hill, Shetland, Quartz Implements

from, 13, 327

Wa.shing Machine, Old Wooden, from Edin-

burgh. (donation) 03

Wason, C. II.. elected 3

Watch, Verge, Movement of. by Jame.s

Howden, Edinburgh, (donation) . . 14

Waterloo, Lead Bullet tired at, ... 14

AVaterston. Professor David, elected. . . 161

on the Skeletal Remains from A
Third Short Cist at Ruingally, Fife. . 3.5-5

Watson. Charles B. Boog, presented a Com-
munion Token, 15

Weights. Stone, (donation) .... 11

Wemyss, Fife, Rock Sculptures on the

Wall of a Cave at, 171

PAGE

Wemyss Cave, Fife. Relics from floor of, . 175

Remains of Cereals in, ... 71

West Cakler. Midlothian. Shale Ring from. 31

West Lothian : see Abercorn.

AVesterwood, Stirlingshire, The Roman
Fort at, 277

Kiln, Post-Roman, at, .... 281

AA'heat, Blackened, found at, . . . 281

Baths. Remains of 285

Westell, W. Percival. presented Cast of a

Late Celtic Belt Link 313

AVeston, Percy AA'.. elected 3

AVheat, found in Borness Cave, ... 71

found in AA'esterwood Roman Fort, . 284

AVhetbtoues fro)u Castlelaw Fort. 373. 384, 386

from Steveuston Sands, .... 27

White, George D., Death of, ... . 4

Whitclaw, Charles E.,i-e-elected to Council, 2

AVhorls

Shale, froni Castlelaw Fort
,

. . . .386 /.

Steatite, from Underhool. Uyeasound.
Unst, Shetland, (purchase) . . . 314

Stone, from C.ave at AVetnyss, Fife. . 175

from Steveuston Samis, ... 27

AVick, Caithness. Smoother or Polishing

Stone found near 12

Wigtownshire: see Balneil : Glenluce

Sands; Kilfedder, X'ew Luce.

AA’ilson, Dr Andrew Robertson. Dcatl) of, . 1

James P.. elected 161

P. Dmiglas, elected 3

AVolf, Remains of. at .Tarlshof, . . . i;-i4

AVood, AVill iam James, Death of. ... 2

AA'ood. Objects of ; see Coggie t Mort-box ;

Snuf1'-l)oxes : .Spoon; Washing
Machine.

AVorm. Copper, for a Smuggler's Still, from
Inchmurriii, Loch Lomond, (donation) 15

Yarhouse, Caithness, Carved Stone B.ill

found near the Broeh of, . . . 12

Yarrow Kirk, Selkirkshire, Shale Ring
from .6 ( 1 /.

Youden. Colonel William A., eleeted, . . 3

Y'oiiiig, Robert S.. elected 224

Y'ounger, Harry .1.. elected to Council, . 2

Yule, Thomas, presented a collection of

Solutreen Flint Implements, . . 312

FLINTri’ IV f.RE\T LRITVIN I.\ NFIIL 4M» tC
,
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